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An M.I.T. Education
for Our Times

Science and engineering have provided
humanity with priceless gifts which have
allowed us to move far from the fright-
ened, superstitious, hungry state of a
few centuries ago. These gifts include an
understanding of the physical world in
which we live and of the forces of nature
with which we must contend to survive.
They include the means to provide
abundant livelihood for people
everywhere. Research has provided us
with deep Insights into living organisms
;ncluding ourselves; it has given us
some understanding of the complex
societies In which we live; and it has pro-
vided the basis of those tools with which
we can compete more effectively with
nature for the means of survival.

These great achievements of the human
mind have been a source of optimism
and pride, a source of the hope that in-
creased understanding would bring a
happier life. Yet at the moment many
have become so aware of some of the
unintended side effects of science and
technology that they would, if they could,
stop technological change and the'
scientific discoveries and technological
developments on which the future
depends.

To me It is evident that without new
technology, to enhance our muscle and
brain power, we could not continue the
quest for a free and decent society for
everyone. Without new energy
technologies, for example, the nation
ind the world will face a declining stan-

dard of living. Technological oppor-
tunities abound and M.I.T. Is committed
to helping convert them into realities.

The contemporary crises we face are
basically the consequence of an ever-
Increasing disparity between our grow-
Ing mastery of the physical world on the
one hand, and on the other hand, our
limited understanding of the profound
impact our actions have on ourselves
and our sot (al Institutions. Modern
crises are, as well, a consequence of the

lack of effective means, thus far, for
guiding our self-induced social evolu-
tion. The effects of this Incongruence
between a growing ability to change the
world and the inability to shape It to fit
our hopes can be seen all around us,

The bittersweet character of the modern
world, the implicit contrast between the
world that is and the world that could be,
is what leads to the disenchantment we
see on all sides. Yet the arts and the sci-
ences are agencies of our hope. Both
represent knowledge - about the world
and about humankind - that is at once
practical and useful, particularly when
informed by technology, which Is essen-
tial to each.

The first responsibility of universities
must always be a dedication to ration-
ality and scholarship in science and en-
gineering, social science, the arts, and
the professions. But at this moment un-
Iversities must do more. We are called
upon to become leaders in an effort to
relate, through new educational, re-
search, and action programs, our
humanistic needs to the choices avail-
able in science, technology, and social
planning. M.I.T.'s history is one of
dedication to society's need, and we are
committed to a major effort to help solve
these pressing problems.

Jerome B. Wiesner
President
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This Is M.I.T.

History and Purpose

On February 20, 1885, four years after
approval of its founding charter, the
Massachusetts institute of Technology
opened its doors to admit the first class
of 15 students. The event marked the
culmination of an effort by William Bar-
ton Rogers, M.I.T.'s founder and first
president, to create a new kind of edu-
cational Institution relevant to the times
and to the nation's need, where students
would be educated in the application as
well as the acquisition of knowledge. A
distinguished natural scientist, Rogers
stressed, too, the Importance of basic
research, and believed that professional
competence was best fostered by a
coupling of teaching and research and
attention to real-world problems.

Today, education and related research
continue to be M.I.T.'s central purpose,
with relevance to the practical world as a
guiding principle. The institute is an In-
dependent, coeducational, privately
endowed university. It is broadly organ-
Ized into five academic Schools -
Architecture and Planning, Engineering,
Humanities and Social Science,
Management, and Science. There are 23
academic departments within these
Schools, as well as many inter-
departmental laboratories, centers, and
divisions which extend beyond the
traditional boundaries of a single
department.

M.I.T.s total enrollment is approxi-
mately 8,800, almost evenly divided be-
tween undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. In 1978-79, M.I.T. students came
from all 50 states and the District of
Columbia, two territories, and 93 foreign
countries. The proportion of Interna-
tional students at the Institute, about 17
percent, is one of the highest in an
American university.

The M.I.T. faculty numbers approxi-
mately 940, with a total teaching
staff of 1,730. Members of the faculty
group themselves for teaching and re-
search according to their Interests. Most
faculty appointments are In one or more
of the academic departments, but the
faculty also work in the many Interde-
partmental laboratories, centers, and di-
visions. Most faculty members at M.I.T.
teach both graduate and under-
graduate students. Undergraduates of-
ten register for graduate classes; many
undergraduates and all graduate stu-
dents participate, often together, in ad-
vanced research.

This intermixing of ages, disciplines, and
nationalities, which is characteristic of
M.I.T., deeply influences the life and ex-
perience of every member of the aca-
demic community, bringing together
students and teachers, biologists and
architects, humanists and engineers,
young and old. The result is an aca-
demic environment unusual for its
singleness of method and purpose, and
notable for its diversity of Interest.
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The central purpose of the academic
program at M.I.T. Is to give students a
sound command of basic principles; a
versatility of Insight and perspective
concerning natural and social
phenomena; the habit of continued
learning; and the power that comes from
a thorough and systematic approach to
learning. From these attributes comes
the best assurance for continued profes-
sional and personal growth, especially in
today's rapidly changing world.

The two essential parts of all M.I.T. edu-
cational programs are teaching and re-
search. Both of these activities carried
on together have greater power than
either performed alone. While advanc-
ing human knowledge and under-
standing, research makes special con-
tributions to the Institute's educational
program. It provides experience in
theory and experiment for both students
and faculty, and assures that classroom
teaching is up to date. Teaching, at the
same time, provides a setting In which
the relevance, accomplishments, and
vitality of research are continually
clarified and assessed.

Each of the 23 academic departments
offers one or more degree programs or
Courses' of study. By and large, each
student pursues a degree in one of the
departments. Degrees are awarded on
the basis of satisfactory completion of
requirements in each program. Descrip-
tions of departmental programs for
graduate and undergraduate students
are given in Chapter VI of this catalogue.
More detailed information may be ob-
tained by consulting the Individual
departments.

The academic programs of both under-
graduate and graduate students are
based upon a core of general Institute
and departmental requirements. There
is enough flexibility, however, to allow
each student, in collaboration with a fac-
ulty advisor, to develop an individual
program In response to his or her own
interests and preparation. For example,
there is a growing number of students
who concentrate their studies in areas
that cross departmental lines. Among
these are programs in fields such as
planetary and space science, communi-
cations, environmental studies, health
sciences and technology, visual arts,
transportation, urban studies, and
energy.

In addition to departmental and Inter-
departmental academic programs, In-
struction in Aerospace Studies, Military
Science, and Naval Science is offered to
all eligible students. These programs,
which do not lead to degrees at the In-
stitute, are described at the end of
Chapter VI.

Undergraduate Courses at M.I.T. lead to
the degree of Bachelor of Science (S.B.).
Graduate degrees awarded include
Master of Architecture (M.Arch.), Master
of Science (S.M.), Master of Science In
Architecture Studies (S.M.Arch.S.),
Master of Science in Visual Studies
(S.M.Vis.S.), Master In City Planning
(M.C.P.), Engineer (each degree
designates the field in which it is awar-
ded),! Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.), and
Doctor of Science (Sc.D.).

The chart at the end of this chapter
shows Schools, departments, under-
graduate and graduate courses of study
and degrees, and Course numbers. For
most students, undergraduate pro-
grams, including those which provide
periods of on-the-Job experience off-
campus, require four years of full-time
study for the Bachelor of Science.

Atthe Institute the capitalized word Course refers
to an organized curriculum leading to a specified
degree. The lowercased word course or sublet,
on the other hand, refers to the individual classes.
Each course is designated by a Roman numeral;
Individual subjects are given Arabic numerals to
correspond with the course numbers. For example,
civil Engineering Is course I; the number 1.05 In-
dicates a subject given in the course in civil Engi.
neering.
2
Engineer degrees Include chemical Engineer
(chem.E.), civil Engineer (C.E.), Electrical Engineer
(E.E.). Engineer In Aeronastics and Astronautics
(E.A.A.), Environmental Engineer (Env.E.), Materials
Engineer (Mat.E.), Mechanical Engineer (Mech.E.),
Metallurgical Engineer (Met.E.). Nuclear Engineer
(Nucl.E.). Ocean Engineer (oceanE.).
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Academic Calendar

In all universities, the academic calendar
provides a framework for educational
programs and cultural events, and
generally Influences the patterns of
campus life. At M.I.T. the fall term starts
in mid-September and ends before
Christrras, and the spring term starts
the second week in February and ends
in late May.

The January Independent Activities
Period (I.A.P.), provides a new dimen-
slon to educational activities. Thb time
dUring l.A.P. may be devoted to re-
search, study in a field of the student's
Interest, travel, relaxation, or Investiga-
tion of new fields. During this time more
than 500 special activities, Including
films, field trips, seminars and lectures,
Individual projects, intensive subjects
and workshops, are offered on the
campus. There are also numerous off-
campus activities, including field trips
and academic projects abroad. Among
the options available this past January
were: a subject called Physics of the
Plano, an intensive course in the lan-
guage of the Inca, a glass blowing lab,
and a cartoonists' workshop.

During the regular Summer Session,
M.I.T. offers a selection of the subjects
available during the academic year, as
well as a few subjects designed for
special interests and needs.

1979 1980

August 31
Freshman Orientation Week begins

September 4
Graduate Orientation Week begins

September 10
Registration Day

September 11
First day of classes

October 8, 9
Columbus Day, Vacation

November 12
Veterans Day (Holiday)

November 22, 23
Thanksgiving Vacation

December 12
Last day of classes for subjects with
final exam

December 14
Last day of classes for subjects with no
final exam

December 17-20
Final exam period

December 21-January 6
Christmas Vacation

January 7
First day of Independent Activities
Period

January 15
Martin Luther King Day (Holiday)

January 30
Last day of Independent Activities
Period

January 31-February 3
Vacation

February 4
Registration Day

February 5
First day of classes

February 18-19
Washington's Birthday, Vacation

March 24-28
Spring Vacation

April 21, 22
Patriots' Day, Vacation

May 14
Last day of classes for subjects with final
exam

May 16
Last day of classes for subjects with no
final exam

May 19-22
Fc. il exam period

May 26
Memorial Day (Holiday)

June 2
Comm..ncement Exercises

June 9
First day of Summer Session

a
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Educational Resources

A special feature of education at M.I.T. Is
the opportunity for students and faculty
to participate together in research
activities. The Institute devotes substan-
tial resources of its own to such under-
takings and receives generous grants
from both Industry and government in
support of such work.

For this work M.I.T. has unusual
facilities, some of which are unique
among educational Institutions. There
are more than 70 special laboratories on
the campus in Cambridge. In general,
the institute's policy Is to make these
facilities available to students - with the
result that nearly all of M.I.T.'s
laboratories are shared by under-
graduates, graduate students, and fac-
ulty members working together in close
collaboration on ongoing projects.

Many of these research facilities are
described in this catalogue by the
departments which operate them. In
addition to laboratories and facilities
organized within departments, there is a
large number of Interdepartmental
laboratories and centers, established to
facilitate work in fields which cross the
lines of traditional disciplines. Under-
graduate opportunities in interdepart-
mental areas, graduate interdepart-
mental programs, and major inter-
departmental organizations and
research facilities are described In
Chapter V.

Libraries

Supporting both the teaching and re-
search activities at the Institute are the
M.I.T. Libraries, with holdings of more
than one and three-quarter million
volumes. More than 18,000 current jour-
nals and periodicals and extensive back
files provide comprehensive resources
In all major fields. These are enriched by
numerous special collections, including
microfiche, slides, and maps. Through
M.I.T.'s membership In the Boston
Library Consortium, graduate students,
faculty members, and research staff
have access to extensive research
collections outside the Institute.

The Library system, with headquarters
in the Charles Hayden Memorial Library
building, includes the five major libraries
with several branches and reading
rooms: the Rotch Library of Architecture
and Planning (with a separate Skidmore
Room for visual collections); the Dewey
Library (economics, industrial manage-
ment, industrial relations, and political
science); the Barker Engineering Library
(with a separate Aeronautics and
Astronautics Library and Von Hippel
Reading Room for materials science);
the Humanities Library (with a Music
Library and a Reserve Book Room); the
Science Library (with the Lindgren
Library for the earth and planetary scl-
ences and Chemistry Reading Room);
the Student Center Library; the Institute
Archives and Special Collections; Rare
Books; and the M.I.T. Historical
Collections.

All of the services offered by a fine re-
search library are available: reference
and information, interlibrary loans, and
microforms, photoprints, and quick
copies of works located here or in other
libraries. The libraries serve primarily in-
stitute students, faculty, staff members,
and their families. Others wishing to use
the facilities may apply to the Assistant
Director for Public Services, Room 148-
216, for a library privilege card.

Information Processing Services

The contributions that the computer can
make to the advancement of essentially
every field of human endeavor are well
recognized. While It frequently is viewed
as a device to perform calculations in
scientific research, the computer serves
increasingly as a tool that opens up new
ways to process information, and pre-
sents an opportunity to forrr.jiate and
think through problems in wholly dif-
ferent ways. As a result of the applica-
tion of the computer, new disciplines are
emerging and established disciplines
are being transformed significantly.

Students, both undergraduate and grad-
uate, are involved in much of this ac-
tivity. A majority of M.I.T. students begin
to use the computer early In their studies
and many continue to do so on into
graduate work. Opportunities to pursue
programs oriented toward computer
sciences are available in many depart-
ments, where specific research pro-
grams are under way In either the devel-
opment or utilization of the computer.

information processing facilities at M.I.T.
fall into two groups: those provided
within the information Processing Cen-
ter, which serves as a large, versatile
central computing facility; and those
provided through the local departmental
and laboratory computer facilities, which
offer somewhat specialized information
processing systems to meet specific
needs.

This Is M.I.T. 8
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M.I.T. Press

The M.I.T. Press is a principal agency for
the execution of the institute's respon-
sibility to teach not only a residential stu-
dent body but also the world at large.
The Press has worldwide distribution; Its
books and other educational materials
bearing Its imprint convey to a broad
audience of scholars a sense of the
quality of the Institute and Its concern
with learning. Books published by the
Press have won many awards, including
the Nationa Book Award and a wide
variety of citations for graphic
excellence.

The Counoll for the Arts at M.I.T.

The Council for the Arts at M.I.T. was
founded in the fall of 1971. A nationally
based advice and support body with a
membership of 100, the Council Is com-
posed of men and women who hold in
common the view that relative progress
in civilization rests in no small measure
on a healthy balance between the arts
and sciences. It is the Council's belief
that the arts are a particularly significant
element of a university based mainly on
science and technology. This belief Is
reinforced at M.I.T. by an undergraduate
body that Increasingly wants more than
specialization and professional compe-
tence In an education aimed at broad
social and humane ends.

The Council is a grant-making body that
uses Its own funds to foster the arts at
M.I.T. Its function is to act as a catalyst In
a highly participatory, wide-ranging pro-
gram that is firmly founded on the In-
tellectual tripod of teaching, practice,
and research In the arts. Visual and
literary arts, dance, music, theatre,
cinema, photography, and other art
forms receive financial support from the
Council. The Council's ultimate goal Is to
enhance the M.I.T. community as a
whole and to help provide students with
a collective experience in the arts that
will match and complement the depth
and insight of their experience in scl-
ence and technology.

Lowell institute School

The Lowell Institute School was estab-
lished at M.I.T. in 1903 to provide even-
ing instruction In technical subjects for
residents of the Boston area. Today the
School continues this tradition by offer-
ing subjects In the areas of modern
technology which are not readily avall-
able at other evening institutions. The
general level of instruction is geared to
the practicing technician who has an
Associate degree or equivalent
experience.

The programs of study range from
single subjects designed to broaden an
Individual's skill level in his or her pres-
ent employment to comprehensive study
of new technological areas which will
prepare a technician for employment in
a new field. There Is a strong emphasis
on practical aspects and development of
careful experimental technique com-
bined with sufficient theory to provide an
adequate foundation of understanding.

Subjects offered by the School do not
carry M.I.T. credit, but certificates are
awarded to those who complete a
satisfactory program. Further informa-
tion may be obtained by contacting Dr.
Bruce D. Wedlock, Director, Lowell in-
stitute School, Room E19-738, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Educational Resources 9
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The Campus

M.I.T.'s 125-acre campus extends for
more than a mile along the Cambridge
side of the broad Charles River Basin
facing historic Beacon Hill and the cen-
tral sections of Boston. Most academic
activities are brought together in a group
of interconnected buildings designed to
permit maximum flexibility and easy
communication among the departments
and Schools. The extensive athletic
plant and playing fields are on the
campus, as are the recreational
buildings, dormitories, and dining halls.
This convenient arrangement contrib-
utes greatly to the sense of unity and
Interdepartmental involvement that
characterize the Institute.

At the eastern end of the campus are the
Alfred P. Sloan Building and the dis-
tinctive Grover M. Hermann Building,
which houses activities in management,
economics, international studies, and
political science. Adjacent to them is
Eastgate, a 30-story apartment tower for
married students and faculty. A com-
manding feature of East Campus is
McDermott Court, in which a great
sculpture by Alexander Calder rises In
bold contrast to the facade of the 20-
story Center for Earth Sciences, the
Cecil and Ida Green Building. Surround-
ing McDermott Court are student
residences, Walker Memorial, Hayden
Library, the Camile Edouard Dreyfus
Chemistry Building, and the Ralph
Landau Building, which houses the De-
partment of Chemical Engineering.

The institute's main buildings, enclosing
the Killian Court, were designed by
Welles Bosworth, Class of 1899, and
were dedicated In 1916. Banked by
magnificent rhododendrons and lined
with tall shade trees, the Killian Court
opens to a wide view of the Charles
River, the low brick buildings of old
Boston, and the concrete and glass
towers that rise above them.

interconnected with these central
buildings are the Center for Life Sci-
ences (the Dorrance and the Whitaker
buildings), the Karl Taylor Compton
Laboratories (electronics and nuclear
science), the Center for Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering (the Vannevar
Bush Building), the information Pro-
cessing Centor, the Center for Space
Research, the Sloan Laboratory, the
Guggenheim Laboratory, and the Center
for Advanced Engineering Study.

Across Massachusetts Avenue, on West
Campus, Is the Student Center (the
Julius Adams Stratton building), which
contains social rooms, restaurants, of-
fices for student activities, music rooms,
a spacious library, and recreational and
commercial facilities. The Student Cen-
ter Plaza Is bounded on the west by
Kresge Auditorium and on the east by
the Chapel. Both buildings were de-
signed by Eero Saarinen. The
auditorium contains a large concert hall
seating 1,200, a little theatre, offices,

"s.,,

I
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and rehearsal rooms. The Chapel is
used regularly for religious services by
all faiths and is open throughout the day
for meditation. The Chapel's unusual
design Includes an exterior moat that
reflects light In changing patterns on the
interior walls. Adjacent to the Chapel Is
the Center for Advanced Visual Studies.

Located throughout the campus is an
outstanding collection of contemporary
environmental sculpture including works
by Henry Moore, Louise Nevelson, Alex-

mm.~

ander Calder, Pablo Picasso, and Tony
Smith. This collection highlights the
history, art, and architecture of the in-
stitute for visitors walking around the
campus.

Along Memorial Drive and facing out on
the Charles River are additional student
residences, among them the serpentine
Baker House, which was designed by
the Finnish architect Alvar Aalto.
Westgate, an apartment complex for
married students, and the Tang
residence tower for graduate students
are located at the westernmost end of
the campus. Also on West Campus are
playing fields for soccer, lacrosse,

baseball, softball, touch football, rugby,
cricket, track, and tennis. Here, too, are
Rockwell Athletic cage, Briggs Field
House, an outdoor skating rink, the
J. B. Carr Tennis facility and the
du Pont Athletic Center. M.I.T.'s Stein-
brenner Stadium includes a six-lane,
400 meter, all-weather running track, the
first of its kind in North America. The
Stadium also includes facilities for the
steeplechase and field events, with a
game field Inside the track oval for inter-
collegiate soccer, lacrosse, and
women's field hockey games.

The Charles River Basin, which is two
miles long and a third of a mile wide, is a
major feature of M.I.T.'s physical envi-
ronment, and the Pierce Boathouse and
the Walter C. Wood Sailing Pavilion pro-
vide means for extensive activity In crew
and in sailing.

Student guided tours of the campus
leave from the Information Center in the
lobby of the Rogers Building at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. Monday through Friday. Stu-
dents and parents are welcome at the
Admissions Office after the tour.

aOmW
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The Boston Environment

M.I.T. Is a middle-sized university close
to the center of a large metropolitan
area. Within a two-mile radius of the In-
stitute are the Museums of Science and
Fine Arts, the Gardner Museum, the
New England Conservatory of Music, the
New England Aquarium, and the Boston
Public Library. Students can travel easily
to the theatre district where pre-
Broadway plays are often previewed and
local productions are staged. Among the
numerous cultural organizations In the
area are the Boston Symphony
Orchestra, the Boston Pops, the Boston
Ballet Company, the Opera Company of
Boston, the Boston Center for the Arts,
the Loeb Drama Center, and the Theatre
Company of Boston.

M.I.T. is one of more than 50 schools lo-
cated within the Boston area. Others In-
clude Harvard University, Radcliffe
College, Boston University, Northeastern
University, Brandeis University, Tufts
University, Simmons College, Wellesley
College, and many specialized profes-
sional art and music schools. The con-
centration of academic, cultural, and in-
tellectual activities in the Boston area is
one of the largest In the country. As a
result, there is an extraordinary variety
of young people from all over the coun-
try and the world, as well as an Im-
pressive range of facilities and activities
available to all students.

An hour or two away from M.I.T. by car
are the mountains of Vermont and New
Hampshire, the ocean beaches of Cape
Cod, the uncrowded lakes and rivers of
Maine, the small clusters of fishing
towns along the New England coast, and
many historical places of interest -
Salem, Sturbridge, Lexington, Concord,
and Plymouth in Massachusetts alone.
The four distinct seasons of New
England combined with the varied
landscape offer unlimited possibilities
for recreation - skiing, mountain climb-
Ing, hiking, sailing, and camping.
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Organization of the
Institute

The governing body of the Institute is a
board of trustees known as the Corpora-
tion, over which the Chairman presides.
its members include 90 distinguished
leaders of science, engineering, indus-
try, and education and (ex officio) the
President, the Chancellor, and the
Treasurer of the Corporation. Between
quarterly meetings the Corporation
functions through Its officers and Execu-
tive Committee.

The Corporation appoints Visiting Com-
mittees for each department and for cer-
tain of the other major activities of the
institute. These Committees, whose
members are leaders in their respective
professions, provide counsel to the de-
partments and in turn make recommen-
dations to the Corporation concerning
departmental activities.

The institute's chief executive officer is
the President. The Chancellor acts as
deputy to the President on all matters. In
addition, senior administrative officers
of the institute include the Provost, the
Associate Provost, and seven Vice
Presidents. The academic program Is
directed by the President, the Chan-
cellor, the Provost, Associate Provost,
and five Deans, each responsible for the
undergraduate and graduate programs
in one of the five academic Schools. The
institute's 23 academic departments are
organized into five Schools, each
presided over by a dean.

The President presides over the faculty
of the institute, which consists of all
professors, certain professors emeriti,
and a number of administrative officers
(ex off icos). Officers of the faculty are
the President and the Chancellor of the
institute, and the Chairman, the
Associate Chairman, and the Secretary
of the faculty.

Officers concerned with the overall ad-
ministration of the institute meet
regularly In the Academic Council. De-
partment heads and directors of
laboratories and centers join them to
form the Faculty Council.

Educational policy for the institute is
determined by the faculty. The M.I.T.
faculty meets every month and conducts
Its business through a number of
elected standing committees. The fac-
ulty Committee on Educational Policy
(C.E.P.), which includes student mem-
bers, formulates and articulates overall
undergraduate educational policy, spon-
sors educational experiments, and co-
ordinates much of the faculty business.
The Chairman of the faculty is ex officio
Chairman of the C.E.P.

The Dean of the Graduate School is con-
cerned with coordinating educational
policies of the graduate programs, and
the Dean for Student Affairs is directly
concerned with all aspects of student
life.

The management of research activities,
which are financed through contracts
with government and industry, is sup-
ported by the Office of Sponsored Pro-
grams. The Industrial Liaison Office and
the M.I.T. Associates Program are
responsible for fulfilling the contractual
obligations of the Institute to a group of
leading American companies which
make special grants In support of
M.I.T.'s program In research and edu-
cation.

The M.I.T. Alumni Association has a
comprehensive program for keeping
some 70,000 men and women, who have
studied at M.I.T., informed of institute af-
fairs. For example, the Alumni Associa-
tion publishes Technology Review, a
nationally circulated journal of contem-
porary affairs in science, architecture,
engineering, humanities, management,
and other fields represented among
M.I.T. alumni. There are nearly 100
regional M.I.T. clubs throughout the
world. The Alumni Fund, through which
alumni contribute to the financial
mainstream of the institute, ranks an-
nually among the country's most suc-
cessful. Alumni activities include con-
ferences, class reunions, and seminars
in Cambridge and major cities
throughout the United States, as well as
a program of communications and
directories.

The Association of M.I.T. Alumnae is an
organization of former M.I.T. women
students with a continuing Interest in
women currently studying at the In-
stitute. The group maintains and ad-
ministers its own funds for special finan-
cial aid to women students.

OrganIzation of the Institute 16
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Schools, Departments,
Courses and Degrees*

See the Department's statement for complete Information about the specific programs and degrees offered.

Undergraduate Courses Bachelor's Graduate Courses Graduate
Schools and Departments (and Course Numbers) Degrees (and Course Numbers) Degrees

School of Architecture and Planning
Department of Architecture Art and Design (IV) S.B. Architecture (IV) M.Arch.

Architecture Studies S.M.
Visual Studies S.M.

Ph.D.
Architecture (IV-B) S.B.

Department of Urban Studles and Planning Urban Studies (XI) S.B. Urban Studies and M.C.P.
Planning (XI) Ph.D.

School of Engineering
Department of Aeronautics Aeronautics and S.B. Aeronautics and S.M., E.A.A.,
and Astronautics Astronautics (XVI) Astronautics (XVI) Sc.D., Ph.D.

Cooperative Course (XVI-B) S.6.

Department of Chemical Engineering Chemical Engineering (X) S.B. Chemical Engineering (X)l S.M., Chem.E.,
Sc.D., Ph.D.

Chemical Engineering (X-C) S.B. Chemical Engineering S.M.
Practice (X-A)

Department of Civil Engineering Civil Engineering (1) S&B. Civil Engineering (I)3 S.M., C.E.,
Sc.D., Ph.D.

Transportation" S.M.

Department of Electrical Engineering Electrical Engineering (VI-11) S.B. Electrical Engineering S.M., E.E.,
and Computer Science and Computer Science (VI)2 Sc.D., Ph.D.

Computer Science and S.B.
Engineering (VI-3 3)

Cooperative Course* (VI-A) S.B. Electrical Engineering and S.M.
Computer Science' (VI-A)

*All footnotes are listed at the end of this chart.

16IThis ls M. 
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Undergraduate Courses Bachelor's Graduate Courses Graduate
Schools and Departments (and Course Numbers) Degrees (and Course Numbers) Degrees

School of Engineering (continued)

Department of Materials Science Materials Science S.B. Materials Science and Met.E., Sc.D.,
and Engineering and Engineering (1i) Engineering (Ill)* Ph.D.

Materials Science S.B. Ceramics S.M.
and Engineering (Ilu-A) Materials Engineering S.M.

Materials Science S.M.
Metallurgy S.M.

Cooperative Course (ill-B) S.B. Polymerics S.M.

Department of Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering (II) S.B. Mechanical S.M., Mech.E.,
Engineering (11)3  Sc.D., Ph.D.

Mechanical Engineering (II-A)S.B. Textile Technology S.M.

Cooperative Course (li-B) S.B.

Department of Nuclear Engineering Nuclear Engineering (XXII) S.B. Nuclear Engineering (XXii) S.M., Nucl. E.,
Sc.D., Ph.D.

Department of Ocean Engineering Ocean Engineering (XIII) S.B. Ocean Engineering S.M., Ocean E.,
(Xlii) Sc.D., Ph.D.

Naval Architecture S.B. Naval Architecture S.M.
and Marine and Marine
Engineering (XIII) Engineering (XIII)

Naval Construction S.M., Ocean E.
and Engineering (XIII-A)

Cooperative Course' (XIii-C) S.B. Shipping and Shipbuilding S.M.
Management (XII-B)'

Ocean Engineering' Ocean E., Ph.D.
(XIIW) Sc.D.

Schools, Departments, Courses9 and Degres 17
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Undergraduate Courses Bachelor's Graduate Courses Graduate
Schools and Departments (and Course Numbers) Degrees (and Course Numbers) Degrees

School of Humanities and Social Science
Department of Economics Economics (XIV) S.B. Economics (XIV) S.M., Ph.D

Department of Humanities Humanities and Engineering S.B.
(XXI-A)

Humanities and Science S.B.
(XXi-B)

Department of Linguistics and Philosophy Linguistics (XXIV) Ph.D

Philosophy (XXIV) S.B. Philosophy (XXIV) Ph.D

Department of Political Science Political Science (XVII) S.B. Political Science (XVII) S.M., PhD
Politka: Science: Public
Policy (XVII-A) S.B.

Department of Psychology Psychology (IX) S.M., Ph.D.

Alfred P. Sloan School of Management'

Department of Management Management (XV) S.B. Management (XV) S.M., Ph.D.

School of Science'
Department of Biology Life Sciences (Vil) S.B. Biology (Vil) Ph.D.

Biology (VII-A) S.B.
Life Sciences (Vil-B) S.B. Biology* (Vil-W) Ph.D

Department of Chemistry Chemistry (V) 8.B. Chemistry (V) S.M., Ph.D.,
Sc.D.

Department of Earth Earth and Planetary S.B. Earth and Planetary S.M., Ph.D.
and Planetary Sciences Sciences (XII) Sciences (XII) Sc.D.

Oceanography S.M.

Oceanography3  Ph.D., Sc.D.
(XII-W)

Department of Mathematics Mathematics (XVill) S.B. Mathematics (XVIII) S.M., Ph.D.,
Sc.D.

Department of Meteorology Meteorology (XIX) S.M., Ph.D.,
Sc.D.

Oceanography S.M.

Oceanography3  Ph.D, Sc.D.
(XIX-W)

18
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Undergraduate Courses Bchelors Graduate Courses Graduate
Schools and Departments (and Course Numbers) Degrees (and Course Numbers) Degrees

Department of Nutrition Nutrition and Food Ph.D., Sc.D.
and Food $clence Science (XX)

Biochemical Engineering S.M.

Food Science and Technology S.M.

Neural and Endocrine S.M.
Regulation

Nutritional Biochemistry S.M.
and Metabolism

Toxicology S.M.

Department of Physics Physics (Vill) S.B. Physics (Vill) S.M., Ph.D.,
Sc.D.

School of Science Interdisciplinary SB. Interdisciplinary S.M.
Sc!ence Program (XXV) Science Program (XXV)

Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences Ph.D., Sc.D.
Health Sciences and and Technology
Technology (HST)

o School of Engineering,
iology and Policy is offered
supervision. In the fields of
id Environmental Enginser-
the degrees of Materials

ironmental Engineer
once or Doctor of
nder interdepartmental su-

2
Five-year Course leading to Bachelor of Science
and Mater of Science degrees awarded
simultaneously at the end of the graduate year.
3
Seeahe descriptions of the Joint Programs with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic institution. These
descriptions follow the groups of department state-
ments in the School of Engineering and In the
School of Science.

4
Several Departments offer the S.M. degree in Oper-
ations Research under interdepartmental supervi-
slon.
5
Several Departments offer the S.M. degree in
Transportation under interdepartmental supervi-
sion.
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There Is more to an M.I.T. education
than study and research in classrooms
and laboratories. Many activities and
services complement strictly academic
pursuits, and provide numerous oppor-
tunities for students to grow and develop
new interests. This chapter describes
the range of extracurricular activities on
campus; the Institute's housing and din-
Ing programs; and the advisory, coun-
seling, and medical services available to
students.

Undergraduate Student Government

The M.I.T. Undergraduate Association,
to which all undergraduates belong, is
the major undergraduate governmental
body. A variety of committees is
associated with the Undergraduate
Association. The Finance Board co-
ordinates budgets and allocates funds to
student organizations; its budget hear-
ings are open. The Student Center Com-
mittee helps manage the facility and also
produces programs, including operation
of a 24-pour coffeehouse. The Student
Committee on Environment tries to im-
prove classroom and building design
and atmosphere and living conditions in
the dorms, and Implement coed housing
In more living groups. The Student Com-
mittee on Educational Policy proposes
educational reforms such as a pass/fall
system or an independent study calen-
dar and publishes a course evaluation
guide. It also sponsors feedback pro-
grams and Involves more students in
academic departmental decisions. The
Student information Processing Board
operates free computer services for stu-
dent use and advIses on computer
policy at the institute. The Association of
Student Activities coordinates programs
and allocates space. The Nominations
Committee recommends student
representatives for more than 50 faculty
and administrative committees. The
Spolal Coordinating Committee
manages a variety of social and popular
music events.

The International Students' Council
represents the interests of foreign stu-
dents at the Institute and sponsors a
newsletter, assemblies, and other
events.

All living groups, both fraternities and
institute Houses, elect governing coun-
cils, responsible for the functioning of
their houses. In addition to sponsoring
social events, these house councils
handle all judicial matters with the
respective houses. To deal with the
problems of common concern, the
fraternities have joined in the Interfrater-
nity Conference (I.F.C.), while the In-
stitute Houses have formed the Dor-
mitory Council. The I.F.C. operates a
central food purchasing agency, co-
ordinates and supervises Rush Week,
and works to improve relations between
fraternities and Boston's Back Say
community by sponsoring an area
clean-up and beautification program.
The Dormitory Council coordinates such
common House activities as freshman
orientation, major social events, and
handles Intra-House judicial problems.

The elected officers of the Nonresident
Student Association run a program of
tutorial, athletic, and social events for
commuting students at the N.R.S.A.
house on Memorial Drive.

Each class at M.I.T. elects a president
and executive committee to handle
various class affairs.

Graduate Student Government

All graduate students are included in the
Graduate Student Organization. Its
executive body is a Council of elected
representatives of all Courses, Ashdown
House, Tang Hall, Eastgate, Westgate,
foreigr students, and off-campus gradu-
ate residents. The Organization is con-
cerned primarily with the general
welfare of the graduate student body;
encouraging social, athletic, cultural,
and other extracurricular activities;
promoting closer relations between
graduate students and faculty outside
formal academic exercises; and voicing
Ideas and suggestions of graduate stu-
dents. The Graduate Student Council
sends two students to represent the Or-
ganization on the faculty Committee on
Graduate School Policy.

22
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Athletic*

The athletic program at the Institute en-
courages all students to participate in
some form of physical recreation. in-
struction is offered in a wide variety of
activities which may be continued in the
years following graduation.

The Intercollegiate program last year
attracted approximately 960 men and
women for competition in 32 sports,
while 4,000 students seeking more Infor-
mal activities joined Intramural and club
teams. The M.I.T. sailing program at-
tracts another 1,500 students, faculty,
and alumni, and extends sailing
privileges to their families.

M.I.T. has varsity and freshman inter-
collegiate teams in outdoor and Indoor
track and fleid, cross-country,
lightweight crew, heavyweight crew,
baseball, skiing, gymnastics, hockey,
basketball, fencing, golf, lacrosse, rifle,
swimming, tennis, soccer, squash,
pistol, sailing, water polo, and wrestling.
In addition, there are women's varsity
teams in crew, sailing, basketball,
tennis, fencing, field hockey, swimming,
gymnastics, softball, and volleyball.
Competition includes traditional New
England colleges and Ivy League
schools.

The intramural athletic program Is note-
worthy; last year more than two-thirds of
M.I.T. undergraduates participated In
over 1,500 intramural contests. There
were league competitions in touch foot-
ball, cross-country, basketball, cycling,
fencing, softball, volleyball, swimming,
Indoor and outdoor track, tennis, table
tennis, sailing, badminton, hockey,
squash, water polo, wrestling, riflery,
bowling, chess, pool, soccer, and
weight-lifting. Club sports, with inter-
collegiate competition but less formal
organization than varsity teams, include
tackle football, badminton, bicycling,

rugby, cricket, judo, white water, and
weight-lifting. Undergraduate and grad-
uate students participate in both in-
tramural and club programs.

Excellent facilities for these sports are
provided by: the du Pont Athletic Center,
the du Pont Gymnasium, an outdoor
skating rink with an ice-making system,
the Alumni Swimming Pool, the Walter
C. Wood Sailing Pavilion and the Pierce

Boathouse on the Charles River Basin,
and the Briggs playing fields including
the du Pont outdoor tennis courts.
Rockwell Cage provides an Indoor field
house, and the J. B. Carr Tennis Center
includes four indoor courts for use dur-
Ing the long and inclement New England
winters. M.I.T.'s newly constructed
Steinbrenner Stadium provides a 400
meter all-weather running track, the first
of its kind in North America.
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Lectures, Seminars, and Films

The Lecture Series Committee, an all-
student group Independently financed
by its program of classic and current
films, brings outstanding and controver-
sial speakers to the campus. L.S.C.
also has cosponsored, with M.I.T. de-
partments or other campus groups,
events of cultural, entertainment, or ed-
ucational significance.

Many nationality groups present movies,
as does the Student Center Committee.

Music

M.I.T. Is a musical community. It has a
busy season of musical activities and
programs performed by many different
musical groups, all of which are open to
both undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents. The Combined Musical Clubs In-
clude the Symphony Orchestra, Concert
Band, Chamber Players, Festival Jazz
Band, Concert Jazz Band, Gospel Choir,
Early Music Society, and Chinese Choral
Society. There is also a barbershop
group - the Logarhythms, and a coed,
popular music group - the Chorallaries.
The Choral Society, which draws its 150

members from the entire M.I.T. com-
munity, performs both classical and
contemporary choral works.

These organizations give public con-
certs on the campus, participate in joint
concerts on other northeastern college
campuses, and take periodic concert
tours throughout the East and Midwest.

Chamber music groups, symphonic
groups, and concert soloists appear at
M.I.T. each year as part of the Humani-
ties Series. Additional chamber music
concerts given by faculty and students
are regularly scheduled throughout the
year. Other professional musical events
are sponsored at the Institute by various
campus organizations.

Student Publications

Student publications at M.I.T. Include
The Tech, a student newspaper pub-
lished twice each week; The Review and
Ergo; Technique, the senior yearbook;
Rune, an annual literary magazine; How
to Get Around M.I.T. (HoToGAMi), the
M.I.T. community guide; and The Gradu-
ate, a publication of the Graduate Stu-
dent Council. There are less formal out-
lets for journalistic talents In the
newspapers of the Institute Houses and
in departmental newsletters of many
kinds.

Campus Life 24
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Theatre

A variety of theatrical performances is
presented on the campus by both stu-
dent organizations and professional
groups.

Dramashop, the student drama group,
functions under the supervision of the
Director of Drama and his assistants, In-
cluding a set and a costume designer
and a technical director. Each year this
program includes at least two major
productions of full-length plays and
several workshop productions of one-act
plays directed, designed, and acted by
students.

The Musical Theatre Guild produces
Teoch Show, (a musical comedy written
by students) and a Gilbert and Sullivan
operetta or other musical comedy each
year.

The M.I.T. Community Players, a group
of graduate students and staff and their
families, present, under professional
direction, a number of plays annually.

The M.I.T. Shakespeare Ensemble
produces a spring and fall performance
each year.

Technology Community Association

Managed by undergraduates, T.C.A.
conducts a diversified program of year-
round services to the M.I.T. community,
Including a theatre ticket service, a book
exchange, duplicating machines for stu-
dent use, a print exchange, and annual
blood donor and charity drives.

Religious Organizations

The long-established programs of the
several student religious organizations
on the campus are focused about the
Chapel and the Student Center.
Ministers representing the major faiths
devote all or a large part of their time to
on-campus activities, counseling with
Individual students, and advising the
student religious organizations.

in accordance with the Chapel's Inter-
denominational status, the Institute has
not appointed an Institute Chaplain or
Dean of the Chapel. M.I.T. considers
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that one of its responsibilities Is to main-
tain an atmosphere of religious freedom
for all and to provide oppportunity for
the exercise of all spiritual Interests.

Special Interest Groups

There are more than 80 non-athletic ac-
tivities and clubs at M.I.T., many of them
open to both faculty and students.
Among the most active are the Outing
Club, the White Water Club (canoe and
kayak), the Hobby Shop, the Debate
Society, the "ham" radio station WIMX,
WMBR (the FM local broadcasting sta-
tion), and the Student Art Association.

Many students are actively engaged in
social service work in the Greater
Boston area. The M.I.T. Urban Action
Program sponsors many major projects
in this area, such as the Urban Fellows
program, In which students do major
community service work for academic
credit. Other groups, such as the Inter-
fraternity Conference and Alpha Phi
Omega, the national service fraternity,
also sponsor active social service
programs.

The M.I.T. Black Student Union (B.S.U.)
runs a variety of programs In education,
culture, and black students' issues.
Numerous nationality clubs sponsor
programs for foreign students Including
discussions and social events. The
Technology Wives Organization (TWO)
is composed of wives of M.I.T. students,
both undergraduate and graduate. This
social and service organization sponsors
a variety of monthly programs.

Dancing of all kinds flourishes at M.I.T.
The Folk Dance Club, the Tech Squares,
the Ballroom Dancing Club, and various
foreign student groups provide regular
opportunities for dancers at all levels of
ability. M.I.T. Dance Workshop presents
formal programs and supervised in-
struction as well as sponsoring periodic
special courses by professional dancers
from the Boston area.

Smaller interest groups include bridge,
model rocket, railroad clubs, and
strategic games.

I~ I ir
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Visual Arts Activities

The Exhibitions Office of the Committee
on the Vi4pal Arts presents approxi-
mately eight major exhibitions a year In
the Hayden Gallery, extending occasion-
ally to the Hayden'Courtyard and Plaza.
Hayden Lobby has been renovated to
accommodate monthly exhibitions of
prints, drawings, and photographs.
Scheduling is geared to a wide range of
interests.

The Francis Russell Hart Nautical
Museum, housed in the Pratt School
of Naval Architecture and Marine Engi-
neering, maintains a fine collection of
paintings, prints, photographs, ship
plans and models, and working draw-
Ings-of yachts 4pd small craft by well-
known 20th-century designers.

The Creative Photography Gallery dis-
plays changing exhibitions of important
contemporary photography.

Exhibitions in the Margaret Hutchinson
Compton Gallery illustrate the institute's
programs and fields of Inquiry. Exhibi-
ilons this year included an overview of
M.I.T.'s activities in computer develop-
ment, a show examining publishing at
the MIT Press, and an exhibition based
on Professor Cyril Stanley Smith's re-
search on the Interplay of materials sci-
ence and art.

Talbot House

Talbot House, an old New England
farmhouse, is owned by M.I.T. and ad-
ministered by the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs. It was a gift by Laurance
Rockefeller to be used by the M.I.T.
community.

The atmosphere at Talbot House is
relaxed and comfortable. Meals are
prepared by a staff cook and served
family style. In ever Increasing numbers,
members of the M.I.T. community are
taking advantage of the tranquility at
Talbot House to retreat from the noise
and commotion of the city. The most fre-
quent visitors to the house have been
members of clubs, living groups, and
academic groups. Some groups have
gone for recreation and a study break;
others have found Talbot House to be an
excellent setting for special projects,
seminars, workshops, or research
discussions.

Any group from the M.I.T. community,
ranging in size from 15 to 27 people,
may request the use of Talbot House.
Many considerations, such as the make-
up of the group, the intent of the visit,
and whether or not the group has ever
visited the house, are weighed in deter-
mining which groups can be accom-
modated.

WWW"M
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Housing

Undergraduate Single
Student Housing

At the undergraduate level, M.I.T. Is
essentially a residentiai university. Of
the total undergraduate student body of
4,500, about 2,350 single men and wom-
en live in the nine Institute Houses on
the campus, and about 1,350 single men
and women are in other residence
groups including 31 fraternities, the
cooperative M.I.T. Student House, and
the Women's Independent Living Group.

The central purpose of the residential
system is to provide an environment
conducive to personal development as
well as academic achievement. The In-
stitute relies greatly on the initiative and
responsibility of both Individual students
and student government organizations
in me residences.

The institute believes that it Is to the
great advantage of all undergraduates
who do not live at home to reside "on
campus" - that is, to live in an Institute
House, one of the 31 fraternity
residences, the Women's Independent
Living Group, or the M.I.T. Student
House. Freshmen particularly gain from
associations with upperclass students

and participation in residence pro-
grams. Therefore, all unmarried
freshmen who cannot commute daily
from their own homes or those of close
relatives in the Greater Boston area are
required to live "on campus " Excep-
tions to this "on-campus" living require-
ment may be made with the approval of
the Dean for Student Affairs.
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Commons Plans

Everett Moore Baker House

Bexley Hall

Burton-Conner

East Campus Houses - Munroe,
Hayden, Wood, Goodale, Beemis, and
Walcott

French House

German House

Frank S. MacGregor House

Stanley McCormick Hall

New West Campus Houcas - Ballard,
Laurence, Coolidge, Desmond

Random Hall

Russian House

Senior Houses - Ware, Atkinson,
Runkle, Holman, Nichols, and Crafts

Spanish House

Rooms In the Institute Houses are en-
gaged for the full academic year. For the
year 1979-80, the average rents for the
houses range from $518 to $762 per
term.

The Commons Plans available for 1979-
80 are as follows:

1
The 19-Meal Plan, with breakfast, lunch,
and dinner Monday through Friday and
brunch and dinner on Saturday and
Sunday. All meals include unlimited
seconds.

2
The 15-Meal Plan, which is the same as
the 19-Meal Plan but with no Saturday
or Sunday meals. All meals include un-
limited seconds.

3
The Point Plan, designed as a "point
system" that can be used to purchase
any meals during the term. Point values
are 1 for breakfast, 3 for lunch, and 4 for
dinner. With the 300 point plan one can
purchase all of the weekday dinners
during the term.* All meals include un-
limited seconde.

Institute Houses

The 200 Point Plan will purchase 68 percent of the
weekday dinners.
**consists of 72 points.
**oonsists of 48 points.

Commons contract prices for 1979-80
are listed below.

Fall Spring
Term I.A.P. Term

19-Meal Plan $680 $136 $680

15-Meal Plan 526 113 526

Point Plan
(300 points/
term) 329 79** 329

Point Plan
(200 polnts/
term) 255 53*** 255

4
Three plans which provide no seconds
are available in the Student Center

Fall Spring
Term I.A.P. Term

15-Mpsl Plan $526 $113 $526

Point Plan
(300 points/
term) 329 79** 329

Point Plan
(200 points/
term) 255 53*** 255
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Off Campus Housing Service

Praternities

Recognized fraternities at M.I.T. Include
29 chapters of national fraternities and
two local residential groups with no off-
campus affiliation. Four are coed. The
other 27 house men only. All of the
fraternities maintain houses in Cam-
bridge, Boston, or Brookline. Frater-
nities participate in M.I.T. student
government through the Interfraternity
Conference.

Each fraternity chapter is self-governing,
manages all of its operations and main-
tenance, and develops its academic,
social, membership, recreational, and
external policies and programs. The
fraternities provide a unique experience
In leadership, community planning, and
group Interactions.

Approximately 95 percent of the frater-
nity freshmen are pledged during
"Residence/Orientation Week," which is
held in September just prior to Registra-
tion. Normally, about 400 freshmen ac-
cept Invitations to join fraternities. A few
upperclassmen, including transfer stu-
dents, also pledge fraternities at the
beginning of each term.

Cooperative Living

The M.I.T. Student House is an Indepen-
dent, coeducational, cooperative living
group for financially needy students. It Is
owned by a corporation of House
alumni. The 30 undergraduate members
maintain the residence and do all the
work except for major repairs. Students
cooperate in the management of the
House and the academic, recreational,
and social aspects of student life. Sav-
Ings per member are about $800 a year.

Nonresident Student Assooletion

Those unmarried undergraduates who
commute daily from their own homes or
off-campus quarters and who are not af-
filiated with one of the Institute Houses,

fraternity chapters, or the M.I.T. Student
House are considered members of the
Nonresident Student Association
(N.R.S.A.). A small fee is charged mem-
bers to help support the social and
cultural programs of this student organi-
zation. The fee Is currently $5 but may
be Increased by the N.R.S.A. The focus
for N.R.S.A. activities is a house on the
campus which provides social and study
facilities for commuting students, limited
overnight accommodations, and a grad-
uate resident tutor. The student govern-
Ing group has responsibilities similar to
those of student governing bodies in the
residences.

The Women's independent
Living Group

The W.I.L.G. is a non-dormitory living
experience for women In a newly
renovated house a short distance from
campus. There is a sense of community
while allowing for Independence and self
governance similar to the fraternities.

Additional information

Additional information on under-
graduate housing and application pro-
cedures Is contained in the publication
Undergraduate Residence at M.I.T. Each
first-year stucent is automatically sent a
copy of this brochure about three
months before registration day of the
term for which he or she has been ad-
mitted to M.I.T. Others may reqest
copies from the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs, Room 7-133, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Infor-
mation on fraternities also may be
obtained by writing to interfraternity
Conference, Room W20-413, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. Infor-
mation on the M.I.T. Student House may
be obtained by writing to the President,
M.I.T. Student House, 111 Bay State
Road, Boston, Massachusetts 02215.

Students who do not live on campus will
find help in locating accommodations In
the Off Campus Housing Service, Room
E18-301, MKI.T. Listings of available ren-
tals in the Greater Boston area are
maintained. The staff attempts, on an
Individual basis, to help students locate
the type of accommodations that will
best suit individual preferences and
finances, and to advise on many ad-
ditional aspects of off-campus living. All
correspondence should be addressed to
Off Campus Housing Service, Box 42,
M.I.T. Branch Post Office, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139.
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Graduate Single Student Married Student Housing
Housing

Approximately 40 percent of the single
graduate students reside on the campus
In Ashdown House and Tang Hall.

Avery Allen Ashdown House

Ashdown House, located on the corner
of Massachusetts Avenue and Memorial
Drive directly across from the main
buildings of M.I.T., houses 391 single
graduate men and women in single,
double, and triple rooms.

A member of the faculty, who is familiar
with the aims and problems of graduate
students, resides with his or her family in
the House, serving as the Faculty Family
in Residence. A student House Execu-
tive Committee, acting with the advice
and assistance of the Faculty Resident,
planu and operates the activities pro-
gram. Ashdown House, with social and
cultural facilities, is a center of graduate
student activities.

Rooms In Ashdown House are rented for
a full academic year; rents average
$1,180 per person for the academic
year, depending on the type of room.

Ping Yuan Tang Residence Hall

Tang Hall, located on the far western
end of the campus, houses 404 single
graduate men and women In one-,
three-, and four-bedroom apartments.
The apartments, unfurnished except for
wall-to-wall carpeting, drapes, and
kitchen appliances, are rented on a 12-
month license to each occupant, begin-
ning September 1. Rents range from
$114 to $186 per occupant per month
and include all utilities except telephone.
Community facilities are available in this
building, two tennis courts are located
next to It, and limited parking Is avail.
able nearby at a nominal annual fee.

Residence In married student housing is
limited to regular undergraduate and
graduate married students registered
and attending M.I.T. for at least two
terms of each year. (The summer
session is considered a term.) Assign-
ments are made on a one-year
license-agreement basis beginning
September 1 of each year.

A nursery school, with one classroom
In Westgate and two in Eastgate, is
operated by Technology Nursery
School, Inc., a nonprofit student-faculty
organization. It is open to children of
students residing off-campus, as well as
those residing in Westgate and
Eastgate. Regular classes are held from
September to June; there is also a sum-
mer program each year.

Married student housing is managed by
the M.I.T. Housing and Food Services
Office, Room E18-301, M.I.T. Since ac-
commodations in Eastgate and
Westgate are limited, married students
seeking apartments also are advised to
contact the Off Campus Housing Service.

Westgate

This five-building complex, located at
the west end of the M.I.T. campus, pro-
vides 209 apartments for married stu-
dent families.

Westgate consists of a 16-story tower
with 90 one-room efficiency apartments
and 60 one-bedroom units, and four
three-story garden-type buildings with a
total of 59 two-bedroom apartments.

Located adjacent to Kendall Square at
the east end of the M.I.T. campus Is
Eastgate, a 30-story apartment tower
with 197 family units for married
students.

The tower building contains 94 one-
bedroom apartments, 84 large one-
bedroom apartments, and 19 two-
bedroom apartments.

Is more complete Information on
08idenceain A PractIoal Plannina
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Student Services

Advising and Counseling Medical

The Institute offers a variety of advising
and counseling resources. By intention,
they are not centralized In a "counseling
center." A student is free to choose the
resource which appears to be most
helpful. Counseling, as the word Is used
here, refers to casual conversations and
to scheduled appointments; it ranges
from the providing of information to
skilled psychotherapy.

The Freshman Handbook and How
to Get Around M. T. list in detail the
counseling resources at M.I.T. Only
a short summary is given here. Each
student has a faculty advisor. The Office
of the Dean for Student Affairs has
several members whose time is almost
entirely devoted to counseling all stu-
dents, whether the situation is academic
or personal or both. Faculty and gradu-
ate residents and tutors are available in
the institute Houses, and some frater-
nities have graduate residents. Fre-
quently a student Is able to get the help
he or she wants from a fellow student or
from an instructor who is not officially a
faculty advisor. Coaches and activity ad-
visors also can often be helpful.

Several offices specialize in particular
areas. They include the Student Finan-
cial Aid Office, which Includes student
employment, the Office of the Advisor to
international Students, the Religious
Counselors, and the Career Planning
and Placement Office. The Campus
Patrol Is frequently of help to students.
For students considering particular
fields, there is a Premedical Advisory
Council, a Prelaw Advisory Council, a
Foreign Study Advisor, and an Educa-
tion Advisory Council.

The services provided by the Medical
Department are described below. Many
students consider the members of the
psychiatric staff to be among the In-
stitute's most skilled counselors. Most of
those who visit them looking for help
have found the experience useful,

The Institute's Medical Department pro-
vides a wide range of medical,
nursing, and diagnostic services. The
Department's principal location is in the
Homberg Building (Building 11) off the
main corridor where physicians, sur-
geons, and nurse practitioners see
patients and where laboratory and X-ray
facilities are located. In addition to
specialists in Internal medicine and sur-
gery, the Department provides consul-
tants in allergy, dermatology,
gynecology, neurology, ophthalmology,
orthopedics, otolaryngology, pediatrics,
psychiatry, and urology. The Psychiatry
Service and the Social Work Service are
located in Building 12. An Off-hours
Clinic, a Pediatric Service, a Dental Ser-
vice, and a 28-bed In-patient facility are
in the M.I.T. Infirmary, a building
situated between McCormick Hall and
Baker House. Facilities of the Boston
and Cambridge hospitals are used in
cases Involving major surgery and
critical illness. The M.I.T. Infirmary is
used for non-critical Illness and con-
valescence when appropriate.

The Student Health Program at M.I.T.
consists of medical services on campus
and insurance to cover the cost of
hospital care off campus. Beginning In
the 1979-80 academic year, the cost of
on-campus health services will be in-
cluded in the tuition payment.

All regular and special registered stu-
dents are entitled to comprehensive
health care services at the M.I.T.
Medical Department, including consulta-
tion with a wide range of specialists,
diagnostic studies, and hospitalization in
the M.I.T. Infirmary. Charges are made
for routine eye examinations, contact
lens services, ear piercing, dental care
services, obstetrical care, missed ap-
pointments, and those surgical proce-
dures and outside diagnostic tests that
are generally covered by the student's
hospital and accident Insurance policy.

Student spouses may use the M.I.T.
Medical Department either on a fee-for-
service basis or, by paying a compre-
hensive health fee, receive the same
benefits as a student. In 1979-80 this
health fee will be $200 for 12 months'
coverage.

The M.I.T. Student insurance covers
hospitalization (other than In the M.I.T.
Infirmary) due to accidents or Illness at
an annual cost of $130. This portion of
the program is required for all students,
unless they can demonstrate that they
have equivalent coverage through
another insurance program. A medical
Insurance plan for a student's spouse
and children is also available. The ad-
ditional cost of insurance coverage for
the spouse for outside hospital care with
an $850 maternity benefit is $300.
Hospitalization insurance for one or
more children may be purchased for
$120.

Annual Rates
M.I.T. Insurance Both

Medical for Outside
Depart- Hospitaliza-

ment tion
Student - $130 -
Student
Spouse $200 $300 $500
Children, Fee
one or for
more service $120 -

initial consultations with a member of
the psychiatric service are available to
all students and their spouses without
charge. Prolonged psychiatric treatment
cannot be provided by the Institute psy-
chiatric staff; students requiring such
treatment will be referred to private psy-
chlatrists or psychiatric cilnics in the
area.
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Career Planning and
Placement

Preprofesslonal Advising

The Dental Service offers dental treat-
ment for students and their spouses and
ls available on a fee-for-service basis.
The Pediatric Clinic is also available on a
fee-for-service basis.

Prior to matriculation, every student,
undergraduate or graduate, Is required
to submit an M.I.T. entrance medical
form completed by the student and his
or her personal physician, which Is
mailed to the Assistant Medical Director.
This form consists of historical Informa-
tion, immunization record, physical ex-
amination, and specified laboratory
studies. In addition, freedom from active
tuberculosis as evidenced by an in-
tradermal skin test or chest X ray is
mandated by public health requirements
and cannot be waived.

The Career Planning and Placement Of-
fice serves students seeking Information
and advice on employment, oppor-
tunities for further study, and careers.

The Office staff are happy to talk with
students on an Individual basis about
their plans. The Office also arranges
seminars at which alumni and others
discuss the rewards and frustrations of
their own career fields. The Office main-
tains a comprehensive library containing
Information on careers, specific em-
ployers in Industry and government,
courses of graduate study, and
fellowships. Information is available on
opportunities for work and study
abroad.

More than 300 companies, government
agencies, and graduate schools make
recruiting visits to the Career Planning
and Placement Office each year. These
visits are publicized in descriptive
notices which are posted throughout the
institute. All bona fide employers (em-
ployment agencies are excluded) are
given access to the facilities of the Office
on equal terms. Their presence gives
students a valuable opportunity to
discuss employment prospects with dif-
ferent firms.

The Office, through its Alumni Place-
ment section, is in continual correspon-
dence with employers seeking experi-
enced personnel. Notices of vacancies
are received from all parts of the nation
and abroad. The Office is pleased to
assist alumni interested in a change of
job or of career.

The Office of Preprofessional Advising
and Education serves students who are
Interested in preparing for careers in
medicine, education, law, and related
fields in public administration. The
director of the Office serves as the Exec-
utive Officer of the Committee on
Preprofessional Advising and Educa-
tion, and acts as liaison between the stu-
dent and members of the Premedical
Advisory Council and the Prelaw Ad-
visory Council. More detailed Informa-
tion concerning these areas may be
found in Chapter III of this catalogue.
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Rules and Regulations

Conduct and Discipline

M.I.T. assumes that all students come to
the institute for a serious purpose and
expects them to be responsible Individ-
uals who demand of themselves high
standards of honesty and personal con-
duct. Disappointments In this expecta-
tion have been rare.

Fundamental to the principle of in-
dependent learning and professional
growth is the requirement of honesty
and integrity in the conduct of one's aca-
demic and nonacademic life. Cheating,
plagiarism, and other forms of Intellec-
tual dishonesty are considered serious
offenses against the academic com-
munity. Attempts by students to present,
as their own, work which they have not
performed or to pass any examination
by improper means are unacceptable.

Violations by students of M.I.T. regula-
tions such as those governing living
groups, parking, and the Improper use
of M.I.T.'s name, keys, telephones, and
so forth, render the offender subject to
Institutional penalties. The position
paper by the Committee on Discipline,
"Infractions of the M.I.T. Code and
Violations of Law," is available from the
Office of the Dean for Student Affairs.

Off-campus misconduct will not be the
basis for disciplinary action unless It is
deemed by the institute a clear and
present danger to the functions of the
institute. The institute determines its
jurisdiction under this policy for each
case. Student status in no sense renders
a student immune from the jurisdiction
of civil courts and other civil authorities
according to the law of the land. How-
ever, M.I.T. does handle many Infrac-
tions of the civil or communal code in-
ternally - according to institute policies
and procedures. This is done with the
understanding by the outside com-
munity that M.I.T. will deal seriously with
such offenses, (Almost every large In-
stitution in society has its own processes
which are deferred to by the civil
authorities so long as the internal pro-

cesses are adequate and functioning.)
Serious infractions of city, state, or
Federal laws, however, are referred to
the civil authorities.

if an Infraction causes a student to be
Involved both in institute judicial
proceedings and court proceedings,
and if an institute decision might pre-
Judice the court case, the institute will
usually hold its decision in abeyance un-
til after the court proceedings have
reached a conclusive point.

M.I.T. traditionally has placed con-
siderable responsibility on student
governing groups to deal with problems
in the student community. Nearly all In-
stitute houses and independent
residences have judicial procedures, or-
ganizations, and/or designated persons
who deal with disputes and violations of
rules and regulations occurring in their
living groups.

Many problems, difficulties, and dis-
putes which involve possible Infractions
are referred to the Office of the Dean for
Student Affairs for advice and guidance.
For many minor infractions, where the
facts of the case are not In dispute and
there is no reason to carry the case
further, the Dean may put a student on
informal probation by placing a disci-
plinary notation on the student's record
in that Office.

Most cases of academic offenses are
properly handled directly between the
faculty member and the student In-
volved. In some cases it may be appro-
priate to have the department head
assist in the resolution of the matter. In
these or any other situation where a stu-
dent feels wrongly accused and unjustly
penalized, the student may request the
Dean for Student Affairs Office to enable
the case to be brought to the Committee
on Discipline (C.O.D.) for a hearing.

The C.O.D. Is composed of seven faculty
members, five students, and the Dean
for Student Affairs, ex officlo. This Com-
mittee handles allegations of academic
offenses, violations of Institute rugula-
tions and standards, and those Infrac-
tions of city, state, and Federal laws
which are referred to it. The Committee
may also hear appeals of cases heard
elsewhere within the Institute.

The procedures of the Committee on
Discipline are given in the "Statement of
Disciplinary Committee Procedures"
which is available from the Office of the
Dean for Student Affairs. Anyone in the
M.I.T. community may bring charges (in-
cluding Individual students, faculty
members, and those who have particu-
lar or general administrative respon-
sibility at the institute). To bring charges
against a student, a written complaint
must be submitted to the Office of the
Dean for Student Affairs or to the chair-
person of the Committee on Discipline.
There are procedures by which the
rights of a student are ensured, includ-
Ing assistance in preparing a defense.
Statements at the Committee hearings
are made by the person who brought the
original charge, by the student who Is
charged, by an advisor from the M.I.T.
community chosen by the student, and
by witnesses. The sanctions available to
the Committee Include a reprimand, In-
formal probation, and formal probation
with or without monitoring. In an ex-
treme case, the Committee may recom-
mend to the President that the student
be suspended or expelled. Formal
probation, suspension, and expulsion
are noted on the student's transcript for
a specified period. Such notation may
be removed upon written application to
the Committee under conditions given In
the statement referred to above.
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Privacy of Student Records

The Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA) gives stu-
dents certain rights, consistent with the
privacy of others, to review records,
files, and data held about them on an of-
ficial basis by the Institute, and also
gives students a right to challenge the
content of those records, flies, and data
which they believe are Inaccurate, mis-
leading, or otherwise in violation of their
privacy and other rights. This Act also
Imposes certain controls on access to
information about students.

Under the Act, "education records"
means those records which are directly
related to a student and are maintained
by M.I.T. Education records at M.I.T. In-
clude those that are kept by the
Registrar, Admissions, Dean for Student
Affairs, Dean of the Graduate School,
Student Accounts, Student Loans,
Student Financial Aid, UROP, academic
departments and advisors, standing
committees of the faculty, Alumni
Association, and the Archives. Certain
records are not included as education
records under the Act. They include:
personal files held by Institute faculty
and staff that are not accessible or
revealed to others, certain records of the
Campus Patrol, and medical records
maintained by the Medical Department.

Review of Records and Challenges to
Record Content

Subject to the exceptions stated below,
all education records of the Institute that
are identified with an Individual student
or former student will be available for
review at the request of that Individual. A
student may make a request directly to
the custodian of the record or to the Of-
fice of the Dean for Student Affairs. A
student shall not be permitted to review
those portions of his or her education
record that refer to other identified stu-
dents. Individuals may challenge the
content of their education record with
the custodian or through the Office of
the Dean for Student Affairs. If a dispute
remains pertaining to the accuracy or
completeness of the record, the student
shall be afforded a hearing.

Information about students assembled
prior to January 1, 1975, under promises
of confidentiality, explicit or Implicit, will
not be made available for review by the
ccncerned students without the written
consent of the author. A letter of recom-
mendation that was placed in a student's
education record after January 1, 1975,
will not be made available to the student
for review, if the student has previously
waived his or her right to review that
specific letter.

Under the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act of 1974, an M.I.T. stu-
dent who has applied for admission, but
has not yet attended, another compo-
nent unit of M.I.T. (e.g., a graduate
school or department) does not have the
right to review his or her education
record within that component unit
unless and until the student begins to at-
tend that unit. However, Individual de-
partments may choose to disclose such
Information to such a student.

Disclosure of information about
Students

Disclosure of information in education
records to persons within or outside the
Institute, except as Indicated below, re-
quires the student's written consent. The
written consent must be signed and
dated and must include a specification
of the records to be disclosed, the pur-
pose of the disclosure, and the party to
whom the disclosure may be made.
Upon request, the student shall be pro-
vided with a copy of a record that Is dis-
closed pursuant to this consent. A
record of each request and of each dis-
closure must be made part of the educa-
tion records to which a student has
access. Institute officials may have
access, without the student's prior con-
sent, and without a record being made,
to specific student records in which they
have a legitimate educational Interest.
For this purpose, Institute officials In-
clude both academic and administrative
personnel. Only those institute officials
acting in a capacity intended to further
the educational Interests of the student
and possessing a clear need to obtain
Information about the student may have
access to that Information. For example:
faculty advisors may have access to
relevant education records of their
advisees, In addition, custodians of
students' educational records shall
exercise responsibility to treat personal
Information with appropriate care and
discretion and not exchange such infor-
mation unnecessarily, and to ensure that
the transfer of Information between per-
sons not in the same office or working
group serves a legitimate Institute pur-
pose; (where such transfer is unusual,
prior notice should be given to the indi-
vidual and where practicable, permis-
sion should be obtained.)
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Under the Family Educational Rights
and Privacy Act, education records may
be disclosed without a student's prior
consent to officials of another Institution
in which the student seeks or Intends to
enroll, or in which the student is enrolled
concurrently. In such cases, the student
must be notified of the disclosure, pro-
vided with a copy of the disclosed
records if he or she requests, and
granted an opportunity for a hearing to
challenge the contents of the disclosed
records. All education records that are
released to persons or organizations
outside of M.I.T. must be released on
the condition that they will be used only
for their stated purpose and that no
other party will have access to them
without the student's written consent.
The disclosed material should contain a
statement to the effect that acceptance
of these materials constitutes an agree-
ment to abide by this condition.

Certain personally identifiable Informa-
tion from a student's education record,
designated by the institute as Directory
Information, may be released without
the student's prior consent and without a
record being made. This information in-
cludes: name, term and permanent ad-
dresses, term phone number, depart-
ment, class, degrees received, dates of
attendance, and, for an intercollegiate
athletic team member, weight and
height. A student has the right to
withhold the designation of any or all of
these categories of Information on him-
self or herself as directory information.
The Student Directory, although it con-
tains certain information listed above, is
intended for authorized Institute use
only. Mailing lists of members of the In-
stitute student body may not be pro-
vided to persons outside of M.I.T. In the
case of court orders or subpoenas for
Information, the affected Individual
should be notified immediately and the
release of such information should then
be made only by an officer of the In-
stitute who has been bpecifically
authorized to do so.

Letters of Recommendation

A student's request for a letter of recom-
mendation to be written by Institute fac-
ulty or staff constitutes a consent to dis-
closure and should, therefore, be made
in writing.

A student or former student may
voluntarily waive his or her right to
review or receive copies of letters of
recommendation or other documents
sent to M.I.T. or written by a member of
the M.I.T. faculty or staff in connection
with admission to educational Institu-
tions, employment, or consideration for
an honor or recognition. Such a waiver
must be in writing and must Include ade-
quate identification of the concerned
individual, the author of the letter, and
the purpose for which the letter is In-
tended. Such waivers must not be re-
quired as a condition for admission to,
receipt of financial aid from, or receipt of
any other services or benefits from any
agency or Institution. Faculty and staff
should take care not to encourage
waivers unnecessarily.

Personal Files

The personal files of members of the
faculty and staff which concern students,
including private correspondence and
notes which refer to students, are not
regarded as education records and are
not per se subject to review by students.
However, if the personal files are made
available to others within the Institute or
to parties outside M.I.T., then they are
part of a student's education records,
and the student has a right to review
those personal files.

Statement of Institute Polloy

Questions concerning the policy may be
directed to the Dean for Student Affairs;
Chairman of the Committee on Privacy;
or the Vice President for Administration
and Personnel, the senior officer
responsible for overseeing institute
operations with respect to the protection
of individual privacy. Students who
believe that their rights under the Act
have been abridged by the Institute may
file complaints with the FERPA Office,
Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, Washington, DC 20201.
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Rul~a and Regulationa

Motor Vehicles

All motor vehicles operated by students
must be registered each year with the
M.I.T. Campus Patrol. Failure to register
will result In a $25 fine. This registration
Is required whether or not a parking
sticker is obtained. Students also should
note that state law requires that out-of-
state oars operated by students be
registered with the Campus Patrol.

Parking facilities at M.I.T. are limited. In
general, the institute cannot provide
parking for resident students. With the
approval of the Dean for Student Affairs,
a limited number of spaces Is available
for assignment to students with physical
handicaps requiring use of an
automobile and to a few other under-
graduates. Recent regulations issued by
the US Environmental Protection
Agency require a continual reduction of
the total number of available parking
spaces. Also proposed is a plan to
prohibit on-street parking In Cambridge
from 7 am to 10 am.

Students who plan to bring motor vehi-
cles to Cambridge should take careful
note of the Information regarding perti-
nent Massachusetts laws which Is
malled with registration material. in ad-
dition, since the rate of car thefts in this
state Is the highest in the nation, serious
consideration should be given to equip-
ping automobiles with anti-theft devices.
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Academic Programs

The undergraduate programs at M.I.T.
are designed to help students develop
the understanding, maturity, and
capabilities needed to meet the chal-
lenges of modern society. An M.I.T.
education has Its roots In science and
engineering and Its vision in joining the
power of these disciplines with a con-
cern for human values and social goals.
As undergraduates, students are en-
couraged to develop a basic knowledge
of a continuing interest In a given field,
and to become creative intellectual ex-
plorers who know how to keep learning
on their own.

One of the most exciting features of
undergraduate education at M.I.T. Is the
opportunity for students to join with
faculty In ongoing research projects.
Such experiences, through the Under-
graduate Research Opportunities
Program, encourage Intellectual com-
mitments and self-direction, and often
provide a focus for students' under-
graduate studies. There is also an inde-
pendent Activities Period each January
during which students can spend time in
workshops, independent research proj-
ects, intensive seminars, field trips, lec-
ture and film series, and other activities
which do not easily fit into the traditional
academic calendar.

M.I.T. students base their studies on a
core of subjects In science, mathe-
matics, and the humanities (the General
Institute Requirements), and then go on
to major in one of the engineering fields,
in the physical or life sciences, in man-
agement, in architecture and planning,
or In the humanities and social sciences.
In the first year, most students concen-
trate on a program centered around
mathematics; physics; chemistry or
biology; and humanities. (in order to
enable first-year students to study In
ways that best suit their preparation and
i. rning stylus, there are a variety of
routes through the core subjects. Two of
these are distinctive freshman programs
called Concourse and the Experimental
Study Group, which are described later
in this chapter.) During the second year,
students generally continue their studies
with subjects meeting the various
Institute requirements and with the
beginning subjects in the departmental
programs. In the third and fourth years,
students concentrate on their depart-
mental programs.' In addition to depart-
mental programs, it Is also possible to
study and even major in one of a grow-
ing number of interdepartmental fields,
such as environmental or energy
studies, biomedical engineering,
communications science, humanities
and engineering, and humanities and
science.

in addition to the departmental or major
program, there is always considerable
time for students to take elective sub-
jects each year. These elective oppor-
tunities allow students to follow special
Interests or to deepen and broaden their
educational background. Alternatively, a
student may use elective time to prepare
for advanced study In a professional
field such as medicine or law; for gradu-
ate study in an area In which M.I.T. gives
no undergraduate degree, such as
meteorology or psychology; or for ad-
vanced study in an Interdepartmental
field.

For most students, the program for the
Bachelor of Science degree normally re-
quires four years of full-time study. To
complete work for a bachelor's degree
in any Course, each student must fulfill
the General Institute Requirements and
must complete the departmental pro-
gram specified by that Course. Details
on General Institute Requirements and
on selecting a major course of study are
discussed later in this chapter.

1
A complete list of undeargraduate Courees and degree* Is
A1ye in ChaPter oft this catalogue. At the Insitute the
capialized word Ceure refers to an organid curriculum
leading to a epecified degree. The lowercosed word coure
or subjet on the other hand, refers to the Individual
class lach Course Is dsignated by a Roman numeral;
individual subjects are given Arabic numerals to correspond
with the Course numbers. For exempt*. Civil Engineering is
course I; 1.0 Indicates a subject given In the Course in Civil
Engineering.
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The Freshman Year

During the first year at M.I.T., most stu-
dents take a program which Includes
among Its subjects mathematics,
physics, chemistry or biology, and
humanities, There are a variety of ways
in which a student can prepare for
further undergraduate study as well as
fulfill the Institute degree requirements.
Students may choose from a range of
specific subjects, or they may enroll in
one of the alternative freshman pro-
grams - Concourse or the Experimen-
tal Study Group (E.S.G.). M.I.T. provides
these different modes to allow students
to study In a manner best suited to their
interests, learning styles, and
preparation.

In order to fulfill the Institute degree
requirements, those freshmen following
the more traditional subject-by-subject
format may choose one of three
sequences In mathematics, one of five
subjects In the chemistry/blology area,
from among one of three sequences In
physics, and from a designated list of
subjects In the humanities, arts, and
social sciences. Classes typically meet
one to four times a week In some combi-
nation of lecture and recitation modes,
with laboratory and tutorial sessions
depending on the subject. All subjects
taken by freshmen are graded on a
pass/fall basis.

For students entering with only the prep-
aration implied by the entrance require-
ments, a typical program for the first
year would Include two terms of physics,
two terms of calculus, two terms of
humanities, one term of chemistry or
biology, plus one or more elective sub-
jects perhaps Including an under-
graduate seminar. Some freshmen also
elect to become involved in the Under-
graduate Research Opportunities Pro-
gram (described later In this section).
Entering students with degree credit for
one or more of the first-year subjects
may substitute more advanced subjects
or may use the time made available for
electives or Science Distribution sub-
jects. The procedures by which degree
credit at entrance is earned are described
under Admissions in this chapter.

Most students build their freshman pro-
grams from among the basic subjects
mentioned above. The Concourse Pro-
gram and the Experimental Study
Group, which offer alternatives to the
more traditional lecture/recitation,
subject-by-subject format, have their
own faculty, meeting place, and
methods of operation. In these pro-
grams, students make progress com-
parable to that of other freshmen, but
the manner in which Individual Institute
degree requirements are met varies
both between the programs and among
students within each program. In both
programs there is a high level of
student-faculty interaction.
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Concourse Program

A student who chooses the Concourse
Program becomes a member of a group
of 38 to 80 freshmen working with a
team of five to seven faculty members in
an integrative program of study which
emphasizes interactions of Ideas and
methods from engineering, science, and
humanities. Concourse has operated as
an alternative program for freshmen
since 1971-72, and has been made a
regular part of the M.I.T. curriculum. The
Program's central focus is an explora-
tion of the unity and conflict of
humanistic and technical viewpoints and
Ideas. The general theme is "Man,
Machine, and Meaning," a study de-
signed to treat the mutual relevance of
freshman calculus, physics, chemistry,
biology, and humanities in the context of
topics such as information theory, com-
putation, physiological psychology, per-
ception, the structure of history, the uses
and construction of models, and the
mind-body problem.

The Concourse faculty members,
representing different professional dis-
ciplines, collaborate closely In the plan-
ning and teaching of the curriculum,
which embraces the subject matter of
institute Requirements while branching
out into related topics. Regularly
scheduled class sessions are supple-
mented by various kinds of less formal
activity. Special provisions for advanced
study are made for students who enter
with degree credit in one or more of the
first-year fields. A student may carry at
least one subject per term outside the
Concourse Program. Subject matter of
the Concourse Program is arranged so
that the student receives credit for all of
the first-year General Institute Require-
ments upon successful completion of
the program. The structure of Con-
course promotes close and sustained
contact between students and faculty,

and provides a coherent and balanced
approach to the diversity of disciplines
and research activities of the Institute
departments.

Concourse operates under the aegis of
the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science. The program
supervisors for 1979-80 are Professors
Jerome Y. Lettvin and David Adler. A
detailed description of the program may
be found in the Freshman Handbook or
may be obtained by writing to Con-
course, Room 20C-224, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Experimental Study Group (E.8.G.)

The Experimental Study Group Is a self-
paced academic program for freshmen
and sophomores at M.I.T. The E.S.G.
community consists of approximately 40
freshmen, 20 sophomores, 10 staff
members, and a number of upperclass
students formerly enrolled in E.S.G.,
who believe it is important for students
to have the opportunity to take respon-
sibility for their own education. E.S.G.
allows freshmen and sophomores to
work toward this goal within a suppor-
tive and informal environment.

The day-to-day life of E.S.G. students is
in some ways similar to that of students
In the regular curriculum: for example,
many E.S.G. students organize their
programs to include much, if not all, of

the subject material of the General In-
stitute Requirements which most stu-
dents In the regular curriculum usually
cover in their first year. However, in-
stead of attending lectures and recita-
tion sections, E.S.G. students participate
in small seminars, work individually with
staff or upperclass tutors, or work Inde-
pendently at their own pace on subjects
of their choice. Students have the op-
portunity to approach their studies in a
way that is largely free of the constraints
on time, learning methods, and subject
material that the regular curriculum
Imposes.

Once a freshman decides to join E.S.G.,
he or she chooses one of the E.S.G. staff
as an advisor. The student and the ad-
visor meet at least every two weeks (but
often more frequently) to plan and
evaluate the student's progress
throughout the term. Although essen-
tially a full-time activity for freshmen
(and half-time for sophomores who have
been in the program as freshmen and
wish to continue for another year), stu-
dents may take some subjects in the
regular curriculum. Each freshman in
E.S.G. receives at least 80 units of credit
per term, through a combination of
specific credit for subjects completed in
E.S.G. and in the regular curriculum,
and free elective credit for work done
that is not covered by a particular sub-
ject number.

Staff at E.S.G. are drawn from interested
members of the Departments of Physics,
Mathematics, Humanities, and
Chemistry at M.I.T., and range in back-
ground from graduate students to full
professors. They are supplemented by
approximately 15 upperclass tutors who
have been freshmen In E.S.G.

E.S.G. is more than just an academic
program - It is also a community where
students and staff use the E.S.G.
facilities (including a computer terminal,
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kitchen, and library) to socialize and
share Information. E.S.G. does not draw
sharp lines between academic and rion-
academic work, or between upper-
classmen, freshmen, and staff. in such
an atmosphere, students are able to
regard staff as colleagues and friends
rather than simply as teachers.

More information may be found in the
Freshman Handbook or by writing to the
Experimental Study Group, Room 24-
612, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139.

Freshman Handbook

The preceding brief overview of the first-
year academic program is meant to con-
vey the nature and scope of the options
available, but it is hardly a sufficient
basis for the Individual freshman to plan
his or her year. Shortly after they are ad-
mitted to M.I.T., freshmen receive the
Freshman Handbook, a compendium of
detailed Information on academics,
athletics, extracurricular activities, the
advisory system, and an outline of
Residence/Orientation Week. Freshmen
also receive the Undergraduate
Residence book, which describes hous-
Ing options. Distributed also to the
freshman advisors, the Handbook is a
primary reference document for the first
year.

Freshman Grading

Freshmen presently receive grades of
either pass or fall in all subjects they
take; failing grades in the freshman year
do not appear on the permanent record.
Pass/fall grading for freshmen was
Introduced experimentally In 1968 with a
variety of objectives, among them a
reduction of the stresses of the first year
(anxiety about time, class rank, the
failure to do A work) and the develop-
ment of more mature attitudes about
learning and about managing one's
time. At the middle and end of each term
the freshmen and their instructors, in
turn, are asked to complete written
evaluations of the student's work. This
process usually provides the student
with a more comprehensive and useful
evaluation than A-F grades alone com-
municated under the conventional
system.

For most freshmen a normal subject
load consists of four or five subjects
totaling 45-54 units of credit (nominally
equivalent to that many hours spent per
week in class and study time). Freshmen
are limited, however, to 60 units of credit
in the fall and 63 In the spring. Credit
earned for passing an Advanced Stand-
Ing Examination will be counted toward
this credit limit unless such an exam is
taken promptly during the first examina-
tion period of the term of entrance. An
Advanced Standing Examination taken
by a freshman at any other time will be
counted toward the credit limit for the
term in which It is taken. R.O.T.C. sub-
jects totaling more than four units will
also be counted toward the credit limit.

"rho Preshman Year
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Selection of Major
Course of Study

Many entering students have a well-
defined preference for a specific field,
while others have Interests in several
areas and have not yet decided on a
field of concentration. Experience shows
that a substantial percentage of those
who do enter with a decided preference
find other areas more to their liking;
therefore every student should be
prepared to examine with an open mind
the various Courses available at the In-
stitute. Students are encouraged to at-
tend departmental orientation programs
to seek out and talk with faculty and
others who have experience In fields of
potential interest to them. They are also
urged to select electives which will help
them in deciding about their future
careers. For many students this consid-
eretion of available possibilities will
reinforce existing convictions, while for
others it will open up new avenues of
interest.

Each of the undergraduate Courses
combines the study of basic principles
with the study of their application In par-
ticular situations. From the Interest
aroused by this combination of prin-
ciples and applications studied in depth
in a particular Course comes the motiva-
tion for the continuing learning which
leads to professional competence.

Students usually choose a Course at the
end of the first year though they need
not do so until the end of their second
year. There is sufficient overlap and
flexibility so that a change in Course can
be made with relative ease in the second
year. Thus, even though a student has
doubts about which of two Courses to
choose, it is usually wise to enroll in one
of them for a year to get the true flavor of
being an undergraduate in that
department.

Each student entering M.I.T. Is assigned
Faculty members recognize that the an advisor who assists the student In
most effective educational ally they can designing an effective program of study
have is the creative Interest of students appropriate to Individual Interests and
in the material they are studying. The aspirations. The selection of electives is
faculty believes, therefore, that the pri- one of the important problems on which
mary aim of students in choosing a all students should work in detail with
Course of study should be to find that their advisors. For example, If a student
area which holds maximum challenge has not decided on a specific Course, he
and rewarding satisfaction for them. or she may wish to register for electives

and Science Distribution Subjects which
are relevant to the Courses under con-
sideration. It is important that these sub-
jects be selected with care because
each department has different recom-
mendations for Science Distribution
Subjects.

Electives

Any subject offered by the institute is
open to first-year students, provided
they can satisfy the prerequisites. There
are several hundred subjects without
prerequisites from which a student may
select during the freshman year.

Electives can be used for several dif-
ferent purposes. For example, many stu-
dents who are undecided about their
eventual program of study will use part
or all of their elective time to get more
Information about the various depart-
ments or fields they are considering.
Other students who are more certain of
their professional goals will use elective
time to explore areas of secondary in-
terest. Still others will choose to begin
work on departmental or Institute
requirements, deferring subjects of a
more supplemental nature until a later
year. The study of a language may be
started or continued; most of the
R.O.T.C. programs are normally begun
as electives in the first year. Before
deciding which electives to take, most
freshmen will find it helpful to ask them-
selves which of these uses of electives
best suit their individual needs.

Departmental Programs

All undergraduate and graduate aca-
domic programs, as well as faculty
listings, for each of the Institute's 23
Courses are described fully in Chapter
VI, Departmental Programs and
Requirements.
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Undergraduate Research Undergraduate Seminars
Opportunities Program
(UROP)

UROP invites undergraduates to partici-
pate with M.I.T. faculty and staff mem-
bers in a wide range of research and
project activities both on and off
campus.

There are many advantages to becom-
Ing Involved in such pursuits as early as
possible In an undergraduate career: es-
tablishing ties to faculty; having access
to the advising, counseling, and tutoring
resources of a professional group; trying
out a potential major; acquiring data-
gathering and laboratory techniques;
exploring the frontiers of a field; under-
taking topics not amenable to the
classroom; facing a real-world problem;
trying a hand at Initiating a project; and
establishing a focus for educational ex-
periences. These are some of the
returns to expect. Students can come to
have a better understanding of the in-
tellectual process of Inquiry, while ex-
periencing an opportunity for personal
and professional growth.

Ground rules for participating in UROP
are contained In the UROP Directory
published In the fall. Coordinators for In-
stitute departments, laboratories, and
offices are listed under each Directory
entry. These people are prepared to
assist students, but a certain amount of
footwork will be required in order to
achieve a satisfying collaboration. Such
a collaboration takes mutual negotiation
by all parties. Once a commitment to an
undertaking is made, students are
expected to conduct themselves
responsibly in the enterprise. The UROP
experience will be unlike any other; its
benefits and rewards are great, but ex-
pectations and standards are com-
mensurately demanding. Call or visit the
UROP offIce at any times, Room 208-141,
(617) 283-5049; advice, consolation, or
ongratulations awalt.

The Undergraduate Seminar Program
offers students an opportunity to Interact
with faculty members on topics which
are of current Interest. Seminars vary
tremendously both in style and topic.
Some are oriented around small group
discussions; others have speakers, go
out on field trips, or engage in "hands-
on" research. Many topics are Interdisci-
plinary In nature.

Most seminars carry six units of pass/
fall credit and the class size is generally
restricted to a small group. Titles of
seminars and their descriptions are
printed in the Freshman Handbook for
fall term subjects and in the Under.
graduate Seminar Booklet for spring
term subjects. These publications are
available from the Undergraduate
Seminar Office, Room 7-105.
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Preprofessional Advising
and Education

Within the Office of the Dean for Student
Affairs, the Preprofessional Advising
Programs serve all students who are in-
terested In postgraduate education, par-
ticularly in the fields of medicine, law,
education, and health-related or law-
related professions. The staff In the Of-
fice works closely with three faculty/
student committees: the Committee on
Preprofessional Advising and Educa-
tion, the Premedical Advisory Council,
and the Prelaw Advisory Council.

Students In all fields are encouraged to
seek specific departmental advising as
the need arises. Each department has
advisors who are willing to counsel any
student on his or her particular area of
Interest.

Premedical Education

in recent years increasing numbers of
students have entered medical school
upon graduation from M.I.T. Students In
mechanical engineering, chemical engi-
neering, biology, physics, chemistry,
electrical engineering, mathematics, and
urban planning are regularly repre-
sented among the applicants. Since
there is no formal program of
premedical study at M.I.T., students
have great flexibility in their choice of
major fields, and are encouraged to take
advantage of the flexibility and diversity
of subjects offered within the Institute.
Medical school entrance requirements
can be rtiet through selection of elec-
tives; the broad premedical programs
that result fully meet the specifications
of the Association of American Medical
Colleges.

The Premedical Advisory Council,
whose members are directly involved in
medical practice, related medical re-
search, or student counseling, provides
guidance and information to students In-
terested in medical careers.

Education Studies

M.I.T. students may receive certification
to teach in the Commonwealth of Mas-
sachusetts by taking a prescribed series
of subjects through the M.I.T.-Wellesley
Exchange Program. Subjects In political
science, psychology, humanities, and
management deal with specific educa-
tional problems. Students may work with
faculty members on special problems of
education ranging from curriculum de-
velopment to psychology of learning.
The M.I.T.-Wellesley Upward Bound
Program provides a challenging set of
experiences under the direction of the
professional staff Involved. There is a
teaching intern seminar which provides
an opportunity for students to teach in
public schools.

Prelaw Education

A ndinber of M.I.T. students enter law
school each year. Law schools do not
require a particular undergraduate pro-
gram as a condition for admission; stu-
dents from every Institute School -
Engineering, Science, Humanities and
Social Science, Architecture and Plan-
ning, and Management - have been ad-
mitted to law school. Prelaw students
should coheult members of the Prelaw
Advisory Council regarding preparation
for a legal education.

The Preprofessional Advising and Edu-
cation Office maintains the catalogues of
accredited law schools, the dates and
application materials for the Law School
Admissions Test, and other Information
pertinent to the study of law. A Hand-
book for M.I.T. Students Interested In
Law has been prepared to answer ques-
tIoni commonly asked by students In-
terested in a legal education. The
Handbook contains Information on the
selection of law schools, the admission
decision process, and the wide range of
roles for lawyers. Copies of this and
other helpful publications are available
in the Office of Preprofessional Advising
and Education. See the section on Law-
Related Studies In Chapter V for a
further discussion of opportunities and
programs in this area.

Under 46graduate Education at M.I/..
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Full-time Study at
Other Universitles

Junior Year Abroad

Many opportunities are open for study in
foreign countries through participation
in one of the excellent programs ad-
ministered by nonprofit educational or-
ganizations or through an individually
arranged program. Plans for study
abroad should be worked out by each
student with his or her Faculty Advisor
and the Dean for Student Affairs Office.
Although almost any field can be studied
abroad, it is generally advisable to take
most professional subjects at M.I.T. By
emphasizing the language, literature,
history, and culture of the host country,
the year abroad can be a valuable learn-
ing experience.

Effective working command of the lan-
guage of the host country is vital. By
conscientious work in language subjects
here, even a student without prior study
frequently can achieve this by the begin-
ning of the junior year if he or she begins
by the second term of the freshman
year. The orientation period provided by
most organized programs will be a
necessary complement in many cases.
For a mature student with exceptional
competence In the language and some
knowledge of the culture, an individual
program may be desirable, but careful
planning is essential.

A student on an approved "Junior year
abroad" program maintains, without
payment of M.I.T. tuition, official M.I.T.
registration as an "undergraduate on
foreign study," and thereby student aid
status and dormitory priority. Total costs
including travel have often proven to be
less than that at the institute.

Domestl Year Away

A "domestic year away" for study at an-
other US institution is an experimental
program sponsored by the Committee
on Educational Policy and approved by
the faculty. Registration at the institute
as "undergraduate on leave" without
M.I.T. tuition requires that:

1
the student show that the objectives of
the planned program of studies are con-
sistent with his or her overall degree
rrogram at M.I.T. and that he or she has
the academic and personal quali-
fications which will ensure maximum
benefits from the experience;

2
the student demonstrate and have cer-
tified by the departmental advisor that
the planned program of study draws on
resources available at the second in-
stitution which are not generally avail-
able at M.I.T. or at the Institutions with
which M.I.T. has substantial cross-
registration privileges; and

3
the student be accepted by a school of
established academic merit for a pro-
gram Involving a work load comparable
to that at M.I.T.

Those students interested in these pro-
grams should consult the Dean for Stu-
dent Affairs Office.

Wellesley College

The Wellesley-M.I.T. cross-registration
program for undergraduates was In-
itlated in the fall of 1988. The purpose of
the program is to extend and diversify
the educational programs now available
to students of both Institutions. Under
this program, M.I.T. students may sub-
stitute subjects taken at Wellesley for
M.I.T. subjects. Details on the exchange,
Including the rules governing the sub-
stitution of required subjects, are pro-
vided in a publication entitled Wellesley-
M.. T. Exchange: Guide for M.L.T.
Students, and in Chapter I of the
Courses and Degree Programs issue of
the M.I.T. Bulletin.

New Issues of the Guide are available to
all students each term: in April for the
fall term, and in December for the spring
term. Copies of the most recent Guide
are available in the Information Center,
Room 7-121, (617) 253-4795, and the
Wellesley-M.I.T. Exchange Office, Room
7-108, (617) 253-1668. Bus trans-
portation between Wellesley and M.I.T.
for academic purposes is provided to
cross-registered students without cost.

Harvard University

A limited number of M.I.T. under-
graduates are permitted to take one or
two subjects at Harvard University (Fac-
ulty of Arts and Sciences) for degree
credit and at no extra charge, provided
the subjects are not offered regularly at
M.I.T. Except in rare instances, appli-
cants must be third- or fourth-year stu-
dents with excellent academic records.
Arrangements are made through the
Office of the Dean of the School of
Humanities and Social Science.

Full-time Study at Other Universities 47
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General Academic
Information

Registration

Each student is required to fill In regis-
tration forms and present them to the
Registrar on a date before the opening
of each term specified in registration
Instructions. First-term registration ma-
toral for continuing students should be
picked up In May. Second-term registra-
tion material should be picked up in
December. An individual who has not
completed the registration procedures
by the start of the sixth week of a term
will be considered withdrawn.

It is not usually necessary to restrict the
number of students admitted to a sub-
ject. If an unexpectedly large number
apply for an elective subject, however, it
may be necessary to limit enrollment for
the term to a number commensurate
with the available staff and educational
facilities.

A subject may not be added to a stu-
dent's registration after the fifth week of
a term.

In the last three weeks of a regular term,
registration in any subject may not be
canceled by a student without the ad-
ditional approval of the appropriate fac-
ulty committee. The final date for can-
celing subjects without this approval will
be posted outside the information Cen-
ter, Room 7-121.

An undergraduate may designate a total
of two elective subjects to be graded on
a pass/fall basis during the student's
third and fourth years. These subjects
cannot be used to fulfill either an Insti-
tute or a departmental requirement; they
must be designated and the Registrar
notified before the end of the fifth week
of the term.

Every student is assigned to a member
of the faculty who serves as his or her
academic advisor. Each student's pro-
gram must be approved by this faculty
member, and changes may be made
only with his or her approval. Freshmen
are assigned to advisors by the Office of
Freshman Advising. Sophomores who
have not selected a department are
assigned to undesignated sophomore
advisors. Other undergraduates enrolled
in a department have a faculty counselor
from that department.

Credits

The credit hours (units) for each subject
Indicate the number of hours spent each
week in class and laboratory, plus the
estimated time which the average stu-
dent spends each week in outside prep-
aration, for one regular term. Each sub-
ject is listed with three credit numbers,
showing in sequence the units allotted
to: class; laboratory, design, or field-
work; and preparation. Each unit repre-
sents 14 hours of work per term. The
total unit credit for a subject is obtained

Esatl M,. 48
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by adding together all the units shown.
The typical undergraduate student load,
based on a four-year program, ls 45 to
61 units per term. However, if approved
by his or her faculty counselor, a student
may follow a program leading to an S.B.
degree in either more or less than eight
terms.

Final Examinations

Final examinations are held at the end of
each term; the schedule is issued about
a month before the examination period.
Each student is held responsible for ob-
taining an examination schedule at the
Information Center, Room 7-121, for
reporting any conflicts In examinations
before the time limit given on the exami-
nation schedule, and for attending the
final examinations required in the sub-
jects for which he or she is registered.

No member of the instructing staff Is
empowered to grant excuse from a
scheduled final examination. Absence
from any final examination is equivalent
to complete failure except on presenta-
tion of adequate evidence of sickness or
other valid reason for the absence. The
Dean for Student Affairs may permit a
student whose term work has been
satisfactory to take the next scheduled
examination on the subject. The instruc-
tor may, if the evidence warrants, issue a
final grade without requiring a post-
poned final examination.

Examinations for Advanced Standing

Undergraduates may take examinations
for advanced standing during the
scheduled examination periods, pro-
vided that they have never been
registered for or attended class in the
subject concerned. Notice of intention
must be filed with the Registrar and
must be submitted at least three weeks
before the day of the first scheduled ex-
amination of the examination period. An
Advanced Standing Examination is
given only after the faculty member in
charge of the subject has given ap-
proval. The faculty member may require
evidence of competence in addition to
the Examination If the subject normally
Involves measures of student perfor-
mance which are qualitatively different
from the Examination. A passing grade
entities a student to full credit for the
subject. A falling grade will appear on
the permanent record except for a
freshman, for whom a falling grade will
appear only on the internal record.

Grade Reports and Transcripts

Grade reports are issued by the
Registrar at the end of each term and
summer session to all registered stu-
dents. Students may order transcripts of
their academic record at the Registrar's
Office, Room E19-335, upon presenta-
tion of a receipt from the Cashier's Of-
flee, Room 10-180, at a cost of $2 per
copy.

Program for Two Bachelor's Degrees

A student may work for two Bachelor's
degrees to be received separately or
concurrently. He or she must submit to
the Registrar a petition which Indicates
the desire to work for two degrees and
which has been approved by faculty
counselors In each of the two depart-
ments concerned at least two full terms
before the student would normally
receive the second of the two S.5.
degrees. The requirements of each de-
partment must be satisfied and the com-
bined program must contain at least 480
units. Both faculty counselors should
take responsibility for examining the en-
tire program in the same way as they
would for a candidate for a single 8.B.
degree.

Simultaneous Award of Bachelor's
and Master's Degrees

Any department of the institute may ad-
mit to the Graduate School, as a candi-
date for the Master's degree, an under-
graduate student of the institute who Is
also regularly enrolled as a candidate
for the Bachelor's degree. Students
must register as graduate students for at
least one regular (not summer) term to
be recommended for the simultaneous
award of the Bachelor's and Master's
degrees. The thesis submitted for the
Master's degree may also be accepted
by the department In fulfillment of the
undergraduate thesis requirement, if
any. A student wishing to pursue this
type of academic program must apply
for graduate admission in the usual way,
as well as present a petition approved
by the student's undergraduate Faculty
Counselor and the Graduate Registra-
tion Officer.
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General Institute
Requirements

Science Requirement

To be recommended for the degree of
Bachelor of Science, students must have
attended the Institute not less than one
academic year, which ordinarily must be
the year of graduation. Students must
have completed satisfactorily programs
of study approved in accordance with
the rules and regulations of the faculty,
including the General Institute Require-
ments and the Departmental Program of
the Course in which the degree is to be
awarded. A student must petition the
Committee on Curricula for any sub-
stitutions in the General institute
Requirements. Departures from the De-
partmental Programs are permitted with
the consent of the faculty counselor. The
Departmental Program and the total
number of units required are shown for
each Course In Chapter VI.

The General Institute Requirements
Include: 1) completion of the Science
Requirement; 2) completion of the
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requirement; 3) completion of the Sci-
ence Distribution Requirement; 4) com-
pletion of the Laboratory Requirement;
and 5) completion of the Physical
Education Requirement.

In summary, to be recommended for the
Bachelor of Science, students must have
satisfactorily completed the following
units:

General Inetitute nequ rements Total Unit$

Science Requirement 60
Chemlstry/siology
(3.091 or 5.40 or 5.41 or 5.60 or
7.01) 12
Physics
(8.01 or 8.011 or 8.012 or 8.O11J
and 6.02 or 8.021 or 8.022 or
.023J) 24

caloulus
(1.001 or 16.01 or 18.012 and
16.002 or 16.02 or 16.022) 24

Humanities. Arts, and Social
Sceonc RequmIrement
Eight subjects totaling at least 72

solence Diatlrution and
Laboratory Requirements
Science astribution Subjects 65'
Laboratory Subjects 12'

Dopertmental Program
As specified for each Course. a
minimum of IO 

Total units required for the 6.9. Degree,
at lenst 3W

Each department may specify some of the se4noe Oistribu.
lon and Laboratory Subjes.
2
oepartments may require up to 206 units (leadIng to atoal
of M unite) for graduation.

DOeparmentN Programs include at least 06 units of eleotives.
ueually more.
4
Thia tota doss not Include R.O.T.C. subject, if steeled.

M.I.T. expects its graduates to have an
understanding and appreciation of the
basic concepts and methods of the
physical sciences. These concepts and
methods are needed in most degree
programs at the Institute. More Impor-
tantly, they are an essential part of the
background that M.I.T. graduates bring
to their roles as professionals and as
citizens in a world deeply influenced by
science and technology.

To provide this understanding, the
Institute offers a variety of programs by
which the student can satisfy the sci-
ence, laboratory, and science distribu-
tion requirements. These programs
introduce the student to three basic ele-
ments of the scientific method: experi-
mental foundations and techniques,
mathematical analysis, and conceptual
models for experimental facts. Impor-
tant experimental, as well as concep-
tual, aspects are introduced by the
chemistry/biology requirement and by
the laboratory requirement. Mathe-
matical methods common to much of
science and technology are explored in
the calculus requirement. Basic con-
cepts that underlie many physical
phenomena are defined and elucidated
in the physics and in the science distrl-
bution requirements.

In addition to a rigorous Introduction to
the elements of the scientific method,
these requirements are intended to
stimulate and challenge each student to
review critically his or her knowledge
and to explore alternative conceptual
and mathematical formulations which
may provide better explanations of
natural phenomena or may lead to
better applications of technology.

The development of critical and con-
structive approaches to both theory and
practice in science, engineering, and
other professions Is a central objective
of the Institute's educational programs.



Chemletry/Blology Riquirement

The requirement that stidents take a
term of chemistry has been broadened
so that it can be satisfied in five different
ways. The alternatives are 8.091 In-
troduction to Solid State Chemistry; 5.40
General Chemistry; 5.41 Introduction to
Structure, Bonding and Mechanism;
8.80 Chemical Thermodynamics; and
7.01 General Biology. 3.091 Is designed
for students who are particularly in-
terested in the chemistry of the solid
state. 5.40 is designed for students with
no preparation beyond introductory high
school chemistry. 5.41 presents an In-
troduction to structure, bonding and
mechanism. 5.80 is provided as an op-
tion for students who have a foundation
In chemistry upon which a more
specialized study of chemical equilib-
rium can be based, have the equivalent
of 18.01, and are taking 18.02 concur-
rently. The faculty responsible for 7.01
prefers that the student take this subject
as a sophomore rather than as a
freshman. A solid background of
chemistry at the high school level is
assumed.

Physios Requirement

The institute requirement In physics may
be satisfied through a variety of combi-
nations of first- and second-term
physics subjects. The sequence 8.01-
8.02 Is the "standard" combination, de-
signed to be followed by one or two
further terms of physics in the soph-
omore year. A majority of students
find this sequence suited to their needs.
8.012-8.022 covers essentially the same
subject matter as 8.01-8.02, but Is more
advanced mathematically; calculus is
used freely from the beginning of the
term. 8.013J-8.023J constitutes the first
two terms of a three-term physics pro-
gram developed under the auspices of
the joint Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and Technology. This
sequence is at about the same level of
difficulty as 8.01-.02, but with particular
emphasis on topics relevant to biology,
biophysics, and biomedical research
and engineering.

Thd student is not obliged to follow
through the whole of any of the above
sequences as a package, should some
other choice be more suitable. There are
many possibilities for switching from a
first-term subject In one sequence to a
second-term subject in another. In par-
ticular, there Is a single second-term
subject, 8.021, suitable for students who
have decided that their subsequent work
will not require continued use of physics.

Calculus Requirement

The Department of Mathematics cur-
rently offers several basic calculus
sequences. The standard sequences
are: 18.001-18.002 Calculus (two ver-
sions); and 18.01-18.02 balculus (four
versions with variations). Both subjects
attempt to present calculus as it will ac-
tually be used in science and engineer-
Ing. The subjects differ In several
respects: 1) content and intensity;
2) textbook (18.001-18.002 uses
Calculus, An Introduction to Applied
Mathematics by Professors Greenspan
and Benney - 18.01-18.02 has been us-
Ing Calculus and Analytic Geometry by
Professor Thomas); 3) structure (both
subjects are lecture-recitation; 18.001
and 18.002 have three one-hour exams,
while 18.01 and 18.02 have a flexible
examination structure including "self-
paced" repeatable exams); and
4) 18.001-18.002 Is taught by the faculty
In the Applied Mathematics group while
18.01-18.02 Is taught by the rest of the
mathematics faculty.

in addition, there is a third sequence,
18.012-18.022 Calculus with Theory.
This is designed for those who want and
qualify for a more theoretical and
rigorous treatment of calculus. It
assumes an extensive prior background
in calculus, and emphasizes proofs.

Solence Requirement 51
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Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences Requirement

M.I.T. provides a substantial and varied
program in the humanities, arts, and
social sciences which forms an essential
part of the education of every under-
graduate. Through this program,
students can deepen their knowledge In
a variety of cultural and disciplinary
areas and can develop the potentials,
sensibilities, and skills vital to an effec-
tive and satisfying life as an Individual, a
professional, and a member of society.

More specifically, the objectives of the
program are to develop: 1) skill in com-
munication, both oral and written;
2) knowledge of human cultures, past
and present, and of the ways in which
they have influenced one another;
3) awareness of concepts, ideas, and
systems of thought that underlie human
activities; 4) understanding of the social,
political, economic, and legal framework
of our society; and 5) sensitivity to
modes of communication and self-
expression In the arts. Work in these
areas will, where appropriate, display a
special concern with the relation of
science and technology to society.

The student's program in the humani-
ties, arts, and social sciences is based
on the following institute Requirement:

1
Every candidate for a bachelor's degree
must have completed a minimum of
eight term subjecus (of at least nine
units each) in the humanities, arts, and
social sciences, normally at the rate of
one subject each term. The Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences subject listing
contains a mixture of nine- and 12-unit
subjects. It is possible for students to
satisfy the Requirement with eight nine-
unit subjects In all fields except foreign
languages.

2
Distribution At least three of the eight
subjects must be chosen from a
specially designated list of humanistic
subjects. The three subjects are to be
selected from three separate Fields from
the list given below and may be taken at
any stage appropriate to the rest of the
student's program.
3
Concentration Before the third year,
each student selects a Field of Concen-
tration. The requirements for Concentra-
tion are set by each Field and consist of
either three or four subjects, depending
on the Field. An Individual's program of
Concentration is arranged in consulta-
tion with a designated advisor in the
Field. A Distribution subject in a given
Field may be counted also as one of the
required Concentration subjects in the
same Field with the permission of the
Concentration advisor. In individual
cases a special interdisciplinary pro-
gram of Concentration may be ar-
ranged with the approval of an advisor
designated by the Dean of Humanities
and Social Science. This approval must
be obtained ahead of time, before the
desired combination of subjects has
been completed.

The following Fields of Concentration
currently are offered:
Ancient and Medieval Studies
Anthropology and Archaeology
Drama
Economics
Foreign Languages and Literatures
History
History of Art and Architecture
Labor in industrial Society
Linguistics
Literature
Music
Philosophy
Political Science
Psychology
Science, Technology, and Society
Urban Studies
Visual Arts and Design
The Western Tradition: Issues and Texts
Writing

Students interested in exploring or
registering with a Field of Concentration
should speak with an advisor designated
by that Field. Descriptions of the offer-
Ings of each Field and a listing of ad-
visors may be obtained at the relevant
department headquarters or at the office
of the Dean of Humanities and Social
Science.

Provisional programs for Concentration
also are available In:

American Studies
Russian Studies

For Information about these programs
and procedures for registration, see the
descriptions elsewhere in this catalogue
under the Department of Humanities.

Distribution Subjects

Students may meet the Distribution
component of the Requirement by com-
pleting three subjects from the following
list. These subjects must be from three
different Fields. The subjects have been
selected according to the following prin-
cipal criteria: 1) they are humanistic in
orientation; 2) they display a concern for
the understanding of human values in
their social, historical, and cultural con-
text and call for reading, writing, and
classroom discussion that demonstrate
that concern; 3) they stress issues of
general significance rather than narrow
disciplinary issues.

All of these subjects, with the exception
of the foreign language subjects and
the following music subjects (21.613,
21.651, 21.660, 21.661, 21.680, 21.683)
are without prerequisites and are appro-
priate for students at all levels. Stu-
dents are encouraged, though not re-
quired, to take one or two Distribution
subjects In their freshman year, so as to
begin satisfying the institute Require.
ment and so as to sample the offerings
in fields that might later be selected for
more intensive study.

Undergraduate Educatio~n at M.I.T.
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Students are free to take more than the
necessary minimum of three Distribution
subjects; those taken in excess of the
minimum may be used as slectives
toward completion of the eight-subject
requirement (see below) or in some
cases, with the approval of the relevant
Fieid, may be accepted as part of a pro-
gram of Concentration. Note, however,
that in no case may more than one sub-
ject in a given Field be counted toward
both Distribution and Concentration.

The following la the final list of
Humanities Distribution Subjects. it
supersedes all other HUM.D Informa-
tion.

Amerlen Studies
21.103J Literature Ideology and

National ixperience in
the United States
(STS 601J1
Culture and Technology In
America: The 19th
Century
Anthrowoloov and

tion to

anding Other
I

nd Ideas in
legy

:hes to Archaeology
P Wrlting
Mear'ng and
gon
and Reading

and Reading
my

11

21.286 Russian IV
21.207 Spanish III
21.20 Spanish IV
Welesley Italian 202

Intermediate Italian
History

21.350 The Ancient World 1: Ancient
Near East and Greece

21.351 The Ancient World 11: Rome
21.352 The Middle Ages I
21.353 The Middle Ages ii
21.356 Modern World History I
21.357 Modern World History i
21.367 Ideas of Progress
2i .368 Darwinism and Culture
21.376 Imperial and Revolutionary

Russia: Culture and Politics
21.383 Revolution in the 20th

Century
21.390 American History to

166
21.391 American History since

1866
21.410 American intellectual History:

The Classical Age
21.411 American Intellectual History:

The Modern Age
21.418 The American South: Portrailt in

Black and White 1
21.450 The History of Africa
21.451J Nationalism and Nation Building

in 20th Century Africa [17.54J)
Wellesley History 320

Social History of American Law:
The Pormative Era
History of Art and
Architeottere

4.601 Topical Studies in the History
and Theory of Art

4.602 Introduction to the History
and Theory of Architecture

4.636 introduction to Renaissance
Architecture

4.651 Modern Art from Cubism
to the Present

Wellesley Art 215
European Art to the
Renaissance

Wellesley Art 216
European Art from the
Renaissance through the
Nineteenth Century
Linguistio

24.900J The Study of Language
121-140J)
Literature
'A. Subjects Taught In English

21.001 Literature I
21.003 Introduction to Fiction
21.004 Major Poets, English

and American
21.005 Introduction to Drama
21.006 introduction to American

Literature
21.007 Forms of Western

Narrative
21.009 Shakespeare
21 .021 Comedy
21.022 Tragedy
21.031 The Film Experience
21.071 Major English Novels
21.079 Modern Russian Literature

and Its Historical
Structure

21.101 The American Novel
21.102 American Poetry
21.107 Black American Literature
21.325 Introduction to European

Fictional Modes
21.327 French Literature in

Translation: The Search
for Identity In an Allen
World

21.329 German Literature in
Translation

21.331 Civilization and Literature of
Slavic Nations

21.332 Russian Novel of
the 19th Century

Weliesley English 227
Milton

$tudent may ch~oose only on@ Distibution subject In
- Literatur, eiher from list A or 9.

STS
302

21.50

21.501

21.502

2.503

21.726

21.737

21.736
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S. Subjects Taught in a
Foreign Language

21.218 French Civilization I
21.219 French Civilization 11
21.220 Introduction to French

Literature
21.221 Introduction to French

Poetry
21.229 The Adolescent in

French Literature
21.231 French Romanticism
21.248 German Cultural and Social

History I
21.249 German Cultural and Social

History 11
21.251 Introduction to Literary Forms

In German
21.252 Introduction to German

Poetry
21.259 Modern German Drama (1750

to the Present)
21.288 Russian Culture and Civilization
21.304 Contemporary Hispanic

Literature
21.305 The Novel in Spain
21.306 Literature and Social Conflict:

Perspectives on Spain, 1820-
present
Mueic

21.60 Introduction to Music -
21.613 The Symphony
21.681 Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven
21.660 Music in the Romantic Period
21.861 Beethoven
21.080 The Opera
21.683 Musical Traditions in

America
Philosophy

24.01 Contemporary Moral issues
24.02 Philosophy of Art: Classic

and Contemporary
24.03 .ogl, Language and Values
24.04 Problems of Philosophy
24,06 Science and Philosophy
24.07 Classics in the History

of Philosophy
24.09 Freedom and Authority

Politloal Solence
17.03J Value, Choice and Risk In

Modern Technology [STS 401J]
17.05 The Quest for Equality and

tveo rnent in Third World

17.07 Aggression, War and
Civilization

17.08 American Politics and
Social Change

17.09J Politics and Public Policy
(11 .007J1

17.13 Socialism
17.14 Revolution and the Theory

of Poiitics
17.18 Introduction to Political

Theory: Individual and
Community

17.19 Modern Political Theory:
Democracy and Freedom

17.21 Introduction to the American
Political Process

17.53 Political and Economic
Dqvelopment of Tropical
Africa

17.57 American Foreign Policy in
a Changing World
Religious Studies

Wellesley Religion 107
Crises of Belief in
Modern Religion

Wellesley Religion 108
Introduction to Asian
Reilglons
Solence, Technology, and
society

STS Science from the Renaissance
200 through the Enlightenment

TS History of 19th. and 20th.
201 Century Science
STS American Science since the
210 1930s
STS The Work of the Scientist,
240 and its Sources
STS History of Technology In
300 America 1: 1787-1876
STS History of Technology in
301 America II: 1876-the present

STS Science, Technology, and
400 Society: Problems of

Innovation
STS Professions
500
STS Tgchnological Society and the
600 Recovery of "The Natural"

Urban Studies
11.005 Urban Social Structure

and Process
11.006J Politics, Planning and

Urban Policy 11 7.32J]
11.013J American Urban History

(21 .432J]
11.018 The Writer and the City
11.16 4aw and Public Policy

Visual Arts and Design
4.802 Visual Form and Expression
4.901 Creative Seeing

The Western Tradition:
issues and Texts

21.710 The Bible and Western
Tradition

21.711 The Greeks
q1.713 Major Medieval Texts
21.714 The Renaissance in the North

and the Reformation
21.715 The Enlightenment: The

isolated Individual
21.716 Romanticism
21.717 The Modern Period:

1900-1970
interdisciplinary
Subjects

SEM A Readin Course in the
212 Role of Eucation in

society
Wellesley Extradepartmental 211
Dante in English
Wellesley Extradepartmental 247
Arthurian Legends

1
Students may choose Only oft Distribution Subject In
LUterature, either from lHot A orBS.
2
Students who have taken any third- or fourth-lavel foreign
language subject s a etrbuton subject may not na ke
subject from Uterature 8 to satoey the DOIibution Require.
mnent unlesn it Is Ins different foreign language.
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Elective Subjects

The remainder of the eight-subject Re-
quirement, above and beyond Distribu-
tion and Concentration, may be fulfilled
by the necessary number of approved
subjects in the humanities, arts, and
social sciences. These elective subjects
may be chosen from among most
undergraduate subjects offered In the
School of Humanities and Social Sci-
once, a substantial number of subjects
in the School of Architecture and Plan-
ning, and a smaller number from the
other Schools. Appropriate subjects
taken by cross-registration at Harvard
University or Wellesley College may also
be counted toward the Requirement;
however, a petition must be submitted.
Graduate Subjects (designated "Year:
G") may be used to satisfy the Require-
ment only by petition, which must in-
clude the Instructor's signature.
Undergraduate Research and Reading
S*minars and other similar subjects
whose content Is not specified in the cat-
alogue description of the subject may be
used to satisfy the Requirement only by
petition, which must include the Instruc-
tor's signature and a description of the
subject content.

Rules concerning Other Subjects which
may be used to satisfy the Requirement
In the several Schools are as follows:

1
Subjects in the School of Humanities
and Social Soene: See the general
rules specified above concerning elec-
tives. In addition, the following subjects
are not eligible toward the Requirement:

Psyohology
9.01 'Brain Science and Behavior-
9.04 Sensory Neurophysiology
9.36 'Perception: Mechanisms and

Mods a

Economics
14.04 intermediate Microeconomic

Theory
14.11 Mathematical Economics
14.30 Introduction to Statistical

Method In Economics
14.31 Econometrics

Politicoal Solence
17.01 Political Science Laboratory

2
Subjects In the School of Architecture
and Planning: The following rules
govern the use of subjects in the School
of Architecture and Planning in fulfill-
ment of the Institute Requirement:

Architecture

All undergraduate subjects of at least 9
units in the following number sequences
(except subjects whose content and
units are not specified in the catalogue
description of the subject and which are
eligible only by petition) are eligible as
electives:

A)
B)

C)
D)

4.601 through 4.681
4.742J Shaping the Urban
Environment (11.1324]
4.801 through 4.875
4.901 through 4.992

Urban Studies and
Planning

The following subjects are eligible
toward the Requirement:
11.005 Urban Social Structure and

Process
11.0064 Politics, Planning and Urban

Policy [17.324]
11.007J Politics and Public Policy

[17.09J]
11.008J Urban Economics [14.51J)
11.009 Technology and the City
11.010 Community Sociology
11.013J American Urban History

(21.412J11

11.014J American Urban History
[21.413J]

11.018 The Writer and the City
11.0194 Modern Social Movements

and Mass Phenomena in
Historical Perspective [21.438J1

11.121 Introduction to
Environmental Issues

11.122 Environmental Policy and
Regulation

11.131 The Urban Neighborhood
11.132J Shaping the Urban

Environment [4.742J]
11.141 Urban and Regional Planning

In Developing Countries
11.142 Introduction to Community

Development
11.146 The Political Economy

of Urban Poverty
11.163 Institutions and

Communities
11.166 Legal institutions and

Social Change
11.167 Seminar on Legal

institutions
11.1974 State and Local Government

Internships [17.26J)
1.01J Ethics and Technocrats

[STS 4124]
1.014J Engineering Aspects of

Economic Analysis [14.014J]

3
Subjects In Other Schools: The follow-
Ing subjects mhay be used as electives in
fulfillment of the Institute Requirement:

3.17J Understanding the Discovery
Process - An Historical
Approach [STS 281i

3.80J Comparative Ancient
Technologies (21.6434]

3.81J Art, Materials and Culture
[21.541J)

8.206J Seminar in Public
interest Science [ST 41341

20.024J Nutrition, National Develop-
ment and Planning (17.484]

22.003J In Pursuit of Arms Control:
Analysis of the Past and
Choles for the Future [17.41J]

SRE Developmental
104J Psychology [9.89J]

Dlal Sciences Reuirement as
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Science Distribution
Requirement

The Science Distribution Requirement of
36 units Is met by taking subjects es-
pecially designed for this purpose.
Available subjects are listed below. To
fulfill the requirement, students must
study subjects totaling 36 units of which
no more than 12 units may be taken In
subjects offered by a student's own de-
partment. Subjects designated "J"
which are cooperatively taught by faculty
members in the student's own depart-
ment also fall under the 12-unit depart-
mental limitation. If 6.41 or 5.60 or
7.01 is used to satisfy the General
Institute Requirement In Chemistry/
Biology, then it cannot be used for the
Science Distribution Requirement. The
combination of subjects chosen must be
approved by the student's Faculty Coun-
selor. Science Distribution Subjects nor-
mally are taken in the second year, but
students who have the-proper prereq-
ulsites may take them in the first year.

Through Science Distribution Subjects
the student can broaden and deepen the
educational foundation in basic science
begun in the first-year program. These
subjects are designed to give each stu-
dent the opportunity to proceed further
In areas already studied, or to explore
other areas of potential interest.

The available Science Distribution Sub-
jects vary among themselves in ap-
proach and emphasis. Some give a
systematic Introduction to the funda-
mental concepts and principles of a
field; others illustrate, through exam-
ples, some of the attitudes, concerns,
and methods that are characteristic of
professional work in a field.

Most Departmental Programs require 48
units in the second year. In many cases,
subjects required by a department are
also on the list of Science Distribution or
Laboratory Subjects. Thus students
following a particular Departmental Pro-
gram may satisfy simultaneously part or
all of the Science Distribution or Labora-
tory Requirements. This provides ad-
ditional flexibility in the planning of a
second-year program.

Solence Distribution
Subloots

1.00 Information Systems (3-0-9)
1.02J Materials of Construction

(3-0-9)
1.07 Analysis of Uncertainty

(3-1-8)
1.08 Introduction to Engineering

Geology (3-3-6)
1,11J Introduction to Systems

Analysis (3-0-4)
1.13 Behavior of Physical Systems

(6-0-7)
1.16 Computer Models of Physical

and Engineering Systems I
(3-3-6)

1.86 Element Cycles in the
Environment (2-0-4)

2.01 Mechanics of Solids (4-0-8)
2.02 Introduction to System

Dynamics (4-0-8)
2.101 Computer Models of Physical

and Engineering Systems 1
---31)

2.131J Environmental Ecology I
(2-1-6)

2.132J Environmental Ecology 11

2.19J introduction to Systems
Analysis (3-0-9)

2.20 Fluid Mechanics (4-0-8)
2.40 Thermodynamics (4-0-8)

2.901J Introduction to Polymer
Science and Engineering
(3-0-9)

3.00 Thermodynamics of Materials
(4-0-8)

3.05 Computer Models of Physica!
and Engineering Systems I
(3-3-6)

3.061J Introduction to Polymer
Scienes and Engineering
(3-04)

3.07 Introduction to Ceramics
(4-0-8)

3.091 'introduction to Solid-State
Chemistry (5-0-7)

3.093 Magnetics (3-0-9)
3.10 Chemical Physics of Materials

(3-0-5)
3.11 Mechanics of Materials I

(4-0-8)
3.141 Engineering Materials

(3-3-6)
3.143J Materials of Construction

(3-0-9)
3.148J Introduction to Systems

Analysis (3-0-9)
4.30 Basic Structural Theory

(3-3-6)
4.43 Environmental Control -

Acoustics (4-0-4)
6.121J Planetary Physics and

Chemistry 1 (3-0-)
5.1 22J Planetary Physics and

Chemistry 11(3-0-9)
5.40 'General Chemistry

(4-0-8)
5.41 'introduction to Structure,

Bonding and Mechanism
(5-0-7)

5.60 'Chemical Thermodynamics
(4-0-8)

5.61 Physical Chemistry (4-0-8)

I
Not sooeptsible "a Sciene 01stribut~on subject, If Maen to
fulfll the General Instutute Re~quIreme n
Ohemletr/Slology.
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6.002 Circuits and Electronics
(4-2-9)

6.018 Statistical Mechanics and
Thermodynamics (4-0-8)

6.030 Introduction to Computation
(4-3-5)

6.034 Artificial Intelligence (4-0-8)
6.041 Probabilistic Systems

Analysis (4-0-8)
6.071 Introduction to Electronics

(4-2-6)
6.524J General Physiology (3-0-9)
7.01 'General Biology (4-0-8)
7.05 General Biochemistry (5-0-7)
7.51J General Physiology (3-0-9)
8.03 Physics 1l (5-0-7)
8.04 Statistical and Quantum

Physics 1 (5-0-7)
8.20 Introduction to Special

Relativity (2-0-7)
8.201J Statistical and

Biological Physics (5-0-7)
8.211 Introduction to Quantum

Physics (5-0-7)
8.244 Modern Optics (3-0-9)
8.263 Physics of Fluids (3-0-9)
8.282 introduction to Astrophysics

and Astronomy (3-0-9)
8.291J Planeta Physics and

8.292J Planetary Physics and

8.293J Dynamical Astronomy (3-0-9)-
10.10 Process Synthesis (3-0-6)
10.11 Corputer Models of Physical

and Engineering Systems I
(3-3-6)

10.13 Mass and Energy Processing
(4-0-8)

10.17 Air Pollution Fundamentals
(2-0.4)

11.004 Models and the Metropolis
(3-0-9)

11.123 Environmental Quality
Assessment (3-2-7)

12.00 Evolution of the Earth (2-0-4)
12.002 The Earth and the Planets

(2-0-4)
12.003J Environmental Ecology I

(2-1-6)
12.004J Environmental Ecology 11

(3-0-6)
12.01 Geological Processes,

Features and History (3-4-5)
12.02 Physics and Chemistry of

Minerals and Rocks (3-4-5)
12.111 Survey of Astronomy 1 (2-0-4)
12.112 Survey of Astronomy 11

12.113 Astronomy (3-0-9)
12.114 Astronomy 11 (3-0-9)
12.115J Dynamical Astronomy

(3-0-9)
12.131J Planetary Physics and

Chemistry 1 (3-0-9)
12.132J PlanetarPh sics and

Chemistry 11 (3-0-9)
12.21 Physics of the Ocean

(3-0-9)
13.001 Introduction to Marine Applied

Mechanics (4-0-8)
13.013J Water, Air and Interface

Vehicles (3-0-9)
13.014 The Oceans (3-0-9)
13.51 Computer Models of Physical

and Engineering Systems I
(3-3-6)

14.30 Introduction to Statistical
Method In Economics (4-0-8)

15.053 Introduction to Management
Science (4-0-8)

15.852 Principles of Dynamic
Systems 1 (3-0-9)

16.001 Unif led Engineering 1 (4-3-5)
16.008 Computer Models of Physical

and Engineering Systems I
(3-3-6)

16.811J introduction to Systems
Analysis (3-0-9)

18.03 Differential Equations (4-0-8)
18.031 introduction to Linear Algebra

and Differential Equations
(4-0-8)

18.05 Introduction to Probability and
Statistics (3-0-9)

1 8.055J Blostatistics I (3-0-9)
18.057 Introduction to Applied

Statistics (3-2-7)
18.061 Introduction to Algebraic

Systems (4-0-8)
18.313 Probability (3-0-9)
18.440 Probability and Random

Variables (4-0-8)
18.700 Linear Algebra (3-0-9)
18.703 Modern Algebra (3-0-9)
18.710 Abstract Linear Algebra

(3-0-9)
19.02 Descriptive Meteorology

(2-2-5)
19.83 Physical Oceanography

(3-0-9)
20.021 Physiological and Nutritional

Blochemistry (4-0-8)
20.113J Blostatistics 1 (3-0-9)
22.006 Computer Models of Physical

and engineering Systems I
(3-3-6)

22.02 Introduction to Ap lied
Nuclear Physics (3-0-9)

22.03 Engineering Design of Nuclear
Power Systems (3-0-9)

22.04 Radiation Effects and Uses
(2-1-9)

HST Statistical and Biological
505J Physics (5-0-7)
NS51J Water, Air and Interface

Vehicles (3-0-9)

SubJnt ftaken to
Oin
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Laboratory Requirement

The Laboratory Requirement of 12 units
may be met by enrolling In one or two
laboratory subjects expressly designed
for this purpose. Available subjects are
listed below. The Laboratory Require-
ment is normally fulfilled in the first two
years.

A typical Laboratory Subject offers the
student an opportunity to set up and
carry out experiments dealing with
phenomena of the natural world. Under
faculty supervision the student plays a
substantial role in planning
a) the design of the experiment
b) the selection of the measurement
technique
c) the procedure to be used for valida-
tion of the data.

Hypotheses are formulated and then
tested by comparing them with the
results of the experiments. The student
then compares and discusses the exper-
Imental results In terms of the current
state of knowledge and prepares
progress and final reports of the work.

The Laboratory Subjects call for a major
commitment of the student's attention to
one or a few experimental problems and
emphasize as much as possible work of
project type rather than routine experi-
mental exercises. They are designed to
stimulate the student's resourcefulness
and Ideas.

The Laboratory Requirement is not in-
tended primarily to teach specific tech-
niques for later experimental work, to
provide broad coverage of a particular
field, or to be a complement to a specific
subject. The Laboratory Subjects are
planned to give each student, at an early
stage of the educational experience
at M.I.T., an opportunity to work on one
or a few experimental problems, exer-
cising the same type of Initiative and
resourcefulness as a professional would
In similar circumstances.

1.102 Transportation Systems
Laboratory Projects (0-3-3)

1.103 Geotechnical Engineering
Laboratory (0-3-3)

1.104 Materials of Construction
Laboratory (0-3-3)

1.105J Structural Engineering
Laboratory (0-3-3)

1.106 Laboratory Projects of Aquatic
Systems: Physical
Aspects (0-3-3)

1.107 Laboratory Projects In Aquatic
Systems: Chemical and
Biological Aspects (2-6-4)

2.671 'Measurement and
instrumentation (2-3-4)

2.672 Project Laboratory (1-3-2)
2.86 'Manufacturing Processes

Laboratory (S-3-3)
3.081 Materials Laboratory 1 (1-6-5)
3.083J Semiconductor Devices

Project Laboratory (2-8-2)
4.071J Design with Microclimate

(3-6-3)
4.31 5J Structural Engineering

Laboratory (0-3-3)
5.310 Laboratory Chemistry

(2-8-2)
8.311 Introductory Chemical

Experimentation (2-8-2)
6.101 Introductory Electronics

Laboratory (3-8-1)
6.111 Introductory Digital Systems

Laboratory (3-7-2)
6.112 Digital Systems Project

Laboratory (2-8-2)
6.121 Bloelectronics Project

Laboratory (2-8-2)
6.141 Power Systems Project

Laboratory (2-8-2)
6.151J Semiconductor Devices

Project Laboratory (2-8-2)
6.161 Modern Optics Project

Laboratory (2-0-2)
6.162 Image Transmission Systems

Project Laboratory (0-12-0)

6.163 Strobe Project Laboratory
(2-8-2)

6.164 Electron Optical
Design (2-8-2)

0.182 Psychoacoustlcs Project
Laboratory (3-4-5)

7.011 Introduction to Experimental
Biology (2-8-4)

7.021 Experimental Immunology
(2-16-6)

7.031 Experimental Microbial
Genetics (2-16-6)

7.041 Experimental Cell Biology
(2-16-6)

7.051 Experimental Biochemistry
(2-16-6)

8.11 Physics Project Laboratory I
(1-6-5)

8.12 Physics Project Laboratory Il
(1-6-5)

9.50 Research in Psychology
(2-8-2)

11.011 Laboratory in Research
Methods (2-8-5)

11.185J Design with Microclimate
(3-6-3)

13.901 Ocean Engineering
Laboratory 1 (1-5-0)

13.902 Ocean Engineering
Laboratory 11 (1-5-0)

14.31 Econometrics (3-4-8)
15.301 Managerial Psychology

Laboratory (2.-4)
15.307 Behavioral Science Research

Practlcum (2-0-0)
16.62 Experimental Projects (2-6-4)
17.01 Political Science Laboratory

(2-6-4)
20.001 Applied Microbiology

Laboratory (2-6-4)
20.002 Laboratory in Applied Biology

(2-8-4)
22.069 Undergraduate Plasma

Laboratory (1-8-3)
22.09 Introductory Nuclear

Measurements Laboratory
(2-6-4)

Students taking 2.671 or 2. (S1 unit) receive S units of
laboratory credit.
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Physical Education
Requirement

The Institute expects each student to
gain experience in recreational athletics
during his or her first two years at M.I.T.
By the end of this period each student
must have compiled at least 8 points of
athletic credit and must have completed
the swimming test. These points may be
acquired by partiolpation in physical
education classes, or by active mem-
bership on one of the freshman or var-
sity teams. In gddition, a student may
elect to take an advanced credit exam in
one or more of the 19 subjects In which
advanced credit examinations are given.
Please consult the Director of Physical
Education if interested in advanced
credit examinations.

The program consists of both individual
and team activities with the major
emphasis placed on the development of
interests which can be carried on In later
life. A student who elects Individual
sports such as golf, tennis, sailing, or
squash will receive a strong background
in the fundqmentals qf the sport. Instruc-
tion in physical education classes often
leads to intercollegiate or Intramural
participation.

Physical education classes for the year
are divided into four quarters, with these
activities:

First Quarter:
Archery, bicycling, beginning and inter-
mediate ballet, partner dance, tap
dance, developmgnt, fld hockey, touch
football, football officiating, pitimate
frisbee, golf, karate, lacrosse, pistol,
precision air rifle, rock climbing, rugby,
salling, scuba, sculling, self-designed
fitneqp, soccer Officiating, beginning
swimming, T'ai Chi, beginning and Inter-
mediate tennis.

seoond Quarter:
Badminton, basketball fundamentals,
basketball officiating, beginning and in-
termediate ballet, partner dance, tap
dance, development, diving, fencing,
gymnastics, hockey, judo, pistol, preci-
sion air rifle, Red Cross Advanced Life
Saving, self-designed fitness, beginning
skating, squash, beginning and inter-
mediate swimming, volleyball officiating,
yoga.

I.A.P.:
Archery, badminton, ballet (beginning),
basketball, basketball officiating, diving,
fencing, first aid, hockey, hockey of-
ficiating, karate, box lacrosse, modern
dance (beginning), partner dance, pistol,
precision air rifle, self-designed fitness,
skating, figure skating, squash, ad-
vanced squash, tap dance, trampoline,
water polo, yoga.

Third Quarter:
Ballet, development, diving, fencing, first
aid, folk dance, gymnastics (women's),
judo, modern dance, partner dance,
rifle, Red Cross Water Safety Instructor's
Course (part 1), self-designed fitness,
skating, figure skating, self defense,
squash, swimming (beginning and ad-
vanced techniques), trampoline,
volleylaall.

Fourth Quarter:
Archery, ballet, bicycling, development,
golf (beginning and Intermediate),
modern dance, partner dance, precision
air rifle, Red Cross Water Safety Instruc-
tor's Course (part 2), rock climbing, sail-
Ing, scuba, sculling, self-designed
fitness, softball, swimming, tap dance,
tennis (beginning and intermediate).

Upon entering M.I.T. each student must
submit a record of a medical examina-
tion and take a swimming test. Students
who fall the swimming test are expected
to take beginning swimming. If the
medical examination Indicates any dis-
ability which might limit physical activI-
ties, the athletic requirements may be
modified.

Physical Education Fiequirement s9
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Wellesley-M.I.T. Exchange
Program

M.I.T. students may fulfill part of their
academic program by taking courses at
Wellesley College. This opportunity for
cross-registration is made possible by a
program initiated by Wellesley College
and M.I.T. in 1968.

Wellesley courses may be substituted
for required M.I.T. subjects according to
the following rules:

Departmental Requirements may be
substituted with the permission of the
student's own Faculty Counselor.

The Committee on the institute Require-
ment in the Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences has approved 12 Wellesley
subjects for the Distribution Require-
ment and has assigned each to one of
the specific Fields Into which M.I.T. Is
organized. (Further Information about
the Fields may be found in the section
on the Requirement In this chapter.) Stu-
dents Intending to count these subjects
toward completion of this Requirement
should keep in mind that each of the
three required Distribution subjects
should be in a different Field of study
(e.g., students taking a term of Italian
202 for Distribution credit will not be
permitted to count a second subject in
the Field of Foreign Language).

One or more Wellesley subjects may be
accepted toward a student's Field of
Concentration in the Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences at the discretion of
the designated advisor in the Field of
Concentration. Relevant Wellesley sub-
jects will be routinely accepted for sub-
stitution for one or more of the unrestric-
ted electives under the terms of the
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requirement. Petitions must be com-
pleted for all substitutions of the
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requirement and submitted to the Office
of the Dean of the School of Humanities
and Social Science, Room 20D-203.

Mathematics 203 may be taken to satisfy
the Science Distribution Requirement.
Students may petition the Committee on
Curricula to take other subjects to fulfill
this requirement. The requirement that
students must study in at least three dif-
ferent departments continues to apply
with the understanding that a Wellesley
subject in essentially the same field as
an M.I.T. department will not be counted
as different. Generally, substitutions for
Science Core subjects are not permit-
ted. This is also true of the Laboratory
Requirement.

Through the Wellesley-M.I.T. Exchange
Program, M.I.T. students may extend
and diversify their educational experi-
ence in two ways: environment and
curriculum. Wellesley College is a small,
liberal arts college for women and is lo-
cated on a 500-acre campus which bor-
ders Lake Waban in Wellesley, Massa-
chusetts. M.I.T. students may pursue
areas of study not available at M.I.T., as
well as find individual courses which
complement or supplement the offer-
ings of M.I.T. departments. The follow-
Ing is a list of the Wellesley departments:

Anthropology
Art
Astronomy
Biological Sciences
Black Studies
Chemistry
Chinese
Economics
Education
English
French
Geology
German
Greek and Latin

in addition, Wellesley College has es-
tablished interdepartmental programs
which include Classical Civilization,
Classical and Near Eastern
Archaeology, East Asian Studies,
MedIeval/Renaissance Studies,
Molecular Biology, American Studies,
Italian Culture, Language Studies, Urban
Studies, and Women's Studies.

A few Wellesley courses are taught on
the M.I.T. campus and are listed with
M.I.T. subjects in this catalogue. For
detailed descriptions of these and other
Wellesley courses, students may consult
a publication entitled Wellesley-M.I.T.
Exchange: Guide for M.I. T. Students,
which is issued in May for fall term and
in December for spring term. This guide
and other Information on the Exchange
Program are available In the Wellesley-
M.I.T. Exchange Office, Room 7-108.
Bus transportation between Wellesley
College and M.I.T. for academic pur-
poses Is provided to cross-registered
students without cost,

History
Italian
Mathematics
Music
Philosophy
Physics
Political Science
Psychology
Religion and Biblical

Studies
Russian
Sociology
Spanish
Theatre Studies
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Freshman Admissions

The majority of undergraduate men and
women enter M.I.T. as members of the
freshman class, directly following com-
pletion of secondary school studies.
Most good public, parochial, and Inde-
pendent secondary schools in the
United States and equivalent schools In
other countries will provide suitable
preparation for the student who takes
full advantage of the opportunities which
such schools afford. The preparatory
course In high school should be a broad
one. The applicant should be able to
read with Intelligence and sensitivity and
to express ideas clearly in oral and writ-
ten form. In mathematics, emphasis
should be on thorough mastery of
fundamental principles, operations, and
definitions rather than on covering a
wide range of topics.

Each applicant is required to have com-
pleted the following specific preparatory
subjects; the figures in parentheses
represent the usual "unit" rating, a unit
being a full year's study in a secondary
school subject taken four or five times a
week:

English (4)
Algebra (2)
Plans Geometry (1)
Physics (1)
Chemistry (1)
Trigonometry (1/2)

Students who will not have completed all
of these subjects by graduation should
be prepared to meet the requirement
through a summer school program.
M.I.T. does not offer a summer program;
therefore, students are expected to
make their own arrangements.

The precise content of the mathematics
curriculum is not prescribed, but the ap-
plicant must, as a minimum, have suf-
floent preparation for the study of
calculus.

in addition to the subjects specifically
required, the applicant normally will
have completed at least six additional
units in secondary school studies. No
limitations are Imposed in the choice of
these elective subjects. In the selection
of the entering class, the Committee will
be guided by the quality of the appli-
cant's work and by apparent promise on
grounds of Intellect and character,
rather than by choice of electives.

M.I.T. commends the study of history
and of foreign language in depth. The
choice of languages should be guided
by the educational opportunities open to
each student, by special Interests or
cultural ties, and by the nature of his or
her probable future work.

Minority Group Programs

The Institute desires to make its facilities
available to all, regardless of financial
condition, cultural background, or
quality of schooling, to the extent that
the student appears ready to pursue an
M.I.T. program. To this end special ef-
forts are made to acquaint members of
educationally deprived minority groups
of the opportunities at M.I.T. For those
who are admitted but seem to need
more exposure In specific academic
areas, a special prefreshman summer

session, Project Interphase, is available
by Invitation at no expense to the stu-
dent. Interested members of minority
groups who want more information
relative to admissions procedures,
financial aid, and life at M.I.T., should
write to the Director of Admissions,
Room 3-108, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139.

Application Procedures

Applicants are encouraged to write dur-
Ing their junior year for information.
Candidates in their last year of high
school must complete the application
process by January 1 of the year of In-
tended entrance. There is a $25 applica-
tion fee. Notices concerning the admIs-
slon decision will be mailed in April.

Personal Conferences (Interview)

Each applicant for admission to the
freshman class is required to have a
personal conference with a designated
member of the M.I.T. Educational Coun-
cil near the applicant's home. Council
members are alumni who have been
selected for their ability to represent
M.I.T. and for their interest in and liking
for young people.
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Each applicant will be referred for a con-
ference to a member of the Council. This
conference 1l an essential part of the
final application and must take place
prior to January 1 of the year of en-
trance. If an applicant sees a counselor
before the spring of the junior year,
another conference should be arranged
after May 1 of that year.

Prospective applicants and their families
are welcome at the Admissions Office
Monday through Friday between 9 and
4. Visitors should try to plan their time to
include a student guided tour of the
campus, available at 10 am and 2 pm
each weekday that the Admissions Of-
fice Is open. If planning a visit from a
distance, be sure to check on local
holidays.

Entrance Examinations

All candidates are required to take the
following tests given by the College
Entrance Examination Board: the
Scholastic Aptitude Tests and three
one-hour achievement tests in 1) Level I
Mathematics or Level il Mathematics,
2) Physics or Chemistry or Biology, 3)
English Composition or one of the
History tests.

The Board offers these examinations In
the principal cities of the United States
and abroad. The test dates, locations,
and fees for the current year are out-
lined in an Information Bulletin which
may be obtained from most guidance of-
fices or by writing directly to the College
Entrance Examination Board, Box 892,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Residents
of western North America, Mexico,
Australia, Pacific Islands, Japan, and
Taiwan should apply to the College En-
trance Examination Board, Box 1025,
Berkeley, California 94701.

Candidates for admission for Septem-
ber 1980 must have completed the SATs
and the three achievement tests by the
January 1980 testing date. Either the
SAT or up to three achievements may be
taken on any scheduled test date, but
not both. Note that the closing dates for
registration are usually four to six weeks
(five to seven weeks outside the United
States) before the test date. The College
Board should be requested to send all
scores directly to M.I.T. A student taking
physics or chemistry in the junior year
should probably take the achievement
test in that subject during the spring of
that year.
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Deferred Admissions Advanced Placement

M.I.T. requires a complete set of appil-
cation materials before considering a
candidate for admission. A student who
takes all the required College Board
tests by the November test date and files
all of the application material by
November 1 of the senior year may re-
quest the Committee on Admissions to
review the application by mid-
December. If the test scores, school
grades through the junior year, and
other qualifications are so excellent that
the applicant will clearly be acceptable
later, the Committee will offer admission
immediately; if it feels that It should
compare the application with those of
other candidates, it will hold the applica-
tion until the usual time in April. A stu-
dent who seeks early consideration in
this way is free to file applications at
other colleges and, if offered admission
at M.I.T., is not required to reply to the
Institute before the candidates' reply
date in early May. This is therefore not
an "early decision" plan In the usual
sense.

Occasionally students wish to take a
year off between secondary school and
college. In such cases we recommend
following normal admissions pro-
cedures, as if going directly on to
college, and then requesting deferral. If
during the "deferred" year students take
post-secondary school academic work
approximating a full course load, they
must reapply as transfers rather than
matriculate as deferred freshmen.

M.I.T. has always encourrged students
to move ahead academically according
to their capabilities. It offers three pro-
cedures by which students entering
from secondary schools may go directly
into a subject at an advanced level:
1) the College Entrance Examination
Board Advanced Placement Program;
2) college transcript; and 3) Advanced
Standing Examination at M.I.T.

Students who take college-level subjects
offered in their schools in cooperation
with the College Entrance Examination
Board Advanced Placement Program
should take the appropriate three-hour
examinations administered by the Board
each year In May and Instruct the Board
to send the scores to M.I.T. Degree
credit for M.I.T. subjects, and, where
appropriate, advanced placement, Is
given on the basis of a high achievement
In the tests (normally a score of four or
five). The students are notified before
registration of the credit offered so that
they may discuss with their Faculty Ad.
visor an optimum schedule.

In some secondary schools, selected
students take college-level subjects at a
local college. Such students may submit
an official transcript from the college
showing subjects taken and grades
earned in order to receive M.I.T. credit
under the regular college transfer
procedures.

M.I.T. does not give credit for high
school or other precollege study of
foreign languages but students whose
advanced study does not follow either of
these patterns and who are interested in
being considered for M.I.T. degree
credit at entrance should write to the
Director of Advanced Placement at
M.I.T. about their studies.

Early Action
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International Undergraduate
Admissions

The M.I.T. undergraduate student body
Includes citizens of other countries.
These students normally join the
freshman class after completing sec.
ondary school at the highest level. Stu-
dents are encouraged to plan to com-
plete the Higher School Certificate, the
General Certificate of Education at the
Advanced Level, the Baccalaureate, the
Maturite, or the Gymnasium, even
though decisions on admission to M.I.T.
are made in April, prior to the time when
most exams are normally taken.

All citizens of foreign countries, except
Canadian citizens and foreign citizens
attending secondary schools in the
United States, should begin the appli-
cation process as outlined below.

Application Procedures

Students should write to the Director of
Admissions a year before they plan to
enter M.I.T. for information about ap-
pilcation procedures. Included in the
response will be the leaflet, "Information
for Prospective Foreign Students" and a
Request for Application form which
should be returned promptly. Final Ap-
plication materials will be forwarded to
those whose Request for Application
form is approved. All documents must
be completed in English or accom-
panied by attested translations of the
original Into English. In order to receive
consideration, the Final Application
must be completed and returned by
January 1, and the required College En-
trance Examination Board tests
(including, if appropriate, the Test of
English as a Foreign Language) must be
taken by then. All students are urged to
register for the tests at least six to eight
weeks in advance of the testing date.

Request for Application forms or initial
letters of Inquiry about admission re-
ceived after January 1 will be too late for
the fall term.

Personal Conferences

Applicants may be asked to arrange a
personal conference with a local M.I.T.
alumnus, a representative of the institute
for International Education, or the
America-Mideast Educational and Train-
Ing Services (AMIDEAST).

Paclilty in English

Lectures, laboratory sessions, and writ-
ten or oral examinations at M.I.T. are
conducted in English. All applicants
must present evidence of their ability to
carry on their studies in English.

Entrance Examinations for Poreign
Applicants

If an applicant's schooling has been in
English for the past five years, the
College Board tests listed in the
Entrance Examination section of this
chapter are the required entrance exam-
inations. If English has not been the lan-
guage of instruction for the past five
years, the following group of tests may
be substituted: the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) and the
Physics Achievement Test, the
Chemistry or Biology Achievement Test,
and either the Math Level I or Level 11
Achievement Tests.

TOEFL is administered by the Educa-
tional Testing Service. Students wishing
to take the TOEFL must do so no later
than the January test date; an earlier test
date is preferable. Write directly to the
Educational Testing Service, Princeton,
New Jersey 08540, USA, for registration
material and Information about this test.
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College Transfer
Admissions

Students who have completed two or
more terms with high standing at a
recognised college, university, engineer-
Ing school, or junior college and who are
entitled to honorable dismissal may be
admitted to M.I.T. by transfer. Applica-
tions should be submitted by May 1 for
entry in September and by November 15
for entry In February. Applications from
students In their first year of college will
normally be considered only after the
college record for the entire year
becomes available.

A transfer student's eligibility for admis-
sion will be determined by the Commit-
tee on Admissions after a review of his
or her record. The applicant will be ex-
pected in every case to have completed
one year's study of secondary school
physics and chemistry (or the equivalent
at the college level) and mathematics
through trigonometry.

Transfer applications may be submitted
at not less than one-year Intervals. It is
not customary to admit as a transfer a
stuoent with only one additional year's
work needed to complete the degree,

Transfer applicants will be asked to take
the College Board tests prescribed in
this chapter's section on Entrance Ex-
aminations for freshman applicants If
they have not already done so. Transfer
applicants from foreign countries are
admitted only for September.

Foreign transfer students should read
carefully the sections on Entrance Ex-
aminations and Entrance Examinations
for Foreign Applicants in this chapter.

Appilation Procedures

College students considering transfer to
the Institute should file a Preliminary Ap-
plication for Admission with Advanced
Standing on a form obtainable from the
Admissions Office. The Director of Ad-
missions will advise the applicant of
those parts of the regular entrance
requirements which must be fulfilled and
will arrange to have the final application
materials sent.

The applicant must assure that the
following documents are submitted:

1
A completed Application for Admission
with Advanced Standing, Indicating all
subjects that will have been completed
at the time, of transfer, and a nonreturn-
able fee of $25.

2
A certified transcript of the college
record to date, including a statement of
good standing. A certified statement
covering subjects subsequently taken
should be sent as soon as It is available.
Students in their first year In college may
wait until the end of the year before
sending the first transcript of record.

3
Catalogue pages describing all subjects
which will have been completed.

4
Three evaluation reports, including two
from faculty instructors and one from
the Dean of Students or the applicant's
chief faculty advisor. These forms
should be sent directly to the Director of
Admissions by the endorsers.

8
A report from the secondary school at-
tended. The report should be made on
the form provided with the Final Applica-
tion and should be sent directly from the
secondary school to the Director of
Admissions.

6
College Entrance Examination Board
test reports, as appropriate.

As soon as the completed application
has been reviewed, the applicant will be
Informed of the decision. In some cases,
action may be deferred until final grades
are available.

.... ......
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Special Student
Admissions

College Transfer AdmlsIons
College Transfer Admissions
(oontinued)

Applications for Finanoial Aid

An Intention and a wish to apply for
financial aid moy be shown on the ad-
mission application form in space pro-
vided for that purpose. The aid applica-
tion material is provided only after a
decision to offer admission has been
made.

Advanced Credit

Students admitted by transfer may ex-
pect to receive credit for subjects of
study completed elsewhere which are
substantially equivalent to correspond-
ing Institute subjects. A grade above the
lowest passing grade Is necessary.

A student in another college contem-
plating later transfer to M.I.T. should
plan a program of studies to include as
much as possible of the mathematics,
physics, and humanities as Is Included
in the typical first two years of M.I.T.

Applicants admitted with advanced
standing in architecture will be placed in
the design sequence in accordance with
their performance on their first problem.

All remaining questions concerning
credits must be settled within two weeks
after the opening of the academic year.
In these cases, the student should con-
suit the Director of Admissions.

The Institute can accept a limited num-
ber of undergraduates who wish to carry
on special studies and who are not
degree candidates at M.I.T. The stu-
dents enroll as Special Students; they
enjoy most of the privileges of the
regular student but are not eligible for
campus housing or financial assistance
from M.I.T. Special Student status is
granted for one term only, and a new ap-
plication for this status Is required for
any successive terms. Admission as a
special student does not carry any Im-
plication for applications filed at a later
date. Applicants must present academic

credentials of high quality or evidence of
professional experience relevant to the
proposed program. Admission is sub-
ject to available places in the classroom,
laboratory, or studio.

The Director of Admissions will supply
application forms upon request. There is
an application fee of $25 for the first ap-
plIcation; it is not required for renewal
applications within a two-year period.
Completed applications should be sub-
mItted at least six Weeks prior to the
beginning of the term.

I
I
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Costs for Undergraduates

Undergraduate student costs for the
academic year 1979-80 at M.I.T. will be
about $8,900. This includes tuition, com-
prehensive health care services at the
M.I.T. Medical Department,' and an es-
timate for the costs of room and board,
books, supplies, and personal ex-
penses. Cost of travel obviously varies
significantly and Is not Included. The
costs of books and supplies, clothes,
laundry, recreation, and other personal
necessities vary widely depending upon
Interests, tastes, and needs, but typically
total about $918. There are many kinds
of dining and housing arrangements at
M.I.T. and the range of student ex-
penses for room and board Is broad (but
Is generally between $2,000 and $3,000
for the academic year). Total costs for
most undergraduates during the 1979-
80 academic year will be In the range of
$8,200 to $9,200 (excluding cost of
travel), depending upon specific
choices.

The following are the basic tuition and
fees at M.I.T. for the academic year
1979-80 (which are reviewed and likely
to increase each year):

Tuition $5,300
Hospital and Accident
Insurance Policy' 130

The tuition for all regular under-
graduates in the first and second terms
Is $2,680 per term. Full tuition in either
term of the current year covers the
January Independent Activities Period.
Tuition rates for the Summer Session
are published each year in the Summer
StIlon Catalogue, available In March.

Regular undergraduate students who
have permission to take only a few sub-
jects are Initially charged full tuition.
They may then apply to have their tuition
charged at the rate of $85 per unit with
the approval of the Faculty Counselor
and, If not a degree candidate, the ad-
ditional approval of the Dean for Student
Affairs. In such cases, there is a
minimum fee of $810 for subjects and a
minimum of $220 for S.8. thesis. Upon
recommendation of a department, the
Dean for Student Affairs, in the case of
an undergraduate student, may set a
special tuition rate in unusual
circumstances.

Special Students are charged at the rate
of $85 per unit taken either for credit or
not for credit. This unit fee applies up to
a maximum of $2,650 per term and is
subject to the following minimum fees:

Members of the M.I.T. Community" $510
Other Special Students $785

Cooperative programs offered by M.I.T.
provide Industrial and research experi-
ence through a series of work assign-
ments interwoven with regular study at
the institute. The tuition fees for
cooperative programs are as follows:

Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Course XVI-9
Mechanical Engineering, Course il-B
Ocean Engineering, Course XIII-C
June-August (15 months), $5,300

Chemical Engineering Practice,
Course X-A
September-January or February-June,
$2,$0

Electrical Science and Engineering or
Computer Science and Engineering,
Course VI-A
Materials Science and Engineering,
Course ill-B
July 1 to June 30, $5,300

in each case, the first $2,650 Is due on
the date when the first-term tuition Is
normally due, and the additional $2,650
is due on the date when the second-
term tuition is normally due. Upon
recommendation of the Department, a
special tuition rate for any cooperative
program may be set by the Dean In an
unusual case.

Students withdrawing during the first or
second term are charged one-twelfth of
the stated tuition for the term for each
week from the starting date of the term,
with a minimum two-week charge. A stu-
dent is financially obligated to the insti-
tute for the tuition appropriate to the
program approved by his or her Faculty
Counselor or Graduate Registration Of-
ficer at the beginning of the term. Any
subsequent reduction in fees is based
on the date that cancellation of a subject
or withdrawal from the institute is effec-
ted. At that time, any excess payments
which the student has made will be
refunded.

Miscellaneous Fees

Application Fee for Admission

Late Registration Fee

Fee for Late Payments

$25

5

20

1
Payment of the tuition fee entities all regular and special
registered students to comprehensive health care services at
the M.I.T. Medical Department, Including consultation with %
wide range of specialists, diagnostic studios, end hoapitriaa
tion In the M.I.T. Infirmary, Charges are made for roullis eye
examinstiona, contact lens services, oar piercing, dental care
services, obstetrical care, missed appointments, and those
surgical procedures prnd outside diagnostic teats that are
generally covered by th, students hospital and accident in-
suranco policy.
2
the M.I.T. Situdent Insurance covers hospitalization (other
than In the M.I.T. Infirmary) due to accidents or Illness The
Insurance Is required for all students, unless they can
demonstrate that they have equivalent coverage through
another Insurance program. A medical Insurance plan for a
studenis spouse and children Is also available. The ad-
dition* cost of Insurance coverage for the spouse for out-
side hospital care with an $450 maternity benefil Is $300.
tospitaizetion Inaurance for one or more children may be
purchased for $120.
3
includes Speciai Studento who are full-time employees of the
Institute or who are dependents of full-time e'ployees or
regular students,
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Prooesling Charges for Late Changes
In Rilegistration

A late change In registration, which re-
quires the approval of the appropriate
faculty committee, Is defined as adding
a subject after the fifth week or dropping
a subject during the last three weeks of
a term. The processing charge for late
changes Is $20 for one subject or $25 for
more than one subject in a petition.
There is an additional charge of $20 for
a retroactive change after the end of the
term.

Payments

All payments are to be made to M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, by
the time specified in the financial
registration instructions Issued prior to
the opening of each term. A late charge
of $20 Is assessed for each payment that
is not received when due. Registered
student status can be withdrawn at any
time for non-payment of fees. A student
who expects to be a candidate for a
degree must make satisfactory financial
arrangements for any indebtedness
prior to requesting entry of his or her
name on the degree list.

To assist students in meeting each
term's expenses, various financial aids
are available for which the student may
be eligible (described In the next sec-
tion). Also, students and their families
might consider the installment plans that
are offered. The M.I.T. Parent Loan Plan,
for example, was recently developed to
help parents pay for four years of
college costs over a period of about six
and one-half years. M.I.T. provides the
basic funds for this monthly installment
plan, which offers loans at moderate in-
terest rates to parents whose annual
family income is between $15,000 and
$60,000. There are also a number of
prepayment plans and extended pay-
ment plans available through commer-
cial banks, lending institutions, and in-
surance agencies. Information on these
Installment programs will be sent In the
spring to the parents of newly admitted
students. Otherwise, information may be
obtained from John Rogers, M.I.T.
Parent Loan Plan Offle, Box 160,
Boston, Massachusetts 02101, (617)
253-3342.

M.I.T. also offers a deferred payment
plan to undergraduates on a limited
basis. This plan allows for each term's
tuition and other payments to be spread
over the term In three installments. (An
administrative fee of $20 per term will be
charged for this service.) The deferred
payment program for undergraduates,
however, Is planned primarily to assist
students (and their families) with short-
term emergency situations or other
special family circumstances. This plan
may be modified (or discontinued) over
the next several years, as various alter-
natives, such as the Parent Loan Plan,
are developed. Financial registration In-
structions and billings for tuition and
fees will be sent to admitted and con-
tinuing undergraduate students prior to
the beginning of each term.

institute House Rentals and Meals

All term rentals for all houses and all
fees for Commons meals are to be paid
to the Cashier's Office, Room 10-180,
prior to the beginning of each term.

Undergraduate Education at M.I.T.
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Students considering M.I.T. are strongly
urged to explore all areas of financial
aseistance, including government schol-
arship and loan programs. A number of
states sponsor scholarship programs for
residents, and information concerning
eligibility may usually be obtained from
secondary school guidance counselors.
The Federal Guaranteed Loan Program
is administered by Individual states.
Local banks and lending institutions
should be able to answer initial inquiries
concerning the availability of loans un-
der this program.

Parents of students considering M.I.T.
might also explore the Parent Loan Plan,
which Is described in the preceding
section.

The Student Financial Aid Office pro-
vides grants and loans based on the
financial need of the individual student,
as determined by analysis of the Finan-
cial Aid Form, a statement of family
finances. This form is submitted through
the Col"ge Scholarship Service of the
College Entrance Examination Board as
part of the Initial application procedure.
A copy of the most recent parental
Federal tax return is required in support
of aid applications.

The Student Fingnolal Aid Office reviews
applications and makes awards from the
most suitable Institute grant and loan
resources. Applicants need not request
aid from a specific fund. Any need which
Is not met by grant may be offset by
long-term loans or term-time
employment.

Student loan funds allow the student to
pay part of the cost of his or her educa-
tion on long-term credit under favorable
financial terms. However, loan fund
capital is limited, and M.I.T. student
loans are granted only on the basis of
demonstrated financial need. Under-
graduate loans are provided from
several sources, including the National
Direct Student Loan (NDSL) Program
and the institute's own Technology Loan
Fund, which is closely linked with the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program.
Eligible students are provided loans un-
der the Guaranteed Loan Program only
when they cannot obtain a Guaranteed
Loan at a hometown bank. Most Institute
loans to US undergraduates are covered
by the NDSL and GSL programs; those
that are not will require a co-signer.

Students are expected to work and/or
borrow as the first Incremental portion
of their aid. Jobs are not assigned;
rather, students are expected to arrange
employment most suitable to their own
talents and available time. The Student
Employment Office maintains listings of
positions to assist students seeking
jobs. Employment is usually available on
campus in dining facilities, residence
halls, offices, libraries, and laboratories.
Listings of off-campus positions also are
available. Students' earnings from part-
time work depend on experience, and,
of course, availability of time.

Entering Freshmen

Students who wish to be considered for
financial aid should complete and return
the Financial Aid Application which is in-
cluded with the Application for Admls-
sion. In addition, a Financial Aid Form
(F.A.F.) must be submitted to the
College Scholarship Service,
designating M.I.T. as a recipient. The
F.A.F. may be obtained from a sec-
ondary school or from the College
Scholarship Service, P.O. Box 176,
Princeton, New Jersey 08640, or P.O.
Box 1051, Berkeley, California 94701.
The M.I.T. application form must be sub-
mitted prior to January 1. An application
for admission is not prejudiced by an
application for aid. The two decisions
are entirely separate - need criteria
have no bearing on admissions, and ad-
missions criteria have no part in deter-
mining qualifications for aid. There Is no
reason to be deterred from applying
concurrently to M.I.T. for admission and
aid.

Foreign Students

M.I.T. has small amounts of scholarship
and loan funds which are made avail-
able to exceptionally well-qualified
undergraduate foreign students who can
demonstrate financial need. Foreign stu-
dents who wish to be considered for
financial aid should complete and return
the aid applicat:-n Included with their
admissions material by January 1.
Because financial aid funds are severely
limited, students should seek aid from
sources other than M.I.T. Foreign stu-
dents should make all arrangements for
their finanolal obligatione to M.I.T. for
their entire stay In the United States
before leaving their countries. Further
information about the admission of
foreign students is available from the
Director of Admissions, Room 3-108,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, USA.

Financial Aids

Grants, Loans, and Applications for Financial
Employment Aid
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Scholarships for
Undergraduates

Transfer Students

Transfer applicants who wish to be con-
sidered for financial aid may obtain an
application form by completing the Re-
quest for M.I.T. Financial Aid Application
included in the Admissions packet.

Upperolass Students

M.I.T. awards are made on an annual
basis, and recipients are required to
reapply In January each year for con-
tinued assistance in the following year.
Upperclass students who have not
received prior assistance may also make
application at this time. Upperclass
financial aid application forms are avail.
able from the Student Financial Aid Of-
fice In mid-December; the reapplication
process calls for a copy of the most re-
cent parental Federal tax return, and all
applicants are expected to apply concur-
rently for a Federal Basic Grant.
Eligibility for M.I.T. undergraduate grant
funds will end when the student is ellgl-
ble to receive an Initial degree, or after
eight terms, whichever occurs first.

Over the years since its founding, the In-
stitute has received gifts from many
benefactors, alumni, and friends, who
have recognized student need for assis-
tance toward their costs. The following
list presents the names of the funds thus
established from which student aid is
annually drawn. The parenthetical
figures at the end of each name state the
year the fund was established.

Frank W. and Carl S. Adams Memorial Fund (1985)

Alcoa Scholarships (1968 and 1968)

Max 1. Allmansky ('28) Memorial Student Scholar-
ship Fund (1973)

Caroline Hadley Allen Fund

Elbert G. Allen ('00) Fund (1969)

Nile Anderson Scholarship (1961)

William P. Anderson, Jr. Fund (1965)

Anonymous (1979)

Loule G. Applebee Fund (1942)

Rufus Applegarth, Jr. Scholarship (1963)

W. Cornell Appleton Scholarship Fund (1971)

Association of iron and Steel Engineers - Madsen
Scholarship Fund (1966)

Athan Scholarship (1962)

Elisha Atkins Fund (1894)

Hattle 0. Atkins rund (1962)

Julian M. Avery ('18) Fund (1957)

Jason S. Bailey Fund (1982)

Thomas Wendell Bailey Fund (1914)

Charles Tidd Baker Fund (1922)

Constance and Arthur H. Ballard Memorial Scholar.
ship Fund (1969)

Ethel Amweg Barber Fund (1979)

Colonel Daniel Moore Bates ('96) Scholarship Fund
(1973)

Lester I. Beals Memorial Scholarship Fund (1976)

Louis D. Beaumont Foundation Scholarships (1973)

John Rice Bell Memorial Scholarship (1961)

Harry Howe Bentley Fund (1979)

Alf K. Berle Memorial Scholarrilp Fund (1960)

Billings Student Aid Fund (1900)

Ernst Henri Birnbaum Memorial Fund (1964)

Huse Templeton Blanchard ('01) Fund (1946)

Levi Boles Fund (1915)

Jonathan Bourne Fund (1915)

Albert G. Boyden Fund (1931)

Bertram Brewer Scholarships (1952)

Hubert D. Broderic (1965)

A. Raymond Brooks ('17) Scholarship Fund (1973)

A. Lawrence Brown Fund (1979)

Harriet L. Brown Fund (1932)

Walter Stanley Brown Scholarship Fund (1968)

Bryant Chucking Grinder (1979)

Willard B. Buck Scholarship Fund (1971)

The John S. Buhler ('27) Memorial Scholarship
Fund (1973)

Denison K. Bullens Scholarship Fund (1960)

Vannevar Bush Scholarship Fund (1960)

Cabot Corporation Scholarships (1955)

Godfrey L. Cabot Fund (1950)

Thomas D. Cabot Scholarship Fund (1960)

William Putnam Cabot Scholarship Fund (1977)

Joel W. Campbell Scholarship Fund (1967)

William H. Carlisle, Jr. Scholarship Fund (1968)

Mrs. Richard Carson, Sr. Fund (1979)

Mabel Blake Case Fund (1920)

Harry Hardin Catching ('12) Memorial Scholarship
Fund (1975)

Nino Tesher Catlin Fund (1926)

Francis Ward Chandler Memorial Fund (1969)

Edward S. Chapin ('98) Scholarship Fund (1987)

James M. Chovak ('57) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1076)

Clapp and Pollak Scholarships (1966)

Lucius Clapp Fund (1905)

Clark Foundation Scholarships (1963)

70Uhdergraduate Education at M.I.T.
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Edna McConnell Clark Scholarship (1973)

J. Russell ('29) and Dorothy V. Clark Fund (1972)

Thomas L. Clark Memorial Scholarship (1956)

A. V. Clarke Fund (1950)

Class of 1887 Scholarship Fund (1967)

Class of 1895 Memorial Scholarship Fund (1945)

Class of 1908 Scholarship Fund (1967)

Class of 1909 Memorial Fund (1957)

Class of 1910 Scholarship Fund (1967)

Class of 1917 Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. Scholarship Fund
(1972)

Class of 1918 Memorial Scholarship Fund (1971)

Class of 1925 Scholarship Fund (1974)

Class of 1926 Charles Stark Draper Fund (1974)

Class of 1931 Compton Memorial Freshman
Scholarship Fund (1956)

Class of 1932 Fund (1951)

Class of 1933 Fund (1958)

Class of 1933 Robert M. Kimball ('33) Memorial
Scholarship (1964)

Class of 1934 Compton Fund (1959)

Class of 1935 Memorial Scholarship Fund (1971)

Class of 1936 Scholarship Fund (1971)

Class of 1937 Scholarship Fund (1971)

Class of 1938 Scholarship Fund (1936)

Class of 1950 Scholarship Fund (1974)

Fred L. and Florence L. Coburn Fund (1932)

Coffin Memorial Fund (1929)

Arthur L, Collier Memorial Fund (1977)

W. A. Conant Scholarship Fund (1943)

Albert Conro Scholarship Fund (1943)

The George R. Cooke ('08) Fund (1939)

Charles D. Coryoll Memorial Scholarship Fund

74)

1901)

Ernest J. Cronenbold ('03) Scholarship Fund (1974)

Eunice McLellan Cruft Fund (1949)

Allan R. Cullimore Fund (1979)

Ralph E. Curtis Scholarship (1960)

The Dalafield Memorial Fund (1960)

Louis R. Damiano Memorial Scholarship Fund

Isaac W. Danforth Fund (1903)

D'Autremont Scholarship Fund (1979)

Tenney L. Davis Scholarship Fund (1967)

Robert Taylor Dawes ('26) Scholarship Fund (1969)

Orville B. Denison Memorial Fund (1960)

Marie G. Dennet Scholarship Fund (1963)

Carl Pullen Dennet Memorial Scholarship Funds
(1956 and 1959)

Edward Depoyan ('30) Memorial Fund (1976)

Thomas C. Desmond Scholarship Fund (1960)

John H. Dessauer Scholarship Fund (1973)

Development Fund Scholarships (1950)

Ann White Dickinson Fund (1968)

Frederick N. Dillon, Jr. Scholarship Fund (1968)

Fred C. Dobbs Fund (1960)

Dormitory Fund (1903)

Philip B. Downing Trust

Henry C. Dresser Fund (1965)

Thomas Messinger Drown Scholarships (1928)

Edouard N. Dube, Class of 1921 (1979)

Charles Dyer Scholarship Fund (1968)

The Ederic Foundation (1979)

Daniel W. Edgerly Fund (1964)

Robert B. Zeabel Ehrman Memorial Scholarship
Fund (1970)

Calvin P. Eldred Memorial Scholarship Fund (1970)

Electrical Regulator Scholarship Fund

Leola M. Farnham Scholarship Fund (1966)

Farnsworth Fund (1889)

Alton J. Farrel, Jr. Scholarship Fund (1967)

Robert S. Faurot ('44) Scholarship Fund (1976)

Francis Edwin Faxon Scholarship Fund (1967)

Joshua B. Feldman ('40) Memorial Scholarship
Fund (1976)

Harold W. Fisher Fund (1979)

Charles Lewis Flint Fund (1889)

Sarah S. Forbes Fund (1913)

Clara and F. Joseph Ford Scholarship (1951)

Foundry Educational Foundation Scholarships
(1947)

Arthur E. Fowls Fund (1956)

Benjamin Franklin Fund (1956)

Evert W. Freeman Scholarship Fund (1956)

Philip Jacob Friedlander Fund (1945)

William W. Garth ('36) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1975)

Jurgis J. Geguzis Fund (1957)

Norman H. George Fund (1919)

Arthur B. Gilmore Fund (1941)

James R. Glazebrook Fund (1959)

Ethel A. Gleason Memorial Scholarship (1963)

Samuel A. Goldblith ('40) Scholarship Fund (1976)

Lewis Goldstein Memorial Scholarship Fund (1973)

Barnett D. Gordon ('16) Fund (1942)

Haskell ('38) and Ina Gordon Scholarship Fund
(1974)

John William Grant Fund (1979)

John H. Gregory Fund (1963)

John A. Grimmons Fund (1952)

Robert p. Gross - Lockheed Aircraft Corporation
Scholarships (1963)

Rita Welch Gruber Memorial Scholarship (1961)

Gulf and South America Steamship Company Fund
(1953)

William T. Haebler ('22) Memorial Scholarship
(19.60)

Humphrey M. Haley Scholarship Fund (1958)

Lucia G. Hall Scholarships (1945)

Hall-Mercer Scholarship Fund (1940)

Russell Hamilton ('19) Scholarship Fund (1976)

Claire Morton Prince Hanks Fund (19066)
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Katherine Hansen ('53) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1975)

Harrington Scholarship Fund (1961)

James H. Haste Fund (1930)

Charles Hayden Memorial Scholarships (1939)

Delos G. Haynes Scholarship Fund (1970)

Herrick Foundation Scholarship Fund (1976)

Joseph Hewett ('96) Fund (1965)

Bancroft Hill Memorial Fund (1957)

Clifford E. Hoar Scholarship Fund (1972)

Eric Hodgins ('22) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1972)

George Hollingsworth Scholarship (1916)

Loren C. Holm Scholarship Fund (1950)

James T. ('14) and Esther Roen Holmes Scholarship
Fund (1974)

Theodore V. Houser Scholarship Fund (1956)

Elias Howe, Jr. Scholarships (1949)

Dr. and Mrs. Chiao-Yue (nee Youh.Gin Gung) Hu
Scholarship (1970)

Hunt Scholarship Fund (1971)

Samuel P. Hunt Fund (1945)

T. Sterry Hunt Scholarship (1894)

William F. Huntington Fund (1892)

Cuthbert Hurd Scholarship Fund (1966)

Rudolph Hurwich Fund (1979)

Charles L. Ireson Scholarship Fund (1959)

David L. Jewell Fund (1928)

Edward A. Jones Scholarship Fund (1947)

Ralph T. Jope Fund (1979)

Joy Scholarship (1856)

Henri P. Junod ('21) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1974)

Sarah Maude Kaemmerling Fund (1902)

William R. Kates Scholarship Fund (1953)

Kaiker Soholarship Fund (1969)

Walter R. and Nellie J. Kattelle Scholarship Fund

('15) Memorlal Scholership

Richard and Eric T. Keller Memorial Scholarship
Fund (1973)

Henry Donald Kemp Fund (1964)

So Kwang Kim Scholarship Fund (1967)

Warren J. King ('48) Scholarship Fund (1976)

Malcolm G. Kiapert ('44) Memorial Scholarship
Fund (1975)

Amelia S. Kniesner Scholarship Fund (1944)

Kurrelmeyer Fund (1947)

Forrest Fay Lange Class of 1923 Scholarship Fund
(1973)

John Lawrence ('32) Scholarship Fund (1974)

Constance D. Lazear Fund (1979)

William Houston Lazear ('23) Memorial Fund (1976)

George J. Lenes Scholarship Fund (1969)

Teh Ching Li ('37) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1971)

Y. T. Li Fund (1959)

Jacob and Jennie Lichter Fund (1949)

Gustaf Robert Lindberg Fund (1957)

Paul Weeks Litchfieid Scholarship (1954)

William Litchfield Scholarship (1910)

Ellis Litmann Fund (1979)

Littman Foundation Scholarship (1960)

Charles E. Locke Memorial Fund (1923)

Richard W. Lodge Fund (1955)

Sheridan A. Logan Fund (1964)

Elisha T. Loring Fund (1890)

George J. Loveley Scholarship Fund (1960)

Percival Lowell Scholarships (1955)

Samuel E. Lunden Leadership Fund (1967)

George P. Lunt ('10) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1974)

John A. Lyons Scholarship Fund (1966)

Eugene and Margaret McDermott Scholarship Fund
(1900)

Frederick F. Mackentepe ('14) Scholarship Fund
(1970)

Alice Maclaurin Scholarship (1981)

Madsen Scholarship Fund (1966)

Estus H. Magoon ('14) Student Aid Fund (1975)

Eugene H. Mahoney Fund (1975)

Georgia Lamar Malone Scholarship (1961)

Theodore A. Mangeledorf Fund (1961)

Francisco Marcucella Fund (1953)

Rupert Anderson Marden Fund (1933)

Martin-Marietta Foundation Scholarship Fund
(1954)

Waldo A. Martin Scholarship Fund (1950)

Margaret A. Matthews Fund (1947)

Thomas Mayor Fund (1963)

George J. Mead Scholarships (1951)

Charles E. Merrill Scholarship Fund (1955)

Samuel Mlldram Memorial Fund (1970)

Arthur Merkel Miller Fund (1960)

Robert W. Milne Fund (1943)

Joseph R. Minevitch Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1957)

Li Ming Scholarship Fund (1969)

James H. Mirrlees Fund (1886)

M.I.T. Alumni Fund National Scholarships (1967)

M.I.T. Boston Stein Club - New England and
National Scholarship Funds (1955)

M.I.T. Boston Stein Club - Jerome B. Wiesner
Freshman Scholarship Fund (1976)

M.I.T. Club of Atlanta (1979)

M.I.T. Club of Chicago Scholarship Fund (1944)

M.I.T. Club of Rochester Scholarship Fund (1968)

M.I.T. Women's League (1979)

Morningstar Scholarship (1953)

Fred W. Morrill Scholarship Fund (1941)

Wm. T. Morris Foundation, Inc. (1979)

Maude Phipps Morrissey Fund (1972)

Frederick Taft Moses ('07) Scholarship Fund (1969)

Floyd A. Naramore Memorial Soholarship Fund
(1972)

Gertrude S. Newman Scholarship (1952)

Niarchos Scholarship (1956)
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Nichols Scholarship (1895)

Charles C. Nichols Scholarship (1904)

Hart and Arthur Nichols Scholarship Fund (1966)

William E. Nickerson Scholarship Fund (1949)

Samuel Niedelman ('24) Fund (1976)

Mrs. Samuel Niedelman Fund (1979)

Howard A. Noble ('97) Scholarships (1956)

John Felt Osgood Scholarship (1909)

Louise Parks Knight and Charles F. Parks Memorial
Fund (1952)

George L. Parmelee Fund (1921)

Frank E. ('05) and Soba B. Payne Foundation
Scholarship Fund (1962)

Langdon Pearse Memorial Scholarship (1958)

Frank Stetson Pecker Fund (1947)

Richard Perkins Fund (1887)

Malcolm Oliver Petri Memorial Fund

St. Elmo Tower Pize Memorial Fund (1962)

Abreham Pletman Scholarship Fund (1975)

Charles H. and Helen Bartlett Pray Fund (1950)

Florence E. Prince Fund (1943)

William W. Queries Memorial Scholarship (1971)

Walter R. Ramseur Scholarship Fund

George H. Rand Scholarship (1958)

Thomas Adelbert Read Scholarship (1934)

Willis Ward Reeves, Jr. Fund (1945)

Arthur Reid Memorial Scholarship (1966)

Charles A, Richards Fund (1939)

Frederick L. Richards Memorial Fund (1960)

. 0. Richhelmer Memorial Scholarship (1961)

John Roach Scholarship Fund (1937)

Karl Robbins Scholarship (1951)

Willard F. Rockwell Scholarship Fund (1961)

Gilbert M. Roddy ('31) Scholarship Fund (1974)

Wiliam Barton Rogers Scholarships (1947)

William P. Ryon Memorial Fund (1935)

George Scher Fund (1949)

Anna and David C. Schilling Scholarship Fund
(1970)

William E. Schrafft Charitable Fund

Science Scholarships (1966)

Second Century Scholarship

Paul D. Seghers, Jr. Scholarship (1948)

Robert J. Sald Award (1971)

Louise E. and Theresa Seley Student Aid Fund
(1961)

Irving Shaknov Scholarship (1954)

Friends of Jay Tsun Shaw ('46) Scholarship Fund
(1974)

Frederick J. Shepard, Jr. Fund (1959)

James and Donald H. Sheridan Scholarships Fund
(1961)

Frank Arnold Sherman Scholarship Fund (1947)

Thomas Sherwin Scholarship (1871)

Albert and Harry Smith Fund (1979)

Chester W. Smith ('29) Scholarship Fund (1976)

Frank Langdon Smith Scholarship Fund (1968)

G. H. Miller Smith Fund (1945)

H. Hilliard Smith Fund (1960)

Horace T. Smith Fund (1931)

Society of Naval Architecture and Marine Engineer-
Ing Scholarships (1957)

Sons and Daughters of New England Puritan
Colony Scholarship (1931)

Walter W. and Edna J. Soroka Memorial Student
Aid Fund (1971)

Anna Spooner Fund (1939)

Louis E. Stahl ('36) Scholarship Fund (1976)

Standard Oil Company of California Scholarships
(1956)

Philip B. Stanley ('08) Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1971)

Mrs Avery Stanton Fund (1979)

Creighton B. Stanwood Scholarship Fund (1974)

Wentworth Stevens Fund (1957)

Julia Stewart Scholarship (1974)

Philip Stockton Fund (1961)

Albert F. Sulzer Scholarship (1955)

Sydney Family Scholarship Fund (1976)

Tau Bets PI Memorial Scholarship Fund (1947)

Howard F. Taylor Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1962)

Technology Club of New York Scholarship Fund
(1976)

Lawrence E. Teich '40 Memorial Scholarship Fund
(1966)

Mary Thacher Scholarship (1956)

Richard H. Tingey Memorial Fund (1962)

Samuel E. Tinkham Fund (1924)

Franklin Towle Fund (1979)

Arthur L. Townsend Fund (1960)

W. H. Triplett ('12) Scholarship Fund (1961)

Y. T. Tsai Memorial Scholarship (1955)

James E. Turner ('33) Scholarship Fund (1976)

John L. Turner ('31) Fund (1960)

John Deloss Underwood Memorial Scholarship
(1977)

Estate of Maud Underwood (1979)

Susan Upham Fund (1892)

Samson R. Urbino Fund (1927)

Vermont Scholarship (1924)

F. P. von Olker Fund (1962)

Ann White Voss Fund (1896)

Arthur M. Waltt Fund (1925)

Grant Walker Fund (1943)

Muriel Alvord Ward Fund (1960)

Warren Benevolent Fund (1961)

Henry Arthur Waterman Scholarship Fund (1969)

John J. Watson Memorial Fund (1963)

James Watt Scholarship (1942)

EdwIn S. Webster ('88) Foundation (1974)

Louis Weisebein Fund (1915)
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Special Loan Funds

William J. ('48) and Barbara Weisz Scholarship
William J. ('48) and Barbara Weisz Scholarship
Fund (1976)

Frances Erving Weston Fund (1912)

Samuel Martin Weston Fund (1912)

Archer E. Wheeler Scholarship Fund (1957)

Ray Hill White Memorial Fund (1966)

Amasa J. Whiting Fund (1927)

Granger Whitney Fund (1957)

Harold 0. Whitney Scholarship Fund (1968)

Thomas H. Wiggin ('95) Fund (1965)

Elizabeth Babcock Wilmann Fund (1935)

Wilson Scholarship (1953)

Gilbert Williams Winslow ('37) Memorial Fund
(1967)

Howard I. Wood Scholarship Fund (1969)

Augusta Wolff Scholarship Fund (1975)

Morrill Wyman ('15) Fund (1923)

Conrad Henry Young Scholarships (1957)

The following funds have been estab-
lished for special purposes at the In-
stitute. Except where stated, these loan
funds are administered under terms
similar to those governing the
Technology Loan Fund, and no separate
application need be made.

Walter Phelps Bliss Memorial Fund

Boston Stein Club Freshman Loan Fund (1953)

Boston Stein Club Freshman Loan Fund (1968)

Anna J. and Francesco Casaretta Loan Fund (1966)

Francis W. Chandler Loan Fund (1927)

Ruth Hornblower Churchill Memorial Loan Fund
(1956)

Class of 1917 Loan Fund (1937)

Class of 1963 Loan Fund (1963)

Thomas F. and Lida Niles Connors Loan Fund
(1962)

Daunis Family Fund (1971)

Carl P. Dennett Loan Fund (1956)

George Freydberg Fund (1972)

Ethel 1. Fryer Scholarship Loan Fund (1951)

Nathan R. George Loan Fund (1943)

John A. Grimmons Loan Fund (1963)

Gerald L. Hartstein Memorial Loan Fund (1963)

John A. Herlihy Loan Fund (1962)

Jerome Hunsaker Loan Fund (1970)

Roscoe Hupper Loan Fund (1955)

Rebecca R. Joslin Loan Fund (1924-36)

Klook-Overton-Mills-Roberts-Longyear Loan Fund
(1961)

Lamson-Virgin Loan Fund (1946)

Dr. Max Levine Loan Fund

Harry J, and lolla R. Lohbiller Loan Fund (1962)

M.I.T. Incentive Loan Fund (1971)

Anthony P. Matheslus Loan Fund (1970)

George H. May Loan Fund (1914)

Helen and Leo Mayer Loan Fund (1967)

George J. Mead Loan Fund (1951)

Arthur T. Nelson, Jr. Memorial Loan Fund (1962)

Pemrose Loan Fund

Michael Joseph Pollock Loan Fund (1962)

Ellen H. Richards Loan Fund (1964)

M. H. Rogers Loan Fund (1945)

Lillie C. Smith Fund (1965)

Gertrude W. Swartz Memorial Student Loan Fund
(1971)

Technology Matrons Loan Fund (1960)

Robert Kelley Thulman Loan Fund (1963)

Timble Memorial Fund (1954)

F. B. Tough Fund (1924)

Frank P. Wakefield Loan Fund (1955)

Scholarships for Undergraduates



and Awards

Prizes and Awards

To encourage and recognize high
achievement by students at M.I.T., a
number of prizes have been established
by individuals and organizations. In
general, these awards are made each
year by the office of the Dean for Stu-
dent Affairs or by the departments or or-
ganizations concerned.

Alpha Chi Sigma Prizes (1965)

American Institute of Chemists Awards (1957)

Association of M.I.T. Alumnae Award (1958)

Avery Allen Ashdown Award

Baton Society Awards (1960)

Robert A. Bolt Prizes (1921)

Karl Taylor Compton Prizes (1951)

The Frederick Gardner Fassett, Jr. Award

The Goodwin Medal

Ellen King Prize (1950)

Military Prizes

Outstanding Freshmen Award

Phi Lambda Upsilon Award in Freshman Chemistry

Phi Lambda Upsilon Sophomore Award

Scott Paper Foundation Leadership Award

William L. Stewart, Jr. Awards (1964)

Stratton Prizes (1930)

Aeronautics and Astronautics

Luis de Florez Awards (1960)

James Means Memorial Prize (1925)

Henry Webb Salisbury Memorial Award (1941)

Architecture and Planning

Alpha Rho Chi Medal (1932)

Athletics

in addition to varsity letters and freshman numerals
in 22 intercollegiate sports, a number of awards are
given to undergraduates by student organizations
for outstanding contributions to intramural and in-
tercollegiate athletic activities.

Class of 1948 Award

Admiral Edward L. Cochrane Award

Eastern College Athletic Conference Merit Medal

Chemical Engineering

Robert T. Haslam Cup (1959)

Hunneman Prize (1927)

Civil Engineering

A.S.C.E. Student Chapter Scholarship

Tucker-Voss Award (1953)

Richard Lee Russel Prize (1967)

Electrical Engineering and Computer
clence

Morris J. Levin Award

Supervised Investors' Services, Inc. Awards (1957)

Carlton E. Tucker Awards for Excellence in
Teaching (1962)

David T. Schultz Award (1969)

Management
The Brooks Prize in Management

Editorship of the Sloan Management Review

Sloan School of Management Senior Prize

Materials sclence and Engineering

Metallurgy and Materials Prize (1963)

American Metal Climax Foundation Prize (1969)

Mechanical Engineering

American Society of Mechanical Engineers Student
Paper Awards

Luis de Florez Awards (1957)

Silent Hoist and Crane Company Materials
Handling Award (1950)

El Wellech - Corning Glass Works Award

Engineering Projects Laboratory - Showcase
Awards

Meteorology

The Carl-Gustav Rossby Award in Meteorology

Ocean Engineering

American Bureau of Shipping Prize, Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering (1924)

American Bureau of Shipping Prize, Ocean
Engineering (1973)

Brand Award (1957)

Naval Ship Systems Command Award (1970)
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Graduate Education at M.I.T.

For almost a century the M.I.T. Graduate
School has provided an Ideal environ-
ment for advanced study with faculty
and students working together to extend
the boundaries of knowledge. While the
Institute has traditionally been a leader
nationally In engineering graduate
education, In more recent years Its doc-
toral programs In mathematics and
the physical and life sciences have
developed national prominence. In addi-
tion, graduate programs In economics
and social sciences, architecture, urban
studies, and management have become
an integral part of the broadening spec-
trum of graduate education.

The most important factors In the effec-
tiveness of the graduate programs at
M.I.T. are the quality and productivity of
the faculty. Ficulty strength over a wide
range of fields responds to student In-
terests. M.I.T. Is proud of its nationally
and internationally recognized faculty of
scholars and academic leaders who are
also effective teachers and research
collaborators.

Also of Importance in the Graduate
School Is an atmosphere of Intellectual
independence and Individual creativity
combined with a strong sense of group
unity and cooperation. The Graduate
School alms to develop in each student
the realization that one's intellectual
growth and subsequent success are
directly related to the depth of his or her
command of basic principles. Although
graduate study Is often popularly
associated only with a high degree of
specialization, M.I.T. believes that such
specialization should be coupled with
extending intellectual horizons, produc-
Ing new orientations, and developing
depth of understanding.

Succoessful graduate study is also
closely associated with the ability to
organize important ideas in clear and
simple terms. Thus graduate students
find assignments as teaching assistants
rewarding and stimulating as an integral

part of their graduate education. These
as well as positions as research assis-
tants offer the student professional ex-
periences. At M.I.T., graduate students
are in a very real sense partners of the
faculty in all aspects of study, teaching,
and pioneering research.

Graduate education at M.I.T. places
special emphasis on the relevance of
science and technology to the complex
problems of society. In order to attack
such problems, it is often necessary to
utilize an interdisciplinary approach
which may involve expertise in several
different departments. Although on an
Individual basis such programs can be
developed for many students, there are
other options which have become so
well developed that special curricula are
available. This is the case in interdiscl-
plinary areas such as instrumentation,
operations research, biomedical engi.
neering, economics and urban studies,
technology and policy, and environ-
mental engineering.

The broad scope and high quality of its
graduate education have made M.I.T. a
leader in the international field. About a
third of its graduate students come from
foreign nations. In recent years it also

has become a place where minority stu-
dents can participate profitably in aca-
deric work at all levels. Although it has
always welcomed women graduate stu-
dOnts, It is only in the last decade that an
increasing number of women have
found M.I.T. to be an ideal place in
which to pursue study toward a graduate
degree. Such broad representations of
students from widely different back-
grounds have contributed greatly to the
enrichment of student life on the
campus and to the excellence of the
Graduate School.



Study

Resources for Graduate
Study

Organization of the
Graduate School

Extensive resources for graduate study
have developed naturally at M.I.T. from
a long tradition of emphasis on contribu-
tions to new knowledge. The wealth and
diversity of teaching and research
resources, described in this catalogue in
the departmental sections and in the
section on interdepartmental study and
research, are a direct result of the
pioneering interests of its faculty -
interests that have generated both
demand and support for research.
Graduate students participate In all of
the institute's wide-ranging research ac-
tivities; collaboration in research is vital
to the educational experience of stu-
dents and faculty and to the success of
the research Itself.

Although most graduate students find
their interests served by programs avail-
able within a single department, many
elect to work in Interdisciplinary fields
which may reach Into two or more de-
partments and involve interdisciplinary
work In any of M.I.T.'s laboratories. In
general, each graduate student's pro-
gram can be designed to fulfill his or her
own particular Interests, subject to the
general requirement that the field thus
defined has a scope and depth appro-
priate for an advanced degree regard-
less of whether or not its boundaries
happen to fall within the scope of a
single department. Most important, the
faculty tends to regard departmental or-
ganization more as an administrative
convenience than a limitation of
scholarly interests. The scope of many
interdisoiplinary programs and facilities
Is described in Chapter V, interdepart-
mental Study and Research.

The M.I.T. Libraries provide a major
resource for graduate study. Compre-
hensive collections are available in those
fields in which M.I.T. concentrates its
toaching and research efforts. Materials
in subject areas beyond the scope of the
M.I.T. Libraries are available at aca-
demic and research libraries In the
Boston area which participate In the
Boston Library Consortium. Through
this cooperative program, graduate stu-
dents, faculty members, and research
staff have quick access to extensive re-
search collections outside the institute.

Another significant resource for gradu-
ate study Is the cross-registration pro-
gram with Harvard University (including
the Medical School), Wellesley College
and the Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution. These programs and more
specialized study opportunities available
at Brandeis University, Tufts University,
and Boston University are described in
detail later In this chapter.

The cultural and social life and rec-
reational facilities of the M.I.T. campus
are shared alike by undergraduate and
graduate students. Concerts and
dramatic performances are frequently
given by both Institute groups and pro-
fessional performers. Leaders in many
professional areas give lectures and
seminars on the campus, which are
open to all members of the institute
community. Greater Boston Is an out-
standing cultural and intellectual center,
where many students may take advan-
tags of the exceptional opportunities
available.

Graduate students are encouraged to
use M.I.T.'s extensive athletic facilities.
A number of teams composed of both
undergraduates and graduate students
participate in intercollegiate competi-
tions, as well as the intramural athletic
program. The Nautical Association
welcomes graduate students as
participants.

The administration of the Graduate
School rests with the President, the
Chancellor, and the Provost of the in-
stitute; the Dean, Associate Deans, and
Assistant Deans of the Graduate School;
and the Committee on Graduate School
Policy, whose members include, among
others, a faculty member from each de-
partment offering graduate degrees and
two representatives from the Graduate
Student Council. The Institute has a
single faculty which Is responsible for
both undergraduate and graduate
Instruction.

Each department exercises a large
measure of autonomy for its graduate
program under general guidelines es-
tablished for the Institute as a whole. Un-
der the general responsibility of the De-
partment Head, each department has a
departmental Committee on Graduate
Students, including one or more Gradu-
ate Registration Officers, to administer
department graduate procedures. The
Graduate Registration Officer and other
members of departmental graduate
committees advise and assist individual
students in many aspects of their gradu-
ate work. The membership of the Com-
mittee on Graduate School Policy Is
listed with that of other faculty commit-
toes in Chapter VII of this catalogue.

The definitive statement of organization,
rules, regulations, and procedures of
the Graduate School Is given In the
Graduate School Manual. Copies are
available from the Graduate School
Office and from departmental graduate
offices.
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Graduate students may pursue work
leading to any of the following degrees:
Doctor of Philosophy, Ph.D.; Doctor of
Solence, Sc.D.; Engineer's degrees;
Master of Science, SM.; Master of
Architecture, M.Arch.; and Master In
City Planning, M.C.P.

The major fields for graduate study are
listed. Each graduate program is de-
scribed in Individual department state-
ments on graduate study in Chapter IV.
These statements should be consulted
for more specific information.

Each graduate student Is officially en-
rolled in one department or Course. De-
partmental descriptions for each Course
appear In detail in Chapter IV. The pro-
grams are not limited, however, to sub-
jects offered in a single department.
Subjects and research programs may
be chosen from several departments,
with the counsel of the faculty advisor to
ensure that the overall program Is inte-
grated and well balanced with respect to
a major field of study.

School of Architecture
and Planning
Architecture, Course IV
Architectural Design (M.Arch.)
Architecture Studies (S.M.)
Architecture, Art, and

Environmental Studies (Ph.D.)
Visual Studies (8.M.)

Urban Studies and Planning,
Course XI
Urban and regional planning
Urban and regional studies

School of Engineering

Aeronautlos and Astronautics,
Course XVI
Aeroacoustics
Aerodynamics
Aeroolasticity
Aerospace systems
Aircraft propulsion
Astrodynamics
Biomedical englneering*
Computer systems
Dynamic energy conversion
Estimation and control
Flight transportation
Fluid mechanics

General Requirements for
Graduate Degrees
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Gas dynamics
Gas turbines
Navigation and control systems
Instrumentation
Materiels engineering
Physics of fluids
Plasma physics
Space propulsion
Structural dynamics
Structures technology
Technology and policy*
Vehicle design

Chemical Engineering, Course X
Applied chemistry
Biochemical engineering
Biomedical engineering*
Catalysis and reactor engineering
Chemical engineering systems
Engineering operations
Environmental engineering*
Fuel engineering
Materials
Materials engineering
Polymers and plastics
Technology and policy*

Hydrodynamics and coastal
engineering

Materials
Materials engineering
Operations research*
Project management
Soll mechanics
Structural engineering
Structural mechanics
Structures
Technology and policy*
Transportation*
Transportation systems
Urban engineering
Urban systems
Water resources

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographio Institution,
Course I-W
Oceanographic Engineering

Elootrical Engineering and Computer
Science, Course Vi
Electrical engineering
Electrical science
Artificial intelligence
Bloslectrical engineering
Biomedical engineering*
Communications
Computer science
Control engineering
Electric power systems

its for Graduate Degres 81
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Eleoctromagnetics
Electronics
Energy systems
Operations research*
Quantum electronics
Solid state electronics
System engineering
Systems science
Technology and policy*

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographio institution,
Course VI.W
Oceanographic Engineering

Materials Science end Engineering,
Course IlI
Ceramics
Materials engineering
Materials science
Metallurgy
Polymerlos
Technology and policy*

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographlc institution,
Course ll-W
Oceanographic Engineering

Mechanical Engineering, Course i1
Acoustics and vibration
Applied mechanics
Automatic control
Biomedical engineering*
Combustion
Computational mechanics and finite

element analysis
Computation and microprocessor

applications
Computer-aided design/manufacturing
Continuum mechanics
Cryogenics
Desalination
Design
Dynamics
Ecosystems
Energy conversion and conservation
Environmental engineering*
Fibers and polymers
Fluid mechanics
Heat transfer
Internal and external combustion

engines
Man-machine systems
Manufacturing
Materials and materials processing
Mechanical engineering
Mining and resource engineering*
Polymers and polymer processing
Stress analysis
Technology and policy*
Thermodynamics
Transportation*
Tribology; friction, lubrication

and wear

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Ooeanographlo Institution,
Course 1i-W
Oceanographic Engineering

Ocean Engineering, Course Xiil
Acoustics
Applied mechanics
Coastal zone utilization
Environmental engineering*
Fluid mechanics
Hydrodynamics
Marine data systems engineering

Marine engineering
Marine resource development
Marine transportation
Naval engineering
Ocean engineering
Ocean engineering and law
Operations research*
Sea floor engineering
Ship propulsion
Ship systems
Shipping and shipbuilding management
Structural mechanics
Technology and policy*

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution,
Course XilI-W
Oceanographic Engineering

Naval Construction and Engineering
(USN and USCO), Course XIII.A

Shipping and Shipbuilding
Management, Course Xil-1

Nuclear Engineering, Course XXII
Applied plasma physics
Applied radiation physics
Energy technology
Fusion reactor engineering
Nuclear fuel management
Nuclear materials engineering
Nuclear reactor engineering
Nuclear reactor physics
Technology and policy*
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School of Humanities
and Socil Science

Eoonomics, Course XIV

Linguistics and Philosophy,
Course XXIV
Linguistics
Philosophy
Linguistics and Philosophy

Political Science, Course XVII

Psychology, Course IX
Brain science and behavior
Cognitive psychology
Developmental psychology
Experimental psychology
Neuroanatomy
Neurophysiology
Psycholinguiatics
Sensory perception

Sloan School of
Management

Management, Course XV

School of Science
Biology, Course Vil
Biochemistry
Biophysics
Cell and developmental biology
Immunology
Microbiology
Physiology

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographlc institution,
Course ViI-W
Biological Oceanography

Chemistry, Course V
Analytical chemistry
Biological chemistry
Biophysical chemistry
Chemical physics
Inorganic chemistry
Organic chemistry
Physical chemistry

Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Course X11i
Geochemistry
Geology (classical geology, theoretical

geology)
Geophysics
Oceanography
Planetary sciences

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Coemnographib Institution,
Course XiI-W
Oceanography

Joint Program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution,
Course XIX-W
Oceanography

Nutrition and Food Science, Course XX
Biochemical engineering
Food engineering
Food science and technology
Human and clinical nutrition
International nutrition planning
Neural and endocrine regulation
Nutritional biochemistry and

metabolism
Toxicology

Physics, Course Vill

Hariard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and Technology

Biomedical sciences
Medical engineering
Medical physics

Graduate Deares 83
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Master's Degrees

Candidates for advanced degrees must
satisfactorily complete an approved pro-
gram of study and research, including a
major portion done in residence, before
being recommended for a degree. The
amount of time required to attain any
one degree varies; candidates who lack
undergraduate prerequisites for gradu-
ate work may be permitted to make up
these deficiencies in the course of their
graduate work, but those who do so
must expect to spend a longer period of
time in the Graduate School.

A student who expects to come to M.I.T.
for an advanced degree after earning an
undergraduate degree elsewhere should
give careful attention to undergraduate
subjects prerequisite for the advanced
work which he or she intends to under-
take as outlined by each department in
Chapter IV. For advice on such subjects,
a student should consult the chairman of
the Committee on Graduate Students of
the department in which he or she
wishes to enroll.

Degrees are ewarded by the Corpora-
tion of the ln',titute upon the recommen-
dation of the laculty. Favorable faculty
action Is based upon approval by the
Committee on Graduate School Policy
on recommendations from the appropri-
ate departmental committees on gradu-
ate students.

Residence Requirements

M.I.T. degrees are "residence" degrees
In the sense that a major portion of the
work for which each Is awarded must be
done on campus In association with the
faculty, other graduate students, and the
Institute community. This environment
Includes access to librarles, to educa-
tional opportunities offered by other dis-
ciplines, and also to recreational,
cultural, religious, and athletic
opportunities.

The minimum Institute residence re-
quirement for Master's candidates is
one academic term, not counting the
summer term. For the Engineer's
degree, two academic terms of graduate
work must be completed with residence
credit. Advanced study for the doctoral
degree must be pursued for at least two
academic years of full-time graduate
work, including the research for and
writing of a thesis, with residence credit.
In the case of students who satisfy the
Department Committee on Graduate
Students that they have successfully ac-
complished advanced work of a stan-
dard comparable to that required at the
Institute at another institution, the
required period of residence may be re-
duced. In no case may the required
period of residence be reduced to less
than three terms, only one of which may
be a summer term.

Master of Architecture

The graduate degree of Master of Ar-
chitecture is awarded upon the satisfac-
tory completion of a program of study of
at least 164 subject units approved by
the Department of Architecture, of which
96 units must be in "A" subjects, and the
completion of a thesis acceptable to the
Department. ("A" subjects are those In-
tended primarily for graduate students.
They are Indicated in the descriptions of
subjects given in Chapter V.)

A student who has obtained the degree
of Bachelor of Science In Art and Design
at the Institute or an equivalent degree
at another Institution may attain the
degree of Master of Architecture in two
years. A student who enters without
previous experience in a department of
architecture may take four years.

Master of Sclencei Master of
Architecture in Advanced Studies,
Master in City Planning

The degrees Master of Science, Master
of Architecture in Advanced Studies,'
and Master in City Planning are awarded
upon the satisfactory completion of an
approved program of study of at least 66
subject units (exclusive of thesis units),
of which 42 'mits must be in "A" sub-
jects, and the completion of an accept-
able thesis. ("A" subjects are those in-
tended primarily for graduate students
and are so indicated in the descriptions
of subjects given in Chapter V.)

The choice of field of specialization must
be approved by the Committee on
Graduate Students of the department in
which the student is enrolled. Approval

Students wMl not b~e admitted to this program Oatr Septem-
ber 1979. See Department of Architecture for detailed
information.
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General Requirements for Graduate Degrees

Engineer's Degrees

of the entire program must be obtained
from this Committee and from the stu-
dent's faculty advisor. A special Interde-
partmental committee, approved by the
Dean of the Graduate School, may be
appointed to supervise a program in an
interdepartmental field.

The satisfactory completion of the
Master's thesis generally requires the
student to devote at least one term to re-
search. Every degree candidate working
on a thesis must register for thesis in all
periods during which his or her thesis
research or writing is actually in
progress and during the term his or her
name appears on the degree list.

Dagrees With and Without Specifloation

In a program approved for a Master of
Science degree, if 34 units of "A" sub-
jects and the thesis are in a single field
of science or engineering, the degree Is
recommended with specification in the
field in which the student has thus
specialized; otherwise, the degree Is
recommended without specification.
The same high standard of academic
performance in a program approved by
a departmental Committee on Graduate
Students Is required for either degree.

Simultaneous Award of Two Master's
Degrees

units. At least 42 units applying to each
program must be "A" subjects.

if two separate theses are to be submit-
ted, the student must complete (in addi-
tion to thesis units) 96 subject units of
which at least 30 subject units are
unique to each departmentally ap-
proved program of 66 units. At least 42
units applying to each program must be
"A" subjects.

For the simultaneous award of two
degrees, a student must file a petition
stating the expected programs in both
departments. This petition must be ap-
proved by the C.G.S.P. representative In
each department and by the Dean of the
Graduate School. Such a request must
be filed with the Registrar at least two
terms before the expected completion of
the two degrees.

Please note that a common thesis may
not be used to satisfy the requirements
of more than two Master's degrees.

Simultaneous Award of Bachelor's
and Masters Degrees

Any department of the institute may ad-
mit to the Graduate School, as a candi-
date for the Master's degree, an under-
graduate student of the institute who is
also regularly enrolled as a candidate
for the Bachelor's degree. Students
must register as graduate students for at
least one regular (not summer) term to
be recommended for the simultaneous
award of the Bachelor's and Master's
degrees. The thesis submitted for the
Master's degree may also be accepted
by the department in fulfillment of the
undergraduate thesis requirement, if
any. A student wishing to pursue this
type of academic program must apply
for graduate admission in the usual way,
as well as present a Petition aDoroved

The requirements of a program leading
to an Engineer's degree are at a more
advanced level and a broader range of
competence in engineering and science
than that required for the Master's
degree, but with less emphasis on
creative research than a doctoral pro-
gram. In general, the Engineer's degree
requires two academic years beyond an
undergraduate degree.

The following Engineer's degrees are
awarded: Chemical Engineer (Chem.E.);
Civil Engineer (C.E.); Electrical Engineer
(E.E.); Engineer in Aeronautics and
Astronautics (E.A.A.); Environmental
Engineer (Env.E.); Materials Engineer
(Mat.E.); Mechanical Engineer
(Mech.E;); Metallurgical Engineer
(Met.E.); Nuclear Engineer (Nucl.E.);
Ocean Engineer (Ocean E.).

The requirement for such a degree Is the
satisfactory completion of a program of
advanced study and research approved
by the appropriate department or inter-
departmental Committee of the School
of Engineering. The minimum program
consists of at least 162 subject units
(exclusive of thesis units) and the com-
pletion of an acceptable thesis. The
Engineer's thesis generally requires
registration of a student for at least a
term. Every degree candidate working
on a thesis is expected to register for
thesis in all periods during which the
thesis research or writing is actually in
progress and during the term his or her
name appears on the degree list. A de-
partment may accept a Master's thesis
of superior quality for the Engineer's
degree only If the student Intends to use
that document to fulfill the requirements
of a single Master's degree.
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Doctoral Degrees

M.I.T. offers the degrees of Doctor of
Science and Doctor of Philosophy in-
terchangeably in departments of science
and engineering, as well as the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy alone in urban
studies and planning, economics,
political science, biology, psychology,
philosophy, linguistics, architecture, and
management. These degrees certify to
performance of original research of high
grade and to creditable completion of an
approved program of advanced study,
principally at the institute.

The two basic requirements for a doc-
torate are: 1) completion of a program of
advanced study, Including a general ex-
amination; and 2) completion and oral
defense of a thesis on original research.

The program of advanced study and re-
search may be selected in any field ap-
proved by the department In which the
student is enrolled. The thesis Is in this
same field. The program often com-
prises subject areas reaching into
several departments. If the field requires
substantial participation by two or more
departments, an Interdepartmental fac-
ulty committee, approved by the Dean of
the Graduate School, may be appointed
to supervise the student's program.

Each doctoral candidate has a general
examination in his or her field at such
time and in such manner as the depart-
mental or Interdepartmental committee
approves. This examination consists of
both oral and written parts.

Minor Program

Thesis

The caliber and scope of the doctoral
thesis requires the equivalent of at least
one full-time academic year of research,
while most doctoral research efforts re-
quire a substantially longer time. Each
doctoral candidate is required to
register for thesis In all periods during
which work is actually In progress.

The Investigation must be carried out
under the supervision of an M.I.T. faculty
member or senior staff member ap-
proved by the department. Work already
accomplished elsewhere which has not
been under the supervision of an
institute faculty member cannot be
accepted in fulfillment of the thesis
requirement.

While doctoral thesis research Is or-
dinarily carried out while the student is
In residence at the Institute, on some oc-
casions It may be essential or desirable
that the student be absent from the
campus during a period of his or her
thesis research. Permission to become a
non-resident doctoral candidate must
be sought from the Dean of the Gradu-
ate School at least one month prior to
the opening of the term during which the
student wishes to register In this
category. Consult the Graduate School
Manual for additional information on
non-resident status.

An oral examination on the thesis and Its
field will be held after the thesis has
been submitted and evaluated by the
examiners.

i n
1i

Language Proflolenoy

There is no Institute language require-
ment; however, several departments re-
quire that a candidate be able to read or
speak one or two foreign languages with
Intermediate competence. Typically, a
student may satisfy the requirement in
one of three ways: 1) by fulfilling the re-
quirement before entrance by passing
one or more intermediate or advanced
subjects with a grade of C or better;
2) through examination by the Foreign
Languages and Literatures Section of
the Department of Humanities; 3) by tak-
ing a two-term subject in a language or
languages offered by the Foreign Lan-
guages and Literatures Section of the
Department of Humanities. Depending
on student demand, the Section offers a
choice of two-term language subjects,
stressing the ability to read or to speak,
in French, German, Russian, or Spanish.

For the purpose of the second alter-
native, the Section gives written and oral
examinations in French, German, Rus-
slan, and Spanish twice a year at the end
of each term. Written and oral examina-
tions in other approved languages are
arranged Individually upon request. A
student who requests a written or oral
examination in French, German, Rus-
sian, or Spanish at an unscheduled time,
or in any other language at any time, is
required to submit with the application a
receipt from the Cashier indicating pay-
ment of a special fee of $30 for this
purpose.

Any student who falls to appear for a
predoctoral language examination Is
subject to a fine of $10.

outside
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Study at Other Institutions

Interdepartmental Programs

Many recent developments In the
physical and social sciences ar-d engi-
neering reflect Interdisciplinary trends.
As a result of this, individual interests
frequently span several conventionally
defined fields. Thus a number of gradu-
ate students desire doctoral programs in
fields that are adequate In both scope
and depth to meet doctoral standards
but whose boundaries overlap two or
more departments. In certain areas,
such as biomedical engineering,
economics and urban studies, environ-
mental engineering, Instrumentation,
medical engineering and medical
physics, operations research, technol-
ogy and policy, and transportation,
special continuing committees provide
guidance. In other fields, interde-
partmental doctoral programs are ad-
ministered by ad hoc committees ap-
pointed for each student and approved
by the Dean of the Graduate School.

Harvard University

A graduate student at M.I.T. or Harvard
University who is engaged full-time in
study or in a combination of study and
graduate student staff duties equivalent
to full time may, by permission, enroll to
take subjects (exclusive of thesis) at the
other Institution, without paying ad-
ditional tuition, provided that this ex-
change enrollment does not exceed
one-half of his or her total reglotration
for the term. Included in the above
category are full-time Special Graduate
Students who are registered at M.I.T.
This cooperative arrangement is not ap-
plicable to the Summer Session.

Requests for registration under this co-
operative arrangement should be con-
fined to subjects which are not offered at
the student's own Institution. If there is
an apparent duplication of a requested
subject in the two schools, acceptable
reasons for the request must be pre-
sented. Students will not be allowed to
attend classes in which additional
registrants put an undue load on the in-
structors. The procedures to be followed
by both M.I.T. and Harvard students
wishing to enroll in subjects under this
cooperative arrangement are given in
the Graduate School Manuel.

Wellesley College

Graduate students are eligible to partici-
pate In the Wellesley-M.I.T. Exchange
Program. Details about the program
may be found in Wellesley-M..T. Ex-
change; Guide for M.1. T. Students,

Woods Hole Ooeanographlo Institution

Information regarding the programs In
Oceanography may be obtained from
the Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences or from the Department of
Meteorology at M.I.T. The Departments
of Chemical Engineering, Civil Engineer-
Ing, Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Science, Materials Science and
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
and Ocean Engineering at M.I.T. can
provide Information about the program
in Oceanographic Engineering and the
Departments of Biology and Nutrition
and Food Science can provide informa-
tion regarding the program In Biological
Oceanography.

Boston University

An arrangement for cross-registration
purposes has been made between the
M.I.T. Departments of Economics and
Political Science and the African Studies
Program of Boston University. Details
of the procedures to be followed are
similar to those for Harvard-M.I.T. cross-
registration.

Brandels University

A cooperative arrangement also exists
between the M.I.T. Department of Urban
Studies and Planning and the Florence
Heller Graduate School for Advanced

87
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General Academic
Information

Studies in Social Welfare at Brandeis
University. Cross-registration is
restricted to one or two subjects per
term in the areas of social welfare at
Brandeis and urban studies at M.I.T.

Tufts University

A cross-registration agreement exists
between the M.I.T. Department of Nutri-
tion and Food Science and the School of
Dental Medicine at Tufts University. The
program is restricted to specific grad-
uate subjects at each institution.

Foreign Study

The Graduate School Office,
Room 3-136, has Information on
fellowship opportunities for graduate
study and/or research abroad including
the Marshall Scholarships, the Churchill
Scholarships, Fulbright-Hays grants,
and others. Since deadlines for the
following year are in the early fall, In-
terested students are encouraged to
begin planning In the spring.

Registration

Each student Is required to complete
registration forms and present them to
the Registrar on a date before the open-
Ing of each term specified In registration
Instructions. First-term registration Is
malled during the early summer to newly
entering students whose home address
Is in the US or Canada, and should be
returned by the first week in August.
Registration material for continuing stu-
dents Is usually available in May and can
be picked up in the Building 10 Lobby
for two days, after which It is available in
the Registrar's Office. Second-term
registration materials are available late
in the first term In the Building 10 Lobby
for two days and then in the Registrar's
Office. An Individual who has not com-
pleted registration procedures by the
start of the sixth week of the term will be
considered withdrawn and will be
charged a pro-rated tuition for this
period.

During the three weeks prior to the last
day of classes of the regular term, or the
last day of classes of the summer ses-
sion, no subject may be dropped by a
graduate student without a special peti-
tion approved by the departmental
representative to the Committee on
Graduate School Policy and the Dean of
the Graduate School. The final date for
canceling subjects without this approval
will be posted outside Room 7-111 (the
Information Center).

Every student is assigned to a faculty
member of his or her department who
serves as the student's Registration Of-
ficer. Each student's program must be
approved by this Individual, and
changes may be made only with his or
her approval.

Credits

The credit hours (units) for each subject
indicate the number of hours spent each
week in class and laboratory, plus the
estimated time which the average stu-
dent spends each week In outside prep-
aration, for one regular term. Each sub-
ject is listed with three credit numbers,
showing In sequence the units allotted
to: class; laboratory, design or field
work; and preparation. The total unit
credit for a subject is obtained by
adding together all the units shown.

Final Examinations

Final examinations are held at the end of
each term; the schedule is issued about
a month before the examination period.
Each student is held responsible for ob-
taining an examination schedule at the
Information Center, for reporting any
conflicts in examinations before the time
limit given on the schedule, and for at-
tending the final examinations required
In the subjects for which he or she is
registered.

No member of the instructing staff is
empowered to grant excuse from a
scheduled final examination. Absence
from any final examination Is equivalent
to complete failure except on presenta-
tion of adequate evidence of sickness or
other valid reason for the absence. The
Dean of the Graduate School may per-
mit a student whose term work has been
satisfactory to take the next scheduled
examination on the subject, The instruc-
tor may, if the evidence warrants, Issue
a final grade without requiring a post-
poned final examination.
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Admissions

Regular Graduate
Admissions

Grade Reports and Transcripts

Grade reports are issued by the
Registrar at the end of each term and
summer session to all registered stu-
dents. Students may order transcripts of
their academic record at the Registrar's
Office, Room E19-335, upon presenta-
tion of a receipt from the Cashier's Of-
fice, Room 10-180, at a cost of $2 per
copy.

Graduate Academic Standards

Continuing registration of graduate stu-
dents from term to term is contingent
upon satisfactory academTic perform-
ance. At the end of each term the Com-
mittee on Graduate School Policy
reviews the academic performance of all
graduate students. Particular attention is
given to ratings below 3.5 to 4.0. In addi-
tion, departmental graduate committees
may recommend to the Committee on
Graduate School Policy that a student
be warned or refused further registra-
tion or that he or she be allowed to
register only for a less advanced degree.

Proprofessional Advising
and Education

See the section on Preprofessional Ad-
vising and Education in Chapter III,
Undergraduate Education at M.I.T., for a
detailed discussion of programs and
services in this area.

The term Regular Graduate Student
denotes a student who is in residence at
the Institute and is registered for a pro-
gram of advanced study and research
leading to any of the post-baccalaureate
degrees offered by M.I.T. A Regular
Graduate Student may concurrently
hold a graduate student appointment
such as research assistant, teaching
assistant, instructor, or, rarely, assistant
professor. A student registered in a
program of study leading to the
simultaneous award of the degrees of
Bachelor of Science and Master of Sci-
ence must be admitted to the Graduate
School for at least one academic term of
his or her program of study.

To be admitted as a Regular Graduate
Student, an applicant must have re-
ceived a bachelor's degree or its
equivalent from a college, university, or
technical school of acceptable standing.
The student's academic record and
other credentials must indicate ability to
accomplish satisfactorily an approved
program of study and research.

Applicants are evaluated by ihe depart-
ment in which they propose to register,
on the basis of their prior performance
and professional promise. These are
evidenced by academic records, letters
of evaluation from Individuals familiar
with the applicants' capabilities, and any
other pertinent data furnished by the ap-
pilants. While high academic achieve-
ment does not guarantee admission,
such achievement, or other persuasive
evidenoe of professional promise, Is
expected.

The engineering departments normally
require students seeking a doctor's
degree to qualify first for a master's
degree.

Undergraduate Requirements for
Advanced Degrees

In addition to preparation in the specific
field of Interest, most departments re-
quire significant work In mathematics
and the physical sciences, but some re-
quire as little as a year each of college-
level mathematics and physical science.
Requirements of individual departments
are given In Chapter VI of this catalogue.
Students with minor deficiencies In
preparation may be admitted to the
Graduate School; however, deficiencies
in prerequisite, general or professional
subjects must be made up before the
student may proceed with graduate
work dependent on them.

Application Procedures

Students normally enter the Graduate
School In September. However, In
several departments suitable programs
can be arranged for students entering in
June or February. Customarily, the De-
partments of Architecture, Biology,
Health Sciences and Technology, Psy-
chology, Urban Studies and Planning,
Economics, Political Science, Linguistics
and Philosophy, and Management do
not admit students In February or June.

Students wishing to enter In June or
September should apply on the pre-
scribed forms by January 15; candidates
for admission In February should apply
by November 1. However, applications
submitted later may be considered If
vacancies still exist. Candidates for ad-
mission In June or September who are
also applicants for financial aid should
observe the deadline of January 15.

Applicants attending colleges or univer-
sities on the semester system should not
wait until the end of the fall semester at
their Institutions to submit an appiication
for admission in June or September, but
should apply before the end of the
semester, submitting a transcript of fell
grades as soon as it is available.
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Applications for admission (except to
the Sloan School of Management or to
the Department of Chemistry) should be
submitted to the Director of Admissions,
Room 3-103, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139. A $25 application fee must ac-
company the application form. Payment
should be by check or money order,
payable to the Admissions Office, M.I.T.
The fee Is not required of a student who
applies for readmission as a candidate
for the same degree or for a higher
graduate degree in the same depart-
ment after a lapse of less than two years.

Notification about admission for Sep-
tember is sent as soon as action is taken
(usually before April 1); for February and
June applicants, notification usually is
sent as soon as the application is com-
plete. The admission of a student who Is
in the final year of work toward a
bachelor's degree is made conditional
upon subsequently providing evidence
that the degree has been awarded.

Requests for application material
should be addressed to the Director
of Admissions.

Applicants to the Sloan School of
Management may request materials and
Information directly from the Graduate
Off ice, Room E52-480, Sloan School of
Management.

Inquiries about preparation or subject
content should be addressed to the
chairman of the appropriate depart-
mental Committee on Graduate
Students.

Graduate Record Examinations (GRB)

Applicants for admission to graduate
study In the Departments of Biology,
Economics, Materials Science and Engi-
neering (only foreign applicants),
Physics, Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Political Science, Interdisciplinary
Science Program, Health Sciences and
Technology, Mathematics, and Psy-
chology are required to submit scores In
the Aptitude Test and in the appropriate
Advanced Test of the Graduate Record
Examination. The Department of Psy-
chology also recommends that the Miller
Analogy Test be taken. The Department
of Biology will accept advanced test
scores in either chemistry, physics, or
biology. The Department of Chemical
Engineering and the Operations
Research Center normally expect to
receive GRE aptitude scores and one
Advanced Test score corresponding to
the undergraduate major (usually
chemistry or engineering). The Joint
Programs In Oceanography and Ocean-
ographic Engineering with the Woods
Hole Oceanographlo Institution require
both the Aptitude and the appropriate
Advanced Test. In the Departmentof
Urban Studies and Planning, the GRE is
required for Ph.D. but not for M.C.P.
applicants.

The Department of Ocean Engineering
highly recommends for all applicants
and requires of all foreign students GRE
scores including one Advanced Test.
The Department of Electrical Engineer-
Ing and Computer Science does not re-
quire, and makes no recommendation
regarding these examinations.
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International Graduate Special Graduate
Admissions Students

All other departments recommend, but
do not require, the submission of such
scores, with the exception of the Sloan
School. The Sloan School of Manage-
ment requires scores on the Graduate
Management Admissions Test, an ap-
titude test only. Applicants are urged to
consult with appropriate departments to
confirm test requirements and
recommendations.

Information as to time and location at
which these tests are given may be ob-
tained by writing to Graduate Record
Examination, E. T. S., Box 955, Prince-
ton, New Jersey 08540, Inquiries from
students in western states should be ad-
dressed to Box 1502, Berkeley, Callfor-
nI 94701. M.I.T. students may obtain in-
formation about the tests from the
Graduate School Office.

Graduate student applicants who are
citizens of countries other than the
United States must have received a
bachelor's degree or its equivalent from
a college, university, or technical In-
stitute. The academic record and all
credentials must indicate the ability of
the candidate to achieve distinction in an
approved program of study and re-
search. Admission is granted on a com-
petitive basis. Successful applicants are
chosen by the academic departments
concerned according to an evaluation of
their academic records and professional
promise. Competence in written and
spoken English Is expected.

The Final Application for Admission
from international Students may be ob-
tained from the Director of Admissions,
Room 3-103, Massachusetts Institute of
Teclhnology, Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139.

Action on admission is not taken until
complete application materials have
been received by the Director of
Admissions.

Students whose native language is not
English and whose schooling has not
been predominantly In English, must
take the Test of English as a Foreign
Language (TOEFL). This test is de-
scribed in the section on Foreign Under-
graduate Admission in Chapter iII of this
catalogue.

Some graduate departments recom-
mend or require that an applicant take
the Aptitude Test and the appropriate
Advanced Test of the Graduate Record
Examinations as a regular part of the ad-
missions process. Applicants should
consult the section on the Graduate
Record Examinations, as well as the
specific admission requirements set
forth in the descriptions of departmental
graduate programs.

A Special Graduate Student is one
whose Intended program of study is es-
sentially graduate in nature but who is
not a candidate for a degree. Normally
such a student will have received a
bachelor's degree. Applications for
the specific subjects desired will be
evaluated by the Graduate Committee of
the department(s) and must be ap-
proved by the departmental Graduate
Registration Officer for each department
in which a subject is taken. Approved
applications are then processed through
the Admissions Office. Admission is
valid for only one term; a student must
seek readmission each term to continue
at the institute. Those applying for
Special Graduate Student status for the
first time must pay a $25 application fee.
To be allowed to continue as a Special
Graduate Student, academic perfor-
mance satisfactory to the Committee on
Graduate School Policy must be
maintained.

Citizens of countries other than the
United States whose native language
has not been predominantly English
must submit the Test of English as a
Foreign Language (TOEFL) as noted in
the section on International Graduate
Admissions.

Admission as a Special Student does
not Imply any commitment on the part
of the Graduate School toward an Indi-
vidual's admissibility to Regular Gradu-
ate Student status (degree candidate). If
a Special Graduate Student is subse-
quently admitted as a degree candidate,
subjects completed may be used in par-
tial fulfillment of requirements for an ad-
vanced degree. The department will
determine to what extent such subjects
are acceptable and whether residence
credit for them will be allowed.
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Correspondence concerning admission
as a Special Graduate Student should
be addressed to the Director of Admis-
sions, Room 3-103, from whom applica-
tion material and "Information for
Special Students" may be obtained.
The deadlines for filing Special Student
applications are May 1 for the summer
term, August 1 for the fall term, and
December 1 for the spring term.

Graduate Sohool Admission for
OS. P. Staff

in view of their full-time responsibilities
on assigned research and correspond-
ing nonacademic salary scales, staff
members of the Office of Sponsored
Programs may not be full-time Regular
Graduate Students, but may, under con-
ditions outlined below, be granted the
status of Special or Limited Graduate
Student.

A graduate student may not interrupt an
academic program to accept a staff ap-
pointment in the Office of Sponsored
Programs (0. S. P.), the Charles Stark
Draper Laboratory, or Lincoln Labora-
tory either during the academic year or
during the summer, unless the approval
of the department head and of the
appropriate academic Dean has been
obtained and unless the work as an em-
ployee is unrelated to the student's
thesis research. A graduate student may
not include in his or her thesis any ma-
terial based in whole or in part upon
work done while holding an academic or
research staff appointment.

Many members of the 0. S. P. staff
study graduate subjects as Special
Graduate Students. However, an 0. S. P.
appointee who desires to work for an
advanced degree must be admitted as a
Regular Graduate Student and complete
the residency and other requirements of
the degree program to which the Indi-
vidual has been aoepted.

Any 0. S. P. appointee may, by written
permission from the director of the divi-
sion (or his or her designate), apply for
enrollment as a student in one subject
only per term (but not thesis), either as
auditor or for academic credit. Accep-
tance for such enrollment will be
granted if, in the opinion of the instructor
in the subject, the individual Is qualified
to undertake it and if section size per-
mits. For this type of enrollment, the stu-
dent will be assigned to an appropriate
Registration Officer; will pay, whether as
a student or listener, the fee established
at the Special Student rate; and will be
recorded as a Special Student.

An 0. S. P. appointee who at some pre-
vious time has held Regular Graduate
Student status may, upon joint recom-
mendation of a department graduate
committee and the 0. S. P. to the Dean
of the Graduate School, be permitted to
enroll as a Limited Graduate Student for
the following purposes:

1
To take general doctor's or comprehen-
sive Engineer degree examinations;

2
To take language examinations
prescribed for advanced degrees;

3
To register or remain registered for
thesis with simultaneous enrollment on a
degree list, provided the student submit-
ted the archive and library copies of the
thesis before appointment in 0. S. P.,
Lincoln Laboratory, or Draper Labora-
tory became effective;

4
To enroll on a degree list together with
enrollment in one subject (not thesis).

However, not more than one of the
above purposes may apply In any single
term, nor will the privilege of taking one
subject apply to terms in which permis-
sion is given for registration under
aspects 1, 2, or 3 above. Furthermore,
no request for enrollment on a degree
list will be entertained (except under 4)
until all degree requirements other than
thesis presentation have been satisfac-
torily completed. 0. S. P. appointees
pay the fees or tuition as prescribed for
Regular Students.

By approval of a Graduate Registration
Officer, credits recorded for subjects
completed as a Special Student may be
accepted in partial fulfillment of ad-
vanced degree requirements of a gradu-
ate student of Regular or Limited status.

Graduate Education ait M,.LT.
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Costs for Graduate
Students

The following are the basic tuition and
fees at M.I.T. for the academic year
1979-80 (which are reviewed and ilkely
to increase each year):

Tuition' $5,300
Hospital and Accident
Insurance Policy' 130

The tuition for all regular graduate stu-
dents, including graduate student staff,
in the first and second terms is $2,650
per term. Full tuition In either term of the
current year covers the January Inde-
pendent Activities Period. The minimum
term tuition charge for registration for
doctoral thesis upon readmission as a
resident student is $3,975, if not
registered during preceding regular
term. The tuition for all regular graduate
students including fellows, trainees, and
academic staff in the 1979 Summer Ses-
sion was $1,750. Special tuition rates
apply to other students In the Summer
Session. These are published each year
in the Summer Session Catalogue, avall-
able in March.

Special Students are charged at the rate
of $85 per unit taken either for credit or
not for credit. This unit fee applies up to
a maximum of $2,650 per term and Is
subject to the following minimum fees:

Members of the M.I.T. Community3 $510
Other Special Students $765

Any resident graduate student making
progress toward a degree is expected to
register and Is considered a full-time
student. If a graduate student requires
only part of a term to complete the
thesis, Initially, full tuition for the term is
charged, and adjustments to tuition are
made at a later date. If the student was
registered for thesis as a resident stu-
dent in the immediately preceding term,
regular or summer, tuition for thesis will
be adjusted after acceptance by the de-
partment of the completed document on
the basis of a charge of $220 per week
from the starting date of the term, with a
minimum of $220 for the Master's or

Engineer's degree and $440 for the
Doctor's degree. If the Immediately
preceding term was the summer term
and if the graduate student was not
registered for thesis in that summer
term, but was registered for thesis In
residence in the previous second term,
the minimum tuition for thesis is $1,325.
A student who continues to hold a
fellowship, traineeship, or graduate staff
appointment for the remainder of the
term after delivery of the thesis con-
tinues to be regarded as a full-time stu-
dent and the tuition will not be adjusted.
in unusual circumstances, the Dean of
the Graduate School may set special tui-
tion rates for graduate students.

Doctoral thesis research is ordinarily
carried out while the student Is in
residence at the institute. However, on
some occasions, it may be essential or
desirable that the student be absent
from the campus during a period of his
or her thesis research. Permission to
become a non-resident doctoral candi-
date must be sought from the Dean of
the Graduate School at least one month
prior to the opening of the term during
which the student wishes to register in
this category. Prior to submission, the
request must be approved by the stu-
dent's thesis supervisor and by the
representative to the Committee on
Graduate School Policy from the stu-
dent's department of registration. Stu-
dents who are permitted to undertake
non-resident thesis research must
register as Non-Resident Doctoral Can-
didates and pay tuition equal to approxi-
mately 15 percent of the regular full tul-
tion ($400 per term for 1979-80). Follow-
Ing completion of the non-resident
period, the student must return to resi-
dent status for completion and presen-
tation of the doctoral thesis. If the stu-
dent requires only part of this first term
back in residence to complete the
thesis, the tuition will be adjusted sub-
ject to a minimum of one-half of regular
tultion. Please consult the Graduate
School Manual for additional Informa-
tion on non-resident status.

Cooperative programs offered by M.I.T.
provide industrial and research experi-
ence through a series of work assign-
ments interwoven with regular study at
the Institute. The tuition fees for
cooperative programs are as follows:

Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Course XVI-B
Mechanical Engineering, Course il-B
Ocean Engineering, Course Xill-C
June-August (15 months), $5,300

Chemical Engineering Practice,
Course X-A
September-January or February-June,
$2,650

Electrical Science and Engineering or
Computer Science and Engineering,
Course VI-A
Materials Science and Engineering,
Course ill-B
July 1 to June 30, $5,300

in each case, the first $2,650 Is due on
the date when the first-term tuition is
normally due, and the additional $2,650
is due on the date when the second-
term tuition is normally due. Upon
recommendation of the Department, a
special tuition rate for any cooperative
program may be set by the Dean in an
unusual case.

1
Payment of this fag entities all regular and special registered
students to comprehensive health care services at the M.I.T.
Medical Department, including consultation with a wide
range of specialists, diagnostic studies, and hospitaiization
In the M.I.T. infirmary. Charges are made for routine eye ex-
aminations, contact ions services, ear piercing, dental care
services, obstetrical care, missed appointments, and those
surgical procedures and outside diagnostic teats that are
generally covered by the student's hospital and accident in-
surance policy.
2
The M.I.T. Student Insurance covers hosptalization (other
than in the M.I.T. infirmary) due to accidents or Illness. The
Insurance Is required for all students, unless they can
demonstrate that they have equivalent coverage through
another Insurance program. A medical insurance plan for a
student's spouse and children Is also available. The ad-
dItlonal cost of Insurance coverage for the spouse for out-
aids hospital care with en $850 maternity benefit Is $300.
Hospitalization Insurance or one or more chlidren may be
purchased for $120.
3
Includes Special Students who are full-time employees Of the
instltute or who areb dependents of full-time employes" or
regular students.
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Special graduate students in the Sloan
School of Management may take no
more than two subjects per term. Except
for employees of the institute or their
children, the tuition fee is $160 per unit
of registration, with a minimum charge
of $1,440. There is a maximum charge of
$4,800 per term for full-time special
graduate students enrolled in the pro-
gram. Students interested in the Ac-
celerated Program of Graduate Study in
Management should consult the Sloan
School of Management with regard to
fees.

There is a professional activities fee of
$100 per regular term in the Master's
Degree Program in the Sloan School.

Students withdrawing during the first or
second term are charged one-twelfth of
the stated tuition for the term for each
week from the starting date of the term,
with a minimum two-week charge. A stu-
dent Is financially obligated to the insti-
tute for the tuition appropriate to the
program approved by his or her Faculty
Counselor or Graduate Registration Of-
ficer at the first of the term. Any subse-
quent reduction in fees is based on the
date that cancellation of a subject or
withdrawal from the institute Is effected.
At that time, any excess payments which
the student has made will be refunded.

Processing Charges for Late Changes
In Registration

A late change in registration, which re-
quires the approval of the appropriate
faculty committee, is defined as adding
a subject after the fifth week or dropping
a subject during the last three weeks of
a term. The processing charge for late
changes is $20 for one subject or $25 for
more than one subject in a petition.
There is an additional charge of $20 for
a retroactive change after the end of the
term.

Graduate Living Costs

Living expenses for graduate students
vary widely depending on such factors
as marital status, availability of
resources, interests, and tastes. Monthly
living expenses for single graduate stu-
dents generally range from about $375
to $630. This includes cost estimates for
housing, food, medical Insurance and
fees, books, and other personal ex-
penses. It does not include tuition.
Campus housing for graduate students
is limited and less than half of the gradu-
ate student population can be accom-
modated in Institute housing. On-
campus dining opportunities are avail-
able to graduate students.

Miscellaneous Fees

Application Fee for Admission

Late Registration Fee

Fee for Late Payments

$25

5

20

Fee for Doctoral Degree Language 30
Exam (given at an unscheduled time)

Payments

All payments are to be made to M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, by
the time specified in the financial
registration instructions issued prior to
the opening of each term. A late charge
of $20 is assessed for each payment that
is not received when due. Registered
student status can be withdrawn at any
time for non-payment of fees. A student
who expects to be a candidate for a
degree must make satisfactory financial
arrangements for any indebtedness
prior to requesting entry of his or her
name on the degree list.

A graduate student may arrange with the
Student Accounts Office to defer pay-
ments over the term. (An administrative
fee of $20 will be charged for this ser-
vice.) The deferred payment plan is cur-
rently being reviewed and may be
modified (or discontinued) over the next
several years as various alternatives are
developed. Financial registration in-
structions and billings for tuition and
fees will be sent to admitted and con-
tinuing graduate students prior to the
beginning of each term.

Students and their families might con-
sider the Parent Loan Plan, recently
developed to help parents of M.I.T. stu-
dents pay for educational expenses at
M.I.T. over an extended period of time.
This monthly Installment plan offers
loans at moderate interest rates to
parents (US citizens) whose annual
family income is between $15,000 and
$60,000. Further Information may be ob-
tained from John Rogers, M.I.T. Parent
Loan Plan Office, Box 160, Boston, Mas-
sachusetts 02101, (617) 253-3342.

institute Mouse Rentais and Meals

All term rentals for ali houses and all
fees for Commons meals are to be paid
to the Cashier's Office, Room 10-180,
prior to the beginning of each term.



Fellowships, Traineeships,
and Scholarships

Financial support is available to gradu-
ate students from a variety of sources
and in several different forms -
fellowships, traineeships, scholarships,
teaching and research assistantships,
work-study, and loans. Prospective stu-
dents are strongly urged to explore all
sources of aid available when consider-
ing means of financing their graduate
education.

A fellowship or tralneeship Is an award
to a graduate student which covers
tuition and provides, in addition, a sti-
pend to help defray living expenses. In
the context of the Graduate School, a
scholarship is an award which fully or
partially covers tuition only. Awards are
made on the basis of academic promise
and financial need apd are intended
solely to assist stuoeus while pursuing a
graduate degree program. Under Sec-
tion 117 of the US Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, such awards, held by
degree candidates, are not usually sub-
ject to income tax.

The Institute is fortunate to have re-
ceived funds from Individual donors and
corporations which provide for the sup-
port of fellowships and scholarships
each year. In addition, government
agencies and foundations offer
fellowships and other grants which they
award either directly to outstanding stu-
dents for use at institutions of their
choice or, in a few cases, to M.I.T. for
award to its students. Fellowships avall-
able under these national programs are
summarized in the following section.

Applicants to the Graduate School who
seek financial support from any of the
fellowships, traineeships, or scholar-
ships administered by M.I.T., including
those granted by national agencies and
foundations for award by the institute,
should check the appropriate items on
the regular Application for Admission to
the Graduate School. All applicants are
automatically considered for all awards
for which they are eligible. Currently
enrolled graduate students who seek
financial support should consult with the
appropriate departmental office.

Applications for fellowship aid for the
academic year, beginning in June or
September, must be filed by the
previous January 18. Applications for
fellowship aid flied after this date are
considered only if funds are available.
Applications for aid from prospective
students will not be considered unless
they have also flied the completed Appli-
cation for Admission. Final action on ap-
plications is taken on the recommenda-
tion of departments to the Graduate
School at the end of March, after the an-
nouncement of awards to applicants by
the nrAtional agencies and foundations
under their national competitive pro-
grams. A student who individually
secures such an award Is not con-
sidered further for a fellowship or
traineeship by M.I.T.

Offers of financial aid from institute
resources are usually mailed for delivery
by the end of March. In accordance with
a resolution of the Council of Graduate
Schools in the United States, endorsed
by 180 graduate schools, a student has
until April 15 to accept or decline an of-
fer. If a student does not reply to an offer
by this date, it may be canceled.

Every student holding a fellowship,
traineeship, or scholarship for graduate
study at the Institute must register for
the period of the award, pursuing a full
program of studies (or the accepted
equivalent in the case of teaching or re-
search assistants). If a student with an
award which Is paid through M.I.T.
withdraws from the institute before
tenure expires, the award must be relin-
quished, and the student will be re-
quired to refund any sum already paid
as the Dean of the Graduate School
deems appropriate. An award may be
terminated for failure to maintain a
satisfactory academic performance.
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Teaching and Research
Assistantships

Loan Funds and On-Campus
Employment Opportunities

M.I.T. employs about 450 graduate stu-
dents each year as part-time or full-time
Instructors or teaching assistants to
assist the faculty In grading under-
graduate quizzes, Instructing in the
classroom and laboratory, and con-
ducting tutorials. They receive salaries
which, after taxes, are comparable to re-
search assistant stipends, and in addi-
tion are usually awarded tuition
scholarships.

After four years of Intensive study at the
undergraduate level, many students en-
joy the new perspectives afforded by a
teaching appointment. The departments
regard seriously the benefits of a
teaching assistantship as a preparation
for a career in university teaching, and
the Institute offers a prize each year -
the Goodwin Medal - for conspicuously
effective teaching by a graduate student.

The units for which an Instructor or
teaching assistant may register as a stu-
dent are determined by the department
in the light of the student's assistantship
duties, program of study, and
compensation.

Appointments to teaching assistantships
are made upon recommendation of the
head of a department. A student who
wishes to be considered for a teaching
appointment should write to the depart-
ment; such applications from new stu-
dents will be considered only after ac-
ceptance in a graduate program.

Each year about 1,200 graduate stu-
dents at M.I.T. hold appointments as re-
search assistants. They assist members
of the faculty in the research projects
that are a major characteristic of the
academic life of the Institute and a prime
reason for its vitality. It is a policy of the
Institute to accept only such projects as
will be in keeping with its educational
objectives.

Most students prize the opportunity a re-
search assistantship gives them to par-
ticipate as junlor colleagues of the fac-
ulty in an ongoing research project. The
experience enlivens their course work
and frequently Influences their choice of
thesis topic. In many cases a research
assistant's thesis work contributes to the
project.

Research assistants receive benefits
comparsbile in attractiveness to fellow-
ships. In view of the fact that the duties
of a research assistant relate to the
thesis work required for a degree, salary
(which is applied in part to tuition) is con-
sidered the equivalent of a fellowship
stipend for tax purposes,
and taxes currently are not withheld. (A
research assistant's stipend may be
found liable to tax in an Individual case.)
The units for which a research assistant
may register are determined by the de-
partment in the light of duties and pro-
gram of study.

Appointments to research assistant-
ships are made by the department head
In the same manner as appointments to
teaching assistantships.

Graduate resident positions in under-
graduate Institute Houses and Indepen-
dent living groups (Including fraternities)
provide room and board. Applications
for a resident position from students
who have completed at least one gradu-
ate year at M.I.T. or new students who
have been M.I.T. undergraduates may
be made to the Dean for Student Affairs.

All M.I.T. students, regardless of finan-
cial strength, personal or parental, ex-
cept those who are on foreign visa, are
eligible for Guaranteed Student Loans,
available generally through banks and
other lending Institutions in the student's
state of legal residence. Students are
expected to have explored this program
before requesting loan funds trom the
institute.

Prospective students would be well ad-
vised to inquire at the earliest possible
date about their eligibility for such assis-
tance. The interest rates and repayment
provisions are fixed by Federal and state
legislation but are more favorable than
usual commercial terms.

M.I.T. administers a loan program under
which financial assistance is available to
all regular US graduate students upon
submission of an application evidencing
need according to College Scholarship
Service and Federal guidelines. These
applications may be obtained from the
Student Financial Aid Office. This pro-
gram augments the Guaranteed Student
Loan (GSL) Program. Where possible,
loans are made under the terms and
conditions of the GSL Program. Loans
from the Technology Loan Fund which
are not guaranteed by the Federal or
state programs must have a credit-
worthy co-signer. In the Interest of all its
students, M.I.T. sets reasonable limits
on the annual amounts borrowed from
the fund, and on the total Indebtedness
allowed to accumulate to each borrower.
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Scholarships and Fellowships for Graduate Students

Scholarships and
Fellowships for
Graduate Students

Loans are not available to non-US stu-
dents who are entering their first year of
graduate study at M.I.T. Continuing non-
US graduate students will be required to
secure credit-worthy US or Canadian
co-signers. Repayment rates for loans
acquired from the Technology Loan
Fund will ba established on an Individual
basis by M.I.T. on graduation or ter-
mination of enrollment. GSL regulations
established by the Federal government
state a maximum repayment period of
10 years and a minimum annual repay-
ment of $360 on these notes.

Repayment begins nine months after
graduation or withdrawal from school.
Students may apply for deferment of
repayment If they continue as students,
or enter military service or the Peace
Corps. A maximum of three years'
deferment is allowed in the latter two
cases.

A wide variety of on-campus employ-
ment opportunities exists at M.I.T., both
for undergraduates and graduate stu-
dents. Some of these may be funded un-
der the Federally sponsored College
Work-Study Program, which requires
that a reciplent be a US citizen or per-
manent resident, a degree candidate,
and must demonstrate financial need.

Further information concerning loans,
the College Work-Study Program, or
other on-campus job opportunities may
be obtained from the Student Financial
Aid Office, Room 5-119.

National Pellowships for Graduate Study

American Association of University Women
Council for Opportunity in Graduate

Management Education
Danforth Foundation
Graduate Fellowships Program (formerly

Ford Foundation)
Hertz Foundation
National Fellowships Fund
National Science Foundation

See Graduate School Office for details of these and
other programs.

Aid for Foreign Study

Churchill Scholarship Program
German Academic Exchange Service (DAAD)
Institute of international Education

(Fulbright)
Luce Scholars Program
Marshall Scholarships
Rhodes Scholarships

Numerous other fellowships exist for both graduate
and postdoctoral study abroad. For an inclusive
listing of International fellowships consult the Grad-
uate School Office, Room 3-136, 253-4860. All of
the above scholarships have early fall deadlines.

Aid for Study In Various Pields

The following Individuals and organizations have
made gifts to M.I.T. to assist graduate students in
need of financial aid. These awards are ad-
ministered by the Graduate School Office or the
individual departments (as indicated). Allocations
are made in the same manner as other scholarship
and fellowship awards and individual applications
are usually not necessary.

Edward Austin
John F. Slackie Memorial
William Sumner Bolles
Helen Collamore
Marron W. Fort
Ida M. Green
Frank M. Greenlaw
Holland Hamilton Fellowship
Whitaker Health Sciences Fund
IBM
Johnson & Johnson Associated Industries Fund
John A. Lyons
Rockwell international
Henry Bromfield Rogers
Henry Saltonstall
Sandoz Foundation
James Savage
Susan H. Swett
Gerard Swope
Frank Hall Thorp
Thomas Upham
Jonathan Whitney
Xerox, Inc.
Hugh Hampton Young Memorial Fund

Aeronautics and Astronautics

Donald W. Douglas
Richard C. Du Pont
Lester D. Gardner

Architecture

Avalon Foundation
Francis Ward Chandler Memorial Fund
W. Danforth Compton Memorial
William Emerson Fund
William Emerson
William and Frances Emerson
Samuel A. Marx
Floyd Naramore Architectural Memorial Fund

Chemical Engineering

Amoco Foundation
Chevron (Standard Oil Company of California)
Esso Research and Engineering Company
Edwin R. Gilliland
Halcon International, Inc.
Kennecott Copper Corporation
Arthur D. Little
Nestle Company
Owens-Corning Fiberglass Corporation

Chemistry

Lewis Paul Chapin
Dow Chemical Company
Eastman Kodak Company
Halcon International, Inc.
Arthur D. Little
Forris Jewett Moore Memorial
James Flack Norris
Polaroid Foundation, Inc.
Uniroyal Foundation

Civil Engineering

W. H. Mills Construction industry Fellowship

Earth and Planetary Sciences

Chevron (Standard Oil Company of California)
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Special Loan Funds

Economios
Ford International Fellowships
Clarence J. Hicks Memorial
Joseph N. Scanlon Memorial
Graduate Economics Alumni Fellowship

Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science
Gen Rad Foundation
Grass Instrument Company
Schlumberger Fouindation
Vinton-Hayes Fellowships in Communication

Management
Sloan School of Management - A number of
fellowships and scholarships for students seeking
the doctor's degree.

Materials Scoence and Engineering
Allegheny-Ludlum Industries, Inc.
American Metal Climax Foundation
ASARCO Foundation
Bethlehem Steel Corporation
International Nickel Company, Inc.
Owens-Illinois, Inc.

Mechanical Engineering
Allied Chemical Corporation Fellowship
Alfred W. French
Wilfred Lewis
Polaroid Foundation Fellowship
Weyerhauser Company Foundation Fellowship

Nuclear Engineering
Babcock and Wilcox Fellowship
Sherman R. Knapp Fellowship in Nuclear

Power Engineering
Theos J. Thompson Memorial Fellowship
General Electric Foundation

Nutrition and Food Science

Bernard E. Proctor Memorial

Ocean Engineering
Gulf and South American Steamship Company
Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers

Physics

Karl Taylor Compton Fellowships

Research Laboratory of Electronics

RCA
RLE

The following funds have been estab-
lished for special purposes at the
institute. Except where stated, these
loan funds ere administered under
terms simliar to those governing the
Technology Loan Fund, and no separate
application need be made.
Walter Phelps Bliss Memorial Fund

Anna J. and Francesco Casaretta Loan Fund (1966)

Francis W. Chandler Loan Fund (1927)

Ruth Hornblower Churchill Memorial Loan Fund
(1958)

Class of 1917 Loan Fund (1937)

Daunis Family Fund (1971)

George Freydberg Fund (1972)

Ethel 1. Fryer Scholarship Loan Fund (1951)

Jerome C. Hunsaker Loan Fund (1970)

Rebecca R. Joslin Loan Fund (1924-36)

M. H. Rogers Loan Fund (1945)

Lillie C. Smith Fund (1965)

Gertrude W. Swartz Memorial Student Loan Fund
(1971)

Technology Matrons Loan Fund (1960)

Robert Kelley Thulman Loan Fund (1963)

Timble Memorial Fund (1954)

F. B. Tough Fund (1924)

Frank P. Wakefield Loan Fund (1985)
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Prizes and Awards

To encourage and recognize high Management
achievement by students at M.I.T., a The Brooks Prize in Management
number of prizes have been established Editorship oi the Sloan Management Rev
by Individuals and organizations. in Thomas M. Hill Prize in Management

general, these awards are made each
year by the office of the Dean for Stu- Materials Science and Engineering
dent Affairs, the Dean of the Graduate American Metal Climax Foundation Prize
School, or by the departments or organ- Falih N. Darmara Materials Achievement
Izations concerned. Foundry Educational Foundation Scholar

American Institute of Chemists Award (1957)
Avery Allen Ashdown Award
Karl Taylor Compton Prizes (1951)
The Goodwin Medal
Military Prizes
Scott Paper Foundation Leadership Award
Irwin Sizer Award
William L. Stewart, Jr., Awards (1964)
Stratton Prizes (1930)

Aeronautlos and Astronautics
Luis de Florez Awards (1960)
James Mean Memorial Prize (1925)
Henry Webb Salisbury Memorial Award (1941)

Architecture

Student Medal of the American Institute of
Architects (1914)

Civil Engineering
Tucker-Vosa Award (1953)
Richard Lee Russel Prize (1967)
Steinberg Prize (1977)

Earth and Planetary Sciences
Christopher Goetze Prizes

Eleotrioal Engineering and Computer
Soln"
Department of EECS Teaching Awards
Supervised investors' Services, Inc., Awards (1957)
Carlton E. Tucker Award for Excellence In Teaching
(1982)
David T. Schultz Award (1969)

lew

(1969)
Award
ship

John Wulff Award for Excellence in Teaching

Mechanical Engineering
Luis de Florez Awards (1957)
Silent Hoist and Crane Company Materials

Handling Award (1950)

Meteorology

The Carl-Gustav Rossby Award in Meteorology
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Interdepartmental Study and Research

Advances in knowledge and concern
with the functioning of modern society
have led researchers to become in-
terested in complex problems that can
no longer be adequately dealt with from
the vantage point of a single academic
department. There is thus an increasing
tendency at M.I.T. for faculty and stu-
dents from different fields to work
together in a variety of groups,
laboratories, centers, and programs that
cut across departmental lines. Out of
these common research undertakings
there are also emerging several educa-
tion programs ranging from those which
can be accommodated within certain
departments to others which involve fac-
ulty from several Schools. Some of
these educational programs lead to
degrees, or form the basis for a "minor"
program; many opportunities can be ex-
plored through the Interdepartmental
organizations and research facilities
listed in this chapter.

Undergraduate Opportunities

Some of the Interdepartmental educa-
tional programs presented in this chap-
ter lead to the S.B.; the title of a degree-
granting program is followed by (65.)
These, and the other Interdepartmental
programs and study opportunities for
undergraduates outlined In this chapter
include:

Archaeology and Ancient Technology
Astronomy and Astrophysics
Concourse Program for First-Year

Students
Environmental Studies
Experimental Study Group
Interdisciplinary Research Opportunities
Interdisciplinary Science Degree

Program
Law.Related Studies
Joint Degree Programs in Humanities

and Engineering and Humanities
and Science

Mineral Resource Studies
Science, Technology, and Society

Special interdisciplinary Programs in
Humanities

Study and Research in Education
Undergraduate Seminars
Unspecified Degree Programs

Graduate Opportunities

Some of the interdepartmental educa-
tional programs presented in this chap-
ter have been formally approved as
degree-granting programs by the Com-
mittee on Graduate School Policy. Each
of these programs has a standing faculty
committee which administers the pro-
gram, and each grants named degrees
In the field of study. In this chapter, the
title of such a degree-granting program
Is followed by the advanced degree(s) it
offers; i.e., (S.M.), (Ph.D.), etc. Other
study or research opportunities de-
scribed here may be fields of study
which lead to advanced degrees, but
these programs are administered on a
more ad hoc basis than the programs
described above. The interdepartmental
programs and study opportunities out-
lined in this chapter Include:

Acoustics
Biomedical Engineering
Cognitive Sciences
Economics and Urban Studies
Environmental Engineering
Environmental Studies
Interdisciplinary Science Master's

Program
Law-Related Studies
Mineral Resources Engineering and

Management
Oceanography and Oceanographic

Engineering
Operations Research
Polymeric Materials
Power Engineering
Science, Technology, and Society
Study and Research in Education
Technology Adaptation Program
Technology and Policy
Transportation

Interdepartmental Organizations and
Researoh Pacilities

The Institute's major Interdepartmental
organizations and research facilities,
most of which offer undergraduates and
graduate students opportunities for in-
terdepartmental research, are:

Arteriosclerosis Center
Artificial intelligence Laboratory
Bates Linear Accelerator
Bitter National Magnet Laboratory
Cell Culture Center
Center for Advanced Engineering Study
Center for Advanced Visual Studies
Center for Cancer Research
Center for Cognitive Science
Center for Computational Research

in Economics and Management
Science

Center for Information Systems
Research

Center for International Studies
Center for Materials Research

in Archaeology and Ethnology
Center for Materials Scienco and

Engineering
Center for Policy Alternatives
Center for Space Research
Center for Transportation Studies
Clinical Research Center
Division for Study and Research in

Education (with faculty list)
Electric Power Systems Engineering

Laboratory
Energy Laboratory
Innovation Center
International Nutrition Program
Laboratory for Computer Science
Laboratory for Information and

Decision Systems
Laboratory for Manufacturing

and Productivity
Laboratory for Nuclear Science
Laboratory of Architecture and Planning
Lincoln Laboratory
Mining and Minerals Resources

Research institute
Neurosolences Research Program
Nuclear Reactor Laboratory
Operations Research Center
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Undergraduate Interdepartmental
Opportunities

Plasma Fusion Center
Research Laboratory of Electronics
Sea Grant Program
Spectroscopy Laboratory
Technology Adaptation Program
Wallace Astrophysical Observatory
Wallace Geophysical Observatory

Other Opportunities

A number of research organizations In
the Boston-Cambridge area have close
ties with M.I.T. faculty members which
may lead to opportunities for Interde-
partmental research. In particulhr, the
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory which
maintains a relationship with the In-
stitute that permits students to engage In
joint research activities.

Archaeology and Ancient Technology

Through a combination of archaeo-
logical fieldwork, laboratory studies, and
subjects, this program attempts to im-
prove the understanding of how pre-
modern people adapted their material
environment to their needs, and how
culture, Interacting with the physical
properties of materials, produced tech-
nologIcal systems which, In turn, helped
to shape the cultures themselves. The
point of departure of the program is the
laboratory study of specific technologies
(for the moment mainly metallurgical
and ceramic), as those technologies are
manifest in archaeological objects, In-
cluding attempts at reproducing certain
techniques using the same materials
and processes that were used in antiq-
uity. The archaeological fieldwork Is
aimed at examining the same
technologies studied within the labora-
tory in their own original ecological and
cultural settings with the goal of
elucidating not only the technology itself,
but how it interacted with the human and
physical landscape In which It was prac-
ticed. The subjects, given in the Depart-
ment of Humanities (subjects in the
Anthropology/Archaeology Program)
and in the Department of Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering, focus on different
ancient societies and different ancient
technologies; they also look at the
ethnographic record of the use of mate-
rials and techniques in the production of
art and material culture in general.

This area of study combines the scien-
tific examination and experiments of the
materials laboratory, the scientific ex-
cavation of archaeological sites, the
aesthttic feel of the technology and ap-
preciat hn of its products, and the
historical and anthropological study of
the contexts of the technologies in
specific places and times.

The specific projects currently under
study in the Laboratory for Research on
Archaeological Materials and in the field
include examination of pre-Columbian
metalworking in the Andes and a study
of the ancient copper Industry of the
island of Cyprus. interested students
should contact Professor Heather
Lechtman, Room 16-401, (617) 253-
2172 or Professor Arthur Steinberg,
Room 14N-308, (617) 253-6956.

Astronomy and Astrophysics

A broad variety of research and study In
astronomy and astrophysics is carried
out under the astrophysics program, an
interdisciplinary group whose Interests
span planetary astronomy, X-ray, radio,
and infrared astronomy. The academic
programs are administered by the
Departments of Physics, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence, and Chemistry. A description of
the subjects, research facilities, and
academic requirements is given under
Astronomy and Astrophysics, which is
Included in the School of Science in
Chapter VI. Further information may be
obtained by 4ontacting Professor
Bernard Burke, Room 26-335, (817)
253-2572.
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Biomedioal Engineering

An area of study which is of increasing
interest to undergraduate and graduate
students alike lies at the interface be-
tween the engineering and life and
health sciences. Investigations on such
varied topics as biomaterials, biological
control systems, and mechanisms of
sensory perception, to name only a few,
Involve faculty and students from most
of the engineering departments. Much
of this research Is carried out in inter-
departmental laboratories in collabora-
tion with workers from medical centers
in the Boston area. The undergraduate
wishing to explore this developing area
has ample opportunity within his or her
regular departmental major through
elective subjects, special laboratory
projects, and the senior thesis. These
studies should be of special interest to
students who are enrolled in a
premedical curriculum. The Committee
on Biomedical Engineering serves as an
advisory body which can assist students
in setting up interdepartmental pro-
grams. Further Information may be ob-
tained from Professor L. R. Young,
Room 37-207, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7759.

Concourse Program for First-Year
Students

For freshmen who wish to have a more
Interdisciplinary approach to first-year
studies, the Concourse Program offers
team-taught curricula which use and
emphasize the comparison and Inter-
relationship of ideas and techniques
from the sciences, engineering, social
sciences and humanities, and which ex-
plore the possibilities (and limits) of inte-
grated thought In these areas. Ideas and
techniques are viewed in various uni-
tying contexts, both thematic and
historical. The Program covers, and pro-
vides credit for, the institute Require-
ments of the first year (Chemistry/
Biology, Physics, Mathematics, and
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences).
Further information may be obtained
from the Concourse Office, Room 20C-
224, (617) 253-3200.

Environmental Studies

Environmental studies for under-
graduates at M.I.T. are available through
a variety of departments and
laboratories. Both the technical and the
policy aspects of environmental studies
are explored in subjects offered by the
Departments of Civil Engineering, Mech-
anical Engineering, Ocean Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, and Urban Studies
and Planning, and the Program in Sci-
ence, Technology, and Society. The sub-
jocts can be grouped into air and water
quality; pollution control; water, ocean,
and energy resource management;
public policy and planning for the envi-
ronment; and the impacts of technology
on the environment. In addition, many
departments offer other educational and
research opportunities in specific areas
of the environment closely related to
their own disciplines.

Undergraduates whose interests span
more than one discipline may arrange a
coordinated program of interdisciplinary
environmental study by entering one of
the unspecified degree programs spon-
sored by many of the departments.
Undergraduate students who have a dis-
ciplinary commitment but desire a
coherent minor program of environ-
mental study may do so through use of
the unrestricted electives available to
them. Further Information, lists of de-
partmental advisors, and subjects of-
fered on environmental issues are avall-
able through the Office of the Provost,
Room 4-246.

Experimental Study Group (I.S.G.)

The Experimental Study Group Is open
to any freshman interested in par-
ticipating in a self-directed study pro-
gram within a small, Individualized
learning community. E.S.G. provides the
opportunity for freshmen to explore and
receive credit for their own academic In-
terests (including standard freshman
subjects) without many of the con-
straints on time, subject material, and
learning methods that the regular curric-
ulum Imposes. The teaching staff is
drawn from the Departments of Physics,
Mathematics, Chemistry, and the School
of Humanities and Social Science, and
includes graduate students, instructors,
and professors.

Once students join E.S.G., they decide
on a course of studies with the assis-
tance of E.S.G. advisors with whom they
meet regularly throughout the term.
Different styles of learning chosen by
students in the past have included inde-
pendent study, tutorials, self-paced ma-
terials, and small seminars and study
groups. Freshmen are able to take one
or two courses in the regular curriculum
along with their studies in E.S.G. As
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sophomores, they can take up to half of
their courses In E.8.G. Some students
stay on to become tutors to the new
freshmen in the following years. In
E..G., staff members, freshmen, upper-
classmen, and alumni all share in a
process of personal and intellectual
growth. Throughout the program's 10
years of existence, the emphasis on per-
sonal interaction has made E.8.G. a
unique part of M.I.T.

Further information is available from the
Experimental Study Group, Room
24-612, (617) 253-7786.

interdisciplinary Research
Opportunities

The Undergraduate Reseach Oppor-
tunities Program (UROP) provides
undergraduates the opportunity to par-
ticipate with M.I.T. faculty and staff
members in a wide range of research
activities both on and off campus. Stu-
dents may participate in ongoing re-
search, or find a faculty sponsor for a
self-originated project. A "How to Partic-
ipate" section in the UROP Directory,
which Is published each year, gives
details on how to get started. Students
are urged to read this before they em-
bark on a project. Information on
current projects is posted on the UROP
bulletin board in the main corridor of the
Institute, and in the UROP Office, Room
20B-141. New listings are announced
each week in Tech Talk. Further infor-
mation may be obtained by contacting
the staff at the UROP Office, (617) 253-
5049.

Students interested In research also
may contact various laboratories and
centers directly. For information about
the many organizations and facilities
which provide opportunities in interdis-
ciplinary research, see the descriptions
under interdepartmental Organizations
and Research Facilities in this chapter.

interdisciplinary Blence Degree
Program (S..)

in addition to the 8.5. degree programs
offered by the Departments of Biology,
Chemistry, Earth and Planetary Sci-
ences, Mathematics, and Physics, the
Interdisciplinary Science Program is
sponsored by the School of Science.
The program leads to a degree of
Bachelor of Science without designation
of field, and is intended to provide
special opportunities for students in-
terested in interdisciplinary fields such
as astronomy, meteorology, ocean-
ography, environmental sciences,
medical science, nutrition and food sci-
ence, or in programs which differ
significantly from established de-
partmental offerings. Each student is
able to arrange the curriculum in con-
sultation with the faculty advisor, subject
to the approval of a faculty committee.
This committee, which includes rep-
resentatives from all departments of the
School of Science, will also help stu-
dents to find suitable advisors.

Further details of the program, including
a listing of curriculum requirements for
this degree, are given at the end of the
School of Science in Chapter VI. The
faculty member in charge of this pro-
gram is Professor John M. Buchanan;
the office is Room 6-219, (617) 253-
5723.

Joint Degree Programs in Humanities
and Engineering and Humanities and
Solene, Option g ($.a.)

These two new programs are designed
for students with an active interest in the
relationship between humanistic and
scientific/technical knowledge. The ma-
jor is centered on a rigorous system of
reading seminars and required subjects
in relational studies. In addition, each
student assembles a group of elective
subjects which provides substantial ex-
perience In both humanities and scl-
ence/technology, not necessarily
restricted to a single discipline on either
side.

More detailed descriptions of these pro-
grams, including outlined courses of
study, are included in the Department of
Humanities description in Chapter VI of
this catalogue.

Further information may be obtained by
contacting Professor Travis R. Merritt,
Room 14N-305, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139 (617) 253-4447;
Professor Louis L. Bucciareill, Room
20D-210, 253-4061; or the Course XXI
Office, Room 14N-305, 253-4446.
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Law-Related Studies

Students who want to acquire knowl-
edge of the legal aspects of their field
while still undergraduates, find out more
about the legal profession, or learn
about our legal heritage, structure, and
processes as a part of a general educa-
tion, may do so through a wide range of
undergraduate or graduate subjects,
seminars, and fieldwork opportunities.
Among the over 30 law-centered sub-
jects in 10 departments are syllabi
covering the American legal structure,
the judicial process, constitutional
history, and legal aspects of planning,
management, environmental affairs, and
various fields of engineering, including
an Introduction to Law and Technology.

in recent years, a substantial number of
M.I.T. undergraduates from nearly every
department have gone on to law school.
The technically oriented undergraduate
training serves students well in law
school, and the combination appears to
fill an important societal need as our
technological world becomes progres.
sively more regulated. in addition to the
above subjects, there is a series of open
seminars, held several times a year, de-
signed to acquaint students with what
lawyers actually do. Field research and
work opportunities offer other means for
testing an interest in the law. Last year
an estimated 90 undergraduates worked
off-campus in law-related research or
other activities, including a summer
Urban Legal Studies Program.

The Office of Preprofessional Advising
and Education, Room 10-166, (617) 253-
4168, and members of the Pre-law
Advisory Council provide guidance and
information for students interested in
going to law school. They and the Co-
ordinator of Law-Related Studies also
have additional information regarding
the Law-Related Studies Program at
M.I.T.

Mineral Resource Studies

Study of many aspects of mineral
resources for undergraduates at M.I.T.
is possible through a variety of pro-
grams and laboratories. Related activi-
ties may be found in the Departments of
Civil Engineering, Materials Science and
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Ocean Engineer-
ing, Earth and Planetary Sciences,
Economics, Political Soence, and the
Sloan School of Management. Depart-
ments offer educational and research
(UROP) opportunities in the fields which
are related to their own disciplines. A
student's interest often can be met
through a minor program with the use of
available electives.

Information on department advisors and
special programs of study, and on
Issues of importance relating to mineral
resources, is available at the Mining and
Minerals Resources Research institute,
Room 4-140, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massahusetts 02139.

Science, Technology, and Society

The Program in Science, Technology,
and Society focuses on the ways in
which scientific, technological, and social
factors interact to shape modern life. It
traces the impact of scientific ideas and
technological practices on society and
culture and examines the role of social,
political, and cultural considerations in
shaping developments in science and
technology. The Program's aim is to
provide students with a better under-
standing of the human ramifications of
science and engineering and to help
them think more realistically and
creatively about intellectual, moral, and
social issues related so scientific and
technological change.

The Program, which is the develop-
mental phase of a prospective College
of Science, Technology, and Society,
draws its faculty from the social and
natural sciences, engineering, and the
humanities. The 8.T.S. curriculum is
organized around five general areas of
Inquiry: 1) the history of science; 2) the
history of technology; 3) contemporary
problems In science and technology;
4) science, technology, and the organi-
zation of industrial society; and 6) cul-
tural dimensions of science and
technology. Subject offerings examine
such topics as the influence of ethical
and political values on the work of scien-
tists and engineers; the ways in which
scientific concepts and ideas have con-
tributed to the development of modern
Western culture; how technological
changes have altered the character of
human work and affected the relation-
ships people form with machines; and
what constraints and areas of choice are
created by the technologies of advanced
Industrial societies.
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All 8.T.S. undergraduate subjects can
be counted toward the Institute Require-
mont in the Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences; several Distribution subjects
are offered, and Science, Technology,
and Society can be chosen as a Field of
Concentration. Although at present
there is no undergraduate major in Sci-
ence, Technology, and Society, special
versions of the Humanities and Engi-
neering and Humanities and Science
majors in Course XXI are available for
students who wish to integrate rigorous
study In science or engineering with a
systematic understanding of an area of
humanistic knowledge.

,A more detailed description of the Pro-
gram is given in Chapter VI of this cata.
logue under the School of Humanities
and Social Science. Further information
may be obtained from the Director's of-
fice, Room 20D-213, M.i. r., Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-4062.

Speial Interdisciplinary Programs in
Humanities

The School of Humanities and Social
Scieince offers a number of special sub-
jects and programs of an interdis-
ciplinary nature. Descriptions of the
various interdisciplinary programs can
be found under the Department of
Humanities in Chapter VI.

Study and Research in Education

The Division for Study and Research
in Education focuses on fundamental
questions of how individuals and In-
stitutions learn. The scope of the
inquiries on Individual learning spans
work at different ages and in different
educational settings.

Along the lines of this research orienta-
tion, the Division offers several elective
subjects for undergraduate and grad-
uate credit. As far as possible, students
enrolled in each of these subjects will be
involved in practical as well as theo-
retical work.

The Division for Study and Research in
Education does not offer an under-
graduate major In education. However,
subjects offered in the Division (and
many other subjects treating a wide
variety of topics in education and of-
fered in a number of M.I.T. departments)
are available as electives for under-
graduates interested in educational
Issues. Students especially interested in
secondary school teaching should also
see A Handbook for Studente Interested
In a Career In Education, prepared by
the Committee on Preprofessional Ad-
vising and Education and available In
Rcom 10-186. Further intormation may
be obtained from the Education Division
Administrative Officer, James McCarthy,
Room 200-126A, (617) 253-7362.

Undergraduate Seminars

The Undergraduate Seminar Program
offers an opportunity for students to in-
teract with faculty members in small, In-
formal class settings. Seminars vary
tremendously both in style and topic,
some being oriented around small, in-
formal class discussions while others
may bring in speakers, go out on field
trips, or involve extensive laboratory
projects. Many of the topics are interdis-
ciplinary, some being taught jointly by
members of several departments; some
others are topics of interest to faculty
outside of their department's usual
scope, so it is helpful to look through all
of the offerings for topics that may be of
Interest.

For more specific details, including titles
and descriptions of seminars, see the
Freshman Handbook or the Under-
graduate Seminar Booklet. These
publications are available from the
Undergraduate Seminar Office, Room
7-105, (617) 253-3621.

Unspeolfied Degree Programs (S..)

in a number of departments it is pos-
sible to take a less intensive "major,"
leading to a degree which does not
specify a professional field, For such a
degree without specification, the student
registers in the normal way in the de-
partment chosen. Given the added
flexibility of an unspecified degree pro-
gram and with appropriate advice from
the home department and from other
departments, a student can find in such
a program a valuable opportunity for in-
terdepartmental study.
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Graduate Interdepartmental
Opportunities

Acoustics

Acoustical study and research activities
are carried out at M.I.T. within the De-
partments of Mechanical Engineering,
Ocean Engineering, Electrical Engineer-
Ing and Computer Science, Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and Architecture.

In the main, the acoustical work within
each department is in support of the
"main-line" activities within the depart-
ment such as communications, machine
design, propulsion and guidance, and
structural design. Most acoustical
studies are interdepartmental In the
sense that the subjects of instruction
have few prerequisites and can be
readily taken by students from any de-
partment. It is possible to set up more
specialized interdepartmental programs
of study and research in acoustics. One
mechanism is the unspecified Master's
degree in Engineering or Interdisci-
plinary Science. Another possibility is
the establishment of a special faculty
committee under the Office of the Dean
of the Graduate School for doctoral stu-
dents. Students normally enter the doc-
toral program by entry into one of the
departments. If an interdisciplinary pro-
gram is appropriate, a special faculty
committee is established with represen-
tatives of the appropriate departments.
The degree received may be depart-
mental, or designate a specialty in
acoustics.

Acoustics subjects fall generally within
three categories. The first of these con-
sists of basic subjects at both under-
graduate and graduate levels. Beginning
acoustics subjects are taught within the
Departments of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, Mechanical En-
gineering, and Architecture. A second
group of subjects is in support of the
various research activities In acoustics.
These include subjects in speech oom-
municatlon, neural physiology and per-
ception of speech, sound vibration and
wave propagation, aerodynamic noise,

and medical ultrasonics. A third set of
subjects are in the "professional prac-
tice" category, and include noise con-
trol, architectural acoustics, and sonar
applications. A complete listing of these
subjects is contained In the brochure
Acoustlcs at M.I.T.

Students wishing further Information
regarding Interdepartmental programs
in acoustics should contact Professor
Richard H. Lyon, Department of Mech-
anical Engineering, Room 3-366, (617)
253-2214.

Blomedical Engineering (S.M., Ph.D.,
Sc.D.)

The interdepartmental program in Bio-
medical Engineering focuses on engl-
neering, the physical sciences, and
mathematics as they relate to human
biology and medicine; it leads to
master's and doctoral degrees. These
curricula are aimed at developing bio-
medical engineers who can function well
in both the fields of engineering and life
sciences, as, for example, bloengineers
concerned with control systems, and
with instrumentation for life support
mechanisms; biomaterials scientists in-
terested in developing materials for ar-
tificial organs and prosthetic devices;
experts in fluid flow who are seeking a
deeper understanding of how the car-
diovascular system functions; and sys-
tems engineers interested in designing
automated laboratories, model
emergency rooms, operating rooms,
and patient facilities that utilize the ad-
vantages afforded by modern science
and technology.

Cognitive Scienoes

Research and training in cognition are
intensely pursued both within and
across departments at M.I.T. and
through the Center for Cognitive Sci-
ence. Subjects appropriate for training
in the cognitive sciences are offered in
the following departments: Electrical En-
gineering and Computer Science, Lin-
gulstics and Philosophy, Psychology,
and also In the Division for Study and
Research in Education. No interdisci-
plinary program Is formally available at
present. However, graduate students
who wish to have information or guld-
ance about available resources across
departments should consult members of
the Committee on Graduate Studies In
the Cognitive Sciences. Its members
are: Professors Jonathan Allen (Electri-
cal Engineering and Computer Science),
Room 36-575, (617) 253-2509; Sylvain
Bromberger, (Chairman, Linguistics and
Philosophy, Philosophy Section), Room
20D-105, (617) 253-2845; S. Jay Keyser
(Linguistics and Philoaophy, Philosophy
Section), Room 200-105, (617) 253-
4141; Mary C. Potter (Psychology),
Room El 0-032, (617) 253-5526; and
Daniel Osherson (Division for Study and
Research in Education), Room 20C-103,
(617) 253-7367.

conomcls and Urban Studies
(Ph.D.)

A Ph.D. is offered jointly by the Depart-
ments of Economics, and Urban Studies
and Planning at M.I.T. The Joint Pro-
gram recognizes the Interrelationship
between the analytical aspects of policy
questions and research opportunities in
economics, and the institutional and
policy orientation of urban studies. It has
been recognized that both research and
active intervention Into urban problems
benefit from the broadening of perspec-
tives and institutional sophistication and
the deepening of analytic penetration
that a coordinated exposure to the two
disciplines offers. it thus opens up a
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wider variety of career challenges than
Ia available to specialists of either field
alone. Students desiring to enter the
program must be admitted to both de-
partments and then explicitly to the Joint
Program. The Program is administered
by a standing interdepartmental com-
mittee. Further information may be ob-
tained from Professor Jerome Rothen-
berg, Room E62-355, (617) 253-2674, or
from Professor William C. Wheaton,
Room E52-2628, (617) 253-6663.

Environmental Engineering (Env.E.)

The School of Engineering offers an
Interdepartmental graduate program in
environmental engineering leading to
the degree of Environmental Engineer.
The program is directed by a standing
interdepartmental committee composed
of faculty members from the various de-
partments in the School of Engineering
and is administered through the Office
of the Dean of Engineering.

The program is designed to prepare stu-
dents for careers in government, Indus-
try, and private practice where technical
decision making is Integrated with envi-
ronmental planning and management
functions. In addition to intensive prepa-
ration in an environmentally related area
of engineering, this requires a back-
ground in relevant areas of social sci-
ence, management, and law.

The purpose of this professional degree
is to provide appropriate recognition
and certification for a coordinated pro-
gram of graduate study which is charac-
terized by its breadth of scope and
overriding concern with the interactions
between technology and the
environment.

Degree requirements include the com-
pletion of 162 approved subject units
(exclusive of thesis units), of which at
least half must be in graduate "A" sub-
jects, and the completion of an accept-
able thesis. Subjects will include basic
engineering subjects, environmental en-
gineering subjects, environmental policy
subjects, and free electives. The thesis
must deal with both the technical and
the policy aspects of an environmental
engineering problem. Thesis proposals
must be approved by the standing Inter-
departmental committee.

Additional information about the Envi-
ronmental Engineer degree may be ob-
tained from Professor Michael W. Golay,
chairman of the standing interdepart-
mental committee, Room NW 13-222,
(617) 253-5824.

Environmental Studies

Environmental studies for graduate stu-
dents at M.I.T. are available through a
variety of departmental and interde-
partmental subjects and laboratories.
Through its several departments, the
School of Engineering sponsors the
degree of Environmental Engineer. The
Energy Laboratory, an interdisciplinary,
mission-oriented laboratory, supports
research on environmental issues which
cross academic departments and
Schools. The Program in Technology
and Policy promotes careers In the de-
velopment and Implementation of
policies for the productive use and con-
trol of technology. Major research with
opportunities for graduate study In envi-
ronmental policy and impact assess-
ment is undertaken by the Laboratory of
Architecture and Planning and the
School of Architecture and Planning.
There also are opportunities in the envi-
ronmental area under the auspices of
the joint programs of M.I.T. and the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Many departments offer educational and
research opportunities in those aspects
of the environment which are closely re-
lated to their own disciplinary Interests.
Graduate students may also arrange
special programs with the help of their
advisors, and they may pursue interde-
partmental programs leading to ad-
vanced degrees under the auspices of
the Dean of the Graduate School. The
courses of study available at M.I.T. in-
clude: air and water quality; pollution
control; water, energy, and ocean
resource management; public policy
and planning for the environment; and
the impacts of technology on the envi-
ronment. See environmental listings un-
der Individual departments for more
specific Information.

Information concerning environmental
education and research activities at
M.I.T. Is centered in the Office of the
Provost, which works with faculty mem-
bers and appropriate centers and
laboratories. Further information and
lists of departmental advisors are avall-
able through this office, Room 4-246.

Interdisciplinary Science Master's
Program (S.M.)

A Master of Science degree is offered
under the auspices of the Interdisciplin-
ary Science Program. The objectives of
this program are to provide an opportu-
nity for graduate study in an Interdisci-
plinary area with a strong science core,
and to prepare students for positions in
industry, government, education, or
medicine where training beyond a
bachelor's degree is required. Further
details of this degree program, including
a list of curriculum requirements for the
degree, are given at the end of the
School of Science in Chapter VI. The
faculty member In charge of this pro-
gram is Professor John M. Buchanan;
the office is Room 6-219, M.i.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 263-
5723.
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Law-Related Studies

M.I.T. graduate students with interests in
the legal or public policy aspects of their
field can find a number of subjects, re-
search projects, and people at M.I.T.
concerned with law. There are subjects
In the American legal structure and the
judicial process, graduate seminars, and
associated research in the legal aspects
of the environment, urban planning,
ocean resources, planning for legal In-
stitutions, construction, transportation,
industrial safety, and computer science
fields. In some areas, work is under-
taken collaboratively with law schools in
the area. In addition to several lawyers
on the teaching staffs of five different
departments, there are lawyers on the
administrative staff with experience in a
variety of fields which they are willing to
share with students.

Mineral Resources Engineering and
Management (M.R.E.M.)
(S.M., Eng., Ph.D.)

The M.R.E.M. program provides formal
educational opportunities to students
with Interests in the mineral resources
field, ranging from mining and pro-
cessing to resource allocation and policy
setting. The combination of academic
subjects and research from the entire
Institute makes It possible to offer pro-
grams in several areas of concentration,
through which students pre able to pur-
sue a variety of careers in the mineral
resources field. The M.R.E.M. program
is a part of the Mining and Mineral
Resources Research Institute at M.I.T.,
whioh coordinates activities In the
Mineral Resources field. Studies in the
M.R.E.M. program can lead to the
Master of Science, Engineer, or Ph.D.

The M.R.E.M. program consists of four
subprograms In exploration, extraction,
processing, and resource management.
The exploration subprogram exposes
students to the geological, technical,
and decision theoretical aspects of ex-
ploration. The student thus will become
familiar with the important levels of plan-
ning and performing mineral explora-
tion. The extraction subprogram pro-
vides a background for design of
surface or underground mines, selection
and development of mining machinery,
management of large projects, and
resolution of environmental problems.
The processing subprogram deepens
the student's physical and chemical
education and, based thereupon, leads
to the analysis and design of Industrial
processes including their managerial
and environmental aspects. The
resource management subprogram en-
compasses the widest range of all the
subprograms. Appropriate aspects of
systems engineering, economics, and
public policy are covered, as well as
problems of substitution and of related
resources (water, energy). Depending
on the student's inclination, the
emphasis of the resource management
subprogram can be placed on engineer-
Ing, management, or public policy. The
resource management subprogram also
provides the framework for an M.R.E.M.
general overview, which is aimed at stu-
dents desiring a broader education.
Such students would take resource
management subjects and selected sub-
jects from the other three subprograms.

in studying for the Master of Science, a
student usually will take at least 75 per-
cent of the required credit units from
one of the subprograms and the remain-
Ing credit units from one of the other
subprograms. Engineer and Ph.D. stu-
dents usually will concentrate at least
half of their credit units in one of the
subprograms and take the remaining
credit units from at least two of the other
subprograms. Research projects that
are suitable for thesis work are con-
ducted in most of the participating
departments.

Students desiring to pursue their studies
In the M.R.E.M. program should apply
for admission to graduate studies in the
department best suited to their interests.
This can be in the department in which
most of the subjects will be taken, the
department In which the thesis research
will be conducted, or the department
corresponding to the student's prior
education. Students will be awarded the
graduate degree in this department.

The participating departments are: Civil
Engineering, Mechanical Engineering,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Chemical Engineering, Urban Studies
and Planning, Earth and Planetary Sci-
ences, Ocean Engineering, Economics,
Management, and Political Science.

A prospectus containing detailed Infor-
mation on the M.R.E.M. program, In-
cluding listings of academic subjects In
each of the subprograms, possible re-
search areas, and the M.R.E.M. faculty
contacts in each of the participating de-
partments, may be obtained from
Herbert H. Einstein, Room 1-330, (617)
253-3598.
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Oceanography and Oceanographic
Engineering (Eng., Ph.D., Sc.D.)

M.I.T. and the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution (W.H.O.l.) on Cape
Cod offer joint programs of graduate
study and research for students with
special Interests In biological
oceanography, chemical oceanography,
marine geology, marine geophysics,
oceanographic engineering, and
physical oceanography. These graduate
programs are administered by commit-
tees drawn from the faculty and staff of
both institutions. Students accepted to
the Joint Program have access to the
extensive intellectual and physical
resources available for advanced study
at both W.H.O.l. and M.I.T.

The Joint Program involves several de-
partments at M.I.T. - Biology, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, and Meteorology in
the School of Science and Chemical En-
gineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, and Ocean En-
gineering In the School of Engineering.
Details concerning entrance require-
ments, examinations, financial aid, etc.
may be found in the descriptions of each
individual department and the descrip-
tion following the School of Engineering
and the School of Science sections.
information on the overall Joint Program
may be obtained from the Dean of
Graduate Studies, Woods Hole
Oceanographic institution, Woods Hole,
Massachusetts 02543, or from the Joint
Program Office, Room 54-912, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

The Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences and the Department of Meteo-
rology offer programs with the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution In
chemical oceanography, marine
geology, marine geophysics, and
physical oceanography. The programs
are coordinated by either department
and may involve research in other de-
partments at M.I.T., such as Chemistry.
The programs all lead to the Doctor of
Philosophy or the Doctor of Science.

Programs in biological oceanography
are offered jointly with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution and lead to
the Doctor of Philosophy or Doctor of
Science. The programs are coordinated
by the Department of Biology and may
involve research at W.H.O.l., or other
departments at M.I.T. such as Nutrition
and Food Science. Program require-
ments are tailored to Individual needs
and include preparation in basic areas
of biology and marine ecology.

The Departments of Chemical Engineer-
Ing, Civil Engineering, Electrical Engi-
neering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, and Ocean En-
gineering offer joint programs in
oceanographic engineering with
W.H.O.I. These programs lead to the En-
gineer, the Doctor of Philosophy, or the
Doctor of Science. Students interested
In oceanographic engineering,
oceanography-related engineering
problems, engineering in the ocean, or
the control of the ocean and its
resources can be served by the Joint
Program in Oceanographic Engineering.

Operations Research (S.M., Ph.D.)

The Operations Research Center, estab-
lished in 1953, provides educational and
research opportunities for students and
faculty interested in the Interdepartmen-
tal field of operations research. Varied
programs leading to the master's and
doctoral degrees with emphasis on
either applied or theoretical areas are
avaiable. Students usually take a core
of basic subjects which provide sound
understanding of operations research
methodology. This allows considerable
flexibility to continue into theoretical re-
search or to begin any of a variety of ap-
plications. Current areas of active theo-
retical research include mathematical
programming, decision analysis, and
stochastic systems. Areas of application
include both Industrial and public prob-
lems. Industrial applications Include
production and distribution systems and
marketing. Public systems applications
encompass health services, police oper-
ations, housing, energy, and transporta-
tion. In most applications emphasis is
laid on the successful Integration of field
data and measurements with mathe-
matical models and computers to assist
managerial decision making.

Entering students wishing to concen-
trate specifically in operations research
at the doctoral level may apply directly
to the interdepartmental doctoral pro-
gram. This can be done by Inserting the
phrase "Operations Research -
Interdepartmental Program" at all
places in the admission materials which
require filling in "Department of - ."
The assignment of a formal department
of registration for these students is
arranged by the Operations Research
Center, and the supervision and admin-
istration of the entire doctoral program
is provided by an interdepartmental
committee on operations research.
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Doctoral candidates wishing to enter a
specific department, either because they
wish to combine substantial content in
some specific field with their operations
research study or because they are un-
certain as to their interests at the time of
application, should apply to the aca-
demic department of their choice. These
students may wish to pursue graduate
programs within their departments while
taking subjects related to operations re-
search and engaging in research which
uses methods of the field. Or, during the
first or second year of their graduate
program, they may decide to apply for
admission to the interdepartmental doc-
toral program In operations research.
Subsequent steps to the attainment of
the doctoral degree are the same as for
people entering directly.

The goal of the doctoral program in
operations research Is to enable a per-
son to contribute to research In his or
her specialty at M.I.T. and during a pro-
fessional career. The program provides
a strong background in the theoretical
foundations of operations research and
the techniques used to develop and
analyze mathematical models of com-
plex systems arising In economic, social,
and physical contexts.

The master's program in operations re-
search prepares students for profes-
sional work in a broad variety of public
and private Institutions. A person takes a
core of basic theoretical materials and
adds specialized subjects to suit partic-
ular educational objectives. individuals
wishing to specialize specifically in oper-
ations research should insert "Opera-
tions Research - Interdepartmental
Program" at appropriate places in the
admissions materials as described
above. Students seeking a departmental
master's degree with relatively less
emphasis on operations research
should apply to the department of their
choice.

The Operations Research Center is par-
ticularly Interested in minority and
women applicants. The Center offers re-
search and teaching assistantships In
most of the fields In which the Center is
active. Further Information on financial
assistance and on admissions pro-
cedures in general may be obtained by
writing directly to the Operations Re-
search Center, Room 24-215, or by call-
Ing (617) 253-3601.

Polymeric Materials

Polymeric materials span a remarkable
range of structures and properties,
presenting a diversity of challenges and
opportunities for several Interacting dis-
ciplines. Considering both the funda-
mentals and technology Involved,
polymer science and engineering is now
one of the most rapidly expanding areas
In the field of materials. Polymers can
exist in various combinations of
amorphous and crystalline states,
leading to properties that may be de-
scribed as rubbery or glassy, strong or
weak, tough or brittle. They also exhibit
unique rheological behavior which per-
mits the processing Into many forms, in-
cluding fibers, films, and composite
materials.

interdepartmental graduate degree pro-
grams focusing on polymeric materials
are available to students enrolled in
polymer-related departments. For
example, a student may register In the
Department of Civil Engineering, Mech-
anical Engineering, Materials Science
and Engineering, or Chemical Engineer-
ing, and have his or her program of
classwork and research specially
arranged in consultation with an ad hoc
Interdepartmental committee chosen for
the purpose. This procedure allows for a
high degree of flexibility, depending on
the candidate's central interests.

In addition to the core subjects In the
program, students may concentrate in
one or more areas related to polymers,
such as synthesis, processing, char-
acterization, structure-property
relationships, surface phenomena, blo-
polymers, fiber technology, and com-
posites.

More specific Information concerning
Interdepartmental study and research
on polymeric materials may be obtained
from Professor F. J. McGarry, Depart-
ments of Civil Engineering and Materials
Science and Engineering; Professor A.
S. Argon, Department of Mechanical En-
gineering; Professor D. R. Uhlmann,
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering; or Professor E. W. Merrill,
Department of Chemical Engineering.

Power Engineering

Academic and research programs in
power engineering exist on an Interde-
partmental basis in the Departments of
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Mechanical Engineering, Ocean Engi-
neering, and Nuclear Engineering.
These programs cover a diversity of
energy-related Issues.

Research In power systems is carried on
by individual professors In various de-
partments as well as at the Gas Turbine
Laboratory, Electric Power Systems En-
gineering Laboratory, Sloan Automotive
Laboratory, Energy Laboratory, Engi-
neering Projects Laboratory, Heat
Transfer Laboratory, Cryogenics Labo-
ratory, and at the Nuclear Reactor.
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A student enrolled in any department
may construct from among various sub-
ject offerings and research activities an
academic program and thesis research
which he or she wishes to pursue. In ad-
dition to subjects treating specific topics
In power engineering, many other re-
lated subjects are available on such
topics as thermodynamics, fluid
mechanics, heat transfer, control theory,
materials, stress analysis, vibrations,
cryogenics, and combustion.

Research assistantships are available
for graduate students, and some part-
time employment is available for under-
graduates. For further information on
the programs and on financial support,
the Graduate Registration Officer of one
of the participating departments should
be contacted.

Science, Technology, and Society

The Program in Science, Technology,
and Society focuses on the ways in
which scientific, technological, and
social factors interact to shape modern
life, It traces the Impact of scientific
ideas and technological practices on
society and culture and examines the
role of social, political, and cultural con-
siderations in shaping developments in
science and technology. The Program's
aim is to provide students with a better
understanding of the human ramifica-
tions of science and engineering and to
help them think more realistically and
creatively about intellectual, moral, and
social Issues related to scientific and
technological change.

The Program, which is the develop-
mental phase of a prospective College
of Science, Technology, and Society,
draws its faculty from the social and
natural sciences, engineering, and the
humanities. The S.T.S. curriculum is
organized around five general areas of
Inquiry: 1) the history of science; 2) the
history of technology; 3) contemporary

problems in science and technology;
4) science, technology, and the organi-
zation of Industrial society; and 5) cul-
tural dimensions of science and
technology. Subject offerings examine
such topics as the influence of ethical
and political values on the work of scien-
tists and engineers; the ways in which
scientific concepts and ideas have con-
tributed to the development of modern
Western culture; how technological
changes have altered the character of
human work and affected the relation-
ships people form with machines; and
what constraints and areas of choice are
created by the technologies of advanced
Industrial societies.

S.T.S. offers several graduate-level sub-
jects jointly with other M.I.T. depart-
ments, but does not yet have a formal
graduate program. Graduate students
who wish to pursue questions concern-
Ing Interactions among science,
technology, and society are encouraged
to consult with S.T.S. faculty members
about the variety of arrangements which
can be made to meet their needs and In-
terests. Students can participate in re-
search and reading seminars, become
Involved in faculty research projects,
and, with departmental permission,
structure a special field of study or
minor In S.T.S. as part of their degree
program. Individually tailored Interde-
partmental degree programs also can
be arranged.

A more detailed description of the Pro-
gram is given in Chapter VI of this cata-
logue under the School of Humanities
and Social Science. Further Information
may be obtained from the Director's of-
fice, Room 20D-213, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 283-4062.

Study and Research in Education
(Ph.D.)

The interdisciplinary Ph.D. program
offered by the Division for Study and Re-
search In education Is open to graduate
students interested in research and pro-
fessional careers In fields related to
education. There are considerable
resources for such study at M.I.T. and
the D.S.R.E. offers a unique learning op-
portunity. Like the Education Division It-
self, the interdisciplinary Ph.D. program
encourages new paradigms of educa-
tion research for students who wish to
take the Initiative and responsibility for
shaping their programs of study and re-
search. Currently, graduate students In
the Division have joint programs with the
Departments of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, Linguistics and
Philosophy, Management, Mathematics,
Physics, Psychology, and Urban Studies
and Planning.

insightful research in education requires
a combination of skills from many dis-
clplines; professionals need compe-
tence in the subject matter (architecture,
chemistry, history, mathematics,
physics, etc.), knowledge about the
nature of thinking at different ages, and
insight regarding the nature of instruc-
tion. The training of such professionals
requires combinations of theoretical and
practical work, and the development in
the Individual of new syntheses of fields
which are appropriate to his or her
specialty.

Most of the members of the Education
Division are deeply engaged in the study
of both formal and informal thinking.
The following examples are presented to
give a sense of the current range of
interests within the Division. The LOGO
project Is engaged in important new ap-
proaches to education under the general
heading, "Learner as Model Builder."
Examples of this work are: the common
sense thinking of ordinary life as well as

-----------
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the intuitive-heuristic thinking of scien-
tists; and model building underlying
problem-solving processes. A study of
the "generative processes" examines
how people come to see something in a
new way and how they learn to restruc-
ture their underlying ways of making
sense of some phenomena. Research
into professional education studies what
an architect, planner, teacher, or lawyer
does while engaged in doing his or her
job In contrast to what he or she teaches
or is taught in preparation for that job.

The Division encourages multiple ap-
proaches to similar phenomena. Thus,
the study of relationships between
"Mathematics" and "non-math" thinking
and the relationship between "verbal"
and "visual" thinking also are being
developed.

Another major Interest within the Divi-
sion is the study of how organizations
(particularly educational institutions)
learn, make decisions, and change. The
subtle and overt processos operating
within and on educational Institutions
are explored by means of ictual case
studies. This area is being developed
jointly with several departments, Includ-
Ing faculty from Urban Studies and Plan-
ning and the Sloan School.

The Admissions Committee of the
Interdisciplinary Ph.D. program is In-
terested in the student's overall aca-
deic record, professionally related ex-
perlence, and intended course of study.
The Admissions Committee looks for
evidence that a particular candidate will
be able to design and follow an effective
strategy of inquiry and/or interests
which can be investigated adequately at
M.I.T. For these reasons, the Admis-
sions Committee reads with great care
the personal statement of the applicant.
This statement should be a thorough
and detailed discussion of the appli-
cant's experience, thinking, and profes-
slonal objectives; and as specifically as
oossible, his or her chief academic inter-

ests. For admission to the Interdisciplin-
ary Ph.D. program, applicants must be
qualified for admission according to the
regular criteria of the department to
which they apply.

The M.I.T. Graduate School application
material, together with a statement of in-
terest In the program and career objec-
tives, should be submitted to the Admis-
sions Office, Room 3-108. Application
for financial aid should accompany the
admissions application. Following con-
current department and program accep-
tance, applicants will be notified before
April 1 of admission to the program for
the subsequent year.

Following established procedure for In-
terdepartmental graduate programs, the
Dean of the Graduate School will ap-
point a faculty committee to supervise
all aspects of the Ph.D. program for
each student. This committee will in-
clude representatives from the student's
department of registration and the
D.S.R.E. Each student is expected to
present a thesis in education or Interdis-
ciplinary research. The Ph.D. will be
awarded through the student's depart-
ment on recommendation of his or her
faculty.

Further information may be obtained by
contacting the Dean of the Graduate
School, Room 3-134, or the Education
Division Administrative Officer, James
McCarthy, Room 20C-126A, (617) 253-
7362.

Technology Adaptation Program

The Technology Adaptation Program
(TAP) provides educational and re-
search opportunities for Master's candi-
dates who are Interested in the transfer
and adaptation of the technologies of
their own areas of specialization to the
needs of developing countries.

Students who elect this program submit
a proposed program for approval of the
TAP Advisory Committee. This program
includes the subjects required for the
chosen area of concentration, and

1
At least one subject which deals with
management techniques of special Im-
portance to developing countries;

2
at least one graduate subject in eco-
nomics which includes material related
to the needs of developing countries;

3
at least one subject in the social sci-
ences area which deals with the struc-
tures required to support the application
of technologies in developing countries;
and

4
at least one graduate subject In an en-
gineering area related to the transfer,
adaptation, and/or development of new
technologies for developing countries.

Students' proposed thesis topics also
require approval of the TAP Advisory
Committee, as well as of the depart-
ments In which the students are regis-
tered. The thesis Is to Include material
relating to the transfer or adaptation of
some aspect of the technology of the
area of specialization to the needs of
developing countries, or to the develop-
ment of some aspect of the area of spe-
cialization for the use of developing
countries.
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Students interested in working on TAP
projects who cannot fulfill all the
requirements of the program may be ac-
cepted for participation provided they
submit a statement with the program
proposal which describes the circum-
stances which, from their point of view,
make the deviation justifiable. Each case
Is judged on its own merits.

Students who elect this program should
note that depending upon the number of
subjects required for their area of
specialization, the total units required
for graduation may be higher than the
66 units minimum required by the
Institute.

Students may receive financial support
In the form of research assistantships
associated with current TAP research
projects.

A list of these projects and/or further in-
formation about the program may be
obtained by contacting the TAP Admin-
istrative Office, Room 39-528, (617) 253-
7227.

Technology and Polly (S.M.)

The Program in Technology and Policy
Is an educational program that
promotes careers in the development
and implementation of policies for the
productive use and control of tech-
nology. It Is unique in the opportunities it
affords students for pursuing their own
educational program from a strong
basis in engineering and science.

Broadly speaking, the Program
educates "engineers with a difference,"
that is, persons with strong technical
foundations and competence in dealing
with policy issues.

Challenging jobs are open to men and
women who combine a base in
technology with skills in identifying,
analyzing, and implementing policy
issues. Former Technology and Policy
students now fill important positions in
private industry, Federal, state, and local
government, and in Independent con-
sulting. Many are also working on the
problems of developing areas.

Students may study problems of interest
in any of the fields of technology. These
cover a wide range, reflecting the con-
cerns of faculty and staff at M.I.T. The
following issues now under investigation
suggest some possibilities:

- How should pollution by toxic chem-
icals be controlled? When is it techni-
cally efficient to intervene In the cycle
of use, and what legal or economic
restraints are effective?

- How can energy consumption be re-
duced through materials recycling,
and how would this policy be im-
plemented? What are the technical,
economic, and political trade-offs of
different strategies?

- What kind of international arrange-
ments might lead toward a sound de-
velopment of marine resources in
petroleum and minerals?

- What are the effects of government
research and development policies
on Industrial innovation?

The Program leads to a Master of Sci-
ence In Technology and Policy from
which graduates may enter directly into
public or private practice. Alternatively,
they may elect to continue graduate or
professional study at M.I.T. or
elsewhere.

The Program provides a supportive con-
text for its students, and encourages
close interaction. The size of the Pro-
gram helps - about 26 students enter

each year. Also, students are provided
office spaces so that they may work
closely together. The Program's suppor-
tive environment is a matter of
deliberate policy. We anticipate and
operate on the expectation that all new
students are highly qualified and will do
well In their courses at M.I.T. We en-
courage collegial and cooperative rela-
tionships, not competitive ones.

The Program intends to develop profl-
ciency in polioy analysis and implemen-
tation for technological problems. This
requires 1) an advanced competence In
a specific technological area of the stu-
dent's choice, 2) skills in policy analysis,
3) an understanding of the context of
policy issues, and 4) project and thesis
work in bringing the above together.

Students either take or demonstrate
competence (on the basis of prior
courses or experience) in 1) a concen-
tration of three advanced subjects in a
chosen field of technology, 2) an in-
troductory and an advanced subject In
systems analysis, and two intermediate
level subjects In economics, and 3) two
subjects In law and political processes.
Academic credit Is routinely granted for
comparable studies elsewhere.

Individual curricula are developed in
consultation with Individual faculty ad-
visors. Students are encouraged to take
full advantage of the wide range of sub-
lects available at M.I.T. In arranging pro-
grams of study appropriate to their
aspirations and interests. To provide a
common base of development for all
participants in the Program, Itudents
are generally expected to enroll in the
following subjects: 1.140J/2.192J/
3.66J/13.62J Engineering Systems
Analysis; TPP 11 and TPP 12 Project
Proseminar in Technology and Policy;
14.120 Microeconomic Theory or 15.012
Applied Micro and Macroeconomics;
17.750J/TPP 22J The Policy-Making
Process.
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The Proseminar and thesis are es-
pecially Important aspects of the stu-
dent's program. The Proseminar helps
students confront policy Issues as they
really are: very complex and difficult, of-
ten Ill-defined, and full of conflicting
values. It is frequently a frustrating expe-
rience but, in the end, is generally felt to
provide a unique and necessary experi-
ence. The Proseminar is the element
that distinguishes this Program from just
a set of subjects. It provides the com-
mon ground where students meet to
discuss issues of technology and policy.

The thesis is a major effort by the stu-
dent to do a serious analysis in his or
her field of interest. Theses frequently
are published by M.I.T. as reports or
professional papers. They represent the
equivalent of two or three subjects and
are often done over the summer.

Students in the Program can proceed to
doctoral studies through either depart-
mental or Interdepartmental arrange-
ments. Indeed, the Program serves as a
good base for helping students identify
fruitful areas of research and further
studies. At present, about one-fifth of
the students are availing themselves of
these opportunities.

Students with prior Interests and cap-
abilities in technology and policy are ex-
pected to complete the degree program
In one calendar year. Other students
may have to extend for an additional
semester.

A number of full and partial fellowships
are available. As they will be distributed
to qualified students at the time their ap-
plications are reviewed, prospective stu-
dents are urged to apply early so that
they have the greatest chance for favor-
able consideration.

All applicants are encouraged to apply
for other fellowships that may be avail-
able to them, for example through the
National Science Foundation, profes-
sional societies, or other organizations.
information on aid from governmental
agencies, as well as private foundations,
may be found in The Grants Register
available In most public or university
libraries. Experience Indicates that the
kind of student admissable to graduate
school at M.I.T. has a good chance of
receiving a fellowship. The Program it-
self is also more favorably inclined to
helping those who have taken the in-
Itiative to look for support themselves.

Students can obtain professional, part-
time jobs as research assistants on
M.I.T. projects that match their areas of
specialization. Many students regularly
work In either the Center for Policy
Alternatives or the Energy Laboratory,
both at M.I.T. These are best arranged
once the student has become ac-
quainted with current activities and has
developed basic expertise In technology
and policy. In exceptional cases, these
jobs may be arranged before the stu-
dent arrives at M.I.T.

Prospective US students are advised
that, under the prevailing government
terms for deferred, low-interest loans for
college study, It Is probably financially
advantageous for them to borrow money
in order to proceed full-time with gradu-
ate studies and enter jobs as soon as
possible. Foreign students also can
receive low-interest loans from M.I.T.

Applicants should have a strong basis In
technology. Applications will be
reviewed by the interdepartmental steer-
ing committee of the Program and by
M.I.T. departments corresponding to
their particular Interests. This process
starts January 30, and candidates wil be
notified as rapidly as possible.

The Steering Committee for the Pro-
gram consists of Nicholas Ashford,
Associate Professor, School of Engi-
neering and Senior Research Associate,
Center for Policy Alternatives; Joel
Clark, Associate Professor of Materials
Systems; Richard de Neufville,
Professor of Civil Engineering and
Chairman of the Technology and Policy
Program; Judith Tegger Kildow,
Associate Professor of Ocean Policy,
Department of Ocean Engineering; Jef-
frey Meldman, Associate Professor of
Management Science; David Noble,
Assistant Professor of History of
Technology, Program In Science,
Technology, and Society; Amedeo
Odoni, Associate Professor of
Aeronautics and Astronautics; Jack
Ruina, Professor of Electrical Engineer-
Ing; Thomas Sheridan, Professor of En-
gineering and Applied Psychology, De-
partment of Mechanical Engineering;
Marvin Slrbu, Jr., Research Associate,
Center for Policy Alternatives; Lawrence
Susekind, Associate Professor and
Head, Department of Urban Studies and
Planning; Martha Weinberg, Associate
Professor of Political Science; David
Wood, Associate Director, Energy Lab-
oratory and Senior Lecturer, Sloan
School of Management.

Further Information may be obtained by
contacting Richard de Neufville, Room
1-138, (817) 253-7694.
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Transportation (S.M.)

The Center for Transportation Studies
promotes cooperation in interdepart-
mental and intermodal matters,
facilitates innovative research in trans-
portation, and provides a focal point for
educational programs within the in-
stitute. Graduate programs leading to
the master's and doctoral degrees and
professional training are available
through the departments associated
with the Center.

A new interdisciplinary degree, the
Master of Science in Transportatio, is of-
fered by graduate departments in
cooperation with the Center. This
degree is designed to prepare students
either for careers In transportation or for
additional graduate work. Students with
a variety of backgrounds such as engl-
neering, social sciences, management,
architecture, urban studies, and opera-
tions research are encouraged to partic-
ipate in the program. An entering stu-
dent should have a background in
economics, calculus, and probability.

The degree requirements include the
satisfactory completion of at least 72
units and the presentation of an accep-
table thesis. The program establishes
the basic methodological framework for
analyzing transportation problems and
offers a number of areas of concentra-
tion. it consists of the following three
components:

1) Core subjects - 33 units

2) Program area - 18 units

3) Electives - 21 .units

A specific core is required to ensure
breadth and a common frame of
reference for all students in the pro-
gram. The core includes one required
subject which establishes the basic con-
cepts used in the analysis of transporta-
tion systems. in addition each student
must take at least three of the following
five core subjects: Transportation
Economics, Transportation Institutional
Analysis and Policy, Transportation
Management, Transportation Perfor-
mance and Technology, or Transporta-
tion Demand and Activities.

Some students may enter the program
having already completed material
similar to one or more of the core sub-
Jects. For such students, the core re-
quirement would be reduced and, where
appropriate, the student could receive
credit toward the overall degree
requirements.

The remainder of the program builds
upon a series of program areas, each of
which may be considered to be a profes-
sional interest group with which a stu-
dent can associate. Current program
areas are: air transportation; ocean
transportation; urban transportation;
freight transportation; transportation
and developing countries; transporta-
tion, land use and regional develop-
ment; transportation systems analysis;
transportation policy and institutional
analysis; transportation technology;
transportation logistics and carrier man-
agement; and transportation, energy
and the environment.

A student must take at least two subjects
from one program area. A student also
may formulate a new program area with
the approval of three faculty members
and the Program Officer.

The research associated with the re-
quired Master's thesis usually requires
two terms to complete, so students
should generally expect to take three to
four terms to complete the program.
Some exceptional students can com-
plete the program in less time.

The Center for Transportation Studies
attempts to provide financial assistance,
including graduate fellowships and re-
search and teaching assistantships, in
most of the fields in which the Center Is
active. Financial requirements can be in-
dicated on the admission forms.

Students Interested in coming to M.I.T.
for transportation studies should write
to: Center for Transportation Studies,
Room 1-123, M.i.T., Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139. For each admitted stu-
dent an appropriate department of
registration will be selected based on
the individual's background and area of
specialization. Alternatively, students
may apply directly to their department of
choice.
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Arteriosclerosis Center

The Arteriosclerosis Center Is an inter-
departmental, Interinstitutional center
for the study and treatment of arterlo-
sclerosis. It is unique in that it is run by
physicians from M.I.T. and the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital and engineers
from both institutions in physical sites on
both sides of the Charles River. While
the Center's Headquarters Is in the
Seeley G. Mudd Building at the east end
of the M.I.T. campus, the Center's
laboratories are in the Cardiac and
Hematology Units of the MGH's Depart-
ment of Medicine and In the Department
of Pathology at the MGH, as well as in
the Departments of Chemical Engineer-
ing, Electrical Engineering and Com-
puter Science, Mechanical Engineering,
and Nutrition and Food Science at M.I.T.

The Center's projects encompass the
entire spectrum of arteriosclerosis re-
search and range from clinical studies in
the life history and treatment of ar-
teriosclerosis to In vitro studies of fluid
flow in models of the arterial tree.

Opportunities for undergraduates are
available in the several laboratories of
the Center. Opportunities for graduate
students for thesis research and oppor-
tunities for postdoctoral follows are
available both in the M.I.T. laboratories
and in those at the Massachusetts
General Hospital. Opportunities for
physicians are available in all of the
Center's activities.

interested people should contact the
Center's Director, Dr. Robert S. Lees,
Room E17-421, (617) 253-3012, or the
several members of the Center in the
departments and laboratories men-
tioned above,

Artifloial intelligence Laboratory

The Artificial intelligence Laboratory is a
center for cognitive science and engi-
neering. "Cognitive science" reflects a
primary interest in understanding the
class of phenomena associated with the
layperson's use of words like "meaning,"
"intelligence," "purpose," "perception,"
and "planning." "Cognitive engineering"
involves an approach to those subjects
which is quite different from that of
philosophers and psychologists, In that
the cognitive engineer tries to produce
intelligence. Currently both cognitive
science and cognitive engineering are
being studied through a combination of
several broad efforts: representation of
knowledge, expert problem solving,
common-sense reasoning, learning,
vision, manipulation, language, educa-
tion, and theory of computation.

Representing Knowledge and Solving
Problems Sophisticated schemes for
representing and manipulating symbolic
representations are a major research
theme. Accomplishments in this area In-
clude new computer languages; new
representation techniques like the
procedural embedding of knowledge
and frame systems; and the develop-
ment of expert programs to test these
ideas. These test programs have
focused on learning, program under-
standing, engineering design, and
common-sense reasoning.

Computer Vision Studies in computer
vision and the problem of enabling a
computer to look around its world in-
volve a range of topics from special-
purpose schemes for use in practical
automation applications to highly
speculative and experimental systems
aimed at scene understanding as ac-
complished by humans in the real world
A central problem Is the formulation of
representations and procedures for the
automatic construction of an Internal
symbolic model of the three-
dimensional world from an Image.

Shading, stereo, motion, and texture are
among the issues that receive concen-
trated effort. The exploitation of natural
constraints is emphasized.

Productivity Technology The Laboratory
has developed * simple, compact set of
modules forming the basis of a robotics
laboratory. Vision sensors and highly
dextrous hands for practical use have
been developed. These may find applil-
cation in microcircuit assembly, small
mechanical assembly, underground and
undersea mining, agriculture, and even
medicine,

Natural Language The Laboratory's ap-
proach to understanding natural lan-
guage places heavy emphasis on the
problem of meaning. in this respect our
efforts differ from the more classical
work in linguistics. Successes in this
area, pushed ahead by work in limited
domain discourse, have led to rapid
progress toward advanced machine
competence.

Education Studies in intelligence have
led to new insights about how In-
telligence develops in people and to
some radically new concepts of how it
can be made better. Work on education
takes several forms in the Laboratory:
the development of computer coaches
that serve as A.I.-based tutors for com-
puter games; work on curriculum devel-
opments and experimental teaching
aimed at finding a substitute for the ele-
mentary school as an environment for
young children; and studies of how to
teach skills such as riding bicycles,
juggling, musical perception,
philosophical puzzlements, and
mathematical thinking.

Further information is available from
Professor Patrick H. Winston, Room
NE43-816, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 263-6218.
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lates Linear Accelerator

During the past few decades, the study
of the nucleus and its components has
necessitated equipments of size that re-
quire them to be available essentially as
national facilities and to a wide com-
munity of investigators. The William H.
Bates Linear Electron Accelerator, fund-
ed by the Energy Resources Develop-
ment Agency for use by M.I.T. research
staff (principally in the M.I.T. Laboratory
for Nuclear Science and the M.I.T. De-
partment of Pysics), is available for use
through a formal user's organization to
eligible researchers in the New England
area and the nation as a whole. Toward
this latter purpose, particularly, a scien-
tific Program Advisory Committee for
the Accelerator has been established,
comprising representative non-M.I.T.
membership from among recognized
leaders in the field.

The Accelerator is being applied actively
to high-precision electron scattering ex-
periments using electron beams ranging
in energy up to more than 300 MeV.
Taken together with a large novel mag-
netic analyzer which was built to detect
the scattered electrons, the high quality
of the Bates electron beam provides ex-
captional and unprecedented capability
for the study of nuclear structure by this
method. Although this program Is at
present the dominant one, a number of
experiments are under way using
gamma rays that can be produced by
the electron beam to excite nuclear
reactions. Serious plans are under de-
velopment both for broadening the re-
search capacity of the Accelerator as a
facility, and for Increasing the energy of
its electron beam.

The research participation of students,
as undergraduate laboratory assistants
and through graduate thesis work, is en.
couraged and forms an important part
of the Sates program. A large number of
students, from the universities of user

physicists as well as from M.I.T., are so
Involved. Further information may be
obtained from the office of the Director,
Room 20B-038, (617) 253-7892.

Bitter National Magnet Laboratory

The Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory, supported by the National
Science Foundation, conducts a pro-
gram of research and development In
science and engineering In areas involv-
Ing magnetic fields. Continuous fields up
to 23 teslas and pulsed fields to 75
teslas are available in a variety of con-
figurations. High magnetic field, high
resolution nuclear magnetic resonance
spectrometers are used for the study of
molecules of biological interest. A
magnetically shielded room of walk-in
size is available for ultralow magnetic
field experiments. The special facilities
of the Laboratory are made available to
research groups from other M.I.T. de-
partments and from institutions
throughout the world.

The Laboratory's solid-state physics re-
search program is an experimental and
theoretical study of semiconductors,
magnetic materials, and superconduc-
tors. The research effort in plasma
physics includes work on laser-induced
breakdown and heating of magnetically
confined plasmas, and the Alcator
thermonuclear fusion experiment.
Molecular biology studies are carried
out using high resolution nuclear
magnetic resonance spectrometry and
the Mossbauer effect.

The Laboratory also conducts research
and development programs aimed at
the practical application of magnetic
fields to technology and medicine.
Current projects include studies of the
weak magnetic fields of the human
body, medical applications of
magnetism, design of superconducting
magnets for magnetohydrodynamic

generators, studies of magnetic separa-
tion techniques, and development of
magnetic acceleration systems for
space travel.

Additional Information may be obtained
from the Director, Professor Benjamin
Lax, at the Laboratory, Building NW14,
or at (617) 253-5541.

Cell Culture Center

The Cell Culture Center has been estab-
lished and funded by the National Sci-
ence Foundation to serve as a facility
and resource for cell biologists In New
England and the northeastern part of the
United States. Its mission is to carry out
large-scale cell and virus production
that will allow scientists to conduct novel
and Important experiments in basic cell
biology which could not be carried out
with the materials and resources avail-
able in the Investigator's own laboratory.
Special consideration is given to re-
quests for cell and virus preparations
from young investigators with limited
resources. The Center is working direct-
ly with individual scientists on basic re-
search problems, and Is carrying out an
active program for the development of
new techniques for large-scale cell and
virus production. In addition, the Cell
Culture Center sponsors a master'b
degree program In animal cell and
tissue culture sciences being offered by
the M.I.T. Interdisciplinary Science Pro-
gram. The Program offers course work
In both the Department of Biology and
the Department of Nutrition and Food
Science, and laboratory experience in
the Cell Culture Center. The Program
provides students with excellent prepa-
ration for vocations that require a broad
knowledge of the techniques of cell
culture and animal virology. Inquiries
concerning the facility are always
welcome, and may be addressed to
Donald J. Giard, Room E17-321, (617)
253-6430.
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Center for Advanced Engineering Study

The M.I.T. Center for Advanced Engl-
neering Study provides opportunities for
experienced engineers and scientists to
attain and maintain the competence
needed for continued leadership in an
age of technological change. The Center
offers educational programs for experl-
enced men and women from Industry,
government, and educational institu-
tions to acquire the understanding and
skills needed to open technical frontiers.

The Center operates three major pro-
grams and a program of research and
development in continuing education:
1) The Advanced Study Program - for
engineers and scientists who come to
M.I.T. to study in advanced subjects;
2) The Self-Study Program - based on
the use of specially prepared, high
quality videotape presentations of ad-
vanced technology; and 3) Conference
and seminar programs - technical
meetings In support of continuing
education.

Under the Advanced Study Program ex-
perienced engineers, applied scientists,
technical managers, and educators at-
tend regular M.I.T. classes In programs
Individually tailored to their needs and
objectives. Special programs have been
developed in Air Transportation, Nutrl-
tion Planning, Public Management, and
Operations Research. Each year special
subjects beyond those regularly offered
to M.I.T. graduate and undergraduate
students are offered by C.A.E.S. for
Fellows in the Advanced Study Program.

Students in the Advanced Study Pro-
gram are often on temporary leave of
absence from industry or government or
are sent to M.I.T. for speciaizd instruc-
tion. For further Information about the
Advanced Study Program, Inquire at
Room 9-335, (817) 23-6101.

The Self-Study Program provides a
library of approximately 500 videotapes,
16mm films, and study guIdes made at
M.I.T. plus offerings from other Institu-
tions of higher learning. These films,
tapes, and study guides are available for
purchase or rental. Inquiries should be
directed to the Self-Study Program,
Center for Advanced Engineering Study,
Room 9-234, (617) 253-7061.

The Conference and Seminar Program
is designed to support our continuing
education efforts by bringing to the
campus, to other parts of the country,
and to other places in the world, people
with similar interests. These meetings
are expected to be from three days to
one month in duration. They will provide
for an Intensive exchange of Informa-
tion. Further information may be ob-
tained in Room 9-268 or by calling (617)
253-7411.

The Center is developing a new ap-
proach to continuing education for engi-
neers, Project PROCEED, In which
problem-centered educational
materials, as distinguished from
subject-centered materials, are
prepared to assist engineers working on
specific problems. Instruction and asi-
tance are provided via printed modules
and a computer-based Adaptive
Reference System. The first topic, In-
dustrial Energy Conservation, will be
followed by several more each year.

Brochures describing the above pro-
grams and current offerings are avail-
able upon request.

For further Information about C.A.E.S.
programs, Inquire at the office of the
Director, Room 9-216, (017) 253-4961.

Center for Advanced Visual Studies

The Center for Advanced Visual Studies
provides artists of achievement with the
opportunity to explore new artistic
forms. Collaboration through a working
dialogue between artists, and scientists
and engineers is of primary Importance
In the exploration of new creative objec-
tives. Mutually beneficial contact be-
tween artist and scientist allows the ar-
tist to develop the technical competence
to utilize advanced technology.

The Center's main areas of Interest are:
environmental art and design; develop-
mental artistic media work; Interaction of
art, science, and technology; celebra-
tions; education toward the new arts -
video, holography, computer-aided
design and programming, public art.

A limited amount of work space also Is
available for a small number of research
affiliates and graduate students. A cata-
logue listing the Center's educational of-
ferings, In association with the Depart-
ment of Architecture, is available at the
C.A.V.S. office in Building W 11, 40 Mas-
sachusetts Avenue. (617) 253-4415.

Center for Cancer Research

The Center for Cancer Research pro-
vides facilities for Interdepartmental
work in various phases of fundamental
cancer research. Graduate students in
any of the Courses may ask to do doc-
toral thesis research under the supervi-
slon of the faculty of the Center. If ac-
cepted, they may be eligible for support
as research assistants in the Canter. Op-
portunities for undergraduate research
are available, both for credit and in the
Undergraduate Research Opportunities
Program. Seminars in cancer research
both for credit and as public colloquia of
the Center are available. Further infor-
mation may be obtained by contacting
Ms. N. Ahiquist, Room E17-110, (617)
263-6400.
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Center for Cognitive Science

The Center for Cognitive Science pro-
vides an intellectual and administrative
focus for individual and collaborative re-
search in cognitive science at M.I.T. In
addition, a committee of the Center
coordinates graduate and undergradu-
ate study in cognitive science by work-
Ing in conjunction with the relevant com-
mittees of the faculty.

The members of the Center's Policy
Committees represent the Departments
of Linguistics and Philosophy, Psy-
chology, Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, the Division for
Study and Research in Education, the
Artificial intelligence Laboratory, and the
Research Laboratory of Electronics.

A number of cooperative activities in-
volving members of the Center and
scientists at other institutions with pro-
grams In cognitive science are planned
or in progress, and the members of the
Center maintain active relations with
scientists working at other academic,
medical, and research institutions in the
Boston area.

The Center now administers an exten-
sive program of postdoctoral and
predoctoral fellowships designed to at-
tract outstanding young scholars to
M.I.T. for an extended interaction with
members of the Center.

In addition to the Fellowship program,
the Center coordinates a number of re-
search projects in the areas of cognitive
science pursued by visiting and perma-
nent members of the Center. Limited
laboratory and research facilities are
maintained within the Center to support
the conduct of such research.

Further Information regarding the activi-
ties of the Center may be obtained from
the Administrative Assistant, Melissa
Monroe, at the Office of the Director,
Room 20D-105, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-4141.

Center for Computational Research in
Economics and Management Science

This Center performs algorithmic re-
search and related software develop-
ment for the purpose of advancing
knowledge about modeling in
economics, statistics, and management.
The Center focuses a unique set of
resources on this task. Algorithmic re-
search is performed by researchers
representing the varied quantitative dis-
ciplines that underlie modern computer-
Intensive modeling. These disciplines In-
clude econometrics, statistics,
numerical analysis, and operations re-
search. Computer Implementation Is
performed by a programming staff with
special skills in designing and coding
easily used interactive tools, of which the
single most Important is a comprehen-
sive software environment called
TROLL. TROLL itself is the Center's third
major resource: It contains program-
ming tools and standard functions that
facilitate the rapid implementation of ex-
perimental algorithms. in addition to be-
Ing a software-development environ-
ment for algorithmic research, TROLL is
also a modeling environment for applied
studies.

Recent research at the Center has
focused Increasingly on the evaluation
and Improvement of model reliability. in
the effort to mimic complex reality,

Seminar and an informal series
qula serve to assist in the dis-
tion of scientific information, and
iutual exchange of students and

economists, engineers, and others are
building ever more intricate models, and
in this task they are abetted by cheaper
and more powerful computation. But in-
tuition, judgment, and analytical tools
are failing behind the capacity to build
models of great size and complexity. As
a result, the research community is in-
creasingly uncertain about attainable
levels of precision and confidence In
model results.

Other major research efforts focus on
simultaneous equation estimation, non-
linear optimization, robust estimation,
serniportable Implementation of stable
statistical and econometric algorithms,
mixed Integer programming, and a new
mathematical programming language.

The Center's research complements ac-
tivities in several M.I.T. departments and
laboratories. The links include active
participation in Center projects by fac-
ulty members of the Sloan School of
Management; collaboration with the En.-
ergy Laboratory, the Laboratory for
Decision and Information Systems, and
the Operations Research Center on
projects of mutual Interest; and use of
Center-developed software by the De-
partments of Economics, Political Sci-
ence, and Civil Engineering.

Much of the Center's current research
depends on TROLL. TROLL exemplifies
the concept of the discipline-orIented (or
application-oriented) operating system.
In TROLL's case the discipline is
econometrics and statistics; the system
provides all standard techniques, and
many experimental ones, for building
and using econometric models. (These
techniques are also applicable in other
disciplines that model time-dependent
phenomena.)

Further information about the Center
and its research program may be ob-
tained from the Director, Professor
Edwin Kuh, Room E38-210, (617) 263-
8413.
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Center for information Systems
Research

The Center for Information Systems Re-
search (C.I.S.R.) was established at the
M.I.T. Sloan School of Management in
mid-1974. C.I.S.R.'s activities focus on
research aimed at improving the effec-
tiveness of Information-processing tools
and techniques available to managers In
the private sector and policy makers in
the public sector. Of primary interest are
several critical aspects of computer-
based Information systems.

The Center is taking a multifaceted ap-
proach to the task of improving the ef-
fectiveness of Information processing in
organizations today. A set of private sec-
tor corporate sponsors provides assis-
tance In defining and Investigating
significant research areas. The sponsor-
Ing organizations represent several dif-
ferent commercial viewpoints and con-
sist both of computer vendors and major
users of information systems. In the
public sector, C.I.S.R. Is developing and
testing state-of-the-art management In-
formation systems to assist public policy
makers. Basic research on fundamental
Issues (e.g., centralization and decen-
trallIation of computing, data base re-
search) affecting both sectors is being
performed. Finally, C.I.S.R. Is dedicated
to disseminating significant research
findings to the Information systems user
community through teaching, seminars,
working papers, and publications.

Research at C.I.S.R. Is pragmatic, prob-
lem based, and application driven. Re-
search efforts are performed primarily in
application areas of immediate Interest
to managers and policy makers and are
performed in areas in which results are
expected to have a fruitful payoff within
one to five years.

The Center was established in the Sloan
School of Management, in part due to
the recognition by the School of the In-
creasing complexity of the managerial
job today and the need for vastly im-
proved Information-processing tools
and techniques to carry out this job.
Secondly, there was an evident need to
Institute more effective relationships be-
tween academics and private and public
sector managers in a joint effort to Im-
prove computer-based information
systems.

C.I.S.R.'s faculty brings a wide range of
specialized training to information sys-
tems problems. This disciplinary training
ranges from the technical fields of com-
puter science and electrical engineering
to the people-focused disciplines of law,
psychology, and organizational
behavior.

Further Information about the Center
may be obtained by contacting Sarah S.
Fitzgerald, C.I.S.R., Room E53-301,
Sloan School of Management,
50 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 253-3372 cr 253-
2930.

Center for International Studies

The Center for International Studies Is a
research center focusing on the social,
political, and economic problems of the
contemporary international scene, par-
ticularly those related to scientific and
technological change. The Center has
no formal teaching program of its own;
most of its senior staff are faculty mem-
bers of various M.I.T. departments, and
there are opportunities for graduate stu-
dents to participate in the Center's re-
search programs. The following are the
areas of current research focus:

science and public policy
arms control and defense studies
energy policy
international nutrition planning
environmental monitoring
communications policy
migration
technology and development
problems of advanced Industrial

societies
International business
International political problems and

conflict
political and economic development
and
social science methodology

Further information about the Center
and its research program may be ob-
tained from the Director, Professor
Eugene B. Skolnikoff, Room E38-648,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (817) 253-3140.
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Center for Materials Research
in Archaeology and Ethnology

The Center for Materials Research
In Archaeology and Ethnology Is a major
undertaking whose purpose Is to
encourage a new direction for research
In anthropology, archaeology, art
history, and related humanistic and
social science disciplines by providing
them with an expanded technical base in
the sciences of organic and inorganic
materials. The new Center was estab-
lished in 1977 by nine educational, re-
search, and cultural Institutions in the
greater Boston area: Boston University,
Brandeis University, Harvard University,
the University of Massachusetts, M.I.T.,
the Museum of Fine Arts of Boston,
Robert S. Peabody Foundation for Ar-
chaeology, Tufts University, and
Wellesley College.

The Center's research activities will be
carried out in a network of shared
laboratories at member Institutions and
used by students and faculty of those In-
stitutions as well as by visiting scholars
and graduate students who will join the
Center for shorter periods. The .na-
terlais research laboratories are likely to
include, among others, metallurgy,
ceramics, lithics, palaeoethnobotany,
and zoo-archaeology. The research pro-
gram of the Center will emphasize
rigorous laboratory study of artifacts
and other kinds of cultural remains In
order to determine the nature and struc-
ture of the materials of which they are
composed and the extraction and pro-
cessing regimes they have undergone.
The Center is convinced that research
aimed at understanding the relations
among materials, technology, and
society will be advanced most effectively
by scholars who have a grounding in
both a science and a social science or
humanities discipline. Its subjects, of-
fared at the graduate level, aim to
educate such scholars.

Heather Lechtman is Director of the
Center in addition to maintaining her
present responsibilities as Associate
Professor of Archaeology and Ancient
Technology In the M.I.T. Departments of
Humanities, and Materials Science and
Engineering. M.I.T. serves as the Cen-
ter's coordinating Institution.

Further information about the Center
and its programs may be obtained from
the Director, Room 8-138, (617) 253-
1375.

Center for Materials Science and
Engineering (C.M.S.E.)

Major research programs currently sup-
ported by the Center emphasize
Interdisciplinary research on the syn-
thesis and properties of materials in the
following Areas of Thrust: 1) deforma-
tion and fracture of multiphase materials
at high temperatures; 2) structure and
properties of microcrystalline and glassy
metallic alloys produced by rapid
quenching; 3) surfaces, with emphasis
on catalytic materials; 4) optical and
electronic materials; and 5) phase transi-
tions. Major funding for these interdisci-
plinary programs Is provided under the
NSF-MRL program.

Participating In C.M.S.E. research pro-
grams are faculty groups from the De-
partments of Chemical Engineering,
Chemistry, Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science, Materials Science
and Engineering, and Physics. Oppor-
tunities for postdoctoral, graduate, and
undergraduate research can be in-
vestigated by contacting C.M.S.E. fac-
ulty members directly.

C.M.S.E. maintains excellent modern
central service facilities such as crystal
growing and characterization
laboratories for Insulators, semiconduc-
tors and metals; optical and Infrared
spectroscopy; Fourier transform spec-
troscopy; scanning electron and trans-
mission electron microscopy; electron
microprobe; Ion microprobe; analytical
laboratory; X-ray diffraction; micro-
electronics and a Scanning Auger
Microprobe. Also available are ad-
ditional special and general purpose
facilities such as the Von Hippel Reading
Room and Machine Shop. An annual
report, Research In Materials at M.. T., Is
published by C.M.S.E. covering all re-
search in materials at M.I.T. Including
that portion performed through support
by the NSF-MRL program. This report is
available through the Center by contact-
ing the Administrative Office, Room 13-
2098, (617) 253-6841.

Center for Policy Alternatives

The Center for Policy Alternatives was
established in the School of Engineering
In April 1972, with the Intent that It serve
the Institute as a whole. The Center's
primary function is to identify the major
Issues facing society, to assess the con-
sequences of present policies and
practices, and to develop and appraise
alternative actions which will improve
and affect society. In carrying out its
activities, the Center also seeks to find
new ways to connect technology
and social and economic welfare
beneficially, and to stimulate faculty and
students to participate In activities which
have the greatest potential for social or
economic utility.

The Center studies and Investigates
substantive issues for a wide spectrum
of pressing sociotechnical problems in
government, industry, and education,
particularly those in which technology
and engineering could play significant
roles. It differs from most centers for
policy analysis In that, based on Its
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studies of actual problems, It develops a
number of alternatives for action and
policy, identifies possible means of Im-
plementing them, and evaluates the
possible consequences of their Imple-
mentation. The alternatives developed
are often in the form of factual presenta-
tions of possible specific programs,
regulations, or legislation.

In addition to its sponsored activities,
the Center has many opportunities for
graduate and undergraduate students to
participate with faculty and Center staff
In establishing new program areas,
developing individual research projects,
and developing new subject offerings.
During 1978-79, some of the Center's
program areas included: science,
technology, and public policy; manufac-
turing technology, the nature of work
and job satisfaction; natural resources,
recycling, and substitution; regulation of
the general and work environments; en-
ergy policy; communications policy; and
Industrial Innovation.

Graduate and undergraduate students
Interested in participating in Center re-
search programs or in developing new
policy research projects should contact
the Office of the Director, Center for
Policy Alternatives, Room E40-250,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-1661.

Center for Space Research

The Center for Space Research offers
an opportunity to students, faculty, and
professional research staff to participate
in a broad program of space-related re-
search. Its projects draw upon the Inter-
ests end expertise of physical, social,
and life scientists and engineers from
many disciplines. Topics of current re-
search include theoretical studies in
cosmology and astrophysics such as:
stellar evolution and stellar pulsation;
the behavior of supernovae, pulsars,
and quasars; and the development of

models Illustrative of the processes
associated with novae, planetary
nebulae, neutron stars, protostars, X-ray
binaries, and bursters.

Space science studies include measure-
ments of the properties of the
Interplanetary plasma, hard and soft
X rays, and gamma rays using experi-
mental techniques such as high altitude
balloons, sounding rockets, orbiting
satellites, and interplanetary spacecraft.
Other space science studies include
dose-response relationships between
intensity of light exposure and the
biological effects of light on humans,
vestibular experiments to measure the
changes in sensitivity of otolith function
during weightlessness and the carry-
over of any such changes to post-flight
conditions. Coupled with the foregoing
laboratory and flight experiments are
ground-based optical infrared and radio
frequency observations of astrophysical
phenomena of current interest. The
Center supports these field measure-
ment programs with exploratory and de-
velopmental studies In the laboratory on
Interference spectrometry, X-ray coun-
ters, high-resolution collimators, high-
accuracy pointing and stabilization sys-
tems, and star sensor aspect systems.
Laboratory facilities include X-ray
sources, particle accelerators, vacuum
chambers, and conventional electronic
test and machine tool equipment. Exten-
sive data handling and computational
facilities are available for the analysis
and reduction of scientific data. An ex-
perienced and well-equipped Labora-
tory for Space Experiments group pro-
vides design, construction, and testing
support of the flight programs.

The variety of scientific and technical
problems that arlse In these investiga-
tions affords numerous opportunities for
graduate thesis research as well as for
graduate and undergraduate participa-
tion in research projects and seminars.
Further information may be obtained in
Room 37-241, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7501.

Center for Transportation Studies

The Center for Transportation Studies
has been established to promote co-
operation in Interdepartmental and In-
termodal matters, facilitate Innovative
research In transportation, and provide
a focal point for educational programs
within the Institute. The Center's
research emphasis Is on problem-
oriented, Interdepartmental, multi-
modal research. It covers a wide spec-
trum ranging from broad conceptual
planning through operation and man-
agement of transportation problems to
new methods of transportation analysis,
planning, and decision making.

The Center has developed a structure
which promotes interaction among fac-
ulty members from all schools at M.I.T.
as well as other universities and organi-
zations concerned with transportation.
Interdepartmental cooperation Is essen-
tial in dealing with the complex prob-
lems found in this area since their
solution requires close ties between
technological possiblities and their
social, economic, ecological, and
political ramifications. The Center has
developed a sense of community that
promotes cooperation, the exchange of
Ideas, a wider perception of the oppor-
tunities, and a common purpose.

The research program of the Center is
broadly based, incorporating both inter-
departmental and intermodal elements.
Research capability extends from the
areas of social science and manage-
ment to the technological research
associated with the development of new
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modes of transportation. Recent re-
search projects have concerned appli-
cation of new methods to transportation
planning, transportation energy con-
tingency planning, railroad reliability
and network planning, Innovative urban
transportation systems, transportation in
developing countries, urban freight
movements, airport planning and devel-
opment, commodity movement, Industry
location, freight terminal simulation, en-
ergy transport, superport location, air
traffic control, assessment of STOL/
VSTOL air service potential, local ser-
vice air carriers, and the logistics of
freight modal choice and Inventory con-
trol. Research sponsorship Includes a
range of government and Industry or-
ganizations affording students wide op-
portunities to be involved in newly evolv-
Ing research frontiers.

A new interdisciplinary degree, the
Master of Science In Transportation, is
offered by graduate departments In
cooperation with the Center. For more
information on graduate programs, see
the section on Transportation Studies
under interdepartmental Graduate
Study.

Clinical Research Center

The M.I.T. Clinical Research Center, a
small, fully equipped and staffed re-
search hospital on campus, opened in
1964. The major purposes of the Center
are to enable Interested scientists to
perform research with human subjects
4nd to allow students at all levels to gain
axperlence in working directly with
human subjects and human disease.
Many research projects are in progress,
including those in nutrition, psychology,
cardiology, endocrinology, gastro-
enterology, and mechanical, chemical,
and electrical engineering. The studies
In most cases are collaborative, in-
volving both basic scientists and clinical
scientists.

Patients and normal subjects may be
seen as outpatento or may stay in the
Center as inpatlenti; for long periods of
time at no cost to them. The facilities of
the Center are open to all departments
in the Institute, and Its staff consists of
members from many of those depart-
ments. Although most patients
hospitalized in the Clinical Research
Center come from the Boston metro-
politan area, a significant number are
referred from other parts of the United
States, and some are referred from
abroad.

Numerous routes of entry are available
to undergraduates and graduate stu-
dents who wish to take advantage of the
Center's programs. These Include a
freshman seminar in medicine, under-
graduate research projects, graduate
study with human subjects in medical
sciences and biomedical engineering,
and postdoctoral research for those who
already have the M.D. or Ph.D. degree.
Further Information may be obtained
from the Center in Room E18-473, (617)
253-6302 or 6303.

Division for Study and Research In
Education

The Division for Study and Research In
Education is a special setting at M.I.T.
for learning about learning. The Division
offers formal courses on both theoretical
and practical problems In education, as
well as seminars on issues of special in-
terest. The Division provides oppor-
tunities for research and for working
directly with learners in a variety of
learning situations.

The members of the Division bring to
their shared educational Interests a wide
diversity of academic experience, pro-
fessional perspective, and personal con-
cern. The resulting Interplay of insights
and methodologies has led to the
emergence of several major themes:
Individual learning, Institutional learning,
educational technology. Multidis-
ciplinary clusters of faculty, students,
and research staff apply theories of
cognitive processing, insights into social
processes, and educational technol-
ogies, to Investigate the ways In which
people think, solve problems, and learn
to learn.

The Division for Study and Research in
Education provides opportunities for
faculty and students from departments
of the Institute to join In Its research on
educational problems.

Among these opportunities is a program
which provides a small number of Ph.D.
candidates with experience In edu-
cational research. For details of this pro-
gram, see the section on Study and
Research In Education under Interde-
partmental Graduate Study.

Further Information may be obtained
from the Education Division Adminis-
trative Officer, James H. McCarthy,
Room 20C-126A, (617) 283-7362.
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Faculty members associated with the
program are:

Benson R. Snyder, M.D.
Professor of Psychiatry
Director

Barbara Scott Nelson, Ed.D.
Assistant Professor of Education
Associate Director

Jerome S. Bruner, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology
and Education
(Visiting)

Howard E. Gruber, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
(Visiting)

Thomas F. Jones, Sc.D.
Professor of Engineering
Vice President for Research

Roy Kaplow, Sc.D.
Professor of Materials
Science and Education

Seymour A. Papert, Ph.D.
Professor of Education and Mathematics,
Cecil and Ida Green Professor of
Education

Martin Rein, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology and
Education

Donald A. Schon, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Urban Studies and Education

Judah L. Schwartz, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering Science and
Education

Hermina Sinclair-de Zwart, Ph.D.
Professor of Education and
Developmental Psychology
(Visiting)

Sheldon H. White, Ph.D.
Professor of Education
(Visiting)

Harold Abelson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Education

Jeanne 5. Bamberger, M.A.
Associate Professor of Education and
Music

Susan Carey, Ph.D.
Associste Professor of Psychology
and Education

Daniel Nathan Osherson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Education
and Psychology

Andrea Al-Vin di Bases, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Education

Sherry Turkle, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Sociology
and Education

Edwin F. Taylor, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist

Karen C. Cohen, Ph.D.
Seri~or Research Associate

Magdeiine Cawley, M.A.
Research Associate

Eieanor Duckworth, Ph.D.
Research Associate

Michael Garet, Ph.D.
Research Associate

Edwina Michener, Ph.D.
Research Associe

Sylvia Weir, M.D.
Research Associate

Krisnappa N. Rao, Ph.D.
Senior Lecturer

Bertrand Schwartz, Sc.D.
Senior Lecturer
(Visiting)

Sir Geoffrey Vickers
Senior Lecturer
(Visiting)

John Terry, Ph.D., Lecturer
Stanley Russell, Ed.D., Lecturer

James H. McCarthy, M.A., S.T.L., S.E.O.L.
Administrative Officer

Wiiliam T. Martin, Ph.D.
Professor of Education and Mathematics,
Emeritus

Jerrold Reinach Zacharias, Ph.D., L.H.D., Sc.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Electric Power Systems Engineering
Laboratory

The Electric Power Systems Engineering
Laboratory (E.P.S.E.L.) is an Inter-
departmental laboratory within the
School of Engineering. it is principally
concerned with problems related to the
generation, transmission, distribution,
and utilization of electric energy, but
work In the field of high power semicon-
ductor devices and their application also
Is under way in the laboratory. Several
faculty members within the group have
had experience In the electric power in-
dustry, and close contact with the Indus-
try Is maintained through on-campus
research, consulting activities, and par-
ticipation in the activities of professional
societies.

Research programs currently In prog-
ress include contamination flashover of
Insulation; design, construction, and
testing of an alternator with a supercon-
ducting field winding; an electromagnet-
ically scaled model of a power system;
Induction heating; motor controls; en-
ergy storage systems; control of power
systems and power plants during
emergency situations; load demand
modeling, innovative load management
(cogeneration pricing), dynamic control
schemes; the development of new
simulation techniques for studying
power electronic energy conversion and
control systems; magnetically levitated
ground transportation systems; and
concentrator systems for photovoltaic
energy conversion. Since most of the re-
search Is experimentally oriented,
design and instrumentation is a major
concern almost comprising an ad-
ditional research area.

Further Information may be obtained by
contacting Professors G. L. Wilson, F.C,
Schweppe, J.L Kirtley, Jr., J.GQ
Kassakian, or G. C. Verghese in Room
10-171, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
sette 02139, (617) 263-4631.
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Energy Laboratory

Current Energy Laboratory research
projects involve about 75 research staff,
50 faculty, and 225 students from
various departments In all five M.I.T.
Schools. The educational aspects of this
research are significant as both gradu-
ate and undergraduate students
become an integral part of the Interdisci-
plinary research teams working on
mission-oriented projects that address
the technical and socioeconomic
aspects of Impor tant energy issues.

The International Energy Studies pro-
gram of the Energy Laboratory focuses
on the international markets In which en-
ergy is traded. These markets are com-
plex and are strongly affected by, and
affect, the national political, economic,
and strategic Interests and policies of
supplier and consumer governments
alike. A multidisciplinary approach is
thus essential. For the world oil market,
aggregated and disaggregated studies
of oil demand and supply are supple-
mented with models of OPEC behavior
and analysis of financial factors to pro-
vide detailed analytical and policy In-
sights. Research on nuclear fuels in-
volves analysis of: the structures and
performance of the Interrelated markets
In which fuel materials are developed,
processed, and allocated internationally;
trends in these markets; and the
national and international policies that
affect access to them. In response to ex-
pectations of expanding international
trade In steam coal, a substantial
domestic coal research effort is being
expanded to the international sphere.
The importance of energy as an issue of
security and balance of payments for
developing countries, and as a source of
increasing conflict between rich and
poor nations, has led to exploratory re-
search on the problems of energy and
development, In the context of interna-
tional studies already under way.

The Utility Systems program brings
together faculty and research staff from
engineering and policy science depart-
ments at M.I.T. to analyze utility opera-
tions and growth both in the short run
(over the next five years) and in the
longer run (to and beyond the turn of the
century). Research, writing, and
teaching have concentrated on three
major areas: 1) Electric operations and
control. Basic research In control
devices and in the economics of the
electric marketplace has been Initiated.
2) Economics and policy decisions
associated with adoption of new,
generally utility-interfaced energy
teghnologies. This research has focused
on the acceptance of the photovoltaic
technology and on the Impact of solar
hot water and space heating systems on
electric utility demand. 3) The develop-
ment of modeling tools for both utility
operation and utility capacity expansion
analysis. Work has proceeded on the
development of a new generation of
capacity expansion models that are able
to include electric power generated from
stochastic, weather-dependent sources
such as solar and wind systems.

The Energy System Modeling and
Analysis program Includes work in two
areas: 1) research on energy supply, de-
mand, and the interaction of energy
markets with the macroeconomy and
2) evaluation and assessment of major
energy policy models. Historically, re-
search and modeling of primary energy
supplies has concentrated on coal, oil,
and gas. Recently, preliminary research
has begun on the economics and pro-
ductivity of uranium exploration, and
similar studies for other primary
resources are planned.

Research on energy demand focuses on
major consuming sectors (household,
Industrial, and transportation) and the
likely response of these sectors to new
energy conversion technologies. This re-
search Is the basis for efforts to model
the interactions between energy and the
macroeconomy. Here the emphasis has
been on how changes in energy prices
and availability affect aggregate Inflation
and real output in the short and Inter-
mediate term (1 to 20 years). Of particu-
lar Interest Is the relation between en-
ergy and physical capital.

The second major area of activity con-
cerns independent assessment and
evaluation of Important energy policy
models. As these models become in-
creasingly prominent and visible In en-
ergy policy research, independent
assessments are necessary to ensure
model credibility for the various con-
stituencies concerned with energy policy
issues. In the past these policy model
assessments have been performed as
part of the research program. More
recently the demand for such indepen-
dent evaluations had led to the forma-
tion of an ad hoc policy model assess-
ment group and to preliminary research
on the role of formal models in the policy
research process.

The Center for Energy Policy Research
gives special focus to policy research
and analysis In the Energy Laboratory,
with particular emphasis on making
results available and useful to policy
makers. With support from a wide range
of corporate and noncorporate Interest
groups (called Associates), the Center
holds conferences and seminars to
bring together key government and
private organizations to work on energy
policy issues. The work of the Center Is
carried out by professional staff mem-
bers from the Energy Laboratory and
faculty and students from several M.I.T.
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departments (with heavy involvement of
the Sloan School of Management and
the Departments of Economics and
Political Science). Specialists from the
Center's Associates are also Involved in
the work.

Research in the Energy Laboratory con-
cerning fossil fuels utilization is
organized Into the following program
areas: Energy Conversion, Stationary
Combustion, Fuel Conversion and
Health Effects, Process Modeling,
Transportation Propulsion, and Ad-
vanced Technology.

The Energy Conversion program
emphasizes high temperature gas tur-
bines with related hot gas cleanup and
cooling, fluidized and electrofluldIzed
beds, environmental assessments of ad-
vanced energy conversion systems, and
MHD power generation. The fluidized
bed project is concerned with the devel-
opment of a mathematical system model
for fluidized bed combustion systems as
well as the establishment of a data base
management system that reposits all
relevant data of the technology In one
site. The MHD program is a large,
Interdisciplinary effort considering
topics such as coal c 'mbustion and
devolatilization, ash behavior, magneto
fluid dynamics of MHD generators,
magnet design, materials and elec-
trodes problems, and system study of
MHD plants.

The Stationary Combustion program
emphasizes parallel modeling and ex-
perimental investigations of combustion
processes of gaseous, liquid, and solid
fuels in both steady and unsteady
operation. Specific projects include: tur-
bulent combustion in furnaces and com-
bustors; reduction of pollutant emis-
alons from liquid fuel spray flames;
radiative heat transfer from flames in
furnaces; soot formation; behavior of
nitrogen in coal; fluidized combustion;
NOt emission from shale- and

The Puel Conversion and Health Effects
program includes research activities in
both fossil fuel conversion and in the
health effects of increased utilization of
lower quality fossil fuels. Research on
fuel conversion focuses primarily on the
production of clean fuels by thermal and
catalytic processing with emphasis on
both coal and renewable resources
(biomass) as primary feedstocks.
Specific project areas include: funda-
mental studies of coal pyrolysis and
hydropyrolysis; catalytic denitrogenation
and pyrolytic desulfurization of liquid
fuels; fluidized bed pyrolysis of coal for
energy storage; chemistry of coal lique-
faction; and fluidized bed and funda-
mental kinetic studies of biomass
pyrolysis. Health effects research con-
centrates on determining the mutagenic,
carcinogenic, and respiratory toxicity of
combustion-generated particulates and
polycyclic compounds. A unique feature
of the program is a direct coupling of re-
search teams in engineering, analytical
chemistry, and the biological sciences.
Specific projects focus on determining
emissions toxicities for combustion
equipment and fuel types of varying
degrees of complexity.

The Process Modeling program focuses
on computer simulation of industrial
processes. The ASPEN (Advanced
System for Process Engineering) project
is developing a next-generation process
simulator to perform steady-state heat
and material balances, equipment siz-
Ing, and cost estimation and economic
evaluation. Areas of research include
physical property estimation of coal-
derived materials, modeling of unit
operations such as chemical reactors,
flowsheet convergence techniques, pro-
cesses for coal liquefaction, gasification,
and combustion, and waste treatment
processes. The modeling effort supports
related work in policy analysis.

The Transportation Propulsion program
is based on the activities of the Sloan
Automotive Engine Laboratory. The
work falls into four general areas: funda-
mental combustion studies; Internal
combustion engine research; gas tur-
bine and burner research; and policy
and technology studies. The fundamen-
tal areas under investigation include
laminar flame propagation, flame
quenching, and spark-ignition. Current
engine research topics are in-cylinder
gas motion, turbulent flame propaga-
tion, hydrocarbon formation
mechanisms, detonation, engine opera-
tion with alternative fuels, particulate
formation, and computer simulation of
engine operating and emissions charac-
teristics in conventional spark-ignition,
stratifled-charge, and diesel engines.
Gas turbine and burner research
focuses on the problem of fuel-air mix-
Ing in fuel sprays and jets, Ignition and
blowout, the Influence of fuel charac-
teristics on particulate formation, and
the conversion of fuel-bound nitrogen to
NOx. Policy and technology studies are
considering the Federal government's
role in R&D on alternative automotive
engines, and automobile regulation. The
fundamental combustion activities are
being carried out with the Department of
Mechanical Engineering's Energy and
Chemical Physics Laboratory. The
policy and technology studies are nor-
mally joint programs with the Center for
Energy Policy Research.

The Advanced Technology program ex-
amines new and emerging technologies
and provides supportive research for
more near-term programs. Eleo-
trochemistry research concerns elec-
trodes and electrolytes for high density
batteries and fuel cells, and electro-
chemical processing. In directed energy
processes, ceramic powders are being
synthesized and modified using laser
heat sources. Other programs are con-
centrating on microstructural control in
materials for ceramic processing Solar
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energy research centers on solar
heating/cooling, amorphous
photovoltalcs, and broad band anti-
reflective coatings.

Research in the Environmental
Management program seeks to Identify
and reduce the environmental impacts
of energy-related facilities and includes
a diverse range of research projects.
Current efforts include the design of
open- and closed-cycle cooling systems
for electric power plants, transport of
buoyant effluents, water management
Issues associated with coal develop-
ment, and environmental implications of
ocean thermal energy conversion.

The Nuclear program has the following
broad objectives: 1) to provide direct
technical contributions to nuclear plant
reliability and safety; 2) to develop
and/or investigate possible improve-
ments in nuclear plant design for fuel
management that could lead to reduced
power costs and more efficient utiliza-
tion of nuclear fuel resources; and 3) to
develop and communicate data and In-
formation that will contribute to public
understanding of nuclear power. Proj-
octs presently under way are primarily

technically oriented and focus on the
following areas: fuel performance
analysis; heat transfer and fluid flow;
uranium/thorium utilization; and
reliability analysis.

Students Interested in participating in
Energy Laboratory research projects
should apply to the graduate program of
one of M.I.T.'s academic departments.
Upon acceptance, the student should
contact William Jones in the Energy
Laboratory to determine If there are re-
search assletantships available In his or
her area of interest. The address is
Room E40-155, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 283-3413.

innovation Center

The M.I.T. Innovation Center Is for stu-
dents who want to become Innovators
and entrepreneurs. These are the
people who patent inventions, develop
ideas into products, start new com-
panies, or provide the creative
leadership for new enterprises within
larger organizations. The Innovation
Center is organized by the School of En-
gineering with the support of the School
of Management to serve students from
throughout the institute. Logistic support
Is provided by the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics.

There are two major branches to the or-
ganization. The Innovation Education
Program uses conventional classroom
and project laboratory subjects to guide
students through the earlier phases of
learning the Innovation process. The in-
novation Co-op Is a product develop-
ment laboratory which provides a pro-
fessional push in the marketing of
products and gives the student clinical
exposure to the latter phases of the in-
novation process.

Students at any level, both graduate and
undergraduate, and from all depart-
ments, may participate.

Students who wish to participate in the
program should contact the innovation
Center, or register for 16.671J Invention
or 16.672J Entrepreneurship, 16.675 In-
vention Development Laboratory, 16.676
Internship in New Enterprise Develop-
ment, 16810 Introduction to Innovation.
(16.671J, 16.672J, and 16810 also have
subject numbers for Chemical Engineer-
Ing, Ocean Engineering, Electrical Engi-
neering and Computer Science, and
Mechanical Engineering.)

Further information may be obtained by
contacting the innovation Center, Room
33-111, M.i.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139, (617) 2634947.

International Nutrition Program

The international Nutrition Program
(I.N.P.), jointly established by the De-
partment of Nutrition and Food Science
and the Center for International Studies,
responds in an interdisciplinary fashion
to the urgent need for Increasing and
broadening the knowledge required for
Improving the nutritional status of
people, especially in the poor countries
of the world. Individuals involved in the
i.N.P. select their primary discipline and
graduate degree objectives in M.I.T. de-
partments including Nutrition and Food
Science, Political Science, Economics,
Urban Studies and Planning, and the
Anthropology/Archeology Section of the
Humanities Department. I.N.P. Is af-
filiated with both the Center for Interna-
tional Studies of M.I.T. and the Office of
International Health of the Harvard
School of Public Health. Courses at
M.I.T. and Harvard are available to full-
time students at either Institution.

Primary activities of the I.N.P. Include:

1
Graduate-level courses that provide
comprehensive and In-depth analysis of
problems and Issues of primary
significance in understanding the central
role of nutrition In national policy and
development.

2
Applied and operational research in-
cluding that to fulfill thesis requirements
In a relevant discipline. Frequently the
research is based on field activities in
developing countries aimed at identify-
ing and Improving effective approaches
to national and regional nutrition plan-
ning, and implementing and evaluating
programs to combat problems of
malnutrition among target populations.
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3
Provision of advisory and training ser-
vices to governments and international
agencies dealing with specific aspects of
nutrition planning, policy identification,
and programming,

4
An International Food and Nutrition
Policy advanced study program, In
collaboration with the Office of Interna-
ticial Health and relevant departments
of the Harvard School of Public Health,
designed primarily for agencies such as
the Agency for International Develop-
ment and the United Nations University
World Hunger Programme supporting
fellows In this area. Students with rele-
vant disciplinary training and an oppor-
tunity to Influence the nutrition programs
and policies of their countries are given
an opportunity for highly multidisciplin-
ary and practical training. This program
receives six to eight United Nations Uni-
versity Fellows per year and others sent
by other international organizations,
bilateral assistance agencies, founda-
tions, and governments.

I.N.P. sponsors a weekly seminar series
involving distinguished visitors, a Sum-
mer Session Program, and two series of
publications.

Further information may be obtained
from Dr. Nevin S. Scrimshaw, Director of
the Program, Room 20A-224, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-3131.

Laboratory for Computer Solence

The Laboratory for Computer Science is
an interdepartmental laboratory for re-
search and development in computer
science. The Laboratory includes 14 re-
search groups, currently staffed by ap-
proximately 260 people including fac-
ulty, students, and staff members. The
academic members of the Laboratory
are from the Departments of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Humanities, Mathematics, Architecture,
and the Sloan School of Management.

The Laboratory for Computer Science
was established in 1963, for the ad-
vancement of time-shared computer
systems. It developed the Compatible
Time-Sharing System (CTSS), one of the
first time-shared systems In the world,
based on pioneering work at what was
then the M.I.T. Computation Center.
Subsequently, the Laboratory
developed Multics, an improved system
that Introduced several new concepts In
time-sharing. These two major develop-
ments stimulated a number of research
activities in the application of on-line
computing to diverse disciplines, such
as engineering, architecture, mathe-
matics, biology, library science, and
management. The Laboratory now Is
conducting a broad program aimed at
anticipating and resolving problems
posed by the maturation, growth, and
potential of the computer field. Current
research includes the study and devel-
opment of intelligent programs, the use
of natural language (such as English) for
human-computer communication;
fundamental studies on the limitations of
computing; studies In computer struc-
tures and in programming languages, as
well as the use of computers for automa-
tion. A major focus of Laboratory re-
search Is the analysis and synthesis of
geographically distributed computer
systems. Also, since the ongoing evolu-
tion of computers is expected to have a
major impact on, and be influenced by,

socioeconomic factors, the Laboratory Is
doing studies on privacy and security
and on the social implications of
computers.

The Laboratory for Computer Science
fosters participation in research by
undergraduate and graduate students.
Research assistantships are available to
graduate students for work in all aspects
of the research program, and under-
graduates may work at the Laboratory
under the Undergraduate Research Op-
portunities Program. Facilities are pro-
vided for thesis research and special
projects to both graduate and under-
graduate students. All jobs at the Labo-
ratory are unclassified.

Further information may be obtained by
contacting Eva 1. Kampits, Room NE43-
103, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3568.

Laboratory for Information and Decision
Systems

In the Laboratory for Information and
Decision Systems (formerly the Elec-
tronic Systems Laboratory) fundamental
and applied research Is carried out In
broad interdisciplinary areas closely
coupled with graduate study. The major
portion of theresearoh effort falls in the
following main areas:

System science and control engineering

Communication science and systems

Computer and information systems

The research in the Decision and Con-
trol Sciences Group deals with theoreti-
cal advances in mathematical system
theory, modern estimation, and control.
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Areas of Intensive investigation are re-
lated to basic understanding of large-
scale systems, decentralized control
strategies, stochastic and adaptive con-
trol, reliable synthesis methods, distrib-
uted parameter systems, numerical
methods, and bilinear systems. Con-
current with the theoretical Investiga-
tions is a major effort to apply the state
of the art to advanced application areas.
Typical application areas currently
receiving attention are: dynamic
stochastic control of freeway corridor
networks, interconnected power sys-
tems, biological systems, control of
macroeconomic systems, design of
adaptive digital stability augmentation
systems for aircraft, design of data man-
agement systems for failure detection
and Isolation, air traffic control,
command-and-control systems,
automotive engine control, and control
of complex manufacturing processes.
The application-oriented research is
often done in collaboration with industry.

The research in the Communication
Systems Group deals with broad theo-
retical and applied issues in communi-
cation theory, Information theory, and
related disciplines. A major research
program deals with the bAslo under-
standing of analyzing and controillig
data communicatIon networks, with
special emphasis on routing algorithms.
Other research programs deal with
fundamental Issues in theory of images,
digital signal processing algorithms,
digital communications technology, and
cable TV systems.

The research In the Computer and infor-
mation Systems Group deals with basic
problems in the use of corflputers in
complex Information transfer and
retrieval systems. A specific study in-
volves the coupling of interactive Infor-
mation systems that interface
heterogeneous data bases. Another
study deals with the use of computers to
problems related to newspaper opera-

newspaper layout, digital storage of
newspaper graphics). The use of com-
puters, especially microprocessors, in
several application areas (avionics, vehi-
cle identification, traffic control, bloengi-
neering) Is also under intensive In-
vestigation. Further information may be
obtained by contacting the Director,
Professor M. Athens, at (617) 253-2141,
Room 35-308 or the Associate Director,
Professor R. Gallager, at (617) 253-2533,
Room 35-204, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139.

Laboratory for Manufacturing and
Productivity

The Laboratory for Manufacturing and
Productivity of the School of Engineer-
Ing was established in 1077 to provide a
new focus for research and education in
manufacturing and productivity at M.I.T.
The purpose of the Laboratory Is to
address the technical prOblems and the
related social and econofnic issues
associated with the field by providing
major conceptual developments for
technical needs and human issues, by
advancing the knowledge base for
manufacturing, and by developing
human expertise. The Laboratory seeks
to establish a rational foundation for
productivity increase by providing in-
novative methods and devices, a
systematic understanding of the com-
plex interactions among the many facets
of manufacturing, and an important
talent base of bright young people In
manufacturing. The Laboratory Is also
committed to addressing the issues of
the impact of technology on workers, the
role of labor in technology-based
society, and the impact of new manufac-
turing technology on society.

The Laboratory bullds on the broad-
ranging expertise in manufacturing and
productivity of individual faculty and
staff in such academic departments and
laboratories as Mechanical Engineering,
Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, Chemical Engineering, Ma-
terials Science and Engineering, the
Sloan School of Management, and the
Center for Policy Alternatives. The stu-
dents, faculty, and staff members In the
Laboratory have Innovated many new
processes, machines, and manufactur-
ing concepts, which may have significant
impact on the future technology. Topics
of current Interest are:

- Manufacturing Technology: devices,
Intelligent machines, materials, and
processes - the "hardware" of
manufacturing, especially synthesis
of new processes and machines.

- Manufactu ing Systems: the
methods, analysis, logic, and Infor-
mation required to plan, synthesize,
optimize, and manage complex
manufacturing systems.

- Manufacturing Policy: Improving the
ability of manufacturing firms to
adapt to and influence the rapidly
changing social, economic, and
political environment.

- Societal Issues: creation of safe,
satisfying, and productive manufac-
turing environments and assessing
the total Impact of new manufacturing
technologies on society.

The Laboratory also has cooperative re-
search programs with consortia of in-
dustrial firms in various industries.
Three active cooperative research pro-
grams are the M.I.T.-Industry Polymer
Processing Program, the M.Il.T.-industry
Flexible Materials Processing Program,
and the Machine Dynamics Program,
These programs deal with generic
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issues involved in these fields. They of-
fer exciting opportunities for basic re-
search in areas of technological impor-
tance to industry.

Opportunities for undergraduate and
graduate students are available for
thesis research and a limited number of
postdoctoral research positions also are
available.

Additional information can be obtained
from Professor N. P. Suh, Director, or
Dr. Frans Van Dyck, Assistant Director,
the Laboratory for Manufacturing and
Productivity, Room 35-136, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (817) 253-
2225.

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

The Laboratory for Nuclear Science per-
forms basic research in nuclear and ele-
mentary particle physics, supporting
research interests of faculty in the
Department of Physics by maintaining
and administering support facilities
adapted to studies in high-energy and
nuclear structure physics. The Bates
Linear Accelerator, a high-intensity elec-
tron machine, has greatly extended the
Laboratory's capabilities. In addition to
M.I.T. physicists, this facility Is made
available to other users on a nationwide
basis. The Laboratory operates an IBM
360-65 computer as a facility available to
staff and students. Among many proj-
ects are theoretical studies of the atomic
nucleus and elementary particles; ex-
perimental programs using bubble
chambers, spark chambers, and coun-
ter hodosoopes to study strong, electro-
magnetic and weak interactions of ele-
mentary particles and other high-energy
phenomena; programs oriented toward
the application of high-speed electronic
computer techniques to the problems of
nuclear and elementary particle data
analysis; a broad program of nuclear
studies using heavy-Ion accelerators;
and programs in radioactivity and In
medium- and low-energy photonuolear

and nuclear particle research. As part of
the nuclear physics program, members
of the Laboratory are engaged in experl-
ments at the M.I.T. Bates Linear Accel-
erator and the Brookhaven Tandem
Accelerator. The high-energy physics
program involves experiments at the
National Accelerator Laboratory,
Batavia, Illinois, the Brookhaven alter-
nating gradient synchrotron facility, the
Stanford Linear Accelerator, the Inter-
secting storage ring facility at the CERN
laboratories, Geneva, and at the Ger-
man high-energy electron synchrotron
at Hamburg.

Further Information may be obtained
from Laboratory for Nuclear Science
Headquarters, Room 26-505, (617) 253-
2395.

Laboratory of Architecture and
Planning (L.A.P.)

The Laboratory of Architecture and
Planning was created in 1973 as part of
the School of Architecture and Planning
for the purpose of fostering research
which contributes to the understanding,
education, and practice of architecture,
planning, and closely related fields.

Prejects currently administered by the
Laboratory include: studies of energy
conservation and appropriate tech-
nology; projects concerned with the
development of techniques for assess-
ing the environmental Impacts of
development and for mediating disputes
concerning such developments; demon-
strations of solar architecture; projects
about neighborhood and community de-
velopment; projects focusing on the use
of media as a tool for public participa-
tion in community planning; and In-
novative approaches to communicating
research findings to the public.

The L.A.P. provides a range of continu-
ing education opportunities for the
architectural and planning professions.
The Laboratory also promotes the In-
tegration of research into the educa-
tional environment of the School and the
Institute through the sponsorship of lec-
tures, seminars, and conferences,
publication support, and a program of
architecture case studies.

A significant feature of the Laboratory's
method Is its involvement of a wide
variety of people and institutions both
Inside and outside M.I.T. These include
faculty and students from M.I.T. depart-
ments and centers, as well as from other
educational Institutions; the alumni of
the School of Architecture and Planning;
architectural and planning practitioners;
and client groups, including firms,
public agencies, and community
organizations.

The Laboratory will undertake a devel-
opmental program in several areas of
research defined by a School-wide
agenda, as distinct from the Depart-
ment's research interests which will con-
tinue to reflect the research Interests of
individual faculty members. Areas of
priority concern will Include: housing In
developing nations and housing for
special population groups in the United
States; environmental management and
design; communications; building
technology; and neighborhood
development.

Further Information may be obtained
from the Laboratory, Room 4-209,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-1350.
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Linooln Laboratory

The Lincoln Laboratory, located In Lex-
Ington, Massachusetts, Is a Federally
sponsored center for research and de-
velopment in advanced electronics, with
special emphasis on applications to
national defense. The Laboratory is
staffed and operated by M.I.T.

Lincoln Laboratory activities extend
from fundamental investigations in sci-
ence, through technological develop-
ment of devices and components, to the
design and development of complex
systems. A continuing program of re-
search in advanced electronics tech-
niques provides a background of experi-
ence and Ideas for work in specific
programs, as well as a source of new
scientific and technological advances for
civilian and military application.

Specific programs include space com-
munications, re-entry studies and
technology, seismic detection and dis-
crimination of nuclear explosions, com-
puter systems and digital signal pro-
cessing, space surveillance,
photovoltaic power systems, and air
traffic control. Research also is con-
ducted in the fields of optics, solid-state
devices, radio physics, and radar
systems.

Opportunities for research in many of
these technical areas are available to
M.I.T. faculty members and qualified
students. Inquiries may be directed to
Dr. Frederick C. Frick, Assistant to the
Director, LIN A-163, extension 181-225.

Mining and Minerals Resources
Research Institute

In recent years there has been a
reawakening as to the Importance of
mineral resources, and their engineering
and management, to the well-being of
modern Industrial society. The Mining
and Minerals Resources Research in-
stituis (M.M.R.R.I.) at M.I.T. has been
established with support from the Office
of Surface Mining under the control of
the US Department of the Interior. The
support includes an annual institutional
grant, funding for a limited number of
fellowships and scholarships, and sup-
port of research, the last being obtained
through proposals which are made to
the Department of the Interior. A major
responsibility of the M.M.R.R.I. Is to sup-
port the interdisciplinary activities re-
lated to mineral resources at M.I.T. for
both undergraduate and graduate stu-
dents, and to bring to the attention of the
community opportunities for careers in
mineral resources engineering and
management. The M.M.R.R.I. at M.I.T.
also has the responsibility for develop-
Ing a coordinated program on mineral
resources among M.I.T. and several
other universities in Massachusetts, in
particular, the University of Massachu-
setts and Boston College. Information
on the various activities of the Mining
and Minerals Resources Research In-
stitute may be obtained from the Office
of the Director, Room 4-140, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

Neurosolences Research Program

The Neurosciences Research Program
(N.R.P.) Is an International, interdisci-
plinary, and Inter-university organization
of scientists operating as a research
center of M.I.T. Its main purpose is to
facilitate and promote the development
of theoretical interpretations bridging
the gaps separating the data and con-
cepts of traditional scientific disciplines
engaged In research on the nervous
system at its various levels of organiza-
tion: molecular, cellular, neuro-
physiological, and behavioral. Theoreti-
cal breakthroughs are essential if the
flood of new information Is to be
transformed into a scientific under-
standing of how the nervous system
mediates the behavior of animals, In-
cluding the mental life of human beings.

The N.R.P. consists of a center staff lo-
cated in Boston, Massachusetts, in the
House of the American Academy of Arts
and Sciences, and operating with the
advice and guidance of almost 40 scion-
ti.ts in various parts of the world (N.R.P.
Associates).

There is opportunity for a few M.I.T.
graduate studens and postdoctoral fel-
lows to participate In a seminar, 20.515
Seminar in Neuroscience Research
Topics, offered through the Department
of Nutrition and Food Science.

Further Information may be obtained by
contacting F. G. Worden, Director, 165
Allandale Street, Jamaica Plain Station,
Boston 02130, (617) 522-6700.
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Nuolear Reactor Laboratory

The Nuclear Reactor Laboratory (N.R.L.)
provides the focus for a wide range of
research programs which involve the
use of nuclear radiations. Research pro-
grams in various M.I.T. departments and
centers including Physics, Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, Chemical Engineer-
ing, Nuclear Engineering, and Nutrition
and Food Science are made possible
and supported by the capabilities in the
N.R.L. Outside institutions also make
use of the unique facilities.

Current areas of research include:

- applications of nuclear trace analysis
to problems In the physical and engi-
neering sciences, In the life sciences,
geosciences and the environment

- neutron and nuclear physics

- neutron scattering studies of solids,
liquids, and dense gases

- radiation effects on materials, bulk
and near surface radiation damage
studies of nuclear and fusion reactor
materials

- reactor physics and reactor
engineering

- nuclear medicine

- Isotope development

Facilities of the Nuclear Reactor Labora-
tory are also used for teaching activities
by several departments and other in-
stitutions. The NR.L. also provides
special services to regional hospitals
and industries, e.g., short-lived Isotopes
for medical purposes, where these ser-
vices are not readily available from other
sources.

The N.R.L. operates a 5-million watt re-
search reactor (MITR-II), originally com.
pleted in 1958, which Is one of the
largest university reactors. Recent
redesign and rebuilding of MITR-i has
significantly enhanced this reactor's
capabilities. Experimental facilities and
instrumentation at the N.R.L. Include:

- neutron diffractometers, 2 and 3 axis,
polarized beams, spin flippers

- neutron inelastic scattering
spectrometers

- a neutron interferometer

- magnetic and cryogenic sample
control

- a wide variety of sample Irradiation
facilities with fast and slow neutron
fluxes up to 10" per om' and sec

- fast reactor blanket facility

- thermal column with large hohiraum

- radlochemistry laboratories

- hot cells for dismantling or testing, in-
cluding mechanical property
measurements

- a variety of nuclear detection equip-
ment and software

- trace analysis facilities

- a materials characterization labora-
tory with equipment for mechanical
property measurements and
microstructural characterization

- shielded hot cells for handling and
testing radioactive materials

The Nuclear Reactor Laboratory pro-
vides facility users with both scientific
and technical assistance as required for
the optimum use of N.R.L. facilities.

A current summary report is avaliable
which describes the activities at the
N.R.L. In greater detail. For information,
inquire at the office of the Director,
Room NW12-208, (617) 253-4201 or
253-4202.

Operations Research Center

Operations research seeks to build a
science and technology of decision
making. The field is concerned with the
operational and systems aspects of en-
gineering, scientific, and management
problems. For example, operations
research deals with the optimal
geographic location of nuclear power
plants rather than the design of nuclear
reactors; the management, organization,
and scheduling of production rather
than the technology of machines; and
the collection, allocation, and distribu-
tion policies of a blood bank rather than
the chemistry of preserving blood. In
these and other cases, the operational
analysis of a system may influence the
technological developments, and vice
versa, so that operations research
studies are frequently interdisciplinary in
character and may arise in widely dif-
ferent fields. Operations research also is
concerned with the mathematical
abstraction and analysis of the methods
used in these studies.

The Operations Research Center, estab-
ished in 1953, provides educational and
research opportunities for students and
faculty interested in the Interdisciplinary
field of operations research Varied pro-
grams leading to the master's and doc-
tor's degrees with emphasis on either
applied or theoretical areas are
available.

lhterdispartmental Study and ReseArch
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The Center Interacts with faculty mem-
bers from all the Schools at M.I.T.; ts
staff members and students are af-
filiated with numerous departments, in-
cluding Urban Studies and Planning,
Management, Mathematics, Physics,
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science, and
Civil, Mechanical, and Ocean
Engineering.

For more Information on graduate pro-
grams in operations research, see the
section on Operations Research
under Interdepartmental Graduate
Study.

Plasma Pusion Center

The Plasma Fusion Center, formed in
1976, provides an Intellectual and ad-
ministrative focus for experimental and
theoretical studies in plasma fusion
physics and related engineering dis-
ciplines. The primary objective Is to pro-
vide the strong technical and adminis-
trative leadership required for effective
coordination and implementation of all
Department of Energy sponsored fusion
research at M.I.T. The timely develop-
ment of fusion energy is one of the most
urgent and technically complex chal-
lenges facing society.

Outstanding technical excellence
keynotes administrative and technical
decisions made by the Plasma Fusion
Center, along with providing the Intellec-
tual environment that fosters and on-
courages independent creativity, and in-
tegrating the collective fusion activities
into a cohesive program. The Plasma
Fusion Center also works closely with
the institute administration to achieve
the following broadar Institute goals:

- To provide, both nationally and inter-
nationally, the strong technical
leadership required for the timely de-
velopment of fusion energy;

- to provide the intellectual environ-
ment for the expert educational train-
ing of students and research scien-
tists and engineers.

Fusion research activities fall into four
major programmatic Divisions.

Technology Development. The objective
of this Division is to identify and in-
vestigate the technological problems
associated with fusion reactors and ad-
vanced fusion systems and explore the
possibility of mitigating technological
constraints by optimal choice of plasma
physics regimes. The subprogram areas
include:

Safety and Environmental Studies
Blankets and Structures
Advanced Fusion Concepts
Tokamak System Studies
Component Development

Engineering Systems. This Division
aims to provide critical engineering sup-
port for operating confinement experi-
ments and advanced design projects. It
also develops advanced supercon-
ducting magnet technology for the
national fusion program. The subpro-
gram areas include:

Project Engineering and Advanced
Design

Superconducting Magnet Development
Superconducting Materials

Development

Confinement Experiments. This Division
develops practical understanding of the
stability transport and radiation proper-
ties of high-temperature fusion plasmas
at near-reactor conditions and methods
for heating plasmas to fusion tempera-
tures. The subprogram areas include:

Alcator A
Alcator C

Applied Physics Research. The aim of
this Division is to develop the basic ex-
perimentel and theoretical under-
standing of plasma heating and confine-
ment properties. The subprogram areas
include:

Experimental Research-Tokamak
Systems

Experimental Research-Mirror Systems
Fusion Theory and Computations
Macsyma
Diagnostic Development and Laser

Systems

Compact high-field (magnetic field)
toroidal field confinement experiments
have dominated the experimental pro-
gram to date. Recently, work on Tor-
satrons, an offshoot of stellarator re-
search, has been undertaken. M.I.T.'s
first ALCATOR machine, ALCATOR-A,
has established a number of world
records in obtaining the highest value
for the product of plasma density times
confinement time. A second machine,
the recently completed ALCATOR-C, is
expected to achieve higher values even
closer to those required for a breakeven
fusion device. Two smaller machines,
VERSATOR-i and CONSTANCE-il, are
used to study particular aspects of
toroidal and mirror-confined plasmas,
respectively. Other work related to this
family of phenomena Is being pursued.
Conceptual designs for fusion for fusion
reactors are undertaken, and the pro-
gram has a balance between experi-
mental and theoretical studies. Fusion
activities In the Departments of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Materlais Science and Engineering,
Nuclear Engineering, Physics, the
Francis Bitter National Magnet Labora-
tory, and the Research Laboratory of
Electronics are affiliated with the Plasma
Fusion Center.

People interested In exploring the inter-
departmental aspects of the Plasma
Fusion Center should contact Dr. James
W. Meyer, NW16-203, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-3403.
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Research Laboratory of Eletronios

Established at the end of World War li as
the institute's first interdepartmental
laboratory, the Research Laboratory of
Electronics has evolved an on-campus
research environment which seeks to
provide faculty members and their stu-
dents with the diverse services and
facilities of a large laboratory. Partici-
pants from approximately 10 academic
departments conduct research in three
broad areas: general physics, plasma
dynamics, and communication sciences.
At present there are approximately 20
research groups.

Research in general physics Is primarily
concerned with the structure of matter,
in all its forms. This work covers a wide
range of topics in atomic and molecular
physics, and in condensed matter sci-
once. The experimental techniques used
In these studies include radio frequency
and optical spectroscopy, X-ray scatter-
ing, laser light scattering, photo-acoustic
spectroscopy, and nonlinear optics. The
laser is a primary tool in many of these
investigations,

The plasma dynamics program seeks to
understand the basic properties of
Ionized media. Plasmas are the most
common ingredient of the universe; they
also play a crucial role in controlled
thermonuclear fusion. Research In this
area includes studies of plasma tur-
bulence, heating, confinement, and
stability. Plasma diagnostic techniques
Involve measurements in various por-
tions of the electromagnetic spectrum
(microwave, millimeter wave, Infrared,
optical).

Research In communication sciences
and engineering spans a broad range of
topics pertinent to communication pro-
cesses in manufactured and living sys-
tems, as well as Interactions between
them. Fundamental studies of signals
and systems are coupled with various
applications such as speech and picture
transmission, seismic detection, and op-
tical communication channels.

Almost all of the research in R.L.E. Is
conducted or supervised by academic
faculty members and students. Approxl-
mately 100 members of the faculty are
affiliated with the Laboratory, and work
with 250-300 graduate students and 50-
100 undergraduates. Because the re-
search in R.L.E. Includes such a broad
spectrum of topics it provides oppor-
tunities for a wide variety of student
thesis projects.

Additional information may be obtained
by contacting the Director's Office,
Room 36-413, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-1557.

Sea Grant Program

Dedicated to advancing the vital roles of
engineering and science In the develop-
ment of ocean and coastal resources,
the Sea Grant Program funds,
promotes, and coordinates multi-
disciplinary research projects, educa-
tional opportunities, and advisory ser-
vices on marine affairs. Following the
lead of the National Sea Grant Program,
created by Congress in 1966 to foster
wise utilization of America's coasts, con-
tinental shelf, and offshore waters, M.I.T.
recognizes the need to respond to new
opportunities in the oceans and coastal
zones, and to solve current techno-
logical, economic, social, and political
problems caused by our increasing and
conflicting uses of the seas. The
designation in 1976 of M.I.T. as the na-
tion's twelfth Sea Grant College, the first
private institution to achieve this distinc-
tion, strengthened the institute's com-
mitment to furthering wise use and de-
velopment of the ocean's resources.

The Sea Grant research program
reflects the conviction that the Institute's
expertise and facilities, applied to Im-
proving and to understanding scientific
and engineering methodologies and
nontechnological and environmental
constraints, can solve critical problems
in marine resource utilization and
coastal zone development. Sea Grant
research strives for balanced use of
oceans and coasts, greater harvests of
food and useful materials from the sea,
the prudent extraction of offshore oil
and undersea minerals, and the applica-
tion of engineering to improved methods
of working in and on the seas.
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in addition to research, the Sea Grant
Program supports Innovative education
at M.I.T. In ocean utilization and coastal
zone development. Each year, an
Interdisciplinary design subject and a
summer laboratory provide graduate
and undergraduate students with the
chance to apply classroom knowledge
to "real-world" situations. The Program
has supported pioneering textbooks and
new curricula in and related to the fieid
of ocean engineering. This year Sea
Grant broadened its education program
by supporting a project to develop a
marine curriculum and new materials for
pro-university students in grades kin-
dergarten through 12.

The third part of the M L T. Sea Grant
Program, the Advisory Services, pub-
lishes technical reports on the Institute's
marine research projects, sponsors
symposia and lectures on ocean-related
topics, and through outreach activities,
works with local governments, business,
and organizations. The Advisory Ser-
vices staff supplies comprehensive In-
formation on many facets of resource
development In the oceans and coastal
zones, and on the work done at M.I.T. to
further marine activities.

More information on Sea Grant Program
projects and services may be obtained
by contacting Mr. Dean A. Horn, Direc-
tor, or Ms. Elizabeth Harding, Communi-
cations Officer, (817) 253-3461.

Spectroscopy Laboratory

The M.I.T. Spectroscopy Laboratory is
dedicated to advancing our knowledge
of the structure and dynamics of atoms
and molecules and the properties of
liquids and solids, utilizing the tech-
niques of modern spectroscopy. These
techniques include the use of lasers and
high-resolution spectrometers. As an in-
terdepartmental laboratory, the Spec-
troscopy Laboratory encourages par-
ticipation and collaboration among staff
members in various disciplines of sci-
ence and engineering.

At present, several departments con-
duct research programs in the Spec-
troscopy Laboratory. In addition, fre-
quent scientific visitors, both from the
US and abroad, participate in the work
of the Laboratory for stays of various
lengths.

Current research areas include high
resolution laser spectroscopy of excited
vibrational and electronic molecular
levels, optically pumped molecular
lasers, various kinds of double
resonance experiments using coherent
sources, laser saturation spectroscopy
in both the steady state and time-
delayed modes, dichroism spectroscopy
of low temperature solids, spectroscopy
kinetics and energy transfer in flames
and other reactive systems, precision
determinations of wavelengths and the
speed of light, laser-nuclear spec-
troscopy, superradiance, structural
studies of biological molecules using
Raman techniques and X-ray diffraction
data, and photoacoustic spectroscopy of
biological materials.

A recent addition to the Spectroscopy
Laboratory is the Tunable Laser Facility,
available to qualified M.I.T. users. The
Facility is equipped with a set of state-
of-the-art pulsed and continuous dye
laser systems (with frequency mixing
capabilities), and provides intense
tunable radiation from the ultraviolet to
the near infrared.

Technology Adaptation Program

The Technology Adaptation Program
(T.A.P.) is concerned with:

1
Developing an understanding of the
characteristics of technologies that are
appropriate to countries in various
stages of development;

2
identifying criteria for the selection and
adaptation of technologies appropriate
'or use In developing countries;

3
developing an understanding of the pro-
cesses by which technological knowl-
edge and skills can be effectively intro-
duced, disseminated, and used in
developing nations; and

4
determining the long-term and short-
term social and economic conse-
quences of importing technologies
rather than improving those which are
indigenous.

TAP Is administered by an Advisory
Committee which draws its members
from the Schools of Engineering,
Humanities and Social Science, and the
Sloan School of Management. Members
of the faculty who either have, or have
had, specific research projects under
the sponsorship of this program come
from the following departments:
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Architec-
ture, Civil Engineering, Economics,
Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, Materials Science and Engi-
neering, Mechanical Engineering,
Political Science, Sloan School of Man-
agement, and the Energy Laboratory.
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The M.I.T./Cairo University Technologi-
cal Planning Program was initiated in
1976, under T.A.P. auspices, to assist
Cairo University in developing
capabilities which could contribute to
the formulation and Implementation of
science- and technology-related
policies, to the end of aiding In the
realization of Egyptian development
goals. Three specific objectives have
been identified,

- mobilization of academic Interest In
applied research on specific develop-
ment plans

- organization of technical research in
collaboration with Egyptian govern-
ment ministries

- establishment of an Institutional
frameworK through which permanent
applied research and training capa-
bility can be organized.

Graduate students from various de-
partments participate under faculty
supervision In the research carried on
under this program.

Further information may be obtained
from the T.A.P. Administrative Office,
Room 39-525, (617) 253-7227.

Wallace Astrophysical Observatory

The George R. Wallace, Jr. Astro-
physical Observatory Is a versatile
facility for research and teaching In op-
tical astronomy, one of the oldest
branches of science. It directly supports
the growing student and faculty Interest
at M.I.T. in astronomy and related
sciences.

Located in Westford, Massachusetts, the
nucleus of the facility is a 24-inch optical
telescope and Its associated computer,
which permits the monitoring and real
time reduction of data outputs. A 16-
inch telescope primarily for instruction
purposes has also been Installed,
providing the Observatory with the flexi-
bility to support a range of activity from
observation to Instruction, including the
testing of new Instrumentation and
methods of data analysis. Several de-
partments of the School of Science and
the School of Engineering are par-
ticipating in the work of the Obser-
vatory, along with interdepartmental
centers and laboratories on the campus.

Further Information may be obtained by
contacting Professor James L. Elliot,
Room 54-612, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139.

Wallace Geophysical Observatory

The George R. Wallace, Jr. Geophysical
Observatory is a unique research facility
designed to monitor ground motions
and to aid in the development and
testing of new seismic and other
geophysical instrumentation. It is the
center of activity for M.I.T.'s 10-station
network in New England.

The Observatory, located 35 miles north
of Boston in Westford, Massachusetts,
has a large, multi-room underground
vault and a surface control room. The
vault has a controlled temperature envi-
ronment and instrument piers resting
directly on the basement granite. The
Observatory contains sensitive sels-
mometers and Instruments for monl-
toring ground tilts and the earth's tidal
motions. The surface building houses a
work area and control and recording In-
struments, although most of the data Is
telemetered directly to the Department
of Earth and Planetary Sciences for
recording and analysis. Data from the
Observatory along with the numerous
resources of the Department provide
students and staff with a unique facility
to pursue research concerning the In-
terior of the earth.

Further information may be obtained by
contacting Professor M. Nafi Toksoz,
Room 54-518, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-6382.

Interdepartmental Study and Research
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Draper Laboratory

The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory
(formerly the instrumentation Labo-
ratory) separated from M.I.T. on July 1,
1973 to become an Independent non-
profit research and educational organi-
zation. Both M.I.T. and the Laboratory
recognize the mutual advantages of
maintaining close and special relation-
ships, and mechanisms exist to permit
the continuation of joint research activi-
ties and to allow the Laboratory to con-
tinue its unique contributions to the
Institute's educational program.

The professional field of Interest has tra-
ditionally been the Instrumentation of
practical problems in dynamic geom-
etry - e.g., guidance and control of
aerospace and marine vehicles. The
Laboratory Is mission oriented, in that
its goal Is the design, development, and
realistic testing of the theory, compo-
nents, subsystems, systems, and their
Interrelationships that lead to a com-
plete operational system. Probably the
most publicized achievement of the
Laboratory has been the technical de-
velopment and supervision of the
production and operation of Apollo
guidance and control systems. During
the past several years, the Laboratory
has been broadening its areas of activi-
ties in instrumentation to other fields
such as biomedical, geophysical, and
oceanographic engineering which have
a growing need for the application of the
Laboratory's unique talents and
resources. These new activities are ex-
peoted to continue to grow in the future,
as the needs and benefits for Improved
instrumentation are recognized and
acknowledged.

The Laboratory experience in Instru-
mentation has Introduced Information
processing requirements resulting in
new computer science activities and
software applications in industrial
automation, control for advanced energy
systems, and specialized communi-
cation.

A number of M.I.T. faculty members
maintain a close association with the
Laboratory, and thesis research oppor-
tunities exist which fulfill the residency
requirement for an M.I.T. degree in all
phases of systems engineering begin-
ning with basic theory, mathematical
analysis, computer studies, component
design and evaluation (mechanical,
electrical, and optical), and system syn-
thesis. These areas of research are live
and up-to-date, with the student in direct
daily association with the professional
staff of engineers and scientists of the
Laboratory. In this way, the student
learns to appreciate the economic and
human, as well as the technical, aspects
of a system. Students also may be em-
ployed by the Laboratory and work
directly on a project. These oppor-
tunities provide an excellent technical
Internship which greatly broadens the
student's educational experience.

C.S.D.L., within walking distance of the
main campus, Is located at 555 Tech
Square, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139. Further Information may be ob-
tained by contacting W. Manlove, (617)
256-1590, or institute extension
182-81590.
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School of Architecture and Planning

The School of Architecture and Plan-
ning offers educational programs that
will prepare students for practice, re-
search, and further study on the fron-
tiers of professions that determine the
form and quality of the physical environ-
ment and shape social and environ-
mental policies and opportunities. The
programs are Intended to prepare stu-
dents to understand and structure suc-
cessfully the complex Interaction of
cultural influences, social policies,
human requirements, and aesthetic
values that are an integral part of social
and environmental change.

The School offers undergraduate,
graduate-professional, and doctoral
programs in architecture, visual arts,
and planning. Special mid-career pro-
grams allow students to formulate
curriculum plans that meet their particu-
lar requirenents. Consequently, the
School must select students who will ex-
ercise a high degree of responsibility
and initiative In the formulation of their
educational career plans.

Degrees and Special Programs

The Department of Urban Studies and
Planning offers an undergraduate S.B.,
a graduate-professional M.C.P., and the
Ph.D. It also offers a five-year
S.B./M.C.P. program for under-
graduates. The Department's special
programs Include the Community
Fellows Program and the Special Pro-
gram for Urban and Regional Studies
(SPURS). These programs allow mid-
career practitioners who work in urban
and regional development from minority
communities in the US and developing
countries to study and do research Inde-
pendently during one academic year.
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The degree programs now offered by
the Department of Architecture include:
Bachelor of Science in Art and Design;
Master of Architecture; Master of Scl-
ence in Architecture Studies; Master of
Science in Visual Studies; and the Ph.D.
program which focuses in the area of
history, theory, and criticism of art and
architecture.

Members of both departments offer
subjects during M.I.T.'s independent Ac-
tivities Period. In conjunction with the
Harvard Graduate School of Design
there is a small program of continuing
education throughout the year.

Undergraduate Education

At the undergraduate level the depart-
ments offer both preprofessional and
general educational programs in archi-
tecture, art, and urban studies and plan-
ning. Undergraduate concentrations are
available in Environment and Policy In
both departments. While they are not
preprofessional, these programs may be
preludes to work and graduate educa-
tion In a number of different fields.

Media and Visual Arts

In addition to the scholarly study of the
history and criticism of art and architec-
ture, the School offers studio experience
In direct visual expression. There are
four centers In the visual arts, estab-
lished over the last 10 years. The
Creative Photography Laboratory, the
Visible Language Workshop, and the
Film Section combine teaching, prac-
tice, and research in publication,
graphics, film and photography. The
Center for Advanced Visual Studies; In
association with the Department of
Architecture, provides an opportunity
for students to work on projects related
to art on an environmental scale. This
nucleus offers possibilities for under-
graduate concentrations in the visual
arts, and attracts students from other
M.I.T. Schools and departments as well.

Departmental Interaction

Departmental self-sufficiency is bal-
anced by strong interaction with other
academic units at M.I.T. Several faculty
members hold joint appointments in
both departments in the School. Others
have joint appointments in departments
outside the School such as Economics,
Psychology, Civil Engineering, and
Humanities. Teaching and research In
several areas such as urban economics,
building construction, energy, communi-
cations, law, operations research, and
the arts are linked to other parts of the
Institute across departmental lines. Stu-
dents and faculty from the Departments
of Architecture, Urban Studies and Plan-
ning, and Mathematics, and the Schools
of Management and Engineering work
together on research projects in solar
energy, transportation, and resource
planning.

Research

The School's research, amounting to
$1.8 million last year, offers important
educational opportunities for students.
As research assistants, students not
only carry out work on existing projects
but also help to formulate Ideas for new
proposals.

Current research reflects the wide spec-
trum of student and faculty Interests.
These Include: a study of reinvestment
In urban neighborhoods; environmental
Impact assessment; a study of the
design professional's representations of
public space, urban form, and human
activity; the development of a large
computer-based model for the purpose
of informing regional development
policy choices; study of the effect of
housing and its environs on the elderly;
the study of passive solar energy sys-
tems; computer graphics for design;
land use and facilities siting; multi-
regional Input/output analysis of trans-
portation; revenue sharing; and national
housing goals.

Many of these research projects are ad-
ministered through the Laboratory of
Architecture and Planning which fosters
the growth and development of research
In the School. Research, particularly in
the field of housing policy, is also con-
ducted at the Harvard-M.I.T. Joint Cen-
ter for Urban Studies,
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In architecture and planning, students
have had a wide variety of opportunities
to participate In field-related experi-
ences. These have included the pro-
gramming of public services for the City
of Cambridge; the provision of research
assistance to Boston neighborhood or-
ganizations; opportunities to staff citizen
land use planning organizations on the
state and local levels; ai.d advocacy
planning for minority groups In public
housing in both Boston and Cambridge.
Students have been engaged in design
and development work, ranging from
the restoration of an old church to the
preliminary design of a religious com-
munity. Adaptive planning and building
projects for centers and community
residences, which serve special needs
groups such as the physically handi-
capped, have provided opportunities for
students. Students have worked with
such organizations as the Office of State
Planning, the Department of Mental
Health, the Federal Reserve Bank of
Boston, local government planning,
finance, and housing committees, com-
munity organizations, and design, con-
struction, and planning firms. Summer
student internships have provided the
opportunity for students to work with the
General Service Administration on plan-
ning the reuse of closed military bases.

Additional opportunities for student
fieldwork are provided through research
and community service projects and In-
ternship programs in the US Depart-
ments of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment, and Health, Education and
Welfare. Design and planning projects
for government and private agencies
have been the focus of several projects
in the Department of Architecture and
the Department of Urban Studies and
Planning.

Design for special clientele has been the
focus of several projects in the Depart-
ment of Architecture. Classroom and
field settings have been used for the
study and demonstration of the role
of the architect for groups which tradi-
tionally have been restricted in their use
of the environment or in their access to
professional design services.

Students

in 1978-79 there were 531 students In
the School - 311 in architecture and
220 in planning - of whom two-fifths
were undergraduates. The back-
grounds, undergraduate majors, and
previous job experiences of the students
entering the graduate programs vary
widely. The School also serves a large
number of students, particularly under-
graduates, from other departments at
M.I.T. A limited number of non-degree
special students are also admitted to the
departments each term for the study of
particular subject areas and the devel-
opment of specialized skills.

The School encourages shifts In its com-
position In response to the necessity for
minorities and women to become effec-
tive architects, artists, planners, re-
searchers, and teachers. Minority grad-
uate students, including Puerto Ricans,
blacks, Chicanos, and Asian Americans,
comprised approximately 25 percent of
the total 1978-79 enrollment. Within the
graduate degree programs, more than
one-third of the students were women.

William L. Porter
Dean of the School of Architecture and
Planning

Office of the Dean

William L. Porter, Ph.D.
Profesor of Architecture and Urban Planning
Dean

Barbara Barlow
Assistant to the Dean

Loie A. craig, S.A.
Special Associate to the Dean
Principal Research Associate,
Laboratory of Architecture
and Planning

Michael Joroff, M.C.P.
Director, Laboratory of Architecture
and Planning
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N. John Habraken, B.I.
Professor of Architecture
Head of the Department
(On leave fall)

Leon Bennett Groisser, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Structures
Executive Officer
Acting Head of the Department, fall

Professors

Wayne V. Andersen, Ph.D.
Professor of the History of Art
(On leave, fall)

Stanford Anderson, Ph.D.
Professor of History and
Architecture

Julian Beinart, M.C.P., M.Arch.
Professor of Architecture

Horaclo Caminos, Arq.
Professor of Architecture

Imre Halasz, DipI. Arch.
Professor of Architecture

Richard Leacock, D.FA.
Professor of Cinema

Henry Armand Milion, Ph.D.
Professor of History and
Architecture

John Randolph Myer, B.Arch.
Professor of Architecture

Otto Plene, MA.
Professor of Visual Design
Director, Center for Advanced Visual
Studies
(On leave)

William Lyman Porter, Ph.D.
Professor of Architecture and
Urban Planning
Dean, School of Architecture and
Planning

Robert Ormerod Preusser
Professor of Visual Design

Maurice Keith Smith, S.Arch.
Professor of Architecture

Waclaw Piotr Zalewaki,
D. Tech. Sol.
Professor of Structures

Associate Professors

Edward Blair Allen, M. Arch.
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Muriel Cooper, B.F.A.
Associate Professor of Visual
Studies

Eric Dluhosch, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Building
Technology

Richard Filipowski, B.A.
Associate Professor of Visual
Design

Sandra C. Howell, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Behavioral
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Shun Kanda, M.Arch.
Associate Professor of
Architecture

Tunney F. Lee, M. Arch.
Associate Professor of
Architecture and Urban Planning

Nicholas Peter Negroponte,
M. Arch.
Associate Professor of
Computer Graphics

Starr Ockenga, M.F.A.
Associate Professor of Photography

Robert J. Slattery, M.Arch.
Associate Professor of Architecture

Chester Lee Sprague, M. Arch.
Associate Professor of
Architecture

Jan Wampler, M. Arch.
Associate Professor of
Architecture

Assistant Professors

David Hodes Friedman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
History and Architecture

Stephen K. Gregory, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Computer-Alded Design

M. David Lee, M. Arch.
Assistant Professor of Architecture
and Urban Planning

Ronald L MacNel, S.B., M.F.A.
Assistant Professor of Visual
Studies

Arno R. Minkkinen, B.A., M.F.A.
Assistant Professor of Photography

Beeke Seu Tower, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of the History
of Art

Anne Vernez-Moudon, B.Arch.
Assistant Professor of
Architecture

Barry Zevin, MArch.
Assistant Professor of Architecture

Adjunct Professors

Robert Bradford Newman, M.Arch.
Adjunct Professor of Environmental
Controls

Edward R. Pincus, B.A.
Adjunct Professor of Cinema

Richard Chester Tremagilo, M.Arch.
Adjunct Professor of Architecture

Principal Research Assoclate

Timothy E. Johnson, S.M.

Research Associates

Richard A. Bolt, Ph.D.
Reinhard Goethert, M.Arch.
Andrew Lippman, M.S.

Lecturers

James A. Champy, S.M., J.D.
Gunter Nitschke, Dipi. Arch.

Technical Instructors

Nishan Bichajlan
Ignacio Garableta-Orueta, Dlpi.
William F. Kelley, B.B.A.
George Lockhart, M.S.
Theodore P. O'Brien, Jr.
Joel Slayton, M.A.
Robyn Wessner, B.A.

Administrative Officer

Anne Shepley, B.A.

Assistant to the Head
of the Department

Nancy Jones, B.A.

Administrative Assistants

Linda Laplante, M.A.
Beth Luchner, M.A.

Professors Emeriti

Lawrence Sernhart Anderson,
M.Arch.
Professor of Architecture,
Emeritus
Dean of the School of
Architecture and Planning,
Emeritus

Herbert Lynes Beckwith, M.Arch.
Professor of Architecture,
Emeritus

Pietro Belluschi, Dott.ing.,LL.D.,
Sc.D., D.F.A.
Professor of Architecture,
Emeritus
Dean of the School of
Architecture and Planning,
Emeritus

Eduardo Fernando Catalano,
MArch.
Professor of Architecture,
Emeritus

Albert George Henry Dietz, Sc.D.
Professor of Building
Engineering, Emeritus

Gyorgy Kopes, M.A.
Institute Proteesor, Fma*tus
Professor of Visual Design,
Emeritus
Director, Center for Advanced
Visual Studies, Emeritus
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The Department of Architecture includes
a number of diverse fields of interest in
architecture and the arts. The education
that it offers encourages students to
combine theoretical interest with tangl-
ble application and to consider the
social consequences of their work. The
diversity of attitudes and working
methods found in these fields enriches a
student's experience in the Department
and suggests a variety of alternative
career paths. Undergraduate and grad-
uate students have the opportunity to
structure their own academic programs
to suit their special aptitudes and Inter-
ests within an overall curriculum
framework. While there are general dis-
tribution requirements and specific
degree program requirements, it is
possible to concentrate on any of these
departmental fields: architectural
design, building technology, the visual
arts, and the history, theory, and
criticism of art and architecture.

The Architectural Design curriculum for
undergraduate and graduate students
provides a flexible framework for study
which places responsibility on the stu-
dents individually to define their own ed-
ucational directions. There is no single
core curriculum. In each of the three
levels of design studios, students have
the opportunity to choose among
several offerings which reflect some of
the range of Interests in the Department.
Though the faculty who conduct or who
participate In these studios may have in-
tellectual and professional concerns that
Incorporate many areas in the Depart-
ment, studio offerings usually relate to
the following general areas.

Studios concerned with the Built Form of
the physical environment work with ad-
ditive processes for the design and con-
struction of environments responsive to
people's needs and activities. Building
Technology studios focus on building
processes, materials, systems, and
technology as important faotors In

architectural design. Another group of
studios pays special attention to the
uses of the physical environment, often
by concentrating on specific client
groups Including the handicapped, the
elderly, the poor, minorities, and urban
populations in developing countries. The
field of Environmental Design extends
the concern for users to a scale em-
bracing both physical and institutional
design. This area of the Department is
most closely allied with the Department
of Urban Studies and Planning,

Studio offerings in all Interest areas can
and do establish ties to real world Issues
through investigation of actual building
sites and/or programs, or through con-
nection with ongoing departmental re-
search In social and technological Issues
in architecture. The Department believes
that through exposure to varying ap-
proaches to architecture, students can
better select and define their own roles
In the architectural world.

Students, faculty, and research staff in
Design Technology principally use the
School's computer center to experiment
with modeling techniques, graphic rep-
resentations, and design methods. Stu-
dents may take subjects in this area and
may participate In the research work
which Is concerned with developing the
computer's capabilities in assisting with
the design process.

Building Technology includes research
and teaching in building structures, con-
struction processes, Industrialized
building systems, and environmental
controls. Members of the building
technology faculty offer subjects ex-
amining the technical or contextual
aspects of their fields, and also either
conduct or participate in architectural
design studios. Students may then, for
example, have the opportunity both to
study problems of energy resources and
technologies, and to use what they have
learned in designing physical environ-
ments.

The character of each arts program in
the Department of Architecture reflects
the Interests and directions of its faculty
and students, and its position within the
Department and within the Institute's
scientific and technological community.
Each of the arts fields offers a full range
of subjects which may be followed In-
dependently or In conjunction with other
programs. These fields include: Film
and Video, Photography, Visible Lan-
guage Workshop, Environmental Art,
and Visual Design, and are related to
History, Theory, and Criticism. In these
programs, students explore the poten-
tialities and technical imperatives of the
media being used through direct in.
volvement in workshop contexts. These
practical studies are supplemented by
analytical, critical, and Introspective
studies which are concerned with the
relation of the work to the maker, the
viewer, the user, and the subject. in
becoming familiar with both expressive
and technical means offered by the
medium, the student acquires the ability
to form and transmit new discoveries
about the environment.

The existence of these arts activities in
the context of the Department and of the
institute also offers diverse inter-
disciplinary opportunities which are
important to the intellectual life of the
school. These opportunities, as Illus-
trated by the following examples,
span disciplines and interests within the
Department, among departments, and
even between beginning and advanced
professional levels. The Visible Lan-
guage Workshop, for instance, com-
bines interests in publications media
shared by photographers, visual
designers, and others in the Depart-
ment. Architecture students may explore
the film medium as a tool in program-
ming and design processes. Students in
architecture, visual design, or environ-
mental art may become involved in
some of the research conducted at the
Center for Advanced Visual Studies.
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Undergraduate Study

The History, Theory, and Criticism pro-
gram is organized in two parts for the
study of art and of architecture and
urban form. Studying history, theory,
and criticism Is Important for artists and
architects because it offers ways of
developing and organizing concepts and
because it increases one's under-
standing of the physical and social con-
text of one's work. The faculty are most
concerned with the creative process
itself, both in understanding the mean-
Ings of on artist's or architect's ac-
tions, and more importantly, in being
able to contribute directly to analytical
and design processes. Thus, some of
the faculty in this field work in conjunc-
tion with design studios.

The History of Art offerings reflect the
research interests of the faculty, and
concentrate on 19th- and 20th-century
painting and sculpture. Their studies
and teaching methods often use ma-
terial drawn from psychology, anthro-
pology, and other disciplines. The
History of Architecture offerings deal
with social and physical contexts of the
built, urban environment on many
scales. While not limited to any particu-
lar period of time, they generally focus
on examining contexts and developing
analytical methods that are important to
contemporary understanding and that
influence the basic premises on which
architects work. Students encounter
history, theory, and criticism of film and
photography mainly through those arts
programs. interdisciplinary history sub-
jecte are also offered. Advanced work in
history, theory, and criticism is possible
through the Department's Ph.D. pro-
gram in Architecture, Art, and Envi-
ronmental Studies,

The Department offers two under-
graduate programs of study: Course IV,
leading to the Bachelor of Science in Art
and Design, and Course IV-B, leading to
the Bachelor of Science.

Bachelor of Science In Art and Design
Course IV

Course IV is a flexible program for stu-
dents whose primary interest falls within
the subject area of the Department.
There are five possible areas of concen-
tration: visual arts (including visual
design, photography, the Visible Lan-
guage Workshop, environmental art and
filmmaking); architectural design;
building technology (including struc-
tures, building process, energy systems,
and environmental control); history,
theory, and criticism of art; and history,
theory, and criticism of architecture.
Within a broad framework, students
develop individual courses of study best
suited to their needs and interests.

The requirements for the S.B. In Art and
Design curriculum are intended to es-
tablish a basis for common under-
standing among the students majoring
in the Department. The Restricted Elec-
tives begin with an introductory subject
that explores issues which are of com-
mon concern in the Department and in
which many members of the faculty par-
ticipate. it is designed to be taken by
freshmen and sophomores. The remain-
ing Restricted Electives include begin-
ning work in the arts, architecture and
the building process, and the history
and social context of art and
architecture.

Students should discuss their educa-
tional interests and plans with a faculty
counselor not later than the beginning of
the fail term of their junior year. The De-
partment has prepared a list of subjects
which gives the requirements for each of
Its five areas of concentration. Each area
of concentration is divided into a num-
ber of branches, and many subjects are

listed within each branch. The
philosophy of the curriculum Is that, in
each area, a student deals with all or
most of the branches of the area and
gets deeply involved in a particular
branch, while always having a variety of
subjects among which to choose within
each branch.

Students who plan to continue their
studies for the graduate degree, Master
of Architecture, must apply for admis-
sion to the graduate M.Arch. program.
Students who have fulfilled the require-
ments for the Bachelor of Science in Art
and Design normally are able to satisfy
the requirements for the M.Arch. In two
years if they include In their under-
graduate program a sufficient number of
professional subjects. This will require
careful use of a student's Unrestricted
Electives.

Students who intend to continue with
graduate studies in the visual arts,
building technology, and history, theory,
and criticism of art and architecture
should consult with an appropriate fac-
ulty member to design a program of
study within this curriculum which will
establish the basis for graduate study.
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Graduate Study

Bschelor of Solence
Course IV-I

Course IV-B is offered for students who
find that their basic intellectual com-
mitments are to subjects within the
Department of Architecture but whose
educational Interests and goals cut
across departmental boundaries. These
students may, with the approval of the
Department, plan a course of study that
directly suits their Interests while
Including the fundamental areas within
the Department. For example, students
might profitably combine subjects in
architecture with subjects in urban
studies and planning, computer sci-
ences, systems analysis, acoustics, etc.,
creating a coherent program of study
especially designed to meet individual
needs and Interests.

In following this curriculum, students are
required to fulfill the General institute
Requirements, departmental restricted
electives, and planned electives selected
by the student. Students desiring to
follow this curriculum must submit to the
Department, not later than the beginning
of the fall term of their junior year, a
statement of educational goals, includ-
ing a list of the restricted, planned, and
unrestricted electives selected to
achieve these goals. At an earlier date,
interested students should discuss their
interests and intended programs with
faculty members in the Department.

The School's developing interdisciplin-
ary program in Environment and Policy
can be pursued within this Course IV-B
framework. This program covers both
design and policy Issues which affect the
built and natural environment and spans
the full range of offerings in the Depart.
mente of Architecture and Urban
Studies and Planning.

Students In either program of the De-
partment of Architecture may, upon
consultation with a faculty advisor, exer-
cise flexibility In scheduling completion
of the General Institute Requirements. It
should be emphasized, however, that
any program of studies that involves
postponing first-year physics and math-
ematics will limit the possibilities of easy
transfer from Architecture to those de-
partments that presuppose the comple-
tion of most of the General Institute
Requirements by the end of the sopho-
more year. In addition, some advanced
subjects in departments other than
Architecture presume the knowledge
acquired in fulfilling the Requirements;
registration In subjects In those depart-
ments may be precluded or postponed if
a student has deferred any of the
General Institute Requirements.

The Department offers four graduate
degree programs - the Master of Archi-
tecture, the Master of Science in Archi-
tecture Studies, the Master of Science in
Visual Studies, and the Ph.D. In Archi-
tecture, Art, and Environmental Studies.

The Master of Architecture is awarded to
students who complete a program, ac-
credited by the profession, that is an es-
sential step toward licensure for
architectural practice. The Master of
Architecture in Advanced Studies Is a
second professional degree awarded to
students who extend their studies
beyond the M.Arch. In areas of study not
conventionally included in a professional
program.' Both programs are designed
as a preparation for practice and may
also attract students who are preparing
for teaching, writing, or research.

The Ph.D. program is an advanced
degree program initiated in the area of
History, Theory, and Criticism, and Is
meant for students interested in re-
search in areas represented in the
Department.

No students Will be admitted to the Muste of Arobteoture0Y In
Advanced Studies program after September '10711.

School of Architecture and Planning 148
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Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

Undergraduate preparation in archl-
tecture usually differs from preparation
leading to advanced scientific and engi-
neering degrees. The following require-
ments apply to those seeking the ad-
vanced degrees in Architecture: four
term subjects at the college level in
mathematics and/or the physical sci-
ences, and six term subjects In the
humanities and/or the social sciences.
M.I.T. students who have fulfilled the
requirements for the Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Art and Design normally are able
to satisfy the requirements for the grad-
uate M.Arch. In two years if they have
taken the special program In architec-
tural design and carefully planned their
electives.

Master of Architecture

The Master of Architecture is awarded
upon the satisfactory completion of an
approved program of at least 164 units,
of which 96 units must be in "A" sub-
jects, and an acceptable thesis. Com-
pletion ordinarily requires two years of
residence beyond the institute's under-
graduate Bachelor of Science in Art and
Design. A substantial number of candi-
dates is admitted with a Bachelor's
degree from other Institutions. Those
who have not yet studied in a depart-
ment of architecture require a minimum
of three and one-half years of residence
to fulfill the requirements for the M.Arch.
degree.

As the aims and scope of the profession
are continually and rapidly being
modified in response to new appil-
cations of science on one hand, and to
shifts in social climate on the other, stu-
dents must recognize early that there
are many possible professional roles.
They must then assume much of the
responsibility for structuring their own
educational programs. While the profes-
sional curriculum specifies that a stu-
dent study a range of subjects in several
interrelated fields, students in the
M.Arch program have a number of
choices within each of the study areas
offered in the Department, and have the
opportunity to concentrate in one area
which they may define.

Master of Science in Architecture
Studies

This is a new program designed to pro-
vide a place for students, teachers, and
researchers to work in a climate which
stresses the investigative component of
understanding the built environment. It
is open to students with professional
degrees in architecture, or to students
with degrees in other fields who
demonstrate experience and significant
achievement in those fields. The
S.M.Arch.S. degree will be awarded on
satisfactory completion of an approved
program of study and the completion of
an acceptable thesis. The Department
requires two full academic years of
residency.

The program will share a common in-
terest in the methods of Inquiry, devel-
opment and testing of knowledge, and
the building and application of theory as
it pertains to the built environment. And
It will allow students to specialize in
areas in which they wish to obtain partic-
ular abilities. The three major areas of
study are: 1) Environmental Design - a
joint enterprise of the Department of
Architecture and the Department of Ur-
ban Studies and Planning. This group
covers the following major Interests: en-
vironmental design, models and evalua-
tion, policy analysis, behavior and pro-
gramming, and history and theory. 2)
Housing and Settlement Design - which
concentrates on issues of human habita-
tion as related to design. 3) Building
Systems Design - concentrating on the
architectural applications of various
aspects of the technology of building
and their related systems. Each of these
study areas has its core in the Depart-
ment, and strong relationships outwards
to other departments and academic
groups.
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Mester of Science in Visual Studies

This program offers graduate eddcation
in visual studies and visual media with
emphasis on their technological devel-
opment, communications applications,
and use in and as art. it is expected that
students from varied backgrounds with
common interest in visual processes,
tools, and purposes will take advantage
of research and study opportunities in
the Institute setting.

There are five areas of concentration:
film/video, centered in the Department's
Film Section; environmental art, focus-
Ing on teaching and research in the Cen-
ter for Advanced Visual Studies;
graphics design, in the Visible Language
Workshop; photography, centered in the
Creative Photography Lab; and com-
puter graphics, based in the Architec-
ture Machine Group. Students may pur-
sue the degree either in a single area of
concentration or in a joint combined
area - for example, computerized
typography, environmental graphics, or
digital video.

The degree is awarded upon completion
of an approved program Including core
subjects from each of the five areas of
concentration, and an acceptable thesis.
The program requires two full academic
years of residency.

Doctor of Philosophy in Architecture,
Art, and Environmental StudieS

The Ph.D. program, Initiated In the area
of History, Theory, and Criticism, is a
new program designed to draw on the
unique range of disciplines and profes-
sions within the Department of Architec-
ture. It emphasizes the study of modern
art, architectore (19th and 20th cen-
turies), and urbanism, and methodo-
logical issues that Inform or link
historical and practical work. A small
number of Ph.D. candidates may work in
close association with the faculty and its
research In two areas: studies in archi-
tecture and environmental structure;
and studies In the visual arts.

Candidates for the program already
should have a Master's Degree or the
equivalent through advanced work.
Previous university work may be In aca-
demic or professional schools, and in
the history of architecture, some profes-
slonal experience also is recommended.
Candidates with degrees from other In-
stitutions are required to be in residence
for two academic years.

Each student admitted to the program
should consult with one principal
professor to work out both a three-
person advisory committee and a
general plan of study. Progress through
the program follows a sequence of sub-
ject work, qualifying papers, general ex-
aminations in major and minor fields,
and dissertation writing and defense.
Proficiency in two languages is man-
datory. Students are encouraged to take
subjects appropriate to their programs
in other departments at M.I.T., and at
Harvard and Wellesley; active collabora-
tion with M.I.T.'s gallery and exhibitions
program and with other institutions In
the Boston-Cambridge area also is
possible.

Inquiries

Further Information concerning aca-
demic programs in the Department, ad-
missions, financial aid, assistantships,
etc. may be obtained from: Department
of Architecture, Room 7-303, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(817) 253-7791.
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Subjects in Architecture

(A) following the name of the subject In- 4.291 Special Topics in Design
dicates that it Is an approved subject for Information
a graduate degree and is given primarily 4.295- Special Topics in Design
for graduate students. 4.299 information (A)

4.30 Basic Structural Theory
4.315J Structural Engineering Laboratory
43 12 S h k f h 6 h k fa

4.U.R. Undergraduate Research in
Architecture

4.01 issues In Architecture
4.071J Design with Microclimate
4,128 Architectural Design
4.126 Architectural Design
4.131 Architectural Design
4.132 Architectural Design
4.143 Architectural Design (A)
4.144 Architectural Design (A)
4.185 Architectural Desion (A)
4.166 Architectural Design (A)
4.160 Urban Settlement Design In

Developing Countries (A)
4.161 Urban Settlement Design In

Developing Countries 11 (A)
4.1621 Environmental Design Ill (Total

Studio) (A)
4.13 Advanced Environmental Design (A)
4.164 Housing Design and

Methods (A)
4.17, Special Problems In Architectural
4.171 Design
4.19, Special Problems In
4.191 Architectural Design (A)
4.201 Introduction to Computers

and Graphics
4.202 Advanced Computer Graphics

and Animation
4.211 Intervention and Urban

Habitats
4.224 Design and the Everyday

Environment (A)
4.227 The Design Process In

Architecture (A)
4.23 Analysis of Urban Design (A)
4.282J Introduction to Environmental

Design (A)
4.242 3D Computer Graphics (A)
4.261 Applications of Digital Video (A)
4.26 Built Form Observations
4.262 Building Design Techniques
4.27 Analysis of Precedent
4.271 Advanced Topics In Environmental

Precedent (A)
4.281 Preparation for MArch.

Thesis (A)
4,282 Preparation for S.M.Arch.S.

Thesis (A)
4.28 Preparation for $,M.VisS.

Thesis (A)

. ynt e o0 t e V avOr o

Structural Systems I (A)
4.332 Synthesis of the Behavior of

Structural Systems 11 (A)
4.341 Framing Systems for Small

Structures (A)
4.342 Structural Design and Application

(A)
4.343 Industrialization of Structural

Systems (A)
4.348 Structural Design Workshop (A)
4.39 Special Problems in Structural

Design (A)
4.402J Basic Building Construction
4.403J Design of Building Systems
4.404 Practical Workshop in the

Technology of Construction
4.407 Elements of Buildings (A)
4.408 integrated Design of Buildings (A)
4.409 Special Problems in Building

Technology (A)
4.41 Materials, Techniques and Form
4.42 Materials

4.59 Special Topics in Industrialization
of Building (A)

4.601 Topical Studies in the History
and Theory of Art

4.602 Introduction to the History and
Theory of Architecture

4.604 Topical Studies in Modern
Art

4.616 Selected Topics in Architecture
of the Ancient World

4.626 Selected Topics in Architecture in
the Middle Ages

4.636 Introduction to Renaissance
Architecture

4.641 Painting and Sculpture in the
19th Century

4.642 Modern Art from impressionism
to Cubism

4.643 Advanced Study in 19th Century
Art (A)

4.647 Selected Topics in Architecture
1750 to the Present

4.648 American Landscapes, Towns and
Buildings

4.651 Modern Art from Cubism to the
Present

4.653 Modern Architecture In Europe from
1895 to the Bauhaus (A)

4.655 American Painting and Sculpture:
4.43 Environmental Control - Acoustics 1940 to 1970
4.431 Special Problems in Architectural 4.656 Dada and Surrealist imagery in the

Acoustics (A) Arts (A)
4.45 Uses of Energy In Buildings 4.658 Advanced Study In 20th
4.454 Environmental Retrofit of Century Art (A)

Historic Buildings (A) 4.659 Advanced Studies in Iconography
4.46 Solar Architecture and Symbolism (A)
4.468 Energy Conscious Design (A) 4.661 Theory and Method in the Study of
4.49 Special Problems in Environmental Architecture and Art (A)

Controls (A) 4.662 Meaning in Architecture (A)
4.50 Organization of the Building Industry 4.663 Form in Architecture (A)
4.51 Introduction to industrialization 4.664 Physical Considerations in

of Building (A) Architecture (A)
4.52 Seminar in industrialization of 4.665 Criticism of Architecture (A)

Building (A) 4.666 Studies Toward a Theory of
4.541J Legal Problems in Construction (A) Architecture (A)
4.542 Legal Regulation of the Building 4.667 Studies Toward a Theory of

Process (A) Environmental Design and Form (A)
4.668 Studies in Environmental

Cognition (A)
4.671 History of Urban Form (A)
4.672 Elements of Urban Evolution
4.673 Seminar in Urban Communal

Spaee(A)
4.681 Introduction to Building in

East Asia
4.682 Selected Topics in the

Study of East Asian
Architecture
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4.691- Special Studies In the
4.893 History, Theory and Criticism

of Art (A)
4.696. Special Studies in the
4.699 History, Theory and Criticism of

Architecture and Urban Form (A)
4.742J Shaping the Urban Environment
4.743J Neighborhood Planning (A)
4.744J Site Planning
4.745J Problem Setting In

Environmental Programming (A)
4.747J Theory of City Form (A)
4.748J Environmental Programming (A)
4.751 Urbanization In Developing

Countries: People, Dwellings,
Land (A)

4.753J Urban Settlements in
Developing Countries (A)

4.761J The Finite Earth: Agendas
for a More Just, Sustainable
and Participatory Society

4.771 Behavior in the Built
Environment (A)

4.772 User Needs Programming (A)
4.797- Special Problems in
4.799 Architecture and Social Change (A)
4.801 Art and the Environment
4.802 Visual Form and Expression
4.821 Visual Design Projects I
4.822 Visual Design Projects Il
4.823 Form and Design I
4.824 Form and Design 1i
4.825 Form and Color
4.826 Form and Color Workshop
4.828 Special Problems in Visual Design
4.831 Environmental Art
4.838 Special Problems In

Environmental Art
4.641 Environmental Light and Color I (A)
4.642 Environmental Light and

Color 11 (A)
4.048 Advanced Visual Design (A)
4.846 Advanced Visual Design (A)
4.861 Life Drawing and Still Life
4.862 Advanced Figure Drawing
4.866 Painting
4.867 Plastic Composition
4.8068 Special Problems In Graphic

Communication
4,871 Photo-Graphics
4.872 Experimental Color Imaging
4.873 Messages and Means I
4.875 Typographios
4.878 Special Problems in Graphic

Design

4.884 Messages and Means 11 (A)
4.888 Approaches to Visual

Communication (A)
4.889 Special Projects In Graphic

Communication (A)
4.895- Special Problems in
4.899 Environmental Art (A)
4.901 Creative Seeing
4.903 Total Exposure
4.908 Graduate Seminar in

Photography, Photo-Graphics and
Graphics (A)

4.908 Special Projects in Visual
Arts

4.909 Special Projects in Visual
Arts (A)

4.921 Creative Photography 1:
Regular Workshop

4.922 Color Creative Photography I
4.931 Creative Photography 11:

An Historical Approach
4.932 Creative Photography II:

A Personal Approach
4.933 Creative Photography 11: The

Projected image
4.938 Special Projects in Photography
4.941 Advanced Photography (A)
4.945 Advanced Photography Seminar:

Visiting Artists (A)
4.949 Special Advanced Projects in

Photography (A)
4.961 introduction to Video
4.963 Video Studio Production
4.965 Video Processing, Color and

Special Effects
4.968 Special Project in

Cable TV
4.969 Special Problems in Video (A)
4.971 Introduction to Moviemaking
4.972 Experiments in Film Imagery
4.973 intermediate Motion Picture

Production
4.978 Independent Projects in Film/

Video Production
4.981 Advanced Production: Autoblographk

and Biographical Flimmaking
4.982 Advanced Production: Problems

in Editing (A)
4.983 Visiting Artists Workshop
4.984 Design Project in Film/

Video Technology (A)
4.985 Film/Video and Its Technology I (A)
4.986 Film/Video and Its Technology II (A)

4.987 Film, Video and Space (A)
4.988 Film, Video and Performance (A)
4.989 Independent Projects in

Motion Picture Production (A)
4,991 Introduction to the History of Film
4.992 Introduction to Film Criticism and

Theory
4.995 Special Topics In the

Theory of Media (A)
4.997 Special Topics In Film/

Video Distribution (A)
4.999 Special Topics in Film History and

Criticism (A)
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Department of Urban
Studies and Planning

Lawrence E. Suskind, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
Head of the Department

Bernard Joel Frieden, Ph.D.
Professor of City Planning
Executive Officer

Professors

Alan A. Altshuler, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Studies
and Political Science

Philip David, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Land
Development
(Visiting)

Aaron Fleisher, Sc.D.
Professor of Urban and Regional
Studies

Robert M. Fogelson, Ph.D.
Professor of History and
Urban Studies
(On leave, spring)

Frank Sidney Jones, M.B.A.
Ford Professor of Urban Affairs

Langley Carleton Keyes, Ph.D.
Professor of City and
Regional Planning

Richard Charles Larson, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Urban Studies
Co-Director, Operations Research
Center

Lisa Redflaid Peattle, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Anthropology
(On leave, spring)

William Lyman Porter, Ph.D.
Professor of Architecture and
Urban Planning
Dean, School of Architecture and
Planning

Martin Rein, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology

Lloyd Rodwin, Ph.D.
Ford International Professor
Director, Special Program for
Urban and Regional Studies
(SPURS)

Donald Allen Schon, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Urban Studies
and Education
(On leave, fail)

Associate Professors

Leor-ard G. Buckle, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Suzann Thomas Buckle, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Kent W. Colton, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Joseph Ferreira, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Operations Research

Ralph A. Gakenheimer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Bernard Robert Gifford, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Public Policy
(Visiting)

Gary Hack, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Urban Studies and
Environmental Design

Bennett Harrison, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics
and Urban Studies and Planning

Philip Barnard Herr, M.C.P.
Associate Professor of City
Planning

Tunney F. Lee, M.Arch.
Associate Professor of
Architecture and Urban Planning

Gary T. Marx, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Sociology

Michael O'Hare, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
(On leave)

Karen R. Polenske, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban and
Regional Studies
(On leave, spring)

Arthur P. Solomon, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies
Director, Joint Center for
Urban Studies of M.I.T. and
Harvard University
(On leave, spring)

William Wheaton, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics
and Urban Studies

Assistant Professors

Lawrence Bacow, J.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Law
and Environmental Policy

Phillip L. Clay, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Urban Studies
and Planning
(On leave)

Robert M. Hollister, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Urban
Studies

Theodore Carlisle Landsmark,
J.D., M.Ev.D.
Assistant Professor of Law
and Environmental Design

Harry F. Minor, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Planning
and Public Policy

Valerie 1. Nelson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Planning
and Public Policy
(Visiting)

Lecturers

David L. Birch, Ph.D.
Senior Research Scientist,
Laboratory of Architecture
and Planning

Michael Joroff, M.C.P.

Alan Strout, Ph.D.
(Visiting)

Richard Tabors, Ph.D.

Postdoctoral Pellows

Mary Baughman Anderson
Hemalata Dandekar
Timothy J. Sullivan

Administrative Officer

Rolf R. Engler, A.S.A.

Professors Emeriti
Roland Bradford Greeley, M.C.P.
Professor of Regional Planning,
Emeritus

John Tasker Howard, M.C.P.
Professor of City Planning,
Emeritus

Kevin Andrew Lynch, B.C.P.
Professor of City Planning,
Emeritus

Adjunct Professor

Melvin H. King, M.Ed.
Adjunct Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning
Director, Community Fellows
Program
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The Department of Urban Studies and
Planning offers several degree and non-
degree programs: Bachelor of Science
in Urban Studies; Master of City Plan-
ning; Doctorate in Urban Studies and
Planning; joint programs with the
Departments of Architecture, Civil
Engineering, Political Science, and
Economics; a Special Program in Urban
and Regional Studies (for mid-career
professionals from developing areas);
the Community Fellows Program (for
mid-career professionals from minority
communities in the United States); and
special student status for part-time mid-
career professionals interested in con-
tinuing education.

City and regional planners in the United
States and other parts of the world are
involved in a variety of activities aimed at
shaping the pattern of human settle-
ments and providing housing, public
services, employment opportunities,
and other crucial support systems that
comprise a decent living environment.
Planning encompasses not only a con-
cern for the structure and imageability of
the built environment, but also a desire
to harness the social, economic,
political, and technological forces that
give meaning to the everyday lives of
men and women in residential, work,
and recreational settings. For planners
operating at the neighborhood, metro-
politan, state, or national level, in the
public or the private sector, the tasks
are the same: to help efine goals and
objectives, to formulate and implement
programs and policies responsive to In-
dividual and group needs, and to work
with and for various communities in
allocating both economic and natural
resources most efficiently and most
equitably.

Planners are often described as
"generalists-with-a-specialty" Special-
ties have been thought of in functional
terms (such as housing, transportation,
land use, and health care) or In terms of
the geographic levels at which decision
making takes place (neighborhood plan-
ning, town planning, regional planning,
and planning for International develop-
ment). Sub-specialties within the plan-
ning field also have been described in
terms of the roles that planners are
called upon to play: manager, designer,
regulator, advocate, evaluator, and
futurist.

The Department of Urban Studies and
Planning seeks to train professionals
and scholars who as practitioners,
managers, advisors, or policy analysts
will be able to deal with the processes of
urban and regional development, envi-
ronmental planning and design, and
public policy analysis and implemen-
tation. The Department is committed to
educating planners who can advocate
the interests of underrepresented
constituencies.

A focus on practice and the develop-
ment of practice-related skills is cen-
tral to the Department, particularly to
students in the professional degree
(M.C.P.) program. One means of acquir-
ing these practice-related skills and of
Integrating them with classroom knowl-
edge is through the Department's
fieldwork and internship programs.
Through fieldwork, students can acquire
competence by witnessing others in ac-
tion and by participating in and bringing
field experiences back into the aca-
demic setting for reflection and discus-
sion. Students may work as staff mem-
bers to community organizations or
government agencies, or as interns
under the direction of faculty members
involved in field-based projects for "out-
side" clients. Academic credit Is award-
ed according to the time committed. In
some cases stipends are related to
fieldwork or internship programs.

During the month of January, the De-
partment of Urban Studies and Planning
offers a series of "mini-subjects" in
specialized fields not covered by the
regular curriculum. The Institute-wide
January Independent Activities Period
provides a unique opportunity to experi-
ment with innovative approaches to
teaching and flexible learning environ-
ments. In many Instances, student-
organized activities initiated during the
independent Activities period have sub-
sequently been incorporated into the
basic academic program.

Opportunities for concentration and
specialization available to students are
included in the descriptions of the
degree programs that follow.

Department of Urban
Studies and Planning
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Undergraduate Study

Beohelor of Science in Urban Studies
Course XI

The Department of Urban Studies and
Planning offers an Interdisciplinary,
preprofessional program in applied
social science, which provides knowl-
edge of 1) urban systems and processes
of managing public systems, 2) alterna-
tive approaches to Improving urban and
environmental conditions, and 3) analyt-
loal skills for evaluating the public
policies and programs that shape these
conditions. Fieldwork, Internships, and
participation in faculty research projects
provide work experience and communi-
cation skills for employment in urban
and environmental planning and related
fields. The program prepares students
to do graduate work in urban planning,
public policy analysis, environmental
design, law, and the social sciences.

The core of the program includes a set
of restricted electives and specialized
subjects that give basic knowledge of
planning, urban and environmental sys-
tems and of the disciplines applied and
integrated. Students take ohe Introduc-
tory subject, four restricted electives
and then specialize by adding at least 48
units of focused, advanced study. The
senior colloquium and senior project
complete their study in the fourth year.

Baehelor of Solence
Course XI-Option 2

This option, In cooperation with Civil En-
gineering, is designed for students who
want to combine the skills of the two
fleids. Such programs concentrate, for
example, on environmental engineering,
transpbrtation systems related to land
development, or constructed facilities
and environmental planning. Other com-
binations are possible.

The program is administered by a com-
mittee of faculty representing the two
departments. Applications are made
directly to this committee through either
department. The committee advises stu-
dents on the choice of courses to meet
their study objectives.

This is a combinated degree. The
diploma names only the Department of
Urban Studies and Planning, but a letter
provided upon graduation by the Com-
bined Program Committee confirms the
student's participation in the program.

Bachelor of Science
Course XI
Option 3: Urban and Regional
Planning In Developing
Countries

This option provides training In urban
studies and planning In the setting of
developing countries. It is designed par-
ticulaly for those students who come
from developing countries or who are
preparing to work In such places. Elec-
tives are available from a larger set than
the restricted electives. They are chosen
in conference with the student's advisor
and are Intended to develop a basic
competence in analysis and planning In
some specific areas. The major
problem-area foci available are housing,
transportation, and urban policy, but ar-
rangements can be made to combine
work In other departments such as
Architecture, Civil Engineering,
Economics, or Political Science.

Five-Year 8.B.-M.C.P. Option

Undergraduate urban studies majors
may apply for admission to the Depart-
ment's Master in City Planning (M.C.P.)
Program at the end of their junior year.
Students accepted into the five-year
program are exempted from the under-
graduate thesis requirement and receive
both the Bachelor of Science and the
Master In City Planning at the end of five
years. Admission Is limited to those
undergraduates who have demonstrated
exceptional professional promise. More
information on the five-year program
may be obtained from the Director of the
Undergraduate Urban Studies Program
or the Chairman of the M.C.P. Commit-
tee.

Studies and Planning 15
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Graduate Study

The Department of Urban Studies and
Planning offers graduate work leading to
the Master in City Planning and the Doc-
tor of Philosophy. The Course is open to
students with varying backgrounds.
Urban studies, architecture, political
science, civil engineering, economics,
sociology, law, management, and public
administration all offer suitable prepara-
tion. Applicants from other fields are
also accepted. Undergraduate prepara-
tion for urban studies and planning
usually differs from that required for
scientific degrees at M.I.T. Further infor-
mation concerning academic programs
In the Department, admissions, financial
aid, etc. may be obtained from the Grad-
uate Admissions Coordinator, Room 7-
338, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 263-2024.

Master in City Planning

The basic professional degree in the
planning field Is the Master in City Plan-
ning (M.C.P.). The Department of Urban
Studies and PlannIng provides graduate
education for men and women who will
assume professional roles In public and
private agencies in the United States
and abroad. The Department seeks to
provide M.C.P. students with the skills
and specialized knowledge needed to fill
traditional as well as emerging planning
roles.

The two-year M.C.P. Program empha-
sizes the mastery of the tools necessary
for effective practice and Is therefore
distinct from liberal arts programs in ur-
ban affairs. An intensive course of study
stresses skills for policy analysis and in-
stitutional intervention.

An original thesis project is required of
each M.C.P. student. By the end of the
first semester, each student selects an
area of specialization. This specializa-
tion is the focus of the student's work
during the remaining three semesters of
the program.

Environmental Design involves concep-
tualizing and guiding changes in the
spatial environment. Work in this area at
M.I.T. Involves acquiring knowledge
about the Interactions between people
and the settings they inhabit; under-
standing the historical evolution of
current forms of settlement; Improving
methods for analyzing, programming,
designing, and implementing environ-
mental change; anticipating and coping
with the impacts of changes in the form
and functioning of human settlements;
and developing processes for regulating
and managing environments over time.

Environmental Planning and Policy
emphasizes the study of the legal, insti-
tutional, and economic tools by which
society conserves and manages Its envi-
ronmental resources. Substantive areas
of concern include energy facility siting,
pollution control, land use, growth inan-
agement, and coastal zone manage-
ment. Students examine the interactions
between built and natural systems, tech-
niques for describing and evaluating
changes in environmental quality, ap-
proaches to environmental policy analy-
sis, and mechanisms for assessing the
choices posed by the environmental Im-
pacts of new technology.

Neighborhood and Community
Development integrates economic,
social, and political theories of develop-
ment with planning methods. Emphasis
Is on community planning, including the
location and organization of community
services and facilities; the impact of
housing, capital, and labor markets on
the operation of the local economy;
strategies for intervening in neigh-
borhood Income and employment struc-
tures; analysis of current and alternative
policies towards neighborhoods; and
the development of new techniques for
defining community needs, assessing
alternative policies, and Implementing
planned change.

Regional loonomlo Development In-
volves the study of economic growth and
locational change. Emphasis Is on the
production and distribution of goods
and services; job creation and employ-
ment processes; development finance,
trade, migration, and capital flows; tech-
niques for analyzing regional develop-
ment; and the evaluation of domestic,
foreign, and International regional
economic policies. Currently, special at-
tention Is paid to domestic Issues and
the application of regional input-output
techniques.

The study of Planning for Developing
Countries applies the theories and the
techniques of regional and urban plan-
ning to developing countries. Emphasis
is on national and subnatlonal area plan-
ning in the context of national develop-
ment policy; political and social aspects
of development; and policy issues posed
by alternative urban and rural develop-
ment strategies. Research topics include
criteria for infrastructure Investment;
housing policy; and rural development.
Social science applications are central
to this work.

Housing, Real Estate, and Land
Development focuses on the manage-
ment of urban growth, and on the
design, location, and financing of hous-
ing. Emphasis is on public policies that
affect housing conditions and private
development, incentives in the develop-
ment sector, land use regulations, and
assessments of housing needs. Real es-
tate development, construction, and the
operation of financial institutions are re-
lated fields of Interest.
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Teaching and research in Trans.
portation Planning takes place In
several departments at M.I.T. Coordina-
tion is provided by the Center for Trans-
portation Studies. Topics of special In-
terest Include transportation systems
analysis, transportation -policy studies,
transportation technology assessment,
and the management of transportation
enterprise. A number of faculty mem-
bers and students are Interested in the
relationship between transportation and
particular problems, such as regional
development, urbanization, and the pric-
ing of commodities.

Course work in an area of specialization
typically includes: 1) an overview of
problem-setting and policy analysis In
the particular field; 2) historical and
comparative approaches to problem-
solving or policy Implementation; and
3) specialized analytical techniques.
Specializations are tailored to Individual
student interests.

Fieldwork and Internships

Students In the M.C.P. Program are en-
couraged to Integrate fieldwork and in-
ternships with academic course work.
The Department provides a variety of
Individual and group field placements
Involving varying degrees of faculty par-
ticipation and supervision. Academic
credit is awarded for field experience,
although some students decide against
requesting credit, and choose Instead to
participate in the work-study financial
aid program. The Department also
sponsors a variety of seminars In which
students have an opportunity to reflect
on their field experiences.

The HUD intern Program is a special
Federally funded program for minority
M.C.P. students. The HUD Program and
the Office of Education's Public Service
Intern Prr )ram provide tuition and
fieldwork placements In public and non-
profit agencies.

Dual Master's Degrees in Urban Studies
and Architecture

Students who have been admitted to
either the Department of Urban Studies
and Planning or the Department of
Architecture are Invited to propose pro-
grams for joint work in the two fields
leading to dual degrees.

Dual degree programs may include an
Innovative combination of work in any of
the fields of specialization of the two de-
partments. They may represent prepa-
ration for professional roles which
bridge the two fields or the definition of
new roles which are needed but not yet
defined. Students pursuing dual
degrees work with advisors in both
departments.

Doctor of Philosophy

Advanced students, especially those
seeking research or teaching careers in
planning, applied public policy, or urban
studies, may apply for admission to the
doctoral program. Admission require-
ments are substantially the same as for
the master's degree; however, more
emphasis Is placed on academic prepa-
ration in the student's proposed area of
specialization.

Subject to the approval of a faculty ad-
visor and the doctoral committee of the
Department, a Ph.D. candidate engages
In a program of study which provides a
broad background in urban studies and
advanced work in a major and minor
area of specialization. These areas may
be in any sub-fleld related to urban
studies, planning, or applied public
policy in which the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning together with
other M.I.T. departments offers strong
support.

interested and qualified students can
undertake joint doctoral programs with
the Departments of Political Science and
Economics. Doctoral students in urban
studies may be associated with the re-
search program of the M.I.T.-Harvard
University Joint Center for Urban
Studies or the School's Laboratory of
Architecture and Planning.

Speolal Student Status

A limited number of non-degree stu-
dents are admitted to the Department
each term. They are permitted to enroll
in a maximum of two subjects per term.
(Special student status is not available to
any Individual for more than two terms.)
Special student status Is especially de-
signed for mid-career professionals In-
terested in developing specialized skills,
but it also is available to others in-
terested In participating in the activities
of the Department on a limited basis,
Although a person may be admitted to
the Department as a special student,
permission to register in each subject
must be granted separately by the in-
structors Involved.

Department of Urban Studles and Planning 157
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Subjects In Urban
Studies and Planning

Community Fellows Program

Every year 10 to 12 women and men
from various parts of the United States
are selected as Fellows. They and their
families are relocated to the Boston area
for the academic year. This is done
because it is important for the Fellow's
primary support system to remain intact.
Fellows spend a good portion of the year
working on a research-development
project of their own choosing that will be
implemented after the fellowship year.
Fellows are encouraged to utillze the
vast resources of M.I.T. In order to suc-
cessfully achieve their project objec-
tives. Project work is guided by a men-
tor, either an M.I.T. faculty member or
"outside" expert in the Boston area. Ad-
ditional assistance comes in the form of
research funds to be used for travel,
equipment, and materials required to
carry out project work. The Program is
imbued with a strong family orientation,
expressed throughout the year.

The Community Fellows Program, which
is a non-degree program, seeks to ex-
pose the Fellows to a range of political
and ideological positions bearing on the
existence of people of color in America
and the development of their com-
munities. Out of the exposure, achieved
through reading, lectures, discussions,
and travel, it is hoped that the Fellows
come to know where they are anchored
in cultural, political, and ethical terms.
The Program seeks to enhance the
belief that people of color In America
cannot achieve maximal economic and
political development without the shar-
ing and/or pooling of their talents, skills,
and resources.

Information and applications may be ob-
tained from Professor Melvin H. King,
Community Fellows Program, Room
7-341, M.I,T., Cambridge, Massa-
ohusetts 02139. Applications will be ac-
cepted until March 31.

Speolal Program for Urban and
Regional Studies of Developing Areas

SPURS provides an opportunity for a
small number of unusually qualified
people to carry out a non-degree pro-
gram of study and research for one aca-
domic year. The work of this group of
Fellows Is focused on the problems of
urban and regional change within the
broad context of national development.
The major aim of the Program Is to
enable individuals who will be shaping
policy in developing nations In future
years to enhance their capacity to deal
with these problems.

The Program is designed to serve
mature individuals who are now occupy-
Ing or are likely to occupy significant
positions in private or public organiza-
tions In such varied fields as architec-
ture, engineering, sociology, economics,
government, and business, or in any
field in which there is a concern with
problems of urban and regional devel-
opment. Preference Is given to appli-
cants from developing countries; how-
ever, some participants come from
Western Europe or the United States.
The principal criteria for admission in-
clude exceptional ability, experience,
and position of an individual. All appli-
cants must have a thorough command
of English, i.e., achieve a TOEFL score
of at least 800.

Application forms may be obtained
from: Director, SPURS, M.I.T., Room
10-400, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, USA. Completed applications
should be submitted by mid-March. Ap-
plicants will be notified of acceptances
shortly thereafter. Late applications also
will be considered.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and Is given primarily
for graduate students.

11.001 Introduction to Urban and
Environmental Planning and
Development

11.002 Introduction to Public Policy
Anaiysis and Governmental
Action

11.003 Senior Colloquium
11.004 Models and the Metropolis
11.005 Urban Social Structure and

Process
11.006J Politics, Planning and Urban Policy
11.007J Politics and Public Policy
11.008J Urban Economics
11.009 Technology and the City
11.010 Community Sociology
11.011 Laboratory in Research

Methods
11.013J American Urban History
11.014J American Urban History
11.018 The Writer and the City
11.019J Modern Social Movements

and Mass Phenomena in
Historical Perspective

11.121 introduction to Environmental
Issues

11.122 Environmental Policy
and Regulation

11.123 EnvIronmental Quality
Assessment

11.131 The Urban Neighborhood
11.132J Shaping the Urban Environment
11.133 Introduction to Design
11.141 Urban and Regional Planning

in Developing Countries
11.142 introduction to Community

Development
11.144 Urban and Regional Economic

Issues In Developing Countries
11.146 The Political Economy of

Urban Poverty
11.163 Institutions and Communities
11.166 Law and Public Policy
11.166 Legal Institutions and

Social Change
11.167 Seminar on Legal

Institutions
11.172 Models in the Policy

ProcssI
11.173 Models In the

Policy Process II
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11.186J Design with Microclimate
11.U.R. Undergraduate Research
11.191 Undergraduate Tutorial In Urban

Studies
11.192 Undergraduate Tutorial in Urban

Studies
11.193 Preparation for Undergraduate

Thesis
11.194 Special Topics in Urban Studies

and Planning
11.195 Special Topics in Urban Studies

and Planning
11.196 Urban Fieldwork and Internships
11.197J State and Local Government

Internships
11.200 The Planning Process
11.210 Economic Analysis for Planners
11.211 Urban Economics: International

Comparisons in Planning
11.215 Municipal Finance (A)
11.218 Project Management Techniques

for Planning
11.219 Review of Mathematics for

Urban Studies and Planning
11.220 introduction to Statistical

Concepts for Planning
11.221 Multivariate Analysis for

Planning
11.222 Decision Analysis for Planning
11.223 Communication Techniques for

Planning
11.224 Urban and Environmental Impact

Assessment
11.225 Analysis of Neighborhood and

Regional Change
11.220 Cost-Benefit Analysis for

Planning
11.227 Formal Models for Public

Policy Analysis
11.228 Survey Research Methods
11.229 Case Study and Field

Research Methods
11.230 institutional Analysis
11.235 Issues and Strategies In

Public Management (A)
11.236 Practioum In Public

Management
11.240 Images of Cities
11.252 Legal Regulation of the

Use and Development
of Land

11.301J introduction to Environmental
Design

11.310 Psychological Perspectives on Urban
Life and Urban Form

11.8114 Problem Setting in
Environmental Programming (A)

11.312J Environmental Programming (A)
11.313J Urban Settlements in

Developing Countries (A)
11.315 Environmental Design |1
11.316J Environmental Design III

(Total Studio) (A)
11.330 Theory of City Form (A)
11.332 City Design (A)
11.334 Environmental Ecology and Natural

Resource Management
11.336J Site Planning
11.360 Community Growth and Land

Use Planning
11.361 Environmental Policy and

Regulation (A)
11.362 Land Use and Environmental

Policy Implementation (A)
11.363 Environmental Planning

Practicum (A)
11.364J Urban Politics, Planning and

Public Policy (A)
11.365J Coastal Zone Management (A)
11.380J Urban Transportation Planning (A)
11.382J Transportation Institutional Analysis

and Policy (A)
11.384J Transportation Policy and Planning

in Developing Countries (A)
11.410J Urban Economic Analysis I (A)
11.411J Urban Economic Analysis |f(A)
11.413 Social Aspects of Development (A)
11.417 Planning in Socialist

Countries (A)
11.420J Neighborhood Planning (A)
11.431 Financial Analysis in Urban

Planning
11.432 Urban Land Development (A)
11.435 Employment and Economic

Development Policy and
Planning I (A)

11.436 Employment and Economic
Development Policy and
Planning 11 (A)

11.441 Issues and Strategies in Community
Development

11.442 Seminar in Community
Development

11.446 Community Development In
Urban Neighborhoods

11.461 Urban and Regional Growth
Issues in Developing Countries (A)

11.462 Housing Problems, Goals and
Policies In Developing Countries

11.468 The implementation of
Metropolitan Planning in
Developing Countries

11.481 Regional Economic Theory and
Techniques

11.482 Applications of Regional
Economic Theory

11.483 Workshop in Regional Economic
Planning in Developing
Countries (A)

11.484 Regional Resource Allocation
and Project Analysis

11.485 Rural Development: Theory
and Practice in the Regional
Context

11.487 Practicum in Area Planning
for Developing Countries (A)

11.502 Seminar in Program Design (A)
11.510 Seminar on Sociological Aspects

of Policy Research
11.514 Social Policy and the Metropolitan

Community (A)
11.521 Policy Analysis of Social Service

Systems (A)
11.523J Evaluation of Public Programs (A)
11.526J Urban Operations Research (A)
11.527J Comparative Topics in

Administrative Practice (A)
11.546 Social Policy Studio (A)
11.560 Housing Issues and Policy
11.562 Housing Analysis and Public

Policy (A)
11.571 Issues in Criminal Justice (A)
11.572 Planning for the Criminal Justice

System (A)
11.581 Fundamentals of Community

Health Planning (A)
11.900 Doctoral Proseminars (A)
11.901 Research Seminar: Topics in Urban

Studies and Planning (A)
11.902 Research Seminar: Topics in Urban

Studies and Planning (A)
11.911 Reading Seminar In Urban Studies

and Planning (A)
11.912 Reading Seminar in Urban Studies

and Planning (A)
11.921 Statistical Research Methods

for Urban Studies and Planning
11.932 Preparation for Thesis (A)
11.941- Special Studies in Urban
11.948 Studies and Planning (A)
11.962 Urban Fieldwork and Internships

(A)
11.981 Graduate Tutorial
11.982 Graduate Tutorial
11,983 Doctoral Seminar (A)

Department of Urban Studies and Planning
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School of Engineering

Never has the challenge of engineering
been more exhilarating, the oppor-
tunities of engineering been more ex-
citing than they are today, a time when
resource limitations and environmental
constraints are in conflict with the desire
of society for an Improved quality of life.
Never has the role of the engineer been
more exacting.

Engineering Is concerned with develop-
Ing and using scientific knowledge and
technology to meet the needs of a com-
plex society in ways that are sensitive to
the constraints Imposed by that society.

Shaping the physical and chemical
behavior of materials into efficient sys-
tems providing energy, transport, com-
munications, food, security, and the
other needs of society Is clearly the cen-
tral activity of engineering, and that ac-
tivity must be carried out within a social
context, always subject to physical,
economic, political, and legal bounds,
and to the cultural value structure of the
society.

Such concerns have created a large de-
mand for engineering graduates, not
only to enter the professional practice of
engineering, but to bring the strengths
of the engineering curricula to other
fields by entry into law, medicine, man-
agement, and government science.

The School of Engineering at M.I.T.
recognizes today's educational chal-
longes and is responding to them by
continuing to offer unique educational
opportunities for advancement of the
science and technology base of engi-
neering. The School Is also expanding
its involvement in the application of en-
gineering science and technology to the
development of new technological solu-
tions; In the Identification of the
reievance of such solutions in meeting
society's needs; in the determination of
their impacts on the social and natural
environment; and in the steps required
to translate meaningful solutions into
reality.
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In all of these activities the School of En-
gIneering has continued to operate on
the basis that Its principal objective Is to
educate men and women so that they
can become leaders In industry, govern-
ment, and educational institutions.
Hence their education at M.I.T. Is viewed
as being only one step in a life-long
process of continual education and
growth. The various curricula within the
School are designed to emphasize
underlying principles and their use In
engineering, and to develop in students
a versatility of mind and an ability to
learn anew. In this same spirit, individual
subjects and departmental programs
are constantly under review and revision
to reflect advances in knowledge and
new issues in Its application.

The School of Engineering is organized
into Cght departments: I Civil Engineer-
Ing, il Mechanical Engineering, il Ma-
terials Science and Engineering, Vi Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence, X Chemical Engineering, XIII
Ocean Engineering, XVI Aeronautics
and Astronautics, and XXII Nuclear
Engineering.

While the various departments do pro-
vide a convenient basis for administra-
tion of the School, it should be noted
that they increasingly share common in-
terests in terms of the problem areas to
which their particular scientific dis-
ciplines and technologies are applied.
This sharing of interests is Illustrated in
the following table which lists some of
the broad applications areas in which
the School of Engineering's faculty and
students are currently involved, and
shows the departments which are most
closely involved in them.

The School of Engineering offers formal
graduate degree programs in both the
departmental areas and in a number of
interdepartmental areas including: Bio-
medical Engineering, Environmental
Studies, instrumentation, Operations
Research, Materials, Mineral Resources
Engineering and Management, and
Technology and Policy. In addition,
numerous other interdepartmental op-
portunities exist at both the under-
graduate and graduate levels. With the
faculty and resources of all the depart-
ments available, the student is able to

develop a program that satisfies his or
her own intellectual and professional ob-
jectives. The student Interested in an In-
terdepartmental program will find it
helpful to study the departmental
descriptions and also to read the
specific sections covering Interdepart-
mental opportunities that combine, In
various manners and degree, disciplines
from the Schools of Science, Manage-
ment, Humanities and Social Science,
and Architecture and Planning with
those of the School of Engineering.

-

Applications L

Energy e e e

Transportation e e e e

Communication e e

Manufacturing e * . e

Construction

Materials e e e e e

Environment e e * e e e e 0

Medicine e e

Governance e e e

181School of Engineering
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Engineering internship
Program

The Engineering internship Program,
a new educational program available to
students in the School of Engineering,
combines traditional on-campus aca-
domic programs with off-campus work
experience in industry and government.
The program Is motivated by the belief
that work experience can be an Impor-
tant aspect of a sound engineering
education. By giving students an oppor-
tunity to participate in the world of work
through professional activities early in
their careers, it is hoped that students
can:

1
make more Informed choices from
among the various on-campus educa-
tional offerings, and

2
obtain a better understanding of career
opportunities available to them after
graduation.

Programs of combined work and study
are not new to M.I.T., where experience
In this form of engineering education
dates back to 1907 in what is now the
Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science. Over the years,
it has evolved into an educational pro-
gram that is acclaimed throughout the
United States for Its excellence. The new
Engineering internship Program is
modeled on the existing program in the
Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science (Course VI-A)
and will run in parallel with it.

Emphasis is placed on ensuring that stu-
dents in the program are placed in
rewarding "real-world" work assign-
ments that extend the learning experi-
once Into areas that are not available at
M.I.T. Toward this end, there is exten-
sive faculty participation and advising in
both the on- and off-campus compo-
nents of the program.

Program Description

The following program description is
typical of most participating depart-
ments. However, Individual depart-
mental programs may differ in certain
areas.

Programs have been established in the
Departments of Aeronautics and
Astronautics (XVI-C), Civil Engineering
(1), Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science (VI), Materials Science and En-
gineering (ill-B), Mechanical Engineer-
ing (il-B), Nuclear Engineering (XXiI-A),
and Ocean Engineering (XIII-C). Please
see the listing in the appropriath depart-
ment for a detailed description of these
programs.

The Engineering Internship Program is
designed principally as a joint under-
graduate and graduate program that
leads to the simultaneous award of the
S.B. and S.M. In an engineering depart-
ment upon successful completion of all
degree requirements.

Students normally enter the program in
the summer after their sophomore year
at M.I.T. Sophomores in good standing
in the School of Engineering are eligible
to apply for the program and, if selected
by a participating company during the
on-campus interview process, will par-
ticipate by registering in the appropriate
departmental program.

The program consists of three work as-
signments at the same Industrial firm.
There are two undergraduate work as-
signments of three months' duration
each - one after the student's second
year at M.I.T. and one after the third
year. During the first term of the fourth

year, a student applies to the depart-
ment for admission into the graduate
program. For those students who are
accepted to the graduate program, there
Is one additional work assignment of
seven months' duration after the fourth
year. Additional or substitute work as-
signments are possible by agreement
among the company, student, and
department.

For those students who are not admitted
to the departmental graduate program,
or do not continue on to graduate school
for other reasons, the Internship pro-
gram will terminate at the end of the
spring term of the fourth year at the S.B.
level.

Students who are accepted to the grad-
uate program will often do a combined
S.B.-S.M. thesis on a topic related to
their work assignment. Usually, for such
a thesis, the research will be performed
primarily in-plant during the final work
assignment, under the combined super-
vision of company staff and an M.I.T.
faculty member.

Students are paid during their periods of
residence at the participating com-
panies. While salary levels are a matter
of negotiation between student and
company, it is expected that salaries will
be consistent with those paid to perma-
nent staff members of comparable ex-
perience levels and abilities in the par-
ticipating companies. it Is also expected
that a company will fund each student's
travel from M.I.T. to the company at the
beginning of each assignment and his or
her travel back to M.I.T. at the end of the
assignment.

Further information on the program may
be obtained from the department of
registration or from J.R. Martuccelli,
Director, Engineering Internship Pro-
gram, M.I.T., Room 1-211, Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 263-8051.

School of Engineering
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School-wide Electives Interdepartmental Centers,
Projects, and Laboratories

The School of Engineering offers a set of
School-wide subjects, each of which Is
of Interest to students from a number of
departments in the School. A School-
wide subject may:

Integrate knowledge from several dis-
ciplines and Illustrate the commonality
of the Intellectual underpinnings
of the departments In the School of
Engineering,

be at the Interface between the aca-
demio program of the School of Engi-
neering and the programs of other
Schools at M.I.T.,

be a service subject to engineering stu-
dents and other students, and/or

be germane to many endineering stu-
dents, without being central to any one
departmental program.

A list of current School-wide Electives
follows. Please note that registration for
these subjects takes place through one
of the departmental numbers. Subject
descriptions may be found In Chapter V
of this catalogue.

Introduction to Technology and Law I
U(1)
1.030, 2.998, 10.803, 13.97, 16.792,
22.85

Management in Engineering U (1)
2.96, 8.930, 10.806, 13.62, 16.993,
22,002

Entrepreneurship G(2)
2.942, 6.936, 10.801, 13.78, 16.672,
22.86

Introduction to PORTRAl (i.A.P.)
No departmental numbers; registration
through Information Processing Ser-
vices. See l.A.P. Guide. A not-for-credit
two-week introduction to FORTRAN pro-
gramming, offered In cooperation with
1.P.S.

Computer Models of Phyeloial and
angineering System. I U(S)

1.16, 2.101, 3.05, 10.11,13.1, 16.008,
22.006

Dynamics of Physloal and Social
syltems U(1)
2.193, 3.146, 13.49, 15.861, 16.994,
22.006

in addition, there exist at M.I.T. a large
number of interdepartMental centers,
projects, and laboratories whose activl-
ties clearly transcend those of any single
department. Those In which the School
of Engineering is particularly involved
are listed below. Additional Information
about many of these may be found In
Chapter 1II of this catalogue.

Artificlai intelligence Laboratory

Biomedical Engineering Center for
Clinical Instrumentatidn

Center for Advanced Engineering Study

Center for Materials Science and
Engineering

Center for Pdlicy Alternatives

Center for Sensory Aids Evaluation
and Development

Center for Space Research

Center for Transportation Studies

Cryogenic Engineering Laboratory

Division for Study and Research In
Education

Electric Power Systems Engineering
Laboratory

Energy Laboratory

Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory

Fuels Research Laboratory

Gas Turbine and Power Dynamics
Laboratory

163School of Engineering
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Degree Programs
In Engineering

Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Harvard-M.I.T. Oivlsion of

Health Sciences and Techno'ogy

Heat Transfer Laboratory

Information Processing Center

Innovation Center

Laboratory for Computer Science

Laboratory for information
and Decision Systems

Laboratory for Manufacturing
and Productivity

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

Lincoln Laboratory

Man-Vehicle Laboratory

M.I.T. Sea Grant Program

Nuclear Reactor Laboratory

Operations Research Center

Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory for
Water Resources and
Hydrodynamics

Rehabilitation Engineering Center

Research Laboratory of Electronics

Sloan Automotive Laboratory

Technology Adaptation Program

Technology and Policy Program

Urban Systems Laboratory

Through Its departments and various in.
terdepartmental groups the School of
Engineering offers a wide variety of edu.
cational programs. Although students
are classified as graduate students or
undergraduate students, large numbers
of the latter often enroll in some gradu-
ate subjects, and both groups are
strongly encouraged to participate In a
variety of research, engineering applica-
tions, and public service projects.
Together, these activities and interac-
tions provide a rich educational
experience.

Degrees are awarded by the depart-
ments of the School and in several Inter-
departmental fields. At the under-
graduate level several departments also
offer so-called "undesignated" degrees
which lead to the Bachelor of Science
without departmental designation. The
curricula for these programs offer stu-
dents opportunities to pursue programs
of studies which are broader than could
be accommodated within a normal four-
year departmental program.

Most undergraduate departmental de-
grees are accredited by the Engineers'
Council for Professional Development.
However, given their more general
nature, the School of Engineering has
not sought accreditation for any un-
designated degrees. Holders of an so-
credited degree can generally take ex-
aminations for professional registration
with fewer years of experience than
holders of unaccredited or non-
engineering degrees. Also, an ac-
credited degree may be required for
certain jobs. As the situation varies
markedly from field to field, students
should discuss this question with their
faculty counselor in their department of
registration.

For undergraduates the curriculum of
the first year encompasses study of
physics, chemistry, mathematics, and
humanities while still offering students
many opportunities to make contact with
engineering through undergraduate
seminars, research opportunities, and
elective subjects. In the second year,
students typically continue these studies
with subjects leading to the fulfillment of
the Science Distribution, the Laboratory,
and the Humanities, Arts, and Social
Sciences Requirements. An under-
graduate student normally becomes af-
filiated with a particular department or
designated program as early as the
beginning of the sophomore year, and
from that time on works closely with an
advisor from that department or pro-
gram. Or, alternatively, a student may
elect to delay this choice until the start of
the junior year without necessarily
delaying graduation beyond four years.

School of Engineering 184
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However, a student with an interest in
engineering Is strongly encouraged to
become involved with one of the engi-
neering departments even during the
freshman year, and may, for example,
request that the freshman advisor be
assigned from a particular department
in the School of Engineering. Guidance
In making such early contact may be ob-
tained through the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program, the
Undergraduate Seminar Program, or
through the individual departments.
Details of the particular departmental
programs and their degree require-
ments are presented in this chapter.

in addition to the usual departmental
programs many opportunities exist for
individual initiatives. For example,
significant numbers of students find it
possible to combine their primary
undergraduate degree with a second
undergraduate degree in another area,
such as management, political science,
economics, or another area of engineer-
ing. Others organize their programs so
as to receive undergraduate and gradu-
ate degrees simultaneously. Completion
of the undergraduate degree require-
ments in less than four years is also
possible In some cases. Students are
encouraged to explore these and other
possibilities with their faculty coun-
selors.

The preceding few paragraphs can give
only a limited picture of the scope and
quality of the educational opportunities
available within the School of Engineer-
ing. Prospective and continuing stu-
dents are invited to study the pages
which follow to obtain a more complete
picture of these opportunities. Inquiries
about specific programs are welcomed
and should be sent to the head of the
appropriate department.

Robert Channing Seamans, Jr.
Dean of the School of Engineering

Offlos of the Dean

Robert Channing Seamans, Jr., Sc.D.
Henry A. Luce Professor of Environment and
Public Policy
Dean

Kant Forrest Hanson, Sc.O.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Associate Dean

Frederick James Quivey, M.B.A.
Assistant Dean for Administration

John Ronald Martuoceli, SM.
Director, Engineering Internship Program

School Professors Without
Departmental Affiliation

J. Herbert Hollomon, So.D.
Japan Steel Industry Professor
of Engineering
Director, Center for Policy Alternatives

Thomas Franklin Jones, Sc.D.
Professor of Engineering
Vice President for Research

Alfred Adolf Heinrich Kell, Dr. Rer. Nat.
Professor of Ocean Engineering, Emeritus
Ford Professor of Engineering, Emeritus

Judah Leon Schwartz, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering Science and Education

Myron Tribus, Ph.D.
Professor of Engineering
Director, Center for Advanced Engineering Study

Lawrence L. Bucciareill, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Engineering and
Technology Studies

Benjamin Calhoun Ball, Jr., S.M.
Adjunct Professor of Management

Professer ameritus

Alfred Adolf Heinrich Kell, Dr. Ror. Nat.
Professor of Ocean Engineering, Emeritus
Ford Professor of Engineering, Emeritus
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Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Jack Leo Kerrebrock, Ph.D.
Richard Cookburn Maclaurin
Professor In Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Head of the Department

Professor$

Judson Richard Baron, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Eugene Edzards Covert, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Charles Stark Draper, Sc.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

John Ougundil, Sc.D
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Shaoul Ezekiel, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and Electrical
Engineering

Morton Finston, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Robert Louis Halfman, S.M.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Acting Dean for Student
Affairs

Norman Dopglas Ham, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Jerome Clarke Hunsaker, Sc.D.,
Eng.D.
Professor of Aeronautical
Engineering, Emeritus

Karl Uno ingard, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics and Physics

Marten Teodor Landahl, Tekn.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Yao Tzu LI, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Jean Francois Louis, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Associate Director, Energy
Laboratory

James Wah Mar, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Winston Roscoe Markey, SO.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

John Francis McCarthy, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
(Absent)

James Elliot McCune, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Rene Harcourt Miller, M.A.
H. N. Sister Professor of Flight
Transportation

Theodore Hsueh-Huang Plan, So.0.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Robert Warren Simpson, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Edward Story Taylor, S.9.
Professor of Flight Propulsion,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Leon Trilling, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Wallacs Earl Vander Veide, Sc.D.
Professor of Ab..nautics and
Astronautics

Harold Yehuda Wachman, Ph.D.
Professor pf Aeronautics and
Astronapitics

Henry PI1IIp Whitaker, S.M.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Sheila Evans Widnali, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Chairman of the Faculty

Emmett Atlee Witmer, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Agronautics

Laurence Retman Young, So.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Asselste Professors

Edward Marc Greitzer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Wesley Leroy Harris, Sr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Walter Mark Hollister, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Elmer Eugene Larrabee, S.M.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Manuel Martinez-Sanchez, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Amedeo Rodolfo Odoni, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

William Soule Widnall, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Assistant Professors

David Guild Jansson, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

William T. Thompkins, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Adjunct Professors

Richard Horace Sattin, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

John Vincent Harrington, Sc.D.
Adjunct Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics and Electrical
Engineering

Senior Lecturers

Raymond Lewis Uisplinghoff,
Dr.Soi.Teohn.
Charles Oswald Cary
William R. Hawthorne, Sc.D.
Donald John Jordan, B.8.
John Regnier Wiley, .S.

Lecturers

Philip Nathaniel Bowditch, 8.9.
Philip Kenyon Chapman, S.D.
John Jacob Deyst, Jr., S.D.
Antonio Luis Ellas, Ph.D.
Donald Charles Fraser, So.D.
Betsy Gidwitz, Ph.D.
Arthur Grossman, 3.8.
Albert Lafayette Hopkins, Jr., Ph.D.
John Hovorka, So.D.
James Thomas Kneafsey, Ph.D.
Henry Herbert Kolm, Ph.D.
Stephen James Madden, Jr., Ph.D.
Rudrapatna V. Ramnath, Ph.D.
John Stanley Sinkiewicz, B.S.
John Pascal Vinti, SoD.
Joseph Yamron, 8.9.

Technical instructers

Allan Ralph Shaw
E. Donald Weiner

Administrative Officer

Donna R. Savicki, B.A., M.S.

Senior Research Assoolate

Howard Theodore Hermann, M.D.

Principal Research Engineers

Charle Waldo Haldeman, Sc.D.
Newel Koshore Taneja, Ph.D.

Principal Research SolentIst

Charles McMaster Oman, Ph.D

Research Assocolates

Alan Harry Epstein, Ph.D.
Ralph Joseph Marison, Ph.D.
Alan Natapoff, Ph.D.



Peetdostoral Asseefatee

Lars Hakan Gustavson, Tekn.Dr.
Marcos Rosenbaum, Licentiate
George Peter Succi, Ph.D.
Choon Sool Tan, Ph.D.

Potdetoral Peflows

Pinchas Bar-Yoseph, D.Sc.
Otmar Leo Book, M.D.

Visiting selentlet

Alfred David Weiss, M.D.

Reseroh Affiflate

Arys Ravoz Ephrath, Ph.D.
Elleser Gal, Ph.D.
Lindesay ines Ker Harkness, Ph.D.
Greg Leon Zacharias, Ph.D.

Professors Emeriti

Joseph Bicknell, S.M.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Emeritus

Charles Stark Draper, Sc.D.
institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Jerome Clarke Hunsaker, Sc.D.,
Eng.D.
Professor of Aeronautical
Engineering, Emeritus

Otto Carl Koppen, S.B.
Professor of Flight Vehicle
Engineering, Emeritus

Walter McKay, S.M.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Emeritus

Robert Karl Mueller, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics, Emeritus

Shatswell Ober, S.8.
Professor of Aeronautical
Engineering, Emeritus

Edward Story Taylor, S.S.
Professor of Flight Propulsion,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Walter Wrigley, Sc.D.
Professor of Instrumentation
and Astronautics, Emeritus
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Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

The objectives of the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics are to
provide broad training in the philosophy,
approach, and disciplines of Aerospace
Engineering, and to conduct research at
the forefronts of a wide range of
technologies critical to the future devel-
opment of aerospace technology.

The aerospace community is unusual In
Its emphasis on advanced technology,
and in its responsibility for large com-
plex vehicles and systems which de-
mand uniform excellence in engineering
and management. To retain Its position
of leadership, It must seek continually to
advance basic understanding of a wide
range of physical phenomena, to con-
ceive new devices and systems based
on this understanding, and to carry them
through the development process to
practical use, it encompasses a wide
range of talent, from basic researchers
to managers of organizations employing
thousands of engineers. The M.I.T.
Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Is equally unusual in its
commitment to providing training for
and access to this broad range of op-
portunIties in aerospace engineering. Its
success in this endeavor is indicated by
the large numbers of its alumni who are
senior managers in government and in
major aerospace firms, or in the
forefront of basic research in the engi-
neering sciences. The extensive involve-
ment of its faculty with government and
industry is a further measure of the De-
partment's central role in the aerospace
community.

The aerospace vehicle - be It a helicop-
ter, commercial transport, satellite, or
space shuttle - provides a focus for
many aspects of aerospace engineering
with which the Department deals.
Throughout its teaching and research
activities, the vehicles and the transpor-
tation systems of which they are major
elements are used for motivation and
coordination of the instruction and re-
search. The faculty is also alert to
the possibilities for application of
aerospace-derived technologies to non-
aerospace uses, resulting In a myriad of
couplings to the scientific and engineer-
ing research communities.

At the undergraduate level, the Depart-
ment seeks to provide a broad introduc-
tion to aerospace engineering, together
with thorough basic training in all of the
disciplines critical to aerospace. The de-
partmental program comprises: 1) Uni-
fied Engineering, an Introductory course
taught cooperatively by a number of
senior faculty members, covering all of
the basic disciplines in an interrelated
format as well as experimental and sys-
tems approaches; 2) a series of Restrict-
ed Electives and access to other Elec-
tives providing greater depth in each
disciplinary area; and 3) the Experimen-
tal Projects Laboratory, In which each
student conceives and executes an indi-
vidual experiment. In addition, under-
graduates are encouraged to become
involved in the research activities of the
Department through the Undergraduate
Research Opportunities Program. Re-
search opportunities are outlined under
Graduate Study.

The graduate teaching and research ac-
tivities of the Department are strongly in-
terwoven, since the graduate subjects
evolve from the research and profes-
sional interests of the faculty and in turn
serve to introduce students to the areas
of active research. Teaching activities
are informally organized into five Divi-
sions of instruction: Mechanics and
Physics of Fluids; Structures, Materials,
and Aeroelasticity; Propulsion and En-
ergy Conversion; instrumentation, Guld-
ance, and Control; and Aeronautical and
Astronautical Systems. Research is con-
ducted in the Departmental Laboratories
Including the Aerophysics and Fluid
Dynamics Laboratories, the VTOL
Technology Laboratory, the Aeroelastic
and Structures Research Laboratory,
the Technology Laboratory for Ad-
vanced Composites, the Gas Turbine
and Plasma Dynamics Laboratory, the
Man-Vehicle Laboratory, the Laser Sys-
tems Laboratory, the Flight Transports-
tion Laboratory, and the Space Systems
Laboratory. In addition to its depart-
mental activities, the Department main-
tains close interaction with the Charles
Stark Draper Laboratory. Each of these
is described briefly in the section on
Graduate Study.
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Undergraduate Study

Bachelor of Solence in Aeronautics
and Astronautics
Course XVI

Undergraduate study in the Department
leads to the Bachelor of Science In
Aeronautics and Astronautics at the end
of four years. The curricula provide flex-
Ibil~ty to meet the needs of professionals
In aerospace activity ranging from scien-
tiflo research to responsible engineering
direction of large enterprises.

The undergraduate course of study Is
based on a core of two 24-unit subjects
in Unified Engineering. These subjects
are taught cooperatively by a number of
senior faculty members. Their purpose
is to introduce new students to the dis-
ciplines and methodologies of aero-
space engineering at a basic level, with a
balanced exposure to analysis, em-
pirical methods, and design. The areas
covered Include statics, dynamics,
structures, fluid mechanics, thermody-
namics, propulsion, control, and sys-
tems engineering. Several laboratory
experiments are performed and a num-
ber of systems problems which interre-
late the disciplines are included. Stu-
dents are assigned desks in a Common
Room reserved for the subject and used
for recitations and design sessions. The
Common Room Serves as a work-study
room for students throughout the week.

iI ig is usually taken In
ar; It fulfills the pro-
'lety of Restricted
r Electives which deal
'ith subjects in the five
;s and physics of
ition, guidance, and
i and energy conver-

the junior year, and complete the De-
partmental requirements, which include
one Restricted Elective selected from
each of the five above areas.

Each student has the opportunity In the
Undergraduate Projects Laboratory to
conceive, organize, and execute an indi-
vidual experimental project under the
supervision of a faculty member. A
proposal Is prepared; oral and written
reporting of the results are required.
This subject satisfies the Institute Labo-
ratory Requirement.

Any one of several programs leads to
the degree of Bachelor of Science in.
Aeronautics and Astronautics. All pro-
grams leading to degrees in Aeronautics
and Astronautics are accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Professional De-
velopment (ECPD). if desired, the stu-
dent may request an unspecified
degree, Bachelor of Science. This
degree is not so accredited.

Program I Aeronautics and
Astronautics. Program 1 is appropriate
for students desiring a broad exposure
to aerospace engineering in the normal
four years of residence at M.I.T. The re-
quired subjects may be supplemented
with additional restricted electives or
other undergraduate or graduate
courses according to individual
interests.

a
ig In

Program 2 Avionics Option. The
Avionics Option prepares the student for
a career in Aerospace Electronics. It
also provides a strong foundation for
graduate work in the fields of Instrumen-
tation, Guidance, and Control. The pro-
gram is designed for students who are
Interested in the application of elec-
tronics to guidance, navigation, sur-
veillance/stablization, Instrumentation,
and control of aircraft or spacecraft.
New graduates traditionally have joined
this professional area after having had
an undergraduate major In electrical or
aeronautical engineering, and having
been Introduced to the other half of their
discipline through apprenticeship or
graduate study. This option allows the
student to learn the basics of both parts
of the discipline as an undergraduate.
The requirements include core subjects
in Electrical Engineering as a sopho-
more if Unified Engineering is deferred
to the junior year. The elective freedom
can be utilized to take advanced sub-
jects In guidance and control depending
on the student's particular area of in-
terest within the broad field of avionics.

Cooperative Program
Course XVI-I

The cooperative program in Aeronautics
and Astronautics provides undergradu-
ates the opportunity to participate in
professional activities in an aerospace
organization before the senior year for
about seven months. This Industrial
practice enables students to have a
more professionally rewarding experi-
ence than is usual in summer employ-
ment. The program permits completion
of requirements for the Bachelor of Sci-
ence degree in four years. Students in
this program become regular em-
ployees while working in the company,
are subject to the regulations of the
company, and are paid at prevailing
rates. Students pay their own expenses
while away from the institute.

fAeronautics and Astronautics
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A student interested in the program
should apply to the professor-in-charge
for details and an Interview; also, the
student should arrange a schedule with
a faculty counselor which permits an ab-
sence from M.I.T. during the second
term of the third year. This should be
done before January of the second year
since subject choices in the second term
of the second year may be affected. One
summer at M.I.T. usually is necessary.

Engineering Internship Program
Course XVI-C

This program-reflects the participation
of the Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics in the Engineering in-
ternship Program (E.l.P.) administered
by the School of Engineering. It Is In-
tended as a five-year joint S.B.-S.M.
program which features periods of work
at a participating company alternating
with periods of study at M.I.T. See ad-
ditional discussion of this program In the
School of Engineering section of this
catalogue.

Interested students apply for participa-
tion in E.I.P. during the spring term of
their sophomore year. Companies select
students for work assignments based on
Interviews at M.I.T. and the student's
record. Once a selection is made and
accepted, both the student and the com-
pany agree to continue that association
to completion of the Program.

The advantage of this Program to the
student is a continuing series of work
experiences interleaved with study. This
stimulates Interest in the academic sub-
jects and gives the student a profes-
slonal perspective on his or her educa-
tion. The curriculum requirements for
Course XVI-C are the same as for
Course XVI with 16.801 (twice) used as
12 units of elective. At the completion of
the Program there is no obligation on
the part of the student or the company
for further employment. For further in-
formation, please see additional discus-
slon of the program in the School of En-
gineering section of this catalogue, or
the Department E.I.P. Coordinator.

inquiries

For additional Information concerning
academic and research programs in the
Department, admissions, suggested
four-year undergraduate programs
(either with breadth or with emphasis in
the various avenues In Aeronautics and
Astronautics), Interdisciplinary pro-
grams, financial aid, etc., please write to
the Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Undergraduate Office,
Room 33-217, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-2279.

Advanced study In the Department of
Aeronautics and Astronautics includes
research work culminating In a thesis
and study of graduate level subjects In
the Department and other departments
and schools at M.I.T. Degrees are
awarded at the Master's, Engineer's, and
doctoral levels.

Divisions of Instruction and Research
Laboratories

The graduate subject offerings of the
Department are Informally organized
Into five Divisions: Mechanics and
Physics of Fluids; Structures, Materials,
and Aeroelasticity; Instrumentation,
Guidance, and Control; Propulsion and
Energy Conversion; and Aeronautical
and Astronautical Systems. Research is
conducted in a number of research
laboratories. A faculty member is
typically Involved in teaching graduate
and undergraduate subjects In one or
more of the Divisions, and in conducting
research at the Charles Stark Draper
Laboratory, or in one or more of the
following departmental laboratories: the
Aerophysics Laboratory, the Fluid Dy-
namics Research Laboratory, the VTOL
Technology Laboratory, Aeroelastic and
Structures Research Laboratory,
Technology Laboratory for Advanced
Composites, the Man-Vehicle Labora-
tory, Laser Systems Laboratory, Gas
Turbine and Plasma Dynamics Labora-
tory, the Flight Transportation Labora-
tory, and the Space Systems
Laboratory.

School of Engiheering 170
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Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

in addition to the general requirements
for admission to the Graduate School,
applicants must have a strong under-
graduate background In some of the
fundamentals of aerospace engineering
and mathematics as described in
Undergraduate Study. Gaps in prepara-
tion can be filled early in the graduate
program, but additional time in
residence should be expected If many
undergraduate courses are required.

Master of Science in Aeronautics and
Astronautices

The general requirements for the Master
of Science degree are cited in Chapter
IV of this catalogue. The Master's candl-
date customarily emphasizes a single
professional field; however, excessive
specialization is not encouraged. Under
the guidance of a faculty advisor with re-
lated interests, students select Individual
programs without restriction as to de-
partments. There is no language re-
quirement for the Master of Science.

Master of Science in Technology and
Policy

Students interested in applying their
aeronautical engineering background to
problems of policy and socioeconomic
assessment of technology may apply for
the interdepartmental Master of Science
Program in Technology and Policy. This
program combines subjects in ad-
vanced technology with subjects in
economics, systems analysis, political
science, and law. It engages the student
In significant project work integrating
technology and policy. Well-quallfled
students mav comolete this oroaram In

Engineer in Aeronautics and
Astronautics

This degree program is limited to those
possessing demonstrable capability for
excellence In engineering, including a
capacity for pursuing rigorous advanced
training in the disciplines upon which
engineering Is based. Judgment and
skill needed to apply technology to the
synthesis of complex operational sys-
tems must be demonstrated.

Requirements for admission to can-
didacy for the Engineer in Aeronautics
and Astronautics are more rigorous than
for the Master of Science in Aeronautics
and Astronautics. A specific description
of requirements is available In a
pamphlet which may be requested from
the Department graduate office.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

The general requirements for this
degree are given In Chapter IV of this
catalogue. A candidate is admitted to
the Doctoral program upon passing the
Doctoral Qualifying Examination. After
selecting an area for study and re-
search, the candidate in consultation
with the thesis supervisor forms a doc-
toral/thesis committee, which assists In
the formulation of the individual's re-
search and study programs and
monitors the student's progress. The
subjects selected to fulfill the major and
minor program requirements must be
approved by the committee. One foreign
language is required and also must be
approved by the students committee.
The candidate's mastery of the major
area Is tested by a written and an oral
General Examination administered by
the doctoral/thesis committee after
completion of the major subjects.

Demonstrated competence for original
research at the forefront of aerospace
engineering Is the final and major
criterion for granting the Doctorate
dgree. The candidate's thesis serves In
part to demonstrate such competence,
and on completion is defended orally in
a presentation to the faculty of the De-
partment, which may then recommend
the award of the degree.

Interdisciplinary Programs

The graduate division of the Department
participates In several Interdisciplinary
fields which are of special importance
for Aeronautics and Astronautics. Re-
search effort related to these programs
is actively pursued in Department
laboratories and by the Department's
faculty.

Biomedical Engineering. This program
is available to students Interested in blo-
medical Instrumentation and physio-
logical control systems where the dis-
ciplines involved in Aeronautics and
Astronautics are applied to biology and
medicine. Graduate study based on this
program may be pursued within the Do-
partmental program, the Health Sci-
ences and Technology S.M.-Ph.D. Pro-
gram In Medical Engineering and
Medical Physics, or the interdepartmen-
tal Ph.D. program In Biomedical
Engineering. At the Master's degree
level, students in the Department may
specialize in biomedical engineering,
emphasizing quantitative physiology,
instrumentation and control, and
blostatistlcs, or in man-machine systems
and engineering psychology and in
instrumentation and statistics.
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The interdepartmental Ph.D. program in
lomedloal Engineering Is Intended for

students with a strong engineering
background who wish to make a career
commitment to biomedical engineering.
The Harvard-M.I.T. program in Medical
Engineering and Medical Physics Is for
students wishing a more Intensive expo-
sure to the medical sciences as prepara-
tion for a career of research focused on
clinical problems. For a further descrip-
tion of these programs, please see
Chapter V, Interdepartmental Study and
Research. Most biomedical engineering
in the Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Is conducted in the Man-
Vehicle Laboratory. Further information
Is contained in the brochure "Blomedi-
cal Engineering at M.I.T. and Harvard,"
available from the Biomedical Engineer-
Ing Committee, Room 37-219, M.I.T.

Plight Transportation. For students In-
terested in a career in flight transporta-
tion, there is available a program which
Incorporates a broader graduate educa-
tion in disciplines such as economics,
management, law, and operations re-
search the' Is normally pursued by can-
didates for degrees in Engineering.
Graduate research emphasizes one of
the five areas of flight transportation:
Flight Vehicle Control; Airport Planning;
Airport Design; Air Transportation Sys-
tems Analysis; and Operations Re-
search, with subjects selected appropri-
ately from those available in the Depart-
ment of Aeronautics and Astronautics,
Civil Engineering, Economics, and the
Center for Transportation Studies (See
Chapter V, Interdepartmental Graduate
Study). A special Interdepartmental pro-
gram may be established for the doc-
toral student (or participation in the
Operations Research Center Program
may be considered.)

Pellowships, Research and Teaching
Assistantships

Financial assistance for graduate study
may be in the form of fellowships or re-
search or teaching assistantships. There
are several endowed and departmental
fellowships which are granted to stu-
dents of exceptional promise. Among
the endowed fellowships are: Donald W.
Douglas, Richard D. duPont, and Lester
D. Gardner. The Department attempts to
place a student in a laboratory In which
the research activity is closely related to
the student's Interests. Both the
fellowship student and the research
assistant work with a faculty supervisor
on a specific research assignment. The
student gains experience invaluable In
any career in engineering In organizing
the work leading to a thesis, i.e., defining
and carrying out a research problem,
learning and applying new experimental
techniques and analytical tools, and
organizing and writing a technical
document.

Inquiries

For additional Information concerning
academic and research programs in the
Department, admissions, interdiscipli-
nary programs, financial aid,
assistantships, etc., please contact the
Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics Graduate Office, Room 33-
217, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 283-2260.

Innovation Program

The Department has initiated and pro-
vides logistic support for the M.I.T. In-
novation Program which Is organized by
the School of Engineering with the sup-
port of the Sloan School of Manage-
ment. The primary goals are to develop
an atmosphere conducive to inven-
tiveness and to provide the facilities and
organization necessary to carry out the
development of promising ideas. The
complete process of bringing a new
concept or device from the idea stage,
through development and testing, in-
cluding marketing and the legal aspects
of patents and licensing, Is undertaken.
Students at any level and from any de-
partment may participate.

School of Engineering
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Subjects In Aeronautics
and Astronautics

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

16 Undergraduate Research
16.001 Unified Engineering 1
10.002 Unified Engineering 1i
10.003 Unified Engineering Ill
16.004 Unified Engineering IV
16.006 Computer Models of

Physical and Engineering
Systems I

16.01J Molecular Theory of Materials
16.02 Aerodynamics
16.025 Introduction to Numerical

Aerodynamics (A)
16.035 Fluid Mechanics (A)
16.041 Aerodynamics - Viscous Fluids (A)
16.042 Aerodynamic Heating (A)
16.044J Turbulence and Random

Processes in Fluid Mechanics
(A)

16.061 Gas Dynamics (A)
16.052 Real Gas Dynamics (A)
16.000 Surface and Gas-Surface

Problems in Aerospace
Engineering (A)

16.07 Aerodynamics of Wings and Bodies
(A)

16.061J Principles of Acoustics (A)
I6.002J Flow Noise (A)
16.01 Nonlinear Wave Propagation (A)
16.105 Applied Aerodynamics
16.16 Advanced Flight Vehicle Stability

and Control (A)
10.20 Structural Mechanics
16.21 Plates, Stability and

Thermoelastiolty (A)
16.22 Shell Structures (A)
16.24 Plasticity, Viscoolastlicty and

Creep (A)
16.251 Structural Design for Longevity

(A)
16.252 Structural Response to Severe

Transient Loads (A)
10,261 J Structural Mechanics In Nuclear

10.6

tnentary Composite

tomatic Control
trumentation

16.32 Principles of Optimal
Control (A)

10.34 Automatic Control of Flight
Vehicles (A)

16.351J Quantitative Physiology:
Sensory and Motor Systems

16.352J Sensory-Neural Systems (A)
16.353 Seminar in Sensorimotor

Processes (A)
16.354J Design and Evaluation of

Human/Enginering Systems (A)
16.356J Man-Machine Systems (A)
16.37 Statistical Problems In Automatic

Control (A)
16.371 Estimation and Control of

Stochastic Processes (A)
16.361J Optics and Optical Electronics
16.382 Lasers and Optics for

Applications (A)
16.383 Topics in Laser instrumentation (A)
16.39 Algorithms for Function Minimiza-

tion and Optimal Control (A)
16.40 Principles of Flight Guidance
16.41 Space Dynamics and Gyroscopic

Instruments (A)
16.42 Inertial Navigation (A)
16.43 Strapped-Down Inertiall

Systems (A)
16.48 Astronautical Navigation (A)
16.491 Selected Topics In Celestial

Mechanics (A)
16.492 Selected Topics in Celestial

Mechanics (A)
16.53 Rocket Propulsion
16.54 Aircraft Engines and Gas Turbines
16.541 Aircraft Turbine Engines (A)
10.542 Advanced Computational Methods

in internal Flows (A)
10.543 Fluid Mechanics of

Turbomachinery (A)
16.56 Ionized Gases
16.551 MHD Power Generation (A)
16.56 Noise Control Engineering (A)
16.59J Introduction to Plasma Kinetic

Theory (A)
16.60 Advanced Special Project (A)
16.601 Advanced Special Subject (A)
16.602 Advanced Special Subject
10.605 Special Projects
10.006 Selected Topics in Aeronautics

and Astronautics
16.62 Experimental Projects
16.64 Plight Measurement Laboratory
10.66 Experimental Techniques in

Aerodynamics (A)

16.671J Invention
16.672 Entrepreneurship
16.075 invention Development Laboratory
16.676 Internship In New Enterprise

Development
16.701 Principles of Systematic Policy

Analysis
16.703 Introduction to Aerospace

Management
16.704J Seminar in Air Transportation

Analysis and Planning
16.711 Introduction to Probability and

Statistics
16.712 Air Transportation Forecasting

Methods (A)
16.72 Air Traffic Control (A)
16.73 Airline Management (A)
16.74 Air Transportation Economics (A)
16.751 Flight Transportation (A)
16.752J International Air Transportation
16.76J Urban Operations Research
16.77 Flight Transportation Operations

Analysis (A)
16.781J Planning and Design of Airport

Systems (A)
16.782J Airport Operation and

Management (A)
16.792J introduction to Technology

and Law I
16.793 The Law/Technology interface

(Law, Technology and Public
Policy)

16.80 industrial Practice
16.801 Engineering Internship
16.802 Advanced Engineering Internship
16.8114 introduction to Systems Analysis
10.621 A Management View of

Engineering Seminar
16.63 Automotive Vehicles
10.64 Flight Vehicle Engineering
16.865 Space Systems Engineering
16.651 Satellite Engineering (A)
16.66 Advanced Systems Engineering (A)
16.87 VTOL Aircraft (A)
16.6 Aerodynamics, Structural

Dynamics, and Aeroelasticity of
Wind Turbines and Rotorcraft (A)

16.891 Technology and History: China
and the West

16.91 Structural Dynamics (A)
16.92 Advanced Aeroelasticity (A)
16.94 Advanced Structural Dynamics (A)
16.9,1 Aeronautics and Astronautics Seminar
16.992 Seminar
16.093 Management In Engineering
16.094 Dynamics of Physical and

Social Systems
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Department of Chemical
Engineering

James Wei, 8O.D.
Warren K. Lewis Professor
of Chemical Engineering
Hed of the Department

Jack Benny Howard, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering
Executive Officer of the
Department

Professors

Raymond Frederick Baddour, Sc.D.
Lammot du Pont Professor of
Chemical Engineering

Jnos Mikis Beir, Sc.D.
Professor of Chemical and Fuel
Engineering

Clark Kenneth Colton, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering

Lawrence Boyd Evans, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering

John Ploger Longwell, Sc.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering

Edward Wilson Merrill, Sc.D.
Carbon P. Dubbs Professor of
Chemical Engineering

Robert Clark Raid, SoD.
Professor of Chemical Engineering

Adel Fares Sarofim, Sc.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering

Charles Nelson Satterfield, So.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering

Kenneth Alan Smith, Sc.D.
Joseph R. Mares Professor of
Chemical Engineering

Johnson Edward Vivian, Sc.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering
Director of the School of Chemical
Engineering Practice

Glenn Carber Williams, Sc.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering
Graduate Officer

Assoolate Professors

Robert Calvin Armstrong, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Robert Edward Cohen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Christos Georgekis, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Michael Modell, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Preetinder Singh Virk, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Assistant Professors

Robert Arthur Brown, Ph.D.
DuPont Assistant Professor of
Chemical Engineering

William Murray Dean, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineeaing

Michael Patrick Manning, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Frederick Asahel Putnam, Ph.D.
Joseph R. Mares Assistant Professor
of Chemical Engineering

Selim Mehmet Senkan, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering

Costas George Vayenas, Ph.D.
Du Pont Assistant Professor of
Chemical Engineering

Administrative Officer

Robert Choate Morrow, B.S.

Senior Lecturers

Morton Mace Denn, Ph.D.
(Visiting)
Charles Michael Mohr, Sc.D.
William Caubu Rousseau, M.S.
(Visiting)

Lecturers

Samuel Wright Bodmut ScD.
(Visiting)
Malcolm Thomas Jacques, Ph.D.
Edmund Gale Lowrie, M.D.
(Visiting)
James Hall Porter, Sc.D.
(Visiting)
Barry Alan Solomon, Ph.D.
(Visiting)
Warren Myron Zapol, M.D.
(Visiting)

Technical Instructors

Reed Campbell Fulton
Stanley Robert Mitchell

Research Associates

All Kemal Dincer, Ph.D.
Prom Krishna Gupta, Ph.D.
Paul M. Mathias, Ph.D
Saranga Raghavan, Ph.D.

Postdoctoral Associate

Michael Philip Bohrer, Ph.D.

Visiting Engineers

Guillermo Calleja, Ph.D.
Amitava Mitra, MSc.
ignacio Rossi, Chem.E.

Visiting Scientists

Federico Beretta, Ph.p.
Karl-Heinz Reichert, Ph.D.
Edwin W. Salman, M.D.
Michael Bernard Stemerman, M.D.

Professors Emeriti

Thomas Bradford Drew, S;M.
Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Emeritus

Hoyt Clarke Hottel, A.B., S.M.
Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Emeritus

Herman Paul Meissner, D.So.
Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Emeritus

Harold Christian Weber, D.Sc.
Professor of Chemical Engineering,
Emeritus
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Department of Chemical
Engineering

Undergraduate Study

Chemical engineering Is the most
broadly based of all engineering dis-
ciplines. This breadth results from a very
deep involvement with chemistry in ad-
dition to the applications of physics and
mathematics which are common to all
engineering disciplines. In its broadest
sense, chemical engineering is the
creative application of chemistry to the
solution of significant problems. Chemi-
cal engineering is making unparalleled
contributions to the development of
clean energy sources, the provision of
adequate food supplies, the recreation
of proper ecological balances, the ad-
vancement of medioal/engineering sci-
ence, and the economic production of
material goods. In order to participate
meaningfully in these activities, the engi-
neer must have a thorough grounding in
chemistry, mathematics, and physics. At
M.I.T., the Department of Chemical En-
gineering achieves this objective in two
undergraduate programs. One is Course
X, leading to the Bachelor of Science In
Chemical Engineering. This program Is
accredited by the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development and the
American Institute of Chemical Engl-
neers. The other program is Course X-C,
leading to the Bachelor of Science
without specification. The latter is not
accredited and requires less study in
formal chemical engineering subjects
and results in additional olective time. In
the past, Course X-C has proven to be
especially attractive to students who
wish to specialize In chemistry, physics,
biology, patent law, or management
while simultaneously gaining a broad
exposure to the engineering approach
to solving problems.

The Department offers a wide selection
of graduate subjects and research
leading to advanced degrees in chem-
ical engineering. Important subject
areas include fuels and energy polymer
chemistry, surface and colloid
chemistry, biomedical engineering,
chemical process development,
transport processes, and environmental
engineering. Many of our current under-
graduates find it attractive in the
upperclass years to take a variety of
these graduate level subjects. This ex-
posure is invaluable in identifying poten-
tial independent research Interests for
the student. Other students find these
subjects to be fruitful as terminal techni-
cal subjects prior to moving on to work
in teaching, government, or manage-
ment. Students Interested in the various
areas of graduate study in Chemical En-
gineering should consult the graduate
section which follows Undergraduate
Study.

The School of Chemical Engineering
Practice, also described in detail in the
graduate section, involves one term of
work under the direction of an Institute
staff resident at the Practice School Sta-
tions. There each student has a
unique opportunity to develop the ability
to apply basic professional principles to
the solution of practical problems in
industry. Study at the field stations is
generally Included in a program for a
Master of Science degree and Is nor-
mally required for the Chemical Engi-
neer degree.

The undergraduate subjects provide
basic studies In physics and mathe-
matics, a major concentration in
chemistry, and a strong core of chemical
engineering. The four-year under-
graduate programs, designed to
develop judgment, initiative, and
responsibility, give students consider-
able latitude in arranging a selection of
subjects that best fits their needs and
develops their aptitudes. Those who ex-
pect to go on to graduate school may
therefore elect subjects which
strengthen their preparation for ad-
vanced work.

In addition to work in science and engi-
neering, students take an Integrated
sequence of subjects in the humanities
and social sciences. The chemical engi-
neer's progress and accomplishments
are not determined solely by technologi-
cal competence; fully as Important are a
breadth of outlook and an under-
standing of society. The curriculum is
designed to give undergraduates a
sound basis for further developing their
aptitudes and interests through in-
dustrial work, independent study, or
graduate work.

Chemical engineering also provides an
ideal preparation for careers in
medicine and related fields of health sci-
ence and technology. The Department's
strong emphasis on chemistry provides
excellent training toward medical
school. A suitable program of study may
be arranged within the regular curricula
of Course X or X-C. Interested students
should consult with their faculty
counselor.
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Graduate Study

Bachelor of Science in Chemical
Engineering
Course X

Students in the regular Course X take a
group of specified core subjects in
chemistry and chemical engineering in-
cluding some laboratory work, together
with additional restricted electives in
chemistry and/or biology and chemical
engineering. Additional opportunities
for experimental research with con-
siderable flexibility in scheduling are
provided In 10.91 Experimental Re-
search Problem. Students with a strong
interest in a professional minor may
satisfy this interest by use of the
scheduled free elective time.

A chemical engineering elective avail-
able for freshmen is - 10 Process Syn-
thesis. It may be used to satisfy the
restricted electives in chemical
engineering.

Bachelor of Science
Course X-C

Students in Course X-C are permitted to
plan programs involving basic subjects
in chemistry and chemical engineering,
but instead of continuing in depth in
these areas, can study in other fields,
such as other engineering disciplines,
biology, biomedical engineering,
economics, or management.

Students planning to follow this curric-
ulum should discuss their interests with
a member of the faculty of the Depart-
ment. At the time they decide to enter
the Course X-C program, preferably by
the first term of their senior year, they
should submit to the Department a
statement of goals and a program of
subjects which will achieve their objec-
tives. Students are assigned a member
of the Department faculty as an advisor.

Pive-Year Programs

in addition to offering separate pro-
grams leading to the Bachelor of Sl-
once and Master of Science in Chemical
Engineering, the Department offers a
program leading to the simultaneous
award of both degrees at the end of five
years. A detailed description of this pro-
gram Is available from the Graduate
Registration Officer.

For chemical engineering students In-
terested in nuclear applications, the De-
partments of Chemical Engineering and
Nuclear Engineering offer a five-year
program leading to the joint Bachelor of
Science in Chemical Engineering and
Master of Scoence in Nuclear Engineer-
Ing. Such programs are approved on an
Individual basis between the registration
officers of the two departments.

inquiries

Additional information concerning
undergraduate academic and research
programs, admissions, financial ald, etc.
may be obtained by writing to Professor
Jack B. Howard, Executive Officer, De-
partment of Chemical Engineering,
Room 86-350, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (817) 263-4574.

Plelds of Graduate Study

The technology of chemical engineering
In the process industries falls loosely
Into two categories: physical and chemi-
cal. While both types are encountered in
many industrial problems, graduate
subjects of instruction and research are
logically grouped in the corresponding
fields of engineering operations and ap-
plied chemistry. Most graduate students
take some work In each field, and in the
School of Chemical Engineering Prac-
tice the problem assignments involve
fundamentals in both areas. Current
fields of graduate study are: applied
chemistry, biochemical engineering,
biomedical engineering, environmental
engineering, chemical engineering sys-
tems, engineering operations (process
engineering), fuel and fossil energy on-
gineering, and materials engineering
and polymers.

For students with strong interest in ma-
terials and an adequate background in
chemistry or chemical engineering, the
Department offers special graduate
curricula leading to the degrees of Ma-
terials Engineer, Doctor of Science, or
Doctor of Philosophy. These curricula
are designed to provide a properly inte-
grated background In the science and
engineering of the major classes of ma-
terials (metals, ceramics, and polymers)
and also to specialize In some depth in a
selected area of the field, Specific grad-
uate programs are suggested by, and
subject to the approval of, an interde-
partmental committee on materials engi-
neering. Further details may be obtained
by consulting the Department's Gradu-
ate Registration Officer.

School of Engineering
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Department of Chemical Engineering

Advanced Degrees

The following advanced degrees are
offered in chemical engineering: Master
of Science in Chemical Engineering;
Master of Science in Chemical Engl-
neering Practice; Chemical Engineer;
Environmental Engineer; Materials Engl-
neer; Doctor of Science or Doctor of
Philosophy.

Mester of Science in Chemical
Engineering

Programs for the Master of Science in
Chemical Engineering are usually
arranged as a continuation of under-
graduate professional training, but on a
more mature basis.

Master of Science In Chemical
Engineering Practice

Bachelor of Science graduates of this
Department ordinarily meet the re-
quirements for the Master of Science in
Chemical Engineering Practice (Course
X-A) in two terms. Beginning in the
September following graduation, stu-
dents are at the field stations until the
end of December, and then return to the
Institute to complete the program during
the spring term. A similar Practice
School field program begins in February
and extends to the end of May.

For students who have graduated in
chemical engineering from other institu-
tions, the usual program of study for the
Master of Science in Chemical Engl-
neering Practice involves one or two
terms at the institute followed by the
field station work in the Practice School.
Graduates in chemistry from other in-
stitutiono normally require an additional
term. Enrollment is limited and students
are usually not admitted to the Practice
School until they have spent at least one
' irm at the institute.

There are two field stations !n the pro-
gram: one at two chemical plants of the
General Electric Company near Albany,
New York and one at the Oak Ridge
National Laboratory in Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee. At each field station, student
groups operate under the full-time
direction of two members of the Institute
staff. Quantitative aspects of chemical
engineering are studied in the Practice
School. Plant investigations are carried
out on special phases of unit operations
and on problems of Industrial chemistry.
Oral and written presentation of plans,
results, and recommendations for action
are stressed.

Master of Science in Technology and
Policy

Students interested in applying their
chemical engineering background to
problems of policy and socioeconomic
assessment of technology may apply for
the interdepartmental Master of Science
Program in Techinlogy and Policy. This
program combines subjects in ad-
vanced technology in the particular field
of the student's choosing with subjects
in economics, systems analysis, political
science, and law. it engages the student
in significant project work integrating
technology and policy. Well-qualified
students may complete this program in
one calendar year. General require-
ments and application procedures are
described in Chapter V of this catalogue.

Chemical Engineer

The Engineer's degree Is offered as an
advanced degree in chemical engineer-
ing for those students who desire a
graduate education In depth but who are
not interested primarily In research. A
detailed description of the Chemical En-
gineer's program may be obtained i nm
the Graduate Registration Office.

Environmental Engineer

The Environmental Engineer goes
beyond the Master's program but
without the research focus of the doc-
torate. It will prepare students for
careers In government, industry, and
orivate practice where technical decl-
alon making is integrated with environ-
mental planning and management func-
tions. Detailed requirements, suggested
subjects, and sample programs may be
obtained from the Graduate Registration
Office.

Materials Engineer

Candidates interested in studying ma-
terials engineering in the Department
of Chemical Engineering should have
training equivalent to that offered by the
institute in Its undergraduate programs
in chemistry or chemical engineering, In
general, two years are required for com-
pletion of the Materials Engineer. A
detailed description of the Materials En-
gineer program may be obtained from
the Graduate Registration Office.
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Subjects In Chemical
Engineering

Joint M1.I.T.-W.H.O.I. Program
Course X-W

A joint program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution is intended
for students whose primary career ob-
jective Is oceanographic engineering.
Students divide their academic and re-
search efforts between the campuses of
the two institutions. While in residence at
M.I.T., students enrolled in this course
follow a program similar to that of other
students in this Department. The pro-
gram is described in more detail under
the section on M.I.T.'s Joint Program in
Oceanographic Engineering with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Doctor of Solence or Doctor of
Philosophy

Admission to the doctoral program is
granted only after the candidate has
passed a general examination con-
sisting of written and oral parts. The
requirements for the doctoral degree in-
clude a program of advanced study, a
minor program, and a thesis. The pro-
gram of advanced study and research is
normally carried out in one of the fields
of chemical engineering under the
supervision of one or more faculty mem-
bers in the Department of Chemical En-
gineering. The object of the minor pro-
gram Is to broaden the student's knowl-
edge. The minor consists of completing
satisfactorily two or more related sub-
jects, totaling at least 24 credit units, in a
field other than chemical engineering
and of a more advanced character than
would have been required for the stu-
dent's undergraduate degree.

Pinancial Support

The Department has a wide variety of
financial support for graduate students,
including teaching and research
assistantahlps, fellowships, and loans.
information about financial assistance
may be obtained by writing to the Grad-
uate Registration Officer, but consider-
ation for awards cannot be given before
students have been admitted to the
Graduate School.

inquiries

Additional information concerning grad-
uate programs, admissions, financial
aid, assistantships, etc. may be obtained
by writing to Professor Jack B. Howard,
Executive Officer, Department of Chemi-
cal Engineering, Room 66-360, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-4574, or Professor Glenn C.
Williams, Graduate Registration Officer,
Department of Chemical Engineering,
Room 66-368, (617) 263-4687.

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that it is ar, approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

10.U.R. Undergraduate Research
10.10 Process Synthesis
10.11 Computer Models of

Physical and Engineering
Systems I

10.13 Mass and Energy Processing
10.14 Chemical Engineering

Thermodynamics
10.17 Air Pollution Fundamentals
10.18 industrial Chemistry
10.19 Experimental Methods In

Combustion and Heat
Transfer

10.21 Structures and Properties of Matter
10.23 Measurement of Environmental

Poliutants
10.24 Survey of Analytical Chemistry
10.25 Industrial Chemistry (A)
10.26 Chemical Engineering Laboratory
10.301 Heat, Mass and Momentum

Transfer
10.302 Fluid Mechanics and Transport

Processes
10.311 Continuum Mechanics
10.312 Transport Phenomena
10.32 Separation Processes
10.33 Analytloial Treatment of Chemical

Engineering Processes (A)
10.34 Numerical Solution of Problems

In Chemical Engineering (A)
10.35 Chemical Pf"ess Dynamics and

Control (A)
10.351 Advances in Prwess Control (A)
10.36 Process Design
10.37 Chemical Kinetics and Reactor

Design
10.371 Chemical Reactor Analysis (A)
10.38 Analysis and Simulation of

Chemical Processing Systems (A)
10.39 Energy Technology (A)
10.40 Chemical Engineering

Thermodynamics (A)
10.41 Distillation (A)
10.42 Advanced Thermodynamics (A)

School of Engineering
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10.47 Ion Exchange (A)
10.4$J Gas-Solid Reactions (A)
10.49J Biomedical Transport

Phenomena (A)
10.60 Heat and Mass Transfer (A)
10.51 Macromolecular Hydrodynamics

(A)
10.52 Mechanics of Fluids (A)
10.53 Chemical Engineering Design (A)
10.64 Advanced Topics in Mass

Transfer (A)
10.65 Advanced Topics in Heat

Transfer (A)
10.56 Chemical Engineering In

Medicine (A)
10.67J Thermo-Mechanical Processing

of Polymers (A)
10.8J Artificial internal Organs (A)
10.59 Properties of Gases and Liquids

(A)
10.60 Heterogeneous Catalysis and

Catalytic Processes (A)
10.61 Surface and Colloid Chemistry (A)
10.611 Physics and Chemistry of

Surfaces (A)
10.612 Advanced Topics in Surface

and Colloid Chemistry (A)
10.613J Solid State Surface

Science (A)
10.621 Electrochemistry
10.63 Adsorption and Catalysis (A)
10.641 Structure and Properties of

Polymers (A)
10.642 Molecular and Phenomenological

Interpretation of Polymer
Viscoelasticlty (A)

10.65 Chemical Reaction Engineering (A)
10.66 Polymer Rheology Laboratory (A)
10.07 Polymer Solence Laboratory (A)
10.681 Physical Chemistry of Polymers (A)
10.691 Synthetl Chemistry of Polymers (A)
10.694 Polymer Chemical Engineering
10.10 Prinoiples of Combustion (A)
10.72 Seminar in Air Pollution Control (A)
10.73 Seminar in Fuel Conversion and

Utilisation (A)
10.74 Radiative Transfer (A)
10.70 Oral Tehncal Presentation
10.771 Seminar in Wastewater

Treatment Processes (A)
10.772 Seminar in Wastewater

Treatment Processes (A)
10.7111 The Structure of the

Chemlal Processing Industries:
Function and Eoonomios (A)
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10.79J Nuclear Chemical Engineering (A)
10.801 Entrepreneurship
10.802J Invention
10.803 introduction to Technology and

Law I
10.805J Technology, Law, and the Working

Environment
10.600 Management in Engineering
10.807J The Maximum Entropy

Formalism
10.82 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Industrial Station (A)
10.83 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Industrial Station (A)
10.84 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Industrial Station (A)
10.85 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - industrial Station (A)
10.86 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Oak Ridge Station (A)
10.87 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Oak Ridge Station (A)
10.88 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Oak Ridge Station (A)
10.89 School of Chemical Engineering

Practice - Oak Ridge Station (A)
10.90 Experimental Research Problem (A)
10.91 Experimental Research Problem
10.93 Teaching Experience in

Chemical Engineering (A)
10.94 Special Problems In Chemical

Engineering
10.96 Special Problems in Chemical

Engineering (A)
10.96 Selected Topics in Chemical

Engineering (A)
10.991 Seminar in Chemical

Engineering (A)
10.992 Seminar in Chemical

Engineering (A)
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Department of Civil
Engineering

Frank Edward Perkins, So.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Head of the Department

Professors

John Melvin Biggs, S.M.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Jerome Joseph Connor, Jr., Sc.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Director of Research, M.I.T. Sea
Grant Program

Carl Allin Cornell, Ph.D.
Professor or Civil Engineering

Richard Lawrence de Neufville,
Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Chairman, M.I.T. Technology and
Policy Program

Peter Sturges Eagleson, Sc.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Ann Fetter Friedlaender, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
and Economics

Donald R.F. Harleman, Sc.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Ford Professor of Engineering

Paul Kruger, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
(Visiting)

Charles Cushing Ladd, Sc.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Thomas William Lambe, Sc.D.
Edmund K. Turner Professor of
Civil Engineering

Robert Daniel Logcher, Sc.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
(Absent)

Marvin Lee Manheim, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

David Hunter Marks, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Frederick Jerome McGarry, S.M.
Professor of Civil Engineering
and Polymer Engineering

Chiang Chung Mel, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Paul Osborne Roberts, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Daniel Roos, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
Director, Center for
Transportation Studies

Joseph Martin Sussman, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering
(Absent)

Erik Hector Vanmaroke, Ph.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Robert Van Duyne Whitman, Sc.D.
Professor of Civil Engineering

Associate Professors

Mohsen Mohamed Baligh, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

James Martin Becker, Ph.D.
Class of 1922 Associate Professor

Moshe Emanuel Ben-Akiva, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Rafael Luis Bras, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering
Gilbert W. Winslow Career
Development Professor

Oral Buyukozturk, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Herbert Heinrich Einstein, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Ralph A. Gakenheimer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Urban
Studies and Planning and Civil
Engineering
(Absent)

Eduardo Kausel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Steven Richard Lerman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Raymond Elliot Levitt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Ole Secher Madsen, Sc.D,
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering
(Absent)

Francois M.M. Morel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Keith Densmore Stolzenbach, Ph.D,
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Daniele Veneziano, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

John Loyd Wilson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Nigel Henry Moir Wilson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering

Assistant Professors

David Brian Ashley, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Gregory Bert Beecher, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering
(Absent)

Rex E. Britter, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Sallie W. Chisholm, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Michael Nicholas Fardis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Terry L. Friesz, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Harold Field Hemond, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Hilary Max Irvine, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engeering

Michael D. Meyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Marie-Elisabeth Pats, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Yosef Sheffi, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Clifford Winston, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Civil
Engineering

Senior Lecturers

Edward Emmet Newman, S.M.
James Sloss, M.B.A.
William Walther Seifert, Sc.D.

Lecturers

E. Eric Adams, Ph.D.
Eric Marwick Laurenson, Ph.D.
(Visiting)
Mary Elizabeth Schumacker, S.B.

Administrative Officer

Trond H. Kaalstad, M.S.

Administrative Assistants

Stephanie Demnerls
Victoria H. Murphy, B.A.

Senior Research Associate

Robert T. Martin, Ph.D.

Research Associates

Amr S. Azzouz, Sc.D.
Jan Hedberg, Ph.D.
Michael J. Markow, M.S.
W. Allen Marr, Ph.D.
Carl D. Martland, C.E.
Peter Mueller, C.E.
Jean B. Savy, Ph.D.
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Department of Civil
Engineering

Research Scientist

Trudy M. Hall, M.Sc.

Research Engineer
Brian D. Brademeyer, M.S.

Postdoctoral Associate

Patricia L. Foster, Ph.D.

Visiting Engineers

Siegfried Bloss, Ph.D.
Alonzo Rhenals, C.E.

Research Affiliate

Donald M. Anderson, Ph.D.

Professors Emeriti

John Brazer Babcock 1i1, S.B.
Professor of Railway Engineering,
Emeritus

Robert Joseph Hansen, ScD,
Professor of Civil Engineering,
Emeritus

Myle Joseph Holle ... , S.M.
Professor of Civil Engineering,
Emeritus

Eugene Mirabelli, S.B.
Associate Professor of Civil
Engineering,
Emeritus

William Edward Stanley, C.E.
Professor of Sanitary Engineerinr.
Emeritus

John Benson Wilbur, Sc.D.
Professor of Engineering,
Emeritus

Civil Engineering is the principal instru-
ment for focusing humanity's v1Pintific
and technological skills on the creation
of constructed facilities which advance a
society toward the attainment of such
basic objectives as economic develop-
ment, environmental protection, and
social well-being.

The essence of the profession, as we
view It, is to bring about a symbiosis of
the constructed facility with the natural
environment on the one hand, and with
the social environment on the other.
Creating this accommodation between
humans and the environment requires
recognition and formulation of very com-
plex problems when the objectives are
multiple; when human and institutional,
as well as technical, constraints are
operative; and when both our under-
standing and the available information
are Imperfect. it requires problem solu-
tion In a manner which reveals an array
of technically feasible, economically
justifiable, and socially desirable alter-
natives, and it demands that we Involve
the affected public In the process of final
choicr. It calls for design which incor-
poral.os the best technology. It includes
ensuring that the physical process of
construction is sensitive to social and
environmental constraints and that man-
agement and operation of the com-
pleted facility can be responsive to
changing objectives over time.

This broad scope of civil engineering ac-
tivities, embracing planning, analysls,
design, construction, and management,
requires an equally diverse set of prac-
titioners - those with the breadth of
perspective to assess needs and to
evaluate impacts, and the specialists
within the disciplines who design the
system and make It work.

The undergraduate program of the De-
partment of Civil Engineering is de-
signed to balance the problem-
formulation and problem-solving needs
for a broad range of careers. The core of
the program is designed to provide, first,
an overall appreciation for the issues
and structure of civil engineering prob-
lems and for the skills required to
achieve solutions, and, second, the
fundamental methods for formulating,
solving, and evaluating problems of
physical behavior and of complex
system performance. The program then
promotes the study of an applications
area in some depth, as much for the
self-discipline and self-confidence to be
gained from thoroughness of under-
standing as for the particular knowledge
itself.

At the graduate level, research and
education go hand-in-hand. Rec-
ognizing the continuing demand for
pioneering technology while responding
to the new need for an understanding of
broad interactions, two basic tracks are
provided. Some students may be In-
terested In physical processes or In the
analysis and design of component
facilities and hence work in a fundamen-
tal area such as soil, water, or struc-
tures. Others may study the planning,
design, construction, and operations of
large-scale systems of facilities In fields
such as transportation, water resources,
and other public services.

It Is our belief that the education of civil
engineers for future leadership positions
should provide not only the latest
technology but also opportunities to
develop the social science and manage-
ment skills which are required to assess
needs, evaluate social and environ-
mental impacts, and operate the engi-
neering enterprise. Such opportunities
are ensured through a broadened
curriculum and the encouragement of
Interactions with other departments at
M.I.T. and neighboring universities.
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Undergraduate Study

The Department of Civil Engineering
contains three functional Divisions: Con-
structed Facilities, Transportation Sys-
tems, and Water Resources and Envi-
ronmental Engineering. These Divisions
have responsibility for graduate admis-
sions, research and teaching assistant
awards and assignments, fellowship and
traineeship assignments, and the ad-
ministration of those research and soa.
demic programs which are functionally
oriented.

The quality of these functional efforts
critically depends upon inputs from the
contributing disciplines. Therefore, we
have created three disciplinary Groups,
orthogonal to the Divisions, having
responsibility for activities which are dis-
olpline oriented, and for the nurturing of
our disciplinary capability.

Prospective graduate students must in.
dicate their choice of Divisional affills-
tion when applying for admission.
Because of the broad spectrum of
career opportunities open within each
functional area, students may pursue
graduate studies in one of these three
areas from an analytically oriented
undergraduate base in such fields as ur-
ban planning, science, or management,
as well as from other branches of
engineering.

In preparing clvil engineerl
to solve roblems in the at

ig students
Peral func-
ring - Con-

in years past clvil engineering education
was based on the classical physical sci-
ences - applied earth science, mathe-
matics, chemistry, and biology - in
preparation for understanding physical
behavior and for the design of facilities.
With the advent of the digital computer,
which gave birth to the systems sol-
ences, the planning and analysis of
large-scale systems became possible,
and the engineer found it necessary to
be familiar with applied probability and
statistics, decision analysis, optimiza-
tion, mathematical programming,
simulation, and computer systems.
More recently has come the need to ap-
preciate the Interactions of our facilities
and systems with the people and institu-
tions they are designed to serve. For this
we draw upon the social and manage-
ment sciences.

To meet the current needs of civil engl-
nearing students we have organized our
Department by dividing the supporting
disciplines into three groupings -
Physical Systems, Systems
Methodology, and Social and Manage-
ment Systems. Each member of the fac-
ulty of the Department has specialized
training in one or more of these die.
cipiines, In addition to an overriding in-
terest in a particular functional applica-
tion. Each group is responsible for the
establishment and maintenance of the
requisite disciplinary capability and for
guiding and assisting in program formu.
lation those students whose educational
Interests are not met through the degree
programs of the functional Divisions.

md cost,
Efirm
'tive dis-

The Department of Civil Engineering of-
fers three undergraduate curricula for
students seeking a strong base for
careers in civil engineering or related
fields. The first curriculum, which leads
to the Bachelor of Science in Civil Engi-
neering, is designed for students having
edUdational goals which fall substantially
within the scope of civil engineering. The
second and third curricula, which load to
the Bachelor of Soence without
designation, are designed for students
having a well-defined educational goal,
the attainment of which requires a
specially formulated program of study.

Bachelor of Sosee in Civil
Engineering
Course I

The curriculum for this degree is
designed to help the student develop
problem-solving and doolsion-making
abilities which can be brought to bear on
clvil engineering problems. The aim is to
provide the student with the baslo tech.
niques for exercising these abilities, and
with a useful knowledge of one area of
clvil engineering in depth, while at the
same time providing an understanding
of the interrelationship of the various
disciplines which comprise it. The five-
subject core of this curriculum intro-
duces the student to the issues, prob-
lems, and methods of civil engineering.
it provides a foundation of applied
mechanics, applied probability,
economic analysis, and systems engl-
neering, and stresses the common
nature of their application to problems
which arise in the many different kinds
of engineering projects which come
within the scope of clvil engineering.
Planned electives provide the student
with useful knowledge of some particu-
lar area of clvil engineering in depth,
and also give an appreciation for the
role of related disciplines. This program
(including the Internship option below) Is
accredited by the Engineers' Councll for
Professional Development.

School of Engineering
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Graduate Study

Students who wish to gain industrial ex-
perience as part of their undergraduate
and graduate programs may do so by
applying to participate in the School of
Engineering's Internship Program
through enrollment in Course I - In-
ternship Option. The Engineering in-
ternship Program is described in detall
In the School of Engineering section of
this catalogue.

The Course degrees and curricular
requirements are the same as for
Course 1. In addition, provision Is made
for students to be employed in the
offices, plants, or construction sites of
participating companies.

The program is expected to be particu-
larly attractive to students who wish to
study for the combined S.B.-S.M.
degree, requiring five years for comple-
tion. Such students, if they satisfy the
requirements, apply for admission to the
graduate school during the senior year.
They then complete two further work as-
signments, consisting of a summer and
the subsequent fall term. A thesis is or-
dinarily based on the industrial experi-
ence, and is submitted after the final
work assignment, for the S.M. degree.

Students desiring to participate in the
Internship Option should apply early in
the second term of their sophomore
year. Admission to the Option is con-
ditional upon selection by a participating
company in an interview conducted for
this purpose. Salaries are negotiated
between the student and the company.

Bachelor of Solence
Course I-A

The programs which lead to this degree
are provided for those students whose
interests and educational goals fall
within the fieid of civil engineering in its
broadest sense, but who cannot achieve
their goals by meeting the requirements
for the undergraduate degree with
designation.

The student first defines his or her edu-
cational goal and then finds a member
of the faculty In the department who
agrees to serve as the program advisor
and to assist the student in outlining a
program and obtaining its approval from
the Undergraduate Academic Officer, on
behalf of the Departmental Under-
graduate Committee. The programs
leading to this degree are not accredited
by the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development. This may be a con-
sideration for students, who at some
future time may seek professional
registration.

Two options are available. Option 1 is In-
tended for students whose Interest is
divided between one of the functional
areas of civil engineering and such fields
as control of the environment, urban af-
fairs, project management, and public
systems. It is also Intended for students
who wish to pursue interdisciplinary
studies In the mineral resources area,
particularly in mining engineering. Op-
tion 2 Is designed for students whose in-
terest is in civil engineering and urban
planning. Programs under Option 2
must be approved by a joint committee
made up of faculty members from the
Departments of Civil Engineering, and
Urban Studies and Planning.

The Department of Civil Engineering
grants the following advanced degrees:
Master of Science; Master of Science in
Civil Engineering; Civil Engineer; Envi.
ronmental Engineer; Doctor of Science;
and Doctor of Philosophy. For the in-
stitute's general requirements for the
various degrees, see Chapter IV of this
catalogue. Detailed information
regarding the requirements of the
department for these degrees may be
obtained from the Civil Engineering Aca-
demic Programs Office, Room
1-281.

Fields of Advanced Study

Integrated programs of advanced study
are available in the following areas:
geotechnical engineering, structural en-
gineering and mechanics, con uction
engineering and project management,
transportation systems, hydrodynamics
and coastal engineering, hydrology and
water resource systems, water quality
control and the aquatic environment,
and environmental engineering. Major
fields available for doctoral theses are
included in the Civil Engineering list in
Chapter IV. Fields other than those listed
must be approved by the Department
Registration Officer and the Dean of the
Graduate School.
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Special Programs and
Facilities

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

Applicants do not need to have an
undergraduate degree In civil
engineering.

Numerous opportunities for graduate
education in civil engineering exist for
students with backgrounds in other
branches of engineering, science, and
certain social sciences. These arise
through the growth of interdepart-
mental research and degree programs
which are bringing people of diverse
backgrounds together in search of solu-
tions to the major problems of our
society. Graduate students and faculty
now in the Department have, for exam-
pie, backgrounds in economics, political
science, sociology, architecture, urban
and regional planning, management,
biology, geology, and oceanography.

The primary requirements are for a keen
Intellect combined with capability and
Interest in quantitative approaches to
real problems. Prerequisites for each
subject are given in the subject descrip-
tions chapter of Courses and Degree
Program. Students may make up
deficiencies in prerequisites while pur-
suing a program of graduate study.

Graduate Assistantships

The research of the Department is an In-
tegral part of the study program, and
approximately 100 graduate students
each year receive appointments as Re-
search Assistants. A limited number of
Teaching Assistantships are available
for advanced graduate students. In ad.
dition to financial support, these sp-

oppriunmes.

Educational and research facilities and
special programs within the Department
are described below.

Interdisciplinary Programs

As new problem areas emerge, they in-
creasingly fall to fall within the traditional
interest area of a single academic de-
partment at M.I.T. The Department of
Civil Engineering is responding to this
situation in two ways: 1) The Department
has added faculty with training and pro-
fessional experience in law, manage-
ment, and economics, as well as in
mechanical and electrical engineering,
ecology, chemistry, and geology. Ac-
cordingly, departmental research and
subject offerings have been developed
in many interdisciplinary areas of
current and future importance such as
environmental engineering, environ-
mental management and control, public
service systems, urban engineering, en-
gineering and public policy, project
evaluation and management. 2) interdis-
ciplinary programs at the graduate level
are administered by special and
standing interdepartmental committees.
Those of particular Interest to students
from civil engineering are in environ-
mental engineering, transportation,
materials, applied earth sciences, oper-
ations research, computers and Infor-
mation systems, ocean engineering,
public systems, the social applications
of technology, and mineral resources
engineering and management.

In short, each student's educational and
research program may be arranged to
reflect his or her personal and profes-
sional goals, whether they are intensive
or extensive in nature.

!rcn

Master of Science in Technology and
Policy

Students interested in applying their civi
engineering background to problems of
policy and socioeconomic assessment
of technology may apply for the inter-
departmental Master of Science Pro-
gram In Technology and Policy. This
program combines subjects in ad-
vanced technology In the particular field
of the student's choosing with subjects
In economics, systems analysis, political
science, and law. It engages the student
in significant project work Integrating
technology and policy. Well-quallfled
students may complete this program in
one calendar year. General require-
ments and application procedures are
described in Chapter V.

Center for Transportation Studies

The Center for Transportation Studies
coordinates transportation research and
teaching at M.I.T. Participating depart-
ments include: Aeronautics and
Astronautics, Civil Engineering,
Economics, Mechanical Engineering,
Management, Ocean Engineering,
Political Science, and Urban Studies.
The Transportation Systems Division of
the Department of Civil Engineering
plays a major role in both the academic
and research programs of the Center.
The Center has as its goal the fostering
of interdisciplinary cooperation, which is
so essential In transportation study. The
solution of transportation problems de-
mands understanding of technological
options and their social, economic, and
political ramifications. The Center for
Transportation Studies provides the
framework for exchange in this broadly
based field of study. The research pro-
gram of the Center includes projects in
such diverse areas as innovative trans-
portation planning, railroad network
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planning, urban transportation, trans-
portation demand models, the Federal
role in transportation planning, railroad
regulation and technical change, and
transportation In developing countries.
The Center Is currently directed by
Professor Daniel Roos, a faculty mem-
ber of the Department of Civil Engineer-
Ing. A fuller description of the Center is
provided in Chapter V.

Master of Solence in Transportation

The new interdepartmental degree of
Master of Science in Transportation Is
now offered by departments in coopera-
tion with the Center for Transportation
Studies. Civil Engineering students In-
terested in transportation now have the
choice of pursuing a Master's within the
department, or structuring their pro-
gram under the requirements for the
new interdepartmental degree. Require-
ments for the Master of Science in
Transportation are described in Chapter
V of this catalogue.

Joint M.I.T.-W.H.O.l. Program
Course I-W

A joint program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution is intended
for students whose primary career ob-
jective is oceanographic engineering.
Students divide their academic and re-
search efforts between the campuses of
the two institutions. While in residence at
M.I.T., students enrolled in this course
follow a program similar to that of other
students in this Department. The pro-
gram is described in more detail under
the section on M.I.T.'s Joint Program in
Oceanographic Engineering with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic institution.

Mining and Mineral Resources
Research Institute

The M.M.R.R.I. coordinates academic
and research activities in the mineral
resources field. In addition to the De-
partment of Civil Engineering, the De-
partments of Mechanical Engineering,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Ocean
Engineering, Economics, Management,
and Political Science are involved, as is
the Energy Laboratory. A consortium
consisting of several other universities in
Massachusetts and M.I.T. ensures
statewide interaction. Finding mineral
resources, extracting and processing
them economically and in an environ-
mentally acceptable manner, are some
of the major problems facing us today;
this problem area Includes reducing our
need for mineral resources and sub-
stituting one for the other. The
M.M.R.R.I. makes use of M..T.'s
strength in Integrating many different
disciplines toward the solution of these
problems. Joint academic subjects'and
seminars and particularly the under-
graduate and graduate interdisciplinary
programs of study in Mineral Resources
Engineering and Management represent
the academic side of the M.M.R.R.I.,
while on the research side Interdepart-
mental efforts are organized and Individ-
ual projects coordinated. The M.R.E.M.
programs are described in detail in
Chapter V of this catalogue.

Laboratories

The Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory for
Water Resources and Hydrodynamics Is
a major unit for research In the water en-
vironment, containing more than 40,000
square feet of classrooms, laboratories,
shops, computer facilities, and offices.

Experimental equipment is available for
the study of wave deformation and
breakwaters, sediment transport, waste
heat disposal, turbulence, surface
runoff, and other phenomena of Impor-
tance In water resources engineering.
Laboratory facilities are also available
for the study of aquatic biological and
chemical Interactions related to water
quality. A van with portable facilities Is
provided for field observations.

The Geoteohoical Engineering Re-
search Laboratory conducts applied
and fundamental research on the engi-
neering properties of soil and rock,
develops new methods of analysis, and
measures and evaluates the field perfor-
mance of structures during and after
construction.

The Structures Laboratory is an educa-
tional facility for the study of the
behavior of structural elements and
structural systems.

inquiries

Detailed information about the academic
policies and programs of the Depart-
ment may be obtained by writing to the
Academic Programs Office, Room
1-281, M.i.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139, or by calling (617) 253-7106
or 253-7176.
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Subjects In Civil
Engineering

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

1.U.R. Research in Civil Engineering
1.00 Information Systems
1.01J Ethics and Technocrats
1.014J Engineering Aspects of

Economic Analysis
1.02J Materials of Construction
1.030 introduction to Technology and

Law I
1.04 Introduction to Structural

Engineering
1.05 Fluid Dynamics
1.06 Soil Mechanics
1.07 Analysis of Uncertainty
1.08 Introduction to Engineering

Geology
1.09 Fundamentals of Ecology
1.102 Transportation Systems Laboratory

Projects
1.103 Geotechnical Engineering

Laboratory
1.104 Materials of Construction

Laboratory
1.105J Structural Engineering Laboratory
1.106 Laboratory Projects in Aquatic

Systems: Physical Aspects
1.107 Laboratory Projects in Aquatic

Systems: Chemical and Biological
Aspects

1.11J Introduction to Systems Analysis
1.12 Civil Engineering
1.13 Behavior of Physical Systems
1.143 Mathematical Optimization

Techniques (A)
1.1464 Engineering Systems Analysis (A)
1.15 Systems Analysis for Planning and

Design

1.151 Introduction to Probability, 1.254J Transportation Policy and
Statistics and Regression (A) Planning in Developing

1.153 Random Processes in Countries (A)
Civil Engineering (A) 1.255 Transportation Policy Analysis (A)

1.154 Assessment of System Behavior (A) 1.257 innovative Urban Transportation
1.158 Studies in Advanced Systems Systems (A)

Methodology (A) 1.258 Public Transportation (A)
1.159 Judgment, Prediction, and Risk in 1.26 Case Study in Transportation

Engineering Planning (A) Planning
1.16 Computer Models of Physical 1.261 Transportation Workshop (A)

and Engineering Systems 1 1.27 Studies in Transportation
1.161 Numerical Modeling of Physical Engineering (A)

Systems (A) 1.271 Research Seminar in Transportation
1.181 Ethical issues in Professional 1.281J Transportation Economics (A)

Work (A) 1.282 Structure and Operational
1.185 MultI-Criteria Project Characteristics of Transportation

Evaluation (A) Services (A)
1.20 Introduction to Urban 1.283J Urban Economic Analysis I (A)

Transportation 1.284J Topics in Transportation
1.200 Introduction to inter-City Economics (A)

Transportation 1.285J issues in Transportation
1.201J Basic Concepts in the Management (A)

Analysis of Transportation 1.286 Freight Transportation (A)
Systems (A) 1.290J Transportation Performance and

1.202J Transportation Demand and Technology (A)
Activity Analysis (A) 1.298 Research In Transportation

1.203 Transportation Supply Models (A) 1.299 Teaching in Transportation
1.204 Transportation Systems Design (A) 1.311 Theoretical Soil Mechanics (A)
1.205 Advanced Travel Demand 1.322 Soil Behavior (A)

Modeling (A) 1.331 Soil Dynamics (A)
1.206 Transportation and Urban Activity 1.34 Risk and Decisions in Geotechnical

Modeling (A) Engineering (A)
1.208 Topics in the Analysis 1.361 Advanced Soil Mechanics and

of Transportation Systems (A) Engineering (A)
1.21 Field Experience in Transportation 1.362 Earth Structures (A)
1.211 Analysis of Transportation Systems 1.364 Foundation Engineering (A)
1.215 Traffic Engineering and 1.366 Geotechnical Engineering (A)

Control 1.37 Geotechnical Measurements and
1.231 J Planning and Design of Airport Exploration (A)

Systems (A) 1.36 Engineering Geology (A)
1.232J Airport Operation and 1.381 Rock Mechanics I (A)

Management (A) 1.382 Rock Mechanics 11 (A)
1.233J Seminar in Air Transportation

Analysis and Planning
1.242 Highway Technology (A)
1.251J Transportation Institutional

Analysis and Policy (A)
1.2524 Urban Transportation Planning (A)
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1.383 Underground Construction (A)
1,384J introductlon to Mining and

Mineral Technology
1.39 Studies in Geotechnioal

Engineering (A)
1.41 Introduction to Project

Management
1.42 The Construction of Buildings (A)
1.431 Project and Company

Organizations (A)
1.432 Project Control (A)
1.441 Modeling of Construction

Processes (A)
1.442 Modeling of Construction

Processes 11(A)
1.451 Construction Labor Economics

and Labor Relations (A)
1.46 Analysis in Real Estate

Development (A)
1.471J Legal Problems in Construction (A)
1.481 Seminar in Construction

Engineering and
Management

1.482 Engineering Risk-Benefit
Analysis

1.50 Engineering of Constructed
Facilities

1.802 Structural Analysis and Design
1.803 Engineering Mechanics
1.511J Basic Bailding Construction
1.512J Design of Building Systems
1.541 Behavior and Design of Concrete

Structures (A)
1.542 Behavior and Design of Steel

Structures (A)
1.551 Planning and Design of Structural

Systems (A)
1.1 Structural Loads (A)
1 54J Analysis and Design

of Offshore Structures (A)
1.562 Finite Element Methods (A)
1.085J Structural Mechanics In Nuclear

Power Technology (A)

1.571 Advanced Structural Analysis I (A) 1.761 Aquatic Chemistry (A)
1.572 Advanced Structural Analysis 11 (A) 1.77 Water Quality Control (A)
1.573 Advanced Structural Analysis 1.78 Water Quality Management (A)

liI (A) 1.79 Aquatic Ecology (A)
1.581 Structural Reliability (A) 1.80 Problems in Aquatic Biology
1.586 Structural Dynamics (A) and Chemistry (A)
1.587 Safety of Structures and Founda- 1.811J Environmental Law: Pollution

tions Under Dynamic Loads (A) Control (A)
1.588 Earthquake Engineering (A) 1.812J Regulation of Health and
1.589 Studies in Structural Engineering (A) the Environment: Selected
1.59J Fracture of Structural Materials (A) Topics (A)
1.592 Properties and Selection of 1.85 Introduction to Water

Construction Materials (A) and Wastewater Treatment
1.593J Mechanical Behavior of Plastics (A) Engineering
1.594J Composite Materials (A) 1.86 Element Cycles In the
1.598 Research in Constructed Facilities Environment
1.599 Teaching in Constructed Facilities 1.898 Research in Water Resources and
1.60 Introduction to Water Resources the Water Entironment
1.61 Engineering and Management of 1.899 Teaching In Water Resources and

Water Related Projects the Water Environment
1.62 Free Surface Hydraulics 1.90 Projects in Systems Engineering (A)
1.63 Principles of 1.91 Civil Engineering internship

Hydrodynamics (A) 1.92 Advanced Civil Engineering
1.64 Transport and Mixing in internship

Turbulent Flows (A) 1.961- Special Graduate Studies in
1.66 Problems in Water Resources and 1.965 Civil Engineering (A)

Environmental Engineering (A) 1.969 Graduate Studies In Civil
1.67 Sediment Transport and Coastal Engineering (A)

Processes (A) 1.991- Special Undergraduate
1.681 Physics of Natural Water 1.992 Studies in Civil Engineering

Bodies (A) 1.999 Undergraduate Studies in Civil
1.69 introduction to Coastal Engineering

Engineering (A)
1.691 Wave Hydrodynamics in Coastal

Engineering (A)
1.692 Wave Hydrodynamics in

Oceanographic Engineering (A)
1.697J Oceanographic Systems I
1.698J Oceanographic Systems i
1.699J Special Projects In

Oceanographic Engineering (A)
1.71 Introduction to Hydrology
1.711 Dynamic Hydrology (A)
1.712 Hydrologic Analysis and Synthesis (A)
1.72 Groundwater Hydrology (A)
1.721 Groundwater Resources Evaluation

and Modeling (A)
1.723 Subsurface Water Quality (A)
1.731 Water Resources Systems I(A)
1.732 Water Resource Systems 11(A)
1.74 Public Expenditure Theory (A)
1.75 Limnology and Wetland Ecology (A)
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Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science

Gerald Loomis Wilson, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering
Philip Sporn Professor of Energy
Processing
Director, Electric Power Systems
Engineering Laboratory
Head of the Department

Richard Brooks Adler, S.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Associate Head of the Department
for Electrical Science and
Engineering

Joel Moses, Ph.D.
Professor of Computer Science and
Engineering
Associate Head of the Department
for Computer Science and
Engineering

Frederick Clair Hennie IlIl, Sc D.
Professor of Computer Science and
Engineering
Executive Officer

Leonard Abraham Gould, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Undergraduate Officer

Arthur Clarke Smith, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Graduate Officer
Acting Director, Office of
Minority Education

Professors

David Adler, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Jonathan Allen, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Associate Director, Research
Laboratory of Electronics

Michael Athens, Ph.D.
Professor of Systems Science and
Engineering
Director, Laboratory for Information
and Decision Systems

Abraham Sars, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
(Absent)

Amar Gopal Bose, So.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Harvey Kent Bowen, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Wilbur liayley Davenport, Jr., Sc.D.
Professar of Communications
Science and Engineering

Jack Bonnell Dennis, Sc.D.
Professor of Computer Science and
Engineering

Michael Leonides Dertouzos, Ph.D.
Professor of Computer Science and
Electrical Engineering
Director, Laboratory for Computer
Science

Gerald Paul Dinneen, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
(Absent)

Alvin William Drake, Sc.D.
Professor of Systems Science and
Engineering

Mildred Splewak Dresselhaus, Ph.D.
Abby Rockefeller Mauzi Professor
of Electrical Engineering
Director, Center for Materials
Science and Engineering

Harold Eugene Edgerton, Sc.D.,
D.Eng., LL.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Electrical
Measurements, Emeritus

Peter Elias, Ph.D.
Edwin S. Webster Professor of
Electrical Engineering

David Jacob Epstein, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Shaoul Ezekiel, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Aeronautics and Astronautics

Robert Mario Fano, Sc.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering

Edward Fredkin
Professor of Computer Science
and Engineering

Lawrence Samuel Frishkopf, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Bloengineering

Robert Gray Gallager, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Associate Mirector, Laboratory for
information and Decision Systems

Harry Constantine Gatos, Ph.D.
Professor of Molecular Engineering
and Electionlc Materials

Hermann Anton Haus, Sc.D.
Elihu Thomson Professor
of Electrical Engineering

Robert Spsyde Kennedy, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Robert Louis Kyhi, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Richard Charles Larson, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Urban Studies
Co-Director, Operations
Research Center

Francis Fan Lee, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science
(Absent, fall)

Jerome Ysrael Lettvin, M.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Bloengineering and Communications
Physiology

Joseph Carl Robnett Licklider,
Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Alan Louis McWhorter, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Head of the Solid State Division,
Lincoln Laboratory

James Russell Mecher, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Albert Ronald Meyer, Ph.D.
Professor of Computer Science
and Engineering
Associate Director, Laboratory for
Computer Science

Marvin Lee Minsky, Ph.D.
Donner Professor of Science in
the Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
(Absent)

Sanjoy Kumar Mitter, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Frederic Richard Morgenthaler,
Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Walter E. Morrow, Jr., S.M.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Dirootor, Lincoln Laboratory

George Cheney Newton, Jr., So.D.
Professor ,f Electrical Engineering

Alan Victor Oppenheim, So. D.
Professor of Electrical E&jineering
Assoiate Head of the Date Systems
Division, Lincoln Laboratory

Yoh-Han Po, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
(Visiting

Ronald Richard Parker, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Associate Director, Plasma Fusion
Center and National Magnet
Laboratory

William Tower Peaks, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Bloengineering

Paul Livingstone Penfield, Jr., Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

George Woodman Pratt, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

John Francis Reintjes, M.E.E.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

James Kerr Roberge, SO.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Walter Alter Rosenblith, Ing. Rad.
Institute Professor
Professor of Communications
Biophysics
Provost

Jack Philip Ruina. D.E.E.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Jerome Howard Seltzer, Sc.D.
Professor of Computer Science
and Engineering

William Francis Schreiber, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Fred Charles Schweppe, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Associate Director, Electric Power
Systems Engineering Laboratory

Campbell Leach Searle, S.M.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Stephen David Senturia, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Claude Elwood Shannon, Ph.D.
Donner Professor of Science and
Professor of Electrical Engineering
and Mathematics
(Absent)

William McConway Siebert, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

Louis Dijour Smullin, S.M.
Dugald Caleb Jackson Professor
of Electrical Engineering

David Hudson Staslin, So.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering



Department of Elotrical Engineerng and Computer Science

Kenneth Noble Stevens, Sc.D.
Clarence Joseph LeBel Professor
of Electrical Engineering

Richard Douglas Thornton, ScD.
Professor of Electrical Engineering

John George Trump, ScD.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus
Director, High Voltage
Laboratory

Thomas Fischer Weiss, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Bloengineering

Joseph Weizenbaum, S.M.
Professor of Computer Science
and Engineering
(Absent)

David Calvin White, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering
Director, Energy Laboratory

John McReynolds Wozencraft,
Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
(Absent)

Henry Joseph Zimmermann, S.M.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Associate Profeseor*

Harold Abelson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Education

Arthur Bernard Baggeroer, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Ocean
Engineering

Olmitri P. Bortekas, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Louis Benjamin Daniel Braida, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Clifton Gilbert Fonstad, Jr., Ph.D.
Asociate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Lloyd J. Griffiths, Ph.D.
Asociate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
(Visiting)

Alan Jay Grodzinsky, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
and Bloengineerlng

John V. Guttag, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Michael Hammer, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Carl Eddie Hewitt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Berthold Klaus Horn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Ellis Horowitz, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering
(Visiting, fall)

Timothy Lee Johnson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

John Gabriel Kassakian, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Associate Director, Electric Power
Systems Engineering Laboratory

James Logan Kirtley, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Jin Au Kong, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Barbara H. Liskov, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Roger Greenwood Mark, M.D.,
Ph.D.
Matsushita Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering in Medicine

William Arthur Martin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Management

James Harold McClellan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Walter Harold Olson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering and Health Sciences
and Technology

Vaughan Ronald Pratt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Ronald Linn Alvest, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Jeffrey Howard Shapiro, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Gerald Jay Sussman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Donald Eugene Troxel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Stephen Ashley Ward. Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Alan Steven Willsky, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Assistant Director, Laboratory for
information and Decision Systems

Patrick Henry Winston, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering
Director, Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory

Assistant Professors

Dimitri A. Antoniadis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Arvind, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Randall Davis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Irene Greif, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Pierre Amedee Humblet, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Joe Soo Lim, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Christos H. Papadimitriou, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

David Patrick Reed, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Michael Mehdi Salour, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Liba Svobodova, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

Peter Szolovits, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Computer
Science and Engineering

George C. Verghese, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Cardinal Wards, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering
(Absent)

John L. Wyatt, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Electrical
Engineering

Adjunct Professors

Robert Harmon Rediker, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Associate Head of the Optics
Division, Lincoln Laboratory

Henry 1. Smith, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Electrical
Engineering
Assistant Group Leader,
Microelectronics Group,
Lincoln Laboratory

Gunter Stein, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Electrical
Engineering
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School of Engineering

Senior Lecturers

John Francis Reintjes, M.E.E.
John George Trump, Sc.D.
Henry Joseph Zimmermann, S.M.

Lecturers

Saul Aronow, Ph.D.
Guy Octo Barnett, M.D.
Leo L. Beranek, Sc.D.
Torrance Raymond Bourk, Ph.D.
Stephen Kent Burns, Ph.D.
David A. Castanon, Ph.D.
John William Coleman, Ph.D.
Chathan M. Cooke, Ph.D.
Jozef K. Cywinski, Ph.D.
Charles Freed, S.M.
Stanley B. Gershwin, Ph.D.
Bernard Gold, D.EE.
Lowell B. Hawkinson
David C. Jolly, Ph.D.
Nelson Yuan-Sheng Kiang, Ph.D.
Alexander Kusko, Sc.D.
Alan J. Laub, Ph.D.
Charles E. Miller, S.M.
Ronald S. Newbower, Ph.D.
David Michael Ozonoff, M.D.
Charles D. Paton, B.S.
Robert Harvey Rines, Ph.D.
Arthur Anshel Smith, Ph.D.
Herbert Martin Teager, Sc.D.
John Avery Tucker, M.Eng.
Albert Vezza, M.S.
John Erwin Ward, S.M.
Bruce D. Wedlock, Sc.D.
Victor Walto Zue, Sc.D.

Technical instructor

Charles D. Paton, B.S.
Lecturer

Director of Course VI-,

John Avery Tucker, M.Eng.
Lecturer

Administrative Officer

Richard Joseph Caloggero

Facilities Officer

Anthony Colozzi, B.S.

Administrative Assistants

Patrice M. Gunderson, B.S.
Paul Jerome McQuillan, B.S.
Marilyn Andrea Pierce
Horace McNutt Smith, Jr., B.A.

Senior Research Scientists

Nathaniel Isaac Durlach, M.A.
Dennis H. Klatt, Ph.D.

Senior Research Associate

Arthur Linz, Ph.D.

Research Associates

Chathan M. Cooke, ph.D.
Richard D. Greenblatt
John J. Guinan, Ph.D.
Shimon Ullman, Ph.D.
Stephen D. Umans, Ph.D.
William B. Westphal, S.B.

Visiting Engineer

Mark H. Douma, S.M.

Research Affiliates

George Edward Costey, B.EE.
Kenneth J. Germeshausen, .S.
Theodore C. M. Lo, M.D.
James T. O'Connor, V.M.D.
Alan Runck, Ph.D.
Ferdinand A. Salzman, M.D.
Magnus 1. Smedal, M.D.
Robert S. Wenstrup, Jr., Ph.D.

Professors Emeriti

Gordon Stanley Brown, Sc.D.,
D.Ing., Tekn.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Marcy Eager, B.S.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering, Emeritus

Murray Eden, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Harold Eugene Edgerton, Sc.D.,
D.Eng., LL.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Electrical
Measurements, Emeritus

Richard Henry Frazier, S.M.
Professor of E.ectromechanics,
Emeritus

Murray Frank Gardner, S.M.
Profeosor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Truman Stretcher Gray, Sc.D.
Professor of Engineering
Electronics, Emeritus

Harold Locke Hazen, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus
Dean of the Graduate School,
Emeritus

Charles Kingsley, Jr., S.M.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering, Emeritus

Yuk-Wing Lee, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Parry Moon, S.M.
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering, Emeritus

John Francis Reintjes, M.E.E.
Professor of Electrical
Engineering, Emeritus

Alexander Smakula, Ph.D.
Professor of Crystal Physics,
Emeritus

John George Trump, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Arthur Robert Von Hippel, Ph.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Electrophysics,
Emeritus

Karl Leland Wildes, S.M.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus

Henry Joseph Zimmermann, SM.
Professor of Electrical Engineering,
Emeritus
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Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science

Undergraduate Study

Many of the products and services upon
which our modern industrial civilization
is based are the work of electrical engi-
neers and computer scientists. The
large quantities of power which serve
both developed and developing
societies are provided by electric motors
and generators and are controlled by
complex electrical distribution systems.
Similarly, our rapidly growing capacity
for computation and manipulation of
data structures is provided by electronic
digital computers, their associated com-
munication and switching networks, and
software systems. Electrical engineers
have developed conceptual models for
detection, communication, and control,
and have applied them not only to
physical systems but also to such fields
as economics, management, physiology,
and linguistics. in addition, they have
developed complex instrumentation sys-
tems for observation and measurement
which are used extensively in all
branches of the physical and biological
sciences and engineering. Much of this
work in turn has drawn upon progress
made in understanding and exploiting
the fundamental electric and magnetic
properties of materials in a variety of
novel devices for processing energy,
signals, and information.

In a field of rapidly changing technology
no one can describe the systems and
devices of even 15 years hence. What is
certain, however, is that their develop-
ment and understanding will require a
firm grounding in the application of
mathematics and physics to the design
and analysis of "real" systems. "Real"
systems Include such obvious physical
entitles as motors, transistors, and
lasers and the larger physical systems of

which they are components: power sys-
tems, communications systems, and
computers. Increasingly, the "real" sys-
tems with which the engineer must deal
also Include such abstract entitles as
algorithms, Information structures, and
computation schemata. An education in
preparation for a professional career In
the fields of electrical science and engi-
neering or computer science and engi-
neering requires both a solid prepara-
tion in fundamental mathematical and
physicai principles and practice In the
application of these principles to real
problems. The focus of the core
curricula and of many of the subjects
offered for graduate students is on the
fundamental principles of electrical and
computer science. Elective subjects,
laboratory work, and thesis research
complement this preparation by In-
troducing specialized techniques of
design, analysis, and experimentation in
a variety of fields.

The Department's undergraduate pro-
grams provide the Intellectual tools and
skills needed for professional work and
form a basis for the continuing study
and learning that Is characteristic of on-
gineering leaders. The core curricula
focus on mathematical and physical
principles and the techniques used in
their application to real problems. Elec-
tive subjects and laboratory work deal
with the specialized techniques In a
variety of fields. Each student's program
is developed through personal discus-
sion with and guidance from his or her
faculty counselor.

The Department offers four under-
graduate programs: two in Course Vi
(Program 1: Electrical Science and Engi-
neering, and Program 3: Computer Sci-
ence and Engineering), and the two
cooperative versions of these programs
in Course VI-A. The two Course VI-A
programs combine study with industrial
engineering practice.,

Bachelor of Soience In Electrical
Engineering
Course VI
Program 1: Electrical Science and
Engineering

Program 1 prepares students for electri-
cal engineering careers in industry, re-
search, or the academic world. Through
a proper selection of elective subjects
students may get a good start on an in-
dustrial career in one of the specialized
branches of electrical engineering or
prepare themselves for the graduate
study needed for an academic or re-
search career In engineering or such re-
lated fields as physics, mathematics,
management, or the social sciences.

All of thes programs ore accredited by the Engineers'
Council for Professional Developmenit.
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The Bloolectrical Engineering Option is
a variant of Program 1 that prepares stu-
dents for a variety of careers in biomedi-
cal engineering and medicine. The
curriculum differs from the normal Pro-
gram 1 curriculum primarily in that three
subjects in quantitative physiology
replace several advanced subjects In
mathematics and physical science. In
addition, students in %e Bloelectrical
Engineering Option are free to make
other substitutions that may be more
appropriate to their career objectives,
and are particularly encouraged to study
more deeply the life sciences and
chemistry through electives.

Bachelor of Science In Computer
Science and Engineering
Course VI
Program 3: Computer Science and
Engineering

Program 3 Is designed to give students a
background in computer science and
related fields, upon which they may
build careers in advanced computer
systems development, in sophisticated
applications of computers to technical
or organizational problems, and in the
further development of computer
science.

Inquiries

Additional Information concerning
undergraduate academic programs may
be obtained from Professor L. A. Gould,
Room 38-476, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-7312.

Bachelor of Science in Electrical
Engineering or in Computer Science
and Engineering
Course VI-A

The VI-A Program combines industrial
and research experience with academic
work through a series of organized
crfy erative Work Assignments inter-
woven with the regular course of study
at M.I.T. Although students may stop at
the Bachelor's degree, the Program en-
courages the simultaneous completion
of the Bachelor's and Master's degrees
at the end of the fifth year with only the
Master's Thesis required for the two
degrees. Usually the work of the two
final VI-A Work Assignments serves as
the basis for this thesis. As the VI-A Pro-
gram ensures a continuing liaison be-
tween the participating companies and
the professorial staff of the Department,
students receive job assignments more
professionally rewarding than typical
summer jobs. In addition to receiving
academic credit for these Work Assign-
ments, students are paid nominal wages
which help to defray educational
expenses.

Additional Information concerning the
VI-A Program may be obtained from
John A. Tucker, VI-A Office, Room 38-
473, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (817) 253-4644.

Engineering internship Program

Sophomore students In good standing in
the Department may apply for admission
to the School-wide Engineering in-
ternship Program. A general description
of this program is provided In the School
of Engineering section of this catalogue.
Like the Department's VI-A Program, the
internship Program provides a way to
combine industrial experience with the
Course VI academic program.

Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science students who are accepted for
the Engineering internship Program
register for the usual program of study
in either Program 1 or Program 3. They
receive academic credit for their two
undergraduate work assignments.

Participants In the Program are en-
couraged to apply for admission to the
graduate school. If they are accepted to
and enter the graduate school, they will
complete their work experience with a
seven-month assignment at their in-
ternship company, for which they
receive graduate academic credit. In
many cases they also will be able to
satisfy the thesis requirements for both
the 8.5. and S.M. during the graduate
work assignment.

Additional Information about the Engl-
neering internship Program as It applies
to Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science students can be obtained from
Professor James K. Roberge, Room 38-
494, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-5994.
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Graduate Study

The program of graduate education in
the Department of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science has three
aspects. First, a variety of classroom
subjects in physics, mathematics, and
fundamental fields of electrical engi-
neering and computer science Is offered
to permit students to develop strong
theoretical backgrounds. Second, more
specialized classroom and laboratory
subjects and a wide variety of colloquia
and seminars introduce the student to
problems of current Interest in many
fields of research, and to the techniques
which may be useful In attacking them.
Third, each candidate for any advanced
degree conducts research under the
direct supervision of a member of the
faculty and reports the results in a
thesis.

Three advanced degree programs are
offered. A well-prepared student may
obtain a Master of Science In one calen-
dar year, including completion of a
course of formal studies and the presen-
tation of a satisfactory thesis. Students
who need more classroom subjects
before beginning thesis work, or who
want to carry out a more substantial re-
search or teaching program whhie gain-
Ing further graduate experience, may
choose to complete their theses by the
end of a two-year program and receive
the Electrical Engineer and the Master of
Science degrees concurrently. The doc-
toral programs usually take four to five
years beyond the Bachelor's level to
complete. Most doctoral students com-
plete the Master of Science require-
ments in the course of their doctoral
programs.

There are no fixed programs of study for
these degrees. Each student plans a
program in consultation with a Graduate
Counselor, a member of the faculty
whose professional field Is related to the
student's interest. As the program
moves toward thesis research, it usually
centers In one of a number of areas,
each characterized by an active re-
search program. Areas of specialization
In the Department which have active re-
search programs and related graduate
subjects include: systems, communica-
tion, and control; computer science;
electronics, computers, and systems;
electromagnetics and dynamics; energy
conversion devices and systems; ma-
terials and devices; communication and
probabilistic systems; operations re-
search; bloelectrical engineering; high-
voltage radiation engineering;
stroboscopic photography and
underwater sound.

Research activities in electrical engi-
neering and computer science e e
carried on by students and faculty In
laboratories of extraordinary range and
strength, including the Laboratory for In-
formation and Decision Systems, the
Research Laboratory of Electronics, the
Laboratory for Computer Science, the
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory, the
Center for Materials Science and Engl-
neering, the Electric Power Systems En-
gineering Laboratory, the Energy Labor-
atory, the Center for Space Research,
the Continuum Electromechanics
Group, Lincoln Laboratory, the High
Voltage Research Laboratory, the
Francis Bitter National Magnet Labora-
tory, the Laboratory for Insulation Re-
search, the Operations Research Cen-
ter, and the Stroboscopic Light and
Pulsed Sonar Laboratory. Detailed
descriptions of many of these
laboratories may be found in Chapter V,
under Interdepartmental Organizations
and Research Facilities.

Joint M.I.T.-W.H.O.l. Program
Course Vi-W

A joint program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution is Intended
for students whose primary career ob-
jective is oceanographic engineering.
Students divide their academic ard re-
search efforts between the campuses of
the two institutions. While In residence at
M.I.T., students enrolled in this course
follow a program similar to that of other
students In this Department. The pro-
gram is described in more detall under
the section on M.I.T.'s Joint Program In
Oceanographic Engineering with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Requirements for Graduate Study

Because the undergraduate back-
grounds of applicants to the Department
are varied (electrical engineering, com-
puter science, physics, mathematics,
biomedical engineering, for example),
no specific admissions requirements are
listed. The backgrounds of all applicants
are studied carefully to assure that they
meet the principal prerequisites
necessary for their graduate programs.
Applicants with unusual academic back-
grounds are encouraged to com-
municate directly with faculty members
In their proposed area of study for ad-
vice. In any case, superior achievement
in undergraduate sciences Is considered
particularly important.

All regular graduate students who Intend
to enter a doctoral program are required
to complete a written examination in
January of their first year of graduate
study. This examination, designed to ex-
plore student undergraduate prepara-
tion in principal areas of interest, is
Intended primarily to help students
evaluate their preparation and to help
faculty members counsel them with
respect to their graduate programs.
Special examinations are arranged if the
regular examination is inappropriate.

WR ~flr'~r~' re~w-'w
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Master of Science In Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

This program provides an opportunity
for gaining greater depth In a particular
area of specialization than is possible at
the Bachelor of Science level. The De-
partment requires that the program In-
clude at least four formal graduate level
classroom or laboratory subjects (listed
as "A" subjects in this catalogue). Stu-
dents working full time for the Master of
Science may take as many as four
classroom subjects per term. The sub-
jects are wholly elective and are not
restricted to those given by the Depart-
ment. The program of study must be
well balanced, emphasizing one or more
of the theoretical or experimental
aspects of electrical engineering or
computer science. A thesis Is required.

Electrical Engineer'

Able students who desire more exten-
sive training than is possible within the
Master of Science program are en-
couraged to study for the degree of
Electrical Engineer. The course of
studies for this degree is elective, and a
thesis is required. The program or-
dinarily requires at least four terms of
graduate study beyond the Bachelor of
Science level. The Department also re-
quires that the program Include at least
eight approved graduate "A" subjects.

Doctor oi Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

Only students who have shown promise
of performing truly creative work are en-
couraged to study for the doctoral
degree. Doctoral candidates are expect-
ed to perform thesis work which is a
significant contribution to knowledge,
and to participate in the educational
program of the Department. Students
beginning graduate work in the Depart-
ment are required to qualify first for the
Master of Science or the Electrical Engi-
neer degree; the quality of the thesis
submitted for these degrees is a major
component in the decision to qualify a
student for the doctoral program. Stu-
dents who have completed a Master's
Degree elsewhere are required to sub-
mit evidence of research accom-
plishment before being qualified for the
doctoral program.

The General Examination for the Doc-
toral program consists of the written ex-
amination taken during the first gradu-
ate year and two oral examinations. One
oral examination Is normally taken in the
third term of graduate study and the
other in the fifth term. A thesis examina-
tion is held when the doctoral thesis re-
search is completed.

A Minor Program is required by the De-
partment and must have departmental
approval.

Fellowships and Research and
Teaching Assistantships

Studies toward an advanced degree
may be supported by personal funds, by
an award such as the National Science
Foundation Fellowship which the stu-
dent brings with him or her to M.I.T., by
a fellowship or traineeship awarded by
M.I.T., or by a graduate assistantship.
Assistantships require participation in
research or teaching in the Department
or in one of the associated laboratories.
Assistants normally register for two or
three scheduled classroom or laboratory
subjects, depending upon the terms of
their appointments, and may receive ad-
ditional academic credit for their par-
ticipation in the teaching or research
program. Many assistants spend two
years in a program leading to the
simultaneous award of the degrees of
Master of Science and Electrical Engi-
neer; the Department encourages assis-
tants to pursue such programs. A
brochure on Research and Graduate
Study in Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science at M.I. T., describing
research and teaching opportunities in
detall, may be obtained from the
Department.

Inquiries

Additional Information concerning grad-
uate academic and research programs,
admissions, financial aid, assistantships,
etc. may be obtained from Horace M.
Smith, Jr., Room 38-444, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-
4605.

This degree may be awarded for work In either Electrical En-
gineering or Computer Solence.
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Subjects In Electrical
Engineering and
Computer Science

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

6,002 Circuits and Electronics
6.003 Signals and Systems
6.012 Electronic Devices aid Circuits
6.013 Electromagnetic Fields and Energy
6.014 Electrodynamics
6.015 Signals and Systems
6.018 Statistical Mechanics and

Thermodynamics
6.021 J Quantitative Physiology: Cella

and Tissues
6.022J Quantitative Physiology:

Organ Transport Systems
8.023J Quantitative Physiology:

Sensory and Motor Systems
6.030 Introduction to Computation
6.031 Structure and interpretation

of Computer Languages
6.032 Computation Structures
6.033 Computer System Engineering
6.034 Artificial intelligence
6.035 Computer Language Engineering
6.036J Problem-Sciving Paradigms
6.041 Probabilistic Systems Analysis
8.046J Computability, Automata, and

Formal Languages
6.046 Introduction to Algorithms
6.071 Introduction to Electronics
6.074 Introduction to Telecommunica-

tions Systems
6.062 Switching Circuits, Logic and

Digital Design
6.06$ Machine Vision and

Manipuiation
6.100 Electrical Engineering and

Computer Science Laboratory
6.101 Introductory Eiectronic*

Laboratory
6.111 Introductory Digital Systems

Laboratory
0.112 Digital Systems Project Laboratory
6,114 Real-Time Computing and

Control Laboratory
6.121 Sloeleotronics Project Laboratory
8.131 Control Systems Project

Laboratory
6.141 Power Systems Project Laboratory
6.161J Semiconductor Devices

Project Laboratory

6.161 Mddern Optics Project Laboratory
6.162 Image Transmission Systems

Project Laboratory
6.163 Strobe Project Laboratory
6.164 Electron Optical Design
6.170 Introduction to Software

Engineering
6.171 Artificial Intelligencu Project

Laboratory
6.176 Computer Performance

Measurement Laboratory
6.182 Psychoacoustics Project

Laboratory
6.230 Linear System Theory (A)
6.232 Optimal Control (A)
6.251J Introduction to Mathematical

Programming (A)
6.252J Nonlinear Programming and

Discrete-Time Optimal
Control (A)

6.253 Algebraic System Theory (A)
6.254 Qualitative Theory of Dynamical

Systems (A)
6.255 Advanced Optimal Control

Theory (A)
6.262 Advanced Markov Models and

their Applications (A)
6.263 Data-Communication Networks (A)
6.271 Introduction to Operations

Research (A)
6.272 Introduction to Operations

Research (A)
6.261J Urban Operations Research (A)
6.291 Seminar in Systems and

Control Research (A)
6.301 Solid State Circuits
6.302 Feedback Systems
6.311 Telephony
9.312 Acoustics
6.331 Advanced Circuit Techniques (A)
6.333 Electronic Circuits (A)
6.334 Power Electronics (A)
6.341 Digital Processing of Signals (A)
6.342 Advanced Topics In Digital

Signal Processing (A)
6.343 Digital Speech Processing (A)
6.361 Image Processing (A)
6.371 Introduction to VLSI

Systems (A)
6.431 Applied Probability
6.432 Stochastic Processes and

Applications (A)
6.435 System identification (A)
6.441 Transmission of Information (A)
6.461 Principles of Communication (A)
6.402 Stochastic Filtering and

Detection (A)

6,453 Optical Detection and
Communication (A)

6.454 Advanced Topics in Optical
Communication Research (A)

6.455J Marine Data Systems (A)
6.501 Sound, Speech, Hearing
6.523J Computers and Patient Care
6.524J General Physiology
6.532J Sensory-Neural Systems (A)
6.541J Speech Communication (A)
6.542J Laboratory on the Physiology,

Acoustics and Perception of
Speech (A)

6.543 Natural Language Processing (A)
6.551 Signal Processing by the Auditory

System: Physiology (A)
6.552 Signal Processing by the Auditory

System: Perception (A)
6.561 Fields, Forces and Flows:

Background for Physiology (A)
6.562J Ultrasound: Physics, Biophysics

and Technology (A)
6.564J Medical Engineering Measurements
6.565J Medical Engineering Measurements

Laboratory
6.601 Fields, Forces and Motion
6.611 Introduction to Optical Electronics
6.631J Optics and Optical Electronics (A)
6.632 Advanced Electromagnetic

Theory (A)
6.633 Electrodynamics of Waves,

Media and interactions (A)
6.635 Topics in Electrodynamics (A)
6.638 Electrical and Optical Processes

in Gases (A)
6.641 Microwave Circuits (A)
6.642 Antennas (A)
6.651J Introduction to Plasma Physics (A)
6.652 Special Topics in Plasma

Research (A)
6.661 Receivers, Antennas, and

Signals (A)
6.663J Techniques of Radar

Astronomy (A)
6.664J Radio Interferometry (A)
6.666 Advanced Electrical Energy

Processing Laboratory (A)
6.720 Semiconductor Devices
6.725 Solar Energy Systems
6.731J Physics of Solids I (A except Vill)
6.732J Physics of Solids 11 (A)
6.734J Application of Group Theory

to the Physics of Solids (A)
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6.741J Theory of Solids I (A)
6.742J Theory of Solids 11 (A)
6.743 Conduction Processes In Solids (A)
6.751 Quantum Electronics (A)
6.752 Quantum Theory of

Magnetism (A)
6.753 Microwave Magnetics (A)
6.754 Signal Processing with Coherent

Wave States in Crystals (A)
6.761J Electronic Materials (A)
6.762 Dielectric and Optical Materials

and Devices (A)
6.770 Microolectronics Project

Laboratory
6.771 Physics of Semiconductor

Devices (A)
6.772 Semiconductor Devices and

Processes
6.773 Topics in Semiconductor

Device Research (A)
6.780J Materials for Advanced

Energy Systems
6.791 Special Topics in the Solid

State and Its Application (A)
6.792 Special Topics in the Solid

State and Its Application (A)
6.830 Introduction to Program

Semantics (A)
6.831 Programming Language

Processors (A)
6.835 Theory of Concurrent

Systems (A)
6.837 Data Base Management

Systems (A)
6.840J Theory of Computation (A)
6.845 Topics in Computer Systems

Research (A)
6.847 Data Flow Computer

Architecture (A)
6.8651J Algorithms (A)
6.853 Computation by Automata (A)
6,854J Advanced Algorithms (A)
6.860 Introduction to Artificial

intelligence (A)
6.863 Natural Language and the Computer

Representation of Knowledge (A)
6.065 Introduction to Machine

Vision and Manipulation (A)
6,868 Topics in Artificial

Intelligence (A)
C.871 Knowledge.Based Applications

Systems (A)

6.875J Cryptography and
Cryptanalysis (A)

6.880 Perspectives on Computers
and Society (A)

6.891- Special Topics in the Computer
6.899 Sciences (A)
6.901 inventions and Patents
6.910 Special Studies in Electrical

Engineering and Computer
Science

6.911- Special Subjects in Electrical
6.919 Engineering and Computer Science
6.921 Industrial Practice
6.922 Advanced Industrial Practice
6.925 Engineering internship
6.929 Undergraduate Thesis Presentation
6.930 Management in Engineering
6.931 Development of Inventions

and Creative Ideas (A)
6.932J The Technology and Politics of

Nuclear Weapons and Arms Control
(A)

6.935J Invention
6.936 Entrepreneurship
6.951 Graduate Industrial Practice
6.955 Advanced Engineering internship
6.961 introduction to Research in

Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science

6962- Special Studies in Electrical
6.969 Engineering and Computer Science
6.971- Special Subjects in Electrical
6.979 Engineering and Computer

Science (A)
6.980 Teaching Electrical Engineering

and Computer Science
6.981- Teaching Electrical Engineering
6.989 and Computer Science
6.991- Research In Electrical
6.999 Engineering and Computer Science
6.U.R. Undergraduate Research in

Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science

6. ThU Undergraduate Thesis
6. ThG Graduate Thesis (A)
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Department of Materials Science
and Engineering

Walter Shepherd Owen, Ph.D.,
D.Eng.
Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering
Head of the Department

Professors

Benjamin Lewis Averbach, Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Science

Walter Alan Backofen, Sc.D.
Professor of Metallurgy
(Absent)

Robert W. Balluffi, Sc.D.
Professor of Physical
Metallurgy

Michael Berliner Bever, Dr. Jur.,
M.B.A., Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Harvey Kent Bowen, Ph.D.
Professor of Ceramic Engineering
and Electrical Engineering
Faculty Coordinator, Energy
Laboratory

Robert Louis Coble, Sc.D.
Professor of Ceramics

Morris Cohen, Sc.D., D.Tekn.
institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering, Emeritus

John Frank Elliott, Sc.D.
Professor of Metallurgy
Director, Mining and Minerals
Resources Research Institute

Merton Corson Flemings, Sc.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering

Harry Constantine Gatos, Ph.D.
Professor of Electronic Materials
and Molecular Engineering

Nicholas John Grant, Sc.D.
Professor of Metallurgy

Keith Huber Johnson, Ph.D,
Professor of Materials Science

Roy Kaplow, Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Science
and Education

Thomas Burness King, Ph.D.
Professor of Metallurgy

William David Kingery, Sc.D.
Professor of Ceramics

Kolchi Masubuchl, D.Eng-
Professor of Materials Science
and Ocean Engineering

Frederick Jerome McGarry, S.M.
Professor of Polymer Engineering
and Civil Engineering

Robert Edward Ogilvie, Sc.D.
Professor of Metallurgy

Regie Marc Noel Pelloux, Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Engineering

Robert Michael Rose, Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering

Kenneth Calvin Russell, Ph.D.
Professor of Metallurgy and Nuclear
Engineering

Julian Szekely, D.Sc., Ph.D.
Professor of Materials Engineering

Donald Robert Uhlmann, Ph.D.
Professor of Glass and
Polymer Science

August Ferdinand Witt, Ph.D.
Professor of Materials Science

Bernhardt John Wuensch, Ph.D.
Professor of Ceramics

Associate Professors

Joel Phillip Clark, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Materials
Systems

William D. Gregory, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Materials
Science
(Visiting)

Ronald Michael Latanision, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Materials
Science and Engineering

Heather Nan Lechtman, M.A.
Associate Professor of Archaeology
and Ancient Technology
Director, Center for Materials
Research In Archaeology and
Ethnology

David Kays Roylance, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Materials
Engineering

Chong Sook Palk Sung, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Polymerics

Harry Louis Tuller, D.Eng.Sc.
Associate Professor of Ceramics

John Bruce Vander Sande, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Materials
Science

Assistant Professors

Rowland Morrell Cannon, Jr.,
Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Ceramics

Thomas Waddy Eager, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Materials
Engineering

Donald Robert Sadoway, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Materials
Engineering

Gregory John Yurek, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Metallurgy

Adjunct Professor

Richard Joseph Charles, Sc.D.
Adjunct Professor of
Ceramic Engineering

Lecturers

Joseph Tibor Blucher, Sc.D.
(Visiting)
Simon David Strauss
(Visiting)
Pamela Bowren Vandiver, M.A.

Technical instructors

Arthur Jeremiah Gregor
Robert Victor Huston
Anthony Joseph Zona

Administrative Officer

Joseph Mitti Dhosi, S.M.

Administrative Assistant

Patricia Ellen Gavagan

Senior Research Associate

Jacek Lagowski, Ph.D.

Principal Research Assoolate

Gregory Bruce Olson, Ph.D.

Research Associates

Samuel Miller Allen, Ph.D.
Chien-Wu Chang, Ph.D.
Harold Jefferson Frost, Ph.D.
Hung Chi Ling, Sc.D.
John Forbes Mandell, Ph.D.
Mary Jean Schmutz, Sc.D.

Pestdctoral Assoelates

Nazir Ahmad, Ph.D.
Tarasankar DebRoy, Ph.D.
Ernest Leroy Hall, Ph.D.
Anders Finn Henriksen, So.D.
Venkatasubramanan Laxmanan,
Sc.D,

Edward Paul Martin, Ph.D.
Nguyen Quang Minh, Ph.D.
Hermann H. Tischner, Dr.Ing.
R. Scott Wallace, Ph.D.
Hanan YInnon, Ph.D.

Research Affiliate

Bill Cormann Giessen, Ph.D.

Visiting Scientists

Takashi Ajima, M.Sc.
Paul David Bristowe, Ph.D.
Parviz Davami, Ph.D.
Robert Irving Frank, M.S.
Joel Lee Goodrich, 8.S.
Emil Kamlenlecki, Dr.Hab.
Alberto J. Kaufman, D.Sc.
Kazunori Kijima, Ph.D.
Iwao Kohatsu, Ph.D.
Richard Paul Messmer, Ph.D.
Yasushi Nanishi, M.E.
Leighton Hartwell Peebles, Jr., Ph.D.
Rinso Tachibana, B.Eng.
Floyd R. Tuler, Ph.D.
Shinn-Tyan Wu, Ph.D.

Professors Emeriti

Michael Berliner Bever, Dr.Jur.,
M.B.A., Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering, Emeritus

John Chipman, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Metallurgy, Emeritus

Morris Cohen, Sc.D., D.Tekn.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Materials Science
and Engineering, Emeritus

Carl Frederick Floe, Sc.D.
Professor of Metillurgy, Emeritus

Frederick Harwood Norton, Sc.D.
Professor of Ceramics,
Emeritus

John Torrey Norton, Sc.D.
Professor of the Physics of
Metals, Emeritus

Cyril Stanley Smith, Sc.D.
institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Metallurgy, Emeritus
Professor of the History of
Technology and Science, Emeritus

Herbert Henry Uhlig, PhD.
Professor of Metallurgy, Emeritus

John Wulff, D.Sc.
Professor of Metallurgy, Emeritus
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Department of Materials Science
and Engineering

The Department of Materials Science
and Engineering is concerned with the
extraction, production, and use of engi-
neering materials; with how they can be
produced economically in the shapes
required and with the properties deman-
ded by modern applications. The perfor-
mance of all machines and structures Is
limited by the properties of the materials
from which they are made; thus ma-
terials engineering is at the heart of all
engineering. Almost all of the properties
of importance to an engineer are
structure-sensitive; that Is, they can be
modified in significant ways by changing
the chemical composition, the arrange-
ment of the atoms or molecules In
crystalline or amorphous config-
urations, or the size, shape, and orienta-
tion of the crystals or other macroscopic
units of a solid. To understand how the
useful properties of a material can be
modified, It is necessary to understand
the relationships between structure and
properties and how the structure can be
changed and controlled by the various
chemical, thermal, or mechanical treat-
ments to which a material is subjected
during manufacture and in use. All ma-
terials are used in a gaseous or fluid on-
vironment which Is to some degree
hostile. The environment may affect the
performance of the material and, when it
does, the effect is usually detrimental.
The losses due to surface chemical at-
tack of building materials and to the
corrosion of metals are enormous. Thus,
surface reactions and surface protection
are important areas of study. The study
of the structure, the control of the struc-
ture, and the relationships between the
structure and the properties of a ma-
teriall In a gaseous or fluid environment
are the essential components of ma-
terials science. it is physics and
chemistry applied to real materials.

Some materials have been used as
structural materials for centuries.
Gradually, the properties have been im-
proved by trial and error methods using
empirical knowledge. Materials science
in its modern form 4 a very young dis-
cipline within the range of applied sci-
ences. it is no more than 50 years old,
and more important scientific develop-
ments have occurred in the last three
decades than in the preceding 300
years. At first the materials scientist con-
centrated on trying to understand the
empirical ideas about materials which
had evolved over the centuries, but this
stage was quickly replaced by one In
which it became possible successfully to
apply solid-state science to real mr-
terials. To do this, much relevant sci-
ence had to be developed in parallel
with the rapid improvement in our
understanding of engineering materials,
and these parallel developments con-
tinue at an accelerating pace. In recent
years most of the major improvements
In materials have resulted from the ap-
plications of scientific knowledge. The
days when the materials engineer had
only empiricism and intuition as guides
are nearly over. In addition to marked
improvements in the properties of
traditional engineering materials, whole
classes of new materials, such as semi-
conductors and modern magnet ma-
terials, have developed out of the great
surge in activity in materials science.

All recent achievements In materials
have depended as much on develop-
ments In materials engineering as they
have on materials science, When
developing processes for extracting and
processing materials, and when design-
Ing materials for specific applications,
the modern materials engineer must
have a proper concern for economic,
social, and environmental factors. Ma-
terials technology is only one, although
an essential, component of a total ma-
terials system. Students wishing to
specialize in materials engineering are
provided with many opportunities to ob-
tain an understanding of the economic
and societal components of materials
systems in association with the techno-
logical aspects of materials design.

The links between materials engineering
and materialL science are very strong,
and the two activities are interwoven in
the Department of Materials Science
and Engineering. There are some sub-
jects which it is necessary for all stu-
dents of materials to know- most im-
portant are thermodynamics, and cer-
tain aspects of solid mechanics, physics,
and chemistry. Suitable core subjects in
these areas are provided at the under-
graduate and graduate levels. in addi-
tion, subjects covering a wide variety of
topics from solid-state physics to the
analysis of materials systems are of-
fered. By the selection of appropriately
grouped subjects, the student can follow
many different paths through the sol-
ence and engineering of materials, with
emphasis on engineering, science, or a
mixture of the two.

Materials science and materials engl-
neering disciplines seek to identify and
understand the principles, phenomena,
and ideas which are basic to all ma-
terials. For example, there are important
differences in details in the fracture of
ceramic, metallic, and polymeric ma-
terials but the basic physics of fracture
is the same in each case. Extruding a
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polymeric fiber and a metal wire may, at
first sight, appear to be unrelated pro-
cesses, but careful study reveals many
interesting similarities. Many large in-
dustries today manufacture products
containing a large variety of different
materials. Their materials engineers
must acquire a working understanding
of the basic behavior of all of them.
However, there are also many large in-
dustries in which a single class of ma-
terial (for example, steel, polymers,
glasses) is manufactured and pro-
cessed. In these circumstances, the ma-
terials expert must have a knowledge of
various aspects of the science and engi-
neering of one class of material. It is for
this reason that programs are provided
In the Department which enable a stu-
dent to specialize In the science and en-
gineering of ceramics, metals, or
polymers.

Materials engineers and materials scien-
tists, whether generalists or specialists
in a particular class of material, are of
vital imp' tance to modern industry. The
design and operation of propulsion units
such as gas turbines and rocket motors,
energy producers such as nuclear reac-
tors, energy converters such as
magnetohydrodynamic generators,
semiconductor or superconductor
devices and machines, laser communi-
cation systems, or any one of dozens of
other developments of modern engl-
neering are critically dependent upon
the availability of materials with the req-
uisite blend of properties. Scientists and
engineers with the knowledge and skills
to carry out imaginative research on new
materials, on the development of new
methods of producing and processing
materials, or the design of materials for
specific applications are in great de-
mand by industry and government. They
find challenging opportunities In a
variety of positions in operations, devel-
opment, and research in the basic
materials-producing Industries, in con-
sumer and construction industries, and
in the space and electronics industries.

Bachelor of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
Course ill

The undergraduate program caters to
the diverse needs of students who in-
tend to pursue graduate work, to those
who are more inclined toward engineer-
ing application, and to those who prefer
solid-state science. The decision to con-
centrate on either the science or the en-
gineering of materials may be reached
by students as late as the sophomore
year or even during the junior year.

The teaching facilities, some of which
are located In the Center for Materials
Science and Engineering, include an
electron-optics laboratory with X-ray
and electron diffraction equipment;
electron microscopes and micro-
analyzers; laboratories for microscopic
studies, heat treatment, and physical
testing of materials; and complete test
apparatus for the study of mechanical,
thermal, electrical, and magnetic prop-
erties. In the ceramics laboratories most
types of refractory as well as electrical
ceramics and glasses can be prepared
and their properties studied. Facilities
for the growth and characterization of
metallic and nonmetallic crystals are
available in several laboratories. The
chemical metallurgy laboratories con-
tain equipment for the study of heat and
mass flow and for thermodynamic and
kinetic Investigations at high tempera-
tures, as well as for the processing of
minerals, metals, and other materials.
The materials processing laboratories
are equipped for work on deformation,
solidification, joining, and vapor deposi-
tion as processing techniques. Labo-
ratories in polymer structure and prop-
erties, surface chemistry, and corrosion
are also open to undergraduates. Other
services include a complete analytical
laboratory and computation facilities
with a remote console.

Bachelor of Science
Course ill-A

Major problems that our society must
solve are the development, optimiza-
tion, and exploitation of energy, environ-
ment, human resources, and materials.
Many aspects of materials science and
engineering Involve diverse considera-
tions which no single department Is
qualified to handle; suitable programs
often require both a depth of knowledge,
in particular engineering techniques,
and a knowledge of the characteristics
which these techniques require. A
National Academy of Sciences study has
shown that while only a small fraction of
scientists and engineers receive
degrees In Materials Science and Engi-
neering, fully a third of all scientists and
engineers are professionally involved in
materials-related problems. One of the
basic objectives of Course ill-A is to pro-
vide an opportunity for students to
become familiar both with the charac-
teristics of materials and methods used
to control and evaluate their properties
In parallel with the study of a particular
set of engineering techniques. However,
students may wish to combine materials
science and engineering with other
branches of study, and, generally, a pro-
gram can be set up to satisfy Individual
student goals.

The degree programs in Course iI and course 111.6 are
accredited by the Engineers'counill for Profeselonal
Development. The degree programs In Couree Ill-A are not
accredited by tie EngineW council for Profesaional
Development.
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Bachelor of Science in Materials
Science and Engineering
course 1ll-I

This program provides a student with
industrial experience concurrently with
academic work through cooperative
work assignments matched to the stu-
dent's capabilities. A faculty advisor Is
assigned to each student to act, together
with a company representative, as co-
supervisor during the work assignments.
The company suggests the nature of the
work assignment, but care is taken to
ensure a more challenging and
rewarding experience than is typical of
most summer jobs. Students are able to
earn a salary during their work periods
and also receive academic credit.
Growth in job responsibility is expected
as the student progresses.

Admission to the program is preferably
obtained during the second year so that
the work periods follow during that sum-
mer and the summer of the third year. A
suitable work program, properly report-
ed, may be used to satisfy the under-
graduate thesis requirement.

The program Is expected to be particu-
larly attractive to students who wish to
study for the combined 8..-S.M.
degree, requiring five years for com-
pletion. Such students, if they satisfy the
requirements, apply for admission to the
Graduate School during the senior year.
They then complete two further con-
secutive work terms, not necessarily at
the same company as the earlier work
term or terms. A single thesis, which is
ordinarily based on the Industrial experi-
ence, suffices for the combined degrees.

Arrangements with companies are ouch
that both company and student agree to
complete the program. There are no
obligations on either side regarding
further employment. Students electing
the Engineering Internship Program,
which is described at the beginning of
the School of Engineering in this chap-
ter, would register in Course Ill-S.

The Department offers the following
graduate degrees: Doctor of Philosophy,
Doctor of Science, and Master of Sol-
ence in Ceramics, Materials Engi-
neering, Materials Science, Metallurgy,
or Polymerics; also the degrees of Ma-
terials Engineer and Metallurgical
Engineer.

Programs of advanced study and re-
search in the Department are organized
In five fields. It is useful to think of them
in a 3x2 matrix.

The three fields in the columns are con-
corned with the integrated science and
engineering of a single class of material.
The two rows are fields which deal with
either the science or the engineering of
all materials. Thus, the coverage of each
of the graduate fields is:

Ceramics The field of ceramics is con-
cerned with the science and engineering
Involved in the manufacturing, pro-
cessing, and utilization of a wide range
of inorganic materials which Include
oxides, nitrides, carbides, silicates, and
more complex compounds; some, such
as refractory alumnia, are crystalline
and others, such as soda glass, are used
in the amorphous form. Ceramic ma-
terials are essential to many diverse in-
dustries. in recent years a large re-
search and development effort has
resulted in important extensions of the
useful properties of traditional ceramics
and has led to the development of many
exciting new materials.

Materials Engineering Materials engi-
neering Is concerned with technically
and economically feasible solutions to
problems of materials production and
utilization. It involves the synthesis of
fundamental and practical knowledge to
develop, produce, modify, and apply
materials to meet specific needs. Re-
search within the fleid involves issues
relating to physical and chemical
aspects of materials extraction, produc-
tion, and utilization, to problems of in-
novation, costs, quality, and reliability,
and to societal and environmental
concerns.

Materials Science The field of materials
science has evolved as an independent
discipline only in the last few decades. It
is the science concerned with the dis-
covery, analysis, and understanding of
the nature of materials. The objectives
are to provide coherent descriptions or
models of the structure of materials and
to explain how this structure relates to
composition, properties, and behavior.

Ceramics Metallurgy Polymerics

Materials Science Science Science

Materials Engineering Engineering Engineering
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Metallurgy This well-established dis-
cipline encompasses the study of
metallic materials, elemental, alloy, and
composite. It includes the refining of
metals by chemical processes; the
melting, alloying, and casting of metals;
and control of structure by techniques
such as heat treatment and mechanical
working. The relations between compo-
sition, structure, and properties of
metallic materials and the study of the
behavior of metals under service condi-
tions are Important parts of the field.
Metallurgy is viewed as a coherent dis-
cipline and all candidates are expected
to have a working knowledge of both
chemical and physical areas - though
not usually in the same depth. Suitable
programs are likely to be individualistic,
and may be constructed in a number of
ways from the subjects listed below.

Polymeric* Polymeric materials are
working substances of modern
technology, similar to metals and
ceramics as essential components of
engineering systems and processes.
The program covers structure-property
relationships, Improvement of proper-
ties by control and modification of struc-
ture and composition, processing tech-
niques and applications of polymers.
Numerous opportunities exist to con-
centrate on specific areas of polymer
technology: physical properties; mech-
anical behavior; chemical synthesis and
modification; surface characteristics;
environmental interactions; combina-
tions with other substances are a few ex-
amples. Each student pursues a particu-
lar program of study and research con-
sistent with individual interests.

The various graduate fields are not
separated by sharp boundaries. Each
member of the departmental faculty
works in at least two of these fields. In
many instances the same graduate sub-
ject appears on the lists of electives of
several different fields. In this way the
total departmental effort in materials is
well Integrated and a great deal of Inter-
action between the fields exists. The
graduate fields are also coupled to other
activities on materials within the in-
stitute. Faculty from other departments
participate in the work of the depart-
mental graduate fields. Subjects offered
by other departments are, whenever
appropriate, included in the recom-
mended electives, and many students
registered in one of the fields participate
in multidisciplinary research projects
with students and faculty from various
parts of the Institute.

A large and active research program on
the structure and properties, prepa-
ration, and processing of materials, with
emphasis on ceramics, metals, poly-
mers, and electronic materials, is con-
ducted by faculty and students In the
Department. Graduate research is an
important part of the educational
process, and much emphasis is placed
on the preparation, presentation, and
defense of a research thesis.

Master of Science in Technology and
Policy

Students Interested in applying their
materials science and engineering back-
ground to problems of policy and
socioeconomic assessment of
technology may apply for the inter-
departmental Master of Science Pro-
gram in Technology and Policy. This
program combines subjects in ad-
vanced technology in the particular field
of the student's choosing with subjects
In economics, systems analysis, political
science, and law. It engages the student
in significant project work integrating
technology and policy. Well-qualified
students may complete this program in
one calendar year. General require-
ments and application procedures are
described in Chapter V of this catalogue.

Mineral Resources Engineering and
Management

Students in the Department with inter-
ests in the scientific, technical, and
policy aspects of mineral resources will
find programs of study and research In
the areas of metallurgy, ceramics, and
materials engineering. These activities
are also coordinated with the interdisci-
plinary program at M.I.T. In Mineral
Resources Engineering and Manage-
ment. Students seeking information on
opportunities for careers in areas re-
lated to minerals resources, or who wish
to speak with faculty who have related
programs, may obtain information from
the Mining and Minerals Resources Re-
search Institute of M.I.T., Room 4-140.
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Simultaneous Award of Two Master of
science Degrees for Students from
Other Departments

Graduate students from other depart-
ments may seek two Master of Science
degrees simultaneously or In sequence,
one awarded by the student's home de-
partment and the other by the Depart-
ment of Materials Science and Engi-
neering. The general rules covering the
matter are found in Chapter IV of this
catalogue. The following requirements
must also be met to obtain the Master of
Science degree from the Department of
Materials Science and Engineering:

a) Where a single, common thesis is
submitted to fulfill the requirements for
both Master of Science degrees, I) at
least 48 subject units must be taken
within the Department of Materials Sci-
ence and Engineering, in addition to the
thesis units; 1i) there must be a thesis
supervisor or co-supervisor from the
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, and the candidate must
provide a statement of the proposed
thesis topic for approval by the Depart-
mental Committee on Graduate
Students.

b) Where two separate theses are sub-
mitted, one in each department, at least
30 subject units must be taken within the
Department of Materials Science and
Engineering, in addition to the thesis
units.

Joint M.I.T.-W.H.O.I. Program
Course ilI-W

A joint program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic institution is Intended
for students whose primary career ob-
jective is oceanographic engineering.
Students divide their academic and re-
search efforts between the campuses of
the two institutions. While in residence at
M.I.T., students enrolled in this Course
follow a program similar to that of other
students in this Department. The pro-
gram is described in more detail under
the section on M.I.T.'s Joint Program in
Oceanographic Engineering with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic institution.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

The general admissions requirements
are given in Chapter IV. Usually, there
are no departmental requirements
which are more restrictive than the
General Institute Requirements. Pro-
grams are arranged on an individual
basis depending upon the preparation
and interests of the student.

Teaching and Research AssistantshIps

The Department offers assistantships
and fellowships for graduate study. Re-
search and teaching assistantships are
available In the fields in which the De-
partment is active. Further information
may be obtained from the Chairman of
the Departmental Committee on Gradu-
ate Students.

Inquiries

Additional Information regarding gradu-
ate programs, admissions, and financial
aid, may be obtained by writing to the
Chairman of the Departmental Commit-
tee on Graduate Students, Room 8-303,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3329.
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Subjects In Materials
Science and Engineering

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that it Is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

3.U.R. Undergraduate Research
3.00 Thermodynamics of Materials
3.01 Physical Chemistry of Materials
3.02 Phase Transformations and

Structure Development
3.03 Chemical Metallurgy
3.04 Special Problems in Materials

Science and Engineering
3.05 Computer Models of Physical and

Engineering Systems I
3.06 Engineering of Glasses

and Polymers
3.061J Introduction to Polymer Science

and Engineering
3.07 introduction to Ceramics
3.08 Economics of Engineering Materials
3.081 Materials Laboratory I
3.082 Materials Laboratory 1I
3.083J Semiconductor Devices Project

Laboratory
3.091 Introduction to Solid-State Chemistry
3.092 Perspectives in Materials Science
3.093 Magnetics
3.094 Materials Technology
3.0954 Introduction to Mining

and Mineral Technology
3.10 Chemical Physics of Materials
3.101J Biomedical Msterials
3.11 Mechanics of Materials I
3.12 Mechanics of Materials 1i
3.13 Crystallography
3.14 Physical Metallurgy
3.141 Engineering Materials
3.142J Introduction to Electron Microscopy
3.143J Materials of Construction
3.144J Deformation and Failure

of Engineering Alloys
in Service

3.145J Introduction to Systems Analysis
3.146 Dynamics of Physical and

Social Systems
3.16 Electrical, Optical and

Magnetic Materials and
Devices

3.16 Applied Surface Chemistry 3.59 Research Proposals-Planning for
3.17J Understanding the Discovery Discovery (A)

Process-An Historical Approach 3.60 Thermal and Tensor Properties of
3.18 Materials Processing Crystalline Ceramics (A)
3.19 Techniques of Metal Sculpture 3.601 Electrical, Optical and Magnetic
3.20 Thermodynamics of Materials (A) Properties of Ceramics (A)
3.21 Kinetic Processes in Materials (A) 3.603 Advanced Topics in Mechanical
3.22J Solid State Surface Science Properties of Ceramics (A)
3.23 Physics and Chemistry of Materials 3.604 Problems in Nonstoichiometry (A)
3.25J Physics of Deformation and 3.61 Glass Structure and Properties (A)

Fracture of Solids I (A) 3.611 Polyphase Ceramics (A)
3.26J Physics of Deformation and 3.63 Ceramic Processes I (A)

Fracture of Solids 11 (A) 3.633 Applications of Ceramic
3.27 Diffraction and Structure (A) Processing 11 (A)
3.271 Structure of Materials (A) 3.64 Special Problems in Ceramics (A)
3.281 Statistical Thermodynamics, 3.65 Ceramics Seminar (A)

Kinetics and Phase Transformations 3.691- Teaching Materials Science
of Materials I (A) 3.699 and Engineering

3.282 Statistical Thermodynamics, 3.70 Sper'Al Problems in Metallurgy (A)
Kinetics and Phase Transformations 3.701J Materials for Ocean Engineering
of Materials 11 (A) 3.71J Physical Metallurgy Principles for

3.29 Structure-Properties Relationships Engineers (A)
in Materials (A) 3.72J Nuclear Fuels (A)

3.30 Electron Microscopy: Image 3.721J Radiation Effects in Crystalline
Interpretation (A) Solids (A)

3,31 Phase Transformations (A) 3.73 Special Problems In Advanced
3.32 Introduction to Electron Optics and Computer Applications (A)

Electron Microscopy (A) 3.74J Materials for Advanced Energy
3.33 Defects in Crystals (A) Systems
3.34 Advanced Physical Metallurgy (A) 3.75J Radiation Effects to Reactor
3.35 Solidification Processing (A) Structural Materials (A)
3.36J Welding Engineering (A) 3.76J Electronic Materials (A)
3.37 Deformation Processing (A) 3.77 Laboratory Measurement and
3.38 Behavior of Metals at Elevated Control

Temperatures (A) 3.80J Comparative Ancient Technologies
3.39 Mechanical Behavior of Materials (A) 3.81J Art, Materials and Culture
3.50 Physical Chemistry of Melts (A) 3.82J Structural Mechanics In Nuclear
3.51 Process Metallurgy (A) Power Technology (A)
3.52 Dynamic Behavior of Metallurgical 3.90J Fracture of Structural Materials (A)

Systems (A) 3.91J Mechanical Behavior of Plastics (A)
3.53 Electrochemical Processing 3.92J Composite Materials (A)

of Materials (A) 3.93 Materials Science of Polymers (A)
3.54 Corrosion-The Environmental 3.931 Industrial Practice

Degradation of Materials (A) 3.932 Industrial Practice (A)
3.541 Oxidation and Corrosion of 3.94 Polymer Processing (A)

Materials at Elevated 3.95 Environmental Properties of
Temperatures (A) Pplymers (A)

3.55 Macroscopic Transport In 3.96 Electrical and Optical Properties
Materials Processing (A) of Polymers (A)

3.651J Gas-Solid Reactions (A) 3.99 Speglal Problems in Polymer
3.66J Eqglneerlng Systems Analysis (A) Science and Engineering (A)
3.561 Materials Systems Analysis (A)
3.575J Technology, Law, and the

Working Environment
3.58 Seminar on Problems in

Materials Policy
3.581. Resources Management (A)
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Department of Mechanical
Engineering

Herbert Heath Richardson, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Etiginnoring
Head of the Department

Professors

All Suphi Argon, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Stanley Backer, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Nathan Henry Cook, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanics:
Engineering

Stephen Harry Crandall, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering

Ernest George Cravalho, Ph.D.
Matsushita Professor of
Mechanical Engineering in
Medicine
Associate Director of the
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and
Technology

Clarence Forbes Dewey, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Merrill Lee Ebner, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
(Visiting, spring)

James Alan Fay, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Peter Griffith, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Elias Panaylotle Gyftopoulos, Sc.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering

John Benjamin Heywood, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

James Collyer Kock, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering

Patrick Leehey, Ph.D.
Profeasor of Naval Architecture
and Applied Mechanics

Padmakar Pratep Lela, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Exprimental
Medicine

Richard Harold Lyon, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Robert Wellesley Mann, So.D.
Whitaker Professor of Biomedical

Frank Ambrose McClintock, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Borivoje Budimira Mikic, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Henry Martyn Paynter, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Ronald FlImore Probstein, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Ernest Rabinowicz, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Warren Max Roheenow, D.Eng.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Ascher Herman Shapiro, Sc.D.
institute Professor

Thomas Brown Sheridan, Sc.D.
Professor of Engineering and
Applied Psychology

Joseph Leconte Smith, Jr., Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

An Ants Sonin, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

George Stephen Springer, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
(Visiting)

Nam Pyo Suh, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Director, Laboratory for
Manufacturing and Productivity

Tau-Yi Toong, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Kenneth Robert Wadleigh, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Vice President
Dean of the Graduate School

David Gordon Wilson, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Gerald Loomis Wilson, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering
Philip Sporn Professor of
Energy Processing
Director, Electric Power Systems
Engineering Laboratory
Head, Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

David Neal Wormley, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

loannis Vassillou Yannas, Ph.D.
Professor of Polymer Science
and Engineering

Associate Professors

Klaus-Jurgen Bathe, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Thomas Percival Bligh, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Michael Patrick Cleary, Ph.D.
Carl Richard Soderberg Associate
Professor In Power Engineering

Woodie Claude Flowers, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

David Clair Gossard, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

J. Karl Hedrick, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

igor Paul, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Carl Richard Peterson, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Robert Oliver Ritchie, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineesng

Derek Rowell, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

GUnther Werner, Ph.D.
As sto Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

James Henry Williams, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Assistant Professors

Thomas R. Copeland, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
(Visiting)

Michael Edward Crawford, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Paul Kenneth Houpt, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Peter William Huber, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Roger Dais Kamm, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Michael Gregory O'Callaghan, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

David Moore Parks, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Stephen Bailey Pope, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Allclan Veronica Quinian, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering
Henry L. Doherty Assistant Professor
In Ocean Utilization

Warren Paul Searing, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

William Charles Unkel, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mechanical
Engineering

Adjunct Professor

Giuliana Cavalleri Tesoro, Ph.D.
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Senior Lecturers

John Patrick Appleton, Ph.D.

John Francis Burke, M.D.

Philip Aldrich Drinker, Ph.D.

William Hamilton Harris, M.D.

George Nicholas Hatsopoulos,
Sc.D.

Charles Edward Huggins, M.D.,
Ph.D.

Lecturers

John Lawrence Bassani, Ph.D.
Adam Carr Bell, Sc.D.
James August Bonn, Ph.D.
Ernesto Enrique Blanco, B.M.E.
H. Frederick Bowman, Ph.D.
Edgar Hidl Bristol 11, S.B.
Richard George DeJong, Sc.D.
Carlo John DeLuca, Ph.D.
Maher Azia El-Macrl, Ph.D.
Ralph Frederick Goldman, Ph.D.
Neville Hogan, Ph.D.
Roger Emanuel Kaufman, Ph.D.
Robert Tosdal Lund, M.B.A.
Virginia Lee McCauley
Philip Franz Meyfarth, Ph.D.
Eric Leon Radin, M.D.
Rudrapatna V. Ramnath, Ph.D.
Alfred Ramos, Sr., B.A.
Joe Merrill Rife, Ph.D.
Michael James Rosen, Ph.D.
Nannaji Sake, So.D.
Richard Stevenson Sidell, Sc.D.
Sheldon Roy Simon, M.D.
Harry Eugene Stanley, Ph.D.
Hendrik Gerard Stassen, D.Eng.
David A. Swann, Ph.D.
Daniel Eugene Whitney, Ph.D.

Technical instructors

Frederick Harold Anderson
Frederick Paul Cote, B.A.
Edward Eric Fischer, Assoc.
Elizabeth Cilley Gocke, S.M.
Robert Francis Kane, Assoc.
Roy V. Richard II, B.S., M.S.

Administrative Offlcer

William James Westcott

Assistant to the Department Head

Grace H. Kelly, B.A.

Administrative Assistants

Irvin Fred Curtis, B.A.
Natalie Doris Speckmann
Sandramarle Grant Williams

Senior Research Associate

David Parks Hoult, Ph.D.

Senior Research Scientist

Leon Robert Glicksman, Ph.D.

Research Associates

David Edgar Hardt, Ph.D.
Neville Hogan, Ph.D.
Samson Sul-Sun Lee. Ph.D.
Nannaji Sake, So.D.
Eugene M. Skrabut, S.M.

Research Engineers

Ralph Gordon Burgess, S.B.
George F. Dalrymple, M.A.

Postdoctoral Associates

George Emil Abouself, Ph.D.
John Lawrence Bassani, Ph.D.
Tapas Kumar Bhattacharya, Ph.D.
Agop Ekchlan, Ph.D.
Krishnan Radhakrishnan, Ph.D.
Weldon Wynne Wilkening, Sc.D.

Research Affiliates

Joseph Seaton Barr, Jr., M.D.
Lindsay Russell, S.M.

Professors Emeriti

Samuel Cornette Collins, Ph.D.,
Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Jacob Pleter Den Hartog, Ph.D.,
D.Eng., D.Appl.Sc., D.Tech.Sc.,
D.Sc, (honoris causa)
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

August Ludwig Hesselschwerdt,
Jr., S.M.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

ShIh-Ying Lee, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

William MacGregor Murray, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Egon Orowan, D.Eng.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Brandon Garner RightmIre, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Augustus Rudolph Rogowski, S.M.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

John Thomas Rule, S.B.
Professor of Engineering Graphics,
Emeritus

Prescott A. Smith, B..
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Carl Richard Soderberg, Tekn.D.,
D.Eng.
institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Carl Louis Svenson, S.M.
Professor of Mechanical
Engineering, Emeritus

Charles Fayette Taylor, Ph.D.,
M.E.
Professor of Automotive
Engineering, Emeritus
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Department of Mechanical
Engineering

Engineering is a creative profession
concerned with the efficient combining
of material, human, and economic
resources to satisfy the perceived needs
of society. Mechanical engineering Is
one of the broadest and most versatile
of the engineering professions, dealing
generally with systems and devices for
the conversion of energy and for the
control of motions, forces, and material
flows, including living systems.

Engineering is always concernod with
change as it utilizes basic scientific
knowledge, human and material
resources, and systems-type Informa-
tion to improve the standard of living,
the quality of life, and the physical envi-
ronment, and to provide such vital ser-
vices as energy, food, manufactured
goods, health care, transportation, and
communication. As the priorities of
society change, mechanical engineers
will always find rewarding and challeng-
Ing areas where their broad skills can be
brought to bear.

The educational program in mechanical
engineering prepares students for pro-
fessional practice in an era of rapidly ad-
vancing technology. It combines a
strong base in the engineering sciences
(mechanics and materials, fluid and
thermal sciences, and systems and con-
trol) with project-based laboratory and
design experience. it is intended to
develop independence, creative talent,
and leadership as well as the capability
for continuing professional growth.

Since mechanical engineering is in-
volved in virtually all physical systems, a
simple description of the field Is difficult.
Rather, several broad areas of profes-
sional concentration are described here
which offer rewarding career oppor-
tunities for mechanical engineering
graduates In the years ahead. These in-
clude energy conversion and conserva-
tion, environmental engineering, bio-
medical engineering, manufacturing and
materials processing, mechanics and
materials, transportation, and systems,
computers and control.

Energy Conversion and Conservation
This area includes the technology
associated with the design, construction,
and operation of equipment for energy
conversion and conservation. Mechani-
cal engineers are particularly concerned
with the conversion of thermal, nuclear,
chemical, mechanical, and electrical
energy.

Environmental Engineering The Depart-
ment's environmental engineering activi-
ties have three broad goals: to reduce
environmental hazards; to restore
degraded environments; to conserve
limited material and energetic
resources. Mechanical engineers are
devising methods for reducing the levels
and effects of pollution (such as noise,
chemicals, and heat) emitted from
automobile and aircraft engines, power
plants, incinerators, and waste treat-
ment plants. Wherever possible, they
seek methods which convert these
liabilities into resources; for example, by
recycling metals, by exploiting the
agricultural/ aquacultural potentials of
sewage and thermal wastes, by purifying
wastewaters, and by desalinating
saltwater.

The Department also offers a broad
selection of fundamental courses and
research opportunities dealing with the
physical, chemical, and biological pro-
cesses Involved in pollution, as well as
with the ecological processes affected
by pollution.

Thus, Mechanical Engineering provides
ample engineering and scientific experi-
ences for students preparing for careers
as environmental engineers or
scientists.

Mechanics and Materials Now, more
than ever, the modern mechanical engi-
neer is required to wed the properties
and behavior of the materials used to
the increasingly stringent requirements
of the structures of advanced engineer-
ing systems to assure optimum service
performance. Such structures may
range from nuclear reactor components
to blosystems of living matter. Because
of its general utility in many diverse ap-
plications of Interest to mechanical engi-
neers, students may wish to concentrate
on professional education In a disciplin-
ary program of mechanics and ma-
terials. Such a program may be made
up of courses on dynamics and stability
of structures, noise control, mechanics
of continua, and mechanical behavior
and materials science or engineering
materials Involving not only the more
conventional metals and alloys but also
ceramics, composite materials, fibers,
polymers, and biological matter.
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Research Laboratories
and Programs

Manufaoturing and Materials
Proeossing Mechanical engineers have
a continuing and growing interest in the
production of equipment, compoents,
and materials. Industrial productcn en-
compasses a range of subject areas
from pure research to technical man-
agement, including physics of manufac-
turing processes; design and control of
manufacturing processes and
machinery; design, Implementation, and
operation of complex manufacturing
systems; and optimization of processes
and products relative to people, cost,
and function. This field Is now being ex-
tended to computer-controlled automa-
tion of complete manufacturing systems.

Elomedloal Engineering There Is a
growing recognition of the enormous
potential of science and engineering for
the advancement of human health. This
includes deeper understandings of
physiology, Improved and new methods
of medical diagnosis and therapy, more
effective and economical health care
systems, and the development and
production of devices concerned with all
the foregoing.

An undergraduate foundation in engi-
neering can be directed either toward a
career as a biomedical engineer, or
toward medical school and practice and
research in medicine.

Transportation The growing need for
better transportation services, coupled
with increasing emphasis on safety, en-
vironmental protection, and energy con-
servation will create many new and
satisfying opportunities for mechanical
engineering graduates to contribute to
this Important field.

Mechanical engineering encompasses
most of the basic technologies of trans-
portation, including structures (vehicles,
guideways, and terminals), power and
propulsion, and automation and control.

Systems, Computers and Control This
area Includes the methodology for the
analytical modeling, computer simula-
tion and control of all types of engineer-
Ing systems. It includes the application
of computers to engineering analysis,
optimization and design, and the use of
feedback techniques and associated
analog or digital hardware to automate
or control physical devices or pro-
cesses. The advent of the low-cost
microprocessor is already revolutioniz-
ing the design of devices In such
developing fields as automated
manufacturing, power generation, en-
ergy conservation, transportation, pollu-
tion control, and health care.

Mechanical engineering provides the
strong engineering science base needed
for professional work in this field com-
bined with a range of basic and applied
courses and laboratories in automatic
control, system dynamics, computers,
and computer hardware design.

Educational opportunities are enhanced
by local computer facilities which allow
students "hands-on" experience In
digital, analog, and hybrid computers
along with interactive graphics.

The educational opportunities afforded
students in mechanical engineering are
enhanced by a wide variety of research
laboratories and programs, many of
which are Interdepartmental in nature,
Notable new activities Include the Labo-
ratory for Manufacturing and Produc-
tivity and the Mining and Minerals
Resources Research Institute.

The Laboratory for Manufacturing and
Productivity was established in 1977 to
provide a new focus for research and
education In manufacturing and produc-
tlvity, an area of growing Importance to
society. The purpose of the Laboratory
Is to address the technical problems and
the related social and economic issues
associated with the field by providing
major conceptual developments for
technical needs and human Issues, by
advancing the knowledge base for
manufacturing, and by developing
human expertise, The Laboratory seeks
to establish a rational foundation for
productivity increase by providing In-
novative methods and devices, a
systematic understanding of the com-
plex interactions among the many facets
of manufacturing, and an important, new
talent base in manufacturing. The Labo-
ratory also is committed to addressing
the issues of the Impact of technology
on workers, the role of labor in a
technology-based society, and the Im-
pact of new manufacturing technology
on society.

Associated with the Laboratory is the
M.I.T.-Industry Polymer Processing Pro-
gram which is a cooperative effort be-
tween M.I.T. and industrial firms in
polymer processing. Since its founding
In 1973, the program has provided a
new focus in polymer processing by
becoming a major source of new Ideas,
innovations, scientific and technological
development, and manpower.
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Undergraduate Study

Mining and Minerals Resources Re-
search Institute The use of the earth's
depleted resources Is demanding new
approaches to extraction. Mechanical
engineers are contributing significantly
to the search for methods which will
show high extraction efficiencies with
low environmental impact and reduced
energy use. Some of the directions be-
Ing explored at present include im-
proved methods of drilling and cutting;
utilization of methane combined with
more efficient mine ventilation; and new
methods of coal gasification. Within
M.i.T.'s interdepartmental Mining and
Minerals Resources Research Institute
program, the Department of Mechanical
Engineering offers courses and thesis
research opportunities ranging from
study of the behavior of geologic ma-
terials to mining technology and, in par-
ticular, the Innovative mechanization
and automation of mining.

Among the other laboratories asso-
ciated with the Department of Mechani-
cal Engineering are: Acoustics and
Vibrations Laboratory, Blomechanics
and Human Rehabilitation Engineering
Laboratory, Center for Transportation
Studies, Chemical Dynamics Research
Laboratory, Combustion and Propulsion
Laboratory, Cryogenic Engineering Lab-
oratory, Energy Laboratory, Fibers and
Polymers laboratories, Fluid Mechanics
Laboratory, Heat Transfer Laboratory,
Man-Machine Systems Laboratory,
Mechanical Behavior of Materials Labo-
ratory, Laboratory for Medical Ultra-
sonics, Sloan Automotive Laboratory,
Surface Laboratory, and the Vehicle Dy-
namics Laboratory. In addition, the De-
partment has a number of general
laboratories and shops used by faculty
and students for work on topics not
covered by these laboratories. In
collaboration with several other depart-
ments, a well-equipped local computer
facility is maintained for use by students
and faculty In connection with research
and the academic program. The facility
Includes analog, digital, and Interactive
computer graphics capabilities. Please
see Chapter V of this catalogue for
further description of interdepartmental
laboratories and research facilities
associated with the Department of
Mechanical Engineering.

The undergraduate program provides a
broad intellectual horizon upon which
may be built self-learning, part-time
continuing education, formal graduate
study, and practical experience.

A firm technical foundation is essential
for a career as diversified and challeng-
Ing as that faced by the mechanical en-
gineer. Beginning with mathematics,
physics, and chemistry, students ac-
quire adequate proficiency in the engl-
neering sciences: dynamics, mechanics,
and properties of materials; fluid dy-
namics; heat and mass transport; ther-
modynamics; systems analysis; and
control. Further, students will experi-
ence the ways In which scientific knowl-
edge can be put to use in the develop-
ment and design of useful devices and
processes. Mastering this art, largely by
project-oriented work of a creative
nature, is the primary objective of sub-
jects in laboratory and design. Labora-
tory experience, which takes many
forms, is intended to help students
achieve an understanding of how exper-
imental methods may be used to help
solve engineering problems. Design ex-
perience includes devising means to
perform certain specified tasks, such as
the design of a device or the synthesis of
a system made up of many parts, and in-
volves consideration of economic,
social, legal, and political factors.
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Bachelor of Science In Mechanical
Engineering
Course 1i

The curriculum for the Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Mechanical Engineering has
been designed to provide alternatives -
through the Restricted and Unrestricted
Electives - for students who have quite
different career goals. The Department
recognizes in its specification of
curricular requirements and In its sub-
ject offerings three categories of stu-
dents it wishes to serve: 1) those who
will base their professional careers as
mechanical engineers on the bachelor's
degree with no further formal study;
2) those who will proceed to formal
graduate study in mechanical engineer-
Ing or in an allied field; and 3) those for
whom the undergraduate program will
provide a broad base - a base of in-
tellectual style as well as intellectual
content - for further professional study
directed toward medicine, law, business,
or industrial management. This program
is accredited by the Engineers' Council
for Professional Development.

Bachelor of Science
Course 1l-A

Many students have a defined goal
which can best be met by organizing a
curriculum specifically tailored to that
goal. Such a curriculum may be
significantly different from that required
for the Bachelor of Science In Mechan-
Ical Engineering or, for that matter, dif-
forent from that required for a degree in
any specified fild at M.I.T.

Engineering Internship
Program in Mechanical Engineering
Course 114-

Students who wish to gain industrial ex-
perience during their undergraduate
and graduate programs may do so by
electing to participate In the Engineering
Internship Program through enrollment
in Course Il-B.

The Course degrees and curricular
requirements are the same as for
Course 11; however, In addition, provi-
slon is made for the students to be em-
ployed in the plants of the cooperating
companies. This program is accredited
by the Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development.

Students In this program Interested in
graduate study are encouraged to apply
for early graduate school admission
under the combined Bachelor's and
Master's program. Students In this Pro-
gram may spend an additional seven
months (one summer and one term) at
the cooperating company and will write
a single combined bachelor's and
master's thesis. Subject to approval of
the thesis supervisor, the thesis may be
related to the work experience.

Additional information may be obtained
from the School of Engineering section
of this catalogue, or by contacting
Professor igor Paul, Room 3-451, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-4466.

Combined Bachelor's and Master's
Degree Program

Some students who obtain early admis-
sion to the graduate program may be
permitted to delay satisfying all of the
Bachelor's degree requirements until
their fifth year, satisfying the require-
ments for both degrees simultaneously.
This program permits students to com-
plete some basic core graduate subjects
in their senior year, leaving time to take
more advanced subjects during the
graduate year. With prior approval In
their fourth year, students in this pro-
gram may combine the work of the
Bachelor's and Master's theses into a
single thesis of scope comparable to
both theses. The Master's study may be
within the Department or in a
cooperating department such as
Nuclear Engineering. Students in-
terested in these programs should con-
sult the chairman of the departmental
graduate committee early In the senior
year.

To meet such needs, the Department
offers the Bachelor of Science,' with a
significant part of the curriculum made
up of Planned Electives. These are
chosen by agreement between the stu-
dent and a departmental officer so that
the complete curriculum Is coherent and
in pursuit of a clear objective.

The undosioneted Bachelor of science is not sccredited by
the Ingineore' council for Profesional Development.



Graduate Study

The Department provides opportunities
for graduate work leading to the Master
of Science In Mechanical Engineering,
the Master of Science, the Master of
Science in Textile Technology, the
Mechanical Engineer, the Materials En-
gineer, the Environmental Engineer, the
Doctor of Science, and the Doctor of
Philosophy.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

Students beginning graduate study in
mechanical engineering usually have
received the equivalent of a Bachelor's
degree in mechanical engineering at a
recognized engineering school; how-
ever, in many cases they will have had
their undergraduate preparation In
some other branch of engineering or
science. Generally, their background In-
cludes preparatory studies in some or
all of the following areas: applied
mechanics, fluid mechanics, dynamics,
thermodynamics, electric circuits, elec-
tromagnetic fields, and materials. The
Department requirements for admission
are not specific, since capable students
with a more general preparation have
the opportunity to establish their back-
ground in mechanical engineering by
taking the most advanced undergradu-
ate subjects which their abilities and
preparation will permit.

The fields of advanced study and re-
search are listed in Chapter IV.

Graduate Core Subjects

The Department offers the following
series of basic core subjects which
cover the major mechanical engineering
disciplines, expose students to applica-
tions of the disciplines, and to the
modeling of real engineering situations,
and bring the subjects to the starting
points of their more advanced and
specialized branches. A selection of
these subjects represents excellent
preparation for more advanced work
and for the doctoral qualifying
examination.

2.032 Dynamics (A)
2.083 Applied Elasticity (A)
2.151 Advanced System Dynamics

and Control (A)
2.25 Advanced Fluid Mechanics (A)
2.301 Advanced Mechanical

Behavior of Materials (A)
2.451J General Thermodynamics I (A)
2.55 Advanced Heat Transfer (A)
2.731 Advanced Engineering

Design (A)
2.865 Manufacturing Processes and

Surface Properties (A)

Master of Science In Mechanical
Engineering and Master of Science

The objective of the master's degree
program is to develop professional com-
petence in mechanical engineering
beyond that achieved in the under-
graduate program. Study for the
master's degree usually requires about
one year and brings the student into
more advanced work than in the under-
graduate program. The Individually
planned programs are well balanced,
emphasizing one or more of the analyti-
cal, economic, design, or experimental
aspects of the field. Some are deep in a
specialization; others are broad in
scope. All include a research experience
culminating in a thesis.

Master of Science In Technology and
Policy

Students Interested in applying their
mechanical engineering background to
problems of policy and socioeconomic
assessment of technology may apply for
the interdepartmental Master of Science
Program In Technology and Policy. This
program combines subjects In ad-
vanced technology in the particular field
of the student's choosing with subjects
In economics, systems analysis, political
science, and law. It engages the student
In significant project work integrating
technology and policy. Well-qualified
students may complete this program in
one calendar year. General require-
ments and application procedures are
described in Chapter V.
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Master of Science In Textile
Technology

The Department offerings In fiber
science and in textile processing
technology provide the basis for a
Master of Science in Textile Technology,
This program is designed to train textile
engineers and technologists in applica-
tion of engineering sciences to structural
design of fibrous materials and systems
and to analysis and synthesis of textile
processes. Graduates of the program
qualify for employment In research and
development, engineering, or produc-
tion activities of the fiber, textile, or tex-
tile machinery segments of the Industry.
Candidates for the M.S. In Textile
Technology should have training
equivalent to that offered by the Institute
in mechanical engineering, chemical en-
gineering, or chemistry. In some cases,
graduates from textile colleges may be
accepted In the program, but they
should expect to spend at least two
years fulfliling the M.S. degree require-
ments.

Mechanical EngIneer

For those who desire preparation for en-
gineering practice at a professional level
beyond the Master of Science, the
Mechanical Engineer is offered. The
degree requires approximately one year
of study beyond the Master of Science.
The program is centered around the ap-
plication of engineering principles to ad-
vanced development problems and In-
oludes an appliostions-oriented thesis.
The general requirements for the degree
are given in Chapter IV; however, a
detailed description of the Mechanical
Engineer program may be obtained
from the Graduate Registration Office.

Materials Engineer

Candidates interested in studying ma-
terials engineering in the Department
should in general have training equiv-
alent to that offered by the institute In its
undergraduate programs In any of
several departments of engineering or
science. The graduate program encom-
passes study in the areas of mathe-
matics, physics, chemistry, electrl-
cal materials, continuum and dislocation
mechanics, metallurgy, ceramics,
elastomers, and plastics, as well as re-
search. In general, two years are re-
quired for completion of the Materials
Engineer degree. General requirements
for the Materials Engineer, including
qualifying examination, are described in
Chapter IV.

Environmental Engineer

Candidates Interested in studying en-
vironmental problems should have train-
ing equivalent to the Master of Science
In Mechanical Engineering. The degree
of Environmental Engineer goes beyond
the Master's program but without the re-
search focus of the doctorate. The pro-
gram prepares students for careers in
government, industry, and private prac-
tice where technical decision making is
integrated with environmental planning
and management functions. Detailed
requirements, suggested subjects, and
sample programs may be obtained from
the Graduate Registration Office.

Joint M.I.T.-W.H.O.I. Program
Course ii-W

A joint program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution Is Intended
for students whose primary career ob-
jective is oceanographic engineering.
Students divide their academic and re-
search efforts between the campuses of
the two institutions. While in residence at
M.I.T., students enrolled in this Course
follow a program similar to that of other
students in this Department. The pro-
gram is described in more detail under
the section on M.I.T.'s Joint Program in
Oceanographic Engineering with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Sioence

The objective of the doctoral degree is
to prepare the student for doing creative
work at the forefront of the mechanical
engineering field and for careers In ad-
vanced engineering, research, or
teaching. It usually requires two or three
years' work beyond the master's degree.
The course work includes a major area
in depth and a minor area. Demonstra-
tion of successful English writing ability,
or the successful completion of remedial
training, is part of the program. The
thesis research, which requires at least
the equivalent of one year's full-time
work, must contribute significantly to
knowledge in the major field and may be
of an analytical, experimental, or design
nature.
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Subjects in Mechanical
Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy In Bliomedioal
Engineering

The Department has an extensive pro-
gram of research and teaching in bio-
medical engineering. in addition to pur-
suing programs for the regular Master's
degree and doctorate awarded by the
Department, with a focus In biomedical
engineering, qualified students
registered in the Department may alter-
natively elect an Interdepartmental doc-
toral program in biomedical engineering
(administered by the Committee on Bio-
medical Engineering) which is described
in the section on the Harvard-M.I.T. Divi-
sion of Health Sciences and Technology
at the end of this chapter.

Fellowships and Assistantship@

A large number of fellowships and re-
search assistantships and a few
teaching assistantships are available to
incoming students. These appointments
and awards provide adequate financial
support for both tuition and !ving ex-
penses. In practically all cases the thesis
research is done as an integral part of
the work associated with the research
assistantship or fellowship. Application
for these appointments and awards is
made by checking the appropriate
boxes on the application form for admis-
sion. information about these appoint-
ments and other financial assistance
may be obtained by writing to the Grad-
uate Registration Officer. Consideration
for awards is not given before students
have been assured of admission to the
Graduate School.

Inquiries

Additional Information concerning aca-
demic and research programs, admis-
slons, financial aid, etc. may be obtained
by writing to: Professor David Gordon
Wilson, Undergraduate Officer, Room
3-154, M.I.T., cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139, (617) 253-2305; and
Professor Warren M. Rohsenow, Gradu-
ate Officer, Room 3-156, (617) 253-2208.

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and Is given primarily
for graduate students.

2.U.R. Undergraduate Research in
Mechanical Engineering

2.01 Mechanics of Solids
2.015 Mechanics of Solids
2.02 Introduction to System Dynam ics
2.023 Dynamic Systems
2.03J Dynamics
2.032 Dynamics (A)
2.06J Mechanical Vibration
2.060J Principles of Acoustics (A)
2.061 Random Vibration (A)
2.062 Wave Propagation (A)
2.063J Sound and Structural

Vibration (A)
2.065J Flow Noise (A)
2.066 Studies In Engir eering Acoustics (A)
2.071J Introduction to 'tructural

Mechanics
2.072 Mechanics of Continuous Media (A)
2.073 Solid Mechanics-Plasticity and

Inelastic Deformation (A)
2.074 Mechanics of Porous/Geological

Materials (A)
2.083 Applied Elasticity (A)
2.084J Structural Mechanics in Nuclear

Power Technology (A)
2.092 Methods of Engineering Analysis (A)
2.093 Computer Methods in Dynamics (A)
2.094 Theory and Practice of

Continuum Mechanics
2.10 Elementary Programming and

Machine Computation
2.101 Computer Models of Physical and

Engineering Systems I
2.120J Transportation Performance and

Technology (A)
2.131J Environmental Ecology I
2.132J Environmental Ecology 11
2.14 Control System Principles
2.141 Modeling and Simulation of

Dynamic Systems (A)
2.151 Advanced System Dynamics and

Control (A)
2.152 Modern Control Theory and

Applications (A)
2.153 Nonlinear Control Systems (A)
2.154 Dynamics and Control of Rotating

Machine Systems (A)
2.155 Dynamics and Control of

Thermofluid Processes and
Systems (A)
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2.187 Computer Aided Design (A) 2.58 Radiation Heat Transfer (A) 2.924 Structural Mechanics of Fiber
2.161 Computer Controlled 2.601J Thermal Power Systems (A) Assemblies (A)

Experimentation (A) 2.615 Advanced Internal Combustion 2.925 Textile Fibers: Structure and
2.171 Analysis and Design of Actuation Engines (A) Chemical Modification (A)

Devices and Computer Control 2.621 Gas-Turbine Design (A) 2.941J Invention
Systems (A) 2.63 Energy Production from Renewable 2.942 Entrepreneurship

2.173 Instrumentation for Measurement, Resources (A) 2.95 Innovation and Industrial
Analysis and Control (A) 2.649 Low Temperature Refrigeration (A) Development

2.18J Man-Machine Systems (A) 2.671 Measurement and instrumentation 2.951 Engineering internship
2.181J Design and Evaluation of 2.672 Project Laboratory 2.96 Management in Engineering

Human/Engineering Systems (A) 2.70 Introduction to Design 2.97 Independent Activities
2.19J Introduction to Systems Analysis 2.701 Drafting for Engineers 2.981J Project Proseminar in Technology
2.192J Engineering Systems Analysis (A) 2.73 Design Projects and Policy I (A)
2.193 Dynamics of Physical 2.731 Advanced Engineering Design (A) 2.982J Project Proseminar in Technology

and Social Systems 2.74 Advanced Mechanical Design and Policy 11 (A)
2.20 Fluid Mechanics 2.741 Fundamentals of Mining 2.995 Special Topics in Mechanical
2.21 Applications in Fluid Technology (A) 'ngineering

Mechanics 2.742J Introduction to Mining and 2.996 Advanced Topics in Mechanical
2.25 Advanced Fluid Mechanics (A) Mineral Technology Engineering (A)
2.271 Compressible Fluid Mechanics (A) 2.75 Physiology of Human Movement (A) 2.998 Introduction to Technology
2.272 Viscous and Turbulent Flows (A) 2.76J Ultrasound: Physics, Biophysics and and Law I
2.275 Turbomachinery Design (A) Technology 2.999 Engineer's Degree Thesis Proposal
2.277 Biomedical Fluid Mechanics (A) 2.761J Principles of Medical Imaging (A) Preparation (A)
2.281 Reacting Gas Dynamics (A) 2.77 Research in Biological Effects and
2.282 Combustion (A) Applications of Ultrasound and
2.283 Fluid Physics of Pollution (A) Other Non-Ionizing Radiations (A)
2.284 Water Purification (A) 2.78 Seminar on Rehabilitation
2,30 Mechanical Behavior of Solids Engineering Research and
2.301 Advanced Mechanical Behavior of Practice

Materials (A) 2.791J Quantitative Physiology: Cells and
2.31 Materials for Mechanical Tissues

Engineers 2.792J Quantitative Physiology: Organ
2.332J Physics of Deformation and Transport Systems

Fracture of Solids I (A) 2.793J Quantitative Physiology: Sensory
2.333J Physics of Deformation and and Motor Systems

Fracture of Solids 11(A) 2.86 Manufacturing Processes
2.34J Deformation and Failure of Laboratory

Engineering Alloys in 2.863 Elements of Manufacturing
Service

2,40 Thermodynamics
2.404J Molecular Theory of Materials
2.41J Thermodynamics of Power Systems
2.461J General Thermodynamics I (A)
2.482J General Thermodynamics 11 (A)
2.453J The Maximum Entropy

Formalism
2.46 Thermodynamics and Statistical

Mechanics of Rate Processes (A)
2.47J Quantum Foundations of Mechanics

and Thermodynamics (A)
2.51 Heat and Mass Transfer
2,84 Heat Transfer
2.5 Advanced Heat Transfer (A)
2.66 Conduction Heat Transfer (A)

.457J Two-Phase Flow and Bolling Heat
Transfer (A)

2.865 Manufacturing Processes and
Surface Properties (A)

2.866 Manufacturing Systems, Materials,
Tools and Processes (A)

2.867J Thermo-Meochanloal Processing of
Polymers (A)

2.900J Biomedical Materials
2.901J Introduction to Polymer Science

and Engineering
2.907 Science and Engineering of

Biological Membranes and
Structural Tissue (A)

2.915 Clothing Comfort and Utility
2.921 Polymer Deformation and

Fracture (A)
2.922 Fiber Processing Mechanics (A)
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Department of Nuclear
Engineering

Norman Carl Rasmussen, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Head of the Department

Professors

Gordon Lee Brownell, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Sow-Hsin Chen, Ph.D.
Professor oV Nuclear Engineering

Thomas Henderson Dupree, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
and Physics

Jeffrey Philip Freidberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Elias Panaylotls Gyftopoulos, So.D.
Ford Professor of Engineering

Kent Forrest Hansen, Sc.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Associate Dean of the School
of Engineering

Otto Karl Harling, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Director, M.I.T. Nuclear
Reactor Laboratory

Allan Francis Henry, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

David Dayton Lanning, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

Lawrence Mark Lidsky, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
Assoolate Director, Plasma Fusion
Center

John Edward Meyer, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering

David John Rose, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
1979-80 James R. Killian, Jr.
Faculty Achievement Award
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Department of Nuclear
Engineering

The Department of Nuclear Engineering
provides undergraduate and graduate
education for students interested in
developing the peaceful applications of
nuclear reactions, plasma physics, and
related aspects of radiation. In keeping
with M.I.T.'s traditional role In other
branches of knowledge, the Department
alms to educate the Individuals who will
make the key scientific and engineering
advances in these fields. The technolog-
Ical problems of energy generation by
neutron-induced fission of heavy ele-
ments in nuclear reactors and fusion of
light particles In thermonuclear plasmas
receive primary emphasis in the Depart-
ment, however, the totality of its Inter-
ests is best described as the engi-
neering physics of low-energy charged
particles, neutrons, and radiation. in-
cluded is a strong involvement In the
broader problems of providing energy in
socially acceptable ways and of energy
policy alternatives In general.

Fission reactors are used to produce
heat and electricity, to propel sub-
marines and ships, and to transmute
elements and to produce radioisotopes.
The most important development now
occurring in the fission field is the rapid
growth in the number and capacity of
electric generating stations using
nuclear fission reactors as heat sources.
National and world demands for all
forms of energy are expanding dra-
matically, such that the doubling time for
the entire US electric utility Industry is
about 10 years. The supply and utiliza-
tion of these increasing amounts of en-
ergy with minimal environmental impact
has become one of society's major tech-
nological problems.

of energy. These fusion reactions must
be carried out in a fully Ionized plasma
heated to a temperature of many million
degrees and confined under stable con-
ditions by strong magnetic fields. Recent
progress In confining plasmas increases
the likelihood that controlled fusion will
become a practical source of energy
within the lifetime of today's engineering
students. The use of fusion reactions for
an economic supply of neutrons could
be achieved even sooner. Attainment of
a practical fusion energy source re-
quires improved behavior of plasmas In
electric and magnetic fields, develop-
ment of materials capable of withstand-
Ing high stresses and exposure to In-
tense radiation, and great engineering
ingenuity in combining fusion power
components into a practical and
economic system. The Department is
active in these three fields: the funda-
mentals of plasma behavior, materials
for intense radiation fields, and the engi-
neering of fusion systems.

In the Department's programs In these
fields, attention is focused on the
technology of the fission reaction and
plasma phenomena and on aspects of
applied mathematics, physical science,
and engineering which contribute Im-
portantly to the efficient development of
these fields - for example, low-energy
nuclear physics, plasma physics,
nuclear materials, numerical methods
and high-flux heat transfer. The Depart-
ment follows a broad Interdisciplinary
approach, making use of important seg-
ments of physics, chemistry, applied
mathematics, and metallurgy, and draw-
ing on the techniques of chemical, civil,
electrical, and mechanical engineering
where relevant to the solution of nuclear
engineering problems. The programs
aim to teach the basic principles of
nuclear technology and applied plasma
and radiation physics, and to show stu-
dents how other fields of under-
graduate specialization may be applied
to problems in nuclear technology.

To fulfill society's growing expectations
for increased electric and thermal en-
ergy production, not only must new
generating technologies be developed,
but generating plants must be designed
and operated so as to produce energy
safely, rollably, economically, and with
acceptable environmental impact. Most
thermal-electric generating technologies
Involve similar requirements and
methods of design and analysis, for
structural Integrity under conditions of
high temperatures and pressures, for
reliability of components and systems,
and for economic and environmental im-
pact evaluation. Consequently the De-
partment is Involved in active programs
with applications across the entire field
of energy production In the areas of
structural mechanics, reliability analysis,
safety and licensing, environmental im-
pact of power production, and engineer-
Ing economics.

Undergraduates and graduate students
In other departments at M.I.T. who wish
to learn how their major professional
field may be utilized in nuclear devel-
opments will find certain subjects or
groups of subjects offered by the De-
partment of Nuclear Engineering to be
of interest. Programs of study focused
on nuclear power plant engineering are
of special interest to students of chemi-
cal, electrical, or mechanical engineer-
ing. Programs focused on applied
plasma or radiation physics are valuable
for students in physics or electrical engi-
neering. Students in chemical engineer-
ing or metallurgy and materials science
will find the program in nuclear ma.
terials engineering of particular Interest.
An interdepartmental program on struc-
tural mechanics in nuclear power
technology has been established for stu-
dents in civil, mechanical, materials sci-
once, ocean, and aeronautical, as well
as nuclear, engineering.
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Graduate Study

Bachelor of Solence In Nuoleetr
Engineering

The undergraduate programs In Nuclear
Engineering are designed to prepare
students for careers in the nuclear
power industry, or for graduate study in
nuclear engineering and related dis-
ciplines. The field is very broad and
hence the program is arranged to pro-
vide the student with considerable flexi-
bility, while meeting the intellectual de-
mands of career preparation.

The Department offers two undergradu-
ate programs leading to a Bachelor of
Science in Nuclear Engineering. The
first, Course XXII, Is structured for com-
pletion in four years. The second,
Course XXII-A, is part of a five-year En-
gineering Internship Program leading to
both a Bachelor of Science and a Master
of Science in Nuclear Engineering.
Course XXII-A combines study with in-
dustrial engineering practice.

The curriculum for both programs is de-
signed to serve the interests of those
who wish to specialize early In their pro-
gram, as well as students preferring to
obtain a broadly based background.
Students are encouraged to select sub-
jects from several departments at the In-
stitute in order to perceive the many
aspects of science and engineering In a
meaningful perspective. Students are
permitted to use graduate subjects for
their elective if they wish advanced train-
ing in some aspect of the field. A
bachelor's degree thesis is required of
all undergraduates in Nuclear
Engineering.

Five-Year Degree Programs

The five-year programs leading to a joint
Bachelor of Science in chemical engi-
neering, civil engineering, electrical en-
gineering, mechanical engineering,
nuclear engineering, or physics, and a
Master of Science in nuclear engineer-
Ing, are helpful to students who, early in
their undergraduate studies, decide to
pursue a graduate degree in nuclear en-
gineering. Students desiring to enter
such a program must meet the graduate
admission requirements of the Depart-
ment of Nuclear Engineering. They must
submit their applications for admission
at the end of their junior year. If admit-
ted, the student's program is arranged
between the registration officers of the
two participating departments. For
further information, interested students
should contact either their undergradu-
ate department or the Department of
Nuclear Engineering.

The Nuclear Engineering profession is
exceptionally broad and many under-
graduate disciplines provide suitable
preparations for graduate study.

An undergraduate degree In physics,
engineering physics, chemistry, mathe-
matics, metallurgy, or chemical, civil,
electrical, mechanical, or nuclear engi-
neering furnishes suitable preparation
for graduate study In nuclear engineer-
ing. Optimum undergraduate prepara-
tion would Include the following
material:

Physios At least two years, including
mechanics, heat, light, electricity, and
magnetism, and an introduction to wave
mechanics and modern physics. Stu-
dents planning to follow the Depart-
ment's program of graduate study in
applied plasma physics or applied
radiation physics should have more
advanced preparation in theoretical
physics, electricity, and magnetism.

Mathematics At least two and one-half
years, including ordinary and partial dif-
ferential equations, vector analysis,
matrix algebra, orthogonal functions,
Bessel and Legendre functions, Fourier
and Laplace transforms, and an in-
troduction to functions of a complex
variable.

Chemistry At least one term of general,
inorganic, and physical chemistry, in-
cluding the periodic table, valence,
oxidation-reduction potentials, equillb-
rium constants, and heterogeneous
equilibrium.

Engineering Pundamentals Mechanical
properties of materials, fluid flow, heat
transfer, and engineering thermody-
namics.

Undergraduate Study
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Students who expect to apply for admis-
sion to the graduate Course in Nuclear
Engineering should discuss their under-
graduate programs with the Depart-
ment's Registration Officer, preferably
before the end of their junior year. Ap-
pilcants for admission are not required
to take the Graduate Record Examina-
tion.

Engineering internship Program

An additional five-year program that
leads to a joint S.B.-8.M. in nuclear en-
gineering is the Engineering Internship
Program. This route to the S.M. Is
restricted to students participating in
undergraduate Course XXII-A.

All classroom requirements for the SM.
are the same as for "Master of Science
in Nuclear Engineering Course XXii."
The student must also complete the
third and fourth work assignments of the
Engineering Internship Program (sub-
ject 22.92). During these work assign-
ments, a thesis Is prepared. This thesis
must conform to departmental thesis
rules and can serve to satisfy both
Bachelor's and Master's thesis
requirements.

Master of Solence In Nuolear
Engineering
Course XXII

The objective of the master's program
Is to give the student as good a general
knowledge of aspects of nuclear engi-
neering as can be gained In one year of
full-time graduate study. This will pro-
vide a good foundation either for
productive work in the nuclear field or
for more advanced graduate study. Most
master's candidates speciaize in one of
four alternative fields: fission reactor
technology, applied plasma physics, ap-
piled radiation physics, or nuclear ma-
terials engineering.

Students with adequate undergraduate
preparation normally need one full year
to complete the requirements for the
Master of Science. Additional informa-
tion concerning the requirements for the
Master of Science in Nuclear Engineer-
ing are given in an information circular
which may be obtained from the Depart-
ment of Nuclear Engineering.

Mester of Science in Technology and
Policy

Students interested in applying their
nuclear engineering background to
problems of policy and socioeconomic
assessment of technology may apply for
the interdepartmental Master of Science
Program in Technology and Policy. This
program combines subjects in ad-
vanced technology in the particular field
of the student's choosing with subjects
in economics, systems analysis, political
science, and law. It engages the student
in significant project work integrating
technology and policy. Well-qualified
students may complete this program in
one calendar year. General require-
ments and application procedures are
described in Chapter V.

Nuclear Engineer

The two-year program of study leading
to the Nuclear Engineer provides deeper
knowledge of nuclear engineering than
is possible in the master's program and
is intended to train students for creative
professional careers in engineering ap-
plication or design.

The principal areas of study are: nuclear
reactor physics, nuclear reactor engi-
neering, nuclear materials engineering,
nuclear fuel management, applied radi-
ation physics and applied plasma
physics. The objectives of the study pro-
gram are to provide the candidate with a
broad knowledge of the profession and
to develop competence in engineering
applications or design. The emphasis in
the program is more applied and less
research oriented than the doctoral
program.

The engineering project required of all
candidates for the Nuclear Engineer is
generally the subject of an Engineer's
thesis. A student with full undergraduate
preparation normally needs two years to
obtain the Nuclear Engineer. A student
who satisfies the requirements for the
Engineer's degree is simultaneously ap-
proved for the S.M. degree by the De-
partment of Nuclear Engineering. Ad-
ditional information concerning the
requirements for the Nuclear Engineer
may be found in an information circular
available at the Department of Nuclear
Engineering.
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Subjects in Nuclear
Engineering

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

The program of study leading to these
degrees alms to give a comprehensive
knowledge of nuclear engineering, to
develop competence in advanced engi-
neering research, and to develop
perspective in assessing the role of
nuclear science and technology In our
society.

The alternative fields In which doctoral
candidates may elect to study and for
which they are examined are: fission
reactor physics, fission reactor engi-
neering, applied plasma physics, ap-
plied radiation physics, nuclear ma-
terials engineering, or nuclear fuel
management.

The Department has a well-equipped
nuclear Instrumentation laboratory, a
14 MeV neutron source, two subcritical
natural-uranium reactors (one moder-
ated by water, the other by graphite), its
own liquid helium refrigeration unit,
laboratory space, shop facilities, Its own
PDP-8 digital computer, the use of
M.I.T.'s IBM 370/168, and a Tektronix
Plot-50 Graphic System.

Inquiries

Additional information concerning aca-
demic and research programs, admis-
sions, financial aids, assistantships, etc.
may be obtained by writing to the De-
partment of Nuclear Engineering, Room
24-102, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139, (617) 253-3801.

Research Facilities

The Department's educational program
is supported by a number of out-
standing experimental facilities for ad-
vanced research In nuclear engineering.
The M.I.T. Nuclear Reactor Laboratory,
one of the finest university research
reactors in the world, provides first-hand
experience in the design, performance,
and operation of nuclear reactors, and
serves as a source of radiations for use
In laboratory instruction on radiation
detection and measurement methods.
Extensive experimental faclities are
available for the production, confine-
ment, and study of highly Ionized
plasmas. The Department has played a
major role in the design and operation of
the new fusion device ALCATOR, a ma-
jor plasma physics installation which is
expected to function for many years as
the plasma equivalent of the M.I.T. Re-
search Reactor.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

22.U.R. Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program

22.001 Seminar in Nuclear Engineering
22.002 Management in Engineering
22.003J In Pursuit of Arms Control:

Analysis of the Past and Choices
for the Future

22.005 Dynamics of Physical and Social
Systems

22.006 Computer Models of Physical
and Engineering Systems I

22.02 Introduction to Applied Nuclear
Physics

22.021 Nuclear Reactor Physics
22.03 Engineering Design of Nuclear

Power Reactor Systems
22.031 Engineering Analysis of Nuclear

Reactors
22.033 Nuclear Systems Design Project
22.04 Radiation Effects and Uses
22.069 Undergraduate Plasma

Laboratory
22.07 Basic Plasma Physics
22.08 Energy
22.09 Introductory Nuclear Measurements

Laboratory
22.091 Special Topics in

Nuclear Engineering
22.092 Engineering internship
22.111 Nuclear Physics for Engineers I (A)
22.112 Nuclear Physics for Engineers 11 (A)
22.211 Nuclear Reactor Physics I (A)
22.212 Nuclear Reactor Physics 11 (A)
22.213 Nuclear Reactor Physics ill (A)
22.22 Nuclear Reactor Dynamics (A)
22.29 Nuclear Measurements Laboratory

(A)
22.311 Engineering Principles for Nuclear

Engineers
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22.312 Engineering of Nuclear Reactors (A)
22.313 Advanced Engineering of Nuclear

Reactors (A)
22.314J Structural Mechanics in Nuclear

Power Technology (A)
22.32 Nuclear Power Reactors (A)
22.33 Nuclear Reactor Design (A)
22.34 Economics of Nuclear Power (A)
22.35 Nuclear Fuel Management (A)
22.36J Two-Phase Flow and Boiling

Heat Transfer (A)
22.37 Environmental impact of Electric

Power Production (A)
22.38 Reliability Analysis Methods (A)
22.39 Nuclear Reactor Operations and

Safety (A)
22.41 Numerical Methods of Radiation

Transport (A)
22.42 Numerical Methods of Reactor

Analysis (A)
22.43 Numerical Methods in Reactor

Engineering Analysis (A)
22.51 Radiation Interactions and

Applications (A)
22.55J Biological and Medical Applications

of Radiation and Radioisotopes I (A)
22.56J Principles of Medical imaging (A)
22,571J General Thermodynamics I (A)
22.572J General Thermodynamics 11 (A)
22.68J Quantum Foundations of Mechanics

and Thermodynamics (A)
22.610 Controlled Fusion Power (A)
22.611J Introduction to Plasma Physics (A)
22.612 Plasmas and Controlled Fusion (A)
22.615 MHD Theory of Magnetic

Fusion Systems (A)
22.621 Thermonuclear Reactor Design (A)
22.622 Special Topics In Thermonuclear

Reactor Design (A)
22.63 Engineering Principles for Fusion

Reactors
22,64J Plasma Kinetic Theory (A)
22.66J Advanced Top!cs In Plasma

Kinetic Theory (A)
22.66 Transport Phenomena In Toroidal

Systems (A)
22.67 Plasma Diagnostics (A)
2268J introduction to Plasma Kinetic

Theory (A)

22.69 Plasma Laboratory (A)
22.71J Physical Metallurgy Principles

for Engineers (A)
22.72J Nuclear Fuels (A)
22.73J Radiation Effects In Crystalline

Solids (A)
22.75J Radiation Effects to Reactor

Structural Materials (A)
22.76J Nuclear Chemical Engineering (A)
22 80 National Socio-Technologlcal

Problems and Responses (A)
22.81 Energy Assessment (A)
22.83J The Finite Earth: Agendas

for a More Just, Sustainable
and Participatory Society

22.85 Introduction to Technology and
Law I

22.86 Entrepreneurship
22.89 Basic Electronics
22.901- Special Problems in
22.904 Nuclear Engineering (A)
22.911 Seminar in Nuclear Engineering
22.912 Seminar in Nuclear Engineering
22.913 Graduate Seminar in Energy

Assessment
22.914 Graduate Seminar in Energy

Assessment
22.915 Seminar in Reactor Safety
22.92 Advanced Engineering Internship
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Department of Ocean
Engineering

Ira Dyer, Ph.D.
Professor of Ocean Engineering
Head of the Department
(Absent, fall)

Professors

Martin Aaron Abkowitz, Ph.D.
Professor of Ocean Engineering

Alexander Douglas Carmichael,
Ph.D.
Professor of Power Engineering

Ernst Gabriel Frankel,
Mar. Mech.E.
Professor of Marine Systems

Justin Elliot Kerwin, Ph.D.
Professor of Naval Architecture

Patrick Leshey, Ph.D.
Professor of Naval Architecture
and Applied Mechanics

Philip Mandel, B.S.
Professor of Naval Architecture
(Absent)

Koichi Masubuchl, D.Eng.
Professor of Ocean Engineering
and Materials Science

Jerome H. Milgram, Ph.D.
Professor of Naval Architecture

John Nicholas Newman, Sc.D.
Professor of Naval Architecture

John Henry Sweeney Ill, Nav.E.
Professor of Naval Architecture
Professor of Naval Science
(Visiting)
Director, Office of Naval Science

Klyohida Teral, D.Eng.
Professor of Ocean Engineering
(Visiting)

Associate Professors

Arthur Bernard Baggeroer, Sc.D.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Engineering and
Electrical Engineering

David Valentine Burke, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Chryssostomos Chryssostomidis,
Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Naval
Architecture

Judith Tegger Kildow, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Policy

Henry Stuart Marcus, D.B.A.
Associate Professor of Marine
Systems
(Absent)

J. D. riyhart, J.D.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Engineering and Management

John Kim Vandiver, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Ronald Wal-Chun Young, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Naval
Architecture

Assistant Professors

Francis Noblesse, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Ocean
Engineering
Henry L. Doherty Professor in
Ocean Utilization

Joao Manuel Gomes de Oliveira,
Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Harliaos Nicholas Psaraftis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Marine
Systems
Henry L. Doherty Professor in
Ocean Utilization

Michael Stefanos Triantafyllou, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Robert James Van Houten, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Paul Christos Xirouchakis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Ocean
Engineering

Adjunct Professor

Clark Graham, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Naval
Architecture

Senior Lecturers

Dean Alden Horn, Nav.E.
Harry A. Jackson, B.S. (Visiting)
William Wallace Murray, Ph.D.
(Visiting)
William S. Pellini, B.S. (Visiting)
Willard Franklin Searle, Jr.,
Nav.E. (Visiting)

Lecturers

William Avery Sakir, .S.
Damon Ellis Cummags, Ph.D.
(Visiting)
Keatinge Kesays, Nav.E.
Wolfgang Router, S.M.
(Visiting)

Administrative Officer

Keatinge Keays, Nav.E.

Professors Emeriti

Ever* Burtner, S.B.
Associate Professor of Naval
Architecture and Marine
Engineering, Emeritus

John Harvey Evans, B.Eng.
Professor of Naval Architecture,
Emeritus

Alfred Adolf Heinrich Kell,
Dr.Rer.Nat.
Professor of Ocean Engineering,
Emeritus
Ford Professor of Engineering,
Emeritus

Norman Judson Padelford, Ph.D.,
LLD.
Professor of Political Science,
Emeritus

Shannon Curtis Powell, Dott.ing.
Professor of Marine Engineering,
Emeritus
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Department of Ocean
Engineering

Since the earliest of times, the oceans
have served societal needs. They have
provided avenues of transportation,
resources of food and minerals, and
natural barriers of defense. These uses
of the ocean are perhaps more impor-
tant today than ever before as the world
faces problems of growing populations
and shrinking resources. Out of the
need for increased utilization of the
ocean has come a heightened sense of
purpose. Simply stated, the task in
ocean engineering Is to use the oceans
and to use them wisely.

The goal of the Department of Ocean
Engineering is to provide an educational
experience that ultimately will enable its
students to conceive, initiate, carry
through, and direct large-scale engi-
neering projects for a variety of tasks
related to the use of the oceans. The
ocean engineer may be a designer of
large, complex systems - ships, plat-
forms, submersibles - that meet the
rigorous demands of supporting life at
sea for long periods of time. The ocean
engineer may be involved in defense-
related activities or in the search for
petroleum or other minerals. Marine
transportation and its relation to other
modes of transportation is still another
province of the ocean engineer. Also,
ocean engineers can contribute vitally in
the development of balanced public
policy for using the oceans and
protecting the ocean environment.

In whatever field the ocean engineer
may choose to work, there appears to
be no shortage of tasks and career
avenues to challenge the full range of
engineering knowledge, skills, and
imagination.

Career Opportunities in Ocean
Engineering

Students In the Department of Ocean
Engineering may prepare for various
jobs and career paths, including the
following.

Careers In Ocean Engineering
Naval Architect
Marine Power Engineer
Ocean Systems Engineer
Offshore Engineer
Ocean Resources Engineer
Oceanographic Engineer
Sonar Engineer
Coastal Zone Manager
Government Planner and Regulator
Environmental Engineer

In marine transportation, naval archi-
tecture is representative of applied
ocean engineering skills. A naval
architect may be involved in designing
ships that range from sailing yachts to
supertankers. For more than 85 years,
M.I.T. has been a leading center of ship
research and design, and is widely
recognized for its contributions In such
areas as hydrodynamics, ship structural
mechanics and dynamics, propeller
design, and overall ship design. The
Pratt School of Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering, which was estab-
lished through a bequest to M.I.T. In
1912, Is an Integral and vital part of the
Department of Ocean Engineering.
Building upon this historical base of ex-
pertise in ship design, the Department's
curriculum today offers studies in all
systems that must operate in an ocean
environment.

Marine transportation also encom-
passes broad questions of International
trade. To answer such questions, the
ocean engineer must be able to assess
in an integrated fashion a wide range of
technical, economic, and political con-
siderations. Other aspects of marine
transportation Include designing deep-
water ports, Integrating harbor facilities
with land-based transportation systems,
and planning new uses of waterways to
help solve urban transportation
problems.

Oil and gas beneath the ocean floor are
increasingly important to an energy-
hungry world. An ocean engineer is con-
cerned with all phases of discovering,
producing, and delivering offshore
petroleum resources. Another task of
central importance in recent years is the
development of new methods to protect
marine wildlife and coastal regions
against the undesirable side effects of
offshore oil production. Mining of
seafloor minerals Is certain to assume
greater Importance as land-based
mineral resources are depleted or
withheld from free International trade.
To the ocean engineer will fall the task of
developing technology for locating and
recovering copper, nickel, and other
valuable minerals that lie beneath the
oceans. Much new technology will be re-
quired to explore the feasibility of ocean
mining; more still will be needed to
make it economically attractive and
compatible with the environment.
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Once regarded as an inexhaustible
source of food, the oceans are now
known to be approaching critical levels
of depletion for some species. Engi-
neering techniques of analysis and pre-
diction are essential to maintain the
delicate natural balances of the oceans.
The ocean engineer, together with
marine biologists, aquatic ecologists,
and public policy planners, has a critical
role to play in managing ocean
resources to ensure survival of marine
species and continuing supplies of food
for the world.

Oceans serve as natural barriers of
defense for many nations of the world.
For some students, careers in ocean-
related defense offer a logIcal extension
of their ocean engineering education.
The Department offers subjects de-
signed to enable people to cope with
technologies relevant to modern naval
systems, including ship design alter-
natives, seafloor habitats, sonar sys-
tems, and underwater navigation and
communication.

Klements of Ocean Engineering

The education of an ocean engineer
revolves around three central compo-
nents. The first is a firm foundation In
such basics as hydrodynamics, struc-
tural mechanics, vibratory phenomena,
energy conversion, materials, and elec-
tronics. Second, the engineer needs
broad exposure and practical experi-
ence in skills such as analysis and
design. Third, the context of applications
needs to be understood, and this can be
approached by dealing with the societal
functions typically served by ocean
engineers.

Thb following list details some of the ele-
ments of these central components. The
Department's undergraduate and grad-
uate programs combine these compo-
nents in a balanced way to provide an
educational base upon which to build a
rewarding career in ocean engineering.

Elements of Ocean Engineering

Basics of Ocean Engineering
Mechanics
Thermodynamics
Hydrodynamics
Structural mechanics
Soil mechanics
Materials physics
Dynamics
Acoustics
Electronics
Economics
Probabilistics
Oceanographics (physical, geological,
geophysical, biological, chemical)

Doing of Ocean Engineering
Measuring
Surveying
Analyzing
Synthesizing
inventing
Designing
Constructing
Operating
Inspecting/regulating
Decision making
Managing
Maintaining/repairing
Salving

Functions Served by Ocean
Engineering
Ocean transportation
Offshore oil and gas extraction
Offshore hard mineral extraction
Ocean defense
Maritime law enforcement
Ocean environmental protection and
enhancement
Fish protein production (fishing,
culturing)
Coastai construction
Marine recreation
Ocean energy conversion
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Undergraduate Study

Once a student has attained the engi-
neering basics, individualized programs
of study to meet particular Interests are
strongly encouraged. The Department's
faculty has wide and continuing re-
search and Industrial experience. De-
partmental facilities, which Include a
variable pressure propeller tunnel, a
ship model towing tank, a channel for
oil-water interface studies, an acoustics
and vibratlon laboratory, a marine data
systems laboratory, a design laboratory,
computer facilities, and a model shop,
offer a variety of opportunities for labo-
ratory experience.

The sections that follow describe the De-
partment's undergraduate and graduate
programs. Special requirements for the
Graduate School and opportunities for
financial aid are summarized in the sec-
tion on graduate study.

Bachelor of Science In Ocean Engineer-
ing, In Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering, or without designation
Course XIII

Course XIlii is the basic program offered
by the Department. For undergraduates,
the four-year program relates to stu-
dents interested in engineering aspects
of ocean sciences, ocean exploration,
and the utilization of the oceans for
transportation, defense, and resources.
The program leads to the Bachelor of
Science in Ocean Engineering, in Naval
Architecture and Marine Engineering, or
without designation of field. A curric-
ulum without designation of field per-
mits pursuit of broader marine-related
interests. Graduates are prepared for
work in industry or government, or for
further study In graduate school.

Versions of the Course XIII program
leading to the Bachelor of Science In
Ocean Engineering, or to the Bachelor
of Science in Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering, are accredited by
the Engineers' Council for Professional
Development, while those leading to the
Bachelor of Science without designation
of field are not.

Bachelor of Science in Naval Architec-
ture and Marine Engineering; and
Master of Solence In Shipping and
Shipbuilding Management
Course XIII-'S

This five-year program, for students in-
terested in the business and manage-
ment phases of the marine Industry,
leads to the simultaneous award of the
Bachelor of Science in Naval Architec-
ture and Marine Engineering and the
Master of Science in Shipping and Ship-
building Management.

The program in Course XIII-B, leading to
the Bachelor of Science in Naval Archl-
tecture and Marine Engineering, is ac-
credited by the Engineers' Council for
Professional Development.

Bachelor of Salence in Ocean Engineer-
Ing, in Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering, or without designation
Course XIII-C

Course Xill-C Is an Engineering In-
ternship program that enables students
to combine professional experience with
their academic work, while at the same
time providing for part of their educa-
tional expenses. The four-year program
leads to the Bachelor of Science in
Naval Architecture and Marine Engi-
neering, or Ocean Engineering, or
without designation. Students In the in-
ternship program also may apply for ad-
mission to the Graduate School to ob-
tain the Bachelor of Science concur-
rently with the Master of Science at the
end of their fifth year.

All M.I.T. sophomores in good standing
may apply for entrance to the program.
Alternating periods at the Institute and at
cooperating establishments are
arranged so that graduation is not
delayed beyond the normal date.

The companies and laboratories par-
ticipating In the Internship program
cover all Important aspects of ocean en-
gineering, including naval architecture
and marine engineering. Assignments
with these organizations provide oppor-
tunities to participate In activities such
as construction, testing, design, devel-
opment, research, and technical
planning.

Versions of the Course XIII-C program
leading to the Bachelor of Science in
Ocean Engineering, or to the Bachelor
of Science in Naval Architecture and
Marine Engineering, are accredited by
the Engineers' Council for Professional
Development, while those leading to the
Bachelor of Science without designation
of field are not.

Department of Ocean Engineering
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Graduate Study

Graduate study In the Department of
Ocean Engineering can lead to the
following degrees: Master of Science;
Ocean Engineer; Doctor of Philosophy;
and Doctor of Science.

An acceptable program of subjects plus
an acceptable thesis leading to the
Master of Science usually requires
about one calendar year, if the under-
graduate preparation Is adequate. For
some students up to two academic years
are needed.

The Ocean Engineer degree requires at
least two years, including a substantial
thesis.

Obtaining the Doctor of Science or Doc-
tor of Philosophy with a specification In
an ocean-related field usually requires
more than three years following a
Bachelor of Science.

Ocean Engineering
Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering
Course X111

Course XIII is the central Course of the
Department, with major fields of study or
specialization including:

Applied mechanics
Coastal zone development
Environmental engineering
Fluid mechanics
Hydrodynamics
Marine acoustics
Marine data systems engineering
Marine engineering
Marine materials and fabrication
Marine resource development
Marine systems
Naval engineering
Ocean engineering and law
Ocean transportation
Offshore engineering
Operations research
Public policy and ocean use
Seafloor engineering
Ship and offshore rig dynamics
Ship propulsion
Ship systems
Structural mechanics
Technology and policy

While most of these fields may be
studied and researched largely In the
Department, Interdepartmental pro-
grams described in Chapter V also serve
students with interests in some of the
foregoing. We draw your attention es-
pecially to the formal degree programs
In Environmental Engineering, Mineral
Resources Engineering and Manage-
ment, Operations Research, and
Technology and Policy.

Naval Construotion and Engineering
Course Xill-A

This Course provides appropriate aca-
demic background for naval officers
who later actively participate in concept
formulation, design, and construction of
naval vessels. In addition to general en-
gineering and science and a core pro-
gram of subjects in ocean engineering,
each student follows one of several
specialized curricula In aspects of, or
applicable to, naval construction and
engineering.

The Course leads to the Ocean Engineer
or Master of Science. For programs
leading to the Ocean Engineer, a Master
of Science may be awarded simul-
taneously upon recommendation of the
Department or of some other depart-
ment related to the student's specialty.
For programs leading to the Master of
Science, an additional Master of Science
may be awarded simultaneously In a
second field of specialization upon re-
commendation of the department rep-
resented by that field

The Master of Science awarded by the
Department to students who success-
fully complete the relevant portion of the
Course XIII-A program is in Naval Archi-
tecture and Marine Engineering or in
Ocean Engineering. A Master of Science
awarded by another department in
fulfillment of its requirements would be
labeled in accordance with its program,
for example Master of Science in Mech-
anical Engineering.

Admission to Course XIII-A requires that
the Department's entrance requirements
for graduate study be satisfied.

School of Engineering
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Shipping and Shipbuilding
Management
Course XIII-9

Course XIil-B is Intended for students
Interested in the business and manage-
ment phases of the marine industry. Stu-
dents entering the program at the
graduate level without the preparation
comparable to an S.B. In Naval Archltec-
ture and Marine Engineering should ex-
pect to devote two years to completing
requirements for the degree of Master of
Science in Shipping and Shipbuilding
Management. In addition to satisfaction
of departm~iental requirements for the
undergraduate curriculum in naval
architecture and marine engineering,
students select areas of concentration In
management or operations. They study
undergraduate and graduate subjects in
the Department of Economics, the Sloan
School of Management, and the Depart-
ment of Ocean Engineering. They also
may broaden their experience by
electing advanced subjects offered by
other departments at the Institute.

The Department also offers a doctoral
program jointly with the Transportation
Division of the Department of Civil Engi-
neering, IV erine transportation students
registered in the Department of Ocean
Engineering and working toward the
doctorate must fulfill all the require-
ments of the Transportation Division
doctoral program plus a dissertation
relating to marine transportation.

Requirements for admission to the
graduate program In shipping and ship-
building management are the same as
for other graduate study in the Depart.
ment, with an added stipulation that
scores in the Admissions Test for Grad-
uate Schools of Business may be re-
quested as part of the overall admis-
sions process.

Joint M.l.T.-W.H.O.l. Program
Course XIII-W

A joint program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution is intended
for students whose primary career ob-
jective is oceanographic engineering.
Students divide their academic and re-
search efforts between the campuses of
the two institutions. While in residence at
M.I.T., students enrolled in this course
follow a program similar to that of other
students in the Department. The pro-
gram is described in more detail under
the section on M.I.T.'s Joint Program in
Oceanographic Engineering with the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Courses

Undergraduate preparation for admit-
tance to graduate study in the Depart-
ment of Ocean Engineering ideally
should be equal in quality, quantity, and
breadth of coverage to the Department's
undergraduate curricula. An undergrad-
uate degree in ocean engineering is not
required.

Somewhat less broad undergraduate
work is required of candidates for the
degree of Master of Science without
specification, provided that the student
has a correspondingly increased com-
petence in areas pertinent to his or her
proposed graduate program.

Assistantships and Graduate
Scholarships

Many teaching and research assis-
tantships are available to graduate stu-
dents in the Department each year.
These are awarded on the basis of both
qualification and need. The duties
associated with these assistantships
contribute directly to the assistant's
educational program.

A limited number of M.I.T. fellowships
and scholarships are available to gradu-
ate students in the Department of Ocean
Engineering. In addition, some Industrial
fellowship aid is available. Fellowships
are also awarded each year by the
Society of Naval Architects and Marine
Engineers.

Prospective students are invited to com-
municate with the Head of the Depart-
ment regarding any of these educational
and financial opportunities. Applications
for the Society of Naval Architects and
Marine Engineers Graduate Fellowships
are made directly to that Society. In-
quiries for the fall term should be made
late In the preceding fall term.

Inquiries

Additional information concerning aca-
demic programs, research oppor-
tunities, admissions, financial aid, etc.
may be obtained by writing to the
Department of Ocean Engineering,
Room 5-225, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 253-1994.
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Subjects in Ocean
Engineering

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

13.U.R. Undergraduate Research
13.001 Introduction to Marine Applied

Mechanics
13.002 Marine Applied Mechanics
13.003J Dynamics
13.004 Linear Systems and Random

Processes in Ocean Engineering
13.011 Hydrostatics
13.012 Applied Hydrostatics
13.013J Water, Air and Interface

Vehicles
13.014 The Oceans
13.021 Marine Hydrodynamics I (A)
13.022 Marine Hydrodynamics 11 (A)
13.03 Advanced Hydromechanics of

Ship Design (A)
13.04 Hydrofolis and Propellers (A)
13.05 Boundary Layers (A)
13.07 Free Surface Hydrodynamics (A)
13.08 Stability and Motion Control of

Ocean Vehicles (A)
13.09 Potential Flows (A)
13.1OJ Introduction to Structural

Mechanics
13.11 Theory of Plates and Shells (A)
13.111 Structural Mechanics (A)
13.112J Analysis and Design of

Offshore Structures (A)
13.121 Ship Structures (A)
13.122 Ship Structural Design (A)
13.123 Advanced Analysis and Design of

Ocean Engineering Structures (A)
13.131 Plastic Analysis of Structures (A)
13.132 Advanced Structural Topics (A)
13.14J Structural Mechanics in Nuclear

Power Technology (A)
13.15J Materials for Ocean Engineering
13.16J Fracture of Structural Materials (A)
13.17J Welding Engineering (A)
13.21 Ship Power and Propulsion (A)
13.25J Thermodynamics of Power

Systems
13.28J Thermal Power Systems (A)

13.27 Ocean Engineering Power Systems
(A)

13.39 Analysis of Techniques for
Fabricating Structures (A)

13.411 Principles of Naval Ship Design (A)
13.412 Principles of Ship Design (A)
13.431 Methods of Naval Shlp-System

Design (A)
13.451 Projects in Naval Ships Conversion

Design (A)
13.461 Project, In New Construction Naval

Ship Design (A)
13.462 Projects In Ocean Engineering

System Design (A)
13.48 Offshore Engineering Design (A)
13.49 Dynamics of Physical and

Social Systems
13.50 Computer Applications to Marine

Problems
13.51 Computer Models of Physical

and Engineering Systems 1
13.52 Management in Engineering
13.61 Network Scheduling, Routing and

Planning (A)
13.62J Engineering Systems Analysis (A)
13.63 Reliability, Availability, and

Maintainability of Systems (A)
13.631 Port Planning and Development (A)
13.65 Production Analysis (A)
13.66 Marine Transportation Economics

(A)
13.67 Marine Decisior Making Under

Uncertainty (A)
13.68 Management of Marine Systems (A)
13.681J issues In Transportation

Management (A)
13.69 International Shipping (A)
13.700- Special Problems in Ocean
13.709 Engineering
13 710- Special Problems in Ocean
13.719 Engineering (A)
13.73 A Survey of Ocean Engineering
13.730- Seminar In Ocean
13.739 Engineering
13.74J Marine Data Systems (A)
13.76 Introduction to Random Processes

in Ocean Engineering (A)
13.77J Invention
13.771 Engineering Internship
13.772 Industrial Practice in

Ocean Engineering
13.774 Advanced Engineering Internship
13.78 Entrepreneurship
13.79 Applied Ocean Engineering

13.80J Mechanical Vibrpton
13.81J Principles of Acoustics (A)
13.82J Sound and Structural Vibration (A)
13.84J Flow Noise (A)
13.85 Fundamentals of Underwater

Sound Applications (A)
13.86 Ocean and Seabed Acoustics (A)
13.901 Ocean Engineering Laboratory 1
13.902 Ocean Engineering Laboratory 11
13.903 Advanced Ocean Engineering

Laboratory (A)
13.92 Public Policy and Use of the Sea (A)
13.94J Ocean Engineering and Law

Seminar (A)
13.961J Resources Management (A)
13.962 Legal Aspects of Ocean

Resources and Systems
Management (A)

13.97 Introduction to Technology and
Law I

13.98J Coastal Zone Management (A)
13.990 Oceanographic Systems 1
13.991 Oceanographic Systems 1i
13.992 Marine Navigation, Positioning

and Data Telemetry (A)
13.994 Buoy Engineering (A)
13.997 Principles of Oceanographic

.Instrument Systems I -
Measurement Platforms (A)

13.998 Principles of Oceanographic
Instrument Systems II - Sensors
and Measurements (A)

13.999J Special Projects In
Oceanographic Engineering (A)
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Joint Program In Oceanographic Engineering
with the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution

M.I.T. and the Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic institution (W.H.O.i.) on Cape
Cod offer joint programs of graduate
study and research for students with
special interests in biological oceanog-
raphy, chemical oceanography, marine
geology, marine geophysics, ocean-
ographic engineering, and physical
oceanography. These graduate pro-
grams are administered by committees
drawn from the faculty and staff of both
Institutions. Students accepted to the
Joint Program have access to the exten-
sive Intellectual and physical resources
available for advanced study at both
Woods Hole and M.I.T.

The Woods Hole Oceanographic institu-
tion operates three ocean-going re-
search ships, and several inshore boats.
A resident staff of more than 800 scien-
tists, engineers, and support personnel
conduct a wide range of ocean-related
studies In biology, chemistry, physical
oceanography, geology, geophysics,
and oceanographic engineeR from ex-
tensive laboratory facilities in Woods
Hole. A marine facility Is maintained by
M.I.T. In Boston Harbor consisting of
dock space and a small research vessel
capable of coastal work. Subjects in
various aspects of oceanography as well
as a large number of subjects directly
applicable to oceanography are offered
by many M.I.T. departments. These
include:

1.030J introduction to Technology
and Law

1.59J Fracture of Structure
Materiais (A)

1.82 Free Surface Hydraulics
1.64 Transport and Mixing

In Turbulent Flows (A)
1.67 Sediment Transport and Coastal

Processes (A)
1.681 Physics of Natural Water

Bodies (A)
1.69 Introduction to Coastal

Engineering (A)
1.691 Wave Dynamics in Coastal

Engineering (A)

1.692 Wave Dynamics in
Oceanographic Engineering (A)

1.697J Oceanographic Systems I
1.698J Oceanographic Systems 11
1.699J Special Projects in

Oceanographic Engineering (A)
1.75 Limnology and Wetland

Ecology (A)
1.761 Aquatic Chemistry (A)
1.79 Aquatic Ecology (A)
1.80 Problems in Aquatic Biology

and Chemistry (A)
2.065J Flow Noise (A)
2.071J introduction to Structural

Mechanics
2.131J Environmental Ecology I
2.132J Environmental Ecology ||
2.283 Fluid Physics of Pollution

(A)
2.284 Water Purification (A)
2.63 Energy Production from

Renewable Resources (A)
3.20 Thermodynamics of Materials (A)
3.21 Kinetic Processes In Materials (A)
3.35 Solidification Processing (A)
3.36J Welding Engineering (A)
3.39 Mechanical Behavior of

Materials (A)
3.54 Corrosion - The Environmental

Degradation of Materials (A)
3.701J Materials for Ocean Engineering
3.90J Fracture of Structural Materials (A)
3.93 Materials Science of Polymers (A)
6.455J Marine Data Systems (A)
7.411- Seminars in Biological
7.419 Oceanography (A)
7.421- Special Problems in Biological
7.429 Oceanography
7.43 Phytoplankton and Nutrient

Cycling (A)
7.44 Ecology of Oceanic

Zooplankton
7.45 Benthos and Fish (A)
7.46 Topics In Physiology and

Biochemistry of Marine
Animals (A)

7.491- Research in Biological
7.497 Oceanography (A)

10.803 Introduction to Technology
and Law I

1 1362 Land Use and Environmental
Policy Implementation (A)

11.366J Coastal Zone Management (A)
12.0031 Environmental Ecology I
12.004J Environmental Ecology 1i
12.20J Environmental Chemistry of the

Ocean-Atmosphere System

12.21
12.221-
12.229

Physics of the Ocean
Project Studies in Oceanography

12.32 Mechanics of Sedimentary
Processes (A)

12.56 Advanced Seminar in Plate
Tectonics (A)

12.72 Oceanic Petrology (A)
12.73 introduction to Marine Geology (A)
12.74 Marine Micropaleontology (A)
12.75 Marine Sediments (A)
12.752 Paleomagnetism (A)
12.77 Marine Geophysical Data

Interpretation (A)
12.774 Plants, Animals, and

Sediments
12.80 Marine Chemistry
12.81 Waves and Tides (A)
12.82 Marine Geochemistry of

Sediments
12.83 Marine Geochemistry (A)
12.84 Organic Geochemistry (A)
12.85 Oceanographic Time Series (A)
12.86 General Circulation of

the Oceans (A)
13.021 Marine Hydrodynamics I (A)
13.022 Marine Hydrodynamics 11 (A)
13.07 Free Surface Hydrodynamics (A)
13.08 Stability and Motion Control

of Ocean Vehicles (A)
13.09 Potential Flows (A)
13.1OJ introduction to Structural

Mechanics
13.15J Materials for Ocean

Engineering
13.16J Fracture of Structural

Materials (A)
13.17J Welding Engineering (A)
13.27 Ocean Engineering Power

Systems (A)
13.48 Offshore Engineering Design (A)
13.74J Marine Data Systems (A)
13.76 Introduction to Random Processes

in Ocean Engineering (A)
13.84J Flow Noise (A)
13.85 Fundamentals of Underwater

Sound Applications (A)
13.86 Ocean and Seabed

Acoustics (A)
13.92 Public Policy and Use

of the Sea (A)
13.94J Ocean Engineering and Law

Seminar (A)
13.961J Resources Management (A)
13.962 Legal Aspects of Ocean

Resources and Systems
Management (A)
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13.97J Introduction to Technology
and Law I

13.98i Coasta Zone Management (A)
13.990J Oceanographic Systems I
13.991J Oceanographic Systems 11
13.992 Marine Navigation, Positioning

and Data Telemetry (A)
13.994 Buoy Engineering (A)
13.997 Principles of Oceanographic

Instrument Systems I -
Measurement Platforms (A)

13.998 Principles of Oceanographic
instrument Systems 11 -

Sensors and Measurements (A)
13.999J Special Projects in Ocean-

ographic Engineering (A)
15.228J Ocean Engineering and

Law Seminar (A)
16.082J Flow Noise (A)
16.792 introduction to Technology

and Law i
17.865 international Organization, Legal

and Political Response to
Science and Technology (A)

19.05J Environmental Chemistry of the
Ocean-Atmosphere System

19.10 Climate of the Past
19.65J Turbulence and Random Processes

In Fluid Mechanics (A)
19.681 Dynamics of Large-Scale

Circulation of Ocean and
Atmosphere (A)

19.682 Dynamics of Large-Scale
Circulation of Ocean and
Atmosphere (A)

19.80 Surface and internal'
Gravity Waves (A)

19.81 Introduction to Oceanic Models (A)
19.82 Introduction to Oceanic Models (A)
19.83 Physical Oceanography
19.841 Waves (A)
19.842 Mesoscale Ocean Dynamics (A)
19.851 Dynamics of Shallow Seas (A)
19.863 Turbulence and Friction

in the Ocean
19.86 The General Circulation of the

Oceans (A)
19.89 Special Problems in

Oceanography (A)
19.891- Special Problems In
19.899 Oceanography (A)
20.612 General Toxicology (A)
20.811 Blochemical Engineering (A)
22.85 introduction to Technology

and Law I

Subjects, seminars, and opportunities
for research participation are offered at
both institutions. Students live in either
Cambridge or Woods Hole and trans-
portation is provided for them to com-
mute the 80 miles between institutions
so they can take advantage of all avail-
able resources. Students have the op-
portunity to participate in oceano-
graphic cruises during graduate studies.
Depending upon individual study and
research programs, students are en-
couraged to reside for at least one year
at each place. Upon admission, students
register in the appropriate M.I.T. depart-
ment and are assigned academic ad-
visors at each institution.

The Joint Program Involves several de-
partments at M.I.T. - Biology, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, and Meteorology in
the School of Science, and Chemical
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, and Ocean En-
gineering in the School of Engineering.
Details concerning entrance require-
ments, examinations, financial aid, etc.
may be found in the descriptions of each
Individual department and the descrip-
tion following the School of Science
section.

Ooeanographlo Engineering

The Departments of Chemical Engineer-
Ing, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, and Ocean
Engineering offer joint programs in
engineering with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution leading to the
Engineer, the Doctor of Philosophy, or
the Doctor of Science degree.

Students Interested in oceanographic
engineering, oceanography-related en-
gineering problems, engineering in the
ocean, or the control of the ocean and
its resources can be served by the Joint
Program in Oceanographic Engineering.

inquiries

Application for admission to the Joint
Program or for financial aid should be
made on the M.I.T. Graduate Application
Form which may be obtained from the
Director of Admissions at M.I.T. or from
the Education Office at W.H.O.I. Re-
quests for further Information may be
addressed to the Dean of Graduate
Studies, Woods Hole Oceanographic In-
stitution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts
02543; or to the appropriate Department
Headquarters, Joint Program In Ocean-
ography, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massacho-
setts 02139.
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Center for Advanced Engineering
Study (C.A.E.S.)

The M.I.T. Center for Advanced Engl-
neering Study was established in order
to provide ways for experienced profes-
slonals to attain and maintain the com-
petence needed for continued
leadership in an age of technological
change. The Center adds a new dimen-
sion to the activities of M.I.T. by offering
educational programs which are de-
signed to enable experienced men and
women from industry, government, and
educational institutions to acquire the
understanding and skills needed to
open technical frontiers.

The Center provides both on-campus
and off-campus programs.

Advanced Study Program

The Advanced Study Program is
planned to enable engineers and scien-
tists to work in depth in technological
areas pertinent to their professions. It Is
thus possible to accommodate technical
managers who wish to understand those
developments that bear directly on their
problems, men and women who see!%
competence in depth at technological
frontiers, and those who desire to
strengthen their technological base.

Fellows of the Program are affiliated with
the Center for one or more terms. Each
Fellow may be associated with a faculty
member who acts as an advisor for the
Program and helps to arrange activities
divided among formal classroom study,
tutorial or research study, and other
M.I.T. opportunities best suited to the
Fellow's needs and background.

Fellows may develop courses of study to
meet their individual needs or may par-
ticipate in specialized programs such as
the Advanced Study Program in Air
Transportation or Education for Public
Management.

The entire offering of M.I.T. under-
graduate and graduate subjects,
seminars, and colloquia Is available.
Subjects may be selected from those
offered by the Schools of Engineering,
Science, Architecture and Planning,
Management, and Humanities and
Social Science. Participation in ongoing
research work may be carried out and
self-study programs with Informal
tutorial assistance can be arranged. The
program of each Fellow can be largely
tailored to individual specifications pro-
vided it represents a serious Intellectual
commitment commensurate with his or
her background and professional alms.

Advanced Study Program in Air
Transportation

The Advanced Study Program In Air
Transportation at M.I.T. Is designed for
Individuals who have supplied and will
continue to supply the initiative, leader-
ship, and accomplishment that has
catalyzed progress In the development
of the world's air transportation systems.
The Program offered in conjunction with
the Flight Transportation Laboratory
provides the opportunity for such people
to spend one or more academic terms
on the M.I.T. campus participating in
ongoing educational and research ac-
tivities of the Flight Transportation
Laboratory, the Center for Advanced
Engineering Study, and other centers,
laboratories, and academic departments
at M.I.T.

The Program Is designed for practicing
professionals drawn from airport
operators, airline managements,
government agencies, and aviation
manufacturers. It is a multidisciplinary
program covering technology, manage-
ment, economics, law, and operations
research, designed to prepare the par-
ticipant for a career in managing and
planning the development of air trans-
port systems. The Program is interna-
tional in its outlook; it is intended to

attract and provide training for par-
ticipants from Europe, North and South
America, Asia, Africa, and elsewhere
around the world, as well as the USA.

Education for Public Management
Program

The Education for Public Management
Program is designed to give mature, ex-
perienced employees of governmental
agencies Intensive training and practice
In the systematic analysis of public
policy issues. The program Is sponsored
jointly by the Center for Advanced Engi-
neering Study and the Department of
Political Science. The program Is
organized around a set of specially
developed subjects.

General Information about On-Campus
Programs

The Programs coincido with the normal
academic terms and academic year.
Special weekly seminars are planned
and conducted during the fall and spring
terms especially for Fellows of the Ad-
vanced Study Programs and the Educa-
tion for Public Management Program.
Each year a few special subjects of
broad interdisciplinary interest are also
offered within the Center for participants
In the Program.

Before the fall term begins, participants
in the Advanced Study Program may at-
tend Calculus Revisited, an optional six-
week review which provides an opportu-
nity for strengthening mathematical
skills befor, entering the mainstream of
activities of the Center. This review is an
intensive development of the first two
years of a modern approach to calculus.
The point of view adopted Is that of the
technical professional who intends to
apply mathematics to his or her prob-
lems. The aim is to provide the real
understanding that supplies the basis
for more advanced work and for con-
tinued self-development as well as for
proficiency.
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A certificate Is awarded following
satisfactory completion of a Program.
Fellows may apply for admission to the
M.I.T. Graduate School. Those who are
accepted and who fulfill all the require-
ments of the Graduate School are ellgi-
ble for advanced degrees. Grades will
be recorded for all M.I.T. subjects which
are taken for credit.

The tuition fee, payable to M.I.T. for any
of the Programs described above, Is
$4,250 for the fall or spring term, $8,500
for the two-term school year, $2,800 for
the regular summer term, and $1,500 for
Calculus Revisited. A limited number of
scholarships from the grant provided by
the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation to estab-
lish the Center may be awarded to fac-
ulty participants from other colleges and
universities to pay part of the tuition
fees.

The personal and family costs incident
to living In greater Boston for participa-
tion in the Program will vary among the
participants according to their personal
circumstances. A personal budget for
the year should include: 1) living costs;
2) the extra Qosts Involved in moving;
and 3) tn costs of books and other
study materials. Information on living
costs will be sent to each applicant.

The primary requisites for admission are
evidence of serious Intent, intellectual
maturity, and the technical background
needed for participation, with appro-
priate guidance, in regular M.I.T. sub-
jects and other scholarly activities at the
institute.

Descriptive brochures and application
forms are available from the Center for
Advanced Engineering Study, Room
9.335, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
sette 02139. Applications for the fall
term should be received before June 1;
for the spring term before December 1;
and for the summer term before May 1.

Self-Study Subject Development
Program

The Self-Study Subject Development
Program provides off-campus continu-
ing education opportunities to practicing
engineers, industrial scientists, and
technical managers through the medium
of self-study subjects. The principal ele-
ments of these subjects are a set of lec-
tures on film or videotape, a textbook,
and a study guide containing reading
assignments, problem sets, quizzes, and
solutions to the homework and quiz
problems.

Subjects now available are:

Artificial intelligence
Calculus "Revisited"
Building an innovative Organization
Calculus
Colloid and Surface Chemistry
Computer Languages
Computer-Aided Manufacturing
Cooling of Eleoctronl Equipment
Decision Analysis
Digital Signal Processing
Economics
Energy Auditing In Buildings
Engineering Eoonomy
Priotion, Wear, and Lubrication
Instrumentation
integrated Optics
Introduction to Engineering Mechanics
introduction to Experimentation
Introduction to Materials
Introduction to the Osoiliosoope
Management of Teohnologlcal
innovation
Mechanics of Polymer Processing
Mloroprocessors
Modern Control Theory
Nonlinear Vibrations
Operational Amplifiers and Active
Piltere
Probability and Random Processes
Probability; Distributlons and Decision
Rules
Quality Planning and Quality Control
Systems Behavior, Management,
Modeling, and Performance

Systems Engineering and Systems
Management, A Guide to
Thermostatics and Thermodynamics
Uncertain Exchange Rates

information regarding the rental or
purchase of these self-study subjects
may be obtained by writing to the M.I.T.
Center for Advanced Engineering Study,
Dept. 99-A, Room 9-234, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139.

The Seminar Office

The Seminar Office was created to meet
the short-term continuing education
needs of the professional engineer. The
Office coordinates programs presenting
recent technological advances and/or
the social consequences of these ad-
vances, and holds meetings providing
perspectives on timely scientific issues.
Also presented are programs which
discuss trends in the marketplace and
their relationship to technological
development.

Individual programs vary in length,
lasting from one day to one month, and
concentrate on technical applications
rather than theory. Depending on
whether the meeting is a workshop,
seminar, or conference, the size of the
group may range from 12-1,000
attendees.

Programs are offered throughout the
academic year and may be held at M.I.T.
or at other locations around the country
as well as overseas. While most of the
workshops and seminrs are not an-
nounced outside of the United States,
attendance is open to professionals
worldwide, and continuing education
conferences are usually International In
scope.

For more information, please contact
Lea Johnson at the Center for Advanced
Engineering Study, Room 9.268, M.I.T,,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139.

School of Engineering 230
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School of Humanities
and Social Science

The School of Humanities and Social
Science reflects the great diversity of
M.I.T. today. In a university whose activl-
ties are centered around science and
technology, the School represents the
main fields of the liberal arts and the
social sciences. Strong graduate pro-
grams exist In Economics, Linguistics,
Philosophy, Political Science, and Psy-
chology. Both students and faculty par-
ticipate extensively in the research activ-
ities of numerous centers, laboratories,
and departments outside the School.
There is an ambitious program of under-
graduate education, whose range has
been steadily broadening in recent
years, and which Includes majors In
economics, philosophy, language and
mind, political science, and the humani-
ties, plus an Interdisciplinary major
In science or engineering and the
humanities. A flourishing program of
extracurricular activities attracts many
students, notably In drama and in music.
Student participation In musical activl-
ties is, indeed, perhaps more extensive
at M.I.T. than at any other major uni-
versity, with a vigorous symphony
orchestra, several strong choral groups,
a fine jazz band, a concert band, and a
wide variety of similar groups.

The graduate programs are among the
strongest at M.I.T. Because they admit
relatively small numbers of students,
teaching Is conducted in a congenial at-
mosphere. The esprlt de corps Is strong
and there is a marked emphasis on
developing new and exciting fields of in-
quiry. Many students take advantage of
the opportunity to develop close assool-
ations with such bodies as the Center for
international Studies, the Center for
Policy Alternatives, the Center for Ad-
vanced Engineering Study, the Energy
Laboratory, the Research Laboratory of
Electronics, and the Center for Euro-
pean Studies at Harvard. Some of the
graduate programs stress the use of
mathematical and computer-oriented
skills, but many doctoral theses are con-
corned with non-quantitative social scl-
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once or humanistic topics. Moreover,
graduate students are not entirely con-
fined to the established doctoral pro-
grams. There is always room for the
occasional highly motivated student to
develop a special program of his or her
own.

The research achievements of the
School are perhaps best known to the
world at large through the widely
publicized achievements of certain dis-
tinguished members of the faculty. The
chief emphasis of research In the
School, however, as in the rest of the
Institute, has been less on the activities
of brilliant individuals than on teamwork.
in the field of communications, for ex-
ample, there are many Interdisciplinary
projects, some involving collaboration
among linguistics, philosophy, and psy-
chology, which all have a special interest
in psycholinguistics, and others Involv-
ing poiltical science and various
branches of engineering. The Depart-
ment of Economics and the Sloan
School of Management cooperate
closely In a number of branches of ap-
plied economics. Studies of the labor
market are conducted by economists,
sociologists, and political scientists. A
long-established concern with science
and public policy involves people all
over the Institute, and is particularly
strong in Political Science. A growing In-
terest among musicians in computers
and acoustics leads them to work jointly
with electrical engineers. As the engi-
neering departments have become In-
creasingly concerned with questions of
applied social science, such as the man-
agement of energy and urban transpor-
tation problems, and the exploitation of
the sea bed, new opportunities have
emerged for such collaboration. It is to
be expected that research in the
humanities will also be greatly expan-
ded, in response to increasing levels of
research support by the Federal govern-
ment and foundations.

Undergraduates benefit In a variety of
ways from these advanced research and
training programs. Students majoring In
economics, philosophy, and political sci-
ence, for example, take part in graduate
seminars and may find part-time profes-
sional employment on faculty research
projects. The Department of Humanities
does not undertake graduate training,
but does offer a number of under-
graduate degree programs. Through
Course XXI, students may major In one
of the humanistic disciplines (history, lit-
erature, anthropology, music) or com-
bine the study of any of these disciplines
with a science or an engineering field In
one of the unique dual degree programs
(Course XXI-A and XXi-B, Program 1)
offered by the Institute. Undergradu-
ates may indeed, once they have fulfilled
the institute Science Requirements,
devote all of their time to the humanities
and social sciences and acquire a solid
foundation for advanced work in any of
the disciplines represented in the
School. The student of the humanities or
social sciences who wishes to deepen
his or her fluency In science or engineer-
ing, perhaps with an eye to a career in
those fields, will also find a great deal of
freedom (i.e., free elective time) to do
so.

A chief concern of the School in under-
graduate education has long been
the provision of subjects to meet the
purposes of the institute Requirement in
the Humanities, Arts, and Social Sci-
ences. Teaching for the purposes of this
requirement Is shared with the School of
Architecture and Planning, but the great
bulk of subjects offered are provided by
the School of Humanities and Social Sci-
ence. The object of the requirement,
most broadly stated, Is to ensure that
every undergraduate at M.I.T. Is ex-
posed to a wide range of cultural and in-
tellectual influences. M.I.T. seeks to of-
fer much the same range of subjects as
a first-rate liberal arts college, plus the
special offerings that are made possible
by the existence of well-developed grad-
uate and research programs. There are
numerous offerings in English and
foreign literature, foreign languages,
archaeology and anthropology, history,
music and drama, and a wide variety of
other subjects. The range of options Is
constantly changing, as new activities
evolve at M.I.T. and as student interests
change. The arts have been expanding
especially quickly, both in this School
and in the School of Architecture and
Planning. The requirement provides that
every undergraduate must complete at
least eight subjects in the humanities,
arts, and social sciences. Three of these
subjects are chosen from a list of over
100 subjects regarded as broadly
humanistic in spirit; and in order to
achieve some breadth of educational ex-
perience, these subjects are selected
from three different fields of study. The
requirement also provides that every
undergraduate should have the oppor-
tunity to explore In some depth - three
or four subjects - a single field of in-
quiry in which he or she takes a special
interest.

School of Humanities and Social Science
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The School Is particularly anxious to en-
courage students to come to M.I.T. who
are equally concerned with the sciences
and technology on the one hand and
with the humanities and social sciences
on the other. The rules governing under-
graduate majors in the humanities and
social sciences are sufficiently flexible to
provide for a wide range of special inter-
eat. We are persuaded that modern
society has been unduly constricted In-
tellectually by the educational tradition
that has tended to segregate scientific
and humanistic education. It Is no longer
possible to believe that science and
technology can go on expanding the
resources of the world Indefinitely. All
societies in the future will have to put far
greater emphasis on the conservation
and management of resources. This ob-
jective will require the combined
resources of the natural and social sci-
ences as well as the insights of the
humanist. Undergraduate education at
M.I.T. Is moving increasingly in the
directions already taken by research
and placing growing emphasis on
collaborative endeavors which bridge
the sciences and humanities.

The School's commitment to this view
finds expression in a substantial new
Program in Science, Technology, and
Society. This Program, which has both
educational and research objectives, is
concerned with the human conse-
quences of scientific and technological
advances. The Program Is designed to
be the Interim, experimental phase in
the development of a College of Sci-
ence, Technology, and Society. The
term "college" - first used at M.I.T. In
1977 by the Whitaker College of Health
Sciences, Technology, and Management
- has been chosen tv reflect the
multidisciplinary and integrative charac-
ter of this new venture.

To stress this new development is not to
Imply that M.I.T. must emphasize sci-
ence and technology In all its offerings in
the humanities and social sciences.
Ample room will remain for more or less
conventional majors in economics,
political science, philosophy, and the
humanities and for offerings concerned
exclusively with the great works of litera-
ture or music. Students will continue to
demand the best In the humanities and
social sciences as they demand the best
in science and engineering. However,
the emphasis will always be on making
M.I.T. undergraduate education
something quite distinctive.

Harold John Hanham
Dean of the School of Humanities and
Soolal Science

Office of the Dean

Harold John Hanham, Ph.D.
Professor of History and Political Science
Dean

Donald Laurence Morton Blackmer, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
Associate Dean
Director, Program In Soience,
Technology, and Society

School Pacuity and Staff Without
Departmental Affiliation

Nicholas Herman, M.Div., M.B.A.
Instructor

Janet Horowitz Murray, Ph.D.
Research Associate

William Nash Locke, Ph.D.
Professor of Modern Languages, Emeritus
Director of Libraries, Emeritus

School of Humanities and Social Sclence
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Program In Science, Technology,
and Society

Donald Laurence Morton Blackmer, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
Associate Dean, School of Humanities
and Social Science
Director

Peter Buck, Ph.D.
Assistant Director
Lecturer in the History of Science

Professors

Loran A. Graham, Ph.D.
Professor of the History
of Science

Gerald Holton, Ph.D.
Visiting Professor

Carl Kaysen, Ph.D.
David W. Skinner Professor of Political Economy
(Absent, fall)

Kenneth Keniston, Ph.D.
Andrew W. Mellon Professor of Human
Development
(Absent)

Thomas Samuel Kuhn, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy and
History of Science

Leo Marx, Ph.D.
William R. Kenan Professor of American Cultural
History

Robert Swain Morison, M.D., D.Sc.
Visiting Professor of Science and Society

Merritt Roe Smith, Ph.D.
Professor of the History
of Technology

Leon Trilling, Ph.D.
Professor of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Charles Weiner, Ph.D.
Professor of the History of Science
and Technology

Associate Professors

Louis Lawrence Bucciareilli, Ph.D.
Co-Director, Course XXI
Associate Professor of Engineering and Technology
Studies

Emma Rothschild, M.A.
Associate Professor of Technology,
Society and Rhetoric
Director of the Writing Program

Langdon Winner, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Technology Studies and
Political Schnce

Joel Yellin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Social Science
Lecturer in Political Science

Assistant Professors

Kenneth Rogers Manning, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of the History of Science

Michael D. Meyer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Civil Engineering

David Franklin Noble. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of the
History of Technology

Charles Frederic Sabel, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Social Science

Sherry Roxanne Turkie, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Sociology

Research Associates

Frank Emspak, Ph.D.
Michael B. Folsom, Ph.D.

Follows

Janet Corpus, Ph.D.
Evelyn Fox Keller, Ph.D.

Visiting Sclentist

Clifford Grobsteln, Ph.D.
(Summer 1979)

Assistant to the Director

Martha Lindell Taylor, B.A.

Professeor Emeritus

Elting Elmore Morison, A.M.
Eizabeth and James Killian Class of 1926
Professor, Emeritus
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Undergraduate Study

The rapid growth of science and
technology in the 20th century has
generated problems and conflicts which
have a direct impact on people's lives
and on the shape of society as a whole.
Along with an awareness of these prob-
lems has come an increasing recogni-
tion that social, political, and ethical con-
siderations in turn help determine the
nature of scientific and technological
development.

To provide a context In which these in-
teractions can be systematically ex-
plored, M.I.T. In 1977 committed Itself to
the creation of a College of Science,
Technology, and Society. The Program
in Science, Technology, and Society was
established at that time as the Interim,
developmental phase of the College.

This new Program reflects M.I.T.'s long-
standing concern to give its students an
understanding of the human ramlfloa-
tions of science and engineering. Many
individuals and programs at the Institute
have devoted themselves to the study of
particular aspects of these questions.
But until now, there has been no sub-
stantial program, with both educational
and research objectives, focused cen-
trally and directly on the ways in which
scientific, technological, and social fac-
tors Interact to shape modern life.

S.T.S. Is intended to be a center where
faculty and students from all parts of the
Institute can come together to discuss
these Interactions, the study of which
clearly transcends the boundaries of any
single discipline. Because the Program
draws its faculty from the social and
natural sciences, engineering, and the
humanities, it Is able to combine varied
approaches to the field. S.T.S. employs
the techniques and perspectives of the
humanities and social sciences to ex-
amine the history, sociology, and
philosophy of sclence and technology.
At the same tintIe, the Program looks at

current social and political issues sur-
rounding the growth and uses of sclen-
tific knowledge and technology. Through
this combination of approaches, S.T.S.
alms to understand the social, scientific,
and technological forces which have
given rise to the problems and possibill-
ties confronting contemporary Industrial
societies.

By exploring both the range of social
and cultural forms which have evolved in
response to scientific and technological
changes and the variety of scientific and
technological means which have been
fashioned to serve human needs and
purposes, S.T.S. aims to help students
think more realistically, creatively, and
humanely about the important intellec-
tual, moral, and social Issues of our
time.

There are several ways in which under-
graduates can become involved in the
Program. S.T.S. offers a wide range of
undergraduate subjects intended to
introduce students to the historical,
social, and cultural contexts of science
and engineering. The curriculum Is
organized around five general areas of
Inquiry: 1) the history of science; 2) the
history of technology; 3) contemporary
problems in science and technology;
4) science, technology, and the organi-
zation of industrial society; and 5)
cultural dimensions of science and
technology. Within each of these
categories, students can choose both
broad-based Introductory subjects and
more specialized advanced subjects.

Although at present there is no under-
graduate major In Science, Technology,
and Society, the Humanities Depart-
ment, in collaboration with S.T.S. faculty
members, offers a special version of the
Interdisciplinary major in Humanities
and Science or Engineering for students
Interested in the social and cultural
dimensions of science and technology.
(For a detailed description of this option,
please see Degree Program Require-
ments under the Department of Human-
Ities.) Students majoring in other dis-
ciplines, such as political science or en-
gineering, can also structure their pro-
grams to include a strong S.T.S. compo-
nent. It is anticipated that S.T.S. will offer
a degree program within the next few
years. In addition, plans for the develop-
ment of collaborative and dual degree
programs between S.T.S. and other
M.I.T. Schools and departments are now
under way.
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Graduate Study Subjects In Science,
Technology, and Society

Summer internships

The Program In Science, Technology,
and Society and the Public Policy Pro-
gram in the Department of Political Sci-
ence jointly offer a special summer in-
ternship in Science and Technology
Policy. This Internship Is designed for
undergraduate students Interested in
Issues of science and technology that
are directly related to the development
of public policies by public sector agen-
cles, public Interest lobbies, advisory
committees, or other advocacy groups.
In addition to participating in the activi-
ties of the Public Policy Program, interns
will attend special seminars and lectures
on science and technology topics.

S.T.S. offers several graduate level sub-
jects jointly with other M.I.T. depart-
ments, but does not yet have a formal
graduate program. Graduate students
who wish to pursue questions relating to
Interactions among science, technology,
and society are encouraged to consult
with S.T.S. faculty members concerning
the variety of arrangements which can
be made to meet their needs and Inter-
ests. Students can participate In re-
search and reading seminars, become
involved in faculty research projects,
and, with departmental permission,
structure a special concentration or
minor in S.T.S. as part of their degree
program. Individually tailored Interde-
partmental degree programs can also
be arranged.

Research Assistantships

A few research assistantships are avail-
able each year to qualified graduate stu-
dents for work under S.T.S. faculty
supervision on projects supported by
the Program.

Inquiries

Additional Information on the Program
may be obtained from the Director's of-
fice, Room 20D-213, M.I.T., cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-4062.

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

STS
100J

STS
101J

STS
110

STS
111

STS
200

STS
201

STS
210

STS
211

STS
212

STS
220

Reading Seminar in Humanities,
Science, and TechnologyI

Reading Seminar in Humanities,
Science, and Technology 11

Special Topics in Science, Technology,
and Society

Special Topics in Science, Technology,
and Society

Science from the Renaissance through
the Enlightenment

History of 19th- and 20th-Century
Science

American Science Since the
1930s

Russian Science and Society

Science and Society in Modern
China

History of Modern Mathematics

STS Topics in the History of
221J Physical Science

STS Emergence and Growth of New
230 Research Fields: A Social

History

STS Understanding the Discovery
231J Process - An Historical

Approach

The Work of the Scientist,
and Its Sources

Biography in Science

History of Technology in
America i; 1787-1876

History of Technology in
America II: 1876-Present

Culture and Technology In
America: the 19th Century

Industrialization and Cultural
Change In 19th-Century
America

STS
240

STS
241

STS
300

STS
301

STS
302

STS
310J
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STS Arms, Power, and the Engineer STS Technological Society and the
320 600 Recovery of "The Natural"

STS Science, Technology, and Society: STS Literature, Ideology, and
400 Problems of innovation 601J Natural Experience in the

STS Value, Choice and Risk in United States

401J Modern Technology STS The Machine: Metaphor,

STS Ethical issues in Science 602 Fact, and Theory

410 and Engineering STS Writing about Work

STS Legal, Ethical, and Scientific 610J
41iJ Issues In the Regulation of STS Seminar on Astronomy and

Dangerous Industries 630J Archaic Mythology

STS Ethics and Technocrats
412J

STS Seminar in Public Interest
413J Science

STS Medicine and Its Critics: A
414 Study of Medical Practices as

a Paradigm for Expert-
Client Relations

STS Computers and People
420

STS Computer Cultures, Computation,
421J and the individual (A)

STS Engineering Design in
430 Social Context

STS Professions
500
STS Modern Social Theory (A)
610J
STS Theories of Technological
811J Society and Politics

STS Technology as a Social
820 Process
ST$ Seminar in Alternative
022 Technology

ST$ Growth and Structure of
830 Urban Environments
STS The World of American Food
840
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Department of Economics

Edgar Cary Brown, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
Head of the Department

Peter Arthur Diamond, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
Associate Head of the Department

Professors

Morris Albert Adelman, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Sidney Stuart Alexander, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Jagdish Natwarlal Bhagwati, Ph.D.
Ford international Professor of
Economics

Robert Lyle Bishop, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Evsoy David Domar, Ph.D.
Ford International Professor of
Economics

Rudiger Dornbusch, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
(Absent)

Richard Samuel Eckaus, Ph.D.
Ford international Professor of
Economics
(Absent, spring)

Stanley Fischer, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
(Absent, fall)

Franklin Marvin Fisher, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Harold Adolph Freeman, S.B.
Professor of Statistics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Ann Fetter Priedlaender, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and Civil
Engineering

Jerry Allen Hausman, D.Phil.
Professor of Economics

Paul Lewis Joskow, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
(Absent)

Charles Poor Kindleberger,
Ph.D., D.H.C.
Ford international Professor of
Economics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Edwin Kuh, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Daniel Little McFadden, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Franco Modigilani, D.Jur.,
D.Soc.Sci., LL.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Economics
and Finance

Charles Andrew Myers, Ph.D.
Professor of industrial Relations
Sloan Fellows Professor of
Management, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Michael Joseph Plore, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
(Absent)

Jerome Rothenberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Paul Anthony Samuelson, Ph.D.,
LL.D., D.Litt., Sc.D.
institute Professor
Professor of Economics

Abraham J. Siegel, Ph.D.
Professor of industrial Relations
Associate Dean, Alfred P. Sloan
School of Management

Christopher Albert Sims, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
(Visiting, fall)

Robert Merton Solow, Ph.D.,
LL.D., D.L.H.
institute Professor
Professor of Economics

Lance J. Taylor, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Economics

Peter Temin, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Lester Carl Thurow, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
and Management
(Absent, fall)

Martin Lawrence Weitzman, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics

Associate Profbseor

William Cody Wheaton, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Economics

Assistant Professors

Henry Stuart Farber, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Jeffrey Earl Harris, M.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Harry Charles Katz, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Robert Bruce Litterrnan, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Eric Stark Maskin, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Marilyn Jo Simon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Lawrence Henry Summers, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

Thomas John Teisberg, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics

instructor

Joseph von Rosthorn Farrell, M.Sc.

Administrative Officer

Idella Lyman Tapley, A.B.

Professors Emeriti

Harold Adolph Freeman, S.B.
Professor of Statistics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Everett Einar Hagen, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and
Political Science, Emeritus

Charles Poor Kindleberger,
Ph.D., D.H.C.
Ford international Professor of
Economics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Charles Andrew Myers, Ph.D.
Professor of Industrial Relations
Sloan Fellows Professor of
Management, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Paul Pigors, Ph.D.
Professor of industrial Relations,
Emeritus

Paul Narcyz Rosenstein-Rodan,
Dr.Rer.Pol.
Professor of Economics, Emeritus
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Department of Economics

Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

Economics, the study of economic In-
stitutIons and systems, is useful in an
intellectual sense because it trains stu-
dents to think carefully and logically
about complex social phenomena and to
bring to bear relevant Information on
them. With such knowledge it is possible
to understand the impact of broad
socioeconomic developments and
policies on economic systems and In-
stitutions as well as the response of
these units to them. The growing
awareness of these interactions on the
part of scientists and engineers makes
the study of economics especially rele-
vant at M.I.T.

Bachelor of Sclence in Economics
Course XIV

The Course leading to the Bachelor of
Science in Economics combines training
in technical economics with opportu-
nities for a broad and balanced under-
graduate education. Students may
select programs that emphasize the
relation of technology to economics by
concentrating their free time In science
and engineering; they may choose pro-
grams that concentrate more heavily on
economics and other social sciences; or
they may undertake to relate economics
to history, philosophy, or literature. The
successful completion of the degree
prepares students for study in
economics, industrial relations, business
administration, law, and related fields, or
for careers in teaching, government,
research, unions, and business.

The alms of the degree program are
threefold: to give students a firm
grounding In modern economic theory;
to provide a basic descriptive knowl-
edge of the US and world economy; and
to develop in students the capability for
quantitative research and independent
thought. These alms roughly corres-
pond to the requirements of theory,
electives, statistics, and research.

Master of Science in Boonomlos

The majority of graduate students in the
Department are doctoral candidates.
Under special circumstances, however,
admission may be granted to candidates
seeking the Master of Science. The
general requirements for the S.M. are
given In Chapter IV of this catalogue.

Doctor of Philosophy

A candidate for the doctorate must
1) demonstrate a mastery of five fields of
study, one of which is economic theory,
both micro- and macro-; 2) achieve a
specified level of competence in eco-
nomic history and econometrics; 3) sub-
mit and defend a dissertation that repre-
sents a contribution to knowledge; and
4) be in residence for a minimum of two
years. Three of the five fields, including
economic theory, are covered by the
General Examination. Two minor fields
may be satisfied by one year of course
work. The four major and minor elective
fields may be chosen from advanced
economic theory, monetary economics,
fiscal economics, Industrial organiza-
tion, transportation, international
economics, economic development,
Russian and Soviet economics, com-
parative economic systems, urban
economics, labor economics, economic
history, statistics and econometrics,
transportation economics, human
resources and the income distribution,
and (given outside the Department)
finance and operations research.

No stated number of graduate subjects
in the Department is required. However,
the candidate ordinarily needs two full
academic years of study to prepare ade-
quately for the General Examination and
to meet the other pre-thesis require-
ments. The doctoral thesis must be writ-
ten in residence; as a rule, it represents
at least one year's research. The Depart-
ment has no general foreign language
requirements.
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Subjects In Economics

Students interested in developing pro-
fessional competence in economics and
planning problems of the city may elect
an interdepartmental program In the
Departments of Economics and
Urban Studies and Planning. Depending
on background, candidates can expect
two and one-half academic years of
work to prepare for the General
Examination.

Teaching and Research Assistantships

A limited number of students are
supported by teaching and research
assistantships. Typically, these appoint-
ments are available only to students who
have passed their general examinations,
but In special circumstances, research
assistantships may be held by second-
year students.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

The Department specifies the following
prerequisites for graduate study in
economics: one full year of college
mathematics, including at least one term
of calculus; one full year of college work
in science; at least six term subjects In
English, history, and other humanities or
social science subjects (not In the candi-
date's own professional field) equiv-
alent to those included in the under-
graduate curriculum at M.I.T.; and an
appreciable number of professional
subjects in economics for those
qualified students who have majored in
fields other than economics. A student
whose deficiencies are of minor extent
may be permitted graduate registration
while taking appropriate subjects to
remove them.

Inquiries

Additional Information concerning aca-
demic programs in the Department, ad-
missions, financial aid, etc. may be ob-
tained by writing to Professor Robert L.
Bishop, M.I.T., Room E52-344,
50 Memorial Drive, Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 253-6181.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students

14.U.R. Undergraduate Research
14.01 Economic Principles I
14.014J Engineering Aspects of

Economic Analysis
14.02 Economic Principles ||
14.03 Applied Microeconomics
14.04 Intermediate Microeconomic Theory
14.05 Current Economic Problems
14.06 Intermediate Macroeconomic

Theory
14.07 History of Economic Thought
14.09 Reading Seminar in Economics
14.101 Mathematics for Economists
14.102 Mathematics for Economists
14.11 Mathematical Economics
14.120 Microeconomic Theory (A)
14.121 Microeconomic Theory 1(A)
14.122 Microeconomic Theory 11 (A)
14.123 Microeconomic Theory Ill (A)
14.124 Microeconomic Theory IV (A)
14.132 Schools of Economic Thought (A)
14.141 General Equilibrium Theory (A)
14.142 Mathematical Optimization and

Economic Theory (A)
14.143 Advanced Theory of the

Market (A)
14.144 Applied Price Theory (A)
14.145 Economics of Uncertainty (A)
14.146 Social Choice Theory (A)
14.147 Economic Applications of

Game Theory (A)
14.148 Advanced Topics in

Microeconomic Theory (A)
14.149 Advanced Topics in

Microeconomic Theory (A)
14.151 Mathematical Approac. to

Economics (A)
14.191 Economics Seminar (A)
14.192 Economics Seminar (A)
14.193 Seminar: Topics in Economics (A)
14.194 Seminar: Topics in Economics (A)
14.195 Reading Seminar in Economics (A)
14.196 Reading Seminar In Economics (A)
14.197 First-Year Graduate

Seminar (A)

bow 1111i
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14.198. Teaching introductory
14.199 Economics
14.20 Industrial Organization and

Public Policy
14.21J Health Economics
14.22 Energy Economics
14.24 Law and Economics
14.271 Problems in industrial

Economics (A)
14.272 Government Regulation of

Industry (A)
14.281 The Energy Industries
14.291 Industrial Economics Seminar (A)
14.292 Industrial Economics Seminar (A)
14.30 Introduction to Statistical Method

in Economics
14.31 Econometrics
14.381 Statistical Method in Economics
14.382 Econometrics I (A)
14.383 Econometrics 11 (A)
14.386 Advanced Topics in

Econometrics (A)
14.388 Applied Econometrics (A)
14.389 Econometrics Paper (A)
14.39 Economic Research Seminar
14.391 Workshop In Economic Research

(A)
14.392 Workshop in Economic Research

(A)
14.40 Monetary and Banking Policy
14.41J Distribution of Income and

Employment Opportunity
14.42 Economics of Pollution
14.43 Public Finance
14.451 Macroeconomic Theory I (A)
14.482 Macroeconomic Theory 11 (A)
14.453 Macroeconomic Theory iII (A)
14.454 Macroeconomic Theory IV (A)
14.408 Advanced Topics in

Macroeconomic Theory (A)
14.459 Advanced Topics in

Macroeconomic Theory (A)
14.462 Monetary Economics I (A)
14.463 Monetary Economics 11 (A)
14.471 Fiscal Theory I (A)
14.472 Fiscal Theory 11(A)
14.473 Government Decision Theory (A)
14.474 Fiscal Economics III (A)
14.475 Fiscal Federalism and Local

Government Economics (A)
14.476 Social insurance (A)
14.477 Quantitative Fiscal Analysis (A)
14.478 Tax institutions and

Policy (A)
14.482 income Distribution Economics (A)

14.50 State and Local Government
Finance

14.51J Urban Economics
14.52 Economics of the Soviet Union and

China
14.53 Comparative Economic Systems
14.54 International Trade
14.572 Regional Economic Analysis (A)
14.573J Urban Economic Analysis I (A)
14.574J Urban Economic Analysis 11 (A)
14.576J Topics in Transportation

Economics (A)
14.581 international Economics I (A)
14.582 International Economics 11 (A)
14.63 Labor in Industrial Society
14.64 Labor Economics and Public Policy
14.671J Labor Economics (A)
14.672J Public Policy on Employment and

Industrial Relations (A)
14.674J Comparative Systems of Industrial

Relations and Human Resource
Development (A)

14.691J Research Seminar in industrial
Relations (A)

14.692J Research Seminar in Industrial
Relations (A)

14.71 Economic History
14.731 American Economic History (A)
14.732 Problems in Russian Economic

History (A)
14.733 European Economic History (A)
14.734 Problems in Economic History (A)
14.74 Economic Growth and Development
14.771 Problems of Economic

Development (A)
14.772 Theory of Economic Development

(A)
14.775J Economics of World Food (A)
14.776 Theory and Problems of

Economic Development (A)
14.781J Political Economy: Theories of

the State and the Economy (A)
14.782 Capitalism, Socialism and

Growth (A)
14.783 Theory of Central Planning (A)
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Richard Lee Cartwright, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy
Assoolate Chairman of the Faculty
Acting Head of the Department

Pauline Maler, Ph.D.
Professor of History
Acting Associate Head
of the Department

Professors

Elizabeth Bishop
Professor of Writing
(Visiting, fall)

Richard Mateer Douglas, Ph.D.
Prefessor of History

Martin Dyck, Ph.D.
Professor of German and
Literature

David Mayer Epstein, Ph.D.
Professor of Music
Conductor of the M.I.T.
Symphony Orchestra

Joseph Dee Everingham, M.A.
Professor of Literature

Robert Michael Fogelson, Ph.D.
Professor of History and
City Planning

Albert Ramsdell Gurney, Jr.,
M.F.A.
Professor of Literature

Harold John Hanham, Ph.D.
Professor of History and
Political Science
Dean, School of Humanities
and Social Science

James Wesley Harris, Ph.D.
Professor of Spanish and
Linguistics

Robert Emmet Jones, Ph.D.
Professor of French and
Humanities

Louis Kampf, B.A.
Professor of Literature

Alvin Charles Kibel, Ph.D.
Professor of Literature
(Absent)

Andor Andras Kovach, M.A.
Professor of Music
Composer in Residence
(Visiting)

Robert Ellsworth MacMaster,
Ph..
Professor of History and Literature

Thomas Henry Donald Mahoney,
Ph.D.
Professor of History
(Absent, spring)

Bruce Maulish, Ph.D.
Professor of History
(Absent)

Wayne O'Nell, Ph.D.
Professor of Literature

Krystyna Pomorska, Ph.D.
Professor of Russian and
Literature

Harald Anton Thrap Olsen Reiche,
Ph.D
Professor of Classics and
Philosophy

Robert Irwin Rotberg, D.Phil.
Professor of History and Political
Science

Merritt Roe Smith, Ph.D.
Professor of the History
of Technology

Barry Bernard Spacks, M.A.
Professor of Literature
(Absent)

Assoclate Professors

Jeanne S. Bamberger, M.A.
Associate Professor of Education
and Music

John La Bolteaux Buttrick, M.S.
Associate Professor of Music

Elableta Ettinger Chodakowska,
Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Writing

Catherine Vakar Chvany, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Russian

Martin Diskin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Anthropology

Peter Samuel Donaldson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Literature

Stephen Erdely, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Music
Director of Music

John Harbison, M.F.A.
Associate Professor of Music

James Howe, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anthropology

Jean Elizabeth Jackson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anthropology

Arthur Daniel Kaledin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History and
American Studies

Heather Nan Lechtman, M.A.
Associate Professor of Archaeology
and Ancient Technology
Director, Center for Materials
Research in Archaeology and
Ethnology

Travis Rhodes Merritt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Literature

David Bird Ralston, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
(Absent)

Margery Resnick, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Spanish
Director of Modern Languages

Emma Rothschild, B.A.
Associate Professor of Technology,
Society and Rhetoric
Director, Writing Program

Arthur Steinberg, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Archaeology

Irene Tayler, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
of Literature

Marcus Aurelius Thompson, D.M.A.
Associate Professor of Music

David Thorburn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
of Literature

Edward B. Turk, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of French
(Absent, spring)

Barry Lloyd Vercos, D.M.A.
Associate Professor of Music

Ellen Voigt, M.F.A.
Associate Professor of Poetry

William Braasch Watson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History

Assistant Professors

Timothy Charles Aarest, D.M.A.
Assistant Professor of Music

A. Julia Allssandratos, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Russian

Alan D. Brinkley, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History

Isabelle do Courtivron, Ph.D.
Assisfant Professor of French

Kathryn J. Crocellus, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of French

David Dollenmayer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of German

Martin Dennis Farren, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Music

Elizabeth Garrels, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Spanish

A. Rae Goodell, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Science
Writing

Frederick Hodgson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of French

Amy Lang, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Literature

Monroe H. Little, Jr., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of History
(Absent, fall)

James Paradis, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Technical
Communication
(Absent, spring)

Ruth Perry, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Literature

Thomas Postlewait, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Writing

Jay Rosellini, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of German

Robert N. Scanlan, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Drama
and Theatre Arts

Stephen James Tapecott, Ph.D.
AssIstant Professor of Literature
(Absent, spring)

Wilma Elaine Wetterstrom, Ph.D.,
Assistant Professor of Anthropology
and Archaeology
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John Wilkes, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Science
Writing and Technical Writing

Wilburn Williams, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Literature

Senier Lecturer

Claire Jeanne Kramsch, M.A.
Senior Lecturer In German

Lecturers in English
as a Foreign Language

Kathy Irving, M.A.
Abeile Mason, M.A.
Linda S. Sibley, Ph.D.

Lecturer in German

lise K. Evans, M.A.

Lecturer in Russian

George Kostich, Ph.D.

Lecturer in Humanities

Robert A. Pin, Ph.D.

Lecturer in Literature

Susan E. Linville, Ph.D.

Lecturers in Music

Edward Cohen, M.A.

John Cook, Mus.S.
Institute Organist

Adrianus Johanes Maria Houtsma,
Ph.D.

Mellssa Howe, M.M.

John SOliver, M.Mus.
Director of M.I.T. Choral Society

Lecturers in Writing

Robin Becker, M.A.
David Breakstone, M.A,
Barbara Hartmann, Ph.D.
John Kirsch, A.S.
Kenneth Skier, BS..
Lee Warren, Ph.D.

Instructors

Susan Dickman, M.A.
Gilberte Furstenberg, M.A.
Michael Geisler
David Halperin, M.A.
Stuart Johnson, M.A.
Katherine Paszkolovits, M.A.
Gladys Varona-Lacey, M.A.

Administrative Officer

Marjorie Stern Lucker, A.B.

Director, Language Laboratory

Ruth Trometer, BA.

Professors Emeriti

Howard Russell Bartlett, B.S.,
A.M.
Professor of History, Emeritus

Lynwood Slivester Bryant, A.M.
Professor of History and
American Studies, Emeritus

Margaret Zaroodny Freeman, .M.
Associate Professor of Russian,
Emerita

William Chace Greene, M.A.
Professor of Literature, Emeritus

Edward Neal Hartley, A.M.
Professor of History, Emeritus
institute Archivist, Emeritus

Richard Felix Koch, A.M.
Assistant Professor of Modern
Languages, Emeritus

Roy Lamson, Ph.D.
Class of 1922 Professor of
Literature, Emeritus
Special Assistant to the President
for the Arts

Klaus tlepmann
Professor of Music, Emeritus
Director of Music, Emeritus

Robert Reynolds Rathbone, A.M.
Professor of Technical
Communication, Emeritus

Cyril Stanley Smith, So.D.
institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of the History of Science
and Technology, Emeritus
Professor of Metallurgy, Emeritus

Theodore Wood, Jr., A.M.
Professor of Literature and American
Studies, Emeritus

Robert Smith Woodbury, B.S.,
A.M.
Professor of the History of
Technology, Emeritus
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Department of Humanities

The Department of Humanities provides
substantial curricula In anthropology/
archaeology, foreign languages and lit-
eratures, history, literature, music, and
writing, as well as special programs In
American studies, Russian studies, the
Western tradition, ancient and medieval
studies, and drama. In view of M.I.T.'s
particular educational character, the
Humanities faculty is committed to
complementary objectives: to affirm and
sustain the distinctiveness of humanistic
study in itself as an indispensable ele-
ment in a whole education; and to ex-
plore opportunities for productive inter-
action with scientific and technical discl-
plines. These alms are reflected in the
variety and depth of the subject offering.

As indicated in the descriptive sum-
maries below, all of the programs in or
associated with the Department provide
subjects which help to satisfy the in-
stitute Requirement in Humanities, Arts,
and Social Sciences; most include Dis-
tribution Subjects and Fields of Concen-
tration which meet the principal terms of
that Requirement; several are available
as undergraduate degree programs in
Course XXI, either in combination with
Engineering or Science curricula (XXI-A,
XXI-B, 1) or as full majors (XXI-B, 2).

Anthropology/Archaeology

Distribution Subjects
Pleld of Concentration
Major Programs: XXI-A; XXI-, 11
XXI.S, 2

Anthropology studies human beings and
their great diversity in adapting to
physical and social environments. While
the discipline Is Interested in humankind
as a biological species, its tools and
technology, Its languages, modes of or-
ganizations, ideas, religion, politics, and
many other aspects, it is rooted in the
notion that human creativity responds to
these circumstances through the use of
culture. it may be said, then, that anthro-
pology Is the study of culture. The ar-

chasological emphasis examines human
cultures over long time periods, mainly
through the study of material remains.
The cultural anthropological perspective
draws ite materials from the direct study
of contemporary peoples living in a wide
range of circumstances, from peasant
villagers, tropical forest hunters and
gatherers, to urban populations In the
US.

The Anthropology/Archaeology Pro-
gram at M.I.T. offers students a broad
exposure to the field. At the same time,
the specialized research Interests of its
faculty permit students greater depth in
certain areas. Members of the staff
teach and conduct research on social
and political organization, ecology,
technology, and symbolic systems. Area
Interests tend to concentrate on studies
of the New World, both highland
cultures of Mexico and Peru as well as
cultures of the tropical forest region of
South and Central America. This focus
includes contemporary groups and the
ancient civilizations of the Andee and
Mesoamerica. In addition, civilizations of
the Mediterranean and ancient Near
East are studied, particularly through
their technological achievements.

Two fields of interest currently are being
developed in collaboration with col-
leagues and students of other depart-
ments. One involves the study of the
technological aspect of ancient cultures
and is carried out together with col-
leagues in the Department of Materials
Science and Engineering. The other
deals with cross-cultural studies of nutri-
tion in conjunction with the Department
of Nutrition and Food Science, in both of
these areas there are ongoing research
projects in which students may partici-
pate by arrangement with the appropri-
ate faculty members.

Foreign Languages and
Literatures

Distribution Subjects
Pield of Concentration
Major Programs: XXI-A; XXI-B, 1;
XXI-I, 2

The Foreign Languages and Literatures
Section offers a variety of programs.
There are subject sequences In French,
German, Greek, Russian, Spanish lan-
guage and literature taught in the
original; a subject sequence on litera-
ture taught in English translation; and a
comprehensive program In English as a
second language.

The study of a foreign language
broadens one's cultural perspective,
sharpens awareness of use and mean-
Ing of words in our own language, and
Increases one's range of expression. At
M.I.T., students have the opportunity to
bring their knowledge of a foreign lan-
guage to the level at which they can not
only speak fluently, but also read with
pleasure. This skill, if preserved through
use, will be an intellectual and personal
asset throughout a lifetime, no matter
what career a student pursues.

in the programs at M.I.T., Introductory
subjects aim to familiarize students with
the basic principles of the language in
both its spoken and written forms. In-
struction includes reading of appropri-
ate texts, practice in writing, and an in-
troduction to the culture of the countries
where the language Is spoken. The inter-
mediate level provides for review and
refinement of grammar, study of more
difficult reading matter with cultural and
literary content, and compositions and
discussions In the foreign language
based on the reading material. Ad-
vanced subjects conducted In the
foreign language stress analysis of the
form and content of the literature and
study of the culture and civilization of
each country. A well-equIpped language
laboratory facilitates language learning.



History, Literature

Subjects in literature in translation make
available in English great works from
foreign literatures. These subjects
enable students who do not know the
original language to experience new
avenues of thought, vision, and feeling.
Although these subjects are given in
English, students with a reading knowl-
edge of a specific language will be en-
couraged to read works in the original.
Courses in this sequence range from
broad introductory subjects to more
specific aspects of literary study.

Students may concentrate in any field of
language and literatures. With respect to
concentrations which include Foreign
Language subjects, students should
note that only subjects not lower than
fourth-term language can be counted.
Programs should be arranged on an
Individual basis In consultation with a
designated advisor.

Major programs are offered (XXI-A,
XXI-B, 1, XXI-B, 2) in French, German,
Russian, and Spanish.

History

Distribution Subjects
Plaid of Concentration
Major Programs: XXI-A; XXI-B, 1;
XXI-, 2

Simply stated, history Is the study of the
recorded past - an accounting of
human endeavor organized by period or
by place. In fact, a compelling interest in
the past almost always has been linked
to a concern for the present, a shared
sense of the need to reexamine contem-
porary values in terms of both continuity
and change. The history curriculum at
M.I.T., where technological and scientific
change Is so much stressed, is tailored
to the study of transformations in socl-
ety, especially modern society. The alm
is to place the modern world in historical
perspective; to show the scope of social
afnd economic transformation in the re-

cent past; and to reflect on the fate of
humane and ethical concerns within the
context of technological imperatives. An
effort I made to point out the role of
traditional assumptions In present day
politics, society, and culture; and to im-
part the skills needed to articulate this
knowledge effectively.

The curriculum is centered in but not
limited to modern American and Euro-
pean history, and is designed in
sequence to encourage learning In pro-
gressively greater depth and complexity.
in European history, for example, the of-
fering Includes a series of basic subjects
which deal broadly and comparatively
with specific historical periods; a series
of subjects in national histories which
stress particular Institutional and
cultural traditions; and a group of more
advanced subjects which deal with the
same material in terms of a single
topical or methodological approach.
The goal of such a program is solid
grounding In historical fundamentals, as
well as an exposure to specialized tech-
niques of historical analysis. The Ameri-
can history program Is constructed
along the same lines, and there also are
subjects In the history of non-Western
areas which stress their links to the
values and technology of the indus-
trialized world. Such a program provides
a coherent Concentration for the
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences
Requirement or a major in history in
Course XXI. For history majors (XXI-A,
XXI-B, 1, XXi-B, 2) the program is further
enriched by tutorial work in historical
methods, and an original research thesis
closely supervised by a faculty member.

Literature

Distribution Subjects
Field of Concentration
Major Programs: XXI-A; XXI-B, 1,
XXI-S, 2

The curriculum in literary studies at
M.I.T., extensively revised for 1979-80,
has a double intent. First, it alms to meet
the interests of the general student, who
may be drawn to literary study only once
or twice in his or her career at the in-
stitute. Second, It provides a rich pro-
gram of study for students concentrating
or majoring in literature. To an extent
unusual in an undergraduate program,
the curriculum lays emphasis on
interdisciplinary approaches to literary
texts and on theoretical, generic, and
thematic subjects that range across
geographical and historical boundaries.

The literature offering is strong In Ameri-
can and modern subjects and in the
diversity of its Humanities Distribution
subjects. In 1979-80, subjects in film, the
American novel, and American poetry
will be offered for Humanities Distribu-
tion credit for the first time.

The curriculum is arranged in three
categories or tiers: 1) Introductory
subjects focus on major literary texts
grouped in broad historical and generic
sequences and specifically designed for
students who want literary subjects for
Humanities Distribution and also for stu-
dents preparing for more advanced
work in literature. 2) Intermediate sub-
jects, some limited to students who have
taken introductory subjects, explore
literary forms in greater depth and in a
somewhat more restricted range than
subjects in the introductory tier and lay
special emphasis on the shaping force
of particular cultures and historical
periods. 3) Seminars are restricted to
students who have taken at least two
previous subjects in literature and de-
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School of Humanities and Social Science
Music, The Writing Program

mand considerable independent work,
such as oral reports and other special
projects. Enrollment in seminars is
strictly limited to a maximum of 12
students.

Concentration programs In literature,
meeting the Institute Requirement in
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences,
are available In a variety of combinations
tailored to Individual interests. The Liter-
ature Major, consistently recognized by
professional and graduate schools as a
desirable preparation, is offered both in
combination with curricula In Engineer-
Ing or Science (XXI-A and XXI-B, 1) and
in a more Intensive version (XXi-B, 2).

Music

Distribution Subjects
Field of Concentration
Major Programs: XXi-A; XXi-B, 1;
XXI'S, 2

The Music Section offers a broad range
of opportunities to experience and ex-
plore the field of music. A variety of sub-
jects ranging from period and composer
surveys to electronic music composition
make up the subject offerings, with
music theory and history forming the
nucleus of study.

A symphony orchestra, choral groups,
concert and jazz bands, and chamber
music groups are an important part of
M.I.T.'s cultural life and equally impor-
tant to the music student's development
no matter what his or her technical profI-
clency. Academic credit Is available for
some performance-related subjects.

The music faculty comprises pro-
fessional composers, performers,
historians, and theorists, whose In-
dividual interest in the confluence of
history, theory, and performance is
central to an integrated music program.

A full major in music is available under
Course XXI-B, 2. For students Interested
in combining the study of engineering
or science with humanities, degree pro-
grams in Course XXI-A and XXI-B, 1
provide the opportunity to pursue
special interests. Students wishing to
enroll in any of these degree programs
should present a proposal for a course
of study to the Music Section no later
than the beginning of their junior year.

The Writing Program

Distribution Subjects
Fleid of Concentration
Major Programs: XXi-A; XXI-3, 1;
XXI-i, 2

The M.I.T. Writing Program provides
students at the Institute opportunity to
experiment with possibilities of writing
as a craft and as a means of self-
expression. The Program helps prepare
students to communicate forcefully and
clearly the results of their work to mem-
bers of their professions and to larger
audiences. All subjects In the Program's
three categories - creative writing in
poetry and fiction, essay writing, and
science and technical writing -
emphasize the development of writing
skills and strategies. Some subjects, in-
cluding those at advanced levels and
those offered for distribution, require
substantial reading in a specified field or
topic.

Some Writing Program subjects are
tightly organized for students who want
the discipline of directed study, while
other subjects are structured to enable a
student to follow his or her own initiative
In selecting writing topics and forms of
expression. In both kinds of classes,
however, the student's writing receives
considerable attention, advice, and on-
couragement. Many of the classes follow
a workshop or seminar mnethod.

Students may concentrate in Writing by
selecting a program of four subjects.
Concentrations may be developed in
science and technical writing, essay
writing, and in poetry or fiction. Writing
Majors are designed so that students
with a strong interest in writing may
receive credit for a course of study
which will be of use to them profession-
ally as writers or as scientists and engi-
neers whose writing Is an important ele-
ment of their careers. The Course XXI-A
and 8, 1, Option One Writing Majors re-
quire a combination of subjects in sci-
ence or engineering, writing, and a re-
lated field of humanities or social sci-
ence. A thesis also is required,

The Course XXI-8, 2 major in Writing
and Literature is being revised, and stu-
dents should contact the Course XXI Of-
fice and the Writing Program Office for
information. Subjects in the Writing Pro-
gram also may be used as one of the
components of Course XXI-A and
XXI-B, 1, Option Two.
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American Studies, Russian Studies, Drama Program

Special and Interdisciplinary
Programs

American Studies

Distribution Subjects
Concentration by Special Arrangement
Major Programs: XXI-A; XXI-B, I

American Studies at M.I.T. offers under-
graduates the opportunity to organize
subjects from various disciplines into
coherent Interdisciplinary programs, as
a way of exploring different approaches
to the study of society and culture and of
gaining an Integrated understanding of
American society. By special arrange-
ment, students can concentrate in
American Studies in partial fulfillment of
the Institute Requirement in Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences; students who
want this Concentration should consult
first with the directors of Course XXI,
Room 14N-305. Students can major in
American Studies as part of the dual
degree programs (Course XXI-A and
Course XXI-B, 1) In the Department of
Humanities. Both concentrators and ma-
jors will be referred to an American
Studies advisor to work out a coherent
and integrated program of study. Amer-
loan Studies Is essentially a humanistic
program. Concentrators are asked to
take at least one subject in American lit-
orature and one in American history.
Majors are asked to take at least two
subjects in each of these fields. Other
American Studies subjects may be
drawn from the list of subjects offered
outside the Department of Humanities.

Russian Studies

Distribution Subjects
Concentration by Special Arrangement
Major Programs: XXI-A; XXi-B, I

and the culture of a significant area of
the world, this interdisciplinary and
interdepartmental program is designed
to make possible concrete exploration
of important concerns of modern
society, Including tradition and
radicalism; rural versus urban life; the
place of imagination In historical
change; Industrialization, technology,
and the expressivistic modern sen-
sibility; and humanism and terror. The
program may be used selectively (all
students should make some study of
history or politics together with some of
literature) to fulfill the Concentration
component of the Institute Requirement
in Humanities, Arts, and Social Sci-
ences. Students desiring this four-
subject Concentration should consult
first with the directors of Course XXI,
Room 14N-305. Russian Studies Is also
available as a major in Programs XXI-A
and XXI-B, 1. Readings and classes in all
subjects are in English. Study of the
Russian language is encouraged, how-
ever. Students may arrange language
credits within the program and use their
Russian within the subjects.

Drama Program

Distribution Subject
Pield of Concentration

The Drama Program offers an opportu-
nity for the serious study of dramatic lit-
erature based on practical experience
acquired through the production of
plays in the theatre. Students concen-
trating in drama are asked to divide their
studies between subjects which explore
the various forms and the traditional
masterpieces of the drama throughout
the ages, from the Greeks to the pres-
ent, and theatre or dance practicum
subjects that involve direct participation

in various aspects of actual productions
mounted in the Kresge Little Theatre.
The program is thus coordinated with
the activities of the M.I.T. Dramashop
and the Dance Workshop where stu-
dents work and study with a professional
staff who teach directing, acting,
choreography, dance, aesthetics, scene
design, costume design, stage lighting,
makeup arts, and general scenecraft.
Projects In the Dramashop are inte-
grated with course work in the Literature
Section of the Department of Human-
Itles, where the thematic and literary
content of the drama Is discussed in the
light of specific problems met and over-
come in the process of mounting the
plays in a theatre.

The object of the program is to deepen
the student's knowledge of drama and
performance and of its function within
the society by exposing the student to
the full range of theatre experience.
Workshops In acting techniques, ele-
ments of dance, playwrIghting, and ex-
perimental techniques are encouraged
to supplement both the formal full-scale
Dramashop productions and the more
strictly literary reading subjects. Ul-
timately, the student should learn to
recognize the theatre for what it has
always been at its best: our culture's
traditional laboratory of human motiva-
tion and character, a dynamic focal
point within the community where our
self-knowledge is tested and displayed.

Three subjects are required for a con-
centration in drama. Two must be
chosen from the various literature offer-
ings which concentrate on surveys of
dramatic literature, theatre history, or
specific major playwrights or dramatic
movements. The other must be chosen
from the available range of practical
theatre arts courses in the curriculum.
Each individual program Is to be
arranged in consultation with a field ad-
visor. For information, please contact
Professor Robert N. Scanlan, Room
W16-018, (617) 253-2908.
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The Western Tradition, Anolent and Medieval Studies, Cambridge Humanities Seminar

Associated Program

The Western Tradition: Issues
and Texts

Distribution Subjects
Field of Conoentration

This interdisciplinary program of the De-
partment of Humanities offers subjects
In major texts and issues in the intellec-
tual and cultural traditions of the West.
The subjects offered form a chrono-
logical sequence and include: the Bible,
Greeks, Romans, the Medieval Period,
the Renaissance, the Enlightenment,
and the Modern Period. Our faculty Is
drawn from various fields (next year
from History, Literature, Foreign Lan-
guages and Literatures, and Anthropol-
ogy and Archaeology). Texts are drawn
from literature, philosophy, and history
as well as other fields, and the approach
to them is non-specialist: Some experl-
once of the historical method, the pro-
cedures of logic, and the tools of literary
criticism occurs, but the emphasis is on
first-hand encounter with the texts them-
selves. All subjects stress careful
reading, and try, through directed dis-
cussion and attention to written work, to
promote habits of perception and judg-
ment, and to raise the question of
cultural continuity: What is our own rela-
tion to the traditions of the Western
past? Any one of these subjects may be
used for Distribution. The Western
Tradition is also a Field of Concentra-
tion. The Field Advisor is Professor
Peter Donaldson.

Ancient and Medieval
Studies

Distribution Subjects
Field of Concentration

Through a wide variety of subjects
drawn from a number of disciplines,
this program provides a curricular
framework for exploring topics in an-
cient and medieval studies which range
from the history of Ideas and institutions
to that of material artifacts, literature,
and certain of the original languages.
The chronological span of the program
includes the 6,500 years between 5000
BC and 1350 AD.

The goal of this program is to develop
knowledge and understanding of the
more distant past both for itself, in its
uniqueness, and as an object of
specifically modern questions and
methods of Inquiry. We are interested in
the structure of institutions and social
systems, and in relationships among the
social order and learned traditions,
values, ideologies, and ideas. Ancient
and medieval studies derive a special
claim to our interest from the fact that
the record is so full and multiform and
that much of it is of exceptionally high
quality In substance and in form.

The concentration requirement consists
of four subjects, at least one of which is
to be taken in the medieval period by
students whose focus Is to be the An-
cient World, or one in the ancient period
by those whose focus Is the Middle
Ages. In either case, however, Individual
programs are to be determined by Indi-
vidual interest in consultation with one of
the field advisors.

Students doing part of their concentra-
tion and/or distribution requirements in
Greek are expected to take a minimum
of two additional subjects in other parts
of the program for concentration.

The Cambridge Humanities
Seminar

The Cambridge Humanities Seminar Is a
collaborative effort by universities in the
Boston-Cambridge area to enrich and
diversify their interdisciplInary offerings
In the humanities at an advanced level.
The program is centered at M.I.T. and
offers subjects to students in the
humanities at participating universities
during the last two years of under-
graduate and the first two years of grad-
uate work In an area of scholarship
periodically determined by its member.
ship. The program currently Involves
faculty in literature, history, philosophy,
and fine arts. Its current subject is the
idea of the past as it plays a role In the
study of various cultural activities. All
subjects have limited enrollment. For
further Information please contact
Professor Alvin C. Kibel, Room 14N-338,
(617) 253-3581.
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Degree Program
Requirements

Bachelor of Science In Humanities and
Engineering
Course XXI-A; and
Bachelor of Science In Humanities and
Science
Course XXI-I, Program I

The major programs available under
Courses XXI-A and XXI-B, 1 enable the
student to combine humanistic studies
with work in science or engineering,
providing an educational experience of
unusual scope and balance. There are
two distinct paths by which the require-
ments for these degrees may be met.

Option One: In this version, groups of
subjects from the humanistic and tech-
nical areas are conjoined In such a way
as to emphasize centrally the basic com-
mand of each discipline, with or without
an understood complementarity be-
tween them. One part is a selection from
the undergraduate degree curriculum of
a science or engineering department, or
the Department of Psychology, usually
omitting subjects of a more advanced or
specialized nature. The other part con-
slats of subjects in some field of the
humanities, chosen by the student in
consultation with a faculty advisor from
one of the various disciplines of the De-
partment of Humanities. Fields available
Include: Literature; Foreign Languages
and Literatures (in French, German,
Russian, or Spanish); History; Anthro-
pology/Archaeology; Music; American
Studies; Russian Studies; and Writing. A
senior thesis (or, In some fields, a
general examination) is required of all
students In Option One.

Graduates of this option have gone on to
advanced study in the humanities, engi-
neering, and science, and into such
professions as teaching, law, business,
and medicine.

Option Two: This program is intended to
integrate rigorous study in science or
engineering with a systematic under-
standing of areas of humanistic knowl-
edge. It offers a broad undergraduate
eduction for students who are con-
cerned with the social and cultural
dimensions of science and technology
and who plan to pursue careers in such
fields as science, engineering, medicine,
law, and management. Students In the
program will be prepared for advanced
work In technical and humanistic fields
and in fields requiring a grasp of the
relationship between the two kinds of
knowledge.

Option Two is administered by the De-
partment of Humanities In conjunction
with faculty from the Program in Sci-
ence, Technology, and Society. Stu-
dents enrolled in the major are expected
to acquire a solid foundation in the prac-
tice of science or engineering, to pursue
a coherent sequence of humanistic sub-
jects, and to Integrate their humanistic
and technical Interests through a pro-
gram of core subjects.

Two Reading Seminars, normally taken
in either the sophomore or the junior
year, provide a focus for the program's
interdisciplinary orientation and a
shared Intellectual experience for all of
Its members. In addition, students are
asked to take at least two subjects
specifically chosen to increase their dis-
cIplined understanding of the relations
between technical and humanistic fields
of study. The remaining element In this
program consists of a planned group of
10 electives centered around the stu-
dent's individual interests.

Bachelor of Sclence in Humanities and
Science
Course XXI-B, Program 2

This program provides a full major In
Foreign Languages and Literatures,
History, Literature, Anthropology/
Archaeology, Music, or Writing and
Literature. Like XXI-A and XXI-B, 1, the
program is based on the regular in-
stitute requirements, but provides an
opportunity to pursue a particular
humanistic discipline in greater range
and depth than do the other two pro-
grams. The required curriculum consists
ordinarily of eight to ten subjects in a
chosen field plus four subjects from a
related field of humanities, social sci-
ence, foreign literatures, linguistics, or
visual arts. A generous number of elec-
tives makes It possible to continue work
In science, engineering, humanities, or
other fields, allowing students to In-
crease their concentration in the chosen
major discipline or to broaden intellec-
tual interests by studies in fields outside
the major program. Depending on the
field of specialization, requirements may
Include seminars devoted to advanced
study in the junior and senior years, and
a thesis or general examination in the
fourth year. Faculty counselors In each
of the disciplines help students to
arrange programs suitable to both their
main lines of interest and future profes-
sional objectives.

Inquiries

Additional information concerning aca-
demic programs In the Department may
be obtained from Professors Travis R.
Merritt and Louis L. Bucciareill, the
Directors of Course XXI, Room 14N-305,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-4446.
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Subjects in Humanities

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

21.U.R. Research in Humanities
21.Th.U. Undergraduate Thesis In

Humanities
21.Ex Humanities General Examination

Literature
21.001 Literature I
21.003 Introduction to Fiction
21.004 Major Poets, English

and American
21.005 Introduction to Drama
21.006 Introduction to American

Literature
21.007 Forms of Western Narrative
21.009 Shakespeare
21.021 Comedy
21.022 Tragedy
21.023 The Short Story
21.024 Autobiography
21.027 Utopian Literature
21.030 Studies in Popular

Narrative
21.031 The Film Experience
21.032 American Television: A

Cultural History
21.039 Fraternity In Literature
21.040 Literature by Women
21.041 Women In Literature
21.045J Philosophy of the Arts
21.046 Literature and History in

Europe after the Industrial
Revolution

21.060 Medieval Literature
21.061 Chaucer
21.063 Renaissance Literature: Magic

and the Arts of
Government

21.064 English Renaissance Poetry:
Wyatt to Milton

21.070 Eighteenth-Century Literature
21.071 Major English Novels
21.076 English Romantic Poetry
21.078 The Realistic Novel
21.079 Modern Russian Literature

and its Historical
Structure

21.080 Dostoevsky, Tolstol, Chekhov:
Russia and the Modern
Age

21.084 Victorians and Early Moderns
21.086 Twentieth-Century Fiction
21.06 Twentieth-Century Drama

21.087 Twentieth-Century English
and American Poetry

21.088 Contemporary Literature
21.101 The American Novel
21.102 American Poetry
21.103J Literature, ideology and

National Experience in the
United States

21.105 American Voices
21.106 Literature and Lore of

the American Weot
21.107 Black American Literature
21.112 Mark Twain
21.113 Emerson and Thoreau
21.118 American Drama
21.120 Contemporary American Poetry
21.121 Modern Black Poetry
21.140J The Study of Language
21.141J Readings in Old and Middle

English (A)
21.142J Language and its Structure
21.143J History of the

English Language (A)
21,150 Plays and Piaywriting
21.151 Acting I
21.152 Acting 11
21.153 Theatre Arts: Elementary

Stagecraft and Production
Studies

21.154 Performance Workshop In Drama
21.155 Performance Workshop In Dance
21.156 Design for the

Performing Media
21.170 Literary Interpretation I
21.171 Literary interpretation 11
21.172 Advanced Studies In Fiction
21.173 Advanced Studies in Drama
21.174 Advanced Studies in Poetry
21.175 T. S. Eliot and James Joyce
21.180J Linguistics and Literary Study (A)
21.198 Special Topics in Lharature
21.199 Special Topics in Literature

Foreign Languages
and Llteratures

21.211 French I
21.212 French 11
21.213 French il
21.214 French IV
21.215 French Reading, Intensive
21.217 French Conversation and

Composition
21.218 French Civilization 1
21.219 French Civilization i
21.220 introduction to French

Literature
21.221 Introduction to French

Poetry
21.222 French Film Classics
21.223 French Literature in the

17th Century
21.224 Classical French Theatre:

Corneille, Mollire, Racine
21.225 The 18th-Century Novel:

The Misadventures of Virtue
21.226 The French Novel in

the 19th Century
21.227 The French Novel in

the 20th Century
21.228 Contemporary French Drama
21.229 The Adolescent in

French Literature
21.230 The Interlecturi and Modern

Society: Literature and
Ideology

21.231 French Romanticism
21.232 Seminar in French Literature
21.233 The Analysis of French

Film Style: Jean Renoir
and Marcel Carne

Wellesley French 250
21.240 German Review
21.241 German I
21.242 German IV
21 .243 German III
21 .244 German IV
21.245 German Reading, Intensive
21.247 Advanced German Conversation

and Composition
21.248 German Cultural and Social

History I
21.249 German Cultural and Social

History 11
21.251 Introduction to Literary

Forms in German
21.282 Introduction to German

Poetry
21.255 Goethe: An Introduction
21.257 The German Romantic

Novella
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21.258 German Comedy
21.259 Modern German Drama (1780

to the Present)
21.260 The Modern German Novel
21.261 The World of Kafka
21.263 Challenges in interpretation:

Kleist-Kafka-Broch-Canett
21.264 Literature and Society

in the German Democratic
Republic

21.267J Germanic Syntax (A)
21.271 Classical Greek 1
21.272 Classial Greek ||
21.275 Greek Literature 1
21.276 Greek Literature ii
21.277 Greek Literature liI
21.278 Greek Literature IV
21.280 Russian Review
21.281 Russian 1
21.282 Russian il
21.283 Russian ill
21.284 Russian IliA
21.285 Russian IiB
21.286 Russian IV
21.287 Advanced Spoken and

Written Russian
21.288 Russian Culture and

Civilization
21.289 introduction to Russian

Literature I
21.290 Introduction to Russian

Literature II
21.291 Studies in Russian

Prose: Gogol
21.292 Contemporary Russian Prose

and Poetry
21.295 Spanish 1
21.296 Spanish I1
21.297 Spanish Ill
21.298 Spanish IV
21.299 Advanced Spanish Conversation and

Composition
21.304 Contemporary Hispanic Literature
21.305 The Novel in Spain
21.306 Literature and Social Conflict:

Perspectives on Spain
1820-Present

21.307 Latin American Literature from
independence to the Present

21.310 Intensive Review of English
Language Skills

21.311 Advanced English Structure
21.312 Vocabulary Development, Reading

and Discussion

21.313 Advanced Spoken English: The
Rhetoric of Lectures and
Oral Presentations

21.315 English as a Foreign Language:
Expository Writing for Undergraduates

21.316 English as a Foreign Language:
Expository Writing Skills i1

21.317 English as a Foreign Language:
Scientific and Engineering
Writing

21.318 English as a Foreign Language:
Workshop in Writing Research
Papers and Reports

21.324 Pronunciation and Comprehension of
American English Sounds

21.325 Introduction to European Fictional
Modes

21.327 French Literature In Translation:
The Search for Identity In
an Allen World

21.329 German Literature in Translation
21.330 The German Cinema
21.331 Civilization and Literature of

Slavic Nations
21.332 Russian Novel of the

19th Century
21.335 Soviet Literature and Moral

Issues
21.336 Seminar on Tolstoy's

War and Peace
21.337 Seminar on the Prose of

A. Solzhenitsyn
21.338 Religious Trends in Soviet

Thought and Literature
21.339 Russian Avant-Garde: Visual

Arts, Literature
21.344 The Avant-Garde Theatre

in the 20th Century
21.345 Evil and Decadence in

Literature
21.347 Senior Seminar for Majors in

Foreign Languages and Literature
21.348 Special Topics in Foreign

Languages and Literatures
21,349 Special Topics in Foreign

Languages and Literatures

History
21.350 The Ancient World 1: Ancient Near

East and Greece
21.351 The Ancient World 11: Rome
21.352 The Middle Ages 1
21.353 The Middle Ages ||
21.356 Modern World History 1
21.357 Modern World History il
21.359 Europe, 1783-1848: The

Era of Revolutions
21.360 Europe, 1848-1917: Unification,

Consolidation and Conflict
21.361 Europe, 1917-1948: The

Era of Mass Politics
21.365 The Renaissance in Italy
21.367 Ideas of Progress
21.368 Darwinism and Culture
21.370 Anarchism
21.372 France 1789-1969: From the

Revolution to Charles do Gaulle
21.374 Vienna and Versailles
21.376 Imperial and Revolutionary Russia:

Culture and Politics
21.377 The Soviet Union: A Communist

Society in Historical Perspective
21.379 Spanish Civil War: 1936-39
21.381 The Origins of World War I
21.383 Revolution in the 20th

Century
21.385 War and the Military Institutions

of the Modern State
21.390 American History to 1865
21.391 American History since 1865
21.400 Early America: From the

Puritans to the Revolution
21.401 The American Revolution
21.402 The Establishment of the

American Republic, 1790-1850
21.404 America in the Progressive

Era, 1877-1917
21.405 America in the Twenties and

Thirties, 1917-1941
21.406 America since World War

11, 1941 to the Present
21.410 American intellectual History:

The Classical Age
21.411 American Intellectual History:

The Modern Age
21.412J American Urban History
21.413J American Urban History
21.418 The American South: Portrait

In Black and White I
21.419 The American South: Portrait

In Black and White Il
21.431 Thomas Jefferson and His

Age
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21.433J Industrialization and Cultural
Change In 19th-Century America

21.435 Color, Class and Social
Stratification In the Black
Community

21.436 Racism, Sexism and Nativism
in American Society

21.438J Modern Social Movements and
Mass Phenomena in
Historical Perspective

21.439 Fortress America: the Rise
of the American Military,
1945-1975

21.441 Youth Movements
21.447 Topics in 19th-Century

American Social History
21.449 Seminar in American Studies
21.450 The History of Africa
21.451J Nationalism and Nation Building in

20th-Century Africa
21.452 Comparative African Politics: Crises

in Southern Africa
21.453J Race Relations, Politics and

Development in the Caribbean (A)
21.455J Third World: History, Politics,

and Literature
21.456 Explorers and Exploration:

Accomplishments, Motives, and
Methods

21.457J Research Seminar in Imperialism
and Colonialism (A)

21.458 China, Japan, and the West
21.460 Special Topics In History
21.461 Special Topics in History

Anthropology/Archaeology
21.50 An Introduction to Anthropology
21.501 Understanding Other Cultures
21.502 Issues and ideas in

Anthropology
21.503 Approaches to Archaeology
21.510 Anthropology and Science

Fiction
21.511 Magic, Shamanism and Witchcraft:

The Dynamics of Belief and Practice
21.512 Myth, Ritual, and Symbolism
21.523 Cultures and Societies of

South America
21.541J Art, Mlaterials, and Culture
21.544 Materials in Ancient

Societies: Metals
21.545 Mathematics and Computers

In Archaeological Data
Analysis

21.550 The Ancient Andean World
21.552 Origin of Civilization - The

Aztecs, the Mayas, the Incas,
and their Ancestors

21.553 Origin of Civilization - Mesopotamia
21.554 Origin of Civilization - Egypt
21.555 Origin of Civilization - China
21.559 The Decline of Empires
21.580 Economic Anthropology
21.583J Language and Culture
21.584 Peasant Society and Culture
21.585 American Communes and Utopias
21.586 Sex Roles: A Comparative

Perspective
21.587 Political Anthropology
21.588 Industrial Archaeology
21.589 The Anthropology of Industrial

Society
21.592J Food, People and Cultures
21.598 Special Topics in

Anthropology/Archaeology
21.599 Special Topics in

Anthropology/Archaeology

Music
21.60 Introduction to Music
21.601 Elements of Music
21.602 Elements of Music
21.603 Piano Laboratory
21.611 History of Music
21.612 History of Music Il
21.613 The Symphony
21.614 The Orchestra From Monteverdi

to Stravinsky
21.620 Practical Harmony
21.621 Writing and Analysis I
21.622 Writing and Analysis Il
21.623 Writing and Analysis Ill
21.624 Writing and Analysis IV
21.625 Orchestration
21.626 Analysis of Musical Structure
21.627 Music Composition
21.628 Electronic Music Composition
21.629 Introduction to Musical Acoustics
21.640 Music in the Baroque Period
21.642 Keyboard Music in the Baroque

Epoch
21.651 Haydn, Mozart, and Beethoven
21.660 Music in the Romantic Period
21.661 Beethoven
21.671 Twentieth-Century Music
21.672 Electronic Music Literature

and Techniques
21.673 Stravinsky
21.680 The Opere
21.681 Mozart's Op' as
21.682 Performance and Analysis
21.683 Musical Traditions In America
21,684 Psychology of Music (A)
21.686 Piano Literature, Style

and Criticism
21.667 String Literature, Style and

Criticism
21.686 Theory and Practice of

Early Music
21.691 Special Topics in Music
21.692 Special Topics in Music
21.693 M.I.T. Symphony Orchestra:

Analysis and Performance
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The Western Tradition:
Issues and Texts
The Bible and Western Tradition
The Greeks
Roman Humanism
Major Medieval Texts
The Renaissance in the North
and the Reformation
The Enlightenment: The
isolated individual
Romanticism
The Modern Period: 1900-1970

The Writing Program
21.725 Writing and Experience 1
21.726 Writing and Experience il
21.727 Expository Writing
21.728 Writing: Meaning and Expression
21.729 The Writing of Prose 1
21.730 The Writing of Prose 11
21.731 Writing Workshop
21.732 Fiction Workshop
21.733 The Writing of Poetry 1
21.734 Poetry Workshop
21.735 The Writing of Poetry 11
21.736 Prose and Poetry in

Experimental Forms
21.737 Writing and Reading Short

Stories
21.738 Writing and Reading the

Essay
21.739 The Writing and Reading

of Autobiography
21.740 Descriptions of Society
21.741 Special Seminar In

Poetry Writing
21.742 Advanced Science Writing
21.743 Science Writing for the

Public
21.744 Science Writing Workshop
21.745 Science Writing internship
21.746 The Essay in Science
21.747 Scientific and Engineering

Writing
21.748 Naturalist Writing
21.750J Writing about Work
21.751 Writing the Metropolis: The

City in Germany and
America

21.755 Writing and Television
21.756 Special Topics in Writing and

Literature
21.757 Special Topics in Writing and

Literature

213.10
21.711
21.712
21 .713
21.714

21.716

21.716
21.717

Speolal interdisolplinary
Subjects

21.901J Reading Seminar in Humanities,
Science, and Technology 1

21.902J Reading Seminar in Humanities,
Science, and Technology 1i

21.913 Marx and Marxism
21.914 Sports and Physical Training
21.915 Intellectuals and Social Change
21.916 Contemporary Issues in Politics

and Ideology
21.917 Seminar I: International Students

and Participation in Development
21.918 Seminar II: International Students

and Participation In Development
21.919J The Finite Earth: Agendas for

a More Just, Sustainable and
Participatory Society

Wellesley Religion 108
21.930 Greek Philosophy and Science:

The Presocratics, Plato and
Aristotle

21.932 Being and Nothingness
21.933 Being and Time: 1
21.934 Being and Time: il
21.940 Rhetoric and Journalism
21.953J Cognitive Aspects of Musical

Development and Learning (A)
21.955J Seminar on the Structure of

Musical Time
21.956J Aesthetics
21.961J Education and Society I (A)
21.966J Seminar on Astronomy and

Archaic Mythology
21.972 The Culture of Technology in

Contemporary America
21.978 Culture, Science and Technology in

the Non-White Communities
21,980 Painters and Philosophical issues

in Modernism
21.981 On Quality in Art
21.988 Concourse Topics in Literature
21.989 Concourse Topics In Writing
21.991 Special Topics in interdisciplinary

Studies
21.992 Special Topics in Interdisciplinary

Studies
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Department of Linguistics
and Philosophy

Undergraduate Study

Samuel Jay Keyser, Ph.D.
Professor of Linguistics
Director, Center for Cognitive
Socience
Head of the Department

Professors

George Stephen Boolos, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy
(Absent, spring)

Joan Wanda Bresnan, Ph.D.
Professor of Linguistics

Sylvain Bromberger, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy

Richard Lee Cartwright, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy
Associate Chairman of the Faculty
Acting Head, Department
of Humanities

Noam Avram Chomsky, Ph.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Linguistics

Jerry Alan Fodor, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy
and Psycholinguistics
(Absent, fali)

Kenneth L. Hale, Ph.D.
Professor of Linguistics

Morris Halle, Ph.D.
Ferrari P. Ward Prof essor of
Modern Languages and Linguistics

James Wsiey Harris, Ph.D.
Professor of Spanish and
Unguistics

Rani Paul viktor Kipareky, Ph.D.
ProfePsor of Lingui-tics

Thomas S Kuhn, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy
and History of Science

Wayne O'Neil. Ph.D.
Professor of Literature

John Robert Rose, Ph.D.
Professor of Linguistics

Irving Singer, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy

Jame Frederick Thomson, M.A.
Professor of Philosophy
(Absent, fall)

Judith Jarvis Thomson, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy

Associate Professor

Ned Joel Block, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Philosophy

Assistant Professors

Joshua Cohen, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
and Political Science

Judith Wagner Deoew, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Barbara Herman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Paul Morwich, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy

Edwin William McCann, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Phiiosophy
(Absent)

Administrative Officer

Marilyn Matthes Siva, A.S.

Professor Emeritus

Roman Jakobson, Ph.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus

Philosophy alms at analysis and
criticism of the concepts and principles
fundamental to the sciences, to our
commonsense view of the world, and to
our modes of valuation. The study of
philosophy Is thus appropriate for those
who enjoy thinking carefully and
logically about basic Issues, for those
who seek perspective on a scientific
education, and for those who wish
breadth of educational experience prior
to entering professional programs such
as law or medicine.

Bachelor of Soleno In Philosophy
Course XXIV

Two programs are offered leading to the
degree of Elachelor of Science In
Philosophy. Program 1 Is designed to
provide: 1) familiarity with the history
and current status of the main problems
in epistemology, metaphysics, and
ethics; 2) mastery of some of the tech-
nical skills requisite for advanced work
In philosophy; 3) facility at Independent
philosophlcai study; and 4) work at an
advanced level in an allied field. A
relatively large amount of unrestricted
elective time Is available so that students
can devise programs suited to Individual
needs and interests.

Program 2, called the program in Lan-
guage and Mind, addresses itself to
topics and problems related to
philosophy, psychology, linguistics, and
artificial Intelligence that do not fall
neatly into any one of those fields. Cen-
tral among these topics are the nature of
language, of mental representation of
knowledge, and of the innate basis for
the acquisition of such knowledge. A
core set of seven subjects Is required for
the purpose of teaching students the
central facts and Issues in the study of
language and the representation of
linguistic knowledge. A further require-
ment of specialization within the pro-
gram of four additional subjects in one
of the fields Is designed to ensure prep-
aration for graduate study in either
philosophy or psychology or linguistics.
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Graduate Study

The Department offers two programs
leading to the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy, one In linguistics and one in
philosophy.

Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistlos

The program of study leading to the
Doctor of Philosophy in Linguistics
seeks to provide a comprehensive
knowledge of modern linguistics, with
particular emphasis on its theoretical
aspects.

To enter the doctoral program, each stu-
dent must satisfy the institute require-
ments for admission to the Graduate
School listed in Chapter IV and, in
general, must have done well in previous
academic work. The student also must
be formally accepted by the Department
of Linguistics and Philosophy as a
degree candidate. The Department does
not require that applicants have taken
any particular set of subjects or that they
be trained in any particular discipline.
Instead, applicants must present
evidence that they are able to engage In
serious study of complex subject matter.
As examples of such evidence we might
cite: 1) mastery in depth of a language
or group of languages, e.g., classical
Greek, Semitic, Japanese; 2) original
research (publications, projects);
3) academic work of high quality in
mathematics, the natural sciences,
philosophy, psychology, history, linguis-
tics, theory of literature; and 4) work ex-
perience in a relevant area, especially if
it required considerable application, im-
agination, or ingenuity.

Before students may begin their doc-
toral research they are required to pass
a comprehensive General Examination
which is composed of two parts. The
first part is a written examination con-
alsting of two substantial papers on
topics chosen in consultation with mem-
bers of the faculty. Usually one paper is
on phonology and the other is on syntax,
but It is possible for one or both papers
to treat the interaction of two topics, for
example the Interaction between syntax
and semantics. In conformity with In-
stitute regulations, the second part of
the examination is oral. It deals with
topics treated in the candidate's written
examination but Is not limited to these
and probes into the candidate's compe-
tence in linguistics in general.

Every candidate for the doctorate must
complete a program of studies in a
minor field, the purpose of which is to
broaden the interests and capacities of
the student in areas other than those of
his or her major intellectual objective.

Doctor of Philosophy in Philosophy

The program of studies leading to the
doctorate in philosophy provides
courses and seminars in such traditional
areas as logic, ethics, metaphysics,
epistemology, philosophy of science,
philosophy of language, philosophy of
mind, aesthetics, social and political
philosophy, and history of philosophy.
Interest in philosophical problems aris-
ing from other disciplines, such as lin-
guistics, psychology, mathematics, and
physics, is also encouraged.

To enter the doctoral program, students
must have done well in their previous
academic work and must be formally
accepted as candidates for the degree
by the Department of Linguistics and
Philosophy. Although there are no for-
mal course requirements for admission,
applicants must satisfy the committee
on admissions that their preparation in
philosophy and allied disciplines Is suf-
ficient for undertaking study of
philosophy at the graduate level.

Before beginning dissertation research,
students are required to take two years
of course work and to pass general ex-
aminations demonstrating competence
in three of the following four areas:
metaphysics and epistemology; value
theory; philosophy of logic, language,
science, and mathematics; and the
history of philosophy.

Candidates for the doctorate may take a
minor in a field other than philosophy.
Possibilities include linguistics, mathe-
matics, physics, psychology, computer
science, c .d other humanities or other
social sciences. There is no general lan-
guage requirement for the doctorate,
except in those cases In which compe-
tence in one or another foreign language
is needed to carry on research for the
dissertation.

inquiries

Information regarding undergraduate or
graduate academic programs, research
activities, admissions, financial aid,
assistantships, etc. may be obtained
from the Department of Linguistics and
Philosophy, Room 20D-105, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139,
(617) 253-4141.

Department of Linguistics and Philosophy 25
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Subjects In Linguistics
and Philosophy

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

24.U.R. Undergraduate Research
24.01 Contemporary Moral issues
24.02 Philosophy of Art: Classic

and Contemporary
24.03 Logic, Language and Values
24.04 Problems of Philosophy
24.05 Science and Philosophy
24.06 Philosophy of Plato
24.07 Classics in the History

of Philosophy
24.08 Existentialism and Phenomenology
24.09 Freedom and Authority
24.112 Modern Social Theory
24.114 Concepts of Love in the Western

World
24.115 Concepts of Genetic Determination
24.117 Philosophy of Mind and

Psychology
24.119 Minds and Machines
24.121J Philosophy of the Arts
24.151 introduction to Phiiosophy of

Language
24.161 Classics in the Philosophy

of Science
24.200 Ancient Philosophy
24.201 Medieval Philosophy
24.202 Modern Philosophy:

Descartes to Kant
24.206 Continental Philosophy: Romanticism

and Existentialism
24.208 Wittgenstein
24.211 Theory of Knowledge
24.221 Metaphysics
24.223 Philosophy of Mind
24.231 Ethics
24.233J Political Philosophy
24.235 Philosophy of Law
24.241 Symbolic Logic
24.251 Philosophy of Science
24.253 Induction and Probability
24.261 Philosophy of Religion
24.270, Topics in the History of

Physical Science
24.271 Phenomenology
24.292 Special Topics in Philosophy
24.293 Special Topics In Philosophy

24.301-
24.302
24.401
24.403
24,410

Reading Seminar in
Philosophy
Plato's Later Dialogues (A)
Aristotle (A)
Topics in the History of
Philosophy (A)
Background of Contemporary
Philosophy (A)
Philosophy of G. Frege (A)
Problems in Metaphysics (A)
Problems in Theory of Knowledge
(A)

24.513 Phenomenology (A)
24.517J Cognitive Theories (A)
24.518 Philosophy of Mind

and Psychology (A)
24.521 Topics In Philosophy of Mind (A)
24.525 Topics In the Theory of Action (A)
24.601 Topics in Moral Philosophy (A)
24.602 Seminar on Moral Psychology (A)
24.603 Twentleth-Century Ethics (A)
24.611J Topics in Political Philosophy (A)
24.621 Aesthetics (A)
24.701 Topics in Logic (A)
24.703 Set Theory (A)
24.711 Philosophy of Logic (A)
24.712 Algorithms, Grammars, and

Syntax (A)
24.721 Reference (A)
24.725 Meaning (A)
24.727 Logic and Language (A)
24.801 Philosophy of Mathematics (A)
24.811 Philosophy of Physics (A)
24.831 Topics in Philosophy of

Psychology (A)
24.851 Problems of Explanation and

Theory Formation (A)
24.852 Topics in Scientific

Method (A)
24.853 Philosophy of Scientific

Development (A)
24.891 Special Graduate Topics in

Philosophy
24.892 Special Graduate Topics in

Philosophy
24.900J The Study of Language
24.901J Language and its Structure
24.903J Language and Culture
24.905 Seminar on Poetic Form
24.906J Linguistics and Literary Study (A)
24.908J Readings in Old and Middle

English (A)
24.921 Special Graduate Topics in

Linguistics (A)
24.922 Special Graduate Topics in

Linguistics (A)
24.931 Linguistic Structures: Romance (A)

24.933J History of the English Language (A)
24.936J Germanic Syntax (A)
24.941 Topics in the Grammar of a

Non-indo-European Language (A)
24.942 Topics In the Grammar of a

Non-indo-European Language (A)
24.943 Studies in American Indian

Linguistics (A)
24.944 Studies In American Indian

Linguistics (A)
24.945 Language Typology (A)
24.946 Workshop in Linguistics

and Education (A)
24.947 Syntax and Mental

Representation (A)
24.951 Introduction to Linguistics I:

Syntax
24.952 Introduction to Linguistics Ill:

Theory of Grammar (A)
24.953 Advanced Grammar I (A)
24.954 Advanced Grammar 11 (A)
24.955 Computational Psycholinguistics:

The Syntactic Component (A)
24.956 Introduction to Linguistics IV:

Universal Grammar (A)
24.957 Introduction to Linguistic Theory

at an Advanced Level (A)
24.958 Linguistic Structure (A)
24.959 Workshop in Syntax (A)
24.961 Introduction to Linguistics II:

Phonology
24.962 Advanced Phonology (A)
24.963 Studies in indo-European

Accentology (A)
24.964 Theory of Phonology
24.966J Laboratory on the Physiology,

Acoustics and Perception of
Speech (A)

24.968J Speech Communication (A)
24.969 Workshop in Phonology (A)
24.972 Mathematical Models In

Linguistics (A)
24.982 Linguistic Change (A)
24.985J Serial and Temporal Factors

in Language Processing (A)
24.992 Survey of General Linguistics I (A)
24.993 Tutorial in Linguistics and

Related Fields (A)

School of Humanities and Social Science
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Department ot Political
Science

Alan Anthony Altshuler, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science and
Urban Studies and Planning
Head of the Department

Professors

Hayward Rose Alker, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science

Suzanne Berger, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
(Absent)

Donald Laurence Morton
Blackmer, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
Associate Dean, School of
Humanities and Social Science
Director, Program in Science,
Technology, and Society

Lincoln Palmer Bloomfield, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science

Waiter Dean Burnham, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
(Absent)

Nail Choucri Field, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science

William Edgar Griffith, Ph.D.
Ford International Professor of
Political Science

Harold John Hanham, Ph.D.
Professor of History and Political
Science
Dean, School of Humanities and
Social Science

Willard Raymond Johnson, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
(Absent, fall)

William Weed Kaufmann, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science

Daniel Lerner, Ph.D.
Professor of Sociology
(Absent)

Michael Lipsky, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science

Ithiel do Sola Pool, Ph.D.
Arthur and Ruth Sloan Professor
of Political Science

Lucian Wilmot Py., Ph.D.
Ford international Professor
of Political Science
(Absent)

George William Rathjens, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
(Absent, spring)

Robert Irwin Rotberg, D.PhiI.
Professor of History and Political
Science

Harvey Morton Sapolsky, Ph.D.
Professor of Public Policy
and Organization

Eugene Bertram Skoinikoff, Ph.D.
Professor of Political Science
Director, Center for international
Studies

Myron Weiner, Ph.D.
Ford Professor of Political Science

Assoclate Professors

Lloyd Stanley Etheredge, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Political
Science

Ted Ronald Ivan Greenwood, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Political
Science

Martha Wagner Weinberg, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Political
Science

Langdon Winner, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Technology
Studies and Political Science

Assistant Professors

Joshua Cohen, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Philosophy
and Political Science

Emma Jackson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Political
Science

Deborah Anne Stone, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Political
Science

Senior Lecturers

Edwin Diamond, M.A.
Louis Menand 1il, Ph.D.

Lecturers

Stephen M. Meyer, Ph.D.
Joel Yellin, Ph.D.

Visiting Lecturer

Richard J. Greene, Ph.D.

Administrative Offioer

Elizabeth Terlingen Merkle,
Pharm.

instructor

Albert Thomas Ferguson, Jr., A.M.

Professors Emeriti

Everett Hagen, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics and
Political Science, Emeritus

Harold Robert Isaacs, A.S.
Professor of Political Science,
Emeritus

Norman Judson Padelford, Ph.D.
LL.D.
Professor of Political Science,
Emeritus
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Department of Political
Science

Undergraduate Study

Political science Is concerned with the
systematic study of government and the
political process. Within the discipline,
scholars analyze the development, dis-
tribution, and uses of political power; the
determinants and consequences of
various forms of political behavior and
sources of political conflict; the ways In
which conflicts are both intensified and
resolved; and the relationship between
the Individual and the state. it is a dis-
cipline of special interest to scientists
and engineers who must understand the
political system within which they live in
order to evaluate their Influence upon
that system, as well as to those students
who are considering careers in public
service or university teaching and
research.

The Department has a research-
oriented faculty which welcomes the
association of both undergraduate and
graduate students in ongoing research.
Among the major features of the Depart-
ment are: 1) an emphasis on empirical
methods and research training, 2) a con-
corn with issues of public policy, particu-
larly in the areas of arm control and
defense, science policy, transportation,
urban affairs, health, communications,
population and migration, nutrition, and
foreign policy; 3) comparative studies in-
volving the United States and other ad-
vanced industrial societies, the develop-
Ing countries of the third world, and
communist countries; and 4) a strong
Interdisciplinary perspective which in-
corporates political sociology, political
psychology, political demography, and
economic and political development.
There are two programs: a general pro-
gram in political science, and a program
for students who are interested in
studies in public policy.

Internships

The Department sponsors a number of
activities for students who want to gain
first-hand experience in politics or
public policy agencies and processes.
Students can receive academic credit
for working in government or policy-
related agencies In the Boston area dur-
ing the academic year in conjunction
with 17.26J or 17.63. Through the
Washington and Boston Internship Pro-
gram, students may work In Congress,
the executive branch, or advocacy or-
ganizations during the summer. Ar-
rangements can be made for students to
build upon previous experience as paid
Interns by designing a supplemental
academic program with a faculty
member.

Bachelor of Scoenoe in Political Sience
Course XVII

The political science curriculum for
undergraduates combines professional
social science training with opportunities
for a broad liberal arts education. Stu-
dents are able to choose subjects from a
wide range of both undergraduate and
graduate offerings, and they are also
encouraged to engage in independent
research projects. In addition, the De-
partment sponsors a variety of fieldwork
programs in governmental agencies at
all levels.

The undergraduate program prepares
students for study in political science,
law, public policy, and related fields, and
for careers In government, business,
law, research, teaching, or journalism.
This program is also designed to give
students, whatever their career objec-
tives, an understanding of political in-
stitutions and processes. Some students
will want to focus on political systems
themselves; others will choose to con-
contrate on the political aspects of
public policy, focusing on such issues as
transportation, health, or arms control.
Both of these perspectives are found in
the program.

Subjects are offered by the Department
in the following fields: political theory,
American politics and public policy,
urban politics and policy, science and
public policy, defense and arms control
policy, political psychology, political de-
velopment, political communications
and behavior, comparative politics, and
International relations and foreign
policy. Certain offerings (numbered
17.01-17.69) are particularly designed
for undergraduates and a large number
of graduate subjects are open to under-
graduates as well. Students' indi-
vidualized programs are worked out with
the assistance of a faculty advisor.

The Department believes that every
political science major should have the
experience of conducting and writing at
least one substantial research project, a
requirement which is fulfilled by the
senior thesis. Each undergraduate
chooses a thesis advisor in his or her
area of interest. The student then
registers for 17.69 Pro-thesis Reading
Seminar in the fall term and for Thesis in
the spring term of the senior year.

in addition to the thesis, there are
numerous other opportunities for stu-
dents to pursue research interests. For
example, a student may wish to take an
independent reading subject in an area
for which no formal subject is being of-
fered. Also, students are eligible to
receive academic credit or limited fund-
ing for expenses or wages through the
institute-wide Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program. Students should
consult the Department's UROP co-
ordinator to discuss specific projects.
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Graduate Study

Sahelor of Science in Political
Sciencet Public Policy
Course XVII.A

The Department has developed a major
field of study for students who wish to
combine the study of politics with the
study of substantive social and technical
problems, policy options, and change
strategies. It focuses on the ways in
which political and non-political factors
combine to shape policy choices, imple-
mentation strategies, and ultimate policy
outcomes.

Students who major in public policy
studies will take subjects on disciplinary
approaches to the study of public policy;
process approaches to policy formula-
tion, Implementation, or evaluation; and
one subject on a substantive policy area.
They will complete an internship in a
public sector agency, either in conjunc-
tion with course work, the summer in.
tern program, or other appropriate work
experience. Expertise in a substantive
policy area or an aspect of policy studies
must be developed through course work
and exhibited through the pro-thesis
and thesis courses.

The Department of Political Science of-
fers work leading to the Master of Sci-
ence in Political Science and the Doctor
of Philosophy.

Entranoe Requirements for Graduate
Study

The Department specifies as prerequi-
sites for graduate study In political sci-
ence at least six term subjects in
English, history, and other humanities or
social science subjects equivalent in
scope to those included in the under-
graduate curriculum of the institute. Ex-
cept for a recommended upper-level
year subject on the history of political
thought, these subjects normally should
be in other than the candidate's own
professional field.

Master of Science in Political Science

The Master of Science is particularly
intended for students concerned with
developing skills in applied research
and those seeking careers in public ser-
vice. The master's program emphasizes
intensive preparation in a single field of
study. The Department offers spk lal
concentrations at the master's level In
the fields of arms control and defense
analysis, and science and public policy,
although other fields may be offered by
special arrangement. Students seeking
admission as master's candidates
should state the field in which they in-
tend to concentrate and outline their
proposed course of study. Subjects to
be included in the student's program
need not be restricted to those offered
within the Department, but the entire
program must meet with the approval of
the student's advisory board. The
general requirements for the S.M. are
described in Chapter IV of this
catalogue.

Accelerated Master of Science in
Political Science

The Department offers a five-year pro-
gram leading to the Bachelor of Sci-
ence and Master of Science, awarded
simultaneously. This program is open
to M.I.T. undergraduates only. It allows
the student to plan for a combined 5.1.-
S.M. thesis written during the last three
terms at the Institute. A separate S.8.
thesis Is not required. Undergraduate In-
stitute requirements may be completed
during the fifth year of the program.

Doctor of Philosophy

Candidates for the doctorate must
prepare themselves In four approved
fields of study. Two of these fields (the
required field of political analysis and
one other) are normally satisfied by
completing stipulated subjects or
demonstrating achieved competences.
The remaining two fields are the focus
of the student's General Examination,
written and oral. The student is also
required to present and defend an
advanced research paper (Se,)ond Year
Paper) prior to the General Examination.
Established fields Include political analy-
sis, political communication and
behavior, American government, com-
parative politics, communist studies,
defense policy, science and public
policy, International politics and foreign
policy, political and economic develop-
ment, concepts and methods, urban
politics, West European politics, Latin
American politics, political demography,
and others.

Approved combinations of some of
these fields together with economics, in-
dustrial management, sociology, social
psychology, or science and engineering
fields may be acceptable. A program in
urban politics and planning is offered

Department of Political Sclence 259
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Subjects In Political
Science

jointly with the Department of Urban
Studies and Planning, and a program in
International planning Is offered with the
International Nutrition Program. There
are also a variety of joint M.I.T.-Harvard
University teaching programs In sub-
jects such as Analysis of Complex Sys-
tems, West European Studies, and the
field of political demography.

Programs of study logically combining
advanced work In some scientific or en-
gineering fields with political science will
be welcomed. A candidate's qualifica-
tions must Indicate promise of ability to
develop fruitful new lines of inquiry on
problems touching the relationship of
government, human behavior, science,
technology, and the political process.
Guided field research and close working
ties with faculty members engaged In
major research activities are stressed.

Teaching and Researoh Assistantships

Financial assistance is available to
qualified applicants in the form of
research assistantships, graduate
traineeships, and a limited number of
fellowships, subject to the availability of
funds. Research assistants work under
faculty supervision on projects sup.
ported by the Department and through
M.I.T.-affiliated research facilities such
as the Center for International Studies,
the Harvard-M.I.T. Joint Center for Ur-
ban Studies, and the Center for Policy
Alternatives. In addition, advanced grad-
uate students may qualify to become
teaching assistants.

InqUiries

Additional Information regarding aca-
domic and research programs in the De-
partment, admissions, assistantships,
financial aId, etc. may be obtained from
the Department Head, Room E53.470,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02130, (617) 253-5262.

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and Is given primarily
for graduate students.

17.U.R. Undergraduate Research
17.01 Political Science Laboratory
17.02 Human Nature and Public

Policy
17.03J Value, Choice and Risk in

Modern Technoiogy
17.05 The Quest for Equality and

Development in Third World
Countries

17.07 Aggression, War and Civilization
17.08 American Politics and Social

Change
17.09J Politics and Public Policy
17.12 Formal Logics and

Political Arguments
17.13 Socialism
17.14 Revolution and the Theory of

Politics
17.15J Political Philosophy
17.16J Knowledge and Analysis

for Public Policy Decisions
17.18 introduction to Political Theory:

individual and Community
17.19 Modern Political Theory:

Democracy and Freedom
17.20 The Evolution of American Politics
17.21 Introduction to the American

Political Process
17.22 Political Parties
17.23 The Supreme Court and

Constitutional Processes
17.24 Politics, Television, and

the News
17.25 Bureaucracy and

Public Policy
17.26J State and Local Government

Internships
17.27 Media and Public Policy
17.28 Congress and the American

Political System
17,29 Executive Leadership: Presidents,

Governors, and Mayors
17.30 Workshop in Cable Television
17.31 Urban Politics
17.32J Politics, Planning and Urban

Policy
17.33 ideology and Participation in

Black American Politics
17.36 Political Economy of

Urbanization
17.36 Politics of Urban Education
17.8g Seminar on Health Policy

17.40J Legal, Ethical and Scientific
Issues In the Regulation
of Dangerous industries

17.41 Science, Technology and Politics
17.42J1 Theories of Technological

Society and Politics
17.43 Determinants of Strategic Nuclear

Forces
17.44 Determinants of General Purpose

Forces
17.45J In Pursuit of Arms Control:

Analysis of the Past and Choices
for the Future

17.46 Arms Trade and Foreign
Policy

17.48J Nutrition, National Development
and Planning

17.49 Mass Politics in Latin America
17.50 Political Crises in South Asia:

India, Pakistan, and Bangladesh
17.52 Communist China
17.53 Political and Economic Develop-

ment of Tropical Africa
17.54J Nationalism and Nation Building

in 20th-Century Africa
17.55J Third World: History,

Politics, and Literature
17.56 International Relations: War and

Peace
17.57 American Foreign Policy In a

Changing World
17.58 Seminar in Middle Eastern Politics
17.60 Collective Decision Making
17.61 The Design of Regulatory

Policy: Health and the
Environment

17.62 Comparative Social Policy
17.63 Media and Public

Policy internships
17.64 Politics of Environmental

Policy
17.65J Distribution of income

and Employment Opportunity
17.66- Reading Seminar in
17.67 Social Science
17.68 Independent Undergraduate

Research
17.69 Pre-thesis Reading Seminar
17,701 Public Opinion and Propaganda (A)
17.705 Mass Media and Communication

Systems (A)
17.727 Political Culture (A)
17.729 Executive Branch Learning
17.730 Identity and ideology (A)
17.731 Graduate Seminar In Normative

Political Psychology (A)
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17.732 Topics In Political Economy
and Political Sociology

17.743 Graduato Seminar in American
Politics (A)

17.744 Federal Programs and City
Politics (A)

17.745 Dynamics of Electoral Politics (A)
17.746 Collective Deciaion Making (A)
17.747 Research Seminar on Congress

(A)
17.74$ Black Politics in America (A)
17.749 Seminar on the Evolution of

American Politics (A)
17.750J The Policy-Making Process (A)
17.751J Comparative Topics In

Administrative Practice (A)
17.752 Executive Leadership: Presidents,

Governors, and Mayors In
the US (A)

17.783 Seminar on Domestic Policy
Origins and Outcomes (A)

17.759 Research Seminar on
Bureaucratic Politics and
Institutional Analysis (A)

17.760 Comparative Asian Politics (A)
17.7685 Chinese Politics (A)
17.767 Political Development in South

Asia (A)
17.771 Comparative Afro-American

and African Politics (A)
17.772 Nationalism and Nation Building

in 20th-Century Africa
17.773 Comparative African Politics:

Crises in Southern Africa (A)
17.775 African Philosophy and Political

Thought (A)
17.780 Theories and Approaches to the

Study of Comparative Politics (A)
17.782J Race Relations, Politics and

Development in the Caribbean (A)
17.783 Comparative Politics of Latin

America (A)
17.784
17.790

Mexican Development
Politics of Western

n Comparative
irope (A)

17.828 Radical and Revolutionary
ideologies (A)

17.830 Development of Strategic Nuclear
Forces (A)

17.832 Development of General Purpose
Forces (A)

17.835 Defense issues and Budgets (A)
17.838 Principles of Systematic Policy

Analysis (A)
17.841J The Technology and Politics of

Nuclear Weapons and Arms
Control (A)

17.850 Science, Technology and the
State (A)

17.851 The Domestic and international
Politics of Energy (A)

17.854J Comparative Health Systems (A)
17.856J Analytical Methods for Health

Policy and Management (A)
17.857 The Design of Regulatory

Policy: Health and the
Environment

17.860 Topics in the Public Management
of Science and Technology (A)

17.861 Seminar in Systematic Policy
Analysis and Technology
Assessment (A)

17.862 Theories of Technological
Society and Politics (A)

17.865 International Organization, Legal
and Political Response to Science
and Technology (A)

17.867 Transfer and Adaptation of
Technology in Developing
Countries (A)

17.875 Field Seminar in Science and
Public Policy (A)

17.880 Theories of International
Relations (A)

17.881 World Politics and
international Economics (A)

17.885 United States-Latin American
Relations

17.890 Comparative Foreign Policy (A)
17.892J international Air Transportation
1 7.893J Research Seminar in Imperialism

and Colonialism (A)
17.894 The Politics of the Middle East (A)
17.895 US Foreign Policy -

Past, Present, Future (A)
17.696 Comparative African Politics:

Research Seminar (A)
17.897 The foreign Policy Process (A)
17.898 Pieid Seminar in international

Relations and Foreign Policy (A)

17.899 Research: International Relations
and Foreign Policy (A)

17.915 Theories of Political Development
(A)

17.917 Migration and Political
Development (A)

17.918J Nutrition Policy and Planning
in Selected Countries (A)

17.920 Field Research In Political
Development (A)

17.921J International Food and
Nutrition Policy (A)

17.927 Field Seminar: Politics of
Development and Under-
development (A)

17.928 Politics of Development
and Underdevelopment in
Africa (A)

17.929J The Finite Earth: Agendas
for a More Just, Sustainable
and Participatory Society

17.940 Basic Concepts of the Social
Sciences (A)

17.945J Political Economy 1: Theories of
the State and the Economy (A)

17.946J Modern Social Theory (A)
17.947 Political Philosophy (A)
17.948J Topics in Political Philosophy (A)
17.950 Concept Formation and

Research Technique In the
Social Sciences (A)

17.952 Statistics for the Social Sciences
17.956 Introduction to Mathematical

Models in the Social Sciences (A)
17.957 The Uses of Multi-Purpose

Programming Languages in the
Social Sciences (A)

17.973 Multivariate Political Analysis (A)
17.975 Seminar on Complex Models of

Social Systems (A)
17.976 Advanced Topics in Statistical

Modeling (A)
17.980 Seminar in Urban Politics (A)
17.982J Urban Politics, Planning and

Public Policy (A)
17.987 Urban Bureaucracy and Public

Employees (A)
17.988 Community Development in Urban

Ghettos (A)
17.989 Comparative Urban Politics (A)
17.990 Political Economy of

Urbanization (A)
17.992 Field Seminar in Urban Studies (A)
17.995- Reading Seminar in Social
17.999 Science (A)
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Department of
Psychology

Richard M. Held, Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental
Psychology
Head of the Department

Professios

Emililo Blzz, M.D.
Professor of Neurophysiology

Stephen Lewis Chorover, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Jerry Alan Fodor, Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy and
Psyohollngulstics
(Absent, fall)

Merrill Frederick Garrett, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Norman Geschwind, M.D.
Professor, Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and Technology
Professor of Psychology

Alan Hein, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Wells Jetze Harinx Nauta, M.D.,
Ph.D.
Professor of Neuroanatomy
Institute Professor

Whitman Albin floherds, Ph.D.
Professor of PsychophysIcs

Peter Harkal Schiller, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Gerald Edward Schneider, Ph.D.
Professor of Psychology

Asseelate Professors

Susan Carey, PhD.
Assocate Professor of Psychology

Ann M. Groyblel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology
and Brain Sience
Qavid 0. Marr, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Psyohoiogy

Daniel N. Osherson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Education
and Psychology

Mary Crawford Potter, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Psychology

Technical Instructors

Henry Hall, 5.8.
Diane Major
John Bruce Swan, A.E.

Prinolpfl Research Scientists

Suzanne H. Corkin, Ph.D.
Barbara Sakltt, Ph.D.
Edward C. T. Walker, Ph.D.

Research Assoolates/solentists

Josph Aloyslus Bauer, Jr., MS.
Rhea Diamond Gendzler, Ph.D.
Neville Hogan, Ph.D.
John Hollerbach, Ph.D.
David 0. Pettljohn, M.S.
Kent Stevens, Ph.D.
Edith Vloni Sullivan, Ph.D.

Visiting Solentlst

William Chapple, Ph.D.

Postdoctoral Associates

Jane Gwlazda, Ph.D.
Andris C. Pollt, Ph.D.
Joseph W. Thomas, Ph.D.

Administrative officer

Diane McLaughlin, A.B., M.B.A.

Administrator for Academic
Programs

Eva-Maria Rlitter

Psychology, the study of behavior, has
grown in recent years with unforeseen
rapidity. New avenues of approach have
been opened by convergent develop-
ments of methods in the natural and
social sciences and in mathematics,
raising the hope that human beings, who
have achieved considerable mastery
over the world around them, might also
come closer to an understanding of
themselves.

Psychology at M.I.T. stresses the con-
nections with basic science and concen-
trates Its efforts on the search for new
knowiedge in three distinct but inter-
related areas: the study of relationships
between brain and behavior (physio-
logical psychology); the study of percep-
tion and Information processing (general
experimental psychology); and the study
of origins of Individual behavior (dev-
elopmental and cognitive psychology;
psycholinguistics). Instruction in psy-
chology on all levels, undergraduate,
graduate, and postdoctoral, is organized
Into these three areas bordering on such
diverse fields as computer science,
biophysics, neurology, neurochemistry,
sociology, and philosophy, as well as Un-
gulstics and other communication
sciences.

Programs of research on these three
principal themes, those of brain and
behavior, perception and Information
processing, and early development and
psycholinguistls, are carried on in the
institute's psychology laboratories in
close contact with the teaching program.
The M.I.T. psychology building contains
machine shops and electronic shops, a
specialized research library, and
facilities for brain research (electro-
physiology, experimental surgery, and
neurohistology); the facilities are used
for comparative studies of animal
behavior, for observations on perception
and memory in humans in normal and
abnormal states, and for the study of
early stages In the acquisition by
children of language, logic, and the
knowledge of the word.
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Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

Psychology subjects at the under-
graduate level normally begin with 9.00
introduction to Behavioral and Brain
Sciences, or 0.65 Introduction to Lan-
guage and Cognition, the prerequisite
for all other undergraduate subjects in
psychology. The remaining, more ad-
vanced subjects fall into the three areas
covered by the Department: brain and
behavior, and experimental and
cognitive psychology. There is at pre-
sent no undergraduate major in psy-
chology at M.I.T.; however, psychology
subjects can form an important part of
the student's major in Course XXV
(interdisciplinary Science Program). For
all undergraduates, many psychology
subjects may be taken to fulfill the in-
stitute Requirement in the Humanities,
Arts, and Social Sciences. Students in-
terested In developing strong back-
grounds in psychology should examine
the suggested options of the Master of
Science program, as follows.

The Department offers work leading to
the Master of Science in Psychology
and Brain Science and the Doctor of
Philosophy. The program of studies
leading to these graduate degrees is de-
signed to prepare students for careers
in teaching and research, or may also
serve as a pre-medical orientation. The
departmental program permits concen-
tration in any one of the three areas
already described: brain and behavior,
experimental psychology, and
developmental-cognitive psychology, in-
cluding psycholinguistics. Throughout
graduate study, students are involved in
research projects occupying at least
one-half of their time; aptitude is
assessed as much in the light of
demonstrated research abilities as in
performance in seminars or tutorials.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Degrees

Approximately one-half of Incoming
graduate students have majored in psy-
chology or related fields; the balance are
promising candidates with other back-
grounds. For admission, students are
expected to have the equivalent of one
year of college-level work in three of the
following four areas: physics, chemistry,
biology, and mathematics. Minor defi-
ciencies In the undergraduate prepara-
tion can be removed, with the permis-
sion of the Department, by taking the
appropriate subjects at the institute.

Master of Science in Psychology and
Brain science

in order to provide better preparation
for students desiring graduate study In
medicine, biology, psychology, and
neurophysiology, the Department of
Psychology offers a special program in
psychology and the brain sciences. This
program allows a limited number of
undergraduate students to conduct re-
search In the departmental labo-
ratories, with the fruits of the research
providing the basis for our Master of
Science degree. In order to enter this
program, the undergraduate must be
accepted in the Graduate School by the
Department of Psychology.

Students enrolled in the special master's
program are provided a firm foundation
In the physical and biological sciences
during the first two years. In the latter
half of their junior year they should
begin laboratory work in one of the
following three areas: neurosciences,
perceptual mechanisms, or cognitive
systems. The major portion of the senior
year and the subsequent summer may
be devoted to research and thesis.

Department of Psychology 263
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Subjects In Psychology

Doctor of Philosophy

The doctoral program begins with 9.901
Proseminar in Psychology, which is
taken during the first graduate year and
serves to equalize the diverse back-
grounds of the incoming graduate class.
Following the Proseminar, candidates
choose appropriate graduate subjects to
prepare themselves for the general ex-
aminations and to meet other pre-thesis
requirements. Because the number of
required graduate subjects other than
the Proseminar Is minimal, candidates
have great flexibility in choosing sub-
jects that will best supplement their re-
search activities.

The doctoral thesis represents an out-
growth of two preceding research
reports, each written in the first two
years of graduate study. As a rule, the
thesis Itself represents one year's re-
search and must be written In residence.

Candidates are required to fulfill the de-
partmental minor and language require-
ments. The language or languages will
ordinarily be chosen from German,
French, or Russian; however, substitu-
tions may be made If they have profes-
sional significance. Sufficient proficiency
in computer languages may also qualify
for one modern language.

Inquirlee

Additional Information regarding
teaching and research programs In the
Department, admissions, assistantships,
financial aid, etc. may be obtained from
the Department of Psychology, Room
E10-139, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massa-
ohusetts 02139, (617) 253-5748.

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

9.I..R. Undergraduate Research
9.00 Introduction to Behavioral and

Brain Sciences
9.01 Brain Soience and Behavior
9.016J The Human Nervous System (A)
9.017 Nature, Nurture, and the

Individual Brain
9.019 Special Topics in

Neuropsychology (A)
9.021 Topics in Brain and Behavior (A)
9.022 Topics in Neuroanatomy
9.04 Sensory Neurophyslology
9.05 Psychotechnology: Scientific

and Ethical Issues In
Behavior Controi

9.051 Human Nature and
Soclobology (A)

9.30 Animal Behavior
9.331 Development of the Mammalian

Visual System (A)
9.340 Control of Movement in

Biological and Robotic
Systems (A)

9.342 Movement: Mechanisms and
Models (A)

9.35 Perception: Mechanisms and
Models

9.36 Natural Computation and
Control

9.361 Neurophysiology of the Visual
System (A)

9.365 Dissection by Psychophysics (A)
9.366 Vision Algorithms and

Psychophysics (A)
9.368 Current Topics in Computer

Vision Research (A)
9.50 Research In Psychology
9.05 Introduction to Language

and Cognition
9.59 Psychology of Language and

Communication
9.590J Serial and Temporal Factors

In Language Processing (A)
9.591 Seminar in Psychology of Language

and Communication I (A)
9.592 Seminar in Psychology of Language

and Communication 11(A)
9.8304 Natural Concepts (A)

9.631J The Psychology of
Reasoning (A)

9.65 Cognitive Processes
9.651 Cognitive Processes (A)
9.652J Seminar In Cognitive

Development (A)
9.653J Cognitive Theorles (A)
9.70 Social Psychology
9.88 Development of Behavior
9.881 Seminar in the Origins of Behavior

(A)
9.89J Developmental Psychology
9.901 Proseminar in Psychology I (A)
9.902 Proseminar in Psychology 11 (A)
9.91- Topics In Psychology
9.92
9.911- Special Topics In Psychology (A)
9.916
9.921 Research in Psychology (A)
9.922 Research In Psychology (A)
9.923 Research in Psychology (A)
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Sloan School of Management

The Alfred P. Sloan School of Manage-
ment, founded in 1952 as the School of
Industrial Management, Is the outgrowth
of a pioneering curriculum, first organ-
Ized at M.I.T. In 1914, which combined
management and engineering educa-
tion. From that time, Course XV, Man-
agement, became the regular vehicle for
providing this unique pattern of educe-
tion to M.I.T.'s undergraduates. During
this period many of the Institute's most
distinguished graduates made their
reputations as managers and business
leaders. The gift of Alfred P. Sloan, Jr. In
1952, however, was the landmark In es-
tablishing a new level and a broader
scope in management education at
M.I.T., and much of the story of manage-
ment education at the Institute has been
written since then.

The Sloan School now offers an under-
graduate program leading to the
Bachelor of Science in Management;
graduate programs leading to the
Master of Science in Management and
the Doctor of Philosophy; a one-year
Alfred P. Sloan Program in executive
development leading to the Master of
Science in Management; and a nine-
week Program for Senior Executives in
executive development. Over the past
several years the School has developed

,--a large number of summer subjects de-
signed primarily to meet the needs of
practicing professionals In the various
areas of the School's program.

In Its efforts, the Sloan School Is com-
mitted to educating enterprise
managers - men and women who have
the will to manage and to risk, who can
deal with complex systems, who have in-
sight into themselves as well as others,
who understand the total environment In
which they live, and who continue to
learn, In fulfilling this commitment, the
School provides students with a solid
grounding in the academic disciplines
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relevant to management - economics,
mathematics, and the behavioral sci-
ences - and develops their awareness
of the multiple facets which characterize
important management problems, from
technical data to human factors. The
School also endeavors to teach students
to make decisions and to move
decisively and responsibly In an In-
creasingly complex world. The oppor-
tunities for such graduates in a society
full of challenge, both social and techni-
cal, are substantial and growing, in fields
which include industrial management,
the management of health services, the
management of education, and the man-
agement of public and urban affairs.

In addition to educating men and
women for management, the Sloan
School Is equally committed to research
directed at new understanding of and
better solutions to management prob-
lems. Together, research and education
are mutually reinforcing goals, and the
School Is confident of their continued
impact on the fields of management and
management education.

William Frank Pounds
Dean of the Sloan School of
Management

Ofo of the Dean
William Frank Pounds, Ph.D.
Professor of Management
Dean

Abraham J. Siegel, Ph.D.
Professor of Industrial Relations
Assoiolte Dean

Peter Paul Gil, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Senior Lecturer

Michael Stewart Scott Morton, D.S.A.
Professor of Management
Assoolate Dean

Professors

Sidney Stuart Alexander, Ph.D.
Professor of Management and
Economics

Thomas John Allen, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of organizational
Psychology and Management

Fischer Black, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance

Edward Harry Bowman, Ph.D.
Professor of Management

John Frederick Collins, Ph.D., D.C.L.
Consulting Professor of Urban
Affairs

Jay Wright Forrester, D.Eng.
Germeshausen Professor
of Management

Arnoldo Cublilos Hex, Ph.D.
Professor of Managemern Science

Daniel Mark Holland, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance

David Kal-Mel Healo, Ph.D.
Professor of Management
(Visiting)

Henry Donnan Jacoby, Ph.D.
Professor of Management
Director, Energy Policy Research,
Energy Laboratory

Gordon Mayer Kaufman, D.B.A.
Professor of Operations Research
and Management

Edwin Kuh, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance and
Economics

John Dutton Conant Little, Ph.D.
George Maverick Bunker
Professor of operations Research
and Management

Thomas Lea Magnanti, Ph.D.
Professor of Operations Research
and Management

Robert Bruce MoKerele, D.B.A.
Professor of Industrial Relations
(Visiting)

Robert cox Marton, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance

Franco Modigilani, D.Jur.,
D.Soc.Scl. LL.D.
institute Professor
Professor of Finance and
Economics

Leo Benjamin Moore, S.M.
Professor of Management

Stewart Clay Myers, Ph.D.
Professor of Finance

Robert Stephen Pindyck, Ph.D.
Professor of Management

William Frank Pounds, Ph.D.
Professor of Management
Dean

Edward Ber Roberts, Ph.D.
David Sarnoff Professor of
Management of Technology

Richard Dunlop Robinson, Ph.D.
Professor of Management

Edgar Henry Schein, Ph.D.
Sloan Fellows Professor
of Management

Richard Lee Schmalensee, Ph.D.
Professor of Applied Economics

Michael Stewart Scott Morton,
D.B.A.
Professor of Management
Associate Dean

Eli Shapiro, Ph.D.
Alfred P. Sloan Professor of
Management

Jeremy Frank Shapiro, Ph.D.
Professor of Operations Research
and Management
Co-Director, Operations
Research Center
(Absent)

Abraham J. Siegel, Ph.D.
Professor of industrial Relations
Associate Dean

Alvin John Slik, Ph.D.
Professor of Management Science

Norman Stanley Stears, M.D.
Professor of Health Management
(Visiting)

Ezlo Tarantelli, Ph.D.
Professor of industrial Relations
(Visiting)

Lester Carl Thurow, Ph.D.
Professor of Management and
Economics
(Absent)

Glen Lee Urban, Ph.D.
Professor of Management
Science
(Absent)

Phyllis Ann Wallace, Ph.D.
Professor of Management
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Roy Elmer Welsch, Ph.D.
Professor of Management Science
and Statistics
(Absent, fall)

Zenon Soterlou Zannetos, Ph.D.
Professor of Management

Assoclate Professors

Richard Paul Bagozzi, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Management Science

Lotte Lazarsfeld Ballyn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Organizational Psychology and
Management

Arnold MIn Barnett, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Operations
Research and Management

Thomas Andrew Barocci, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Industrial Relations

John Joseph Donovan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management
Science
(Absent)

Ralph Katz, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Organizational Psychology
and Management

Peter George Wills Keen, D.B.A.
Associate Professor of
Management Science

Stephen Jay Kobrin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management

Donald Roy Lessard, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management
(Absent, fall)

Gary Louis Lillen, D.E.$.
Associate Professor of Management
Science

Peter Lorange, D.B.A.
Assoolate Professor of Management
Sciee
(Absent)

Stuart Elliot Madnick, Ph.D.
Assoolate Professor of Management
Sciende

Nathaniel Jordan Mass, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management

Jeffrey Alan Meldman, Ph.D., LL.B.
Associate Professor of Management
Science

J. D. Nyhart, J.D.
Associate Professor of Management
and Ocean Engineering

John Eastin Van Maanen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Organizational Psychology
and Management

Eric Arthur von Hippel, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Management

Assistant Professors

Robert Malcombe Alloway, D.B.A.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science

Carlso Young Baldwin, D.BA.
Assistant Professor of Finance

Gabriel Richard Bltran, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

Peter Brownell, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science

James Walter Driscoll, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of industrial
Relations

Stan Nall Finkelstein, M.D
Assistant Professor of Health
Management

Alan Karl Graham. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

Stephen C. Graves, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

Manohar Kalwani, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science

Harry Charles Katz, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
and Economics

Paul Robin Krugman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
(Vilting)

Terry Alan Marsh, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

James Berger Orlin, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science

Peter Michael Songs, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

Thomas Martin Stoker, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

Hoo-min David Toong, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management

Michael Filmer van Breda, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science

Manchek Anthony Wong, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science

Martin Barry Zimmerman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Mqnagement

Michael D. Zisman, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Management
Science
(Absent)

Adjunct Professors

Benjamin Calhoun Ball, Jr., M.S.
Adjunct Professor of Management
and Engineering

Louis Layton Banks, A.B.
Adjunct Professor of Management

Richard Beckhard, A.B.
Adjunct Professor of Management

James Buren Hekimian, Ph.D.
Adjunct Professor of Management

Senior Lecturers

Gordon Falk Bloom, Ph.D., J.D.

William Filbert Bottiglia, Ph.D.

Peter Paul Gil, Ph.D.,
Associate Dean

Herbert Franklin Goodwin, 8.S.

Stanley Martin Jacks, A.M., LL.B.

Richard Alexander MacKinnon,
M.B.A., (Visiting)

James Morrison MoInnes, D.B.A.

Harlan C. Meal, Ph.D.

Charles Andrew Myers, Ph.D.

Edwin C. Nevis, Ph.D.

John Frallok Rockart, Ph.D.,
Director, Center for
information Systems RIssearoh

David 0. Wood, B.6.

Lecturers

James Lester Paddock, Ph.D.
Pamela Walker Turner, S.M.
Alan Frederick White, S.M.

Administration

Loren Charles Cox, M.A.
Executive Director, Center for
Energy Policy Research

Charline Theresa Mahoney, B.A.
Programming Analyst

Gay Van Ausdall, BA.
Administrative Assistant
Managing Editor,
Sloan Management Review

Anne Spiegel Wood, S.M.
Manager of Financial Information
and Planning

Tesehing Programs

Eleanor Chin, BA.
Administrative Assistant,
Executive Development Programs

Paula Budlong Cronin, S.M.
Associate Director of Placement

H. Scott Duncan, Ph.D.
Associate Director of Executive
Programs

Patricia Ann Macpherson
Administrative Assistant,
Executive Development Programs

Esther Merrill, B.S.
Administrative Assistant for
Undergraduate Programs

Miriam Sherburne, A.B.
Administrative Assistant and
Program Director for
Master's Program

Pamela Walker Turner, S.M.
SSM Director of Recruitment
and Placement
Manager, Accelerated
Master's Program

Alan Frederick White, S.M.
Director of Executive Development
Programs
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Undergraduate Study

Professors Emeriti

William Filbert Bottiglia, Ph.D.
Professor of Management and
Humanities, Emeritus

Edward Lindley Bowles, D.Sc.
Professor of Industrial
Management, Emeritus

Edward Pennell Brooks, D.Sc.
Professor of Industrial
Management, Emeritus
Dean, Emeritus

Douglass vincent Brown, Ph.D.
Alfred P. Sloan Professor of
Management, Emeritus

David Durand, Ph.D.
Profesor of Management,
Emeritus

Billy Earl Goetz, Ph.D.
Professor of Management,
Emeritus

Mason Haire, Ph.D.
Alfred P. Sloan Professor of
Management, Emeritus

Charles Andrew Myers, Ph.D.
Sloan Follows Professor of
Management, Emeritus

carroll Louis Wilson, sc.D.
Mitsui Professor In Problems of
contemporary Technology,
Emeritus

Guests of the Institute

Alan Francis Kay. Ph.D.
Barbara Joyce McNell, M.D.
Ansolm Yaron, D.B0.

The Alfred P. Sloan School of Man-
agement offers four undergraduate pro-
grams which provide bases for widely
varying management-related careers.
The programs include the Special Pro-
gram in Management (Program 1),
Behavioral Science in Management
(Program 2), Management Science (Pro-
gram 3), and Dynamics of Management
Systems (Program 4).

Programs 2, 3, and 4 have been planned
to meet the anticipated needs of most
undergraduates interested in manage-
ment. Program 1 is Intended to cope
with unanticipated student Interests, as
well as with the special requirements of
highly motivated students, such as a
highly concentrated Interest in manage-
ment in the public sector. Common to all
of the curricula is the principle that stu-
dents should gain a sound general
education, with emphasis on an area of
relevance to the design, planning, and
control of complex organizations and
social systems. A sequence of six core
subjects provides a unified approach to
informational and economic cbnoepts
common to decision making in such sys-
tems. Beyond this common core stu-
dents have a number of alternative
paths by which they are encouraged to
study an interrelated set of management
disciplines in depth.

In addition to the flexibility inherent in
the four curricula, especially In the op-
tion for student Initiative in Program 1,
each program provides the further
freedom of a number of unrestricted
elective subjects. By different ap-
proaches to elective choice a variety of
educational objectives can be achieved.
Students can schedule electives treating
the functional areas of management to
permit completion of the Bachelor of
Science in Management at the end of
four years of study and the Master of
Science in Management at the conclu-
sion of the fifth year. In-depth exposure
to an area of physical science or engi-
neering, In addition to an education in

management, can be achieved by a
technically oriented elective program.
Appropriate selection of electives
should permit a student to meet admis-
sion requirements of medical, law, or
other graduate schools.

Program I
Special Program In Management

The Special Program in Management
has been designed to encourage stu-
dent initiative in management education.
Specific requirements are limited to
General Institute Requirements and the
six management core subjects. Beyond
these, any student, or group of students,
may propose a coordinated program
which Is related meaningfully to individ-
ual career objectives In management.
Each student-Initiated professional pro-
gram must be approved by three faculty
members, including at least two from the
Sloan School of Management.

Program 2
Behavioral Science in Management

This program is designed to provide stu-
dents with the proper tools for the
utilization of behavioral science theory
and research knowledge in the
managerial context.

The curriculum pursues a spiral course
exposing students to the same basic
behavioral science principles at several
levels of complexity, each time from a
somewhat different vantage. In following
such a course, students develop the
structure necessary for the aocom-
plishment of a major learning experi-
ence, the research practicum, in the
senior year.

This combination of theory, research,
and practical experience in behavioral
science enables students to pursue
graduate study in many applied fields,
with a firm groundwork in the funda-
mentals of behavioral science.

2e8
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Graduate Study

Program 3
Management Science

The Management Science program
caters to mathematically and scien-
tifically oriented men and women who
would like to participate in solving some
of the technical problems central to the
successful management of public and
private organizations.

The Management Science program
develops an underlying competence in
mathematical models, optimization tech-
niques, statistics, and computers. This
provides wide flexibility in career choice.
it prepares students for Immediate par-
ticipation In systems analysis or opera-
tiono research activities in industry or
government. Alternatively, it provides a
basic groundwork for pursuing graduate
work in several directions, either more
broadly toward management and social
science or more technically toward a re-
search career in operations research,
computer science, or applied
mathematics.

Program 4
Dynamios of Management Systems

The Dynamics of Management Systems
program focuses on the feedback
structure of organizations. The unifying
concepts of feedback processes are
stressed to show how the same prin-
ciples are encountered In management,
economics, engineering, life processes,
and the humanities.

The systems of Interest to the manager
are multi-loop, contain both positive and
negative feedback, and are of high order
and nonlinear. To understand such sys-
tems, one must see them from as many
perspectives as possible - as
organized according to principles of
structure; as descriptive subjects deal-
Ing with the structure and dynamics of
social systems; as a mathematical inter-
pretation relating structure and policy to
growth and stability; as computer
simulation of system models; and as
field projects relating theory to practice.

This program uses feedback structure
and dynamics to unify and interrelate
the functional areas of management.
The program is suitable for either the
line manager or the systems analyst. It
should serve as a foundation for gradu-
ate study or practice in a wide variety of
fields.

inquiries

For additional information on under-
graduate curricula and referral to appro-
priate faculty counselors, students may
consult the Undergraduate Program
Office, Room 182-4580, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 263-
2931.

The Sloan School of Management pro-
vides opportunity for graduate work
leading to the degrees of Master of Sci-
ence in Management and Doctor of
Philosophy,

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

Undergraduate preparation for the grad-
uate programs should Include: mathe-
matics through differential and integral
calculus and principles of macro and
micro economics. However, any appli-
cant strongly motivated to study in the
Sloan School who has demonstrated
high intellectual capacity, and who is
prepared to eliminate any deficiencies In
preparation before entering, will be
seriously considered. Applicants for ad-
mission to degree candidacy, except in
the Alfred P. Sloan Fellows Program, are
required to take the Graduate Manage.
ment Admission Test administered by
the Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540. Informa-
tion about dates and locations may be
obtained from that agency. The January
test is the latest one appropriate for ad-
mission in the following June or
September.

Master of Science in Management

Degree candidates normally are admit-
ted in September to a program of study
extending over two academic years.
Those who have had two or more years
of full-time work experience and who
are otherwise well qualified may be con-
sidered for June admission to an ac-
celerated course permitting satisfaction
of all requirements in a period of 12
months.

The Accelerated Mast
fers a breadth of expo
ment In an intensive 1
It was developed at th
seven years ago to me
of organizations dema
slonal middle manage

or's Program of-
sure to manage-
2-month program.
o Sloan School
et both the needs
nding profes-
ment talent with

School of Management
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executive potential and the priorities of
experienced individuals who, with a con-
centrated program in management,
could assume these responsibilities.

Both programs are designed to educate
managers who aspire over their careers
to senior positions. The Sloan Master's
Program offers students with or without
previous work experience a general op-
portunity to establish a special compe-
tence that may lead them to positions of
either general executive responsibility or
technical leadership. Graduates with
prior experience may build on existing
expertise or shift their previous orienta-
tion and cross several functional areas
during the course of their executive
development.

Both Master's programs of the Sloan
School are conducted along three dis-
tinguishable though closely related lines:
theoretical studies, applied studies, and
practical exposure.

The Master's thesis provides opportu-
nity for intensive study of a specific man-
agement problem selected by the
student. Thesis research is conducted
under supervision of a faculty committee
whose members share an Interest In the
topic. Joint theses, which permit attack-
ing problems of somewhat larger scale,
are generally encouraged. An alternative
type of thesis, known as a "structured
thesis," permits a group of students to
join in a major project (designed by fac-
ulty members), with each student
reporting on a specific phase of the
study. In addition to the experience of-
fored by the thesis par se, management
students may participate in the structur-
ing and solution of real problems
through group projects associated with
subject offerings.

Doctor of Philosophy

The purpose of the Sloan School's doc-
toral program Is to prepare students for
careers in teaching and research or for
nonacademic positions requiring ad-
vanced research and analytical
capabilities.

The program's philosophy is sum-
marized by two propositions. First, ad-
vanced analytical work in management
is done best by persons trained in an
underlying theoretical discipline. Sec-
ond, such work requires knowledge of
applied work In management, as well as
of underlying theory. Thus the doctoral
program provides the opportunity to
combine work in theory with work in
broadly defined "applied" or "func-
tional" fields.

A candidate entering with a Bachelor's
degree should be able to complete the
program in three or four years. The first
year is devoted to work in the basic dis-
ciplines of management and to pre-
liminary work In the student's major and
minor fields. The second year is
primarily devoted to the major and
minor fields. Finally, one to two years
are required for the doctoral disserta-
tion. Of course, a candidate entering
with an advanced degree may be able to
finish in less time depending on
previous experience In research.

Breadth Requirement

The basic disciplines of management
are behavioral science, economics, and
mathematical methods. in each of these
"breadth" areas students may
demonstrate competence by passing a
qualifying examination or by success-
fully completing two subjects specified
by the Ph.D. Committee. Entering stu-
dents with formal preparation in these
disciplines are encouraged to take the
qualifying examinations In September,
when they enroll, so as to avoid un-
necessary delays in progressing through
the program.

Major and Minor Fields

Candidates must master the literature,
theory, and application of a major field
of concentration as well as a minor field.
Successful completion of this require-
ment is determined by General Exami-
nations (see below). The major fields
currently available In the Sloan School
are:

Applied Economics
Finance
Health Care Management
Industrial Relations and Law
International Management
Management Science
Management of Technological

Innovation
Organizational Studies
Strategy and Policy
System Dynamics

The Management Science area offers
majors in the following fields:

Information Systems
Marketing
Operations Management
Operations Research
Planning and Control
Public Systems
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When students' objectives do not fall
into the usual categories, it is possible to
construct other major fields.

Most doctoral students enter the pro-
gram with a fairly clear idea in mind of a
major field of concentration, and it is
typically an "applied field." An appropri-
ate minor field Is then selected - a
theoretical discipline that will provide a
foundation for research in the major
field. The following are examples of
natural and usual combinations:

Major Field

Finance
industrial

Relations
Marketing
Operations

Management
Organizational

Studies
System Dynamics

Minor Fleid

Economics
Behavioral

Science
Statistics
Operations

Research
Behavioral

Science
Economics

There are no rigid subject requirements
for the major and minor fields. Naturally,
there are normal packages of subjects
for the standard fields, but substitutions
of other subjects and Independent study
are possible. Regardless of the major
and minor fields chosen, a plan of study
designed to prepare the student for
General Examinations Is worked out by
the student and his or her faculty ad-
visor(s) and submitted to the Ph.D.
Committee for approval at the beginning
of the spring term In the student's first
year.

General Examinations

General Examinations normally are
taken in late May of the second year of
study, after completion of the breadth
requirement, major and minor field
course work, and a research paper (see
below). They are given by faculty work-
Ing in the student's major and minor
fields. The exact form of General Exams
varies from area to area and may involve
written examinations, critfiques of re-
search papers, or review papers on
prescribed topics. In all cases, the last
stage is an oral examination covering
both major and minor fields.

Research

Like the rest of M.I.T., the Sloan School
faculty and administration are deeply
committed to research, and the
philosophy and structure of the Ph.D.
program reflect this professional and or-
ganizational commitment. There are two
separate research requirements: the re-
search paper and the thesis. A substan-
tlal part of the student's work In the latter
half of the first year and in the second is
devoted to an independent research
project. The topic, design, and execu-
tion of the project are left to the student,
although a research advisor and other
Interested faculty are available for ad-
vice and criticism. Upon completion of
the project, the student prepares a
document which, after the evaluation
and approval of faculty members, Is
published in the Sloan School's Working
Paper Series.

The doctoral dissertation consists of
significant scholarly research in some
area of management. Close working re-
lationships with senior faculty are estab-
lished early so that the thesis is defined
as a manageable project as early as
possible. Candidates have the opportu-
nity of completing dissertations within a
year of entering this part of the program,
but they should complete the disserta-
tion within a maximum of two years.

Teaching Apprenticeship

Since the graduates of the doctoral pro-
gram are almost invariably involved in
teaching, whether in a university or in
other organizational settings, there is a
Teaching Apprenticeship requirement
for the degree. Each candidate Is given
partial responsibility for conducting a
Sloan School subject. The appren-
ticeship offers an opportunity to work
closely with a faculty member who can
provide constructive feedback and
counsel. The apprenticeship Is normally
undertaken in the third year of study, af-
ter General Examinations have been
passed, but may be completed earlier if
a suitable teaching opportunity is
available.

Language Requirement

There is no language requirement in the
Sloan School's doctoral program,
although in some cases the student and
his or her advisor decide that further
study of a foreign language is necessary
if the student is to work effectively in his
or her major field. This usually is true,
for example, in the field of International
Management.
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Programs for Executive
Development
In Management

Teaching and Research Assistantship*

Except for limited funds designated by
donors for aid to disadvantaged stu-
dents, fellowships for graduate study in
management are given only to doctoral
degree candidates. All graduate stu-
dents who have completed a year (or
sometimes a term) of graduate study In
the Sloan School are eligible to apply for
the approximately 100 part-time re-
search and teaching assistantships
available each year.

Inquiries

Additional Information concerning grad-
uate programs, admissions, financial
aid, etc., may be obtained from the
Graduate Program Office, Room
E52-472, Sloan School of Management,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3730.

Alfred P. Sloan Pellows Program

Each year the Alfred P. Sloan Fellows
Program admits approximately 50
mid-career executives who have
demonstrated potential for filling posi-
tions of more general and senior man-
agement responsibility In the future.
These men and women are sponsored
by Industry, government, and other
organizations (or they may apply
independently). A limited number are
selected from abroad. The 12-month
Program, providing regular classroom
work plus close contact with business
and government leaders here and
abroad, is taken in conjunction with the
regular graduate program and leads to
the degree of Master of Science in
Management.

Health Management Executive
Development Program

This 12-month Program leading to the
degree of Master of Science in Manage-
ment is aimed at mid-career to senior
level health care practitioners,
educators, researchers, and ad-
ministrators who desire an Intensive
management development experience
in preparation for continued career
growth and increased responsibilities in
the health field. A small group of health
professionals are integrated with the
Alfred P. Sloan Fellows Program. The
Program builds on managerial applica-
tions of the underlying disciplines of
economics, behavioral science, and
quantitative analysis. These disciplines
are studied in relation to general man-
agement issues as well as to specific
health issues.

M.I.T. Program for Senior Executives

The Program for Senior Executives is an
intensive nine-week course of study de-
signed for the senior level executive
already In or preparing for a position of
major managerial responsibility. Enroll-
ment in the Program, offered in the fall
and spring of each year, Is limited to
groups of 30. Participants reside at
Endicott House In Dedham, Massa-
chusetts, taking their course work on
campus at the Sloan School, and at
Endicott House. A one-week trip to
Washington, DC to visit policy makers of
the Federal government is an important
part of the Program.

Inquiries

Detailed information about these pro-
grams may be obtained from the Execu-
tive Development Programs Office,
Room E52-456, Sloan School of Man-
agement, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139, (617) 253-7166.
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Subjects In Management

(A) following tho name of the subject In- 15.099
dicates that It Is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and Is given primarily 15.121
for graduate students. 15.122

15.132
15.U.A. Undergraduate Research
15.001 Managerial Economics 15.141
15.011 Economics for Management 15.144J
15.012 Applied Micro and

Macroeconomics 15.149
15.013 Industrial Economics
15.014 Macroeconomic Problems and 15.215

Policies
15.016 Public Sector Economics 15.221

and Finance
15.017 Economics of Government Regulation 15.222
18.018 Economics of International Business
15.019 Energy Economics and Policy 15.223
15.024 Economics and Finance:

Principles and Policies 1 15.224
15.031 Quantitative Approaches to 15.225

Economic and Management 15,227
Policy (A)

15.053 Introduction to Management 15.228J
Science

15.001 Statistics for Management 15.268
15.062 Decision Models for

Management 15.301
15.065 Decision Analysis (A) 15.304
15.00 Statistical Decision Theory (A) 15.301
15.071 Management Decision Support 15.304

Models 15.306
15.073J introduction to Stochastic

Processes (A) 15.307
15.075 Statistics for Applications (A)
15.076J Statistics for Model 15.311

Building (A)
15.077 Bayesian Analysis Studies (A) 15.314
15.078J Urban Operations Research (A) 15.317
15.081J Introduction to Mathematical

Programming (A) 15.318
1.082 Network Optimization (A) 15.319
15,083 Combinatorial Optimization (A)
15.04J Nonlinear Pregramming and 15.321

Olsorete-Time Optimal Control (A) 15.322
15.085 Topics In Optimization (A) 15.332

Seminar in Management Science
(A)
Seminar in Health Management (A)
Seminar in Health Management (A)
Management of Change In
Complex Health Organizations (A)
Comparative Health Systems (A)
Analytical Methods for Health
Policy and Management (A)
Special Studies in
Health Management (A)
International Dimensions of
Management
International Business
Management I (A)
International Business
Management 11 (A)
International Business
Environments (A)
Intercultural Communication I (A)
Intercultural Communication 11(A)
International Technology Transfer
(A)
Ocean Engineering and
Law Seminar (A)
Readings in Power and
Responsibility (A)
Managerial Psychology Laboratory
Complex Organizations
Managerial Psychology Laboratory
Complex Organizations
Behavioral Science Research
Methods
Behavioral Science Research
Practicum
Individuals, Groups and
Organizations
Organization Theory (A)
Comparative Studies of
Organizations (A)
Organisation (A)
Seminar on Organization
Change (A)
Theories of Planned Change (A)
Organizational Psychology (A)
Administrative Theory and Practice
(A)

15.333 Management of Industrial Change
(A)

15.334 Managing Planned Change I (A)
15.335 Managing Planned Change 11 (A)
15.337 Sociology of Work and

Organizations (A)
15.339 Social Psychology of Work

and Organizations (A)
15.344 Doctoral Seminar on Career

Development and Adult
Socialization (A)

15.345 Doctoral Seminar in Organization
Studies I (A)

15.346 Doctoral Seminar in Organization
Studies 11 (A)

15.347 Doctoral Seminar in Research
Methods I (A)

15.348 Workshop in Research
Methods (A)

15.349 Seminar on Work,
Career and Family (A)

15.351 Research and Development
Management (A)

15.353 Seminar on Management of
Technology (A)

15.355 New Enterprises (A)
15.357 Management of the Innovation

Process (A)
15.411 Financial Management (A)
15.412 Financial Management (A)
15.413 Topics In Corporate Financial

Managernnt (A)
15.414 Business Forecasting (A)
15.415 Finance Theory (A)
15.418 Taxation and Business

Management (A)
15.419 Finance for international Managers

(A)
15.423 The Management of Financial

intermediaries (A)
15.432 Capital Markets and Financial

Institutions (A)
15.433 Advanced Capital Market Theory

(A)
15.434 Advanced Financial

Administration (A)
15.436 International Managerial Finance

(A)
15.441 Research Seminar In Finance (A)
15.501 Financial and Management

Accounting
15.511 Management Accounting and

Control Systems
15.515 Financial and Management

Accounting
15.516 Management Accounting and

Control Systems (A except XV)
15.521 Management Control Systems (A)
15.522 Planning and Control in Non-Profit

Organizations (A)
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15.532 Long-Range Planning Systems (A)
15.541 Computer Based Models for

Planning and Control (A)
15.544 Theory and Problems of Financial

Accounting (A)
15.545 Seminar in Management Planning

and Control (A)
15.561 Benchmark Computer

Programming
15.562 Principles of Management

Information Systems (A)
15.564 Management information

Technology I (A)
15.565 Management Information

Technology 11 (A)
15.568 Management information

Systems (A)
15.569 Decision Support Systems (A)
15.571 Advanced Computer Systems (A)
15.572 Systems Simulation (A)
15.581 Information Systems and Law (A)
15.612 Structure of American Law
15,616 American Legal System (A)
15.625 Labor Law (A)
15.632 Seminar on Regulatory Law

and its impact Upon
Business

15.662 Collective Bargaining and Public
Policy (A)

15.663 Labor-Management Relations
15.664 Management of Human

Resources (A)
15.671J Labor Economics (A)
15.672. Public Policy on Employment

and industrial Relations (A)
15 6744 Comparative Systems of Industrial

Relations and Human Resource
Development (A)

15.675 Equal Employment Opportunity
and Management of
Human Resources (A)

15.691J Research Seminar in Industrial
Relations (A)

15.692J Research Seminar in Industrial
Relations (A)

15.761 Operations Management (A)
15.762 Quantitative Analysis for

Managerial Decisions (A)
15.763 The Practice of Operations

Management (A)
16.764 The Theory of Operations

Management (A)
15.765 The Operatift Manager (A)
15.766 Innovation and Industrial

Development (A)
1$.767 Industrial Project Evaluation (A)

15.768 Operations Management in the
Public Sector and Service
Industry (A)

15.795 Seminar In Operations
Management (A)

15.811 Marketing (A)
15.812 Marketing Management (A)
15.813 Marketing Issues in Public

Systems (A)
15.824 Marketing Communications (A)
15.825 Marketing Models (A)
15.826 Industrial Marketing (A)
15.828 Marketing New Products (A)
15.832 Measurement for Management (A)
15.838 Research Seminar in Marketing (A)
15.851 Dynamics of Physical and

Social Systems
15.862 Principle. of Dynamic Systems 1
15.872 Principles of Dynamic Systems I (A)
15.873 Principles of Dynamic Systems ii (A)
15.874 Industrial Dynamios (A)
15.875 Appilcations and 0,oplementation

of Industrial Dynamics (A)
15.876 Dynamics of Health Service

Systems (A)
15.878 Seminar in System Dynamics

Policy Analysis I (A)
15.879 Seminar in System Dynamics

Policy Analysis 11 (A)
15.880 System Dynamics (A)
15.915 information and Decision Systems
15.921 Business and Social

Pressures (A)
15.922 Business and the Media (A)
15.931 Corporate Strategy, Policy and

Planning (A)
15.933 Financial Strategy (A)
15.935 Seminar on Corporate

Strategy and Structure (A)
15.936 Seminar in Administration
15.937 Seminar in Administration
15.938 Seminar in Administration (A)
15.939 Seminar in Administration (A)
15.951 Special Studies in Management
15.961 Special Studies in Management (A)
15.962- Special Seminars in
15.989 Management (A)
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School of Science

Our understanding of the physical and
biological worlds continues to Increase
and to open up new possibilities of ap-
plicatIons for the benefit of humanity.
The pursuit of this understanding also
helps us to better appreciate the world
in which we live. Because of the rapid
advance of science, our world view is in
the process of continuous change. To-
day we are Increasingly dependent on
science for the knowledge that allows us
to solve practical problems and to find
better ways of providing for the world's
needs. Modern science has proved
useful In many Important ways, but the
search for understanding also Is carried
out because people are curious about
the world around them.

Training In science provides the basis
for many types of careers. People with
scientific training are needed for
teaching and research, but scientific
training provides an opportunity to enter
other professions as well. Students with
bachelor's degrees in science may go on
to medical school, law school, or other
professional schools.

The sciences and mathematics form a
continuum, but for administrative pur-
poses they are divided into seven de-
partments at M.I.T. There are many In-
terroliwlons between the programs of
thes% +sOartments, and the inter-
departrv4ntal laboratories help to form a
bridge betv.en fields and to provide
contact with applications.

At M.I.T., the biological sciences are
represented by a wide range of dis-
cipline. from cell biology, microbiology,
biochemistry, and biophysics to food
science and technology, nutritional blo-
ohemistry and metabolism, toxicology,
and biochemical engineering. The
biological sciences have undergone
tremendous change since the discovery
of the structure of deoxyribonucleic
acid. The Cancer Center and the Cell
Culture Center are interdepartmental
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laboratories which are closely related to
the Department of Biology. The
Arteriosclerosis Center and the Clinical
Research Center are interdepartmental
laboratories which are closely related to
the Department of Nutrition and Food
Science. The new Whitaker College has
joint programs with the School of
Science.

The physical sciences deal with the
physical universe from the shortest dis-
tances between particles Inside the
nucleus to the greatest distances over
which we learn of the structure and sub-
stance of the universe from astronomy
and astrophysics. In physics at M.I.T.,
the four main areas are astrophysics;
experimental nuclear and particle
physics; solid state, laser, plasma, and
atomic physics; and nuclear and particle
theory. A great deal of physics research
is carried out in the Interdepartmental
laboratories listed below. In chemistry,
research and education are carried out
in organic, inorganic, physical, ana-
lytical, biological, biophysical, and
chemical physics. These sciences are
heavily involved in Industry and many
graduates find their careers in applica-
tions as well as in research. Science has,
of course, contributed in the most
fundamental way to the advancement of
technology, and technology has contrib-
uted importantly to the advancement of
science. At M.I.T., the relationships be-
tween science and technology are es-
pecially close and mutually reinforcing.

Wallace Astrophysical Observatory and
the Wallace Geophysical Observatory
provide opportunities for education
and research, as do various interde-
partmental laboratories. The joint
doctoral program with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution provides
opportunities to be involved In oceano-
graphic research.

Mathematics provides a base and lan-
guage for all types of research and Is an
area of active research itself in both the
discovery of new mathematics and in
applying mathematics in new ways to
important applied problems. Pure math-
ematics Is of interest in its own right, and
It always has led in unexpected ways to
a better understanding of the world.
The core of the program in applied
mathematics Is concerned with the
mathematical formulations of propaga-
tion, stability, optimization, cybernetics,
statistics, and random processes.

The science departments and the re-
lated Interdepartmental laboratories
offer many opportunities for under-
graduate research through the UROP
program. Through this program, stu-
dents obtain first-hand research experi-
once in fields that interest them, and
learn in a different environment from the
classroom or instructional laboratory.
The Undergraduate Seminar Program
provides study and associations with
faculty members in smaller and less for-
mai groups.

The School of Science also is involved in
providing parts of the general education
of undergraduate students through the
Science Requirement Subjects, Science
Distribution Subjects, and laboratory
subjects.

Course XXV offers S.5. and S.M. degree
programs in interdisciplinary Science.
These programs provide special oppor-
tunities ')r students to arrange their
curricula in oonsvItation with faculty ad-
visors In fields involving more than one

area of science. The S.M. programs
prepare students for positions in Indus-
try, government, education, or medicine
where training beyond the bachelor's
degree Is required.

interdisciplinary laboratories and cen-
ters associated with the School
include the following:

Arteriosclerosis Center

Francis Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory

Cell Culture Center

Center for Cancer Research

Center for Materials Science and
Engineering

Center for Space Research

Clinical Research Center

Energy Laboratory

Haystack Observatory

Laboratory for Computer Science

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

Lincoln Laboratory

Research Laboratory of Electronics

Robert Arnold Alberty
Dean of the School of Science

OffIce of the Dean

Robert Arnold Alberty, Ph.D., so..
Professor of Chemistry
Dean
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Department of Biology

0.1 n 1

Gene Monte Brown, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry
Head of the Department

Malcolm Lawrence Gefter, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry
Executive Officer

Professors

David Baltimore, Ph.D.
American Cancer Society
Professor of Microbiology

Eugene Bell, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

David Botstein, Ph.D.
Professor of Genetics

John Machlin Buchanan, Ph.D.,
0,.0
John and Dorothy Wilson Professor
of Biochemistry

Herman Nathaniel Eisen, M.D.
Professor of immunology

Maurice Sanford Fox, Ph.D.
Lester Wolfe Professor
of Molecular Biology

Bernard Sidney Gould, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Howard Green, M.D.
Professor of Cell Biology

Charles Edward Holt iII, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Vernon Martin Ingram, Ph.D.,
D.c.
Professor of Biochemistry

Her GobInd Khorana, Ph.D.
Alfred P. Sloan Professor of
Biology and Chemistry
Jonathan Alan King, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Jerome Yraiel Lettvin, M.D.
Professor of Communloations

h, Ph.D.

of

lealth

Salvador Edward Luria, M.D.,
D.Sc.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Director, Center for Cancer
Research

Boris Magasanilk, Ph.D.
Jacques Monod Professor
of Microbiology

Sheldon Penman, Ph.D.
Professor of Coll Biology

Uttam Lal Rajihandary, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry

Alexander Rich, M.D.
Professor of Biophysics
Sedgwick Professor of Biology

Phillips Wesley Robbins, Ph.D.
American Cancer Society
Professor of Biochemistry

Paul Reinhard Schimmel, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry and
Biophysics

Phillip Alien Sharp, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Ethan Royal Signer, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Annamarla Torriani, Ph.D.
Professor of Biology

Christopher Walsh, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry and
Biology

David Floyd Waugh, Ph.D.
Professor of Biophysics

Assoclate Professors

Raymond Milton Baker, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Genetics

Michael J. Bevan, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology

Paul David Gottlieb, Ph.D.
Assoclate Professor of Immunology

Linda Mcintyre Hall, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology
(Visiting)

Nancy Haven Hopkins, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology

David Even Housman, Ph.'.
Assooiate Professor of B3Jiogy

Richard Olding Hynes, Ph.D.
Assoclate Professor of Biology

Mary Lou Pardo*, Ph.D.
Assooiate Professor of Biology

Lisa Amelia Steiner, M.D.
Associate Professor of Immunology

Bonnie Moreland Tyler, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Microbiology
(Visiting)

Robert Allen Weinberg, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biology

Assistant Professors

Howard R. Horvitz, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology

Robert Thomas Sauer, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biochemistry

Frank Solomon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology

Alexander Varshavsky, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Biology

Graham Charles Walker, Ph,D.
Assistant Professor of Biology

Technical Instructor

Erika A. Hartwieg

Operations Administrator

Edward Joseph Gaudlano

Financial Administrator

Elaine Mary Petrino

Personnel Administrator

Genevieve Mary Morash

Senior Research Associate

Daniel H. Levin, Ph.D.

Research Solentists

Vivian Gwyn Eire Ernst, Ph.D.
Stephanie Ellsworth Sher, Ph.D.
Joan Lucia Suit, Ph.D.

Posideotoral Assooltes

Takachika Azuma, Ph.D.
Dorothy Breda Berkoben, Ph.D.
Marjorie 0. Brandries, Ph.D.
Robert Newton Brey 1i, Ph.D.

Forrest LeRoy Foor, Jr., Ph.D.
Alice Bordwell Fulton, Ph.D.
Carol Chala Halpern, Ph.D.
Phyllis Hammer, Ph.D.
Izumi Hayashi; Ph.D.
Joyce Ellen Heckman, Ph.D.
Thomas Harvey Hudson, Ph.D.
Raymond John Ivatt, Ph.D.
Cellk Kayalar, Ph.D.
Robert Weston Keane, Ph.D.
Hie-Joon Kim, Ph.D.
Mary Lou King, Ph.D.
Ichiro Kudo, Ph.D.
Su-ray Lee, Ph.D.
Jack Nelson Lindon, Ph.D.
Edward Leon Loechler, Ph.D.
Maria Li Lung, Ph.D.
Donald T. Moir, Ph.D.
Norio Nakatsuji, Ph.D.
Norma Faye Neff, Ph.D.
Jeffrey R. Neumann, Ph.D.
Juan Cristian Orrego, Ph.D.
Marcia S. Osburne, Ph.D.
Duncan R. Paton, Ph.D.
Robert Pose, M.D.
Charles W. Pratt, Ph.D.
Gary J. Oulgley, Ph.D.
Edward Bowman Reilly, Ph.D.
Lawrence J. Reitzer, Ph.D.
Zlva Reuveny, Ph.D.
Margaret L. Riggs, Ph.D.
Verde Rotter, Ph.D.
Susan P. Schlegel, Ph.D.
Donald Robert Senger, Ph.D.
Ben-Zion Shilo, Ph.D.
Harle Sue Strauss, Ph.D.
Michael Ronald Sutton, Ph.D.
Martha M. Tester, Ph.D.
Vladimir Zeev Volloch, Ph.D.
Joseph Richard Votano, Ph.D.
Andrew Hwel-Jlung Wang, Ph.D.
Barry Lee Wanner, Ph.D.
Scott C. Wittlesberger, Ph.D.
Nancy Helen Woo, Ph.D.
Paul Wrede, Ph.D.

Professors Emeriti

Bernard Sidney Gould, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Kurt Siegfried Lion, Dr.Ing.
Professor of Applied Biophysics,
Emeritus

Salvador Edward Luria, M.D., D.So.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Director, Conter for Cancer
Research

Francis Otto Schmitt, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Biology, Emeritus

Irwin Whiting Sizer, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemistry,
Emeritus
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Undergraduate Study

The Department of Biology offers
undergraduate, graduate, and post.
doctoral training in basic biology, and
In a variety of biologloal fields of
specialization. The quantitative aspects
of biology, including molecular biology,
biochemistry, biophysics, genetics, and
cell biology, represent the core of the
program. Students in the Department
are encouraged to acquire a solid back-
ground in the physical sciences not only
to master the applications of mathe-
matics, physics, and chemistry to
biology, but also to develop an inte-
grated scientific perspective. The
various programs, emphasizing prac-
tical experimentation, combine a
minimum of formal laboratory exercises
with ample opportunities for research
work both in project-oriented laboratory
subjects and In the Department's re-
search laboratories. Students at all
levels are encouraged to acquire
familiarity with advanced research tech-
niques and to participate In seminar
activities.

Bachelor of Soence In Life Sciences
Course VII

This program leads to the Bachelor of
Science in Life Sciences. The curriculum
Is designed to prepare students for a
professional career In the area of the
biological sciences. Graduates of this
program are well prepared for positions
In Industrial or research Institutions.
However, experience has shown that
most graduates probably will choose to
continue their education at graduate
schools in order to obtain a Ph.D. In
biochemistry, microbiology, genetics,
biophysics, cell biology, or physiology,
followed by research or teaching in one
of these areas. The undergraduate
curriculum is also excellent preparation
for students who wish to continue their
education toward an M.D., particularly if
they plan to include laboratory investiga-
tions bearing on human disease as part
of their careers.

Inquiries

Additional Information regarding aca-
demic programs, research oppor-
tunities, admissions, financial aid, etc.
may be obtained from Biology Head-
quarters, Room 56-509, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-4701.

Bachelor of Science
Course VII-A

Course VII-A is designed for students
who wish to obtain a background in the
life sciences as preparation for careers
without laboratory research such as
medicine, graduate study of psychology,
or management studies. This program,
leading to the Bachelor of Science,
allows more time for electives so that
students can plan their programs to suit
their particular goals.

Bachelor of Science
Course Vi1-

The curriculum of Course ViI-B, Applied
Biology, offers specialization In nutrition
and food science. Students electing this
area should consult with the Department
of Nutrition and Food Science before
registration.

A
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Graduate Study

The Department of Biology offers
graduate work leading to the Doctor of
Philosophy in biology, biochemistry,
biophysics, or cell biology. Study may
be pursued In the following fields of
specialization.

Cell Biology, Virology, and Physiology
The study of the biology of cells from
multicellular organisms and the viruses
which grow In such cells is emphasized
in this program. The major areas of re-
search Include cell culture, the macro-
molecular metabolism of cells, cellular
genetics and cytogenetics, cellular Im-
munology, tumor Immunology, animal
virology (both tumor viruses and non-
tumor viruses), synthesis and structure
of eukaryotic DNA, membrane structure
and synthesis, sensory physiology, and
differentiation. A major focus of the re-
search in cell biology is the study of
growth control and the aberrances of
growth control in malignant cells.

Microbiology The aim of this program is
to provide the student with an under-
standing of the fundamental aspects of
the structure, genetics, and physiology
of microorganisms. Current research
projects are in the areas of the genetics
of bacteria, yeast, and bacterlophage;
the assembly of bacterlophage; the
molecular biology of slime molds; the
function of bacterial membranes; the
regulation of the blosynthesis of bac-
terial enzymes; and the biology of
animal viruses.

Blochemlstry This program is designed
to give the student training in the follow-
ing areas of biochemistry: the chemistry
of proteins and nucleic acids, physical
biochemistry, intermediary metabolism,
membrane biochemistry, enzymology
and molecular biology. Examples of
current research are the structure and
blosynthesis of macromolecules such
as DNA, RNA, and proteins; the bio-
synthesis of amino acids and co-
enzymes; the chemical mechanisms
underlying the action of enzymes; the
regulation of the blosynthesis of macro-
molecules; membrane biochemistry; the
biochemistry of development; and
Immunochemistry.

Biophysics The objectives of research In
this area are an understanding of the
function of biological systems in terms
of the structures and interactions of
molecules. These objectives are ap-
proached through the application of
techniques such as X-ray diffraction,
electron microscopy, ultracentrifugation,
electrophoresis, spectroscopy, genetics,
and a variety of other physiochemical
and physiological approaches. Current
examples of research interests lie in the
areas of the mechanisms of formation of
tertiary structure of proteins and nucleic
acids; the physical chemistry of
macromolecules and their Interactions;
molecular aspects of blood coagulation;
molecular biology, including assembly
of macromolecular structures such as
phage; the mechanism of allosteric con-
trol; DNA replication and mechanisms of
genetic recombination; biophysical
aspects of neurobiology; and communi-
cations biophysics. A program is pro-
vided whereby students with a variety of
educational backgrounds can make the
transition into biology (biophysics). For
this reason applications are welcome
from those who have majored In
physical chemistry or physics and also
from those holding degrees in medicine.

To accomplish the transition, the pro-
gram in biophysics is deliberately flexi-
ble so that complementary education
may be obtained as part of the graduate
program.

Biological Oceanography M.I.T. and the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
administer a joint program in biological
oceanography leading to a jointly
awarded Doctor of Philosophy. For
details of this program, please see
M.I.T.-Woods Hole Joint Program In
Oceanography, which follows the School
of Science.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

in the Department of Biology, the Master
of Science Is not a prerequisite for a
program of study leading to the doc-
torate. The Department expects that
entering graduate students have formal
training In the following subjects: a year
of calculus, including some experience
in differential equations; a year of
physics; organic chemistry; physical
chemistry; and subjects in the biologi-
cal sciences, including general blo-
chemistry, and genetics, Deficiencies In
any of these subjects may be removed,
If not too extensive, while enrolled in a
graduate program.

Doctor of Philosophy

The General institute Requirements for
the Doctor of Philosophy are listed in
Chapter IV of this catalogue. There are
no specific Departmental programs for
the degree, since the subjects required
vary with the field of specialization. Stu-
dents select their own programs, ac-
cording to certain broad principles, after
consultation with the Graduate Commit
tee of the Department.
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Subjects In Biology

Teaching and Research Assistantshlps (A) following the name of the subject in- 7.61
dicates that It Is an approved subject for

A number of qualified students are a graduate degree and is given primarily 7.62
appointed each year as teaching or re- for graduate students. 7.63
search aseistants. Research assistants 7.U.R. Undergraduate Research 7.65
may be permitted to use the results of 7.01 General Biology 7.66
their assigned research work in gradu- 7.011 Introduction to Experimental 7.70
ate theses, with possible acceleration of Biology
their programs. in addition, a number of 7.021 Experimental Immunology 7.71J
predootoral and postdoctoral fellow- 7.03 Genetics 7.72J
ships are available in cell biology, 7.031 Experimental Microbial Genetics
microbiology, physiology, biochemistry, 7.04 Cell and Developmental Biology 7.73
and biophysics. 7.041 Experimental Cell Biology 7.74J

7.05 General Biochemistry 7.75
7.051 Experimental Biochemistry 7.86

inquirIes 7.06 Biology of Cells of Higher 7.90
Organisms

Any additional Information regarding 7.09 Biology, MedicIne and SocIal 7.93
graduate academic programs, research Policy 7.941
activities, admissions, financial aid, 7.11 Biology Teaching 7.942
assistantships, etc. may be obtained 7.13 The Bloophere 7.99
from Biology Headquarters, Room 7.14J Atoms, Genes and Stars -
56-509. M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachu- A Joint Reality
setts 02139, (617) 253-4701. 7.21 Microbial Physiology

7.24 Topics in Bacteriology (A)
7.25 Topics in Bacterial Viruses
7.26 Animal Virology
7.27 Molecular Biology of Bacteria and

Bacterial Viruses
7.30 Method and Logic In Molecular

Biology (A)
7.32 Analysis of Differentiation and

Development
7.36 Advanced Neurophysiology (A)
7.411- Seminars In Biological
7.419 Oceanography (A)
7.421- Special Problems in Biological
7.429 Oceanography (A)
7.43 Phytoplankton and

Nutrient Cycling (A)
7.44 Ecology of Oceanic

Zooplankton
7.45 Benthos and Fish (A)
7.46 Topics in Physiology

and Biochemistry of
Marine Animals (A)

7.491- Research In Biological
7.497 Oceanography (A)
7.51J General Physiology
7.52 Morphogenesis
7.83 Laboratory In Biological Electron

Microscopy
7.60 Coll Biology (A)

The Mammalian Cell in
Differentiation
Tumor Biology (A)
Immunogenetlos and Cellular
Immunology
Cell Motility and Cell Form
Cell Surfaces (A)
Seminar in Protein and Nuclelo
Acid Structure (A)
Biophysical Chemistry
Enzymatic Reaction
Mechanisms (A)
General Immunology
Seminar In Blochemistry (A)
Advanced Biochemistry (A)
Molecular Genetics (A)
Special Problems in Biology for
Undergraduates
Selected Topics In Biology (A)
Research Problems (A)
Research Problems (A)
Molecular Configuration In
Biological Systems Seminar (A)
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Department of Chemistry

James Lloyd Kinsey, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry
Head of the Department

Olseers

Robert Arnold Alberty, Ph.D.,
8o0D.
Professor of Chemistry
Dean of the School of Solence

Glenn Allen Berchtold, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Klaus iemsmnn, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

George Hermann Buchi, D.Sc.
Camille Dreyfus Professor of
Chemistry

Alan Davison, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

John Mark Deutoh, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Carl Wesley Garland, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Frederick Davis Greene 11, Ph.D.,
o.D.

Professor of Chemistry

David Newton Hume, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Daniel Schaeffer Kemp, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Her Gobind Khorana, Ph.D.
Alfred P. Sloan Professor of
Biology and Chemistry

Richard Collins Lord, Ph.D., So.D.
Professor of Chemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Satoru Masamune, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Irwin Oppenholm, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

John Ross, Ph.D.
Frederick G. Keyes Professor of
Chemistry

Dietmar Beyferth, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

John Clark Sheehan, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Organic Chemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Robert James Slibey, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Clark Conkling Stephenson, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Charles Gardner Swain, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Christopher Thomas Walsh, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry and Biology

John Stewart Waugh, Ph.D.
Arthur Amos Noyes Professor of
Chemistry

George McClelland Whitesides,
Ph.D.
Arthur Clay Cope Professor
of Chemistry

Mark Stephen Wrighton, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry

Assoolate Professors

Robert Warren Field, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Gregory Anthony Petsko, DPhiI.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Richard Royce Schrock, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Edward Ira Solomon, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Jeffrey Irwin Steinfeld, PhD.
Associate Professor of Chemistry

Assistant Professors

Rick Lane Danheiser, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Ellen Jane Henderson, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Fenton Read McFeely, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

William Harry Rastetter, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Mary Fedarko Roberts, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

William Richard Roush, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

Ralph Horton Staley, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Chemistry

instructor

Dagmar Rings Poni, Ph.D.

Technical instructors

Stephen Andrew Cortoseli
John Robert Linzi
James Alexander Simms

Pinancial Administrator

Sharon Lee Harris

Operations Administrator

Lawrence William Ryan, Jr.

Personnel Administrator

Anne Marie Les

Professors Emeriti

James Alexander Beattle, Ph.D.
Professor of Physical Chemistry,
Emeritus

Edmund Les Gamble, Ph.D.
Professor of Inorganic Chemistry,
Emeritus

Louis Harris, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physical
Chemistry, Emeritus

Lawrence Joseph Heldt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physical
Chemistry, Emeritus

John Withers Irvine, Jr., Ph.D., So.D.
Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus

Richard Collins Lord, Ph.D., ScD.
Professor of Chemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Earl Bowman Mllard, Ph.D.
Professor of Physical Chemistry,
Emeritus

Avery Adrian Morton, Ph.D.
Professor of Organic Chemistry,
Emeritus

John Clark Sheehan, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Organic Chemistry,
Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Stephen Gershom Simpson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Analytical
Chemistry, Emeritus

Clark Conkling Stephenson, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer

Ralph Chillingworth Young, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of inorganic
Chemistry, Emeritus
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Department of Chemistry

Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

Saohelor of Solence In Chemistry
Course V

The Department offers an under-
graduate program sufficiently flexible
in its electives to provide excellent pre-
paratIon for careers in many different
areas of chemistry. The Course is de-
signed to provide an education based
on science for those who Intend to go on
to graduate study and professional
careers in chemistry, or allied fields in
which a sound knowledge of chemistry
is important. Students receive thorough
instruction in the principles of chemistry,
supplemented by Instruction In mathe-
matics, physics, the humanities, and
other subjects.

Unrestricted elective time allows
students to extend their knowledge In
areas of special Interest. Those intend-
Ing to do graduate work may elect
subjects in the Department or in other
departments which will give them more
detailed knowledge in the areas in which
they wish to specialize. Students who
plan to enter industry may elect subjects
which offer the fundamentals In a select-
ed field of science, engineering, or the
humanities and social sciences. Five-
year programs may also be elected
which lead to simultaneous Bachelor of
Science degrees in two fields of
specialization.

The Course also alms to develop the re-
search attitude, and the curriculum may
Include a research project giving stu-
dents opportunities to demonstrate ap.
titude for creative efforts.

The Department of Chemistry offers the
Master of Science in Chemistry, the
Doctor of Philosophy, and the Doctor of
Science. The subjects offered for these
degrees aim to develop a sound knowl-
edge of fundamentals and a familiarity
with current progress in the most active
and important areas of chemistry. In ad-
dition to studying formal subjects, each
student undertakes a research problem
which forms the core of graduate work.
Through the experience of conducting
an Investigation leading to the master's
or doctoral theils, a student learns
general research attitudes and methods
of approach and acquires training In
some of the specialized techniques of
research.

The areas of research in the Depart-
ment are organic, inorganic, physical,
analytical, biological, and biophysical
chemistry, and chemical physics. The
thesis frequently will involve more than
one of these fields. Some of the re-
search activities of the Department are
carried out In association with the work
of various Interdisciplinary laboratories
and centers such as the Center for Ma-
terials Science and Engineering, the Re-
search Laboratory of Electronics, and
the Spectroscopy Laboratory. These
interdepartmental research laboratories
provide stimulating Interaction among
the research programs of several M.I.T.
departments and give students the
opportunity to become familiar with re-
search work in disciplines other than
chemistry. There also Is an opportunity
for research in cooperation with other
departments such as Biology, Earth
and Planetary Sciences, and Physics.
Detailed information on the research ac-
tivities of the faculty can be found in the
Directory of Graduate Research pub-
lished by the American Chemical
Society.

Entranoe Requirements for Graduate
Study

Students Intending to pursue graduate
work in the Department should have ex-
cellent undergraduate preparation In
chemistry. The Department, however, Is
flexible In its attitude toward the specific
mathematics and physics preparation;
the essential requirement Is demon-
stration of ability to progress with ad-
vanced study and research in some area
of special interest. Mathematics and
physics are important prerequisites for
graduate work In physical chemistry or
chemical physics. On the other hand,
less preparation in mathematics and
physics would be required for work In
organic chemistry.

Applicants for financial assistance from
the Department of Chemistry are re-
quested to submit scores from the Ver-
bal and Quantitative sections of the
Graduate Record Examination. Scores
on the Advanced examinations are
optional.

Although doctoral studies are the prin-
cipal focus of the graduate program in
the Department of Chemistry, applica-
tions are also accepted from students
who do not wish to go beyond the
Master's degree. Applicants whose ul-
timate goal Is the Ph.D. or Sc.D. should
apply as doctoral students from the
start, since the Master's degree is not a
prerequisite for the Ph.D. or Sc.D. In
Chemistry at M.I.T.

Master of Solence in Chemistry

The general requirements for the Master
of Science are listed in Chapter IV of this
catalogue. Students Interested In the
Master of Science in Chemistry should
also Investigate the Master's Program in
interdisciplinary Science (Course XXV).
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Subjects In Chemistry

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

The Department does not have any for-
mal subject requirements for the doc-
toral degree. Each student, with the ad-
vice of a research supervisor, pursues
an Individual program of study which Is
pertinent to long-range research Inter-
ests. For some students this includes the
acquisition of proficiency In reading
scientific German.

Written major examinations are
cumulative, and a series ot eAami-
nations is given each term. Separate
examinations in physical, organic, and
Inorganic chemistry are offered each
term, and additional examinations in
analytical, biophysical chemistry or
other specialized areas also are offered
several times during the year. The level
of these examinations corresponds to
introductory graduate subjects, but they
are not based specifically on such sub-
jects. Considerable emphases Is placed
on seminars and current literature. Six
of these cumulative examinations must
be passed to complete the written major
examination. No fixed time limit is set for
completion of this requirement; how-
ever, progress is reviewed periodically.
No other general written examinations
are required. In particular, no qualifying
(or "entrance") examinations are given.

Teaching and Research Aesistantships

The Department appoints a number of
degree candidates as teaching assis-
tants who are usually assigned to
laboratory subjects or to discussion sec-
tions of lecture subjects. Many students
receive appointments to research
assistantships after their first year, and
Departmental fellowships and
reappointments to teaching assistant-
ships also are available. Financial sup-
port after the first academic year for stu-
dents who maintain a satisfactory record
Is provided, subject to the availability of
funds for that purpose.

Inquiries

Correspondence about the graduate
program or appointments should be
addressed to the Chairman of the De-
partmental Committee on Graduate Stu-
dents, Chemistry Graduate Office, Room
18-392, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachu-
setts 02139, (617) 253-1845.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and Is given primarily
for graduate students.

5.U.R. Undergraduate Research
5.03 Principles of Inorganic Chemistry 1
5.04 Principles of Inorganic Chemistry 1i
5.05 Principles of Inorganic Chemistry III
5.065 Advanced inorganic Chemistry (A)
5.066 Special Topics In Inorganic

Chemistry (A)
5.067 Inorganic Chemistry (A)
5.10 Principles of Analytical Chemistry
5.121J Planetary Physics and Chemistry I
5.122J Planetary Physics and Chemistry 11
5.125J Planetary Atmospheres (A)
5. 129J Current Research In Meteoritics (A)
5.194 Design and Analysis of

Experiments (A)
5.195 Interpretive Spectroscopy (A)
5.310 Laboratory Chemistry
5.311 Introduction to Chemical

Experimentation
5.32 Intermediate Chemical

Experimentation
5.33 Advanced Chemical

Experimentation
5.40 General Chemistry
5.41 Introduction to Structure, Bonding

and Mechanism
5.42 Organic Chemistry
5.43 Organic Chemistry
5.50J Enzymatic Reaction Mechanisms

(A)
5.51 Advanced Organic Chemistry:

Synthesis (A)
5.53 Molecular Structure and Reactivity

(A)
5.54 Physical Organic Chemistry (A)
5.55 Organic Chemistry: Natural

Products (A)
5.56 Special Topics in Organic

Chemistry (A)
5.57 Chemistry of Amino Acids, Peptides,

and Proteins (A)
5.58 Biochemistry of Membranes (A)
5.60 Chemical Thermodynamics
5.01 Physical Chemistry
5.62 Physical Chemistry
5.64J Biophysical Chemistry
5.65 Physical Chemistry of

Maoromolecular Solutions
5.60 Spectroscopic Techniques

in Biochemistry (A)
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5.68 Kinetics of Chemical Reactions (A)
5.10 Introduction to Statistical

Thermodynamics (A)
5.72 Statistical Mechanics (A)
5.73 Introductory Quantum

Mechanics I (A)
5.74 introductory Quantum

Mechanics 11 (A)
5.76 Molecular Spectra and Molecular

Structure (A)
5.80 Special Topics in Chemical

Physics (A)
5.82 Advanced Topics in Solid State

Chemistry (A)
5.83 Advanced Topics in Statistical

Mechanics and Kinetic Theory (A)
5.84 Advanced Topics in Spectroscopy

and Quantum Mechanics (A)
8.89 Special Problems in Chemistry

for Undergraduates
5.90 Special Problems in Chemistry (A)
5.913 Seminar in Organic Chemistry (A)
5.914 Seminar in Organic Chemistry (A)
5.915 Seminar in Analytical

Chemistry (A)
5.916 Seminar in Analytical

Chemistry (A)
5.931 Seminar in Physical Chemistry (A)
5.932 Seminar in Physical Chemistry (A)
8.941 Seminar in Inorganic

Chemistry (A)
5.942 Seminar in Inorganic

Chemistry (A)
5.981J Seminar in Biochemistry (A)



Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences

Carl Isaac Wunsch, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor
of Physical Oceanography
Head of the Department

Professore

Keliti Aki, Ph.D.
Professor of Geophysics

William Francis Brace, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor
of Geology

Burrell Clark Burchfiel, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology

Roger George Burns, Ph.D.
Professor of Geochemistry

Stanley Robert Hort, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology and
Geochemistry

Theodore Richard Madden, Ph.D.
Professor of Geophysics

Gordon Homenway Pettengill,
Ph.D.
Professor of Planetary Physics

Frank Press, Ph.D.
Robert R. Shrock Professor
of Geophysics
(On leave)

John George Solater, Ph.D.
Professor of Marine Geophysics

Irwin Ira Shapiro, Ph.D.
Professor of Geophysics
and Physics

M. Gene Simmons, Ph.D.
Professor of Geophysics

M. Naf Toksia, Ph.D.
Professor of Geophysics
Director, George A, Wallace, Jr.,
Geophysical Observatory

Asselate Professors

Tanya Merle Atwater, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Marine
Geology
(On leave)
Charles Claude Counselman Ill,
Ph.D.
Atociste Professor of Planetary

Ph.D.

Frederick August Frey, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Geochemistry

John Simpson Lewis, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Geohemistry

Peter Molnar, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Earth
Sciences
(On leave)

William Hamet Pinson, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Geology

Sean Canl Solomon, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Geophysics

John Brelsford Southard, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Geology

Assistant Professors

Edward Allen Boyle, Ph.D.
AsIstant Professor of Chemical
Oceanography

Charles C. Eriksen, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Oceanography

Timothy L, Grove, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Petrology

Frank S. Spear, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Geology

Honorary Lecturer

Cecil H. Green, SM., D.S.C.,
LL.D.

Administrative Offloor

Douglas Pfelffer

Administrative Staff
Deborah W. Gillett
MaryLou G. Leclair

Senior Research AssocIlate

Michael A. Chinnery, Ph.D.

Senlor Research Solentists

Thomas Sard McCord, Ph.D.
Joseph Broughton Walsh, Ph.D.

inomy Principal Research Seentist

Nobumlohl Shimlu. D.80.,Jr. Director, Ion Probe Facility

Research Associates

Bernard Choust, Ph.D.
Brian Corey, Ph.D.
William Cotton, Ph.D.
Peter G. Ford, Ph.D.
Serge Gourevitch, Ph.D.
D. Edmunds Harrison, Ph.D.
Albert Haul, Ph.D.
Robert King, Ph.D.
George Loriot, Ph.D.
Paul MacNeil, Ph.D.
Elaine Padovani, Ph.D.

Alan Parkes, Ph.D.,
Director, Microprobe Facility

Barry Parsons, Ph.D.
Michael Ratner, Ph.D.
Robert Reasenberg, Ph.D.
Brian Tucker, Ph.D.

Postdoctoral Associates

Michel Bouchon, Ph.D.
Chuen Hon Chong, Ph.D.
Wai.Ying Chung, Ph.D.
Larry Cox, Ph.D.
Edward Dunham, Ph.D.
Brian Evans, Ph.D.
Richard French. Ph.D.
Marc Gorenstein, Ph.D.
Ichiro Kawasaki, Ph.D.
Ozer Kenar, Ph.D.
Richard Langley, Ph.D.
Russell McDuff, Ph.D.
Christopher Measures, Ph.D.
Debra Stakes, Ph.D.
Jill Wittels, Ph.D.

Crosby Visiting Professors

Tor H. Nilsen, Ph.D.
Richard H. Sillitos, Ph.D.

Visiting Scientists

Peter Baines, Ph.D.
Aviva Brecher, Ph.D.
Hu Dunxin
Giselher Gust, Ph.D.
Barbara Romanovic, Ph.D.
Wu Ru Shan

The study of earth and planetary sci-
ences at M.I.T. covers several broad
fields - the evolution of the main
features of the planetary system; the
origin, composition, structure, and state
of the atmospheres, oceans, surfaces,
and interiors of planets; and the dy-
namics of planet and satellite motions.
At the Institute, modern problems that
receive special emphasis Include:
mineralogy-crystallography; experi-
mental petrology; rock mechanics;
geochemistry; geochronology;
seismology; planetary magnetism and
electricity; heat flow; high pressure
geophysics; geophysical fluid dynamics;
optical, radio, and radar astronomy; dy-
namical astronomy; planetary at-
mospheres and surfaces; meteoritics;
particles in planetary fields; physical and
chemical oceanography; and marine
geology and geophysIcs.

These problems are attacked by In situ
physical and chemical measurements,
laboratory studies, and theoretical treat-
ments. Experimental facilities for train-
ing and research are available in the De.
partment; in M.I.T. laboratories and cen-
ters such as the Center for Space Re-
search, the Lincoln Laboratory, the
Haystack radar and radio observatory,
and the Wallace Astrophysical and
Geophysical observatories; and in
cooperating Institutions such as the
Woods Hole Oceanographic institution.

Professors EmeritI

Martin Julian Buerger, Ph.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Mineralogy and
Crystallography, Emeritus

Harold Williams Fairbairn, Ph.D.
Profossor of Geology, Emeritus

Patrick Mason Hurley, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology, Emeritus

Robert Rakes Shrock, Ph.D.
Professor of Geology, Emeritus

285
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Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

Sachelor of Solence in Earth and
Planetary Solenoes
Course XI

The Department offers undergraduate
preparation for professional careers In
the earth and planetary sciences. Some
students concentrate In specific fields.
Others choose to combine basic studies
In mathematics, physics, chemistry, or
engineering with applications to the
earth and planetary sciences.

Pifth-Year Programs

Studies In physics, chemistry, biology,
applied rhathematics, and electrical or
civil engineering are directly relevant
preparation for work in earth and
planetary sciences. Students from these
departments can arrange flexible pro-
grams of study In Course Xil which lead
to a second Bachelor of Science in one
of these areas,

Students with strong academic records
from the Departments of Chemistry,
Electrical Engineering and Computer
Science, Physics, Earth and Planetary
Sciences, or Mathematics should be
able to complete a Master of Science in
Earth and Planetary Sciences In one
year of additional study, particularly if
their programs are arranged for this
purpose from the beginning of the fourth
year. Applications for graduate enroll-
ment in the Department are considered
any time after the beginning of the fourth
year. The decision on admission of
M.I.T. undergraduates to the graduate
program can be made about one month
after receipt of the completed applica-
tion. Students may receive the Bachelor
of Science as soon as the requirements
are completed, or may elect to defer the
award for simultaneous presentation
with the Master of Science.

Inquiries

Additional information may be obtained
from the Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences, Room 54-912,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3381.

The Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences offers opportunities for gradu-
ate study and research in a wide range
of fields, as outlined in Chapter IV of this
catalogue. Advanced work in these
fields leads to the Master of Soltince in
Earth and Planetary Sciences, the Doc-
tor of Philosophy, or the Doctor of Sci-
ence with a thesis in the field of
specialization.

Graduate students pursue both theo-
retical and experimental aspects of
these subjects. Modern laboratory
facilities, computers, Instrumentation,
and extensive collections of specimens
and data are available to students. Field
study is an essential part of the graduate
curriculum in geology, geophysics, and
geochemistry, and special arrange-
ments may be made for summer
employment and field research on
Departmental projects and with In-
dustrial organizations and government
agencies.

M.I.T. and the Woods Hole Oceano-
graphic Institution have established a
joint program In oceanography which
leads to a jointly awarded degree of the
Doctor of Philosophy or the Doctor of
Science. For details of this program, see
M.l.T.-Woods Hole Joint Program in
Oceanography, following the School of
Science.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

in addition to the General institute
Requirements for admission, the De-
partment requires preparation
equivalent to the curriculum for the
Bachelor of Science in Earth and
Planetary Sciences at M.I.T. If students
are not fully prepared in certain of the
required subjects, they usually are
asked to extend their studies In these
areas while pursuing advanced work.

The doctoral program can be entered
without a Master of Science as a
prerequisite.

School of Sclence
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Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences 287

Subjects in Earth and
Planetary Sclences

Master of Science In Earth and
Planetary Solences or in
Oceanography

The General Institute Requirements for
the degree of Master of Science in Earth
and Pianetary Science or In Ocean-
ography are described In Chapter IV.
An Individual program of study and re-
search is arranged to suit the special
background, needs, and goals of each
btudent. The program is worked out in
detail by the student with his or her per-
sonal faculty advisor and a Depart-
mental committee.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

General Institute Requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Philosophy or Doc-
tor of Science are given in Chapter IV. A
specialized program of study and re-
search is tailored to each student's
background, needs, and goals by the
student in consultation with a personal
faculty advisor and a Departmental com-
mittee. A doctoral candidate's program
is expected to be broad and to include
formal study in other departments in ad-
dition to the specialized subjects which
prepare the candidate for thesis re-
search. Thesis research normally is
begun immediately after successful
completion of the general examination,
by the end of the second year. The
general examination is intended to test
the candidate's preparation for, and
ability to perform, independent
research.

Thesis research is closely supervised by
one or more faculty members who are
Interested and knowledgeable In the re-
search topic, who are chosen by the stu-
dent, and who may be members of other
departments. The thesis is expected to
mnig high professional standards, and
to be a significant original contribution
to the scientific field.

Teaching and Research Assistantships

The Department regularly appoints 50 to
60 assistants who are candidates for a
graduate degree. Teaching assistants
conduct scheduled laboratory sections
and examinations, grade papers, and
prepare teaching materials. Research
assistants work on Departmental re-
search projects. Such work may be
closely related to, and even identical to,
the student's thesis research.

inquiries

Additional information regarding aca-
demic and research programs In earth
and planetary sciences, admission
requirements, assistantship appoint-
ments, financial aid, etc. may be ob-
tained by writing to the Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Room 54-
912, M.i.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-3381. The Department
publishes, annually, a booklet describ-
ing current research activities.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

12.U.R. Undergraduate Research
12.00 Evolution of the Earth
12.002 The Earth and the Planets
12.003J Environmental Ecology I
12.004J Environmental Ecology 11
12.01 Geological Processes, Features

and History
12.011 Sedimentary Processes: Rivers
12.012 Sedimentary Processes: Glaciers
12.013 Sedimentary Processes: The Wind
12.014 Sedimentary Processes: Coastlines
12.016 Sediments and Sedimentary

Rocks
12.02 Physics and Chemistry of

Minerals and Rocks
12.03 Structural Geology
12.043J Introduction to Mining

and Mineral Technology
12.051 Field Geology I
12.052 Field Geology Il
12.053 Field Geology Ill
12.061 Petrology I
12.062 Petrology ||
12.066 Analysis of Geological Materials
12.071 Geochemistry
12.091- Special Problems
12.094
12.095 Teaching Earth and

Planetary Sciences
12.101 Physics of the Earth
12.102 Introduction to Marine

Geophysics (A)
12.103 Plate Tectonics
12.105 Introduction to Field

Geophysics
12.106 Geophysics Field Study
12.107 Geophysics Field

Study Ao
12.111 Survey of Astronomy |
12.112 Survey of Astronomy 11
12.113 Astronomy 1
12.114 Astronomy 11
12.115J Dynamical Astronomy
12.116 Observational Techniques of

Optical Astronomy
12.121 Exploration of the Solar System
12.131J Planetary Physics and Chemistry I
12.132J Planetary Physics and Chemistry 11
12.20J Environmental Chemistry of the

Ocean-Atmosphere System
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12.21 Physics of the Ocean 12.77 Marine Geophysical Data
12.221- Project Studies in Interpretation (A)
12.229 Oceanography 12.771- Seminar in Oceanography
12.301. Seminar in Geology and 12.779 at Woods Hole (A)
12.304 Geochemistry (A) 12.781- Special Problems in
12.31 World Regional Tectonics (A) 12.789 Chemical Oceanography at
12.311 Seminar in Regional Woods Hole (A)

Tectonics (A) 12.791- Special Problems in Marine
12.32 Mechanics of Sedimentary 12.799 Geology and Geophysics at

Processes (A) Woods Hole (A)
12.33 Petroleum Geology 12.80 Marine Chemistry
12.34 Mineral Deposits 12.81 Waves and Tides (A)
12.35 Rock Mechanics (A) 12.82 Marine Geochemistry of
12.355 Seminar in Rock Mechanics (A) Sediments
12.385- Special Problems In 12.83 Marine Geochemistry (A)
12.399 Geology-Geochemistry (A) 12.84 Organic Geochemistry (A)
12.40 Chemistry of the Earth (A) 12.85 Oceanographic Time Series (A)
12.411 isotope Geology (A) 12.86 General Circulation of
12.42 Geochemistry of the Solid State (A) the Oceans (A)
12.45 Trace Element Geochemistry (A) 12.87 Equatorial Physical
12.46 Geochemical Kinetics (A) Oceanography
12.47 Advanced Metamorphic Petrology (A) 12.881- Seminar In Oceanography
12.490- Advanced Seminar in 12.889 at M.I.T. (A)
12.499 Geology and Geochemistry 12.891- Special Problems in
12.512 Geoelectrcity (A) 12.899 Oceanography at M.I.T. (A)
12.514 Geomagnetism (A)
12.521 Elements of Seismology (A)
12.522 Advanced Seismology (A)
12.523 Seismology Seminar (A)
12.53 Inverse Problems in Geophysics (A)
12.54 Planetary Interiors (A)
12.551 Seminar on the Petrology and

Physical Properties of igneous and
Metamorphic Rocks (A)

12.56 Advanced Seminar In Plate
Tectonics (A)

12.581- Seminar in Geophysics (A)
12.589
12.591- Special Problems in
12.599 Geophysics (A)
12.626J Radio Interferometry (A)
12.027J Techniques of Radar Astronomy (A)
12.631J Planetary Atmospheres (A)
12.636J Current Research in Meteoritics (A)
12,691. Special Problems In
12.699 Planetary Physics (A)
12.72 Oceanic Petrology (A)
12.73 introduction to Marine Geology (A)
12.74 Marine Micropaleontology (A)
12.76 Marine Sediments (A)
12.752 Paleomagnetism (A)
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Department of Mathematics

Undergraduate Study

Bachelor of Science in Mathematics
Course XVIII

Each undergraduate's program Is
arranged through continual collabora-
tion between the individual student and
his or her faculty counselor. In many
cases, the undergraduate curriculum in
mathematics is preparatory to further
professional training at the graduate
level. For this purpose students are en-
couraged both to obtain a substantial
grounding in each of the fundamental
branches of mathematics and to explore
certain fields of application in order to
establish a basis for the selection of an
appropriate field of graduats
specialization.

In light of students' career objectives -
teaching, participation In research pro-
grams of an Industrial or government-
sponsored organization, or work as a
consultant in a business or a modern
high-speed computation center - the
immediate educational aim of the De-
partment is to provide both an under-
standing of a substantial part of the ex-
lating body of mathematical knowledge
and an ability to impart this knowledge
to others. Most importantly, however,
the Department hopes to inspire a deep
Interest In the discovery or invention of
new mathematics or in the application of
mathematics to a new field.

Undergraduates wishing to work in small
groups under the supervision of a fac-
ulty member or to do individual work
with a member of the Department may
elect either to participate in a mathe-
matics seminar or to write a thesis. The
experience gained from active partici-
pation in a seminar conducted by a re-
search mathematician may be particu-
larly valuable for a student planning to
pursue graduate work In some branch of
mathematics.

There are two programs: a general
mathematics program, and a program
for those students who wish to specialize
in applied mathematics.

The requirements for the general mathe-
matics program (any eight subjects
beyond the basic elementary ones) are
unspecific in order to accommodate
several classes of students: those In-
terested in a professional career in pure
mathematics, those who need maximum
flexibility in order to explore their Inter-
ests in both pure and applied mathe-
matics, and finally, those who may not
be professionally interested in mathe-
matics, but who wish to use it in connec-
tion with other work, or as a general In-
stitute major.

Students who expect to pursue a career
in pure mathematics should normally in-
clude in their program at least a year of
analysis, a year of algebra, and a term of
topology; remaining subjects may be
chosen from such areas as logic, num-
ber theory, differential topology, com-
binatorial theory, probability and
statistics, or other applied mathematics
subjects. They should also, if possible,
take one or two graduate-level subjects
and a seminar.

Applied mathematicas Is the mathe-
matical study of general scientific con-
cepts, principles, and phenomena
which, because of their widespread oc-
currence and application, relate or unify
various disciplines. The core of the pro-
gram at M.I.T. concerns the following
principles and their mathematical for-
mulations: propagation, equilibrium,
stability, optimization, cybernetics,
statistics, and random processes. Stu-
dents in the applied mathematics pro-
gram normally take Principles of Ap-
plied Mathematics, algebra, and com-
plex variables, followed by at least four
subjects either in continuous applied
mathematics, probability and statistics,
or discrete applied mathematics (com-
binatorics, mathematical theory of
computation).

Sample programs emphasizing different
areas of specialization in applied mathe-
matics are available in the Undergradu-
ate Mathematics office.

inquiries

inquiries regarding academic programs
may be addressed to the Undergraduate
Mathematics Office, Room 2.106, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-2416.
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Graduate Study Subjects In MathematiCs

The Department offers programs cover-
ing a broad range of subjects which lead
to the Master of Science, the Doctor of
Philosophy, and the Doctor of Science.
Numerous informal seminars, as well as
weekly mathematics colloquia spon-
sored by M.I.T., Brandels University, and
Harvard Unlterbity, supplement basic
programs.

Candidates whose primary interest is in
the field of pure mathematics (Plan A)
ordinarily take most of their subjects In
the Department. In addition to their ad-
vanced specialization, students will be
encouraged to acquire breadth by tak-
Ing basic subjects In analysis, algebra,
geometry, logic, and topology. Candi-
dates whose primary Interest is in
applied mathematics (Plan B) are en-
couraged to study important aspects of
one or more engineering or scientific
fields closely related to research in ap-
plied mathematics. Assistance or
collaboration in problems In pure or ap-
plied niathematics which are being
investigated by members of the staff
may constitute part of a graduate stu-
dent's program.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

Students are expected to have one year
of college-level natural science In addi-
tion to an undergraduate mathematics
program which approximates that of
mathematics majors at M.I.T. Students
may enter the applied mathematics pro-
gram from any undergraduate field of
concentration; however, special consid-
eration will be given to students with a
strong scientific background.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

The basic requirements for these
degrees are given in Chapter IV, and the
details of the program are outlined in a
set of notes available from the
Department.

Plan A In pure mathematics, the general
examination Is oral, and Includes three
areas which are chosen by the students
in consultation with their advisors. (A
written examiriation may also be re-
quired, and the student's proposal is
reviewed by the Graduate Committee.)
This examination should be passed in
the second year.

Plan B Students electing applied mathe-
matics as their field of study should nor-
mally follow this program. The basic ob-
jective Is a proper balance of specializa-
tion and diversity.

In either Plan A or Plan B, after success-
fully passing the general examination,
the student may officially begin thesis
research under the supervision of the
thesis advisor. The thesis is expected to
represent original research of high
quality and should be finished normally
by the end of the fourth year of graduate
study. Upon submitting the thesis the
student must pass an oral thesis
examination.

Teaching and Research Assistantships

A limited number of fellowships, as well
as teaching and research assistantships,
are available to graduate students in
mathematics.

inquiries

Any additional information regarding
academic or research programs in
mathematics, admissions, or financial
aid, may be obtained from Phyllis Ruby,
Graduate Office, Room 2-233, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617)
253-2689.

(A) following the name of the subject In-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

18.U.R. Undergraduate Research
18.001 Calculus
18.002 Calculus
18.01 Calculus
18.012 Calculus with Theory
18.02 Calculus
18.022 Calculus with Theory
18.023 Topics in Calculus
18.03 Differential Equations
18.031 Introduction to Linear Algebra and

Differential Equations
18.04 Complex Variables with

Applications
18.041 Principles of Applied Mathematics
18.042 Principles of Applied Mathematics
18.05 Introduction to Probability and

Statistics
18.055J Blostatistics I (A except

XViii)
18.057 Introduction to Applied

Statistics (A except
XVIII)

18.081 Introduction to Algebraic Systems
18.07 Numerical Analysis with a

Programmable Calculator
18.075 Advanced Calculus for Engineers

(A except i, VI, Vill, XiI, Xiil, XVI,
XVill, XXII)

18.076 Advanced Calculus for Engineers
(A except 11, VI, XVI, XVIII,
XXII)

18.085 Methods of Applied Mathematics
for Engineers (A except VI and
XVIII)

16.089 Review of Mathematics
18.093 Tutoring in Mathematics
18.094 Seminar In Mathematical

Education
18.099 Independent Activities
18.100 Analysis I (A except XVIII)
18.101 Analysis li-M (A except XVIII)
18.102 Analysis Ii-L (A except XVIII)
18.103 Fourier Analysis - Theory and

Applications (A except XVIII)
18.104 Seminar in Analysis
18.109 The Architecture of Modern

Analysis (A)
18.115 Functions of a Complex Variable

(A)
18.116 Topics in Complex Variables (A)
18.117 Topics In Several Complex

Variables (A)

Department of Mathematics 291
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18.125 Measure and Integration (A)
18.128 Functional Analysis (A)
18.136 Fourier Analysis (A)
18.155 Introduction to Partial Differential

Equations (A)
18.157 Partial Differential Equations I (A)
18.158 Partial Differential Equations 11(A)
18.165 Pseudodifferential Operators (A)
18.168 Analysis on Lie Groups and

Homogeneous Spaces (A)
18.175 Theory of Probability (A)
18.177 Stochastic Processes (A)
18.194 Seminar in Analysis
18.199 Topics in Analysis (A)
18.247 Operator Theory (A)
18.255 Mathematical Mechanics and Field

Theory (A)
18.267 Group Theory and Fundamental

Physics (A)
18.269 Theoretical and Observational

Cosmology (A)
18.275 Numerical Analysis (A except

XVIII)
18.276 Numerical Analysis (A except XVIII)
18.284 Introduction to Functions of a

Complex Variable (A except XVIII)
18.285 Introduction to Functic ns of a

Complex Variable (A)
18.295 Tensor Algebra (A)
18.301 Introduction to Physical

Mathematics I
18.304 Introduction to Physical

Mathematics I1
18.305 Methods of Applied

Mathematics I (A)
18.306 Methods of Applied

Mathematics 11(A)
18.307 Methods of Applied

Mathematics iI (A)
18.308 Wave Motion (A)
18.313 Probability
16.314 Applied Combinatorial Analysis
18.316 Combinatorial Theory (A)
10.316 Seminar In Combinatorlos (A)
18.325 Topics In Applied Mathematics (A)
18.335 Numerical Mernods of Applied

Mathematics I (A)
18.336 Numerical Methods of Applied

Mathematics 11(A)
18.354 Fluid Mechanics
18.365 Fluid Mechanics (A)
18.358 Rotating Fluids (A)
18.357 Seminar in Fluid Dynamics (A)
18,370 Introduction to Dynamics In

Astronomy
18.370 Stellar Dynamics, Galaxies,

and Plasmas (A)

18.396 Applications of Group Theory to
Quantum Mechanics (A)

18.396 Topics in Theoretical Physics (A)
18.411 Applied Algebra
18.41 9J Cryptography and

Cryptanalysis (A)
18.420J Computability, Automata, and

Formal Languages
18.424 Computational Combinatorics
18.425 Diophantine Complexity (A)
18.427J Theory of Computation (A)
18.428 Advanced Topics in Computation

(A)
18.436 Topics in Algorithms

and Complexity
18.437J Algorithms (A)
18.438J Advanced Algorithms (A)
18.440 Probability and Random Variables
18.441 Statistical inference (A except XViii)
18.443 Statistics for Appilcations

(A except XViII)
18.445J introduction to Stochastic

Processes (A)
18.446 Applhed Time Series Analysis (A)
18.448 The Analysis of Categorical

Data (A)
18.455 Analysis of Variance and Design

of Experiments (A)
18.456 Multivariate Methods in Statistics

(A)
18.457J Statistics for Model Buliding (A)
18.4"9 Statistical Robustness (A)
18.459 Statistical Laboratory (A)
18.465 Topics in Statistics (A)
18.466 Mathematical Statistics (A)
18.467 Mathematical Statistics (A)
18.468 Advanced Time Series

Analysis (A)
18.485 3Isk Theory (A)
18.511 Introduction to Mathematical Logic
18.515 Mathematical Logic (A)
18.026 Seminar in Logic (A)
18.65 Recursion Theory (A)
18.666 Higher Recursion Theory (A)
18.575 Theory of Models (A)
18.576 Theory of Models (A)
18.585 Set Theory (A)
18.586 Set Theory (A)
16.587 Infinitary Combinatorics (A)
18.595 Seminar on Current Topics in

Logic (A)
18.599 Philosophy of Mathematics

and of Natural Science
18.700 Linear Algebra
18.701 Algebra 1
18.702 Algebra i1
18.703 Modern Algebra

18.704 Seminar in Algebra and Number
Theory

18.705 Algebra Ill (A)
18.706 Algebra IV (A)
18.710 Abstract Linear Algebra
18.711 Game Theory and

Mathematical Programs
18.715 Homological Algebra (A)
18.716 Homological Algebra (A)
18.725 Algebraic Geometry (A)
18.727 Topics in Algebraic Geometry (A)
18.735 Topics in Algebra (A)
18.737 Linear Algebraic Groups (A)
18.739 Theory of Invariants (A)
18.745 Introduction to Lie

Algebras (A)
18.749 Infinite-dimensional Lie

Groups (A)
18.755 Introduction to Lie

Groups (A)
18.758 Analysis of Lie Groups (A)
18.757 Representations of Lie Groups (A)
18.758 Representations of Lie Groups (A)
18.759 Automorphic Forms and Group

Representations (A)
18.769 Topics in LIe Theory (A)
18.775 Algebraic Number Theory (A)
18.776 Algebraic Number Theory (A)
18.781 Theory of Numbers
18.785 Analytic Number Theory
18.786 Topics in Number Theory
18.794 Seminar in Algebra and Number

Theory
18.901 Introduction to Topology I

(A except XVIII)
18.902 Introduction to Topology |1

(A except XVIII)
18.903 Introduction to Algebraic Topology
18.904 Seminar in Topology
18.905 Algebraic Topology (A)
18.906 Algebraic Topology (A)
18.916 Graduate Topology Seminar (A)
18.917 Advanced Topology (A)
18.950 Elementary Differential Geometry
18.961 Elementary Differential Topology
18.966 Geometry of Manifolds (A)
18.966 Geometry of Manifolds (A)
18.969 Topics In Geometry (A)
18.975 Elliptic Operators (A)
18.976 Elliptic Operators (A)
16.994 Seminar in Geometry
18.999 Mathematical Reading

Sch 292ool of Solence
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Department of
Meteorology

Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

Meteorology is the science of the at-
mospheres, primarily that of the earth
but also of other planets. It is one of the
sciences which deal with the physical
properties of our environment. Many of
our unsolved problems depend for their
solution on increased knowledge of this
environment. The Department's educa-
tional aim Is to provide its students with
a broad background in meteorology and
related sciences, which will prepare
them to meet these challenging
problems.

The Department also offers a program in
physical oceanogrqphy, the study of how
oceanic waves, currents, and density
fields are created and how they Interact
with the atmosphere.

Modern professional practice in both
fields, at all educational levels from bac-
calaureate to doctoral, emphasizes the
quantitative aspect of the subject. This
requires a considerable background in
the more basic sciences in addition to
work in meteorology or oceanography
proper. The Department, therefore,
does not offer an undergraduate major
or Bachelor of Science in meteorology
or oceanography. A selection of under-
graduate electives is offered Instead.

Undergraduate students at M.I.T. who
wish to prepare for graduate work in
meteorology or physical oceanography
are advised to register in the inter-
disciplinary Science Program offered by
the School of Science. Adequate prepa-
ration is also provided by other M.I.T.
undergraduate curricula, particularly in
the Departments of Mathematics and
Physics, and in the Environmental Sci-
ence program of Course Xli (Earth and
Planetary $clences).

Advice on registration for this purpose
and selection of subjects as electives is
available from either Professor F. San-
ders, Room 54-1612, from the faculty
member in charge of each subject, or
from Departmental Headquarters, Room
54-1712.

Emphasis in the graduate program is
placed on the theoretical and quan-
titative approach, supplemented by em-
pirical Information and quantitative data
analysis. This approach Is based on the
conviction that progress In meteorology
and oceanography depends on the ap-
plications of the laws of physics, and
that predictive modeling requires more
than blind usage of statistical Inference.

Graduate study In the Department
therefore consists of a mixture of theo-
retical and descriptive courses, sharing
a common appreciation of the dynamics
of the underlying process.

Undergraduate Preparation

The most essential element is a sound
preparation In mathematics and physics,
supplemented if possible by some
chemistry. Exposure to subjects in earth
sciences Is helpful but not required. Stu-
dents who are taking their under-
graduate work at other institutions are
advised to include in their programs the
equivalent of the mathematics and
physics contained in the M.I.T. curricula
referred to In the section on "Under-
graduate Study," In the Meteorology
description in Courses and Degree
Programs. Students with baccalaureate
degrees in meteorology or ocean-
ography may be asked to supplement
their programs with mathematics and
physics during the first year of graduate
study, in lieu of some of the introductory
meteorology subjects given in the
Department.
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Meteorology

The Department offers instruction In all
the principal areas of meteorology, and
conducts an extensive program of spon-
sored research. Graduate students often
are able to participate in this program as
Research Assistants. Such active par-
ticipation is considered a valuable sup-
plement to the formal academic pro-
gram, and also provides some financial
assistance. Active areas of research In-
clude the general circulation, synoptic
meteorology, numerical weather predic-
tion, turbulence, atmospheric chemistry,
upper atmospheric physics and dy-
namics, climatology, geophysical fluid
dynamics, and planetary atmospheres.

Special facilities are available for re-
search and educational activities In all
the principal areas of meteorology.
There is a weather radar system, actively
used in research, and equipped with
data processing facilities. Current
weather data are received from the
National Weather Service, and data are
kept on file for most areas of the world;
some of these data are in computer-
compatible formats. The Department
has access to large-scale computing
facilities via terminals, and is installing
new facilities with the aim of taking bet-
ter advantage of modern technology and
communications in processing weather
data and satellite information. The De-
partment also has access to the high-
speed computing facilities of the M.I.T.
Information Processing Center.

Laboratory facilities include the weather
radar and a small fluid mechanics labo-
ratory, and electronics shops used for
the assembly and maintenance of
measuring equipment.

Cambridge and its surroundings contain
a number of institutions active In
meteorological research, which, In addi-
tion to private commercial firms, Include
Harvard University, the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution, the Air Force
Geophysics Laboratory, and the Boston
Office of the National Weather Service.
Contact with the personnel of these in-
stitutions is maintained through
seminars and symposia In addition to
the many informal contacts.

Oceanography

The Department of Meteorology is an
active participant in the joint M.I.T.-
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
graduate program in oceanography.
Except in special circumstances, all stu-
dents in the Department pursuing a doc-
torate in oceanography are entered in
this joint program. At the present time
the Master of Science in Oceanography
is offered only by the Department of
Meteorology and the Department of
Earth and Planetary Sciences. Students
pursuing this degree do have access to
the facilities of the joint program, how-
ever. The Master of Science is not a pre-
requisite to the doctorate, but some stu-
dents find It desirable to earn a Master
of Science on the way to the doctorate.
The Department of Meteorology is active
in physical oceanography; faculty and
students are currently engaged in theo-
retical studies of the oceanic circulation,
observational studies at sea, laboratory
models and field and laboratory Investi-
gations of the interactions between the
atmosphere and the ocean. The pro-
grams of graduate students In
oceanography also Include subjects in
oceanography and related areas offered
by the Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences, several other M.I.T.
departments, and the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution. Further infor-
mation on the joint programs with
Woods Hole may be found at the end of
the School of Science section of this
catalogue.

Master of Science in Meteorology or
in Oceanography
Course XIX

The graduate ("A") subjects required for
the Master of Science may be selected
from those offered in meteorology or in
oceanography and those in related
fields offered by otoer departments.
Undue specialization in one branch of
the field Is discouraged. There are no
foreign language requirements for the
degree.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

The general requirements for the
degrees of Doctor of Philosophy and
Doctor of Science are given in Chapter
IV. The Department does not require
candidates for the doctorate to present
evidence of competence In a foreign lan-
guage or languages. However, because
of the importance of communication
with foreign scientists, it is strongly
urged that candidates for the doctorate
acquire Intermediate competence in one
or more foreign languages.

artment of Meteorology 298
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Subjects In Meteorology

Teaching and Research Assistantships

The Department offers a considerable
number of Research and Teaching
Assistantships each year. Research
Assistants work on one of the many re-
search projects In the department.

Teaching Assistants assist in laboratory
instruction or in the preparation of
teaching materials and the grading of
papers. Information concerning these
appointments may be obtained from the
Head of the Department.

Inquiries

Further information on degree pro-
grams, research activities, admission
requirements, assistantship ap-
pointments, financial aid, etc. may be
obtained from Professor Edward N.
Lorenz, Department of Meteorology,
Room 54-1712, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-2281.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that It is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

19.U.R. Undergraduate Research
19.02 Descriptive Meteorology
19.03 Meteorological Aspects of Air

Pollution
19.05J Environmental Chemistry of the

Ocean-Atmosphere System
19.10 Climate of the Past
19.34 Statistical Methods in Meteorology
19.35 Statistical Problems in

Meteorology (A)
19.43 Synoptic Meteorology I (A)
19.44 Synoptic Meteorology 11 (A)
19.46 Numerical Weather Prediction (A)
19.61 Dynamic Meteorology 1(A)
19.62 Dynamic Meteorology 11 (A)
19.63 Diagnostic Studies of the

General Circulation (A)
19.64 Atmospheric Modeling (A)
19.65J Turbulence and Random

Processes in Fluid Mechanics (A)
19.66 The Planetary Boundary Layer

and Cumulus Convection (A)
19.681 Dynamics of Large-Scale Circulation

of Ocean and Atmosphere (A)
19.682 Dynamics of Large-Scale Circulation

of Ocean and Atmosphere (A)
19.711 Atmospheric Precipitation

Processes (A)
19.712 Radar Measurements and

Storm Structure (A)
19.72 Atmospheric Radiation (A)
19.73 Chemistry and Dynamics of

Upper Atmospheres (A)
19.80 Surface and internal Gravity

Waves (A)
19.81 Introduction to Oceanic Models (A)
19.82 Introduction to Oceanic Models (A)
19.83 Physical Oceanography
19.841 Waves (A)
19.842 Mesoscale Ocean Dynamics (A)
19.851 Dynamics of Shallow Seas (A)
19.853 Turbulence and Friction in the

Ocean

19.86 The General Circulation of the
Oceans (A)

19.87 Physical Properties of
Seawater (A)

19.89 Special Problems in
Oceanography (A)

19.891- Special Problems in
19.899 Oceanography (A)
19.901 Undergraduate Research Problem
19.902 Undergraduate Research Program
19.93 Special Problems in Oceanography
19.94 Special Problems in Meteorology
19.961- Special Subject in
19.969 Meteorology (A)
19.971- Special Subject in Oceanography
19.979 (A)
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Department of Nutrition
and Food Science

Gerald Norman Wogan, Ph.D.
Professor of Toxicology
Head of the Department

Daniel 1. C. Wang, Ph.D.
Professor of Biochemical
Engineering
Chairman, Committee on
Food-Related Sciences

Richard Jay Wurtman, M.D.
Professor rif Endocrinology
and Metabolism
Chairman, Committee on
Nutrition-Related Sciences

Professors

John Francis Burke, M.D.
Professor of Experimental
Surgery
(Visiting)

Ranjit K. Chandra, M.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Immunology
(Visiting)

Arnold Lester Domain, Ph.D.
Professor of industrial Microbiology
Graduate Admissions Officer

Samuel Abraham Goldblith, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Science
Vice President, Resource
Development

Marcus Karel, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Engineering

Charles J. Kensier, Ph.D.
Professor of Pharmacology
(Visiting)

Robert Spencer Lees, M.D.
Professor of Cardiovascular Disease
Director, Arteriosclerosis Center

Sanford Arthur Miller, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Biochemistry
(On leave)

Hamish Nisbet Munro, M.S., D.Sc.
Professor of Physiological
Ohemistry

Paul M. Newberne, D.V.M., Ph.D.
Professor of "utritional Pathology

Nevin Stewart Scrimshaw, Ph.D.,
M.D., MP,H,
institute Professor
Direolgi, Clinical Research Center

Anthony J. Sinskey, S0.O.

Steven Robert Tannenbaum, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Chemistry

Lance J. Taylor, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Economics

George Wolf, D.Phil.
Professor of Physiological
Chemistry

Vernon Robert Young, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Biochemistry

Associate Professors

Michael J. Baum, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Behavioral Endocrinology

Henri Brunengraber, M.D., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Physiological Chemistry

Nicholas Catsimpoolas, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Food
Biochemistry

Charles Leland Cooney, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Biochemical
Engineering

John Dickson Fernstrom, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of
Physiology

James G. Fox, M.S., D.V.M.
Associate Professor of Laboratory
Animal Medicine
Director, Division of Laboratory
Animal Medicine

Abraham Edward Nizel, D.M.D.,
M.S.D.
Associate Professor of Oral
Science
(Visiting)

Cho Kyun Rha, Sc.D.
Assoclate Professor of Food
Process Engineering

William George Thilly, So.D.
Associate Professor of
Toxicology

Barbara Underwood, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Nutrition

Assistant Professors

Relnaldo Gomez, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Food
Microbiology

Robert S. Langer, Sc.D.
Assistant Professor of
Nutritional Biochemistry

Michael A. Marietta, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of
Toxicology

Michael Moskowitz, M.D.
Assistant Professor of
Neurosclences

Noel Willis Solomons, M.D.
Assistant Professor of
Clinical Nutrition

Senior Lecturers

Charles S. Davidson, M.D.
John Everett Gordon, Ph.D., M.D.
Edward S. Josephson, Ph.D.
John Burton Stanbury, M.D.

Lecturers

M. Elliot Alpert, M.D.
Mary 0. Amdur, Ph.D.
George Blackburn, M.D., Ph.D.
James Carpenter, D.V.M. (Visiting)
David B. Coursin, M.D. (Visiting)
Johanna Dwyer, D.Sc. (Visiting)
Andrew G. Ebert, Ph.D.
James M. Filnk, Ph.D.
Ray W. Fuller, Ph.D. (Visiting)
John H. Growdon, M.D.
Miguel Guzman, Ph.D. (Visiting)
Herbert Hultin, Ph.D. (Visiting)
Ronald D. Hunt, D.V.M.
Michael Latham, M.P.H. (Visiting)
Harry Lynch, Ph.D.
William Medden Rand, Ph.D.
Andrew Sivak, Ph.D. (Visiting)
Mitchell B. Wallerstein, Ph.D.
John Wishnok, Ph.D.
Joe D. Wray, M.D., M.P.H. (Visiting)
David Yosair, Ph.D.
Nicholas T. Zervas, M.D. (Visiting)

instructor

Israel Saguy, Sc.D.

Administrative Offiler

Lydia S. $nover, B.A., M.B.A.

Senior Researsh Solatfets

Louis Kopito, M.S.
Ernst Reinhard Pariser, M.A.
Adrienne Ellefson Rogers, M.D.

Research Associates

Roger Anderson, Ph.D.
Bruce Bistrian, M.D., Ph.D.
Hallns Brown, Ph.D.
William Busby, Ph.D.
Marilyn Crim, Ph.D.
John Essigmann, Ph.D.
Anne Forbes, M.D.
Janina Galler, M.D.
Ann Griffith, Ph.D.
Warren Grupe, M.D.
Franz Haiti, Ph.D.
Yasuro Kawabata, M.S.
Roger Keefe, Ph.D.
Cheri-Ho Lee, Ph.D.
Ashwin Madia, Ph.D.
Robert McConnell, Ph.D.
James Murphy, Ph.D.
Kathleen M. Nauss, Ph.D.
William F. Nelson, Ph.D.
Moshe Shalov, V.M.D.
Paul Skipper, Ph.D.
William Walker, M.D.
James Weaver, Ph.D.
Irene Wel, Ph.D.
Bette Weiss, Ph.D.
Robert Wolfe, Ph.D.
Leona Zacharias, Ph.D.

Postdoctoral Assoclates

Sally Bolmer, Ph.D.
William Dietz, M.D.
Yen-Ping Haieh, Ph.D.
Hua-Fuan Lam, Ph.D.
Larsa LastovetSky, Ph.D.
Shoichi Masushizi, Ph.D.
Dina Ralt, Ph.D.
Santiago Santidrian, Ph.D.
Kelvin lmer, Ph.D.
Elenl 1kni, Ph.D.

Professors Emeriti

Cecil Gordon Dunn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Industrial
Microbiology, Emeritus

Robert Samuel Harris, Ph.D.
Professor of Nutritional
Biochemistry, Emeritus

John Theodore Roosevelt
Nickerson, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Technology,
Emeritus
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Department of Nutrition
and Food Science

Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

The Department of Nutrition and Food
Science Integrates knowledge from
biology, chemistry, physics, micro-
biology, food science, medicine, and en-
gineering In its teaching and research
programs. Complex problems dealing
with interactions which occur between
people and various factors in the envi-
ronment require systematic qualitative
and quantitative analysis for their even-
tual solution. Examples include the
prevalence of malnutrition In developing
countries and of degenerative diseases
in technologically advanced countries;
the safety of new, and re-examination of
old, chemical substances Intentionally
added to or accidentally appearing in
the food supply; human nutritional and
food toxicology; the regulation of
metabolic processes In experimental
animals and humans; exploration of
non-conventional sources of nutrients
and development of engineered foods;
new and improved methods of food pro-
cessing; the storage and distribution of
foodstuffs; and even food and nutrition
programs and policy planning.

Bachelor of Science in Life Solences
Course VI-9
Program 2. Applied Biology Curriculum

The Department of Nutrition and Food
Science offers an undergraduate curric-
ulum In Applied Biology as part of the
Life Sciences program offered by the
Department of Biology. This curriculum
in Applied Biology emphasizes funda-
mental subjects in the physical and
biological sciences and permits explora-
tion of a variety of disciplinary areas
leading to graduate or professional
training including nutritional bio-
chemistry and metabolism, food sci-
ence, toxicology, animal pathology,
human nutrition and metabolism,
medicine, mathematical biology, and
biochemical engineering. Programs of
planned electives are arranged in con-
sultation with an Individual faculty ad-
visor In the disciplinary area chosen by
the student.

in response to such challenges, the De-
partment has developed Integrated pro-
grams involving a broad range of scien-
tific disciplines. Programs involve both
research and educational opportunities
through which students can acquire the
professional expertise and perspective
necessary to contribute meaningfully to
the solution of problems of a complex
multidisciplinary nature.

The Department offers programs
leading to the Master of Science, the
Doctor of Philosophy, and the Doctor of
Science. The degrees are awarded in six
areas - Nutritional Biochemistry
and Metabolism, Food Science and
Technology, Biochemical Engineering,
Toxicology, Neural and Endocrine
Regulation, and Human and Clinical
Nutrition.

Excellent facilities are available for
research, including well-equipped
laboratories for chemical, biochemical,
physical, and microbiological research.
A clinical research center is available for
metabolic studies on human subjects,
and modern animal facilities are avail-
able for most experimental animal
species. Laboratories also exist for re-
search on the effects of various types of
food processing (e.g., heat, dehydration,
radiation, refrigeration, and freezing),
and a modern pilot plant includes equip-
ment for large-scale fermentations and
other similar processes. Detailed sum-
maries of research activities of the
members of the departmental faculty
are available on request.

Food Science and Technology
Academic and research programs are
offered In food science and technology.
These programs stress fundamental
principles in three areas: food
chemistry, food engineering, and food
microbiology. Current research in food
chemistry is concerned with the forma-
tion, occurrence, and analysis of chemi-
cal substances in foods, and in particu-
lar with compounds of toxicological
significance and with reactions causing
changes in nutritional and organoleptic
quality. Another area under investigation
is the separation, structure, and physical
and biochemical properties of selective
food proteins. Changes in food compo-
sition and nutrient value due to pro-
cessing and storage also are being
analyzed, simulated, and optimized.
Food engineering research deals with
the establishment of the fundamental

S
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physical properties of foods and food
materials and the Identification and
characterization of engineering
parameters critical for the proper pro-
cessing, materials handling, storage,
and distribution of conventional and un-
conventional food systems. Food
microbiology investigations emphasize
the understanding of biological princl-
ples concerned with the control of un-
desirable microorganisms in foods, as
well as the utilization of beneficial ones;
projects in this area include both
aerobic and anaerobic microorganisms.

Nutritional Biochemistry and
Metabolism Research In nutritional blo-
chemistry and metabolism is concerned
with nutritional, genetic, environmental,
and endocrine variations in the
metabolic processes of humans and
various laboratory animals and their
alterations In disease states. A program
of training is offered to graduate stu-
dents who wish to acquire knowledge
and research experience in physio-
logical chemistry and biochemistry as it
applies to mammalian nutritional
problems.

Human and Clinical Nutrition This Is a
program leading to a doctoral degree in
Human and Clinical Nutrition. The train-
ing program provides graduate students
with an opportunity to acquire knowl-
edge and research experience In areas
of metabolism and nutrition having
direct relevance to the nutrition of
humans under conditions of health and
in disease.

Toxicology A program is offered leading
to the Master of Science and doctoral
degrees in the field of toxicology. The
training program consists of a series of
specialized subjects dealing with cellular
responses to various chemical and
physical agents of toxicological Interest.

Bliochemical Engineering A program in
biochemical engineering is offered
leading to the Master of Science and
doctoral degrees. Integration of studies
in biological sciences with engineering is
emphasized, with particular attention to
Industrial microbiology and fermentation
processes.

Neural and Endocrine Regulation A
multidisciplinary program is offered
which leads to the Master of Science
and doctoral degrees In Neural and En-
docrine Regulation. The program pro-
vides graduate students with an oppor-
tunity to acquire a broad background in
physiologic and metabolic regulation,
and a detailed knowledge of brain func-
tion in mammals. Its principal objective
is the training of Independent Inves-
tigators who will be Interested in the
mechanisms by which the brain and en-
docrine system maintain homeostasis
and mediate the responses of the body
to such environmental Inputs as foods,
drugs, and light.

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

To qualify for graduate study in the De-
partment, applicants should possess a
Bachelor of Science with a major in the
life sciences, chemistry, nutrition, food
science, or chemical engineering, or a
professional degree such as the M.D.,
D.D.S., or D.V.M. The General institute
Requirements for graduate study are
outlined in Chapter IV. Additional details
concerning individual degrees given by
this Department are summarized below.

Master of Scoence

Students who do not already possess a
Master of Science or a professional
degree are normally registered as S.M.
candidates during their first year of
graduate study. However, the S.M. Is not
a prerequisite for doctoral candidacy,
and most students change to a doctoral
program, by permission, based on aca-
demic performance during the first year.
Each of the five curricula - Nutritional
Biochemistry and Metabolism, Food
Science and Technology, Biochemical
Engineering, Toxicology, and Neural
and Endocrine Regulation - consists of
a limited number of recommended
graduate subjects supplemented by suf-
ficient elective units selected by the stu-
dent in consultation with his or her ad-
visor to fulfill the Institute Requirements.
A thesis conducted under the direction
of a Departmental faculty member, or as
part of an Interdepartmental program, is
required of all Master of Science
candidates.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

These programs consist of major and
minor programs of study together with
an original thesis. The major and minor
program comprise a total of 54 units of
subjects consisting of a limited number
of required subjects supplemented by
electives. Programs for individual stu-
dents are arranged in consultation with
faculty advisors to meet the needs of
Individual research areas.

Written general examinations, taken
during the fourth or fifth term of gradu-
ate study, establish competence with
reference to a basic scientific back-
ground as well as in specialized areas of
knowledge related to the specific degree
programs. The written examination is
followed by an oral presentation and
defense of a research proposal on which
the thesis research will be based.

Department of Nutrition and Food Science 299
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Thesis research is done under the
supervision of faculty members in the
various areas of specialization de-
scribed above. Research progress is
evaluated periodically by the thesis ad-
visory committee, which also conducts
an oral defense of the completed thesis.

The written general examination for stu-
dents in Biochemical Engineering Is
prepared by faculty members from the
Departments of Nutrition and Food Sci-
ence, Biology, and Chemical Engineer-
ing. Also, faculty members from these
departments make up the Thesis Com-
mittee for students in Biochemical
Engineering.

International Nutrition Program (i.N.P.)
provides an interdisciplinary focus for
students interested in nutrition field
studies, policy analysis, and evaluation
of appropriate nutrition interventions.
I.N.P. works on such problems as:
1) practical means of determining and
monitoring the nutritional status of pop-
ulations, including assessing the nature,
magnitude, functional significance, and
dynamics of malnutrition among
vulnerable population groups; 2) deter-
mination of nutrition program benefits
and the relative value of alternative
nutrition program approaches or
delivery systems; 3) Interactions among
such factors as nutrition, maternal-child
health, infection, socioeconomic and
cultural characteristics of the popula-
tion, agriculture policy, sanitation and
other public health problems; 4) the ef-
fects of income and price changes and
of subsidized conoumption programs on
the nutritional Intake of vulnerable pop-
ulations; and, 5) food and agriculture
policies of food exporting nations as
these relate to international food needs.
The Departments of Economics, Political
Science, Urban Studies and Planning,
and the Anthropology and Archaeology
Section of the Department of Humanities
also participate. Students must enter
through and fulfill all degree require-
ments of their respective departments.

Assistantship@ and Fellowships

Financial assistance is available to
qualified applicants in the form of re-
search assistantships, traineeships, and
a limited number of fellowships, subject
to availability of funds. Research
assistantships are provided from grants
obtained by members of the faculty for
work on specific research projects.

Inquiries

Additional information concerning aca-
demic programs, research activities, ad-
missions, financial aid, assistantships
and fellowships, etc., may be obtained
by writing to the Student Office, Depart-
ment of Nutrition and Food Science,
Room 16-321, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139, (617) 253-5804 or
253-1712.

(A) following the name of the subject in-
dicates that it is an approved subject for
a graduate degree and is given primarily
for graduate students.

20.001 Microbiology Laboratory
20.002 Laboratory in Applied Biology
20.ThU Undergraduate Thesis
20.U.R. Undergraduate Research

Opportunities
20.011 Special Projects in Undergraduate

Research
20.012 Special Projects In Undergraduate

Research
20.021 Physiological and Nutritional

Biochemistry
20.022 Mammalian Physiology
20.023 Human Nutrition
20.024J Nutrition, Natig, ial Development

and Plann'yg
20.025 Human Reproduction and the

Population Problem
20.027 Food Science
20.028 The Vitamins
20.029J Food, People and Cultures
20.111 Analytical Practices in

Biochemistry (A)
20.113J Blostatlstics I(A)
20.114 BlostatistIcs 11(A)
20.115 Design of Field Studies
20.211 Mammalian Biochemistry and

Metabolism I (A)
20.212 Mammalian Biochemistry and

Metabolism 11 (A)
20.213 Basic and Human

Nutrition I (A)
20.214 Basic and Human

Nutrition 11 (A)
20.215 Nutrition, Growth and

Development (A)
20.216 Human Genetics (A)
20.217 Trace Mineral Nutrition (A)
20.218 Nutrition and immunity (A)
20.311 Advanced Clinical Nutrition (A)
20,312 Field Observations in Human

Nutrition
20.313 Clinical and Public Health

Nutrition (A)
20.315 Malnutrition, Learning and

Behavior
20.316 Atherosclerosis (A)
20.411 J International Food and

Nutrition Policy (A)
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20.412J Nutrition Policy and Planning in
Selected Countries (A)

20.413 Social Sector Mlcroaconomics
and Planning (A)

20.414J Economics of World Food (A)
20,415 Epidemiology of Malnutrition

and Its importance in
the Social and Economic
Progress of Developing
Countries

20.511 Biochemistry of the Neuron
and the Synapse (A)

20.512 Neuroendocrine Regulation (A)
20.513 Biochemical Bases of

Behavior (A)
20.514J The Human Nervous System (A)
20.515 Seminar in Neuroscience

Research Topics (A)
20.516 Basic Mechanisms Causing

Diseases of the Human
Nervous System

20.517 Advanced Topics in
Neurotransmitter Biochemistry (A)

20.521J Endocrinology (A)
20.610 Principles of Toxicology
20.611 Public and Regulatory

Aspects of the Food
industry

20.612 General Toxicology (A)
20.613 Pharmacokinetics (A)
20.614 Metabolism of Foreign

Compounds (A)
20.615 Chemical Mutagenesis and

Carcinogenesis (A)
20.617 Pathoblology (A)
20.618 Laboratory Animals: Usage In

Biological Experimentation
20.701 Food Engineering
20.711 Food Engineering Laboratory
20.712 Separation in Food Processes (A)
20.713 Food Process Engineering (A)
20.721 Physical and Engineering

Properties of Food Materials (A)
20.722 Physical and Engineering

Properties of Food Materials
Laboratory (A)

20.723 Food Fabrication and Structure
Synthesis (A)

20.731 Food Chemistry (A)
20.732 Physical Chemistry of Foods (A)
20.733 Separation Slophyelop
20.741 Food Microbiology (A)
20.742 Food Mlirobiology Laboratory (A)
20.751 Food Marketing (A)

20.752 Food Plant Visits (A)
20.811 Riochemical Engineering (A)
20.812 Biochemical Engineering

Laboratory (A)
20.821 Industrial Microbiology (A)
20.822 industrial Microbiology

Laboratory (A)
20.901 Research Programs in Nutrition and

Food Science
20.902 Seminar in Nutrition and Food

Science
20.903 Seminar in Nutrition and Food

Science
20.911 Seminar In Nutritional Pathology (A)
20.912 Seminar in Nutritional Pathology (A)
20.921 Selected Topics in Nutrition and

Food Science (A)
20.931 Special Topics In Oral Science (A)
20.932 Special Topics in Oral Science (A)
20.941 Research Problems (A)
20.942 Research Problems (A)

4
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Department of Physics

Herman Feshbach, Ph.D.
Cecil and Ida Green Professor
of Physics
Head of the Department

Anthony Philip French, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Academic Officer

Profssors

Michel Baranger, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Walter Carlisle Barber, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Alan Hildreth Barrett, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Ulrich Justus Becker, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George Bekefl, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George Bernard Benedek, Ph.D.
Alfred H. Caspary Professor
of Physics

Aron Myron Bernstein, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

William Bertozzi, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Robert Joseph Birgeneau, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Hale Van Dorn Bradt, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Herbert Sage Bridge, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Center for Space
Research

Bernard Flood Burke, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Wit Buss, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George Whipple Clark, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Bruno Coppi, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Eric Richard Cosman, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Ronald Crosby Davidson, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Directpr, Plasma Fusion Center

Peter Theodore Demos, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Bates Linear Accelerator

Martin Deutsch, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Physics

Thomas Henderson Dupree, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
and Nuclear Engineering

Harald Anton Enge, Dr. Phil.
Professor of Physics

Bernard Taub Feld, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Michael Stephen Feld, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Spectroscopy Laboratory

Jerome Isaac Friedman, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

David Henry Frisch, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Jeffrey Goldstone, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Thomas John Greytak, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Lee Grodzins, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Albert Gordon Hill, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer
Consultant to the President
and Chancellor

Kerson Huang, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(Absent)

Robert Insles Hulalter, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Karl Uno Ingard, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics and
Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Roman WIadimir Jacklw, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

All Javan, Ph.D.
Francis Wright Davis
Professor of Physics

Kenneth Alan Johnson, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(Absent)

Henry Way Kendall, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Arthur Kent Kerman, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Center for Theoretical
Physics

John Gordon King, Ph.D.
Francis Friedman Professor
of Physics

Vera Kistiakowsky, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Daniel Kleppner, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

George Fred Koster, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Benjamin Lax, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Francis Sitter National
Magnet Laboratory

Walter Hendrik Gustav Lewin,
Dr. Tech. Se.
Professor of Physics

James David Litater, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Earle Leonard Lomon, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(Absent)

Francis Eugene Low, Ph.D.
Karl Taylor Compton Professor
of Physics
Director, Laboratory for Nuclear
Science

Philip Morrison, Ph.D.
institute Professor
Professor of Physics

John William Negele, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
(Absent)

Stanislaw Olbert, PhD.
Professor of Physics

Louis Shrove Osborne, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Irwin Abraham Pless, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Miklos Porkolab, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Lawrencs Rosenson, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Irwin Ira Shapiro, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
and Geophysics

Clifford Glenwood Shull. Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Malcom Woodrow Pershing
Strandberg, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Samuel C. C. Ting, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Holder of the Thomas Dudley Cabot
Institute Chair

Felix Marc Hermann Villars, D.Sc.
Professor of Physics

Rainer Welss, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Victor Frederick Weisskopf,
Ph.D., Sc.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Peter Adalbert Wolff, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Director, Research Laboratory
of Electronics

Richard Kumeo Yamamoto, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

James Edward Young, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics

Associate Professors

John Winston Belcher, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

George Warner Brandenburg, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Claude Roger Canizares, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Min Chen, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

James Ludlow Elliot, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics
and Astronomy
Director, George R. Wallace, Jr.
Astrophysical Observatory

Robert Loren Jaffe, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

John Dimitris Joannopoulos, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Paul Christopher Jose, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Marc Aaron Kastner, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Susan Gelsel Kleinmann, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Margaret Love Agnes MacVlar,
80.0.
Associate Professor of Physical
Science
Director, Undergraduate Rosearch
Opportunities Program
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June Lorraine Matthews, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Ernest MonIz, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Philip Cherdak Myers, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

David Edward Pritchard, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Saul Alan Rappaport, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Stephen Geoffrey Steadman, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Toyoichi Tanaka, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Charles Behan Thorn, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Physics

Assistant Professors

Ahmet Nihat Barker, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Judith Bostock, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Richard Jonathan Cohen, Ph.D.,
M.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics
and Health Sciences
and Technology

Roscoe C. Giles, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Elizabeth Scott Hafen, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Dirk Joachim Muehiner. Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Robert Page Redwine, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Margaret Horton Weller, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

John Scott Whitaker, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Edward Leonard Wright, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics

Lecturers

Frederic John Eppling. Ph.D.
Associate Director, Laboratory
for Nuclear Science

James Cowles Weaver, Ph.D.

Technical instructors

Angelo DeLara Larraga,
8.8.E.E., J.D.

Harold Adolph Lundquist

Jan Orsula

Thomas Joseph White, Jr.

Senior Research Solentiets

Roshan Lal Aggarwal, Ph.D.
Associate Director, Francis Bitter
National Magnet Laboratory

Joseph Dennis Burger, Ph.D.

Stanley Benedict Kowalski,
Ph.D.

Alan Jay Lazarus, Ph.D.

Paul David Luckey, Jr., Ph.D.

Charles Philip Sargent, Ph.D.

Edwin Floriman Taylor, Ph.D.
Director, Educational Video
and % Ideo Operations

William Ernest Turchinetz,
Ph.D.

Claude Finley Williamson, Ph.D.

Principal Research Slentist

George Rollins RMcker, Jr., Ph.D.

Research Associate

John Irwin Clark, Ph.D.

Posideteral Assoolates

Amiram Hochberg, Ph.D.
Michael Cornelius Robel, Ph.D.
Prabha Kumbhare Tedrow, Ph.D.
John Edward Thomas, Ph.D.

Danivee O ldt
Daniel Henry Gould

Professors Emeriti

William Phelps Allis, Sc.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Sanborn Conner Brown, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

William Weber Buechner, Ph.D.,
Sc.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Robley Dunglison Evans, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Nathaniel Herman Frank, Sc.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

George Graham Harvey, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Albert Gordon Hill, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus
Consultant to the President
and Chancellor
Senior Lecturer

Milton Stanley Livingston, Ph.D.,
Sc.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Philip McCord Morse, Ph.D., Sc.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Bruno Benedetto Rossi, Ph.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Laszlo Tisza, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

George Edward Valley, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Bertram Eugene Warren, Sc.D.
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Victor Frederick Weisskopf,
Ph.D., Sc.D.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Physics, Emeritus

Jerrold Reinach Zacharias, Ph.D.,
L.H.D., S.0.
Institute Professor, Emeritus
Professor of Physics, Emeritus
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Department of Physics

The programs of study and research in
the Department of Physics emphasize
fundamental principles but recognize
the continually Increasing connections
of physics with other scientific fields.
The Department is organized into the
following four main areas of research.

Astrophysics

The Astrophysics Division of the Depart-
ment has a varied program of observa-
tions across the entire electromagnetic
spectrum, with principal emphasis In the
radio, infrared, and X-ray parts of the
spectrum, where modern electronic
methods must be used. This work is
complemented by theoretical work
emphasizing high-energy phenomena,
stellar evolution and galactic structure.
Astrophysical plasmas also are an im-
portant area of study, both through the
use of space probes and by com-
plementary theoretical study. Research
In astrophysics is a rapidly growing field
at M.I.T., and, because of the strongly
interdisciplinary and interdepartmental
character of work in this area, a fuller
description of it is found in a separate
section entitled Astronomy and Astro-
physics at the end of this chapter.

Experimental Nuclear and Partilel
Physics

Research activities in the Division of
Nuclei and Particles include the broad
fields of nuclear reaction and heavy ion
physics, Intermediate energy nuclear
structure physics, and high-energy
fundamental particle physics. The ex-
perimental research In these areas is
based on M.I.T.'s new 400 MeV Bates
Linear Accelerator and on the accelera-
tors at Brookhaven National Laboratory,
the Fermi National Accelerator Labora-
tory in Batavia, Illinois, the Stanford
Linear Accelerator, CERN (Geneva), and
the National Bureau of Standards.

Solid-State, Laser, Plasma, and Atomic
Physics

The large and active program in solid-
state, laser, plasma, and atomic physics
provides students with ample oppor-
tunities for study in these fields. Equip-
ment is available for spectroscopic
studies at radio, microwave, Infrared,
and optical frequencies. Currently avail-
able are facilities for the production of
low temperatures, high pressures, and
magnetic fields up to 100,000 gauss and
for the study of matter using neutron dif-
fraction techniques. A magnet capable
of producing a steady magnetic field of
250,000 gauss is available at the Francis
Bitter National Magnet Laboratory. The
5,000 kw M.I.T. Research Reactor is
used for neutron diffraction studies, and
the extensive facilities of the Information
Processing Center and the Laboratory
for Computer Science are available for
research involving high-speed
computation.

Nuclear and Particle Theory

The chief emphasis of the research at
the Center for Theoretical Physics is on
the understanding of the fundamental
particles of nature, as revealed by their
Interactions and by their decay, and on
the nharacteristic quantum modes of
mot on of systems composed of strongly
Interacting particles such as atomic
nuclei. Work also is conducted on theo-
retical astrophysics, as well as on the
properties of other forms of matter. In all
of this research, close contact is main-
tained with experimentalists, both within
M.I.T. and elsewhere.

The Center for Theoretical Physics
houses a fairly large group of theorists
Including professional staff, postdoc-
toral fellows, senior visitors, and grad-
uate students engaged in research in
theory. Opportunities for communi-
cation and collaboration are maximized
within the Center; lively Interaction
among the many specialists In the
various areas of Interest is unique to this
M.I.T. group and Is one of the major
sources of the Center's strength.

Much of the research in the Department
is carried out as part of the work of
various Interdepartmental laboratories
and centers, including the Laboratory
for Nuclear Science, the Research Labo-
ratory of Electronics, the Spectroscopy
Laboratory, the Center for Materials Sol-
ence and Engineering, the Center for
Space Research, and the Francis Bitter
National Magnet Laboratory. These
facilities provide close relationships
among the research activities of a num-
ber of M.I.T. departments and give stu-
dents opportunities for contact with re-
search carried out in disciplines other
than physics.
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Undergraduate Study Graduate Study

Bachelor of Science In Physics
Course Vill

An undergraduate degree in physics
provides a good basis, not only for
further work in physics, but also for
professional work in such fields as
astronomy, biophysics, engineering and
applied physics, and geophysics. Many
students have also found it to be an
excellent preparation for subsequent
graduate work in professional schools of
medicine, law, and management. The
undergraduate curriculum in physics of-
fers students the opportunity to acquire
basic competence in the fundamentals
of both experimental and theoretical
physics. The contral core of require-
ments for the Bachelor of Science is de-
signed not only to accomplish this ob-
jective but also to allow plenty of scope
for students to select from a con-
siderable variety of subjects and to
proceed at the pace and degree of
specialization best suited to their indi-
vidual capabilities.

An Important component of the physics
program is the undergraduate thesis, a
project carried out under the guidance
of a faculty member. Many thesis proj-
ects in the recent past have grown out of
the Undergraduate Research Oppor-
tunities Program.

Inquiries

Additional Information concerning
degree programs, admissions, financial
aid, etc. may be obtained by writing to
the Physics Undergraduate Office,
Room 4-352, M.I.T., Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts 02139, (617) 253-4841.

The Department of Physics offers
graduate work leading to the Master of
Science In Physics, the Doctor of
Philosophy, and the Doctor of Science.
No stated curriculum of subjects Is re-
quired for any of these degrees; rather,
Individual curricula are chosen In con-
sultation with the Registration Officer in
accordance with certain broad princi-
ples. Subjects of study include work in
almost all of the experimental fields de-
scribed in the Department's introduc-
tion, as well as In the various branches
of theoretical physics. Graduate stu-
dents are expected to gain familiarity
with several of the branches of physics,
not merely with one specialty. Students
will be well prepared for either academic
work or industrial research, since the
training includes a broad and thorough
understanding both of the fundamentals
of physics and of some advanced
applications.

Students should also note the pos-
sibilities of Interdepartmental research,
particularly In Astronomy and Astro-
physics and in biophysical or biomedical
areas (see Chapter V for further details).

Entrance Requirements for Graduate
Study

Students Intending to pursue graduate
work in physics should have as a back-
ground the equivalent of the require-
ments for the Bachelor of Science In
physics from M.I.T. However, some
deficiencies may be removed in the
course of graduate work.

Master of Science in Physics

The requirements for the Master of Sci-
ence are the General Institute Require-
ments listed in Chapter IV. The Depart-
ment has no language requirement for
this degree.

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science

Candidates for the Doctor of Philosophy
or the Doctor of Science are expected to
take graduate subjects to prepare for
the General Examination; however,
there are no stated required subjects,
and no language requirement.

Teaching and Research Assistantships

A number of research assistantships
and teaching assistantships are avail-
able each year for graduate students.

Inquiries

Additional detailed Information con-
cerning degree programs, research ac-
tivities, admissions, financial aid,
teaching and research asslstantships,
etc. may be obtained by writing to the
Physics Graduate Office, Room 6-107,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-4851.
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Subjects In Physics

(A) following the name of the subject In- 8.323 Relativistic Quantum Field
dicates that it is an approved subject for Theory (A)
a graduate degree and is given primarily 8.333 Statistical Mechanics I (A)

students. 8.334 Statistical Mechanics 11(A)
for graduate 8.341 Mathematical Methods of

Physics I (A)
8.U.R. Undergraduate Research 8.342 Mathematical Methods of
8.01 Physics I Physics 11 (A)

8.013J Physics 1 8.361 Quantum Theory of Many-Particle

8.02 Physics i Systems (A)

8.021 Physics 11 8.381, Selected Topics in Theoretical

8.022 Physics il 8.382 Physics (A)
8.022J Physics 11 8.391, Special Problems in Theoretical
8.023J Physics 1l 8.392 Physics (A)
8.03 Physics 1il 8.399 Physics Teaching (A)
8.04 Statistical and Quantum Physics I 8.411 Advanced Atomic Physics (A)
8.05 Quantum Mechanics 8.422 Survey of Atomic and
8.06 Mechanics i 1 Molecular Physics (A)
8.07 Electromagnetism P 8.432 Interaction of Lasers with
8.08 Statistical and Quantum Physics Solids, Plasmas and Atoms (A)
8.11 Physics Project Laboratory I 8.442 Statistical Optics and
8.12 Physics Project Laboratory I Spectroscopy (A)
8.13 Experimental Atomic Physics I 8.451 Physics of Optical and infrared
8.14 Experimental Atomic Physics Lasers (A)
8.18 Special Problems in 8.452 Seminar in Optical and intrared

Undergraduate Physics Lasers (A)
8.19 Readings in Physics 8.481, Selected Topics in Physics of
8.20 Introduction to Specl Relatlyity 8.482 Atoms and Radiation (A)
8.201J Statistical and Biological 8.491, Special Problems in Physics

8.204J Atoms, Genes and Stars - 8.492 of Atoms and Radiation (A)
8.20J AtmsGene an Stas -8.500J Physics of Solids il (A)

A Joint Reality 8.511J Theory of Solids 1 (A)
8.206J Seminar in Public interest Science 8.512J Theory of Solids I (A)
8.211 introduction to Quantum Physics 8.513J Application of Goup Theory to
8.231J Physics of Solids I the Physics of Solids (A)
8.238 Topics in Quantum Theory 8.522 Topics in Biological Physics (A)

of Matter 8.561 Correlations and Critical Behavior
8.242 Quantum Electronics In Condensed Matter (A)
8.244 Modern Optics 8.581, Selected Topics in the Theory
8.251 Physics of Noise and 8.582 of Solids (Al

Fluctuations 8.591, S ol m in
8.263 Physics of Fluids 8.591, Special Prob.ems In
8.2728 Introduct e Physic 8.592 Sollid-State Physics (A)
8.272 Introduction to Nuclear Physics 8.813J Introduction to Plasma Physics (A)
6.274 Introduction to Particle Physics 8.621J Plasma Kinetic Theory (A)
8.2a2 introduction to Astrophysics 8.622J Advanced Topics in Plasma

and Astronomy Kinetic Theory (A)
8.285 Topics in Astrophysics 8.624 Waves and Nonlinear interactions
8.291J Planetary Physics and in Plasma (A)

Chemistry I 8.641 Physics of High Temperature
8.2C2J Planetary PhysIcs and Plasmas I (A)

Chemistry io 8.842 Physics of High Temperature
8.298J Dynamical Astronomy Plasmas 11(A)
6.209 Phyes Teaching 8881, Selected Topics in Fluid and
8.ThU Undergraduate Physics Thesis 8.682 Plasma Physics (A)*
8,312 Electromagnetic Theory (A) 8.691, Special Problems in Fluid and
8.321 Quantum Theory 1 (A) 8.692 Plasma Physics (A)
SA302 Quantum Theory li (A)

8.711 Nuclear Physics I (A)
8.712 Nuclear Physics 11 (A)
8.721 High Energy Nuclear Physics (A)
8.751 Theory of Nuclear Structure (A)
8.781, Selected Topics in Nuclear
8.782 Theory (A)
8.791, Special Problems In Nuclear
8.792 Physics (A)
8.810 Particle Physics I(A)
8.811 Particle Physics 11 (A)
8.871, Selected Topics in Theoretical
8.872 Particle Physics (A)
8.881, Selected Topics in Experimental
8.882 Particle Physics (A)
8.891, Special Problems in Particle
8.892 Physics (A)
8.910 Astrophysics I (A)
8.911 Astrophysics 11 (A)
8.913 Intermediate Theoretical

Plasma Physics (A)
8.914 Cosmic Electrodynamics 11 (A)
8.921 Stellar Structure and Evolution (A)
8.942 Cosmology (A)
8.952J Radio interferometry (A)
8.982 General Relativity (A)
8.981, Selected Topics In
8.982 Astrophysics (A)
8.991, Special Problems in
8.992 Astrophysics (A)
8.ThG Graduate Physics Thesis (A)

School of Science



Interdisciplinary Science
Program

in addition to the Bachelor of Science
programs offered by the Departments of
Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Planetary
Solences, Mathematics, and Physics,
the Interdisciplinary Science Program
(Course XXV) is sponsored by the
School of Science. The Program,
leading to the Bachelor of Science
without designation of field, Is Intended
to provide special opportunities for stu-
dents interested in science programs
which differ significantly from estab-
lished departmental offerings. For ex-
ample, students may concentrate In
fields such as astronomy, meteorology,
oceanography, environmental sciences,
neurosciences and behavior, perceptual
systems, human cognition and artificial
Intelligence, medical science, and nutri-
tion and food science. Students arrange
their own curricula in consultation with
faculty advisors, subject to the approval
of a faculty committee. This committee,
which includes representatives from
Psychology and all departments in the
School of Science, also helps students
find suitable advisors.

The Interdisciplinary Science curriculum
must include a strong and coherent set
of science subjects going beyond the
level of the Institute Science Distribution
Requirement and, specifically, cannot
be restricted to a sampling of Introduc-
tory subjects. It is strongly recom-
mended that 12 units of faculty super-
vised undergraduate research or thesis
be included. In completing General In-
stltute Requirements and the "core"
subjects basic to their fields, students In
the Interdisciplinary Science Program
are expected to make progress which
would be normal for a departmental
curriculum. It is always possible for
second-year students to arrange their
course study so that they have 12 units
of elective freedom each semester.

RegistratIon procedures for the Interdis-
olplinary Science Program are like those
of regular departmental programs. How-
over, before registering In the program,

students must prepare a written plan for
satisfying the Restricted Elective re-
quirement of 84 units or more, as re-
quired, and if possible find a faculty
member willing to serve as advisor.
Since the Restricted Electives serve the
function of core requirements In regular
departments, continued registration is
contingent on the approval of this pro-
gram by the Course XXV committee.
Such approval must be obtained before
registration day of the senior year.
General advice on possible curricula,
help in preparing a detailed plan, and
names of interested faculty members
are available from Professor John M.
Buchanan, faculty member in charge of
the program, Room 6-219, M.I.T., Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts 02139, (617) 253-
5723. Professor Buchanan serves as
registration officer for the purpose of
signing forms on registration day, formal
approval of course changes, etc. The
Individual advisors provide contact with
a faculty member interested in the stu-
dent's special field who can help in plan-
ning the overall program, suggesting
modifications In it, etc.

Master's Program In Interdisciplinary
Science

The Master of Science in Interdisciplin-
ary Science is offered under the
auspices of the Interdisciplinary Sci-
ence Program. The objective of this pro-
gram is to provide an opportunity for
graduate study in an interdisciplinary
area with a strong science core, and to
prepare students for positions In indus-
try, government, education, or medicine
where training beyond a bachelor's
degree is required. Students entering
the program may elect either the
specified or the unspecified degree op-
tion. (See listing of the specified pro.
grams below.) The requirements for
each specified program are predeter-
mined by a special faculty committee
whose members have expertise in that
area. When applying for admission, a

student should designate a particular
specified option or submit a curriculum
proposal. Admission is contingent on
Committee approval of this proposal.
The basic requirement for the Interdisci-
plinary Science S.M. Is the completion of
an approved program consisting of 66
subject units (including 42 units in A
subjects) and a thesis. It Is desirable, but
not required, particularly in the un-
specified option, for a suitable thesis ad-
visor to be designated during the admis-
slon process. Students with strong prep-
aration for their particular program can
complete the subject requirements and
thesis in one year. If a student is making
a major change in field or has inade-
quate preparation, two years probably
will be required. Further information
may be obtained from the interdisciplin-
ary Science Office in Room 6-219.

Specified Programs

Science Education
Environmental Chemistry
Animal Cell Science
Science Communication

A new specified two-year Master's pro-
gram in Science Communloation will be
offered for students Interested in sci-
ence writing for the print medium or In
reporting and education through the
audiovisual media of films, television,
and radio. A selection of courses will be
made to develop an integrated curricu-
lum encompassing the technical aspects
of science communication, policy Issues
Involved in science and its public under-
standing, and a broadened comprehen-
slon of various aspects of science at an
advanced level. Subject options are
suggested principally from offerings
listed In the School of Science, the
School of Humanities and Social Sci-
ence (Courses 17 and 21), and the
School of Architecture and Planning
(Course 4). A new graduate subject,
21.742 Advanced Science Writing, will
be available In September 1979.
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Joint Program In Oceanography
with the Woods Hole
Oceanographic Institution

308

M.I.T. and the Woods Hole Ocean-
ographic Institution (W.H.O.1.) on Cape
Cod offer joint programs of graduate
study and research for students with
special interests In biological
oceanography, chemical oceanography,
marine geology, marine geophysics,
oceanographic engineering, and
physical oceanography. These graduate
programs are administered by commit-
tees drawn from the faculty and staff of
both Institutions. Students accepted to
the Joint Program have access to the
extensive intellectual and physical
resources available for advanced study
at both Woods Hole and M.I.T.

The Woods Hole Oceanographic Institu-
tion operates three ocean-going re-
search ships, a deep-submergence re-
search vehicle, and several Inshore
boats. A resident staff of more than 800
scientists, engineers, and support per-
sonnel conduct a wide range of ocean-
related studies in biology, chemistry,
physical oceanography, geology,
geophysics, and oceanographic engi-
neering from extensive laboratory
facilities at Woods Hole. A narine facility
Is maintained by M.I.T. In Boston Harbor
consisting of dock space and a small re-
search vessel capable of coastal work.
Subjects in various aspects of ocean-
ography as well as a large number of
subjects directly applicable to ocean-
ography are offered by many M.I.T. de-
partments. These include:

1.030J introduction to Technology
and Law

1 .89J Fracture of Structure
Materials (A)

1,62 Free Surface Hydraulics
1.64 Transport and Mixing

in Turbulent Flows (A)
1,67 Sediment Transport and Coastal

Processes (A)
1.681 Physics of Natural Water

Bodies (A)
1.09 Introduction to Coastal

Engineering (A)
1.091 Wave Dynamics In Coastal

Engineering 1(A)

1.692 Wave Dynamics in Oceano-
graphic Engineering (A)

1.697J Oceanographic Systems I
1.698J Oceanographic Systems 11
1.699J Special Projects in

Oceanographic Engineering (A)
1.75 Limnology and Wetland

Ecology (A)
1.761 Aquatic Chemistry (A)
1.79 Aquatic Ecology (A)
1.80 Problems in Aquatic Biology

and Chemistry (A)
2.065J Flow Noise (A)
2.071J Introduction to Structural

Mechanics
2.131J Environmental Ecology I
2.132J Environmental Ecology 11
2.283 Fluid Physics of Pollution (A)
2.284 Water Purification (A)
2.63 Energy Production from

Renewable Resources (A)
3.20 Thermodynamics of Materials (A)
3.21 Kinetic Processes In Materials (A)
3.35 Solidification Processing (A)
3.36J Welding Engineering (A)
3.39 Mechanical Behavior of

Materials (A)
3.54 Corrosion - The Environmental

Degradation of Materials (A)
3.701J Materials for Ocean Engineering
3.90J Fracture of Structural Materials (A)
3.93 Materials Science of Polymers (A)
6.455J Marine Data Systems (A)
7.411- Seminars in Biological
7.419 Oceanography (A)
7.421- Special Problems in Biological
7.429 Oceanography
7.43 Phytoplankton and Nutrient

Cycling (A)
7.44 Ecology of Oceanic

Zooplankton
7.45 Benthos and Fish (A)
7.46 Topics in Physiology and

Biochemistry of Marine
Animals (A)

7.491- Research in Biological
7.497 Oceanography (A)

10.803 Introduction to Technology
and Law I

11.362 Land Use and Environmental
Policy implementation (A)

11.365J Coastal Zone Management (A)
12.003J Environmental Ecology I

12.004J Environmental Ecology Ii
12.20J Environmental Chemistry of the

Ocean-Atmosphere System
12.21 Physics of the Ocean
12.221- Project Studies In Oceanography
12.229
12.32 Mechanics of Sedimentary

Processes (A)
12.56 Advanced Seminar in Plate

Tectonics (A)
12.72 Oceanic Petrology (A)
12.73 introduction to Marine Geology (A)
12.74 Marine Micropaleontology (A)
12.75 Marine Sediments (A)
12.752 Paleomagnetism (A)
12.77 Marine Geophysical Data

Interpretation (A)
12.774 Plants, Animals, and

Sediments
12.80 Marine Chemistry
12.81 Waves and Tides (A)
12.82 Marine Geochemistry of

Sediments
12.83 Marine Geochemistry (A)
12.84 Organic Geochemistry (A)
12.85 Oceanographic Time Series (A)
12.86 General Circulation of

the Oceans (A)
13.021 Marine Hydrodynamics I (A)
13.022 Marine Hydrodynamics 11 (A)
13.07 Free Surface Hydrodynamics (A)
13.08 Stability and Motion Control

of Ocean Vehicles (A)
13.09 Potential Flows (A)
13.10J Introduction to Structural

Mechanics
13.15J Materials for Ocean

Engineering
13.16J Fracture of Structural

Materials (A)
13.17J Welding Engineering (A)
13.27 Ocean Engineering Power

Systems (A)
13.48 Offshore Engineering Design (A)
13.74J Marine Data Systems (A)
13.76 Introduction to Random Processes

in Ocean Engineering (A)
13.84J Flow Noise (A)
13.85 Fundamentals of Underwater

Sound Applications (A)
13.86 Ocean and Seabed

Acoustics (A)
13.92 Public Policy and Use

of the Sea (A)
1t3.94J Ocean Engineering and Law

Seminar (A)
13.961J Resources Management (A)

j
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13.982 Legal Aspects of Ocean
Resources and Systems
Management (A)

13.97J Introduction to Technology
and Law I

13.98J Coastal Zone Management (A)
13.990J Oceanographic Systems I
13.991J Oceanographic Systems il
13.992 Marine Navigation, Positioning

and Data Telemetry (A)
13.994 Buoy Engineering (A)
13.997 Principles of Oceanographic

Instrument Systems I -
Measurement Platforms (A)

13.998 Principles of Oceanographic
Instrument Systems 11 -
Sensors and Measurements (A)

13.999J Special Projects in Ocean-
ographic Engineering (A)

18.228J Ocean Engineering and
Law Seminar (A)

18.082J Flow Noise (A)
16.792 Introduction to Technology

and Law I
17.888 International Organization, Legal

and Political Response to
Science and Technology (A)

19.08J Environmental Chemistry of the
Ocean-Atmosphere System

19.10 Climate of the Past
19.86J Turbulence and Random Processes

in Fluid Mechanics (A)
19.881 Dynamics of Large-Scale

Circulation of Ocean and
Atmosphere (A)

19.682 Dynamics of Large-Scale Circula-
tion of Ocean and Atmosphere (A)

19.80 Surface and Internal Gravity
Waves (A)

19.81 introduction to Oceanic Models (A)
19.82 Introduction to Oceanic Models (A)
19.83 Physical Oceanography
19,841 Waves (A)
19.642 Mesoscale Ocean Dynamics (A)
19.851 Dynamics of Shallow Seas (A)
19.853 Turbulence and Friction

in the Ocean
19,86 The General Circulation of the

Oceans (A)
19.89 Special Problems in

Oceanography (A)
19.891- Special Problems in
19.899 Oceanography (A)
20.012 General Toxicology (A)
20,111 Biochemical Engineering (A)
92,88 Introduction to Technology

and Law I

Subjects, seminars, and opportunities
for research participation are offered at
both institutions. Students live in either
Cambridge or Woods Hole, and trans-
portation is provided for them to com-
mute the 80 miles between Institutions
so they can take advantage of all avail-
able resources. Students have
the opportunity to participate in oceano-
graphic cruises during graduate studies.
Depending upon Individual study and
research programs, students are en-
couraged to reside for at least one year
at each place. Upon admission, students
register in the appropriate M.I.T. depart-
ment and are assigned academic ad-
visors at each institution.

The Joint Program involves several de-
partments at M.I.T. - Biology, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, and Meteorology in
the School of Science, and Chemical
Engineering, Civil Engineering, Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science,
Materials Science and Engineering,
Mechanical Engineering, and Ocean En-
gineering In the School of Engineering.
Details concerning entrance require-
ments, examinations, financial aid, etc.
may be found in the descriptions of each
Individual department.

Chemical Oceanography, Marine
Geology, Marine Geophysics and
Physical Oceanography

The Department of Earth and Planetary
Sciences and the Department of
Meteorology offer programs with
W.H.O.l. In chemical oceanography,
marine geology, marine geophysics, and
physical oceanography. The programs
are coordinated by either do partment
and may involve other departments such
as Chemistry at M.I.T. The programs all
lead to the Doctor of Philosophy or the
Doctor of Science.

Biological Oceanography

Programs in biological oceanography
are offered jointly with W.H.O.I. and l'.ad
to the degree of Doctor of Philosophy or
Doctor of Science. The programs are
coordinated by the Department of
Biology and may involve research at
W.H.O.l. or other departments at M.I.T.,
such as Nutrition and Food Science.
Program requirements are tailored to
Individual needs and include prepara-
tion in basic areas of biology and marine
ecology.

Joint Program In Oceanography with the 309
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Astronomy and
Astrophysics

Teaching and research in astronomy at
M.i.T. are truly interdepartmental, In-
volving more than 25 faculty members of
the Departments of Physics, Earth and
Planetary Sciences, Mathematics, Elec-
trical Engineering and Computer Sci-
ence, Chemistry, and Meteorology. The
subjects offered and the opportunities
for thesis research cover a correspond-
ingly broad spectrum.

The observational astronomy program
emphasizes the application of modern
technology: objects as diverse as
quasars, pulsars, supernova ejects, and
the planets are being Investigated
throughout the spectrum with X-ray, op-
tical, and radio wavelengths. Radio
galaxies, the cosmic microwave back-
ground, stars In the process of forms-
tion, and molecules in space are being
studied with radio telescopes, often in-
volving very-long-baseline inter-
ferometers; pulsating stars, galactic
nuclei, and an unresolved background
have all been detected at X-ray wave-
lengths; the properties of the Inter-
planetary medium are being explored
with particle detectors on spacecraft;
planets are being viewed with radar,
both from the earth and from spacecraft,
and by optical telescopes in both the
visible and the Infrared.

Some of the theoretical astronomy work
relates directly to these observations, as
In testing general relativity in the solar
system or in trying to understand the
complex interactidns of the solar wind
with our own planet. A major theoretical
effort lies in intensive studies of the
structure and evolution of stars, the dy-
namics of spiral galaxies and the solar
system, the origin of the solar system,
composition and structure of meteorites,
origin, evolution, and general circulation
of planetary atmospheres, and problems
of relativistic astrophysics or high-
energy astrophysics as diverse as the
origin of cosmic rays, the evolution of
supernova events, and the formation of

Opportunities for student research in-
clude the use of the Haystack radio
telescope and the unique electronic In-
strumentation at the nearby 24-inch and
16-inch optical telescopes of our
Wallace Observatory. M.I.T. Is a joint
participant, with Dartmouth College and
the University of Michigan, in operating
the 62-inch McGraw-Hill telescope at
Kitt Peak in Arizona. Active experimental
programs with student participation also
Involve Instruments launched in
balloons, rockets, satellites, and inter-
planetary spacecraft. M.I.T. experiments
are operating on the two X-ray obser-
vatories now in orbit, and students are
participating In its operation and In the
interpretation of the data. In addition,
M.I.T. students and staff observe at
other installations such as the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory in West
Virginia and the National Astronomy and
Ionospheric Obbervatory In Arecibo,
Puerto Rico; they also use the
telescopes of both the Kitt Peak National
Observatory and the Cerro-Tololo inter-
American Observatory In Chile.

The following astronomy subjects are of-
fered by the various departments. The
asterisks mark subjects that will be of-
fered in 1979-80.

Undergraduate Study

8.282* Introduction to Astrophysics
and Astronomy

8.285* Topics in Astrophysics
12.002* The Earth and the Planets
12.111* Survey of Astronomy I
12.112* Survey of Astronomy 11
12.113* Astronomy I
12.114* Astronomy i
12.115J* Dynamical Astronomy
8.293J,

12.116 Observational Techniques of
Optical Astronomy

12.121* Exploration of the Solar System
12.131 J
5.121J* Planetary Physics and Chemistry I
8.291J*)

12.132J~
5.122J* iPlanetary Physics and Chemistry I
8.292J..

18.370 Introduction to Dynamics in
Astronomy

Graduate Study

.61 31J* I Planetary Atmospheres

.12J3I Current Research in Meteoritis

6.661
8.910*
8.911
8.913

Receivers, Antennas and Signals
Astrophysics I
Astrophysics 11
intermediate Theoretical
Plasma Physics

8.914* Cosmic Electrodynamics
8.921 * Stellar Structure and Evolution
8.942* Cosmology
8.962 General Relativity
8.981 * Selected Topics in Astrophysics
8.982* Selected Topics in Astrophysics

12.54 Planetary interiors
6.664J
8.962J* Radio interferometry

12.626J*1

6 .623J Techniques of Radar Astronomy

18.289' Theoretical and Observational
Cosmology

18.375* Stellar Dynamics, Galaxies, and
Plasms

19.64* Atmospheric Modeling
19.72* Atmospheric Radiation
19.73* Chemistry and Dynamics

of Upper Atmospheres
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The Whitaker College of Health Sciences, Technology, and Management
and the Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences and Technology

In 1977, M.I.T. established the Whitaker
College of Health Sciences, Technology,
and Management to provide a major
academic and administrative focus for
the extensive developing health-related
activities at the Institute. The educational
and research activities of Whitaker
College are expected to include new and
enlarged programs In human biology,
physiology, experimental medicine, and
health care policy and management.
The M.I.T. component of the Biomedical
Sciences (M.D.) Program and the
Medical Engineering and Medical
Physics (Ph.D.) Program of the Harvard-
M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences and
Technology will be an Integral part of
Whitaker College.

The College represents a major commit-
ment by M.I.T. to marshal Its resources
and strengths in science, engineering,
and management in order to foster
progress In the health and medical sci-
ences and to improve the quality of
health care. Since health-related activi-
ties in education and research tran-
scend the concerns of any single depart-
ment or School of the Institute, the term
"College" Is being used for the first time
at M.I.T.

The program in human biology will in-
clude educational and research oppor-
tunities for undergraduate and graduate
students in human genetics, the biology
of human behavior, and environmental
biology and toxicology. In the labo-
ratories of human physiology and exper-
imental medicine, research on major
human health and medical problems will
range from the most fundamental
studies to clinical investigation in
humans in normal and in disease states.

In health care policy and management,
the Whitaker College will seek to
enhance and complement the activities
In the Sloan School of Management and
in the Departments of Economics and
Political Science, In addition, a new
Ph.D. program Is being planned which
will combine education in health and

medical systems with policy analysis
and management. The program will In-
clude subjects In health policy analysis,
management information systems,
health economics, government regula-
tion, the sociology of the health profes-
sions, epidemiology, human biology,
and the elements of clinical medicine.

Planning of the educational and re-
search programs of Whitaker College is
being conducted with the help and ad-
vice of the Faculty Advisory Council
whose members are:

David Baltimore, Ph.D.
American Cancer Society
Professor of Microblology
Department of Biology

George B. Benedek, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics
Department of Physics

Ernest G. Cravaiho, Ph.D.
Matsushita Professor of Mechanical
Engineering in Medicine
Department of Mechanical Engineering
Associate Director of Medical Engineering
and Medical Physics, Harvard-M.I.T.
Division of Health Sciences and Technology

Herman N. Eisen, M.D.
Professor of Immunology
Department of Biology

Maurice S. Fox, Ph.D.
Professor of Genetics
Department of Biology

Richard M. Heid, Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental Psychology
Head, Department of Psychology

Boris Magasanik, Ph.D.
Jacques Monod Professor of Microbiology
Department of Biology

Robert W. Mann, Sc.D.
Uncas A. Whitaker Professor of Biomedical
Engineering
Department of Mechanical Engineering

Edward W. Merrill, Sc.D.
Carbon P. Dubbs Professor of Chemical
Engineering
Department of Chemical Engineering

Walls J. Nauta, M.D., Ph.D.
Institute Professor
Professor of Neuroanatomy
Department of Psychology

Lisa R. Peattle, Ph.D.
Professor of Urban Anthropology
Department of Urban Studies and
Planning

Alexander Rich, M.D.
Professor of Biophysics and Sedgwick
Professor of Biology
Department of Biology

Edward B. Roberts, Ph.D.
David Sarnoff Professor of Management
of Technology
Sloan School of Management

Melvin H. Rodman, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Director, M.I.T. Medical Department

Harvey M. Sapolsky, Ph.D.
Professor of Public Policy and Organization
Department of Political Science

Peter Temin, Ph.D.
Professor of Economics
Department of Economics

Felix M. H. Villars, D.Sc.
Professor of Physics
Department of Physics

Christopher T. Walsh, Ph.D.
Professor of Bioiogy and Chemistry
Departments of Biology and Chemistry

Thomas F. Weiss, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical and Bloengineering
Department of Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science

Gerald N. Wogan, Ph.D.
Professor of Toxicology
Head, Department of Nutrition
and Food Science

Richard J. Wurtman, M.D.
Professor of Endocrinology and Metabolism
Department of Nutrition and Food Science

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and Astronautics
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics

Members ex officio of the Faculty Ad-
visory Council are Dr. Jerome B.
Wiesner, President; Professor Walter A.
Rosenblith, Provost; Professor Shella E.
Widnall, Chairman of the Faculty; and
Dr. Irving M. London, Director of
Whitaker College and Director of the
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sci-
ences and Technology.
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Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences
and Technology

Professors

Wolter H. Abelmann, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Both Israel Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Richard S. Adler, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical
Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Electrical
Engineering
and Computer Science

Ronald A. Arky, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Mount Auburn Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Baruj Benacerraf, M.D.
George Fabyan Professor
of Comparative Pathology
Harvard Medical School

George B. Beonedek. Ph.D.
Alfred H. Caspary Professor of
Physics
M.I.T. Department of Physics
Lecturer on Physics
Faculty of Medicine,
Harvard Medical School

William Berenberg, M.D.
Professor of Pod latrics
Children's Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Emillo Bizzi, M.D.
Professor of Neurophysiology,
M.I.T. Department of Psychology

Eugene Braunwald, M.D.
Hersey Professor of the Theory and
Practice of Physic
Harvard Medical School

Gordon L. Brownell, Ph.D.
Professor of Nuclear Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Nuclear
Engineering
Lecturer on Radiology
Harvard Medical School

Clark K. Colton, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemical Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Chemical
Engineering

RImal $. Cotran, M.D.
Frank Burr Mallory Professor of
Pathology
Harvard Medical School

Ernest G. Cravalho, Ph.D.
Assoolate Director, Harvard-M.I.T,
Olvision of Health Sciences and
Technology
Matsushita Professor of Mechanical
Engineering in Medicine
M.I.T. Department of Mechanical
Etngineering

C. Forbes Dewey, Ph.D.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
and Visiting Professor of Pathology
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Shirley 0. Driscoll, M.D.
Professor of Pathology
Boston Hospital for Women and
Harvard Medical School

Herman N. Eisen, M.D.
Professor of immunology
M.I.T. Department of Biology

M. Judah Folkman, M.D.
Julia Dyckman Andrus Professor of
Pediatric Surgery
Harvard Medical School

Lawrence S. Frishkopf, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical and
Bloengineering
M.I.T. Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Paul M. Gallop, Ph.D.
Professor of Biological Chemistry
Harvard School of Dental Medicine

Norman Geschwind, M.D.
James Jackson Putnam Professor of
Neurology
Harvard Medical School
Professor of Health Sciences and
Technology and Psychology
M.I.T. Department of Psychology

Harvey Goldman, M.D.
Professor of Pathology
Both Israel Hospital and Harvard
Medical School

Alice S-H. Huang, Ph.D.
Professor of Microbiology and
Molecular Genetics
Harvard Medical School

Sidney H. Ingbar, M.D.
William Bosworth Castle Professor of
Medicine
Harvard Medical School

Farish A. Jenkins, Jr., Ph.D.
Professor of Biology
Harvard University

Richard J. Kitz, M.D.
Henry Isaiah Dorr Professor
of Research and Teaching in
Anaesthetlos and Anaesthesia
Harvard Medical School

Richard E. Kronauer, Ph.D.
Gordon McKay Professor
of Mechanical Engineering
Harvard University

Alexander Leaf, M.D.
Jackson Professor of Clinical
Medicine
Harvard Medical School

Padmakar P. Lele, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Experimental Medicine
M.I.T. Department of Mechanical
Engineering

J. David LitSter, Ph.D.
Professor of Physics and
Lecturer In Physics
Harvard Medical School

Irving M. London, M.D.
Director, Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and Technology
Director, Whitaker College of Health
Sciences, Technology, and
Management
Professor of Medicine at Harvard
University and M.I.T.
Grover M. Hermann Professor of
Health Sciences and Technology and
Professor of Biology
M.I.T. Department of Biology

Boris Magasanik, Ph.D.
Jacques Monod Professor of
Microbiology
M.I.T. Department of Biology

Robert W. Mann, Sc.D.
Uncas A. Whitaker Professor
of Biomedical Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Mechanical
Engineering

Thomas A. McMahon, Ph.D.
Gordon McKay Professor of Applied
Mechanics
Harvard University

Borivole B. Mikic, Sc.D.
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Mechanical
Engineering

Frederic A. Morgenthaler, Ph.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Walle J. H. Nauta, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor of Neuroanatomy
Institute Professor
M.I.T. Department of Psychology

Sanford Palay, M.D.
Bullard Professor of Neuroanatomy
Harvard Medical School

William T. Peake, 80.0.
Professor of Electrical and
Sloengineering
M.I.T. Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Robert M. Rose, Sc.D.
Professor of Materials Science and
Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Materials
Science and Engineering
Lecturer, Harvard Medical School

William M. Siebert, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
M.I.T. Depritment of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Felix M. H. Villars, D.Sc.
Professor of Physics
M.I.T. Department of Physics
Lecturer on Physics
Faculty of Medicine
Harvard Medical School

Christopher T. Walsh, Ph.D.
Professor of Chemistry and Biology
M.I.T. Departments of Chemistry and
Biology

Edward W. Webster, Ph.D.
Professor of Radiology
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Augustus A. White IlIl, M.D.,
D.Med.Sci.
Professor of Orthopaedic Surgery
Harvard Medical School

James L. Whittenberger, M.D.
James Stevens Simmons Professor
of Public Health and Professor of
Physiology
Harvard School of Public Health

Sheila E. Widnall, Sc.D.
Chairman of the Faculty, M.I.T.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
M.I.T. Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

Richard J. Wurtman, M.D.
Professor of Endocrinology and
Metabolism
M.I.T. Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Lecturer in Medicine at Harvard
Medical School

loannis V. Yannas, Ph.D.
Professor of Polymer Science and
Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Mechanical
EngineerIng

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.
Professor of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
M.I.T. Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics
Lecturer in Engineering
Harvard Medical School
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Assoate Profesors

0. Octo Barnett, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School
Lecturer, M.I.T. Department
of Elictrioal Engineering and
Computer Science

William S. Beck, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Harvard Medical School

Bengt E. Bjarngard, D.Sc.
Associate Professor of Radiation
Therapy
Joint Center for Radiation Therapy
and Harvard Medic-T School

Martin C. Carey, M.D.
Lawrence J. Henderson Associate
Professor of Health Sciences and
Technology
Associate Professor of Medicine
Harvard Medical School

Victoria Chan- Palay, M.D.
Associate Professor of Neurobiology
Harvard Medical School

W. Hallowell Churchill, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Peter Sent Brighem Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Richard Davidson, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Microbiology
and Molecular Genetics
Harvard Medical School

1. John Davies, M.D.
Associate Professor of Obstetrics
and Gynecology
Boston Hospital for Women and
Harvard Medical School

Martin Dym, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anatomy
Harvard Medical School

Ann Grayblel, Ph.D.
Assoclate Professor of Psychology
and Brain Sciende
M.I.T. Department of Psychology

Joel Habener, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School
Visiting Scientist
M.I.T. Department of Biology

Wileon C. Hayes, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Orthopaedic
Surgery
Harvard-M.I.T, Division of Health
Slences and Technology and
Seth Israel Hospital and Harvard

George A. Jacoby, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Homayoun Kazemi, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General ospital and
Harvard Medical School

Samuel A. Latt, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Harvard Medical School

Roger G. Mark, M.D., Ph.D.
Matsushita Associate Professor of
Electrical Engineering in Medicine
M.I.T. Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Both Israel Hospital and Harvard
Medical School

E. Regis McFadden, Jr., M.D.
Associate Frofessor of Medicine
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Michael A. Moskowitz, M.D.
Associate Professor of Neurology
Harvard Medical School
Associate Professor of
Neurosciences
M.I.T. Department of Nutrition and
Food Science

John R. Murphy, Ph.D.
Lawrence J. Henderson Professor of
Health Sciences and Technology,
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology
Associate Professor of Microbiology
and Molecular Genetics
Harvard Medical School

Ronald S. Newbower, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Anaesthesia
(Biomedical Engineering)
Harvard Medical School
Lecturer, M.I.T. Department of
Electrical Engineering and
Computer Solence

Walter H. Olson, Ph.D.
Hermann von Helmholtz Associate
Professor of Health Sciences and
Technology
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology
Associate Professor of Electrical
Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Science

Dwight R. Robinson, M.D.
Associate Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Robert Rustigian, M.D.
Associate Professor of Microbiology
and Molecular Genetics
Harvard School of Dental Medicine

Robert H. Schapiro, M.D.
Associate Clinical Professor of
Medicine
Harvard Medical School

Daniel C. Shannon, M.D., D.Sc.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Denise J. Strieder, M.D.
Associate Professor of Pediatrics
Children's Hospital Medical Center
and Harvard Medical School

Goran K. Svensson, D.Sc.
Associate Professor of Radiation
Joint Center for Radiation Therapy
and Harvard Medical School

Warren Zapol, M.D.
Associate Professor of Anesthesia
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School
Visiting Lecturer, M.I.T. Department
of Chemical Engineering

Assistant Professors

Abul Khair Abbas, M.B.
Assistant Professor of Pathology
Harvard Medical School

Donald Antonloll, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pathology
Both Israel Hospital and Harvard
Medical School

Cecil H. Coggins, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Richard J. Cohen, M.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Physics and
Hermann von Helmholtz Assistant
Professor of Health Solences and
Technology
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

William M. Dean, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Health
Sciences and Technology
Assistant Professor of Chemical
Engineering
M.I.T. Department of Chemical
Engineering

G. Richard Dickersin, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pathology
Harvard Medical School

John T. Fallon, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Pathology
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Charles A. Holes, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Jeffrey E. Harris, M.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Economics
and Health Sciences and Technology
M.I.T. Department of Economics

Philip F. Judy, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Radiology
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

John L. Kitzmiller, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and
Gynecology
Boston Hospital for Women and
Harvard Medical School

Norman S. Lichtenstein, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Edmund G. Lowrie, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and
Harvard Medical School
Lecturer, M.I.T. Department of
Chemical Engineering

Eugene J. Mark, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pathology
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

John W. Mills, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Anatomy
Department of Medicine, Harvard
Medical School

James E. Pennington, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

John L. Rowbotham, M.D.
Assistant Clinical Professor of
Surgery
Harvard Medical School

Alan L. Schiller, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pathology
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Michael T. Snider, M.D., Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Anaesthesia
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School
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Daniel Souder, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

John T. Truman, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Pediatrics
Massachusetts General Hospital and
Harvard Medical School

Jack R. Wands, M.D.
Assistant Professor of Medicine
Hoyvard Medical School

Senior Lecturer

John B. Stanbury, M.D.
Senior Lecturer, M.I.T. Department
of Nutrition and Food Science
Lecturer on Medicine
Harvard Medical School
Officer of Instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

Lectrers

Sisseis Bok, Ph.D.
Lecturer on Medical Ethics
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

Stephen A. Raymond, Ph.D.
Lecturer and Officer of instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

James C. Weaver, Ph.D.
Lecturer and Officer of Instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Slences and Technology

senior Reeearoh Asseociate

Philip A. Drinker, Ph.D.
Senior Research Associate
in Surgery (ioenglnsering)
Harvard Medical School
Senior Lecturer, M.I.T. Department
of Mechanical Ingineering
Officer of instruction
Harvard-M.i.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

Principal Research Assoclates

Saul Aronow, Ph.D.
Principal Research Associate in
Radiology (Physics)
Harvard Medical School
Lecturer, M.I.T. Department of
Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science
Officer of Instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

Jozef Cywinski, Ph.D.
Principal Research Associate in
Anesthesia (Biomedical Engineering)
Harvard Medicai School
Lecturer, M.I.T. Department of
Electrical Engineering and
Computer Science
Officer of instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

Bernard Hoop, Jr., Ph.D.
Principal Research Associate in
Radiology (Physics)
Massachusetts General Hospital
and Harvard Medical School
Officer of instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

Robert E. Zimmerman, M.8.E.E.
Principal Research Associate in
Radiology (Physics)
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital
and Harvard Medical School
Off icer of Instruction
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology

instructors

Roger L. Christian, M.D.
instructor In Surgery
Peter Sent Brigham Hospital
Tutor in Medical Sciences
Harvard Medical School

William M. Kettyle, M.D.
Clinical instructor in Medicine
Harvard Medical School

George E. Lewinnek, M.D.
Instructor in Orthopaedic Surgery
Both Israel Hospital and Harvard
Medical School

The Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and Technology
M.D., PhDA, So.D.

Harvard University and M.l.T. are en-
gaged in a major collaborative effort, the
Harvard-M.I.T. DivIsion of Health Sci-
ences and Technology, designed to
focus science and technology on human
health needs. In this Division, the com-
plementary resources and strengths of
both Institutions are being directed to
the education of physicians with a strong
base in quantitative science, biomedicsi
engineers, and other health scientists,
and to the effective appilcation of
modern science and technology to ma-
jor hesith problems. The Division repre-
Sents a fusion of the growing interests of
the faculties, students, and Corporations
of both M.I.T. and Harvard in the devel-
opment of new patterns of education
and research in health and medicine
and in the more effective utilization of
science and engineering in meeting Im-
portant health needs.

The Division's activities cover the three
broad areas of education, research, and
development. The curricula are de-
signed to achieve progressive penetra-
tion of the physical sciences and engi-
neering into biology and medicine and
to develop an Informed social and
behavioral analysis of the human goals
and costs and the meaning of health ac-
tivities. The Division Is an evolving one in
which both faculty and students help
shape the direction and content of
curricula.
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Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences and Technology

Subjects are presented In a pattern that
conforms to the term schedules of M.I.T.
and Harvard University insofar as pos-
sible so that students can take advan-
tage of the regular offerings at each In-
stitution and continue further study In
areas of special interest. The subjects in
human biology are available to qualified
graduate and undergraduate students
who may be interested in particular
aspects of the biomedical sciences
curriculum.

Students may select a program of study
In biomedical sciences leading to the
M.D. degree; in Medical Engineering
and Medical Physics leading to the
Ph.D. degree or In biomedical engineer-
Ing leading to the Ph.D. degree.

The educational program in Biomedical
Sciences is oriented toward students
with a strong Interest and background in
quantitative science, especially in the
biological, physical, engineering, and
chemical sciences. The subjects in
human biology developed for this curric-
ulum represent the joint efforts of life
scientists and physicians, physical
scientists and engineers, selected from
the faculties of both unlversitles. The
subjects are presented at Harvard
Medical School or at M.I.T.

The programs of study are formulated to
meet the Interests and needs of the indi-
vidual student. The student is en-
couraged to pursue advanced study In
areas of interabt that may complement
the courses offered Ih the Division. Such
study may be undertaken as part of the
curriculum leading to the M.D. degree or
may be pursudd In a combined M.D.-
master's degree or M.D.-Ph.D. program.
Students in the Program join the stu-
dents of the regular Harvard Medical
School curriculum in the clinical
clerkships. Division students are expect-
ed to choose a field of concentration in
which they will spend approximately
one-half of their elective time. Faculty
tutors will provide guidance in the

choice of subjects and in the pursuit of
Independent study. Prior to graduation,
Division students will be expected to
present evidence of scholarly work In
the form of a thesis based on laboratory
research, clinical Investigation, critical
analysis of a significant medical prob-
lem, or other activities approved by the
faculty tutors.

The programs of study are designed to
develop physicians with a strong quan-
titative science base, e.g., a cardiologist
with knowledge of fluid mechanics and
electrophysiology; an internist steeped
in molecular biology and biochemistry
and quallfled to study and treat
metabolic disorders; a neurologist well
versed in circuit theory or the physics of
communications science; an orthopedic
surgeon with extensive knowledge of
mechanical engineering; a physician-
administrator with extensive knowledge
of the planning and management of
health services.

Twenty-five students are admitted each
year as candidates for the M.D. degree
at Harvard Medical School. Qualified
undergraduates at Harvard, Radcliffe,
and M.I.T. are eligible to apply to the Di-
vision in the junior or sophomore year.
Early admission permits them to begin
studies In the medical curriculum while
still engaged in undergraduate studies.
For these students, It is not essential that
all requirements for admission to Har-
vard Medical School be completed prior
to enrollment in the Division; undergrad-
uates are required, however, to satisfy
those requirements as part of their
curriculum In the preclinical years of the
program. Such applicants are urged to
take the Medical College Admission Test
in May or September of the year in
which they apply. Their scores on the
Test are considered with those of other
junior or sophomore applicants. Stu-
dents who gain early admission are
registered simultaneously as candidates
for the M.D. degree at Harvard Medical
School and as candidates for a bac-
calaureate degree. Juniors or sopho-
mores who apply and are not admitted
Into the Harvard-M.I.T. Division will be
eligible to apply the following year to
Harvard Medical School for the Harvard-
M.I.T. program or the regular Harvard
Medical School curriculum or both
without prejudice to their candidacy. In-
terested applicants may obtain applica-
tion forms from the Office of Admission,
Harvard Medical School, 25 Shattuck
Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02115.
Applications must be submitted by
November 1 of the year prior to desired
matriculation.
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Summary of Graduate Degree Opportunities
In Biomedical Engineering at M.I.T.

Doctor of Science or Doctor of
Philosophy In Medical Engineering or
Medical Physics

The curriculum in Medical Engineering
and Medioal Physics Is intended to
educate individuals who will be well
qualified, as engineers and/or physicists
with extensive knowledge of human
biology and medicine, to engage in
clinical Investigation on important prob-
lems in medicine. These individuals will
serve to develop the profession of
medical engineering and medical
physics, a profession focused on the ap-
plication of science and technology to
clinical medicine and the provision of
health services.

There are four major components to the
curriculum: 1) an S.M. degree program
in engineering or physics; 2) advanced
subjects in human biology and medical
engineering developed specifically for
this program; 3) a clinical year in which
students participate in both patient care
activities and clinical research activities
under the supervision of engineer/
physicist-physician teams; and 4) doc-
toral thesis research on a medical engi-
neering or medical physics problem of
clinical importance.

Further information about the Division
may be obtained from the office of the
Director of the Division, Room 16-512,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139, (617) 253-4305.

Students and faculty in many depart-
ments at M.I.T. are conducting research
In biomedical engineering. These re-
search Interests, spanning the life sci-
ences, physics, and engineering, have
led to the development of new programs
of graduate study for students wishing to
pursue careers in these rapidly evolving
fields. Each of these programs, although
strongly Interdepartmental in nature,
has evolved out of the interests and pro-
fessional speciaities of the participating
faculty. Many are based primarily In the
academic departments of the School of
Engineering and, therefore, are avall-
able to students as regular departmental
activities. Virtually all of the engineering
studies are in collaboration with life
scientists, many of whom are members
of medical faculties and affiliated with
teaching hospitals in the Boston area.

There are presently five graduate pro-
grams in biomedical engineering avail-
able to graduate students at M.I.T.
These are:

1
Departmental programs In the School of
Engineering

2
M.I.T. Interdepartmental Doctoral Pro-
gram In Biomedical Engineering

3
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sol-
ences and Technology Doctoral Pro-
gram in Medical Engineering and
Medical Physics

4
Harvard-M.I.T. Program in Medical
Radiological Physics

5
Combined M.D.-Ph.D. programs In the
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sci-
ences and Technology

Specific details for each of these gradu-
ate programs are given In A Guide to
Biomedical Engineering and Phyeios at
Massachusette Institute of Technology
and Harvard Univeralty. This booklet,
prepared by the Harvard-M.I.T. Division
of Health Sciences and Technology
Committee on Medical Engineering and
Physics, may be obtained from the
Committee office, Room 16-512, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. The
choice among the first three of these,
which have certain commonalities and
notable differences, depends on the
desired breadth of exposure to the
medical and life sciences and the career
goals of the student, particularly with
respect to the clinical aspects of bio-
medical engineering.

A student who is primarily attracted by a
basic engineering discipline which Is ap-
plicable to biological problems and who
Intends to pursue a professional engi-
neering career which may lie outside the
field of biomedical engineering is ad-
vised to apply for the departmental pro-
gram. A background in mathematics
and the physical sciences Is a necessary
prerequisite for graduate study in the
School of Engineering departmental bio-
medical engineering programs; prepa-
ration in the biological sciences, though
desirable, Is not required.
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A student who wishes a broader expo-
sure to the life sciences as preparation
for a career in the application of engi-
neering and physics to a wide range of
living systems is advised to apply for the
Interdepartmental Doctoral Program in
Biomedical Engineering, administered
by the M.I.T. Committee on Biomedical
Engineering. Graduate students from
any department who possess an engi.
neering Master's degree may apply for
admission. Students should normally
apply for admission to the M.I.T. engi-
neering department most closely related
to the field of their undergraduate major,
and should contact the M.I.T. Committee
on Biomedical Engineering office in
Room 37-219, M.I.T., Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts 02139.

A student who wishes intensive expo-
sure to the medical sciences as prepara-
tion for a career of research on impor-
tant clinical problems is advised to apply
for the H.S.T. Doctoral Program In
Medical Engineering and Medical
Physics.

The Harvard-M.I.T. Graduate Program
in Medical Radiological Physics is a
special program supported by the
National Cancer institute. It is an inter-
Institutional pre-doctoral training pro-
gram for students specifically interested
in careers in radiological physics and/or
radiation therapy. The focus for this pro-
gram at M.I.T. is In the Department of
Nuclear Engineering. Further details
may be obtained from the Graduate Of-
fice of the Department of Nuclear
Engineering.

biomedical sciences curriculum of
iarvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
noes and Technology leads to the
at Harvard Medical School and
be combined with studies leading
a $.M. or the Ph.D. in one of the
'. departments. Students interested
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R.O.T.C. Programs

Air Force R.O.T.C.
Program

Adrian V. Polk, M.S.
Colonel, US Air Force
Visiting Professor of Aerospace
Studies
Director, Office of Aerospace
Studies

Billy F. Webster, M.S.
Major, US Air Force
Technical Instructor

Steven L Orton, M.A.
Major, US Air Force
Technical instructor

James F. Jenchura, M.S.
Captain, US Air Force
Technical instructor

Thomas Paczkowaki, B.S.
Technical Sergeant, US Air Force
Technical instructor

Thomas M. Jones
Technical Sergeant, US Air Force
Technical Instructor

The Air Force R.O.T.C. program is de-
signed to prepare students for commis.
sions In the United States Air Force
upon successful completion of an M.I.T.
Course. The Office of Aerospace
Studies offers two programs - one of
four years and one of two years - for
M.I.T. students to qualify for
commissions.

The Four-Year Program

The four-year program consists of
classroom and Leadership Laboratory
work during the four undergraduate
years and one summer training period
of four weeks between the sophomore
and junior years at a United States Air
Force Base. It is possible for students
with three academic years remaining to
enroll in the four-year program by com-
bining the first two years.

While in Air Force R.O.T.C., students are
furnished uniforms and equipment re-
quired for the program. Undergraduate
students enrolled in the four-year pro-
gram are offered an opportunity to com-
pete, on a nationwide basis, In the
college scholarship program. These
scholarships provide full coverage for
tuition, books, and required Institute
fees plus $10d monthly for subsistence.
Non-seholarship students in the final two
years of the program also receive the
$100 per month subsistence allowance.

Unless the student accepts a scholar-
ship, there is no obligation to the
Goverhment for the first two years of the
four-year program. At the beginning of
the junior year all students who have not
already done so are required to sign a
formal agreement that they will complete
the last two years of Air Force R.O.T.C.
and accept a commission as a Second
Lieutenant in the United States Air Force
when granted a degree from M.I.T. The
term of active duty commitment after
commissioning varies depending upon
the professional area chosen. For those
entering research and development, en-

gineering, or any other non-flying field,
the term of service Is four years. For
pilots, the required term of service is six
years after completion of flight training;
for navigators it is five years.

Students wishing to pursue an advanced
degree may apply for delayed entry to
active duty.

The Two-Year Program

The two-year program is for those stu-
dents who do not complete the first two
years of the four-year Air Force R.O.T.C.
progfam. Such students may apply as
undergraduates (during their sopho-
more or subsequent years) or graduates
if they have a minimum of two years
remaining in their academic program at
M.I.T. In lieu of completing the freshman
and sophomore years of the four-year
program, these students receive six
weeks of field training at an Air Force
base during the summer preceding their
entry into Air Force R.O.T.C. at M.I.T.
They receive the same benefits and
complete the same academic program
required of the upperclass four-year
students. Students applying for the two-
year program may also compete for
scholarships.

Eligibility Requirements

To be eligible to compete for a com-
misalon through the Air Force R.O.T.C.
program at M.I.T. students must be:
1) citizens of the United States by the
time they sign a formal agreement with
the Government; 2) physically qualified
In accordance with existing Air Force
regulations; 3) enrolled at M.I.T. as a
full-time student or enrolled at a
neighboring university, such as Harvard
University or Wellesley College, where a
consortium or cross-town agreement
allows cross-enrollment into
A.F.R.O.T.C. at M.I.T.
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Application Procedure

Eligible freshmen can sign up for the
A.P;R.O.T.C. Program by simply electing
A.F.R.O.T.C. subjects (AS1I1 and AS1 11)
when they arrive on campus; however, It
Is advisable that interested students
contact the A.F.R.O.T.C. office as soon
as they have been notified of admission
to the Institute. Other interested stu-
dents can make application by a per-
sonal visit to the Office of Aerospace
Studies, 20E-1 11, M.i.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts 02139, or by calling
(817) 253-4472.

Program of Instruction

The program of instruction is listed
below. In addition to this Air Force
curriculum the student will take
desideratum subjects prior to gradua-
tion from an approved list of M.I.T. elec-
tive subjects.

First Year
AS11 The Air Fo*rce Today

(1-0-1) (no M.I.T. credit)
AS111 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)

(no M.I.T. credit)
AS12 The Air Force Today

(1-0-1) (no M.I.T. credit)
AS121 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)

(no M.I.T. credit)

Second Year
A821 The Development of

Air Power (1-0-1)
(no M.I.T. credit)

AS211 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

A922 The Development of Air Power
(1-0-1) (no M.I.T. credit)

AS211 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

AS221 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

Third Year
AS31 Management and Leadership

(3-0-3) (no M.I.T. credit)
AS311 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)

(no M.I.T. credit)
AS32 Management and Leadership

(3-0-3) (no M.I.T. credit)
AS321 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)

(no M.I.T. credit)

Fourth Year
AS41 The Military in American

Societ (3-0-3)
(no MT. Cre it)

A8411 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

A842 U.S. National Security
(3-0-3) (no M.I.T. credit)

AS421 Leadership Laboratory (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)
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Army R.O.T.C. Program

John s. Kark, Ph.D.
celonel, Infantry
Visiting Professor of
Military Science
Director, Off ice
of Military Science

Brink P. Miller, M.S.
Major, Corps of Engineers
Technical Instructor

william F. Tobin, BS..
Captain, Signat Cot ps
Technical instructor

Daniel L. Johnson, B.A.
Captain, Air Defense Artillery
Technical Instructor

John H. Bell
Master Sergeant, US Army
Technical Instructor

william L. Cooper
Sergeant First Class, US Army
Technical instructor

Robert A. Bigwood
Staff Sergeant, US Army
Technical instructor

Patrick F. McDonough
Sergeant, US Army
Technical Instructor

All students at M.I.T. and Wellesley
College are eligible to enroll in the Army
R.O.T.C. Program, the completion of
which leads to a commission as a Sec-
ond Lieutenant In the Regular Army,
Army Reserve, or Army National Guard.
Freshmen and sophomores should
enroll in the standard four-year pro-
gram, while graduate students and
selected undergraduates with two or
more academic years remaining may
apply for the Army R.O.T.C. two-year
program. Successful completion of both
academic requirements and summer
training requisites quallfles the student
for commission upon graduation.

The academic portion of the R.O.T.C.
program consists of one military science
subject and one related elective subject
offered by another M.I.T. or Wellesley
teaching department per year, plus a
one-hour leadership development sub-
ject in each term. Although the normal
pattern is for the student to progress
through the Military Science programs
sequentially, Individual students may, on
a case-by-case basis, be granted credit
for part or all of the basic program for
appropriate academic or military work
experience. Selected subjects are also
offered during the Summer Session.
Elective subjects accepted for the
R.O.T.C. program are derived primarily
from the humanities, political science,
management, and psychology areas,
and are Intended to instill in the potential
officer a balanced appreciation of the
development and dynamics of military
and social Institutions and their inter-
relationship with society, as well as an
understanding of the interactions and
management of Individuals In groups.
The purpose of this integrated approach
to R.O.T.C. Is to develop officers skilled
not only in the pragmatics of military sci-
ence, but in the related human and
social Institutions as well. The selection
of approved elective subjects is by no
means rigid, and any relevant subjects
may be selected on the student's in-
itilative and approved by his or her
R.O.T.C. faculty advisor.

Students completing the R.O.T.C. pro-
gram will receive their commissions
upon graduation and go on to serve a
specified period of active duty ranging
from three months to four years,
depending upon the student's choice of
commissioning program, scholarship
status, and the needs of the service.
Commissions are offered in all of the
Army's functional branches with actual
branch assignment determined by the
needs of the Army, the desires of the
student, and his or her academic back-
ground and experience. Commissions
may be awarded in any of the following
branches: Infantry, Armor, Field Ar-
tillery, Air Defense Artillery, Chemical
Corps, Signal Corps, Corps of Engi-
neers, Military intelligence, Transporta-
tion Corps, Quartermaster Corps,
Finance Corps, Adjutant General's
Corps, Ordnance Corps, and the Military
Police Corps.

Commissions are also available In the
Medical Service Corps and the allied
health professions.

Enrollment In the first two years of the
four-year program, called the Basic
Course, Is entirely voluntary and does
not obligate the student to any type of
active duty or reserve commitment.
Those students desiring to continue in
the program beyond the sophomore
year must apply for and be selected to
the Advanced Course, which comprises
the junior and senior years. It is only at
this point that the student incurs an ac-
tive duty obligation.

Summer training requirements for stu-
dents in the four-year program are
limited to the six-week R.O.T.C. Ad-
vanced Camp which normally is com-
pleted between the junior and senior
years. Students at the Advanced Camp
are provided room and board, and are
paid at the rate of half the pay of a Sec-
ond Lieutenant, plus mileage to and
from the camp location. All students In
the final two years of the program
receive a stipend of $100 per month.
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One-, two-, three-, and four-year
scholarships are available each year,
and are awarded on the basis of a
national competition. In general, the
scholarships cover the cost of tuition,
books, laboratory fees, and related ex-
penses, plus a stipend of $100 per
month. Full detaiis on the scholarship
program may be obtained by contacting
the Director of Military Science.

in addition to the requirements outlined
above, Army, airborne, and ranger
training programs are also available to
Interested students on an optional,
voluntary basis. Full details on these
programs are also available from the
Director of Military Science.

Eligibility Requirements

There are no formal eligibility require-
ments for entry into the Basic Course of
the four-year program except that the
student must be able to qualify for com-
mission before reaching his or her 28th
birthday. Non-citizens may enroll in and
complete the program, but must be-
come US citizens in order to receive a
commission. All students must pass an
Army medical examination prior to entry
into the Advanced Course.

Applicants for the two-year program
must successfully pass an aptitude test
and an Army medical examination. Two-
year applicants must also be able to
qualify for commission before reaching
their 28th birthday.

Application Procedures

To apply for the four-year program, stu-
dents enroll in M81 1 and M81 11 In the
same manner as In other institute sub-
jects. Please contact the Office of
Military Science If additional information
Is desired.

Students Interested in the two-year pro-
gram should apply through the Military
Science Office during the year
preceding the year In which they desire
to be enrolled. Selections are based on
nationwide competition with initial pro-
cessing In January of each school year.
Further details may be obtained from
the Office of Military Science, 20E-126,
M.I.T., Cambridge, Massachusetts
02139.

Program of Instruction

One Institute elective subject is required
for each year in addition to the following:

First Year
MS1 1 CivIl-Military Relations

2-0-1)
(no M.I.T. credit)

M8111 Introduction to R.O.T.C. and
the Army (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

MS121 Land Navigation (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

Second Year
MS21 Leadership and Ethics (2-0-1)

(no M.I.T. credit)
M21 i instructional Methodology

S0-1-0)
no M.I.T. credit)

M8221 Branches of the Army (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

Third Year
M831 Milita Mana ement (2-0-1)

(no M. T. credit)
M8311 Small Unit Tactics 1 (0-1-0)

(no M.I.T. credit)
M8321 Small Unit Tactics 11 (0-1-0)

(no M.I.T. credit)

Fourth Year
M841 Military Law and

Administration (2-0-1)
(no M.I.T. credit)

M8411 Advanced Leadership
Practicum 1 (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)

M$421 Advanced Leadership
Practioum 11 (0-1-0)
(no M.I.T. credit)
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Naval R.O.T.C. Program

John H. Sweeney ill, Nav.E.
Captain, US Navy
Visiting Professor of Naval Science
Director, Office of Naval Science
Professor of Naval Architecture

Kenneth 1. Russell, B.S., M.S.
Commander, US Navy
Technical Instructor

Anthony M. Palermo, B.A., M.A.
Major, US Marine Corps
Technical Instructor

Ellis W. Merachoff, B.S.
Lieutenant, US Navy
Technical instructor

James R. Fitzsimonds, B.S.
Lieutenant, US Navy
Technical Instructor

David A. Sanford, B.S.
Lieutenant, US Navy
Technical Instructor

Philip A. Zeman
Chief Yeoman, US Navy
Technical Instructor

Albert S. Wilson, Jr.
Gunnery Sergeant, US Marine
Corps
Technical instructor

Orlando Ramos Villanueva
Chief Storekeeper, US Navy
Technical Instructor

Arthur R. Little
Quartermaster First Class, US Navy
Technical Instructor

The purpose of the Naval R.O.T.C. pro-
gram is to provide instruction and train-
Ing in essential Naval Science subjects,
which when coupled with the prescribed
M.I.T. engineering or science curricula,
qualify selected students for commis-
slons in any of the many specialties in
the Navy.

The M.I.T. Navy unit is one of the
nationwide Naval R.O.T.C. programs
which offers the opportunity for its grad-
uates to request commissioning as "en-
gineering duty" officers who may serve
their active duty aboard ship, in naval
shipyards, or in other technical assign-
ments. This option is in addition to other
officer programs, such as Navy Nuclear
Propulsion training, submarine or flight
training, the Civil Engineers Corps of the
Navy, or the Marine Corps.

The Naval R.O.T.C. unit at M.I.T. offers
two officer development programs. The
Scholarship Program provides full tui-
tion, certain fees, use of books and uni-
forms, and $100 per month for four or
two years. A four-year scholarship stu-
dent must complete three summer
cruises. Two-year students attend a six-
week training session between the soph-
omore and junior years and must com-
plete one summer cruise after their
junior year. All scholarship students in-
cur a four-year active duty obligation.

The College Program also consists of
both the four-year and the two-year pro-
grams. These students receive Naval
Science books and all uniforms in addi-
tion to $100 per month during the last
two academic years. Students In this
program must complete one summer
cruise after their junior year and incur a
three-year active duty obligation.

Two-year Scholarship and College Pro-
gram students attend the six-week Naval
Science Institute at Newport, Rhode
island prior to beginning the junior year.
This is to bring their training up to the
point of the four-year students before
entering the advanced course. All stu-
dents receive travel costs to and from
their homes in connection with the sum-
mer cruises, as well as the current active
duty pay rate during the cruises.

Upon completion of the program and
receipt of a Bachelor of Science from
M.I.T., the student is commissioned as
an Ensign, US Navy or 2nd Lieutenant,
USMC in the case of Scholarship Pro-
gram students, and Ensign, US Naval
Reserve or 2nd Lieutenant, USMC
Reserve In the case of College Program
students. All newly commissioned of-
ficers report directly to active duty. Upon
completion of the active duty period, the
officer may be released to inactive duty,
but must retain the commission for a
total of six years from the date of its
original acceptance.
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Illgibility Requirements

To be eligible for the four-year Naval
R.O.T.C. program, an entering student
must be: 1) a citizen of the United States;
2) at least 17 years of age and not more
than 25 years of age by June 30 of the
year of your college graduation. The
lower age limit may be reduced to 16
years if the student Is considered of suf-
ficient maturity to take Naval Science
subjects; 3) physically qualified in accor-
dance with the standards for entrance to
the Naval Academy, except that total
visual acuity must meet the current stan-
dards, correctable to 2040 by the use of
lenses. (M.I.T. students are permitted
considerable latitude in the visual
requirements, and certain types of color
blindness are acceptable); 4) planning to
pursue work at M.I.T. leading to a
bachelor's degree in any Course.

Application Procedure

Inquiries regdrding the M.I.T. program
should be addressed to the Com-
manding Officer, N.R.O.T.Q. and Naval
Administrative Unit, 20E-125, M.I.T.,
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139, or
any local US Navy Recruiting Station.

Program of instruction

The N.R.O.T.C. program of instruction
encompasses not only the science of
nautical matters but also international
affairs, national security policy, and prin-
ciples of management - all vital to the
art of being a naval officer. The program
has three interacting and equally impor-
tant aspects. The first aspect consists of
the professional academic subjects
taught by the Office of Naval Science.
The second aspect consists of the aca-
demic subjects taught by the Institute.
These subjects comprise those outlined,
as well as one year of calculus and
physics. The third aspect consists of the
professional training gained from
leadership laboratories (one hour a
week throughout the year), from volun-
tary tours conducted to local naval
facilities, from short cruises aboard
naval vessels, and from practical naviga-
tion and piloting practice conducted
aboard training craft at Newport, Rhode
Island.

Students entering their sophomore year,
who are eligible for the four-year
College Program, can complete the
requirements for commissioning in three
years. This Is accomplished by begin-
ning with the second-year Naval Science
curriculum and making up the two
missed Naval Science subjects.

All students in the Naval R.O.T.C. pro-
gram, while completing degree require-
ments in one of the M.I.T. Courses, must
take the following subjects prior to
graduation.

First Year
NSI 1 introduction to Naval

Science (2-0-1)
(no M.I.T. credit)

NS12* Naval Ships Systems I
(3-0-3)
no M.I.T. credit)

13.013J Water, Air and interface
NS51J Vehicles (3-0-9) (Optional,

except for Engineering
Duty candidates)

Second Year
N821 Naval Ships Systems il

(2-2-2)
(nq M.I.T. credit)

N822 Seapower and Maritime
Affairs (2-0-2)
(no M.I.T. credit)
A staffispeclfied M.I.T.
subject
on Miitary History/
International
Relations

Third Year
N831 Navi ation and Naval

Op ons 1(3-0-3)
(no M.i.T. credit)

NS32* Navigation and Naval
Operations 11 (2-2-2)
(no M.I.T. credit)

NS33 Modern Warfare
(2-0-2) (Marine
option onlIy~n
lieu of N81 and
N832) (no M.I.T. credit)
A staff-specifled M.I.T.
subject on Defense
Pollcy Pormulation

Pourth Year
N$41 Leadership and Management

(2-0-2) (no M.I.T. credit)
N842 Leadership and Management

(2-0-2)
(no M.I.T. credit)

N843 Amphibious Warfare
(2-0-2) (Marine option
only, in lieu of N541
and N842)
(no M.I.T. credit)

*ihme are normall giveno In conjlunction wit1h MA.?. wo
creditd pmname
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The Corporation

Howard Wesley Johnson
Chairman

Jerome Bert Wiesner
President

Paul Edward Gray
Chancellor

Glenn Preston Strehle
Treasurer

John Joseph Wilson
Secretary'

Life Members
John Joseph Wilson
Secretary of the Corporation
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology

James Brown Fisk
Retired President
Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.

George P. Gardner, Jr.
Senior Vice President and
Director
Paine, Webber, Jackson & Curtis
Incorporated

Robert Charles Gunness
Former Vice Chairman and
President
Standard Oil Company (Indiana)

Russell DeYoung
Former Chairman of the Board
The Goodyear Tire & Rubber
Company

William Beverly Murphy
Director
Campbell Soup Company

Laurance S. Rockefeller
Cheirman
Rockefeller Brothers Fund

Semen Emil Knudsen
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
White Motor Corporation

Robert Baylor Semple
Chairman
BASF Wyandotte
Corporation

irinie du Pont, Jr.
Director
E. 1. du Pont de Nemours &
Company, Inc.

John Charles Has
Vice Chairman
Rohm qpd Hass Company

J. Kenneth Jamieson
Director and Former Chairman
Exxon Corporation

George Widmer Thorn
Physlcian-ln-Chief, Emeritus
Peter Bent Brigham Hospital;
Hersey Professor of the Theory
and Practice of Physic,
Emeritus, Harvard Medical
School; Chairman, Medical Advisory
Board, Howard Hughes Medical
Institute

Joseph Julman Snyder
Treasurer Emeritus
Massachusetts institute
of Technology

Paul Maxwell Cook
President
Raychem Corporation

Ralph Landau
Chairman and Chlef Executive
Officer
Haloon international, Inc.

Carl Muth Mueller
Vice Chairman
Bankers Trust Company

Bresne Mitchell Kerr
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
H-K Corporation

Frank Roscoe Milliken
Former Chairman and Chief
Executive Officer
Kennecott Coppur Corporation

Clint Williams Murchison, Jr.
Partner
Murchison Brothers

Gregory Smith
Former President and General
Manager
Eastman Gelatins Corporation

Louis Wellington Cabot
Chairman of the Board
Cabot Corporation

Richard Lea Terrell
Former Vice Chairman
General Motors Corporation

Helen Fisher Whitaker
Trustee
Whitaker Health Solences Fund

Members'
Virgillo Barco (1980)
Ambassador to the United States
Republic of Colombia

Shirley Ann Jackson (1960)
Member, Technical Staff
Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc.

Vernon Eullon Jordan, Jr. (1980)
President
National Urban League, Inc.

Norman Bernard Leventhal
(1060)
President
The Beacon Companies

Allan Joseph Maccohen (1980)
Deputy Leader of the Opposition
House of Commons
Canada

Harold Jacob Muckley (1980)
Consultant

Mary Frances Wagley (1980)
Executive Director
Episcopal Social Services
Diocesse of Maryland

D. Rieid Weedon, Jr. (1060)
Senior Vice President
Arthur D. Little, Inc.

William Julius Welsz (1980)
President and Chief Operating
Officer
Motorola Inc.

Ellis Carl Littmann (1981)
President and Chairman
of the Board
Nixdorff Krein industries, Inc.

William Harold Mills (1981)
President
Mills & Jones Construction
Company

James Albert Moody (1981)
Attorney-st.Low
Hogan & Harton
Washington, DOC.

Kenneth Harry Olsen (1961)
Director and President
Digital Equipment Corporation

Howard Larsen Richardson (1981)
Corporate Director and Consultant

i correspondence to the 2
tusetts Institute of Technology, Terms expire on June 30 of the year
ige, Massachusetts 02130. Indiloated.



The Corporatlon

William Gerald Austen (1982)
Chief of the Surgical Services,
Massachusetts General Hospital
Edward 0. Churchill Professor
of Surgery,
Harvard Medical School

Yalohi Ayukawa (1982)
Chairman
CPC Japan Ltd.

Vincent Salvatore Castellano (1982)
Operations Research Analyst
Goldman, Sachs & Co.

David Ross Clare (1982)
President
Johnson & Johnson

William Van Alan Clark, Jr. (1982)
Chairman
Sippican Corporation

Charles G. Koch (1982)
Chairman
Koch industries

Jerry McAfee (1982)
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
Gulf Oil Corporation

Denman Kittredge MoNser (1982)
President
Southern Pacific Transportation
Company

F. Richard Meyer, il1 (1982)
Consultant
Corporate mergers and acquisitions

David Stephen Saxon (1982)
President
University of California Systemwide
Administration

William Henry Krome George (1983)
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
Aluminum Company of America

Paul Hotte (,983)
Former Vice President for investor
Relations
P. A. Mallory& Co. Inc.

Brian Gordon Richard Hughes (1083)
Satellite Systems Analyst
Corroon & Black, Inc.
Washington, D.C.

Ellmore Clark Patterson (1983)
Chairman of the Executive
Committee
Morgan Guaranty Trust Company
of New York

Stanley Matthew Proctor (1983)
Founder and President
Stanley M. Proctor Company

Edward Oswald Vetter (1983)
Edward 0. Vetter
& Associates, Inc.

Emily Lippincott Wick (1983)
Dean of the Faculty and Professor
of Chemistry
Mount Holyoke College

Herman Russell Branson (1984)
President
Lincoln University

Frank Taylor Cary (1984)
Chairman of the Board
IBM Corporation

Paulette Coleman (1984)
Assistant Professor
University of Texas at Austin

Edward Emil David, Jr. (1984)
President
Exxon Research and
Engineering Company

Stanley James Goldstein (1984)
Managing Partner
James Goldstein & Partners

Maurice Frederick Granville (1984)
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
Texaco Inc.

Edward Rynex Kane (1984)
President and Vice Chairman
Executive Committee
E. I. du Pont de Nemours
& Company, Inc.

Joe Farnham Moore (1984)
President
Bonner & Moore Associates, Inc.

J. Paul 8tioht (1984)
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
R. J. Reynolds industries, Inc.

Emily Vanderbilt Wade (1964)
Conservation Trustee and Member
Corporation Development
Committee

Thornton Arnold Wilson (1984)
Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer
The toeing Company

PrecMen of the Aluni

Claude Walter Brenner
Vice President, Operations
Northeast Solar Energy Center
Northern Energy Corporation

Representatives of the
Commonwealth
His Excellency
Edward Joseph King
Governor

The Honorable
Edward Francis Hennessey
Chief Justice of the Supreme
Judicial Court

Gregory Anrig
Commissioner of Education

Life Members, Emeriti
Donald Fell Carpunter
Former General Manager
Film Department
E. 1. du Pont de Nemours &
Company, Inc.

Walter Jay Beadle
Former Director
E. 1. du Pont de Nemours &
Company, Inc.

Thomas Dudley Cabot
Honorary Chairman
Cabot Corporation

Crawford Hallock Greenewalt
Member, Finance Committee and
Director
E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Company, Inc.

David Allan Shepard
Former Executive Vice President
and Director
Exxon Corporation

Lloyd DeWitt Brace
Former Chairman of the Board
First National Bank of Boston

William Appleton Coolidge
Retired; Corporate Director

Charles Allen Thomas
Retired Chairman of the Board
and President
Monsanto Company

Robert Chapman Sprague
Director and
Honorary Chairman
Sprague Electric Company

Gwilym Alexander Price
Retired Industrialist

James Harold Doolittle
Corporate Director

George John Leness
Former Chairman
Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Penner a
Smith, Inc.

Robert Abercrombie Lovett
General Partner
Brown Brothers Harriman & Co.

Edward James Hanley
Former Chairman and
President
Allegheny Ludlum industries, Inc.

Cecil Howard Green
Honorary Director
Texas instruments incorporated

Horace Winslow McCurdy
Chairman of the Board
Puget Sound Dredging Company

Luis Alberto Ferre
President of the Senate
The Commonwealth of
Puerto Rico

Julius Adams Stratton
President Emeritus
Massachusetts institute of
Technology

James Rhyne Killian, Jr.
Former President and
Chairman of the
Corporation
Massachusetts institute
of Technology

Ida Mabelle Green
Public Welfare Medalist
National Academy of
Sciences

Office of the Chairman of
the Corporation
Howard Wesley Johnson, LL.D.,
L.H.D., Sc.D.
Chairman of the Corporation

Walter Ling Milne, A.M.
Assistant to the Chairman of the
Corporation

Elizabeth Jane Whittaker, A.B
Administrative Assistant to the
Chairman of the Corporation

Carmen N. Besterman
Special Assistant

ofke of the Secretary of
the institute
Vincent Anthony Fulmer, A.B.,
S.M., LLD
Secretary of the institute
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Principal Academic Officers, Deans, and
Heads of Departments

Jerome Bert Wiesner, Ph.D.
President

Paul Edward Gray, Sc.D.
Chancellor

Walter Alter Rosenblith, Ing. Rad.
Provost

Hartley Rogers, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Provost

School of Architecture and
Pianning
William Lyman Porter, Ph.D.
Dean

Department of Architecture
N. John Habraken, 8.1.
Head

Leon Bennett Groleser, Sc.D.
Executive Officer

Department of Urban Studies
and Planning
Lawrence E. Susskind, Ph.D.
Head

Bernard J. Frieden, Ph.D.
Executive Officer

School of Engineering
Robert Channing Seamans, Jr.,
Sc.D.
Dean

Kent Forrest Hansen, Sc.D.
Associate Dean

Frederick James Oulvey, M.B.A.
Assistant Dean for Administration

Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Jack Leo Kerrebrock, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Chemical
Engineering
James Wel, Sc.D.
Head

Jack Benny Howard, Ph.D.
Executive Officer

Department of Civil
Engineering
Frank Edward Perkins, ScD.
Head

Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science
Gerald Loomis Wilson, ScD.
Head

Joel Moses, Ph.D.
Associate Head for
Computer Science and
Engineering

Richard Brooks Adler. Sc.D.
Associate Head for
Electrical Science and
Engineering

Frederick Clair Hennie Ill, Sc.D.
Executive Officer

Department of Materials
Science and Englineesring
Walter Shepherd Owen, Ph.D.,
0. Eng.
Head

Department of Mechanical
Engineering
Herbert Heath Richardson, 80.0.
Head

Department of Nuclear
Engineering
Norman Carl Rasmussen, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Ocean
Engineering
Ira Dyer, Ph.D.
Head
(Absent, fall)



Principal Academic Officers, Deans, and Heads of Departments

School of Humanities and
Soial Science
Harold John Hanham, Ph.D.
Dean

Donald L. M. Blackmer, Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Director, Program in Science,
Technology, and Society

Department of Economics
Edgar Cary Brown, Ph.D.
Head

Peter Arthur Diamond, Ph.D.
Associate Head

Department of Humanities
Richard Lee Cartwright, Ph.D.
Acting Head

Pauline Maler, Ph.D.
Acting Associate Head

Department of Linguistics
and Philosophy
Samuel Jay Keyser, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Political Science
Alan Anthony Altshuler, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Psychology
Richard Held, Ph.D.
Head

Alfred P. Sloan School of
Manegement
William Frank Pounds, Ph.D.
Dean

Abraham J. Siegel, Ph.D.
Associate Dean

Peter Paul Gil, Ph.D.
Associate Dean

Michael S. Scott Morton, D.B.A.
Associate Dean

Sohool of Science
Robert Arnold Alberty, Ph.D.,
Sc.D.
Dean

Department of Biology
Gene Monte Brown, Ph.D.
Head

Malcolm Lawrence Gefter, Ph.D.
Executive Officer

Department of Chemistry
James Lloyd Kinsey, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Earth and
Planetary Sciences
Carl Isaac Wunsch, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Mathematics
Daniel J. Kleitman, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Meteorology
Edward Norton Lorenz, Sc.D.
Head

Department of Nutrition and
Food Selence
Gerald Norman Wogan, Ph.D.
Head

Department of Physics
Herman Feshbach, Ph.D.
Head

Anthony Philip French, Ph.D.
Academic Officer

Graduate School
Kenneth Robert Wadleigh, Sc.D.
Dean

Jeanne Elizabeth Richard, B.S.
Associate Dean, Administration

John B. Turner, Ed.D.
Associate Dean, Program
Development
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Officers of the Faculty and institute Professors

Officers of the Pacuity

Jerome Bert Wisner, Ph.D.
President

Paul Edward Gray, Sc.D.
Chancellor

Sheila Evans Widnall, Sc.D.
Chairman of the Faculty

Richard Lee Cartwright, Ph.D.
Associate Chairman of the Faculty

Jack Philip Ruina, D.EE.
Secretary of the Faculty

Institute Professors
Noam Avram Chomeky, Ph.D.
Chia-Chiao Lin, Ph.D.
Franco Modigliani, D. Jur.,

D. Soc. Sol., LL.D.
Philip Morrison, Ph.D.
Walls J. H. Nauta, M.D., Ph.D.
Walter A. Rosenblith, Ing. Red.,

Sc.D., D.H.C.
Paul Anthony Samuelson, Ph.D.,

LL.D., D. Litt., Sc.D.
Nevin Stewart Scrimshaw, Ph.D.,

M.D., M.P.H.
Ascher Herman Shapiro, Sc.D.
Robert M. Solow, Ph.D., LL.D.
Arthur Robert Kantrowitz, Ph.D.

(Visiting)
Edwin Herbert Land, LL.D., So.D.

(Visiting)

Institute Professors, Emeriti

Manson Benedict, Ph.D.
Gordon Stanley Brown, Sc.D.,

D.Eng., Tskn. D.
Martin Julian Buerger, Ph.D.
Morris Cohen, Sc.D.
Charles Stark Draper, Sc.D.
Harold Eugene Edgerton, Sc.D.,

D.Eng.
Roman Jakobson, Ph.D.
Gyorgy Kepes, M.A.
Salvador Edward Luria, M.D.,

Sc.D.
Bruno Benedetto Rose[, Ph.D.
Francis Otto Schmitt, Ph.D., So.D.
Cyril Stanley Smith, Sc.D.
Carl Richard Soderberg, Tekn.D.,

D.Eng.
Arthur Robert Von Hippel, Ph.D.
Victor Frederick Welsskopf, Ph.D.,

Sc.D.
Jerrold Reinach Zacharlas, Ph.D.,

L.H.D., Sc.D.

Institute Lecturer
Kenneth B. Clark, Ph.D.
(Visiting)

Special Paculty Professor
Howard Wesley Johnson, LL.D.,

L.H.D., Sc.D.

Henry R. Luce Professor
of Environment and Public
Policy

Robert Channing Seamans, Jr.,
Sc.D.

1979-80 James R. Killian, Jr.
Paculty Achievement Award
Lecturer

David J. Rose, Ph.D.
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Directors and Principal Officers of Laboratories,
Centers, and Other Academic Programs

Arteriosclerosis Center

Robert Spencer Lees, M.D.
Director

Artificial Intelligence
Laboratory

Patrick Henry Winston, Ph.D.
Director

Cell Culture Center

Phillips Wesley Robbins, Ph.D.
Scientific Director

Donald J. Glard, M.S.
Director

Center for Advanced
Engineering Study

Myron Tribus, Ph.D.
Director

John E. Newcomb, Jr.
Associate Director

Center for Advanced
Visual Studies

Otto Plene, M.A.
Director

Center for Cancer Research

Salvador Edward Luria, M.D.,
Sc.D.
Director

Center for Cognitive Science

Samuel Jay Keyser, Ph.D.
Director

Noam A. Chomsky, Ph.D.
Chairman, Policy Committees

Edward Walker, Ph.D.
Coordinator, Fellowships Program

Center for international Studies

Eugene Bertram Skolnikoff, Ph.D.
Director

Amella C. Leiss, M.A.
Assistant Director

Center for Materials Research
in Archaeology and Ethnology

Heather Nan Lechtman, M.A.
Director

Center for Material Science
and Engineering

Mildred Splewak Dresselhaus, Ph.D.
Director

Center for Policy Alternatives

J. Herbert Hollomon, Sc.D.
Director

Center for Space Research

Herbert Sage Bridge, Ph.D.
Director

Joseph H. Binsack, Ph.D.
Assistant Director

Center for Transportation
Studies

Daniel Roos, Ph.D.
Director

Clinical Research Center

John F. Burke, M.D.
Director

Robert Suskind, M.D.
Associate Director

Division for Study and Research
in Education

Benson R. Snyder, M.D.
Director

Barbara Scott Nelson, Ed.D.
Associate Director

Drama

Joseph Dee Everingham, A.M.
Director of Drama

Electric Power Systems
Engineering Laboratory

Gerald Loomis Wilson, Sc.D.
Director

Fred Charles Schweppe, Ph.D.
Associate Director

John G. Kassakian, Sc.D.
Associate Director

Energy Laboratory

David Calvin White, Ph.D.
Director

Malcolm A. Weiss, Ph.D.
Deputy Director

Jean F. Louis, Ph.D.
Associate Director

David 0. Wood, B.S.
Associate Director

Henry D. Jacoby, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Energy Policy
Research

Francis Bitter National
Magnet Laboratory

Benjamin Lax, Ph.D.
Director

Roshan L. Aggarwal, Ph.D.
Associate Director

D. Bruce Montgomery, D.Sc.
Associate Director

Ronald R. Parker, Ph.D.
Associate Director

Simon Foner, D.Sc.
Chief Scientist

Donald Thomas Stevenson, Ph.D.
Assistant Director

George R. Wallace, Jr.,
Astrophysical Observatory

James L. Elliot, Ph.D.
Director

George R. Wallace, Jr.,
Geophysical Observatory

M. Nafi Toks6z, Ph.D.
Director

Harvard-M.I.T. Division of
Health Sciences and
Technology

Irving M. London, M.D.
Director

Ernest G. Cravalho, Ph.D.
Associate Director for Medical
Engineering and Medical Physics

Walter L. Koltun, Ph.D.
Assistant Director for Resources

Irving A. Berstein, Ph.D.
Assistant Director for Research
Program Development

Jint Center for Urban Studies
of M.I.T. and Harvard University

Arthur Solomon, Ph.D.
Director

John E. Jackson, Ph.D.
Associate Director
(Harvard faculty)

Laboratory for Computer
Science

Michael L. Dertouzos, Ph.D.
Director

Albert R. Meyer, Ph.D.
Associate Director

Laboratory for Information
and Decision Systems

Michael Athans, Ph.D.
Director

Robert G. Gallager, Sc.D.
Associate Director

Alan S. Willsky, Ph.D.
Assistant Director

Laboratory for Manufacturing
and Productivity

Nam P. Suh, Ph.D.
Director

Frans Van Dyck, Ph.D.
Assistant Director



Directors and Prinolpal Officers of Laboratories and Centers

Laboratory for Nuclear Science

Francis E. Low, Ph.D.
Director

Frederic John Eppling, Ph.D.
Associate Director

Peter Theodore Demos, Ph.D.
Director, Sates Linear Accelerator

Laboratory of Architecture and
Planning

Michael L. Joroff, M.C.P.
Director

Law-Related Studies

J. D. Nyhart, J.D.
Coordinator

Linooln Laboratory

Walter E. Morrow, Jr., M.S.
Director

Daniel E. Dustin, M.S.
Assistant Director

John V. Evans, B.S., Ph.D.
Assistant Director

Henry W. Fitzpatrick, B.S.
Assistant Director

Jerome Freedman, M.S.
Assistant Director

Donald C. MacLellan, B.S.
Assistant Director

Lowell Institute School

Bruce Daniels Wedlock, So.D.
Director

Music

Stephen Erdely, Ph.D.
Director of Music

John Cook, Mus.B
Organist

Herbert Pomeroy
Conductor of the M.I.T. Festival
Jan Band

John Dean Corley, Jr., M.Mus.
Conductor of M.I.T. Concert
Band

David Mayer Epstein, Ph.D.
Conductor of the M.I.T.
Symphony Orchestra

John Sanford Oliver, M.Mus.
Conductor of the M.I.T. Choral
Society

Marcus Aurelius Thompson,
D.M.A.
Director of the M.I.T. Chamber
Music Society

Neurosecoenoes Research
Program

Frederic G. Worden, M.D.
Director

Nuclear Reactor Laboratory

Otto K. Harling, Ph.D.
Director

Lincoln Clark, A.B., S.M.
Director of Operations

Operations Research Center

Richard Charles Larson, Ph.D.
Co-Director

Jeremy Frank Shapiro, Ph.D.
Co.Director

Plasma Pusion Center

Ronald C. Davidson, Ph.D.
Director

Lawrence M. Lidsky, Ph.D.
Associate Director for
Technology Development

D. Bruce Montgomery, D.Sc.
Associate Director for
Engineering Systems

Ronald R. Parker, Ph.D.
Associate Director for
Confinement Experiments

Daniel R. Cohn, Ph.D.
Head, Office of Planning and
Advanced Projects

Program In Scoence
Technology, and Society

Donald L. M. Blackmer, Ph.D.
Director

Peter Suck, Ph.D.
Assistant Director

Research Laboratory of
electronics

Peter Adalbert Wolff, Ph.D.
Director

Jonathan Allen, So.D.
Associate Director

Sea Grant Program

Dean Alden Horn, Nav.E.
Director

Jerome J. Connor, 8o.D.
Director. Sea Grant Research

Ernst R. Perlser, M.A.
Associate Director, Education
Coordination

Spectroscopy Laboratory

Michael S. Feld, Ph.D.
Director

Summer Session

James Murdoch Austin, Sc.D.
Director of the Summer Session

Technology and Policy
Program

Richard Lawrence de Neufville, Ph.D.
Chairman

Undergraduate Research
Opportunities Program

Margaret Love Agnes MacVlar,
80.0.
Director

Whitaker College of Health
Scoiences, Technology, and
Management

Irving M. London, M.D,
Director
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Administration

Office of the Office of the Student Affairs
President and Provost
Chancellor

Jerome Bert Wiesner, Ph.D.
President

Paul Edward Gray, ScD.
Chancellor

Constantine B. Simonides, A.B.,
M.B.A,
Vloe President

Albert Gordon Hilli, Ph.D.
Consultant to the President
and the Chancellor

Roy Lamson, Ph.D.
Special Assistant to the President
for the Arts

Walter Ling Milne, M.A.
Special Assistant to the President
for Urban Relations

Mary Potter Rowe, Ph.D.
Special Assistant to the President
and Chancellor for Women and
Work

Clarence G. Williams, Ph.D.
Special Assletant to the President
and Chancellor for Minority
Affairs

Barbara Burs Wollan, B.A.
Administrative Assistant
to the President

Jean Elizabeth Morin, A.B.
Administrative Assistant
to the Chancellor

Nancy Kelly Lombardi, B.S.
Office Administrator

Walter Alter Rosenblith, Ing. Red.
Provost

Hartley Rogers, Jr., Ph.D.
Associate Provost

Joel Orien, M.A.
Executive Officer

Louis Menand IlIl, Ph.D.
Speolal Assistant to the Provost

Charlene Placido, B.A.
Administrative Assistant

Office of Minority
Education
Arthur C. Smith, Ph.D.
Acting Director

Pearline Davidson, M.A.
Assistant Director

Educational Video
Resources

Edwin F. Taylor, Ph.D.
Director

Niti Salloway, M.A.
Associate Director

Analytical Studies and
Planning Group
Kathryn Willmore Lombardi, A.B.,
Id.M.
Assooliate

David Stewart Wiley, Ph.D.
Associate

(To be appointed)
Dean for Student Affairs

Robert Louis Haltman, S.M.
Acting Dean for Student Affairs
Professor, Aeronautics and
Astronautics
Chairman, Experimental Study
Group

Residence Programs
Robert Allen Sherwood, B.A., M.S.
Associate Dean

Robert M. Randolph, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Dean

Stephen D. Immerman, M.S., Ed.S.
Business Addsor to Fraternities and
Independent Living Groups

Student Activities

Robert Johnson Holden, A.B., S.T.B.
Associate Dean

Margaret Ann Gibson
Staff Accountant
Undergraduate Finance Board

Student Assistance Services

Robert Louis Halfman, S.M.
Associate Dean

Eugene R. Chamberlain, A.B.
international Students' Advisor
Associate Dean

Holliday C. Heine, 8.8., Ph.D.
Assistant Dean

Mary Olivia Hope, M.A.
Assistant Dean

Bonny Sue Kellermann, M.A.
Assistant Dean

Undergraduate Academic
Support Office
Alan J. Lazarus, S.B., Ph.D.
Associate Dean
Director, Undergraduate Academic
Support Office

Susan Heigh Houpt, B.A.
Assistant Dean
Advisor on Proprofessional
Education

E. Jane Dickson
Staff to the Committee
on Academic Performance

Paculty Families in
Residence
Ashdown House
Robert 1. Hulsiter, Ph.D.
Carol K. Hulsizer, B.A.

Baker House
M. Nafi Toksaz, Ph.D.
Helena Toksaz, B.S.

Bexley Hall
Jerome Y. Lettvin, M.D.
Margaret B. Lettvin

Burton House
Julian Beinart, M.C.P.
Doreen Beinart, M.Ed.

Bast Campus
Adrianus J. M. Houtsma, Ph.D.
Evelyn M. Houtama, B.A.

McCormick Hall
Margery Resnick, Ph.D.
Stephen K. Ault, A.M.

MacGregor House
Nathan Henry Cook, SO.D.
Alice C. Cook, B.A.

William G. Thilly, Sc.D.
Diane F. Thilly, J.D.

New West Campus Houses
James H. Williams, Jr., Ph.D.
Karen Goodall, B.8.

Random Hall
(To be appointed)

Senior House
Borivoje Mik(c, Sc.D.
Liba MWkC

William Speer, A.B.
Associate Dean, Emeritus



Athletics

Athletic Department
Rose Harold Smith, B.S., M.Ed.
Professor of Physical Education
Director of Athletics
Head of the Department

Walter Albert Alessl, B.S., M.Ed.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education
Head Coach of Lacrosse and Soccer

John Gale Barry, B.S., M.S.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Assistant Director of Athletics
Varsity Golf Coach

John A. Benedick, B.S., M.A.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education
Men's and Women's Swimming and
Water Polo Coach

Jane Betts, B.A., M.S.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Assistant Director of Athletics
Director of Women's
intercollegiate Athletics

Wilfred Raymond Chassey, B.S.,
M.Ed.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Varsity Wrestling Coach

Edward Arthur Crocker, B.S.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Director of f hysical Education
Varsity Squash Coach
Varsity Tennis Coach

Jean A. Heiney, B.S., M.S.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education
Women's Basketball Coach
Assistant Softball Coach

Peter Anderson Holland, A.B.,
M.A.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Head Rowing Coach

Gordon Victor Kelly, B.S., M.Ed.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Head Track Coach

David Michael, B.S.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Physical Education Swimming
Program Director
Supervisor of intramurels
Coach of Skiing

Francis Charles O'Brien, Jr., A.B.,
M.Ed.
Associate Professor of Physical
Education
Varsity Basketball Coach
Varsity Baseball Coach

Manuel Weiss, B.S.
Assistant Professor of Physical
Education
Women's Tennis Coach
Men's Freshman Squash Coach

Instructors
Harold Brown, Jr., B.S.
Sailing Master
Varsity Sailing Coach

Deborah S. Clum, B.S.
Women's Fieid Hockey
and Softball Coach

Bruce M. Keeshin, S.A.
Varsity Gymnastics Coach

James Ernest Lester, B.S.
Head Trainer

Pasquale E. Melaragno
Rangemaster
Varsity Pistol Coach

Stuart A. Nelson
Assistant Sailing Master
Women's Sailing Coach

Harriett J. Pearce, B.S., M.S.
Women's Trainer

Adele M. Severson
Women's Trainer
Instructor in Cardiac
Pulmonary Resuscitation

Dwight E. Smith, B.A., M.S.
Coach of Club Football

Eric T. Solsf . B.A.
Head Coach of Fencing

Other Staff
Roderick R. Arthur
Business Manager
Assistant to the Director of
Athletics

Allen F. Blanco
Facilities Manager

Kenneth J. Corino, B.A.
Director of Sports
Information

Jill A. Gilpatric, B.A.
Administrative Assistant
Women's intercollegiate Athletics

Maggie B. Lettvin
Lecturer in Physical
Education

Robert G. McQuald, B.8.
Assistant Trainer

John H. Murphy
Equipment Manager

Rosemary Viano
Administrative Assistant
Office of the Director
of Athletics
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Research

Thomas Franklin Jones, Sc.D.
Vice President for Research

Lillian Harriet Giuliana, U.S.A.
Administrator

Patent Office
Arthur Andrew Smith, Jr., B.A., J.D.
General Counsel

Robert Shaw, B.S., LL.B.
Patent Attorney

Diane Thilly, B.A., J.D.
Assistant Counsel

Patent Marketing
Bruce Daniels Wedlock, Sc.D.
Director

Interdepartmental
Laboratories and Centers
Reporting to the Vice
PneIdent for Research

Center for Materials Science
and Engineering
Mildred Spiewak Dresselhaus, Ph.D.
Director

Center for Space Reearch
Herbert Sage Bridge, Ph.D.
Director

Joseph H. Binsack, Ph.D.
Assistant Director

Energy Laboratory
David Calvin White, Ph.D.
Director

Malcolm A. Wpiss, Ph.D.
Deputy Director

Jean F. Louis, Ph.D.
Associate Director

David 0. Wood, B.S.
Associate Director

Henry 0. Jacoby, Ph.D.
Director
Center for Energy Policy Research
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Franols Bitter National Magnet
Laboratory
Benjamin Lax, Ph.D.
Director

Roshan L. Aggarwal, Ph.D.
Associate Director

D, Bruce Montgomery, D.Sc.
Associate Director

Ronald R. Parker, Ph.D.
Associate Director

Simon Foner, D.Sc.
Chief Scientist

Donald Thomas Stevenson, Ph.D.
Assistant Director

Laboratory for Nuclear Science
Francis E. Low, Ph.D.
Director

Frederic John Eppling, Ph.D.
Associate Director

Peter Theodore Demos, Ph.D.
Director, Bates Linear Accelerator

NuOlear Reactor Laboratory
Otto K. Harling, Ph.D.
Director

Lincoln Clark, A.B., S.M.
Director of Operations

Plasma Puelon Center
Ronald C. Davidson, Ph.D.
Director

Lawrence M. Lidsky, Ph.D.
Associate Director for
Technology Development

D. Bruce Montgomery, D.Sc.
Associate Director for
Engineering Systems

Ronald R. Parker, Ph.D.
Associate Director for
Confinement Experiments

Daniel R. Cohn, Ph.D.
Head, Office of Planning and
Advanced Projects

John MacDonald Wynne, A.B.,
S.M.
Vice President, Administration
and Personnel
Equal Opportunity Officer

James Joseph Culliton, B.S., M.S.
Assistant to the Vice President,
Administration and Personnel
Director of Personnel

Isaac M. Colbert, Ph.D.
Assistant Equal Opportunity Officer

Betty L. Hendricks
Supervisor, Faculty and Academic
Staff Records Office

Personnel Office
James Joseph Cuiliton, B.S., M.S.
Assistant to the Vice President,
Administration and Personnel
Director of Personnel

Claudia Burroughs Liebesny, B.A.
(Absent)

Bnefits Office
Richard P. Marvel, B.S.
Benefits Officer

Donna Jeanne Taylor
Associate Benefits Officer

Nancy Rees Urquhart
Associate Benefits Officer

Labor Relatione Office
James Joseph Fandel, B.A., M.S.
Manager, Labor Relations

Michael Joseph Parr, B.A.
Assistant Manager, Labor Relations

Wage and Salary Offies
Kerry Beckies Wilson, A.S.
Wage and Salary Administrator

Therms M. Viohi
Assistant Wage and Salary
Administrator

Office of Personnel Servlese
Patricia A. Garrison, B.A., M.A., M.S.
Director

Virginia Anne Bishop, A.S.
Personnel Officer

Richard Joseph Cerrato, B.S.
Personnel Officer

Sally Howes Hansen, B.A.
Personnel Officer

Kenneth Leroy Hewitt, A.S.
Personnel Officer

Richard Edward Higham, A.S.
Personnel Officer

Susan Alice Lester, B.A.
Personnel Officer

Lawrence E. Milan, B.A., M.A.
Personnel Officer

Robert James Nelson, A.S.
Data Processing Coordinator

Theresa Margaret O'Brien, B.S.
Employment Officer

Evelyn Louise Perez, B.A.
Personnel Officer

Kathleen Anne Rick, B.A., M.B.A.
Personnel Officer

Carolyn Ann Scheer, B.A., Ed.M.
Manager, Personnel Information
Services

Patricia Ann Williams, B.A.
Personnel Officer

Offte@ of Personnel
Development
F. Adam Yagodka, Ph.D.
Maureen M. Yagodka, Ph.D.
Co-Directors

Susan Warshauer, B.A., Ph.D.
Senior Consultant Trainer

Joan F. Rice
Consultant Trainer

Vera Ballard, B.A.
Administrator, Management and
Supervisory Development Programs

Office of Admissions
Peter H. Richardson, M.S.
Director of Admissions

Julia C. McLellan
Associate Director of Admissions

John L. Mack, 5.5,
Associate Director of Admissions

Daniel T. Langdale, A.B.
Associate Director of Admissions

Joseph A. Edwards, S.B., J.D.
Director of the Educational
Council

Richard S. Armstrong, SB., S.M.,
B.D.
Assistant Director of Admissions

H. Dany Slier, S.5.
Assistant to the Director

Office of Student Financial
Aid
Jack Henry Fralley, AER.E.
Director of Student Financial Aid

Leonard Vincent Gallagher, S.B.
Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid

James Samuel Jones, A.M.
Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid

Dorothy Elizabeth Bows
Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid

Stanley George Hudson, M.B.A.
Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid

Frederick Douglas Massie, A.M.
Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid

Nelson Armstrong, A.B.
Associate Director of Student
Financial Aid
Director of Student Employment

Lois S. Levine
Assistant Director of Student
Financial Aid

Rita Francine-Poussaint Nethersole,
B.A.
Assistant Director of Student
Financial Aid
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Career Planning and
Placement Ofgice
Robert Karel Weatherall, M.A.
Director

Linda Stantial Yenawine, B.A., Ed.M.
Associate Director

Phyllis K. Jackson
Assistant Director

Jane E. Wells, B.A.
Assistant to the Director

Office of Child Care
Margaret Sand, B.A.
Child Care Coordinator

Philippa Warner
Family Day Care Program
Developer

Glenn Preston Strehle, S.B., S.M.
Treasurer

Elizabeth Jane Griffin, B.A.
Administrative Assistant and
Administrator, Life income
Plans

Allan Seymour Bufferd, 5.B., S.M.,
Sc.D., J.D.
Assistant Treasurer and
Recording Secretary

Edward M. Donovan, Jr., B.S.B.A.
Real Estate Property Manager

Lorraine A. Harding, A.B.
Assistant Administrative Investment
Officer

Robert Ernest Lee, S.B.
Administrative investment Officer

Merrick J. Leler, 5.B., S.M.
Assistant to the Treasurer

Winifred Theresa McDonough, B.A.
Associate Recording Secretary

Robert William McQuillan
Financial Benefits Officer

Philip A. Trussell, B.A., B.S., M.S.
Real Estate Officer

Kimball Valentine, Jr., B.A., J.D.,
LL.M.
Insurance and Legal
Administration Officer

Joseph Julien Snyder, B.S., M.B.A.
Treasurer Emeritus-Financial
Consultant

Stuart Hammond Cowen, S.8.,
M.B.A.
Vice President for Financial
Operations

Office of the Comptrolier
Philip John Keohan, B.S., M.B.A.
Comptroller

Robert Vincent Dodd, B.B.A.
Associate Comptroller

John Phillip Leonard, B.S.B.A.
Associate Comptroller

John P. Donahue, B.S.B.A., L.L.B.
Assistant Comptroller

Richard Alden May, B.B.A.
Assistant Comptroller

John Coleman Sears
Assistant Comptroller

Andrew Joseph Brown
Staff Accountant

Roberta Frances Burns
Assistant Accounting Officer

Ronald Calderon, B.S., M.S.A.
Senior Staff Accountant

Robert Noel Clark, B.S.
Accounting Officer

Allen Michael Commeau, B.S.
Senior Staff Accountant

Laurence Joseph Connelly, Jr.
Accounting Officer

Frederick Irving Crowley, B.S.B.A.
Accounting Officer for Payrolls

Joseph Robert Cullinan
Senior Accounting Officer for
Payrolls

Mary Ann Joan Donofrio
Senior Staff Accountant

James Barry Enos, Jr.
Accounting Officer

Margaret E. Fahey
Assistant Supervisor

Stephen John Gorman
Assistant Accounting Officer

James Francis Manion, B8..
Staff Accountant

Alan Eugene Harrington
Senior Staff Accountant

Shella Mae Hayes
Senior Staff Accountant

David Huston Henshaw, B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant to the Comptroller for
Special Studies

Paul James Honiker
Assistant Accounting Officer

Francis Salvatore Jannetti
Senior Staff Accountant

Mitchell Anthony Kloza, B.S.A.
Accounting Officer

Kathleen Mary Lalor
Senior Staff Accountant

Steven Anthony Lanney, B.S.
Assistant Accounting Officer

Dorothy Alta Latsey
Accounting Officer for
Investments

John Stephen Lavalle, B.S.
Senior Accounting Officer for Fund
and Sponsored Accounting

Patricia Ann Lewis
Senior Staff Accountant

Robert Joseph Long, B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Accounting Officer

Doris Maria Marziloni
Senior Staff Accountant

Philip A. McMahon, B.S.A.
Accounting Officer

Stanley Milier, B.S., M.B.A.
Senior Accounting Officer for
Benefits

Thomas Edward Mullen
Assistant to the Comptroller for
Special Studies

John David O'Sullivan, B.S.
Assistant to the Comptroller for
Special Studies

Kenneth Raymond Phillips, A.A.,
a.$.
Senior Staff Accountant

Robert Richard Ragusa
Comptroller's Personnel
Administrator

Pauline Jeanne Reynolds
Assistant Accounting Officer

Guy Louis Spina, B.S.
Staff Accountant

Robert Michael Sullivan, B.S.
Assistant Accounting Officer

Ruth Elizabeth Walsh
Assistant Accounting Officer

Charles Joseph Ward, B.A.
Senior Staff Accountant
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Operations

Offle of Sponsored
Programs
George Hutchinson Dummer, 5.8.,
J.D.
Director

Mary Louise Atkinson, BA.
Assistant Director

Jonathan Henry Bartels, B.A,
Assistant Director

Joseph Francis Connolly, B.S.
Assistant Director

Francis Thomas Conroy, B.S.B.A.
Assistant Director

Anthony R. Davis, B.S.
Assistant Director

John Franklin Doyle, A.B., J.D.
Assistant Director

Thomas Bernard Duff, B.S.B.A.,
M.B.A'
Assistant Director

James Eugene Grayson, A.S.A.
Assistant Director

Patricia Kress Greer, B.A., M.B.A.
Assistant Director

David Joseph Harrigan, B.S., J.D.
Research Coordinator

Maureen Kelieher Huguenin, B.A.
Assistant Director

Charlotte Ann Lathrop-Morse, B.A.
Assistant Director

Patricia Sibley Moulton
Administrative Assistant

Paul Chester Powell, B.S.B.A.
Assistant Director

George Francis Prendergast,
U.S.3.A'
Assistant Director

Paul Henry Quinn
Research Coordinator

Carol Ellen Van Aken, 8.8.
Research Coordinator
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Piscal Planning and Budget
William Edwin Kelley, B.S.B.A.,
M.B.A.
Budget Director

Robert Michael Dankese, B.S.
Associate Budget Director

James Lewis Maclary
Budget Officer

Doreen Morris, B.A.
Budget Officer

Nicholas Richard Ruggiero, B.S.
Budget Officer

Student Accounts Office
James Francis Brady
Accounting Officer for Student
Accounts

Karen Ellen Goode, A.S.
Senior Staff Accountant

James Francis McTIghe
Senior Staff Accountant

Harry Alonzo Schade
Senior Staff Accountant

Eleanor Barbara Smalley
Senior Staff Accountant

Student Loan Office
John Robert Rogers, B.B.A.
Accounting Officer for Student Loans

Maureen Catherine DeCourcey
Manager, Student Loan Office

Ann S. McCormick
Student Loan Collection Officer

John Francis O'Brien, Jr., .S.
Assistant Accounting Officer

Audit Division
Edward L. McCormack, B.S.,
M.B.A.
Auditor

Mary Jane Burke, B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Auditor

Joseph J. Casarano, Jr., B.S.A.
Assistant Auditor

William J. Coady, B.S..A.,
B.S.A.
Assistant Auditor

John Michael Flynn, B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Auditor

Charles J. Gleondi, B.S.A.
Assistant Auditor

Philip Arnold Stoddard, 8..
Vice President, Operations

Campus Patrol
James Olivieri, B.S.
Chief

William Michael Lyons
Captain

Endiotlt House
Almee Pierson, B.A.
Manager

Graphic Arts and
Audio-Visual Services

James William Coleman
Director

Vernon Albert Rains
Assistant Director

Albert Kenneth Paone
Assistant Director

Glenn Thomas Curtis, B.S.
Manager, institute Printing
and Copying

Housing and Food Services
Harmon Eugene Brammer, B.B.A.
Director

Salvatore Lauricella
Manager, Vending Services and
Special Functions

Samuel Edward Leonard, Jr.,
B.S.B.A.
General Manager, Food Services

John Thornton McNeill
Manager, Student Center Food
Services

Robert Edgar Shaw
Assistant Director, Housing
Operations Manager

John Woodbury
Assistant Director, Housing

Office of Facilities
Management Systems
Kreon Louis Cyros, 5.B., S.M.
Director

Roy Alan Davey, B.Arch., M.Arch.
Applications Guidance Coordinator

Timothy Finbar Dempsey, Jr., B.A.
Assistant Director

Wendell Alden Derry, A.S.
institute Property Officer

Earl Clifton Fuller
Property Administrator

Carol Laura Kane
Data Base Manager

Judith Ann Lugus, B.S.
Senior Application Analyst

Michal Nina Lusztlg, B.Sc., M.Sc.
Senior Applications Programmer

John Terence Meehan, B.S.
Assistant Director

Laxml Janardhanmohan Rao,
B.E., M.B.A.
Data Base Manager

Robert David Taylor, B.S.
Property Auditor Supervisor

Physicai Plant
William Robert Dickson, .S.
Director of the Physical Plant

Paul Frank Barrett, B.S.
Associate Director of the
Physical Plant

Bernard Slaton Awtrey, Jr., B.S.,
B.Arch.
Project Architect

Dennis Baron
Assistant to the Superintendent
for Telecommunications

Morton Borlan, B.A., M.B.A., J.D.
Superintendent for Administrative
Services

Paul Murray Blanchard
Manager of Electrical Services

Robert Bernard Cavanaugh, B.A.,
M.Ed.
Assistant to the Director for
Space Administration

Doris Cole; A.B., M.Arch.
Architect
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Vice President and
Dean of the
Graduate School

William Hobart Combs, S..
Staff Superintendent

Richard Francis DeWolfe
Manager, Building Maintenance

Theodore Mulford Doan, Jr.
Manager of Building Services

John Joseph Foley
Special Assistant, Support Services

Haig Garo Gechillan, S.B.
Manager of Engineering Services

Carl William Hagge 1i, S.B.
Environmental Engineer

Earl Miners Harvey, M.Arch.
Staff Architect

Michael John Karaffa, B.Arch.
Manager, Physical Plant
Operations - LINAC

Henry Joseph Leonard
Superintendent of Support
Services

Richard Freeman McKay, S.B.
Manager of the Central
Utilities Plant

Howard Francis Miller, A.B., M.S.
Executive Assistant to the
Director of Physical Plant

Conor Moran
Manager, West Campus

Agnes Niven Morrice
Administrative Assistant

Laurence William Pickard
Manager of Ground Services

George Joseph Pesaturo. Assoc.Sc.
Associate Manager, Building
Services

Harry Phillip Portnoy, B.Arch.
Campus Architect

Joseph Mario Salvatore
Project Manager

Thomas Elwell Shepherd, Jr., S.B.
Superintendent of Utilities

Victoria Vella Sirlanni, A.B., M.Ed.
interior Designer/Planner

Kenneth Lindsey Thompson
Offlce Manager, Design Services

Thomas Francis Vacha, B.S.
Manager of Mechanical Operations

Planning Office
Ovadia Robert Simha, B.A., M.C.P.
Director of Planning

Reynolds Wardell Thompson, B.A.,
M.Arch., M.A.T.
Senior Planner

Purchasing and Stores
Barry Morton Rowe, B.S.B.A.
Director

Robert R. Babb, B.S., M.B.A.
Administrative Officer

Harold Leonard Curtis, Jr., B.S.
Buyer

Robert Earle Durland
Buyer

Gerald Alastair Greenhow, B.S.
Buyer

Henry Joseph Pritchard, Jr., B.S.
Buyer

Stanley Norman Roach, B.B.A.
Administrative Officer, Office
of Laboratory Supplies

Danti Joseph Scarponi
Manager, Office of Laboratory
Supplies

James Joseph Sweeney
Buyer

George Leroy Wallace
Buyer

Safety Office
John Michael Fresina, B.S.
Director

Raymond Michael Diff ly, B.S.
Associate Director

Joseph Francis Kuchta, B.S.
Safety Officer

Donald Arthur Batson, B.S.
Safety Specialist

William Henry MacLachan, B.A.
Safety Assistant

Gerald P. Donovan. B.S.
Safety Specialist

Kenneth Robert Wadleigh, Sc.D.
Vice President
Dean of the Graduate School

Office of the Graduate
School
Jeanne Elizabeth Richard, B.S.
Associate Dean,
Administration

John B. Turner, Ed.D.
Associate Dean,
Program Development

Yvonne L. Whitaker, B.A.
Assistant to the Dean

Office of the Registrar
Warren Davis Wells, S.B.
Registrar

Ronald Paul Smith
Associate Registrar

Winston E. Flynn, B.A.
Assistant Registrar

Johanna Barbara Bond
Assistant to the Registrar

Medical Department
Melvin Herbert Rodman, M.D.
Professor of Medicine
Medical Director
Head of Department

Samuel Drury Clark, M.D.
Associate Medical Director,
Emeritus

Melvin Howard Chalten, M.D.
Assistant Medical Director
Physician in Charge of
Environmental Medical Service

Michael Aloyslus Kane, M.D.
Assistant Medical Director
Physician

Edward Strong Rendall, M.D.
Assistant Medical Director
Physician

Samuel Wolf Stein, M.D.
Assistant Medical Director
Physician

John Vernon Pikula, M.D.
Surgeon-in-Chief

Julius Eli Goldblatt, M.D.
Associate Surgeon-in-Chief

Merton Jerome Kahne, M.D.
Professor of Social Psychiatry
Psychiatrist-in-Chief

Joseph Hyman Brenner, M.D.
Associate Psychiatrist-In-Chlef

Peter Boris Jenney, M.D.
Associate Psychiatrist-in-Chief

Benson Rowell Snyder, M.D.
Professor of Psychiatry

Frederic Garfieid Worden, M.D.
Professor of Psychiatry

Jacqueline Alice Buck, M.S.S.
Chief Social Worker

Ronald C. Fleming, A.C.S.W.
Social Worker

Myra Aileen Rodrigues, M.S.$.
Social Worker

Nursing Service
Pauline Ruth Jones, R.N.
Director of Nurses

Deborah Anne Leone, R.N., M.S.
Associate Director of Nurses
Supervisor of Nurses, M.I.T.
Infirmary

Ambulatory Service

Janet Virginia Beyer, R.N.P.
Supervisor of Nurses

Florence Dingle, R.N.
Nurse Coordinator, Obstetrics
and Gynecology

Barbara B. Merrifield, R.N., M.S.
Nurse Midwife

Katherine Evelyn Mulligan, R.N., 8.8.
Dermatology Assistant

Michael C. Erard, M.A., P.A.
Orthopedic Assistant

Nurse Prmatltioners
Peggy Lee Coulter, R.N.P.
Janice Marie McDonough, R.N.P.
Arthur St. Andre, R.N.
Lorraine G. Toher, R.N.P.
Marcia Cecilia West, R.N.P.
Susan Eva Wicks, R.N.P.

Physiolan Assistants
Donald Bartlett, M.A., P.A.
Joyce Bishop, R.N., P.A,
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Off.Heurs Servies

Monique Ann Cantin, R.N.P.
Supervisor of Nurses

Nurse Practitleners
Eileen Catherine Ccoa, R.N.P.
Katherine M. McDonough, R.N.P.
Colleen Ryan, R.N.P.
Mary Zook, R.N.P.

Infirmary

Inpatient Nurses
Joyce Marie Aijala, R.N.
Christine Bridges, R.N., B.S.
Joyann Kay, R.N., B.8.
Patrick S. Lamin, R.N.
Carolyn M. Leonard, R.N.
Catherine Theresa Marin, R.N.
Elilzabeth Gay Matteson, R.N.
Corason 0. Origeneta, R.N.
Robert Russell, R.N.

Administration
Laurence Herbert Blshoff, 8S..
Chief Administrative Officer,
M.I.T. Health Plan
Associate Director for
Administration

Constance A. Bean, M.S.
Coordinator for Health
Information and Education

Shirley A. Hjort, MS.
Marketing Representative,
M.I.T. Health Plan

Marie Teresa Jeon
Administrative Coordinator
MI.T. Health Plan

P. Judith Klayman, M.S.
Health Planner

Norma Loomis, AS.
Manager
Student Health Insurance

Martha Lose, S.A.
Marr Medical Records and Data

Iris Mae Ponzetti, M.P.H.
Assistant Coordinator for Health
Information and Education

Unda Louise Rounds, M.B.A.
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Physiolans
Bruce J. Biller, M.D.
Edward Carlton Dyer, M.D.
Richard Charles Gardner, M.D.
Joseph Gerstein, M.D.
George Goldman, M.D.
Mark Allan Goldstein, M.D.
Charles J. Hatem, M.D.
John Homans, M.D.
H. Walter Jones, M.D.
Paul Alan Kantrowitz, M.D.
John Michael Moses, M.D.
Barbara Lynne O'Pray, M.D.
Nosmi Martha Pedraza, M.D.
June Wise Pryor, M.D.
Willard Samuel Putnam, M.D.
William Atkinson Ruth, M.D.
Diane Joan Schweitzer, M.D.
Robert Carlyle Stewart, M.D.

Surgeons
Sheldon Carl Binder, M.D.
George Taylor Bottomley, M.D.

Orthopedio Surgeons
James Gavin Manson, M.D.
Robert Chase Runyon, M.D.
Elliot L. Thrasher II, M.D.

Psychiatrists
John Henry Brandt, M.D.
Rochelle Rime Friedman, M.D.
Alfred Jan Koumans, M.D.
Geoffrey Erdmann Linburn, M.D.
Chester Middlebrook Pierce, M.D.
David Arthur Relsen, M.D.
Wade Rockwood, M.D.
Margaret Strousse Ross, M.D.
Albert Samaraweera, M.D.

Psychologists
Lois Eichler, Ph.D.
Lora Helms Tessman, Ph.D.
Gerald E. Zuriff, Ph.D.

clinical Soolologist
Charlotte Green Schwartz, Ph.D.

Director of Dental Servios
Cynthia Maria Stevens, D.D.S.

Dentist
George Christman, D.M.D.
Richard Doff, D.M.O.
Joel Leonard Dunaky, D.D.S.

Oral Surgeon
Edward B. Seldin, M.D.

Neurologists
John A. Boyd, M.D.
Linda Y. Buchwald, M.D.
Camille S. Draskoozy, M.D.
Thomas H. Glick, M.D.
Edward Ray Wolpow, M.D.

Dermatologists
Malsi Tam, M.D.
Robert Frederick Tilley, M.D.

Obstetrlolans-Gyneclogists
Valentina Donahue, M.D.
Charles Fletcher Eades, M.D.
Frums Winer Ginsburgh, M.D.

Ophthalmologists
Howard Z. Marton, M.D.
Michael Selig Wiedman, M.D.

Senior Optometrist
Anthony Albert Cavallerano, O.D.

Optometrist
Matthew J. Garston, O.D.

Otolaryngologist
George True Simpson 11, M.D.

Consultants In Pathology
Gregory Gauvin, M.D.
James P. Nolan, M.D.
Karl Harvey Sorger, M.D.
Joel Umlas, M.D.

Radiologists
Paul L. Dratch, M.D.
Stanley C. Poster, M.D.
Gerard F. Kenny, M.D.
Charles Spencer Langston, M.D.
Earl David Nordberg, M.D.
Richard Schatzki, M.D.
Stefan Conrad Schattki, M.D.
Michael Shortsleeve, M.D.

Urologists
John Stockton Daly, M.D.
George Reservtz, M.D.

Nutritionists
Barbara Vereena Cholakos, B.S.
Mary Lou P. Every, B.S.

Sanitary Engineer
Fred Emery Smith, M.S.

Environmental Medical Servioe
Melvin Howard Chalfen, M.D.
Assistant Medical Director
Physician In Charge of
Environmental Medical Service

Murray McKee Bolton, Jr., B.S.
Acting Radiation Protection
Officer

Elizabeth Ann O'Brien
Assistant Administrative Officer

Francis Xavier Masse, B.S.
Radiation Protection Officer
Linear Accelerator

Edward Keralan, B. B.A.E.M.
Associate Radiation Protection
Officer

Paul Black, M.S.
Assistant Radiation Protection
Officer

Gerald L. Fallon, M.S.
Assistant Radiation Protection
Officer

Mitchell S. Galanek, B.S.
Assistant Radiation Protection
Officer

James Leo Jones, M.S.
Assistant Radiation Protection
Officer

Daniel F. Liberman, Ph.D.
Blohazards Assessment Officer

Richard Irving Chamberlin, B.S.
industrial Hygiene Officer

George William Boylen, Jr., B.S.
Associate industrial Hygiene Officer

Joseph Edward Leahy, B.S.
Industrial Hygiene Engineer

Stephen Kenneth Piccolo, B.B.A.
industrial Hygiene Engineer

Frederick James Viles, Jr., S.M.
Consultant in Industrial Hygiene
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Resource
Development

Division of Laboratory Animal
Medioine
James Gahan Fox, D.V.M.
Director
Associate Professor of
Laboratory Animal Medicine

James C. Murphy, D.V.M., Ph.D.
Veterinary Pathologist

Moshe Shalev, D.V.M.
Cilnical Veterinarian

Stephen Louis Nigro, B.S.
Administrative Officer

A. Winslow Poor
Manager, Animal Facilities

Joel 1. Akerman, M.S.
Microbiologist

Lyle John Jensen, B.S.
Medical Technologist

Samuel Abraham Goldblith, Ph.D.
Professor of Food Science
Vice President, Resource
Development

Nelson Cooper Lees, S.B., M.A.
Director of Resource Planning
Executive Director of Resource
Development

James Donald Bruce, Sc.D.
Professor of Electrical Engineering
Director of industrial Liaison

Donald P. Severance, S.M.
Director of the Volunteer
Leadership Appeal

Irwin Whiting Sizer, A.B., Ph.D.,
Sc.D.
Consultant to Resource
Development

Development Offlee
(To be appointed)
Director

Richard W. Keefe, A.B., B.S., M.A.
Associate Director

G. Rodger Crowe, B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Director

Roberta A. Carrara, B.S., M.Ed.
Assistant to the Director

Phyllis M. Gallant
Business and Personnel
Manager

Proposals and Publications
Deborah Judith Cohen, A.B., M.A.
Manager of Proposals and
Publications
Senior Staff Writer

Ellen N, Hoffman, B.A., M.S.
Associate Staff Writer

Katharine Childs Jones, B.A., M.A.T.
Associate Staff Writer

D. Steven Blum, B.A., M.A.
Assistant Staff Writer

Donor Relations and
Campaign Room
Barbara V. Zellenga, B.A.
Manager, Donor Relations

Martha L. Bertrand, B.A.
Assistant in Donor Relations

Clare K. Chapman, A.B.
Special Assistant in Resource
Development

Alice W. Tripp
Programs Coordinator

M.I.T. Sustaining Fellows
Eric C. Johnson, M.S.
Executive Officer

Industrial Liaison
Program
James Donald Bruce, Sc.D.
Director

Arturo Antonio Rosales, 5.S., S.M.
industrial Liaison Officer
Assistant Director

Shirley M. Picardi, BA., S.M., Ph.D.
industrial Liaison Off icer
Assistant Director

J. Peter Bart[, SB., B.A.
Industrial Liaison Officer

Seichi Tsutsumi, B.S.
Industrial Liaison Officer

Roger Allen Samuel, SB.,
M.S.E., C.E.
Industrial Liaison Officer

Jerry Randall Horton, 5.B., S.M.
industrial Liaison Officer

Harry E. Stephens iII, B.S., S.M.
industrial Liaison Officer

Frederick Philip Gross, 8.8., S.M.,
Env.E.
Industrial Liaison Officer

Kay Tamaribuchi, A.B.,
Ph.D.
Industrial Liaison Officer

Janet Kristine Anderson
Assistant Director for Administration

M.I.T. Associates
Cynthia Christine Bloomquist, BS.
Director

John Thomas Preston, B.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Director

Clyde Eugene Kelley, B.S., S.M.,
Mech.E.
Assistant Director

Corporate Relations
Robert Hagopian, S.B.
Director

James Thomas King, Jr., Phm.M.
Manager, Corporate Support
Programs

institute Secretary
Arnold H. Singal, A.B., S.M., J.D.

District Officers
Robert H. Bliss, SB., S.M.
Edith E. Nelson, B.A,
James Norval Phinney, B.A.
Arnold H. Singal, A.B., S.M., J.D.
Robert E. Gorman, Jr., BS., M.B.A.

Office of Planned Giving and
Lgi Affairs/Resource
Development
Dow Hugh Darden, A.M., J.D.
Director

Thomas R. Henneberry, B.S., J.D.
Assistant Director

Administrative Assistant
Irene Haselton Henry
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Libraries*

Jay K. Lucker, A.B., M.L.S.
Director of Libraries

William Joseph Duggan, B.S.B.A.,
M.B.A.
Assistant Director for
Administrative and Personnel
Services

Suanne Wilson Muehiner, B.A.,
M.S.L.S., M.B.A.
Assistant Director for Public
Services

1. Austin Kelly III
Curator of Rare Books

Sheelah Britt, B.A.
Administrative Officer

Laura Margaret Carchia, B.S.,
M.S.L.S.
Industrial Relations Librarian

Lois M. Chalmers, B.A., M.S.L.S.
Serlais Cataloguer

Clara-Mae Chittum, B.A., M.A.,
M.S.L.S.
Acquisitions Librarian

Marjorie Wallace Chryssostomidis,
M.L.S.
Acting Associate Barker Librarian

Katharine Gardner Cipolla, A.B.,
M.S.L.S.
Assistant Barker Librarian for
Media Services

Cliementine Inez Coblyn, B.S.,
M.B.L.S.
Circulation Librarian

Jacqueline Zeldin Colby, B.S., M.A.
Associate Head, Catalogue
Department

Stephen Cooper, B.A., M.A.
Records Management Officer

Deborah A, Cozort, B.A., M.L.S.
Assistant Archivist

Linda R. Cuccurullo, B.A.,
M.S.MS.
Cataloguer

Mary Louise Daly, BS.
Assistant Science Librarian

Fdgar William Davy, B.A., B.F.T.,
M.L.S.
Dewey Librarian

Margaret E. DePopolo, B.A.,
M.A.T., M.L.S.
Rotch Librarian

Eileen Giovanni Dorschner, B.S.,
M.S.L.S.
Assistant Science Librarian for
Chemistry and Chemical
Engineering

Jaunette Tonnar Eaglesfleld, B.A.,
M.A., M.L.S.
Lindgren Librarian

Bethany Jean Easter, B.A., A.M.L.S.
Assistant Barker Librarian

Myriel Crawley Eykamp, A.B.,
M.L.S.
Assistant Science Librarian

David S. Ferriero, B.A., M.A.,
M.S.L.S.
Humanities Librarian

Richard M. Fletcher, B.A., M.A.,
M.S.L.S.
Assistant Humanities Librarian

Steven Gass, S.B., M.L.S.
Resource Sharing Center Librarian

Sarah H. Gramenz, B.Mus.Ed.,
M.S.L.S.
Head, OCLC/LC Cataloguing
Section

Rona Helmoff Gregory, B.A., M.R.P.,
M.L.S.
Assistant Rotch Librarian for
Collections Coordination

Alice Wick Hall, B.A., M.L.S.
Assistant Science Librarian

Kate Herzog, M.A.T., M.L.S.
Aeronautics and Astronautics
Librarian

Jessie Elizabeth Howes, A.B., S.B.
Cataloguer

Arlyne Ann Jackson, B.A., M.S.L.S.
Associate Dewey Librarian

Kristin Karel Janghorbani, B.S.,
M.S.LS.
Assistant Barker Librarian

Micheline Eden Jedrey, B.A.,
M.S.L.S.
Assistant Rotch Librarian

Irma Yarbrough Johnson, B.S.,
M.A.
Science Librarian

Robert L. Kehner, B.A., M.L.S.
Assistant Dewey Librarian for
Documents

Eileen Ruth Kibrick, B.S., A.M.,
M.S.L.S.
Cataloguer

Deborah L. Kram, B.A., M.S.L.S.
Exchange and Gifts Librarian

James Matthew Kyed, B.S., M.L.S.
Head, Engineering Libraries

David D. Lewallen, A.B., M.S.L.S.
Assistant Dewey Librarian for
Reference

Muriel Josephine Lewis, A.B., SB..
Cataloguer

Aleksander Leyfell, M.A.
Social Science Literature
Specialist

Leonore Kublin Linsky, B.A.,
M.L.S.
Cataloguer

Karen Temple Lynch, B.A., M.A.
Archival/Manuscript Specialist

Roland George Madany, B.A.
Archival/Manuscript Specialist

Barbara Mann, B.A., M.A.L.S.
Assistant Barker Librarian for
Processing

Marlene Manoff, B.A., M.A.,
M.S.L.S.
Assistant Humanities Librarian

Mary Jane McCavitt, B.A., M.A.
Archival/Manuscript Specialist

Sylvia Ann McDowell, B.S.,
M.S.L.S.
Student Center Librarian

Marilyn G. McSweeney, A.B.,
M.S.L.S.
Assistant Humanities Librarian

Frances Lubovitz Needleman,
B.A., M.S.L.S.
Head, Catalogue Department

LIgIja lice Nelbergs
Cataloguer

Susan Keene Nutter, A.B.,
M.L.S.
Associate Barker Librarian

Mary Elizabeth Pensyl, B.A.,
M.L.S.
Head, NASIC Services

Helen Ledford Ploss, B.A.,
M.S.L.S.
Serials Cataloguer

Kathleen A. Powers, B.A., M.S.L.S.
Associate Humanities Librarian

Jutta R. Reed, B.A., M.A.L.S.
Collections Development Librarian

Carole Schildhauer, B.A., M.L.S.
Assistant Barker Librarian for
information Services

Peter Robert Scott
Head, Microreproductilon
Laboratory

Warren Arthur Seamans, B.S.
Director, Historical Collections

Patricia M. Sheehan, A.B.
Systems Designer

Helen Willa Slotkin, B.A., M.LS.
institute Archivist and Head, Special
Collections

Merrill Wadsworth Smith, A.B.,
M.A.L.S.
Assistant Rotch Librarian for Visual
Collections

Linda Irene Solow, B.A., M.A.,
A.M.L.S.
Music Librarian

Jacqueline Stymfal, B.A., M.S.L.S.
Assistant Dewey Librarian
for Collections

Walt Charles Taylor, M.A.
Curator, Historical Collections

David C. Van Hoy, B.A., M.S.L.S.
Head, Serials Cataloguing

Nancy Reid Whitman, B.S.
Mining and Mineral Resources
Librarian

Susan Esther Woodford, A.B.,
M.S.L.S.
Information Specialist, NASIC
Services

Ellen Yen, B.A., M.L.S.
Assistant Science Librarian
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Information
Processing
Services*

Weston Joseph Burner, A.S.
Director

Joseph Richard Steinberg
Associate Director

Jean C. Bonney, M.S.
Director, Academic and Research
Computer Services

David Michael Carney
Director, Administrative Computing
Services

Charles William Libby, B.S.
Manager of Administration and
Business Planning

Roger Alan Roach
Manager of Systems Programming

Leo James Ryan
Manager of Computer Operatiers

Garret Leroy Sheldon, S.M.
Manager of Business Systems
Development

Gerald Marshall Ponce, B.A.
Assistant Director, Administrative
Computing Services

Wayne Richards
Manager of Administrative
Computing Services Operations

Michael Sampson
Assistant Manager of
Administrative Computing
Operations

Gene F. Armstrong, B.A.
Computer Services Coordinator

Brenda Lynn Ferriero, M.A.
Supervisor, Technical Services

Robert Gerald Hart
Supervisor, User Accounts

Caroline Lange, A.B.
Supervisor, Publication
Services

Frank 0. Melanson, B.S., M.B.A.
Documentation Manager

William Oliver Risinger, Jr.
Supervisor, VM/OS Systems
Programming

Richard Dale Scott, 8.8.
Supervisor, Consulting Services

Andrew Martin Thomson, 8.8.
Supervisor, Data Base Systems

John Francis Magilo, S.M.
East Campus Computing Coordinator

Arthur Lloyd Anger, Ph.D.
Senior Programmer Analyst

D. Keith Avery
Applications Programmer

Josi Bauzo
Systems Programmer

Clare Stanley Beard, B.B.A.
Applications Programmer

Himangshu Shattacharys, Ph.D.
Senior Applications Analyst

John Thomas Blake, B.S.
Systems Analyst

Maria Ann Bozzuto, .S.
Programmer Analyst

Mary Ellen Branum, M.A.
Technical Writer

Rae K. Burns, B.S.
Senior Systems Analyst

Charles Henry B'ron
Programmer Analyst

Dennis Capps, 8S..
Systems Programmer

Robert Lucas Conrod, A.B.
Senior Systems Programmer

Res Dawson, M.S.
Senior Applications Analyst

Jane Patricia Devlin, B.A.
Senior Programmer Analyst

Diana M. Dickinson, 8.8.
Editor/Writer

Anthony DoVidlo, A.B., M.B.A.
Systems Analyst

Eric H. Engborg, M.S.
Programmer Analyst

Mahvash Farhadi, B.S.
Systems Programmer

Leslie Ann Finck, B.A.
Systems Programmer

Frederick Peter Finneran
Systems Analyst

William Joseph Fitzgerald
Systems Analyst

Peter H. Flagg, B.B.A.
Senior Systems Analyst,
Project Manager

Joyce Jackson Graham, B A., B.S.
Systems Programmer

Jeffrey Charles Harrington, B.S.
Systems Programmer

Noel Patrick Hart
Systems Programmer

Donna P. Hawrot, B.A., M.A.S.
Systems Programmer

Julie C. L. Hu, M.A., M.S.
Applications Analyst

Daryl Hymoff, B.A.
Systems Analyst

Josef Francis Jacquart, B.A.
Documention Supervisor

David G. Kalenderlan
Applications Programmer

Marie E. Kalenderlan
Applications Programmer

Peter Baker Kelley
Senior Systems Programmer

Meredith Copeland Kennedy, B.A.
Senior Applications Programmer

RichardS& Lamson, .S.
Systems Programmer

J. Spencer Love
Systems Programmer

Laura Gene Lupsaewicz
Applications Programmer

Robert F. Matson, A.B.
Systems Analyst

Maurice McDermott, B.A.
Senior Applications Programmer

Thomas Bernard McGary 11
Systems Programmer

Marilyn Ayres McMillan, B.A.
Senior Systems Analyst,
Project Manager

Susan Simpson Minal-Azary, B.S..
M.8.
Systems Programmer

Kathleen T. O'Sullivan
Administrative Assistant

Paul Anthony Palmisciano, B.S.
Systems Analyst

Gary M. Palter
Systems Programmer

Philip L. Philips
Senior Systems Analyst,
Project Manager

Kimball Winston Pierce
Systems Programmer

Nancy Caroline Pitts
Systems Programmer

Felicia Pleuthner, A.B.
Senior Systems Analyst,
Project Manager

Nancy N. Sardella, B.A.
Programmer Analyst

Marco Sarmlento, B.A.
Senior Applications Programmer

James Arthur Scales
Systems Programmer

Arlene Joan Scherer, Assoc.
Systems Programmer

Robert Shaw, B.S.
Systems Analyst

Thomas Michael Shea, B.S.
Systems Analyst

W. Olin Sibert
Systems Programmer

Franklin Chapin Smith, Jr., Ph.D.
Systems Programmer

Stanley Sundstrom, B.A.
Senior Applications Programmer

Michael Scott Thornton, B.A.
Technical Writer

Pamela Underhill
Applications Programmer

Herkus VonLetkemann, B.S.
Senior Systems Analyst,
Project Manager

Sandra M. Wells, M.S,
Applications Programmer

Marina Xydeas, B.A.
Applications Programmer

Bruce Allen Zablerek
Systems Analyst

ting to the Chancellor
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Institute The M.I.T. Press* Council for the
Information Arts at M.I.T.
Servlces*

News offi
Robert Martin Byers, B.A.
Director

Charles H. Ball, B.A., M.S,
Assistant Director

Calvin Campbell
Assistant Director and
Photojournalist

Robert C. Di loro, B.S.
Assistant Director

Paula Ruth Korn, B.S.
Assistant Director

Joanne Miller
Assistant Director

William Thornton Struble, A.B.
Assistant Director

Campus information
Services
Kathryn Willmore Lombardi,
A.B., Ed. M.
Manager

Barbara Sutton Weinblatt, B.A.
Assistant for Special Events

Design Cerviose

Jacqueline Shepard Casey, B.F.A.
Director

Ralph Coburn
Graphic Designer

Elizabeth Ann Hacker, B.F.A.
Graphic Designer

Nancy Pokross, B.A.
Graphic Designer

Elizabeth M. Ferry, B.A.
Production Manager

P. Gall Zimmermann, B.A., M.B.A.
Production Manager

InformatIon Center
Mary Louise Morrissey
Director

Virginia D. Lyons, B.A,
Assistant for International Visitors

Frank Urbanowski, B.S.
Director

Acquisitions
Barbara H. Ankeny, B.A.
Acquisition Editor

Laurence Cohen, B.A., M.S.
Acquisition Editor

Roger L. Conover, B.A., M.A.
Acquisition Editor

F. Treville Leger, B.A.
Acquisition Editor

Rene Olivieri, B.A., M.A.
Acquisition Editor

Frank P. Satlow, B.A.
Acquisition Editor

Muriel Cooper, B.S., B.F.A.
Special Projects Director

Editorial
Helen 1. Osborne
Managing Editor

Edward Agro, B.S.
Senior Editor

Cynthia G. Ware. B.A.
Editor

Richard Ross, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Editor

Paul M. Bethge, B.A.
Production Editor

Computergraphics
Mildene Bradley, B.A.
Manager

Production
Richard Woolf loin
Production Manager

Design
Sylvia Steiner. B.A., B.F.A.
Design Manager

Donna Schenkel, B.F.A.
Designer

Wendy Richmond, B.A.
Associate Designer

Roy Lamson, A.B., M.A., Ph.D.,
L.H.D.
Class of 1922 Professor, Emeritus
Senior Lecturer
Special Assistant to the President
for the Arts

Peter Matthews Spackran, B.A.,
M.A.
Executive Director

Elsa 0. Sonnabend, B.A.,
M.Ed.
Associate Director

Deborah A. Hoover, A.B., M.A.
Assistant Director

Marketing
Thomas L. McCorkle, B.A.
Marketing Manager

Don Stanford, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
International Sales and Subsidiary
Rights Manager

Promotion
Brooks Stevens, B.A., M.F.A.
Promotion Manager

Randall Orion Goff
Advertising Manager

Bruce Katz, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.
Manager, Text Sales and Exhibits

Sharon Basco, B.A.
Publicity Manager

Journals
Ann Reinke, B.S.
Journals Manager

Financial and Business
Michael Leonard, B.S., M.B.A.
Financial Manager

Cornelius F. Kiely
Accounting Manager

Barbara Joan Saulenas
Order Fulfillment Manager

n Manager *Reporting to the Vice President in
the Office of the President and
Chancellor
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Committee on the Resident Staff Office of the
Visual Arts of the Alumni Secretary of the

Association Institute

Boris Magasanik, Ph.D.
Chairman

Kathy Halbreich, B.A.
Director of Exhibitions

Virginia Gunter, B.F.A.
Director, Margaret Hutchinson
Compton Gallery

Daniel Pike, S.F.A.
Hayden Gallery Manager

Gerald Garreis, B.A.
Fine Arts Registrar

James A. Hester, Jr., 8.B., S.M.,
Ph.D.
Executive Vice President
Publisher of Technology Review

James L Bidigare, Jr., 8.B.
Regional Coordinator (Mid Atlantic)

Robert Dana Slake, A.S.
Regional Director (West)

Frances Agnes Chandler
Assistant Director for
Administration

Joseph Stanislaus Collins, S.S.
Regional Director (Midwest)

Barbara Anne Duriand, A.S.
Director for Alumni Records

Michael David Felrtag, 8.8.
Assistant Editor of Technology
Review

Jacquelyn MacLean Findlay, S.B.
Associate Director of the Alumni
Fund

Peter Gellatly
Business Manager, Technology
Review

Richard Andrew Knight, S.B.
Secretary of the Alumni
Association

Marjorie Lyon, B.F.A.
Staff Writer/Editor, Technology
Review

Steven J. Marcus, B.E., AM., Ph.D.
Managing Editor, Technology Review

Joseph John Martori, B.S.
Director, Clas and Course
Programs

John Isham Mattill, M.A.
Editor of Technology Review

Evelyn Milardo, B.A.
Circulation and Promotion Manager
Technology Review

Leonard A. Phillips, B.8., MA.
Science Writer, Technology Review

Nancy L Russell, B.S.
Assoolate Director of the Alumni
Fund

Kathleen Both Sayre, B.A., M.A.
Production Manager of Technology
Review

Joan Sclar, B.Ed., MEd.
Regional Director (Southeast)

Victoria Spencer
Secretary of Alumni Relations
(New York)

Ronald Stewart Stone, 8.B., M.S.
Director of Operations

Nancy Jean Wheatley, B.B.
Director of Conferences and
Special Programs

(To be appointed)
Director of the Alumni Fund

(To be appointed)
Regional Director (New England)

Vincent Anthony Fulmer, A.B.,
S.M., LL.D.
Secretary of the Institute

Other
Administration

Loretta Helen Mannix, B.S., M.A.
Administrative Assistant to the
President Emeritus

Elizabeth Aileen Pigott
Administrative Asslssant to the
Honorary Chairman of the
Corporation
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Corporation Standing Committees, 1979-80

Ixeoutive Committee
Jerome B. Wiesner
Ex offlolo, Chairman

Howard W. Johnson
Ex officio

Paul E. Gray
Ex officio

Glenn P. Strehle
Ex officlo

Carl M. Mueller (1980)
D. Reid Weedon, Jr. (1980)
James B. Fisk (1981)
George W. Thorn (1981)
Breene M. Kerr (1982)
William S. Murphy (1983)
Edward E. David, Jr. (1984)

Constantine B. Simonides
Secretary

Development Committee
James R. Killian, Jr.
Honorary Chairman

Howard W. Johnson
Chairman

Jerome B. Wiesner
Ex off 1010

Paul E. Gray
Ex offici

Glenn P. Strehle
Ex officio

Samuel A. Goldblith
IX officio

Nelson C. Lees
Executive Officer

Elizabeth A. Pigott
Administrative Asjistant

Albert P. Hildebrandt
Edward R. Kane
Paul V. Keyser
John W. Kunstadter
Norman B. Leventhal
Leonard A. Mautner
William J. McCune, Jr.
Denman K. McNear
Robert E. Meyerhoff
E. Kirkbride Miller
Robert A. Muh
Guy W. Nichols
J. D. Otten
Thornton W. Owen
John S. Reed
John L. Riegel
Peter M. Saint Germain
Armando Santacruz Baca
Arch C. Scurlock
Wm. Crighton Sessions
William J. Sherry
S. James Spitz, Jr.
Louis E. Stahl
Jack C. Tang
John F. Taplin
Harry C. Tecklenburg, Jr.
Harold E. Thayer
L. G. Lee Thomas
George R. Vile
Emily V. Wade
Teddy F. Walkowicz
William D. Walther
D. Reid Weedon, Jr.
William J. Welsz
Albert 0. Wilson, Jr.
John J. Wilson
Richard M. Wilson
John E. Wood III
Wiiliam R. Zimmerman

Terms Expiring in 19411
Bennett Archambault
Leo M. Beckwith
E. Milton Bevington
William S. Brewster
George W. Burgess
Robert F. Calman
Norman B. Champ, Jr.
Philip L. Coleman
Emilio G. Collado
Alexander 0. Daunis
George S. DeArment
Richard J. Donohoe
Herbert H. Dow
Alexander W. Droyfoos, Jr.
Bradford M. Endicott
Thomas H. Farquhar
Harold W. Fisher
Kenneth J. Germeshausen
S. James Goldstein
Morton E. Goulder
Maurice F. Granville
Samuel A. Groves
Edwin W. Hiam
Cuthbert 0. Hurd
Joseph F. Hutchinson

Byron E. James
J. Kenneth Jamieson
Franklin M. Jarman
Howard H. Kehrl
Andrew P. Kellogg
Michael M. Koerner
Thomas J. Lamphler
Ellis C. Littmann
Wesley H. Loomis il
Floyd A. Lyon
Angus N. MacDonald
Christian J. Matthew
Charles B. McCoy
Francis M. Mead
John 0. Merrill, Jr.
Theodore T. Miller
William H. Mills
Joe F. Moore
Thomas F. Morrow
Ragnar D. Nassa
John W. Norris
Jack C. Page
Hugh Parker
Philip H. Peters
Stanley M. Proctor
Howard L. Richardson
Wylie S. Robson
L. Dennis Shapiro
Richard P. Simmons
Charles H. Smith, Jr.
Joseph J. Snyder
Tsunetada Takeda
Edward T. Thompson
Paul Tishman
James E. Turner
Alan M. Voorhees
Edward B. Walker, IlIl
Willis S. White, Jr.
Thornton A. Wilson

Terms Expiring In 1982
Joseph F. Alibrandi
E. Rudge Allen
Marvin A. Asnes
Hal L. Semis
William B. Bergen
Earl L. Bimson
Philip 0. Blanchard
Rodrigo Botero Montoya
Claude W. Brenner
David R. Clare
W. Van Alan Clark, Jr.
Dayton H. Clowell
Paul M. Cook
Thomas F. Creamer
Ralph E. Cross
W. Kenneth Davis
William S. Edgerly
James M. Ewell
John A. Fanning
J. Robert Ferguson, Jr.
Stanley M. Freeman
Joseph G. Gavin, Jr.
Robert C. Gunness
Charles J. Harrington
William E. Hartmann
Paul F, Hellmuth

Sheridan C. F. ing
George M. Keller
1. Austin Kelly IlIl
John R. Kimberly
David I. Kosowsky
Ralph Landau
William A. Lockwood
Samuel E. Lunden
F. Richard Meyer, liI
Robert L. Mitchell
Alfred E. Perlman
Charles E, Reed
Harold 0. Rosoff
H. Robert Sharbaugh
Goff Smith
Karl R. Van Tassel
C. Vincent Vappi
Guy J. Viellet
Thomas R. Williams
Frank S. Wyle
W. Maurice Young

Terms Expiring In 1983
Paul Hotte
Semon E. Knudsen
Clint W. Murchison, Jr.
Richard L. Terrell

Terms Expiring In 1984
Breene M. Kerr
Carl M. Mueller

Investment Committee
Carl M. Mueller
Chairman

Howard W. Johnson
Ex officio

Glenn P. Strehle
Ex officio

Joseph J. Snyder (1980)
Louis W. Cabot (1981)
W. H. Krome George (1981)
Irin~e du Pont, Jr. (1982)
Ellmore C. Patterson (1963)
Frank T. Cary (1984)

Membership Committee
Howard W. Johnson
Chairman

Jerome B. Wiesner
Ex officlo

Robert C. Gunness (1980)
J. Kenneth Jamieson (1981)
Frank R. Milliken (1982)
Ralph Landau (1983)
Edward 0, Vetter (1984)

Vincent A. Fulmer
Secretary
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Corporation Auditing, Advisory, and Visiting Committees

Auditing Committee Joint Advisory Visiting
1978-79 Committee on Committees,

Institute-Wide 1978-79
Affairs 1979-80*

George P. Gardner, Jr.
Chairman

Edward J. Hanley
Paul Hotte
Frank R. Mlliken
Robert C. Sprague

Gregory Smith
Chairman

Claude W. Brenner
Ex offiloo

Jonathan 0. Hakala
Ex officio

Raymond C. Verret
Ex officio

Shella E. Widnall
Ex officio

Judith Bostock (1980)
Kevin D. Campbell (1980)
Allan F. Henry (1980)
Shirley A. Jackson (1980)
Paul A. LaGace (1980)
Frederick J. McGarry (1980)
Timothy Morgenthaler (1980)
Howard L. Richardson (1980)
Vincent S. Castellano (1981)
Anthony P. French (1981)
Jeanne E. Jackson (1981)
Emily V. Wade (1982)

Martha L. Bertrand
Secretary

Note: One additional graduate stu-
dent to be elected.

Department of Aeronautics and
Astronautice
Semon E. Knudsen
Chairman

Holt Ashley*
Benjamin P. Blasingame*
George M. Bunker*
Joseph S. Dunning"
Daniel J. Fink**
Joseph G. Gavin, Jr.*
Crawford H. Greenewalt
Lucius P. Gregg, Jr.*
Willis M. Hawkins"
Hamilton Herman"
Robert G. Loewy"
Angus N. MacDonald"
Wilfred D. MacDonnell
Kenneth H. Olsen
John H. Richardson*
William R. Sears"
George S. Trimble"

School of Architecture and
Planning
Norman B. Leventhal
Chairman

William Alono"
Bruce N. Anderson*
Donald S. Appleyard*
Virgillo Barco
Denise Scott Brown"
William W. Caudill-
Catherine Donaher*
Earl R, Flantburgh*
Ada Louise Huxtable"
Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.
Frank T. Keefe"
Burnham Kelly*
John 0. Merrill, Jr..
Raymond D. Nasher"
Barbara Novak**
Richard E. Oldenburg"
Paul Parks"
1. M. Pei
George Rickey*
Gregory Smith
George M. White"

Names without notations indicate
nominees by the Corporation
*Nominees by the Alumni
Association
"Nominees by the President

Arts
Luls A. Ferri
Chairman

Henry Avery*
Leo M. Beckwith*
Joseph E. Dietzgen*
Isabella Grandin"
Kitty Carlisle Hart"
Donald M. Kendall"
James R. Killian, Jr.
Alan M. Kriegsman**
Henry Loomis"
Angus N. MacDonald*
Charles E. Reed
Beverly Siils"
Paul D. Spreiregen*
Paul Tishman*

Athletics
Irenee du Pont, Jr.
Chairman

Merrily D. Baker"
Wiiliam R. Brody*
Harold Brown*
Ernest U. Buckman"
Henrietta J. Dane*
Thomas P. Gerrity, Jr.*
Jerome H. Holland
Robert J. Kane"
David H. Koch*
Ellis C. Littmann
James A. Lovell, Jr."
George R. Macomber*
Roseanna H. Means*
Mary Jean Mulvaney"
Clint W. Murchison, Jr.
Richard M. Nichols"
John F. Pearson*
Joseph H. Ruetz"
George Warren Smith*
George M. Steinbrenner, II**
Philip F. Wagley**
Katrina M. Wootton
Albert L. Zesiger*
Gerald B. Zornow"

Department of Biology
David R. Clare
Chairman

Bruce M. Alberts"
Joseph F. Alibrandi*
Yalchl Ayukawa
Alan W. Burg*
Gerald Fink**
Joseph G. Gall"
Richard J. Greene*
Leroy E. Hood"
Nathan 0. Kaplan
Rita M. Kelley*
June L. Scott*
Coolly C. Selby
Charles A. Thomas
P. Roy Vagelos"
Jonathan R. Warner'
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Center for international Studies
Louts W. Cabot
Chairman

Francts M. Bator*
Davis 8. Sobrow*
William S. Brewster*
Louis Coon*
Norlshtge Hasegawa**
Paul Hotte
Allan J. MacEachen
Jacques 0. Masonrouge**
Jerry McAfee
Wylie S. Robson*
John E. Sawyer"
Edwin H. SeIm*
Herbert M. Shayne**
Arthur L. Singer, Jr."*
Stephen Stamas**

Department of Chemioal
Engineering
John C. Haas
Chairman

Rutherfbrd Aria"
P. L. Thtbaut Brian*
Herbert H. Dow*
Lee C. Eagleton*
C. A. Eckert*
Raymond C. Foster, Jr.*
Sheldon K. Friedlander"
Maurice F. Granrville
Robert C. Gunness
J. Kenneth Jamieson
George M. Keller*
Ralph Landau
Jerry McAfee
John J. McKetta"
Arthur B. Metzner"*
Robert J. Richardson'
Richard F. Tucker*
Philip White**

Department of Chemistry
Paul M. Cook
Chairman

John 1. Brauman*
Ronald C. Breslow"
Arnold Brosst"
Edward R. Kane*
Paul V. Keyser*"
William A. KlEmperer-
Gerald D. Laubach*
Bruce H. Mahan"
Alan Schriesheim"
David A. Shepard
Howard E. Simmons*
Christine Sloane*
Walter H. Stookmayer*
Charles A. Thomas
Emily L. Wick

Department of Civil
Engineering
Harold J. Muckley
Chairman

Har P. Aldrich, Jr.*
Louis Berger*
George Bugliarello*
Richard A. Carpenter*
W. Kenneth Davis"*
Arthur Z. Gray*
Thomas J. Lamphler*
Julian C. Madison"
Charles E. McGinnis*
Denman K. MoNear
William H. Mills
Hunter Rouse**
Robert E. Siegfried*
Richard L. Terrell
C. Vincent Vappi

Earth Solences
Maurice F. Granville
Chairman

Albert W. Bally"*
Morrison H. Beach*
Iris Borg*
Francis P. Bretherton**
Dayton H. Clewell*
Allen V. Cox..
Robert W. Decker*
Norman E. Gaut*
Cecil H. Green
W. Barclay Kamb"
Breene M. Kerr
John A. Knauss*
Charles G. Koch
Allan J. MacEachen
Frank R. Milliken
Walter H. Munk"
Norman A. Phillips*
Robert M. White*

Department of Economies
Thomas F. Creamer
Chairman

Virgillo Barco
Lloyd D. Brace
Hollis B. Chenery"
Richard N. Cooper*
M. Louise Curley*
George F. de Menil*
Otto Eckstein**
William S. Edgerly"*
Walter W. Heller"
E. Kirkbride Miller*
Laurence Peters*
Albert E. Roes"*
Michael Roemer*
Robert V. Roosa*
George P. Shultz*
Joseph J. Snyder
Joseph E. Stiglits*

Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer
science
William J. Weisz
Chairman

Eugene D. Becken*
C. Gordon B11*
William R. Brody*
Albert E. Cookson..
Bob 0. Evans**
John M. Fluke**
Joseph S. Gaziano"
Ulrich Haler**
C. Lester Hogan"*
Paul Hotte
Cuthbert C. Hurd**
Joseph F. Keilthiey*
David I. Kosowsky"-
Frank R. Milliken
T. J. Nagel*
Guy W. Nichols"
Robert N. Noyce*
Anthony Ralston*
James R. Reese**
Howard L. Richardson
Lawrence G. Roberts*
William R. Sutherland*
Howard Vollum**

Department of Humanities
Cecily C. Selby
Chairman

Gabriel A. Almond"-
G. Elaine Beans*
Claude W. Brenner*
Donald F. Carpenter
Alfred D. Chandler, Jr."
Joel Colton"*
Joseph Harrington 111*
Donald Harris
Norman N. Holland*
Arnold S. Judson*
Steven Marcus**
Judith A. Perrolle'
J. G. A. Pocock**
Edward T. Thompson*
Gregory Smith

Libraries
Jepthe H. Wade
Chairman

Pauline A. Atherton**
Edward L. Brady*
Allan L. Bralove'
Walter Burke**
Thomas P. Creamer
Richard DeGennaro"
S. James Goldstein*
John C. Haas
W. Kenneth Lowry"
Philip J. MoNiff"
Maryalice C. Moore*
Kenneth H. Olsen

Henry Regnery*
Glenora E. Rossell"
James E. Skipper"
John D. Stanitz
Arthur E. Vershbow**
Virginia P. Whitney**
John J. Wilson

Department of
Linguistics and Philosophy
Gregory Smith
Chairman

Paul Benacerraf
Warren 0. Bennts*
Robert C. Cowen*
Dennis Flanagan~
Osamu Fujtmura*
Thomas R. Horton"
Ray S. Jackendoff"
Edward S. Klima"
Ruth B. Marcus"
Donald A. Martin*
Edwin A. Martin, Jr
F. Rtchard Meyer, III
Barbara H. Partee*
David A. Shepard
Warren D. Siemens*
Joseph E. Slater*
Julius A. Stratton
Harry Woolf"

Sloan School of
Management
Richard L. Terrell
Chairman

Charles P. Bowen, Jr.'
Eugene A. Cafiero**
Robert F. Calman*
Colby H. Chandler*
W. Van Alan Clark, Jr.
Mario DIFederico
W. H. Krome George
Winston R. Hindle, Jr.*
Robert B. Horton*
Fred Kayne*
William J. McCune, Jr.*
Denman K. MoNear
George W. Morgenthaler*
Clint W. Murchison, Jr.
Donald E. Procknow*
John S. Reed**
Charles A. Sanders*
Norna S. Sarofim*
Mark Shepherd, Jr.*
Martha R. Wallace"
William J. Weisz

1
Names without notations indicate
nominees by the Corporation
*Nominees by the Alumni
Association
*Nominees by the President
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Deportment of Materials
Science and Engineering
Ralph Landau
Chairman

Seymour L. Blum*
Alfred E. Brown"
Dennis J. Carney"
Carolyne Clay*
Thomas R. Clevenger, Jr.*
Irinde du Pont, Jr.
Edward J. Hanley
Rodney E, Hanneman*
James R. Johnson"
Anthony D. Kurtz*
Horace N. Lander*
Richard P. Simmons"
Charles H. Smith, Jr."
Phillip H. Smith"
Morris A. Steinberg*
John B. Wachtman**
William D. Walther"

Department of Mathematics
Edward E. David, Jr.
Chairman

Merle M. Andrew*
William Browder**
Vincent S. Castellano
Shirley A. Jackson
Joseph B. Keller"
James K. Knowles*
Joseph J. Kohn*
Martin 0. Kruskal**
Brockway McMillan'
Virginia T. Norwood*
Kenneth E. Ralston*
Hugo Rossi*
Jacob T. Schwartz"
John W. Tukey**
Katrina M. Wootton

Department of Meohanical
Enginering
F. Richard Meyer, III
Chairman

Walter L. Abel**
W. Gerald Austen
John C. Chato*
W. Dale Compton"
Ralph E. Cross"
S. William Gouse, Jr.'
Edward J. Hayes*
Harold Hindman'
Brian G. R. Hughes
Ellis C. L.ittmann
Wilfred D. MacDonnell
Wallace A. McGahan*
Robert G. McGregor"
E. H. Nesese"
Staney M. Proctor

oliasm J. Smith"
Joseph 0. Zimmerman'

Medical Deportment
W. Gerald Austen
Chairman

Walter P. Allen*"
Roland F. Beers, Jr.*
Richard 1. Bergman*
Russell DeYoung
Robert J. Glaser"
Franz J. Ingelfinger"
Marie A. Jakus*
Margaret E. Mahoney**
Christian J. Matthew*
Henry C. Meadow**
Gregory Smith
Warren E. Wacker**
Helen F. Whitaker

Department of Nuclear
Engineering
Edward 0. Vetter
Chairman

Philip H. Abelson"
Betsy Ancker-Johnson"
Carl A. Anderson, Jr.*
W. Howard Arnold, Jr."
Keith Boyer*
Louis W. Cabot
Robert A. Charple**
Edwin E. Kintner*
James A. Larrimore'
W. Bennett Lewis**
Lawrence T. Papay*
Thomas H. Pigford*
Cecily C. Selby
Robert C. Sprague
Francis M. Steaszesky"
Mason Willrich"

Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
William B. Murphy
Chairman

Charles M. Apt*
Julius Axelrod"
Vaichi Ayukawa
William 0. Beers"
John W. A. Buyers*
John J. Burns"
Waiter A. Compton"
William C. Cooper'
Alan Cornell*
John T. Dorrance, Jr."
Norman D. Heidelbaugh*
Arthur E. Humphrey*
Ralph Landau
William H. Mills
Emil M. Mrak*
Stats Norton"
Cornelius W. Pettinga**
Glenn . Pound"
Harold Thorkilsen*

Department of Ocean
Engineering
John J. Wilson
Chairman

Victor K. Atkins*
Clarence R. Bryan
Dayton H. Clewell*
Paul M. Cook
Rebecca A. Donnellan**
Phillip Eisenberg'*
George P. Gardner, Jr.
Ronald Geer**
John E. Halkyard'
Olvind H. Lorentzen, Jr."
Robert W. Morse**
Harold J. Muckley
Evelyn F. Murphy**
Erling Naess**
Ellis L. Perry*

Department of Physics
Charles E. Reed
Chairman

Lewis M. Branscomb"
D. Allan Bromley"
Solomon J. Buchsbaum*
Henrik B. G. Casimir*
Sidney D. Drell"
George B. Field*
Cecil H. Green
Janet B. Guernsey*
Shirley A. Jackson
Hans M. Mark*
Russell G. Meyerand, Jr.**
Emanuel R. Piore"
Burton Richter*
David S. Saxon
Julius A. Stratton
Albert D. Wheelon*

Department of Political Science
Howard L. Richardson
Chairman

Gregory Anrig
Lea Aspin*
John Brademas"
W. Van Alan Clark, Jr.
Fred 1. Greenstein*
Ernst B. Hass**
Philip R. Jonsson"
Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.
James A. Moody
Levitt J. Pope'
Wesley W. Poavar"*
Enid C. B. Schoettle*
Richard H. Solomon*
Fortney H. Stark, Jr.*
Aron B. Wldavsky"
Marvin Zonis*

Department of Psychoigy
Mary F. Wagley
Chairman

Margaret J. Charlton"

David G. Cogan"
Stephen L. Foote*
Marvin C. Grossman*
Patricia W. Hewitt"
Dorothea Jamison Hurvich**
Leo M. Hurvich"
Seymour S. Kety"
Alvin M. Liberman"
Thomas M. MarliI'
James A. Moody
Robert B. Semple
Marilyn C. Smith*
Catherine M. Spencer"
Jepthe H. Wade

Sponsored Research
Robert B. Semple
Chairman

Marvin A. Asnes"
Jordan J. Baruch"
Herbert D. Benington*
Robert C. Bowls"
Joseph A. Boyd"
Arthur M. Bueche**
Edward E. David, Jr.
Thomas M. Ferrill, Jr.*
S. William Gouse, Jr.*
John N. Hanson"
Arthur Hauspurg"
James F. Healey*
David Israel*
William C. Norris**
Andrew Patullo"
David S. Saxon
Leigh Secrest*
Edward 0. Vetter
Mary F. Wagley

Student Affairs
D. Reid Weedon, Jr.
Chairman

Gerald A. Berlin**
Vincent S. Castellano
Russell N. Cox*
Edmund W. Gordon"
Jerome H. Holland
Brian G. R. Hughes
Herant Katchadourlan**
Geraldine S. Kunstadter*
Lynn Mahoney*
Luther T. Prince"
Stanley M. Proctor
Gregory Smith
Richard W. Telen*
Joseph B. Wheelwright"
Pamela T. Whitman"
Emiiy L. Wick
Katrina M. Wootton

Whituaker Coll"g of
Health Saolocee Tehnology,
and Monagement
George W. Thorn
Chairman
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Academic Performance
Alar Toomre (1081)
(Chairman)

Desn for Student Affairs*
Registrar*
Medical Director*
Director of Student Financial
Aid*
Director, Undergraduate
Academic Support Office*

David K. Roylance (1960)
Donald E. Troxel (1980)
June L. Matthews (1981)
Marcus Karel (1982)
Judson R. Baron (1982)
Peter Elias"

E. Jane Dickson
Staff to the Committee

Curricula
Richard K. Yamamoto (1980)
(Chairman)

Registrar*
Director, Undergraduate
Academic Support Office*
Associate Provost*

Herbert H. Einstein (1980)
Richard C. Larson (1980)
All S. Argon (1981)
Jean E. Jackson (1981)
Michael Modell (1981)
Richard L. Cartwright**

Ronald P. Smith
Executive Officer

Educational Policy
Shelia E. Widnall (1981)
(Chairman)

Richard L. Cartwright (1981)
(Deputy Chairman)
Provost*
Associate Provost*
Vice President*

Peter Elias (1980)
Vera Kistlakowsky (1980)
Myron Weiner (1980)
Merton C. Flemings (1981)
Kenneth R. Manning (1981)
Margery Resnick (1981)
Robert A. Weinberg (1981)
Roy E. Welsch (1981)

Kathryn W. Lombardi
Secretary

Faculty-Administration

Faculty:
Thomas B. King (1980)
(Chairman)

Albert R. Gurney, Jr. (1980)
Ernst 0. Frankel (1981)
David Gordon Wilson (1981)
Amedeo R. Odoni (1982)
Edgar A. Schein (1982)

Adminlstraflon:t
Robert A. Alberty
Thomas F. Jones
Harold John Hanham
William F. Pounds
John M. Wynne

Discipline
Leon B. Groleser (1980)
(Chairman)

Dean for Student Affairs*

loannis V. Yannas (1980)
Robert E. Cohen (1981)
Arthur 0. Kaledin (1981)
Louis D. Sralda (1982)
Margaret L. A. MaoVclar (1982)
(To be appointed)"

The dates to the right Indicate
the years In which the terms of
appointment expire.
*Rx offlolo.
"Appointed from the Committee on
Educational Policy.
tPresidentil appointment.

Graduate School Policy
Dean of the Graduate School
(Chairman)*

Associate Deans of the Graduate
School*
Director of Admissions*
Associate Chairman of the Faculty'
Registrar*

Members for 1980:

Hayward R. Alker, Jr.
Glenn A. Berchtold
Sylvain Bromberger
A. Douglas Carmichael
Carl Allin Cornell
Ernest G. Cravalho
David J. Epstein
Leon B. Groisser
Allan F. Henry
David N. Hume
Langley C. Keyes, Jr.
Steven Kielman
George F. Koster
Mary Lou Pardue
Regis M. N. Pelloux
Gordon H. Pettengill
Mary C. Potter
Warren M. Rohuenow
Jerome Rothenberg
Anthony J. Sinskey
Peter H. Stone
Harold Y. Wachman
Glenn C. Williams
Zenon S. Zannetos

industrial Liaison
Thomas J. Allen, Jr. (1982)
(Chairman)

Harry C. Gatos (1980)
Arnoldo C. Hax (1980)
Raymond E. Levitt (1981)
Wallace E. Vander Veide (1981)
Daniel M. Holland (1982)

Library System
William Siebert (1981)
(Chairman)

Provost*
Director of Information Processing
Services'
Director of Libraries*

Norman Jones (1980)
Kenneth R. Manning (1980)
Lisa A. Steiner (1981)
Judith J. Thomson (1981)

Nominationst

Robert J. Silboy (1980)
(Chairman)

Suzanne Berger (1980)
Daniel J. Kleitman (1981)
Kenneth A. Smith (1981)
Albert R. Meyer (1982)
J. D. Nyhart (1982)

Outside Professional
Activities
Hermann A. Haus (1981)
(Chairman)

Harald A. Enge (1980)
George W. RathJ ns (1980)
Stanley Backer (1981)
John B. Vander Sand. (1982)

Student Affairs

Arthur C. Smith (1981)
(Chairman)

Dean for Student Affairs*

Julian Beinart (1980)
Willard R. Johnson (1980)
Sherry Turkie (1980)
Robert J. Silbey (1981)
John E. Van Masnen (1981)
Arthur P. Mattuok (1982)
Irwin 1. Shapiro (1982)
William 0. Thilly (1982)
Morton C. Flemings"

Undergraduate Admissions
and Financial Aid
James W. Mar (1980)
(Chairman)

Director of Admissions*
Director of Student Financial Aid*
Director, Undergraduate Academic
Support Office'

David Adler (1980)
Arthur C. Smith (1981)
John J. Donovan (1982)
Hale Von Dorn Bradt (1982)
Vera Kistlakoweky"
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President (Chairman)
Chancellor (Vice Chairman and

Chairman, Administrative
Operations Subgroup)

Provost (Chairman, Educational
Programs Subgroup)

Associate Provost
Vice President (Secretary)
Vice President, Operations
Vice President, Administration

and Personnel
Vice President and Dean of the

Graduate School
Vice President for Research
Vice President, Resource

Development
Vice President for Financial

Operations
Dean of the School of Architecture

and Planning
J an of the School of Engineering
UDan of the School of Humanities

and Social Science
Dean of the Sloan School

of Management
Dean of the School of Science
Dean for Student Affairs
Chairman of the Faculty
Director of Libraries

President (Chairman)
Chancellor (Vice Chairman)
Vice President (Secretary)
Chairman of the Corporation
Members of the Academic Council
Heads of Departments
Secretary of the institute
Associate Chairman of the Faculty
Secretary of the Faculty
Director of the Center for

Advanced Engineering Study
Director of the Center for

Advanced Visual Studies
Director of the Center for Cancer

Research
Director of the Center for

International Studies
Director of the Center for

Materials Science and
Engineering

Director of the Center for Policy
Alternatives

Director of the Center for Space
Research

Director of the Division for Study
and Research In Education

Director of the Energy Laboratory
Director of the Froncs Bitter

National Magnet Laboratory
Director of the Harvard-M.I.T.

Division of Health Sciences and
Technology

Director of the Laboratory for
Computer Science

Director of the Laboratory for
information and Decision Systems

Director of the Laboratory for
Nuclear Science

Director of the Lincoln Laboratory
Director of the Nuclear Reactor

Laboratory
Director of the Operations

Research Center
Director of the Plasma

Fusion Center
Director of the Research

Laboratory of Electronics
Director of the Sea Grant Program
Director of the Spectroscopy

Laboratory
Director of Admissions
Director of Athletics
Director of Finance
Director, Industrial Liaison
Director of information

Processing Services
Director of the M.I.T. Press
Medical Director
Director of the Office of

Sponsored Programs

Registrar
Director of Student Financial Aid
Director of the Summer Session
Associate Dean of the School of

Engineering
Associate Dean for Educational

Programs, School of Engineering
Associate Dean of the School of

Humanities and Social Science
Associate Dean of the Sloan

School of Management
Associate Heads, Electrical

Engineering and Computer
Science

Representative of the Office of
R.O.T.C. Programs

Executive Vice President, Alumni
Association

Special Assistant to the President
and Chancellor for Minority
Affairs

Special Assistant to the President
and Chancellor for Women and
Work

President (Chairman)
Chancellor (Vice Chairman)
Vice President (Secretary)
Provost
Director of Admissions
Director of Athletics
Director of Career Planning and

Placement
Comptroller
Director of Finance
Director of Graphic Arts and

Audio-Visual Services
Director of Housing and Food

Services
DirectOr, industrial Liaison
Director of information Processing

Services
Director of Lincoln Laboratory
Director of the M.I.T. Associates
Director 6f the M.I.T. Press
Medical Director
Director of the News Office
Director of the Office of Facilities

Management Systems
Director of the Office of Minority

Education
Director of the Office of Personnel

Development
Director of the Office of Personnel

Services
Director of the Office of Sponsored

Programs
Director of Physical Plant
Director of Planning
Director of Purchasing and Stores
Registrar
Director of Resource Planning
Director of the Safety Office
Director of Student Financial Aid
Director of the Summer Session
Associate Chairman of the Faculty
Associate Dean of the School of

Engineering
Associate Dean, Program

Development, Graduate School
Associate Dean of the School of

Humanities and Social Science
Associate Dean for Student Affairs
Associate Director of Libraries
Associate Director for

Administration, Medical
Department

Assistant Treasurer
Chief, Campus Patrol
Manager, Campus Information

Services
Manager, Financial Information and

Planning, Sloan School
Executive Vice President of the

Alumni Association

Councils

Academic Council Faculty Council Administrative
Council
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Engineering
Council

Humanities and
Social Science
Council

Special Assistant to the President
and Chancellor for Minority
Affaire

Special Assistant to the President
and Chancellor for Women and
Work

Special Assistant to the President
for Urban Relations

Special Assistant to the Provost
Executive Officer, Office of the

Provost
Assistant to the Vice President,

Administration and Personnel
Assistant Equal Opportunity

Officer

Robert Channing Seamans, Jr.,
S.D.
Dean, School of Engineering

Kent Forrest Hansen, Sc.D.
Associate Dean, School
of Engineering

Frederick James Quivey, M.B.A.
Assistant Dean for Administration,
School of Engineering

Jack L. Kerrebrock, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Aeronautics
and Astronautics

James Wei, SoD.
Head, Department of
Chemical Engineering

Frank Edward Perkins, Sc.D.
Head, Department of
Civil Engineering

Gerald Loomis Wilson, Sc.D.
Head, Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science

Joel Moses, Ph.D.
Associate Head for
Computer Science and
Engineering
Department of Electrical
Engineering and
Computer Science

Richard B. Adler, Sc.D.
Associate Head for
Electrical Science and
Engineering
Department of Electrical
Engineering and Computer
Science

Walter Shepherd Owen, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Materials
Science and Engineering

Herbert Heath Richardson, Sc.D.
Head, Department of Mechanical
Engineering

Norman Carl Rasmussen, Ph.D
Head, Department of Nuclear
Engineering

Ira Dyer, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Ocean
Engineering

Myron Tribus, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Advanced
Engineering Study

J. Herbert Hollomon, So,D.
Director, Center for Policy
Alternatives

Daniel Roos, Ph.D.
Director, Center for Transportation
Studies

James W. Mar, Sc.D.
Chairman, Committee
on Engineering Education

Harold John Hanham, Ph.D.
Dean, School of Humanities and
Social Science

Donald L. M. Blackmer, Ph.D.
Associate Dean, School of
Humanities and Social Science
Director, Program in Science,
Technology, and Society

Edgar Cary Brown, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Economics

Samuel Jay Keyser, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Linguistics and
Philosophy

Richard Lee Cartwright, Ph.D.
Acting Head, Department of
Humanities

Alan Anthony Altshuler, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Political
Science

Richard Held, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Psychology



Science Council

Robert Arnold Alberty, Ph.D.,
Sc.D.
Dean, School of Science

Gene Monte Brown, Ph.D.
Head. Department of Biology

James Lloyd Kinsey, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Chemistry

Carl Isaac Wunsch, Ph.D.
Heed, Department of Earth
and Planetary Sciences

Daniel J. Kieltman, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Mathematics

Edward Norton Lorenz, Sc.D.
Head, Department of Meteorology

Gerald Norman Wogan, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Nutrition
and Food Science

Herman Feshbach, Ph.D.
Head, Department of Physics

Members of the
Faculty Ex-Officlis

Nelson Armstrong, Associate
Director of Student Financial Aid

Dorothy E. Bowe, Associate Director
of Student Financial Aid

Eugene A. Chamberlain,
international Students' Advisor
and Associate Dean for Student
Affairs

John A. Currie, Director of Finance
George H. Dummer, Director, Office

of Sponsored Programs
Vincent A. Fulmer, Secretary of the

Institute
Leonard V. Gallagher, Associate

Director of Student Financial Aid
Peter P. Gil, Associate Dean, Sloan

School of Management
Robert J. Holden, Associate Dean for

Student Affairs
Mary 0. Hope, Assistant Dean for

Student Affairs
Stanley G. Hudson, Associate

Director of Student Financial Aid
J. Samuel Jones, Associate Director

of Student Financial Aid
Daniel T. Langdale, Associate

Director of Admissions
Alan J. Lazarus, Associate Dean for

Student Affairs and Director,
Undergraduate Academic
Support Office

John L. Mack, Associate Director of
Admissions

Frederick D. Massie, Associate
Director of Student Financial Aid

Julia C. McLellan, Associate Director
of Admissions

Louis Menand IlIl, Special Assistant
to the Provost

Joel Orlen, Executive Officer, Office
of the Provost

Jeanne E. Richard, Associate Dean,
Administration, Graduate School

Mary P. Rowe, Special Assistant to
the President and Chancellor for
Women and Work

Robert A. Sherwood, Associate Dean
for Student Affairs

Ronald P. Smith, Associate Registrar
John B. Turner, Associate Dean,

Program Development, Graduate
School

Robert K. Weatherall, Director,
Career Planning and Placement

Alan F. White, Director of Executive
Development Programs, Sloan
School of Management

Clarence G. Williams, Special
Assistant to the President and
Chancellor for Minority Affairs

362
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V

Academic Calendar 6
Academia Council 15
Academic Information, General 48, 8
Academic Program 5, 40
Academic Standards, Graduate 89
Accelerated Master of Science in

Management 269
Accreditation by the Engineering Council for

Professional Development 164,189,175,183,
191, 199, 200,223

Acoustics 108
Activities, Campus 22
Admissions, College Transfer 65
Admissions, Deferred 63
Admiselons for O.S.P. Staff, Graduate School 92
Admissions, Foreign Graduate. See International

Graduate Admissions
Admissions, Foreign Undergraduate. See

International Undergraduate Admissions
Admissions, Freshman 61
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Admissions, Special Student 86, 91
Advanced Credit 66
Advanced Degrees, Undergraduate Requirements

for 69
Advanced Engineering Study, Center for 120,229
Advanced Placement 63
Advanced Standing Examinations 49,63
Advanced Study Program 229
Advanced Study Program in Air Transportation

2290
Advanced Visual Studies, Center for 120,143,146
Advising and Counseling 32
Advising and Education, Proprofessional 33,46,

69
Advising, Office of Freshman 48
Aerolastilolty, Structures, Materials,

and 168
Aeronautical and Astronautical Systems 168
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Bachelor of Science

In 169
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Cooperative

Program in 169
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Department of 166
Aeronautics and Astronautics Divisions of

instruction and Research Laboratories 170
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Doctor of Philosophy
and Doctor of Solence in 171

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Engineer in 171
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Master of Science in

171
Aeronautics and Astronautics, Subjects In 173
Aid for Foreign Study 97
Aid for Study in Various Field# 97
Air Force R.O.T.C. Program 316
Air Transportation, Advanced Study Program in

229
Alfred P. Sloan Fellows Program 272
Alfred P. Sloan School of Management 265
Alpha Phi Omega 26
Alumnae, Assolatlon of M.I.T. 16
Alumni Assoniation 15
Alumni Pund 16
Alumni Placement 33
America-Midest Educational and Training

Servies 64
Amrlon Studies 53
Anloent and Medieval Studies 24
Anthropology and Archaeology $3,103,244
Appliloetine for Fnanolal Aid 609, O

Applied Mechanics 224
Archaeology and Ancient Technology 103
Archaeology and Anthropology 53,103,244
Archaeology and Ethnology, Center for Materials

Research in 123
Architecture and Planning, Laboratory of 132,143
Architecture and Planning, School of 142
Architecture, Art, and Environmental Studies,

Doctor of Philosophy in 160
Architecture, Department of 146
Architecture, Master of 84,149
Architecture Studies, Master of Science in 149
Architecture, Subjects in 151
Army R.O.T.C. Program 320
Art and Architecture, History of 53
Art and Design, Bachelor of Science in 147
Art Collection, Environmental 11
Arteriosclerosis Center 118
Artificial Intelligence Laboratory 118
Arts at M.I.T., Council for the 9
Arts. Humanities, and Social Sciences

Requirement 62,232
Ashdown House, Avery Allen 31
Asslatantships, Teaching and Research 96
Associates Program, M.I.T. 15
Association of M.I.T. Alumnae 15
Astronautical Systems, Aeronautical and 168
Astronomy and Astrophysics 103,310
Athletics 23
Avery Allen Ashdown House 31
Awards and Prizes 75, 99

Bachelor of Science in Aeronautics and
Astronautics 169

Bachelor of Science In Art and Design 147
Bachelor of Science in Chemical Engineering 176
Bachelor of Science in Chemistry 282
Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering 182
Bachelor of Science in Computer Science and

Engineering 192
Bachelor of Science in Earth and Planetary

Sciences 26
Bachelor of Science In Economics 239
Bachelor of Sciance in Electrical Engineering 191
Bachelor of Scoence in Humanities and

Engineering 249
Bachelor of Science in Humanities and

Science 249
Bachelor of Science in Life Sclence 278, 298
Bachelor of Science in Management 265
Bachelor of Science in Materials Sclence and

Engineering 199
Bachelor of Science in Mathematics 290
Bachelor of Science in Mechanical

Engineering 200
Bachelor of Solenoc in Nuclear Engineering 216
Bachelor of Science in Ocean Engineering, in Naval

Architecture and Marine Engineering, or Without
Designation 223

Bachelor of Scoence in Philosophy 254
Bachelor of Scoence in Physics 306
Bachelor of Science in Political Science 258
Bachelor of Science in Political Science: Public

Policy 250
Bachelor of Science n Urban Studies 15
Bachelor of Science, Interdisolplinary Science

Program 105,307
Bachelor's and Masters Degree Program,

Combined 200
Bachelor's and Masters Degrees, Simultaneous

Award of 4, 685
Bachelor's Degrees, Program for Two 49

Ballroom Dancing Club 26
Bates Linear Accelerator 119
Behavioral Science in Management 268
Biochemical Engineering 299
Biochemistry 279
Bloelectrical Engineering Option 192
Biological Oceanography 111, 279, 309
Biology, Applied 278, 298
Biology, Department of 277
Biology, Doctor of Philosophy in 279
Biology, Subjects in 260
Biomedical Engineering 104,171, 207
Biomedical Engineering at M.I.T., Summary of

Graduate Degree Opportunities in 316
Biomedical Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy in

212
Biomedical Engineering, Doctor of Science or

Doctor of Philosophy in 315
Biomedical Sciences 315
Biomedical Sciences Program, Doctor of Medicine

in 315
Biophysics 279
Bitter National Magnet Laboratory 119
Black Student Union, M.I.T. 26
Board and Room 67,93
Books and Materials 67, 94
Boston Environment 12
Boston Library Consortium 8, 79
Boston University 87
Brandeis University 87

Calculus Requirement 51
Calendar, Academic 6
Cambridge Humanities Seminar 248
Campus 10
Campus Activities 22
Campus Tours 11
Cancer Research, Center for 120
Career Opportunities in Ocean

Engineering 221
Career Planning and Placement 33
Cell Biology, Virology, and Physiology 270
Cell Culture Center 119
Center for Advanced Engineering Study 120,229
Center for Advanced Engineering Study

Seminar Office 230
Center for Advanced Visual Studies 120,143,146
Center for Cancer Research 120
Center for Computational Research In Economics

and Management Scoence 121
Center for information Systems Research 122
Center for international Studies 122
Center for Materials Research in Archaeology and

Ethnology 123
Center for Materials Science and Engineering 123
Center for Policy Alternatives 123
Center for Space Research 124
Center for Theoretical Physics 304
Center for Transportation Studies 117, 124,184
Ceramics, Master of Solence in 200
Chamber Players 24
Chapel 26
Charges for Late Changes in Registration 60, 94
Charles Stark Draper Laboratory 139
Chemical Engineer 177
Chemical Engineering, Bachelor of Science in 176
Chemical Engineering, Department of 174
Chemical Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy and

Doctor of Scilence in 176
Chemical Engineering, Mester of Soene in 177
Chemical Engineering Practice, Mester of Sclence

in 177
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Chemical Engineering, Subjects in 178
Chemical Oceanography 111
Chemical Oceanography, Marine Geology, Marine

Geophysics, and Physical Oceanography 309
Chemistry, Bachelor of Science In 282
Chemistry/Slology Requirement 51
Chemistry, Department of 261
Chemistry, Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of

Science in 282
Chemistry, Master of Science in 282
Chemistry, Subjects in 283
Chinese Choral Society 24
Choir, Gospel 24
Choral Society 24
Choral Society, Chinese 24
Chorallaries 24
City Planning, Master In 84, 156
Civil Engineer 183
Civil Engineering, Bachelor of Science In 182
Civil Engineering, Department of 180
Civil Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor

of Science in 183
Civil Engineering, Master of Science in 183
Civil Engineering, Subjects in 186
Clinical Nutrition, Human and 299
Clinical Research Center 125
Coed Fraternity Residences 30
Coastal Zone Development 224
Cognitive Sciences 108
College Transfer Admissions 65
College Work-Study 97
Combined Bachelor's and Master's Degree

Program 209
Combined Doctor of Medicine-Doctor of Philosophy

Program in the Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health
Sciences and Technology 316

Committee on Curricula 50
Committee on Discipline 34
Committee on Educational Policy 15
Committee on Graduate School Policy 22, 79, 84,

88
Committee on Preprofesslonal Advising and

Education 33
Committee on Privacy 36
Commons Plans 29
Communication Sciences and Engineering 136
Community Development, Neighborhood and 156
Community Fellows Program 142, 168
Community Players, M.l.T, 25
Compton Gellery, Margaret Hutchinson 27
Computational Reseroh in Economics and

Management Science, Center for 121
Computr Science and Engineering, Bachelor of

Sclence in 192
Computers, and Control, Systems, 207
Concentration, Fields of 62
Concert Band 24
Concert Jazz Sand 24
Concourse Program 42,104
Consortium of 8oston Libraries 8, 79
Constructed Facilities 162
Control, instrumentation, Guidance, and 168
Control, Systems, Computers, and 207
Cooperatve iUving 30
Cooperative Program in Aeronautics and

Astronautice 169
Cooperative Programs, with other InstItutions 87
Cooperative Progams 67, 93
Corporation 15
Costs for Graduate Students 93
Costs for Undergraduate Students 67

odnolifor the Arts at M.I.T.

Counseling and Advising 32
Creative Photography Gallery 26
Creative Photography Laboratory 143
Creative Writing 53
Credits 48, 88
Crossroads in Western Tradition. See Western

Tradition: Issues and Texts.
Curricula, Committee on 50

Dance Workshop, M.I.T. 28
Debate Society 26
Decision Systems, Laboratory for information

and 130
Deferred Admissions 63
Deferred Payment Plan 68, 94
Degree Programs In Engineering 164
Degree Programs, Unspecified 107
Degrees, Doctoral 86
Degrees, Double 49, 85
Degrees, Engineer's 85
Degrees, Master's 84
Degrees With and Without Specification 85
Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics 166
Department of Architecture 145
Department of Biology 277
Department of Chemical Engineering 174
Department of Chemistry 281
Department of Civil Engineering 180
Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences 285
Department of Economics 238
Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer

Science 188
Department of Humanities 242
Department of Linguistics and Philosophy 254
Department of Materials Science and

Engineering 197
Department of Mathematics 289
Department of Mechanical Engineering 204
Department of Meteorology 293
Department of Nuclear Engineering 214
Department of Nutrition and Food Science 297
Department of Ocean Engineering 220
Department of Physics 302
Department of Political Science 257
Department of Psychology 262
Department of Urban Studies and Planning 153
Departmental Programs 40, 141
Departmental Programs and Requirements 141
Design, Environmental 156
Design, Visual Arts and 64
Developing Countries, Planning for 156
Development, Neighborhood and Community 156
Development, Regional Economi', 156
Dining 29
Disciplinary Committee Procedures, Statement

of 34
Discipline, Committee on 34
Disclosure of information about Students 36
Distribution Subjects 62
Division of Health Sciences and Technology,

Harvard-M.i.T. 3, 312
Division for Study and Research In Education 107,

113,125
Divisions of instruction and Research Laboratories,

Aeronautics and Astronautics 170
Doctoral Degrees 66
Doctor of Medicine-Doctor of Philosophy,

Combined Program In the Harvard-M.I.T.
Division of Health Sciences and Technology
318

Doctor of Medicine in Biomedical Sclences
Program 315

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Aeronautics and Astronautics 171

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Chemical Engineering 176

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Chemistry 282

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science, Civil
Engineering 183

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science, Earth
and Planetary Sciences 286

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
194

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Materials Science and Engineering 200

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Mathematics 291

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Mechanical Engineering 210

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Meteorology 295

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Nuclear Engineering 218

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of
Science, Nutrition and Food Science 298

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Ocean Engineering 224

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science,
Physics 306

Doctor of Philosophy, Architecture, Art, and
Environmental Studies 150

Doctor of Philosophy, Biology 279
Doctor of Philosophy, Biomedical Engineering

212
Doctor of Philosophy, Economics 239
Doctor of Philosophy, Linguistics 255
Doctor of Philosophy, Management 269
Doctor of Philosophy or Doctor of Science in

Medical Engineering or Medical Physics 316
Doctor of Philosophy, Philosophy 255
Doctor of Philosophy, Political Science 259
Doctor of Philosophy, Psychology 263
Doctor of Philosophy, Urban Studies and

Planning 156
Doctor of Science or Doctor of Philosophy in

Biomedical Engineering 315
Doctor of Science or Doctor of Philosophy in

Medical Engineering or Medical Physics 318
Domestic Year Away 47
Dormitory Council 22
Double degrees 49, 85
Drama Program 247
Dramashop 25
Draper Laboratory 139
Dual Master's Degrees in Urban Studies and

Architecture 157
Dynamics of Management Systems 269

Early Action in Admissions 63
Early Music Society 24
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Bachelor of Science

in 286
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Department of 286
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Doctor of Philosophy

and Doctor of Science in 286
Earth and Planetary Sciences or Oceanography,

Master of Scoence in 286
Earth and Planetary Sciences, Subjects in 287
Eastgate 31
Economic Development, Regional 156
Economics, Bachelor of Science in 239
Economics, Department of 238

................. ................ ............... .............. .........................
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Economics, Doctor of Philosophy In 239
Economics, Master of Science in 239
Economics, Subjects in 240
Education, Division for Study and Research in

107,113,126
Education for Public Management Program 229
Education, Prelaw 46
Education, Premedical 46
Education Studies 46
Educational Policy, Committee on 15
Educational Resources 8
Elective Subjects 65
Electives 44
Electives in Engineering, School-Wide 163
Electric Power Systems Engineering

Laboratory 126
Electrical Engineer 194
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,

Department of 188
Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,

Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of Science in
194

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Master of Science in 194

Electrical Engineering and Computer Science,
Subjects In 195

Electrical Engineering, Bachelor of Science in 191
Elements of Ocean Engineering 222
Employment, Student 69, 96
Energy Conversion, Propulsion and 168
Energy Laboratory 127
Engineer, Aeronautics and Astronautics 171
Engineer, Chemical 177
Engineer, Civil 183
Engineer, Electrical 194
Engineer, Environmental 177, 183,211,224
Engineer, Materials 177, 200, 211
Engineer, Mechanical 210
Engineer, Metallurgical 200
Engineer, Nuclear 217
Engineer, Ocean 224
Engineering Council for Professional Development,

Acreditation by the 164,169,176,163,191,
190, 209,223

Engineering, Degree Programs in 164
Engineering, Naval Construction and 224
Engineering internship Program 162,170,183,

192.200,209,.217
Engineering, Medical or Medical Physics, Doctor of

Sclence or Doctor of Philosophy in 316
Engineering, School of 160
Engineering, School of, interdepartmental Centers,

Projects, and Laboratories in the 183
Engineering, School-Wide Electives in 163
Engineer's Degrees 85
English. See Literature
Entrance Examinations 62
Entrance Examinations for Foreign Applicants 64
Environmental Art Collection 11
Environmental Design 166
Environmental Engineer 177, 183,211,224
Environmental Engineering 109, 200, 224
Environmental Engineering, Water Resources

and 182
Environmental Planning and Policy 160
Environmental Studies 104, 100
5rg 24
Eology and Archaeology, Center for Materials

Researoh in 123
Evening Clase 9
E inations, Final 49, 88

xaminations for Advanced Standing 49

Examinations, Graduate Record 90
Exchange Programs 47, 87
Executive Development in Management, Programs

for 272
Experimental Study Group 42,104

Faculty Council 15
Fees and Tuition 67, 93
Fees, Miscellaneous 67, 94
Fellowships 95
Festival Jazz Band 24
Fields for Graduate Study 80
Fields of Concentration 52
Fieldwork and internships In Urban Studies 157
Film Section 143
Films, Lectures, and Seminars 24
Final Examinations 49, 88
Financial Aid, Applications for 69, 95
Financial Aids 69, 95
Flight Transportation 172
Fluid Mechanics 224
Fluids, Mechanics and Physics of 168
Folk Dance Club 26
Food Science and Technology 298
Foreign Graduate Admissions. See International

Graduate Admissions
Foreign Languages 53
Foreign Study for Graduate Students 88
Foreign Undergraduate Admissions. See

international Undergraduate Admissions
Francis Bitter National Magnet Laboratory 119
Fraternities 30
Freshman Admissions 61
Freshman Advisory Council. See Office of

Freshman Advising
Freshman Grading 43
Freshman Handbook 43
Freshman Year 41
Full-time Study at Other Universities 47
Fusion Center, Plasma 135

Gallery, Margaret Hutchinson Compton 27
General Academic Information 48, 88
General Institute Requirements 40, 60
General Physics 136
General Requirements for Graduate Degrees 80
George R. Wallace, Jr., Astrophysical

Observatory 138
George R. Wallace, Jr., Geophysical

Observatory 138
Geotechnical Engineering Research

Laboratory 185
Gospel Choir 24
Government, Graduate Student 22
Government, Undergraduate Student 22
Grade Reports and Transcripts 49, 89
Grading, Freshmen 43
Grading, Pass-Fall 43
Graduate Academic Standards 89
Graduate Admissions, Foreign. See International

Graduate Admissions
Graduate Admissions, Regular S9
Graduate Education at M.I.T. 77
Graduate Living Costs 94
Graduate Program in Medical Radiological Physics,

Harvard-M.I.T. 316
Graduate Record Examinations 90
Graduate School Admission for O..P. Staff 92
Graduate School, Organization of the 79
Graduate School Policy, Committee on 22,79,84,

as
Graduate Single Studlent Housing 31

Graduate Student Government 22
Graduate Student Organization 22
Graduate Students, Costs for 93
Graduate Students, Special 91
Graduate Study, Fields for 80
Graduate Study, Resources for 79
Graduate, The 24
Guidance, and Control, instrumentation, 168

Hart Nautical Museum, Francis Russell 27
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences and

Technology 83, 312
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of Health Sciences and

Technology, Combined Doctor of Medicine.
Doctor of Philosophy Program in 316

Harvard-M.I.T. Graduate Program In Medical
Radiological Physics 316

Harvard University 47,87
Hayden Gallery 27
Health Program, Student 32
Health Sciences and Technology, Combined Doctor

of Medicine-Doctor tf Philosophy in the
Harvard-M.I.T. Division of 316

Health Sciences and Technology, Harvard-M.I.T.
Division of 83, 312

Heaith Sciences, Technology, and Management,
Whitaker College of 311

Health Service Fee 67, 93
Historical Collections 8
History 53
History of Art and Architecture 53
History of Science and Technology 235
Hobby Shop 26
HoToGAMIT 24
Housing 28,31
Housing, Real Estate, and Land Development 156
Human and Clinical Nutrition 299
Humanities and Engineering 106
Humanities and Engineering, Bachelor of Science

in 249
Humanitioe nd Science 106
Humanities and Science, Bachelor of Science

in 249
Humanities and Social Science, School of 231
Humanities, Arts, and Social Sciences

Requirement 52, 232
Humanities, Department of 242
Humanities, Subjects in 250
Hydrodynamics 224
Hydrodynamics, Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory for

Water Resources and 165

I.A.P. (independent Activities Period) 6, 154
Industrial Liaison Office 16
information about Students, Disclosure of 36
Information and Decision Systems, Laboratory

for 130
Information Processing Services S
information Systems Research, Center for 122
innovation Center 129
innovation Program 172
institute House Rentals and Meals 68, 94
Institute Houses 29
institute, Organization of the 16
institute Requirements, General 40, 50
Instrumentation, Guidance, and Control 168
Intercollegiate Athletics 23
interdepartmental Centers, Projects, and

Laboratories in the School of Engineering 163
Interdepartmental Graduate Opportunities 100
Interdepartmental Laboratories in the School

of Science 275
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interdepartmental Organizations and Research
Facilities 116

Interdepartmental Study and Research 101
Interdepartmental Undergraduate Opportunities

1011
interdisolplinary Research Opportunities 105
interdisciplinary Scoence Program 106, 109, 307
Interdislciplinary Solence Program, Bachelor of

Blence in the 105, 307
interdisciplinary Science Program, Master of

Science in 100, 307
interfraternIty Conference 22, 30
international Graduate Admissions 91
International Nutrition Program 129, 300
international Students' Council 22
International Studies,, Center for 122
International Undergraduate Admissions 64
Internship Program, Engineering 162,170,183,

102,200,200,217
internships and Fieldwork in Urban Studies 157
internships in Political Science 256
Internships, Summer, in Scoence and Technology

Policy 236
Interphase, Project 61
interview 61
intramural Athletic Program 23

January Independent Activities Period 6, 154
Jan Band, Festival 24
Joint Center for Urban Studies of M.I.T. and

Harvard University 143
Joint Degree Programs in Humanities and

Engineering and Humanities and Science 105,
249

Joint Program in Oceanographic Engineering with
Woods Hole Oceanographic institution 176,
1865,193,202,211,225,227

Joint Programs in Oceanography with Woods Hole
Oceanographic institution 279, 286, 295, 308

Laboratory for Computer Science 130
Laboratory for Information and Decision

Systems 130
Laboratory for Manufacturing and

Productivity 131, 207
Laboratory for Nuclear Science 132
Laboratory for Water Resources and

Hydrodynamics, Ralph M. Persons 1865
Laboratory, Nuclear Reactor 134,218
Laboratory of Architecture and Planning 132, 143
Laboratory Requirement 68
Land Development, Housing, Real Estate, and 156
Language Laboratory 244
Language Proficiency S8
Law and Ocean Engineering 224
Law-Related Studies 106,110
Lectur* Series Committee 24
Lectures, Seminars, and Films 24
Letters of Recommendation 36
Libraries 8, 70
Life Soences, Bachelor of Science In 278, 298
Ubraries, Boston Consortium of 0, 79
Lincoln Laboratory 133
Ungulstics and Philosophy, Department of 264
Linguistlos and Philosophy, Subjects in 266
Linguistics, Doctor of Philosophy in 265

Major Course of Study 44
Management, Accelerated Master of Science in

269
Management, Alfred P. Sloan School of 266
Management, Bachelor of Science in 268
Management, Behavioral Science in 268
Management, Doctor of Philosophy in 269
Management, Master of Soence in 269
Management, Mineral Resources Engineering

and 110,201
Management, Programs for Executive Development

In 272
Management Science 269
Management, Special Program In 268
Management, Subjects in 273
Management Systems, Dynamics of 269
Manufacturing and Materials Processing 207
Manufacturing and Productivity, Laboratory

for 131, 207
Margaret Hutchinson Compton Gallery 27
Marine Acoustics 224
Marine Data Systems Engineering 224
Marine Engineering 224
Marine Geology 111
Marine Geology, Chemical Oceanography, Marine

Geophysics, and Physical Oceanography 309
Marine Geophysics 111
Marine Geophysics, Chemical Oceanography,

Marine Geology. and Physical
Oceanography 309

Marine Systems 224
Married Studont Housing 31
Master in City Planning 84, 156
Master of Architecture 64,149
Master of Science 84
Master of Science Degrees for Students from Other

Departments, Simultaneous Award of 202
Master of Science In Aeronautics and

Astronautics 171
Master of Science in Architecture Studies 149
Master of Solence in Ceramics 200
Master of Science in Chemical Engineering 177
Master of Science in Chemical Engineering

Practice 177
Master of Science in Chemistry 282
Master of Solence in Civil Engineering 183
Master of Science in Earth and Planetary Sciences

or in Oceanography 287
Master of Science in Economics 239
Master of Solence in Electrical Engineering and

Computer Science 194
Master of Science in Management 269
Master of Scoence in Management, Accelerated

269
Master of Solence in Materials Engineering 200
Master of Science in Materials Science 200
Master of Science in Mathematics 291
Master of Solence in Mechanical Engineering 210
Master of Science in Metallurgy 200
Master of Solence in Meteorology or in

Oceanography 206
Master of Science in Nuclear Engineering 217
Master of Science in Ocean Engineering, in Naval

Architecture and Marine Engineering, or Without
Spocifloation 224

Master of Science in Physics 306
Master of Science In Political Science 259
Master of Soence in Polymrlce 200
Master of Sienos in Psychology and Brain

Science 263
Master of Science in Sioence Communoation 307

Master of Salence in Shipping and Shipbuilding
Management 225

Master of Science in Technology and Policy 171,
177, 184, 201,210,217,224

Master of Science in Textile Technology 210
Master of Science in Transportation 117,186
Master of Science in Visual Studies 150
Master of Science, Interdisciplinary Science

Program 109, 307
Master of Science: Nutrition and Food

Scoence 298
Master's and Bachelor's Degree Program,

Combined 200
Master's and Bachelor's Degrees, Simultaneous

Award of 49, 65
Master's Degrees 84
Master's Degrees, Simultaneous Award of Two 85
Materials, and Structures, Aeroelastiolty, 168
Materials Engineer 177,200,211
Materials Engineering 200
Materials Engineering, Master of Science in 200
Materials Research in Archaeology and Ethnology,

Center for 123
Materials Science 200
Materials Science and Engineering, Bachelor of

Science in 199
Materials Science and Engineering, Center for

123
Materials Science and Engineering, Department

of 197
Materials Science and Engineering, Doctor of

Philosophy and Doctor of Scoence in 200
Materials Science and Engineering, Subjects in

203
Materials Science, Master of Solence in 200
Mathematics, Applied 200
Mathematics, Bachelor of Science in 290
Mathematics, Department of 289
Mathematics, Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of

Science In 291
Mathematics, Master of Science in 291
Mathematics, Pure 290, 291
Mathematics, Subjects in 291
Mechanioal Engineer 210
Mechanical Engineering, Bachelor of Science in

209
Mechanical Engineering, Department of 204
Mechanical Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy and

Doctor of Science in 210
Mechanical Engineering, Master of Science in 210
Mechanical Engineering, Research Laboratories

and Programs In 207
Mechanical Engineering, Subjects In 212
Mechanics and Physics of Fluids 168
Medical Engineeing or Medical Physics, Doctor of

Science or Doctor of Philosophy in 316
Medical Physics or Medical Engineering, Doctor of

Solence or Doctor of Philosophy In 316
Medical Radiological Physics, Harvard.M.i.T.

Graduate Program in 316
Medical Services 32
Medieval Studies, Ancient and 248
Metabolism and Nuritional Biochemistry 209
Metallurgical Engineer 200
Metallurgy 201
Metallurgy, Master of clcence in 200
Meteorology, Department of 290
Meteorology, Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of

Solence in 291
Meteorology or Oceanography, Master of Slence

in 296
Meteorology, Subjecs in 296
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Mirobiology 279
Mideast-America Educational and Training

Services 64
Mineral Resource Studies 106
Mineral Resources Engineering and

Management 110, 201
Minerals Resources Research institute, Mining

and 106, 110, 133
Mining and Minerals Resources Research

institute 100, 110, 133
Minority Group Programs 61
Minor Program 86
Miscellaneous Fes 67,94
M.I.T. Associstes Program 15
M.I.T. Block Student Union 26
M.I.T. Community Players 25
M.I.T. Dance Workshop 26
M.I.T. Press 9
M.I.T. Shakespeare Ensemble 25
M.I.T. Student House 30
MiT. Urban Action Program 26
M.I.T.-Weilesley Upward Bound Prugram 46
Music 24,54,246
Music Soety, Early 24
Musical Theatre Guild 24

National Fellowships for Graduate Study 97
Nautical Museum, Francis Russell Hart 27
Navel Architecture and Marine Engineering, Ocean

Engineering, or Without Specification, Master of
Science In 224

Naval Construction and Engineering 224
Naval Engineering 224
Naval R.O.T.C. Program 322
Neighborhood and Community Development 156
Neural and Endocrine Regulation 209
Neurosolenoes Research Program 133
Night School 9
Nonresident Student Assoclation 22,30
Nuclear and Particle Theory 304
Nuclear Engineer 217
Nuclear Engineering, Bachelor of Science In 216
Nuclear Engineering, Department of 214
Nuclear Engineering, Doctor of Philosophy and

Doctor of Science In 218
Nucler Engineering, Master of Soience in 217
Nuclear Engineering, Subjects in 218
Nuclear Reactor Laboratory 134,218
Nuclear Science, Laboratory for 132
Nursery School, Technology 31
Nutrition and Food Science, Department of 297
Nutrition and Food Soence, Doctor of Philosophy

and Doctor of Science 298
Nutrition and Food Science, Master of Science

208
Nutrition and Food Science, Subjects in 300
Nutrition, Human and Clinical 20
Nutrition Program, International 129,300
lutritional Biochemistry and Metabolism 29

Ocean Engineering, Naval Architecture and Marine
Engineering, or Without Specification, Master
of Science in 224

Ocean Engineering, Subjects in 226
Ocean Transportation 224
Oceanographic Engineering and

Oceanography 111
Oceanographic Engineering, Joint Program in, with

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 176,
185, 193,202,211,228.227

Oceanography 295
Oceanography and Oceanographic

Engineering 111
Oceanography, Joint Programs in, with Woods Hole

Oceanographic institution 279,286,295,308
Oceanography or Earth and Planetary Sciences,

Master of Science In 2$7
Oceanography or Meteorology, Master of Science

In 295
Off Campus Housing Service 30
Offie of Freshman Advising 48
Office of Sponsored Programs 15, 92
Offshore Engineering 224
Operations Research 111, 224
Operations Research Center 111,134
Organization of the Graduate School 79
Organization of the institute 15
Organizations and Research Facilities,

interdepartmental 118
O.S.P. Staff, Graduate School Admission for 92
Outing Club 26

Parent Loan Plan 68, 69, 94
Parsons, Ralph M., Laboratory for Water

Resources and Hydrodynamics 1865
Pass-Fall Grading 43
Payment Plan, Deferred 68,94
Payments 66, 94
Personal Conferences 61, 64
Personal Files 36
Philosophy 54
Philosophy, Bachelor of Science in 254
Philosophy, Doctor of Philosophy In 256
Philosophy of Solence and Technology 235
Physical Education Requirement 59
Physical Oceanography 111
Physical Oceanography, Chemical Oceanography,

Marine Geology, and Marine Geophysics 300
Physics, Bachelor of Science in 306
Physics, Dopartment of 302
Physics, Doctor of Philosophy and Doctor of

Science in 305
Physics, General 136
Physics, Master of Science In 305
Physics, Medical or Medical Engineering, Doctor of

Science or Doctor of Philosophy in 316
Physics, Medical Radiological, Harvard-M.I.T.

Graduate Program In 316
Physics Requirement 51
Physios, Subjeot in 306
Physiology, Cell Biology, und Virology 279
Ping Yuan Tang Residence Hall 31
Placement, Career Planning and 33
Planning and Policy, Environmental 166
Planning for Developing Countries 156
Planning, Transportation 187
Plasma Dynamlcs 136
Plasma Fusion Center 138
Policy Alternatives, Center for 123
Policy and Planning, Environmental 166
Policy, Public and Ocean Use 284
Political Solence, Bohelor of Sclence in 218

Political Science, Department of 257
Political Science, Doctor of Philosophy in 269
Political Science, Internships in 26
Political Science, Master of Science in 259
Political Solence: Public Policy, Bachelor of Science

in 280
Political Science, Subjects In 260
Polymeric Materials 112
Polymerics 201
Polymerics, Master of Scones in 200
Power Engineering 112
Prelaw Advisory Council 46,106
Prelaw Education 46
Premedical Advisory Council 46
Premedical Education 46
Preprofessional Advising and Education 33,46,

8o
Professional Development, Engineering Council for,

Accreditation by the 164, 160. 175, 183, 191,
199, 209, 223

Privacy, Committee on 36
Privacy of Student Records 35
Prizes and Awards 75, 09
Processing Charges for Late Changes *

in RegistratIon 65, 94
Program, Academic 5, 40
Program for Senior Executives, M.I.T. 272
Program for Two Bachelor's Degrees 49
Program in Science, Technology and Society 54,

106,113,234
Programs, Qooperative 67, g3
Programs, Cooperative, with other Institutions 67
Programs, Departmental 40, 141
Programs for Executive Development in

Management 272
Project interphase S1
Propulsion and Energy Conversion 168
Psychology and Brain Science, Master of Scoence

in 263
Psychology, Department of 202
Psychology, Doctor of Philosophy in 263
Psychology, Subjects in 804
Public Policy and Ocean Use 224
Public Policy, Bachelor of Science In Political

Science 259
Publications, Student 24
Pure Mathematics 290, 291

Ralph M. Parsons Laboratory for Water Resources
and Hydrodynamics 165

Reactor Laboratory, Nuclear 134,216
Real Estate, and Land Development, Housing, 166
Recommendation, Letters of 36
Records, Privacy of 36
Records, Student, Review of 35
Regional Economic Development 156
Registration 48, U
Registration, Charges for Late Changes in

6,94
Regular Graduate Admissions 59
Regulations and Rules 34
Religious Organizations 26
Religious Studies 64
Requirement, Calculus 61
Requirement, Chemistry/Iology 51
Requirement In the Humanities, Arts, and Social

Sciences 52,232
Requirement, Laboratory 68
Requirement, Physical Education 80
Requirement, Physics 51
Requirement, Science 60
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